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PROPOSALS RELATINGI To EXCISE TAXES
.MNI)AY. APRIl. 21. 1996
U.S. SENATE,
('oMMIr'EE ON FINANCE,

Washington, IX,.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room SD215. Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Bob Packwood (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Packwood, Danforth, Chafee, Durenberger,
Symms, Long, Matsunaga, Baucus, Mitchell, and Pryor.
[The press release announcing the hearing, background material
on the chairman's tax reform proposal relating to excise taxes and
tariffs, and the written prepared statement of Senator Mitchell
follow:]
I'rto,

R leam No ?.41251

PREss RV.I.As.W
For Immediate Release April 7, 1986.
FINANF(' CoMmrIE To HOLD HEARING ON

ExcisE TAXES

Committee on Finance Chairman Bob Packwood (R-Oregon) announced today that
the (ommittee will hold a hearing on provisions contained in the Chairman's tax
reform proposal affecting the deductibility of federal excise taxes and tariffs, taxation of wine at rates equivalent to beer, and adjustment of alcohol, tobacco and
fuel excise taxes to reflect increases in price.
The hearing will be held at 9:30 am. on Monday. April 21, 1986 in Room SD-215
of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

(1)
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OVERVIEW OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS
IN THE CHAIRMAN'S TAX REFORM PROPOSAL
RELATING TO EXCISE TAXES AND TARIFFS

Scheduled for a Hearing
Before the
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
on April 21,

1986

Prepared by the Staff
of the
JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION
April 18, 1986

JCX-4-86
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I.

SUMMARY

The Senate Committee on Finance, as part of its
consideration of tax reform proposals, has scheduled a public
hearing on April 21, 1986, on certain provisions of Chairman
Bob Packwood's tax reform proposal that relate to Federal
excise taxes and tariffs. The Chairman's proposal includes
three principal changes concerning excise taxes and tariffs.
First, amounts paid as Federal excise taxes and tariffs
would not be deductible for Federal income tax purposes.
Under present law, Federal excise taxes and tariffs incurred
in the conduct of a trade or business or for the production
of income may be deductible as part of the cost of goods
sold, as ordinary and necessary costs of doing business or
producing income, or as part of the basis for depreciation or
amortization deductions. Federal excise taxes and tariffs
that are not incurred in a business or in producing income
are not deductible for Federal income tax purposes.
Second, the rate of excise tax on certain types of wine
would be made equivalent to the rate at which beer is taxed,
based on alcohol content.
Third, excise tax rates applicable to alcohol products,
tobacco products, and motor fuels would be adjusted to
reflect price changes.
This document,1 prepared by the staff of the Joint
Committee on Taxation, contains background information for
use by the Committee in its consideration of these
provisions.

1 This document may be cited as follows: Joint Committee on
Taxation, Overview of Certain Provisions in the Chairman's
Tax Reform Proposal Relating to Excise Taxes and Tariffs
TJCX-4_-), April 18# 196.
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NONDEDUCTIBILITY OF FEDERAL EXCISE TAXES AND TARIFFS
Present Law

Overview of excise taxes
Federal excise taxes are imposed on the manufacture,
sale, or use of a variety of goods and services, and on
certain occupations.
Commodities subject to Federal excise taxes include
alcoholic beverages (distilled spirits, vine, and beer),
tobacco products (cigars and cigarettes), motor fuels
(gasoline, diesel, and special motor fuels), heavy tires and
trucks, coal, crude oil, sport fishing equipment, bows and
arrows, firearms and ammunition, gas guzzling automobiles,
and deep seabed minerals. Services subject to Federal excise
taxes include domestic air passenger and cargo
transportation, communications (telephone) services, and
foreign insurance policies.
In addition to the transactional excises on certain
commodities and services, an annual use tax applies to heavy
highway vehicles. Also, excise taxes apply to certain
occupations (alcoholic beverages, certain firearms, and
wagering).
Revenues from some of the current Federal excise taxes
are dedicated to specific trust funds in the Treasury, and
thus are reserved for specified expenditure purposes (e.g.,
highways, airports and airways, black lung disability
benefits, and inland waterways).
Rates, incidence of excise taxes
Federal excise taxes generally are imposed at a
prescribed rate per commodity unit (e.g., $12.50 per proof
gallon of distilled spirits), a prescribed percentage of the
selling price (e.g., eight percent of the air passenger
ticket price), or a variant of these basic rate structures
(e.g., $1.10 per ton for underground mined coal, up to a
maximum of 4.4 percent of the coal's selling price).
Occupational excise taxes are imposed on an annual basis
(e.g., $123 per year for wholesale beer dealers).
Excise taxes are imposed, in various cases, at the
manufacturer (producer) level or importer level; at the
wholesale level; at the retail (or service provider) level;
or on the taxable use of a product or article if no sale
occurs. Excise tax may be imposed directly on the business
engaged in the production or activity subject to tax. In
other instances, tax is imposed on the purchaser, with the
seller acting as a tax collection agent for the Government.
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Appendix A lists presently imposed Federal excise taxes,
(1)
categorized according to point of imposition as follows:
taxes imposed on manufacturers (producers) or importers; (2)
taxes imposed on retailers or service providers; (3) taxes
imposed on persons paying for services; (4) taxes imposed on
usel and (5) taxes imposed on an occupat ion. Appendix A also
indicates whether the excise tax revenues are dedicated to a
trust fund.
Overview of tariffs
Tariffs, or customs duties, are imposed on various
categories of articles that are imported into the customs
territory of the United States (including the 50 States, the
Tariffs are imposed
District of Columbia, dnd Puerto Rico).
pursuant to the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. sec. 1202 et
seq.), and may be subject to international limitations
pursuant to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT).
Tariffs generally are imposed at a uniform rate for
imports from most noncommunist countries. Lower rates apply
to certain imports from developing countries and other
specified countries; higher rates apply to imports from
certain communist nations. Imports from U.S. insular
possessions may be made duty-free if the imported product is
not comprised primarily of foreign materials.
Liability for tariffs is imposed on the "importer of
record" of a given article or substance. The importer of
record may be the owner, purchaser, or consignee of the
merchandise at the time of import, or a licensed customs
broker. The importer of record may be a person not subject
to U.S. income tax under present law.
The value and rates of tariffs on selected major
commodity groups are summarized in Appendix C.
Income tax treatment of payors of excise taxes and tariffs
a.

Deductible taxes and tariffs

In general.--Federal excise taxes and tariffs ace
deduct-ibe for Federal income tax purposes when incurred in
the conduct of a trade or business or for the production of
income. Payments of excise taxes and tariffs incurred in a
business or income-producing activity may be taken into
account for Federal income tax purposes in one of several

w3ys.
Providers of goods or services may treat excise taxes or
tariffs associated with providing the goods or services as a
cost of sales or of providing the service. Other taxpayers
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may treat payments of excise taxes and tariffs as giving rise
to current deductions, may capitalize them as pait of the
basis of an asset, or may absorb them as inventory costs.
Generally, the treatment of these amounts corresponds to the
treatment of the goods or services to which the tax or tariff
relate.
If a provider of goods or services collects and rerts
an excise tax as the government's agent (th.s is the case for
the excise taxes on telephone services, air cargo, and air
passengers), the provider does not take the tax amount into
account for Federal income tax purposes.
In such
circumstances, the collection of the tax or tariff is not an
item of income, and its remittance to the Government is not
an !tem of cost or expense. Thus, the tax or tariff is not
reo::)rcied as an item affecting taxable income.
Providers of goods.--Excise taxes or tariffs imposed on
the manufacture or sale of a product (e.g., distilled
spirits) may be treated as a cost of goods sold.
In these
Cases, any amount that is collected from customers purchasing
tne product on account of the tax or tariff must be included
in gross receipts in computing the provider's taxable income.
The windfall profit tax currently is deductible under a
specific Code provision (sec. 164(a)(5)).
Other taxpayers.--A business may be allowed current
deductions for excise taxes and tariffs as ordinary and
necessary business expenses (sec. 162) or as expenses paid or
incurred for the production of income (sec. 212).
Generally,
this treatment is available if the product or service to
which the tax or tariff relates also is deductible currently,
and ,n the case of occupational excise taxes.
If an excise tax or tariff is paid or incurred in order
to obtain an asset the cost of which is capitalized, the tax
or tariff normally is included as part of the capitalized
cost of the asset. The tax or tariff then is recovered
(through depreciation deductions) in the same manner and at
the same rate as the other capitalized costs of acquiring the
asset.
Excise taxes and tariffs paid or incurred in connection
with items of inventory are subject to the absorption rules
applicable to other inventory costs. Generally, the
determination of whether the tax or tariff is deducted
currently or is absorbed as part of the cost of inventory
follows the treatment the taxpayer uses for financial
accounting purposes (Treas. Reg. sec. 1.471-11).
Items thdt
are included in inventory costs are deducted at the time the
inventory is sold or otherwise disposed of.
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b.

Nondeductible taxes and tariffs

Federal excise taxes and tariffs that are not incurred
in a trade or business or for the production of income are
not deductible for Federal income tax purposes.
Federal excise taxes imposed,,wtide-r chapters 41-44 and
462 of the Code are not deductible for Federal :ncome tax
Also, the Code disallovs
purposes (sec. 275(a)(6)).
deductions for Federal in come taxes, estate and gift taxes,
and Federal war profits or excess profits taxes (sec.
275(a)(2)).
c.

Non-U.S. persons

Non-Jnited States persons who import products subject to
excise taxes arid tariffs are payors of these taxes and
tariffs. The rules governing liability for Federal income
tax are, in some cases, different than the rules governing
liability for excise taxes and tariffs. Thus, in these
cases, payors of excise taxes or tariffs may not, under
present law, be U.S. income tax payors.
The United States may subject certain foreign persons to
Federal income tax, either on a gross basis or on a net
basis. Gross basis taxation occurs if the foreign person is
not engaged in a U.S. trade or business and receives
U.S.-source interest, dividends, or other fixed or
determinable types of income. In these instances, the person
remitting the income (or otherwise having control over the
income) withholds U.S. tax at a 30-percent rate, or such
lower rate as may be provided by an income tax convention
between the United States and a foreign country. (Some
interest is exempt from tax in the hands of foreignpersons.)
In these cases, the foreign person is not allowed to account
for any costs or expenses paid. Thus, a foreign person who
pays an excise tax or tariff in connection with an item of
income that is subject to a gross basis tax is not allowed to
reduce the amount subject to tax by the excise tax or tariff.
Net basis taxation occurs if the foreign person is
engaged in the conduct of a U.S. trade or business and has
In
income effectively connected with the trade or business.
these instances, foreign persons compute their U.S. income

2 These are the excise tax on investment income of private
foundations and the so-called "penalty" excise taxes relating
to certain proscribed transactions or expenditures by
charitable organizations, private foundations, black lung
benefit trusts, pension plans, welfare benefit plans, and
real estate investment trusts, and excess "golden parachute"
payments.
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tax liability similar to U.S. persons; that is, they are
allowed to claim deductions attributable to their income and
to offset their tax liability with allowable tax credits.
Any excise tax or tariff paid by a foreign person engaged in
a U.S. trade or business is therefore treated as an item of
expense or as includible in costs of goods sold.
In determining whether a foreign person is engaged in atrade or business, all the facts and circumstances are taken
into account. Selling inventory property into the United
States, however, generally is considered engaging in a U.S.
trade or business. Generally, only U.S.-source income is
considered to be effectively connected with a U.S. trade or
business. One category of foreign-source income that is
considered effectively connected with a U.S. trade or
business, however, includes income derived from the sale of
inventory property to the extent the income is attributable
to a U.S. office or other fixed place of business within the
United States and the sale occurs through such office or
other fixed place of business.
In the case of sales of personal property (such as
inventory), income derived from such sales generally is
U.S.-source if title to the goods passes within the United
States. If title passes outside the United States, the
income generally is foreign-source and generally is not
considered effectively connected with the trade or business,
and hence, subject to U.S. tax. Thus, in general, foreign
persons can avoid becoming subject to U.S. income tax by
passing title offshore.
Revenue effect of imposing excise taxes and tariffs
Federal excise taxes and tariffs are deductible for
income tax purposes when incurred in the conduct of a trade
or business or for the production of income. Thus, in such
cases, the net revenue derived by the Federal Government from
imposition of such taxes and tariffs is less than the gross
receipts from such taxes or tariffs.
The revenue effect of imposing an excise tax or tariff
consists of two parts: (1) the excise tax or tariff
receipts, and (2) an offsetting change in income tax
receipts. The amount of excise tax or tariff receipts
depends on both the excise tax or tariff rates imposed and
the reduction in sales of taxable items attributable to
imposition of the tax or tariff.
The methodology used by the Joint Committee on Taxation,
the Treasury Department, and the Congressionl Budget Office
assumes a change in excise or tariff receipts alters
estimated income tax receipts. This is necessary to maintain
consistency with macroeconomic projections and budget
baselines. If projected gross national product (GNP) is
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fixed at the baseline level and all other things are held
equal, an increase in excise tax or tariff receipts reduces
national income. The reduction in national income may occur
in the industry subject to the excise tax or tariff, if the
cost of the tax or tariff is not passed through to consumers.
Alternatively, if the excise tax or tariff cost is passed
through to consumers, then. consistent with budget baselines.
prices of other products fall and other incomes are reduced.
The components of national income include wages and
salaries, proprietors' income, rental income of persons,
corporate profits, and net interest. To estimate the loss of
income tax receipts attributable to a reduction in national
income, a weighted average tax rate is computed using
estimates of the effective tax rate on each component of
national income. Under the Chairman's proposal, the weighted
average effective tax rate is estimated to be 22 percent.
Thus, the net revenue to the Federal Government from an
excise tax or tariff is estimated to be 78 percent of the
gross amount. This analysis is illustrated by the following
table:
Present Law Rate

Net Revenue to
Government

Distilled Spirits

$12.50/proof gal.

$ 9.75/proof gal.

Cigarettes

$ 0.16/pack

$ 0.125/pack

Gasoline

$ 0.09/gallon

$ 0.072/gallon

Excise Tdx

Additionally, revenues from many of the Federal excise
taxes and certain tariffs are deposited in trust funds for
user- or benefit-based spending programs. The amount
transferred to such trust funds is equal to gross tax or
tariff receipts. Thus, income tax deductions for such excise
taxes and tariffs result in a net revenue loss to the general
fund of the Treasury.

k
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Overview of the Chairman's Proposal
General rule

Under the Chairman's prz.,posal, Federal excise taxes and
tariffs would not be deductible for Federal income tax
purposes.
This deduction disallowance rule would apply to all

forms of deductibility, whether direct or indirect, and
whether otherwise allowable in a single taxable year or over
several taxable years. Thus, for example, Federal excise
taxes and tariffs would not be deductible as ordinary or
necessary business expenses (sec. 162) or as expenses
incurred in the production of income (sec. 212), would not be
includible in cost of goods sold for purposes of determining
gross income from sales of inventory, and would not increase
the basis of any asset for purposes of determining allowances
for depreciation or gain or loss on disposition.
Under a rule designed to ensure that nondeductibility
would have a uniform impact on all taxpayers, the income of
persons liable for excise taxes could not be reduced by
otherwise allowable deductions below the amount of the
payor's total excise tax liability for the year (the *excise
tax disallowance amount"). Thus, for example, the taxpayer's
excise tax disallowance amount could not be reduced by
current losses, net operating loss carryovers or carrybacks
from prior or future taxable years, or by losses of
affiliated corporations filing a consolidated return with the
taxpayer. The maximum tax rate under the Chairman's proposal
(35 percent) would apply to the excise tax disallowance
amount: the tax as so computed could not be offset by tax
credits. A similar rule would apply with respect to tariffs.
Special rules would be provided to in the case of all
non-U.S. persons not otherwise subject to the Federal income
tax.
Application to pass-through entities
In the case of partnerships, trusts, cooperatives, and
other pass-through entities liable for Federal excise taxes
or tariffs, the disallowance of the deduction would occur at
the partner or beneficiary level. All computations would be
performed at the entity level, however. Thus, the entity
would be required to withhold and pay over to the Federal
Government the income tax liability of its owners or
beneficiaries attributable to the nondeductibility rule.
Withholding entities would be required to provide beneficial

owners with a statement of their allocable share of the
excise Jax and of the tax liability attributable to such
amount.
Incidence of excise taxes and tariffs

K

In general, the incidence of Federal excise taxes and
tariffs
wouldof remain
on products
the seller,
manufacturer,
or
importer
taxable
and producer,
on the provider
of
taxable services, with certain clarifications regarding
present law.
The incidence of the air passenger, air cargo,
and telephone excise taxes would be shifted from the consumer
of services to the service-provider or seller in order to
ensure that the full impact of nondeductibility would be
achieved.
Effective date
The nondeductibility rule would apply with respect to
excise taxes and tariffs paid or incurred after December 31,
1986.

The effect of this approach would be the same as if the
excise tax and tariff disallowance amount were flowed though
to the owners subject to the rules and general limitations
described above, and the owners then received a credit
against their income tax liability for taxes withheld by the
entity.
4 As under present law, the use without 3ale by a producer,
etc. in its business would be treated as a sale.
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III.

MODIFICATIONS OF CERTAIN EXCISE TAXES
A.

Wine Tax Rate Equivalency
Present Law

Wine.--Wine is taxed at rates that vary according to the
alcohol

Tp

ontent, as follows:

Tax per 9aion

of wine

Still wines:
Not more than 14% alcohol
Above 14% but not above 21%

17 cents
67 cents

Above 21% but not above 24%

$2.25

Artificially carbonated wines

$2.40

Champagne and sparkling wines

$3.40

Most wine sole in the United States falls in the
category of not more than 14% alcohol.
Distilled spirits.--Distilled spirits (whiskey, liquor,
or liqueurs) are taxed at $12.50 per proof gallon. A proof
gallon contains 50-percent alcohol.
Beer.--Beer is taxed at $9 per barrel of 31 gallons;
this s-equivalent to 29 cents per gallon. The rate is
reduced to $7 per barrel on the first 60,000 barrels of beer
for producers of who produce no more than two million barrels
of beer per year.
Comparative rates.--Per ounce of alcohol, the Federal
excise tax rate is 9.5 cents on whiskey or other distilled
spirits; 5.0 cents on beer (containing 4.5 percent alcohol);
and 1.2 cents on most wine (i.e., for wine containing not
more than 14 percent alcohol). Thus, the same volume of
alcohol is taxed four times more heavily in distilled spirits
than in beer, and 16 times in distilled spirits more heavily
than in vine. The same volume of alcohol in beer generally
is taxed four times more heavily than in wine.

Chairman's Proposal
Under the Chairman's proposal, the excise tax rate on

wine having an alcohol content of 21 percent or less would be
increased to a rate equivalent to the alcohol proof rate
currently imposed on beer, effective October 1, 1986.
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B. Adjusting Excise Taxes on Alcohol, Tobacco, and Motor
Fuels for Price Changes
Present Law
Excise taxes on alcohol and tobacco products, on
gasoline, diesel fuel, and special motor fuels, and on
aviation fuels are imposed at flat rates per quantity each
taxable product. Thus, the amount of tax does not change
when the price of the taxed product changes. For example, a
fifth of whiskey with 40 percent alcohol would be taxed at $2
per gallon, whether the price per gallon was $10 (equivalent
to a 20-percent tax) or $20 (equivalent to a 10-percent tax).
Some excise taxes are levied as a specified percentage
of the price paid--for example, the eight-percent tax on the
price of an air passenger ticket and the five-percent tax on
the cost for transporting air freight. Thus, the amount of
tax paid on an air passenger ticket is $4 on a $50 ticket, $8
on a $100 ticket price, and $16 on a $200 ticket.
Chairman's Proposal
The rates of excise tax on alcohol and tobacco products
and on motor fuels would be adjusted to reflect increases in
prices. The rates, as adjusted, could not fall below the
present-law levels or, in the case of wine, the increased
level provided in the Chairman's proposal. This provision
would be effective October 1, 1986.
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APPENDIX A: PRESENT FEDERAL EXCISE
TAXES AND RATES, BY INCIDENCE OF TAX 5
1.

Excise Taxes Imposed on Manufacturers
(Producers)

or Importers

Alc-ohol Beverage Taxes
Distilled spirits (sec. 5001)

$12.50 per proof gallon

Wines (sec. 5041):
Still wines-Not more than 14% alcohol
14-21% alcohol 6
21-24% alcohol

17 cents per wine gallon
67 cents per wine gallon
$2.25 per wine gallon

Artificially carbonated
Sines

$2.40 per wine gallon

Champagne and other
sparkling wines

$3.40 per wine gallon

Beer (sec. 5051)

$9 per barr e l (31
generally

gal.)

Tobacco Products Taxes
Cigars (sec. 57 01(a)):
Small cigars
Large cigars

75 cents per thousand
8-1/2 percent of wholesale
price (up to $20 per
thousand)

5 The private foundation and "penalty" excise taxes
(chapters 41-44 and 46 of the Code) are not listed in this
Appendix, inasmuch as they are nondeductible under present
law. For a complete listing of present-law Federal excise
taxes, see Joint Committee on Taxation, Schedule of Present
),
Federal Excise Taxes (As of January 1, 1986), (JCS-6
February 27, 1986.
6 Wines containing more than 24% alcohol are taxed as
distilled spirits.
$7 per barrel for certain small brewers.
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Cigarettes (sec. 5701(b):
Small cigarettes
Large cigarettes

$8 per thousand (i.e.,
16 cents per pack of 20)
$16.80 per thousand

Cigarette papers and tubes:
Cigarette papers
(sec. 5701(c))

1/2 cent for each 50
papers

Cigarette tubes

1 cent for each 50
papers

(sec. 5701(d))
tjjwa

Trust Fund Taxes

Tires for heavy vehicles
(sec. 4071)

Graduated rates for tires
over 40 pounds

Gasoline for highway use
(sec. 4081)

9 cents pgr gallon
generally

Crude oil (sec. 4611)

0.79 cents per barrel
(expired Oct. 1, 1985)

Chemical feedstocks
(sec. 4661)

Tax ranged from $0.22 to
$4.87 per ton (expired
Oct. 1, 1985)

Black Lung Trust Fund Tax

Coal (sec. 4121)

$1.10 per ton for
underground coal and
55 cents per ton for
surface coal (up to 4.4
percent of the coal's

selling price)

There is a 6 -cents-per-gallon exemption for gasohol and a
.5-cents-per-gallon exemption for alcohol fuels
from natural
gas.
8
4

9 Although these Superfund excise taxes expired
October 1,
1985, they are listed here because tax extension
for these taxes has passed both the House and the legislation
Senate
(H.R. 2005), and is awaiting conference action.
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Aquatic Resources Trust Fund Taxes
Gasoline used in motorboats
(sec. 4081)

9 cents per 1 8 allon
generally

Sport fishing equipment
(sec. 4161(a))

10 percent of
manufacturers
(importers) price;
except 3 percent for
electric outboard motors
and certain fishfinders
(tax on fish finders
limited to $30 per item)

Bows and Arrows and Firearms Taxes
Bows and arrows
(rec. 4161(b))

11 percent of
manufacturers
(importers) price

Pistols and revolvers
(sec. 4181)

10 percent of
manufacturers
(importers) price

Rifles and shotguns and
ammunition
(sec. 4181)

11 percent of
manufacturers
(importers) price

"Nonregular* firearms
(secs. 5811, 5821):
Transfers generally

$200 per transfer

Transfers of certain
concealable weapons

$5 per transfer

Making such firearms

$200 per firearm

Gas Guzzler Tax (sec. 4064)

10

See footnote 8.

Taxed at graduated levels,
if under 22.5-mpg
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Crude Oil Windfall Profit Tax

(7ec . 4 986 e

.

Tier 1 oil

70 percent of windfall
profit; 50 percent for
independent producers

Tier 2 oil

60 percent of windfall
profit; 30 percent for
independent producers

Tier 3 oil:
Newly discovered oil

22.5 percent for 1984-87;
20 percent for 1988, and
15 percent thereatter

Heavy oil and
incremental
tertiary oil

30 percent
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Excise Taxes on Retailers and Service Providers

2.

H.ighway Trust Fund Taxes
Diesel tuel (sec I 4C41(a))
generally1 "
Special

motor

15 cents per gallon

fuels,

nrcludinq alcohoi
. rom pet roleim
( se,. 494A4bl)

fu;els
9 cents per gallon

!ie-ivy trucks and trailers
(se-. 405;)

12 percent of retailers
price

Airport and Airway Trust Fund Taxes
Fujels for noncommercial
(general) aviation
(sec. 4041(c)):
12 cents per gallon
14 cents per gallon

Gasol ine
Nongasoline fuels
Aquatic Resources Trust Fund Taxes
Special fuels used

motorboat s
(sec. 4041(a)(2))
Waqerinq Tax (sec.

11

4491)

in

9 cents per gallon
2 percent of wager
generally, except 0.25
percent in States
where wagering
authorized by State law

A net tax of 3 cents per gallon (12 cents per gallon
refund or credit) applies to certain privately operated
intercity buses.
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Tax on Foreign
-

Insurance Policies

sec.4371W

Casualty insurance and
indemnity bonds

4 cents per dollar of

Life insurance, sickness

I cent per dollar of
premiums (unless the
insurer is taxed under
sec. 813)

Reinsurance

1 cent per dollar of
premiums

3.

premiums

Excise Taxes Imposed on Service Recipients 12

Airport and Airway Trust Fund Taxes
Domestic air passenger tickets
(sec. 4261)

8 percent of airfare

International departures
(sec. 4261(c)

$3 per person

Domestic air cargo
(sec. 4271)

5 percent of charge

communications

(Telephone)

Tax

(sec. -4251V
4.

3 percent of amount paid
Excise Taxes Imposed on Use

Inland Waterways Trust Fund Tax
Diesel and other liquid
fuels used by commercial
cargo vessels on
specified inland
or intracoastal
waterways (sec. 4042)

10 cents per gallon

12 These excise taxes are collected from the payor (consumer
of the service) by the business providing the service and
paid over to the Internal Revenue Service; however, the tax
liability
is on the purchaser.
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!!ikh!way Tru st' Fund
Use tax on heavy highway
vehicles (sec. 4481)

Graduated tax rates on
vehicles over 55,000
pounds

Deep Seabed Trust Fund
Tax on mining of certain
hard minerals from
the seabed (sec. 4495)

5.

3.75 percent of 20 percent
(or 0.75 percent) of
fair market value of
specified commercially
recoverable minerals
(manganese, nickel.
cobalt, or copper)

Occupational Excise Taxes

Alcoholic Beverages
Brewers (sec. 5091)

$110 per year ($55 for
less than 500 barrels a
year)

Wholesale dealers (sec. 5111):
Liquors and wines
Beer

$255 per year
$123 per year

Retail dealers (sec. 5121):
Liquors and wines
Beer
.Mo-=RquJax" Kirarmm1 3
Importers and
manufacturers (sec. 5801)
Dealers (sec. 5801)

$54 per year
$24 per year

14
$500 per year 1 5
$200 per year

13
Firearms other than regular pistols, revolvers, rifles and
shotguns (e.g., machine guns, sawed-off shotguns or rifles,
silencers, explosive devices, and certain concealable
weapons).
14 For importers and manufacturers of concealable weapons
only, the annual tax is $25 per place of business (sec.
5845(e)).
15 For dealers of nonconcealable weapons only, the annual
tax is $10 per place of business (sec. 5845(e)).
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Watering (sec. 4411)

$500 per year; except tax
is $50 per year in
States where wagering Is
authorized by State law.
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FEDERAL EXCISE TAX RECEIPTS
APPENDIX B:
BY SOURCE, FISCAL YEARS 1985-1987
(in miflons of dollars)

1987
Estimate

1985
Actual

1986
Estimate

3,728
60
269

4,110
1,b05
276

4,104
1,613
291

21

21

21

-116

-124

-128

5,562

5,888

5,901

Tobacco taes:
4,743
.
i 'garettes ..........
. .....
....
Proposed legislation
30
Cigars .......................
2
Ciqarette papers and tubes
8
.........................
Other
-4
Reurds ........................

3,536
1,021
30
2
8
-3

2,320
2,242
30
2
8
-2

4,779

4,594

4,600

Manufacturers excise taxes:
Firearms. shells, an89
cartridges .....................
23
Pistols and revolvers .........
8
Bows and arrows ...............
40
Gas guzzler tax ...................
6,396
windfall profit tax...........
-61
Refunds ..........................

92
24
9
58
4,161
-90

98
26
9
75
2,774
-27

4,255

2,956

Source

Federal funds:
Al "oho,

axes:

... sti ed spirits............
.......................
W ne.s ........................
Spe- ia! taxes :n connection
with i :quor occupations..
Refurds.......................
Total alcohol taxes ........

Tot.31 tobacco taxes .........

Total manufacturers
excise taxes .............

i

6,496

16 Permanent extension of 16-cents per pack cigarette tax rate
(enacted in P.L. 99-272).
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Miscellaneous excise taxes:
General and toll telephone
and teletype service ........
2,147
Wagering taxes, including
occupational taxes ..........
7
Employee pension plans ........
14
Tax on foundations ............
142
Foreign insurance policies ....
74
Other .........................
1
Refunds ..........................
-65

2,327

2,551

7
14
127
80

8
15
127
87

-20

-20

2,320

2,535

2,768

-57

154

8

19,097

17,426

16,233

Gasoline .................... 8,886
Trucks, buses, and
trailers .................
1,397
Tires, innertubes, and
tread rubber .............
224
Diesel fuel used on
highways .................
2,559
Use-tax on certain
vehicles..s...io.......
379
Proposed
gistior..... ....

8,730

8,846

1,198

1,190

251

239

2,618

2,700

406

430
623

Total miscellaneous
excise taxes .............
Undistributed Federal tax
deposits and unapplied
collections .....................
Total Federal fund
excise taxes .............

Trust funds:
Highway:

Refunds...................... -428

..

-180

-214

Total highway trust fund...

13,015

13,022

13,814

Airport and airway:
Transportation of persons..
Waybill tax ................

2,509
134

2,607
144

2,882
154

Tax on fuels ...............

104

114

118

International departure tax
Refunds ........................

108
-4

94
-5

98
-5

17 President's proposed repeal of gasohol and bus excise tax
exemptions.
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Total airport and airway
trust fund ...............

2,851
203

126
Aquatic resources trust fund.
insurance
disability
Black lung
581
trust fund ........... ......
.......
legislation
Proposed
40
Inland waterway trust fund .....
fV
respond
Hazardous substances
273
trust fund .......... ......
......
legislation
Proposed
Post-Cl1ure liability trust
7
fund ........................
Total trust fund Pxcise
taxes

16,894
35,992

3,247
182

51

580
203
52

15
412

893

546

17,202
34,628

18,9 70
35,203

Total excise taxes

Source:

Fiscal 1987 Budget

in coal excise tax; a lesser tax
18 President's proposed increase 99-272 (effective on April 1,
in P.L.
rate increase was enacted
1986.
and increase in "Superfund"
19 President's prposed extension
excise tax. Proposed
excise taxes and repeal of post-closure excise taxes pending in
legislation to extend and revise these
conference on H.R. 2005.
20

Ibid.
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APPENDIX C: TARIFFS, VALUE AND COLLECTIONS,
BY MAJOR CATEGORY, CALENDAR YEAR 1985

Dutiable
Value
Meats
Dairy products
Fish
Fruit/vegetables
Alcoholic beverages
Tobacco
Crude oil
Petroleum products
Organic chemicals
Inorganic chemicals
Pharmaceuticals
Tires
Plywood
Paper
Textile yarns & fabrics
Glass
Iron and Steel mill products
i Non-ferrous metals
Metal manufactures,
NSPF
Power generating machinery

Special purpose machinery
Metalworking machinery
General industrial machinery
Office machinery
Sound recording and
reproducing apparatus
Electrical machinery, NSPF
Autos, buses, trucks

Auto parts
Apparel
Footwear
Scientific instruments
Toys, games

Source:

$ 1,648
398
907
2,461
2,762
526
31,354
15,596
3,129
942
754
1,728
599
1,382
4,464
1,702
9,358
3.495
4,611
3,789

Estimated
Duties
Collected
$

Average
Tariff Rate

43
38
45
347
127
64
106
107
269
37
29
73
41
47
494
192
492
75
253
147

2.6%
9.5%
5.0%
14.1%
4.6%
12.2%
0.3%
0.7%
8.6%
3.9%
3.8%
4.2%
6.8%
3.4%
11.1%
11.3%
5.3%
2.2%
5.5%
3.9%

5,647

213

3.8%

2,599
7,108
10,643

119
303
443

4.6%
4.3%
4.2%

17,474
15,744
31,919

900
736
1,639

5.2%
4.7%
5.1%

4,382

146

3.3%

14,610
5,695
2,391
2,221

3,028
572
186
187

20.7%
10.1%
7.8%
8.4%

Department of the Treasury, U.S. Customs Service
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR GEORGE J. MITCHELL
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
HEARING ON TAX REFORM PROPOSAL RELATING TO EXCISE TAXES
APRIL 21, 1986

I would like to thank Senator Packwood for calling this
hearing to consider provisions in his tax reform proposal
that would deny businesses a tax deduction for all excise
taxes paid and that would increase and index selective other
excise taxes.
I am pleased this hearing has been called because I
believe there is some confusion as to exactly what the
effect of this proposal will be.

This hearing should help

us to understand this issue and I look forward to receiving
the testimony.
Although there may be some question as to how the excise
tax proposals will affect various industries and consumers,
I beleive there is little doubt that the overall result will
be the same as a direct increase in excise taxes that will
regressively fall hardest on those least able to pay.
For that reason I am unalterably opposed to the excise
tax provisions in the tax reform bill now before this
Committee.
debate.

They simply have no place in the tax reform
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We started this process and it has moved forvard as a
needed change in our Jancm=

tax laws to restore fairness to

the system by relating tax burdens to the ability to pay.
This proposal would do the exact opposite.

It would

greatly increase excise taxes that are not based on the
ability

to pay in

order to reduce the federal

income tax

which is based on ability to pay.
The startling affect this would have on the distribution
of the tax burden is illustrated in a recent study prepared
by deSeve Economics.

The distributional tables originally

released with the Chairman's tax reform proposal were based
only on changes in the income tax.

Those tables show that

individuals with incomes below $10,000 would experience a
77% decline in tax burdens.

However, with the excise tax

increases factored in, the decline in tax burdens is only
13%.

Thus, the excise tax provisions take back almost all

of the income tax reduction for families with incomes below
$10,000.

For taxpayers with incomes between $10,000 and

$20,000 the supposed 23% tax reduction turns out to be only
an 11% reduction after taking into account the excise tax
provisions.

Overall, the bill would actually impose a tax

increase on the lowest income families who are now paying
little or no federal income tax.

62-214 0 - 86 - 2
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A similar result occurs

with other income classes

although the affect is much less as income increases.

In

fact# the excise tax proposal would have a neglible effect
on the overall tax reduction slated for upper income
individuals.

While the excise tax provisions take back 83%

of the tax cut for the lowest income class, taxpayers with
incomes over $200#000 experience less than a 7% decline in
the amount of their tax reduction.
The unfairness of this proposal should be apparent to us
all.

It is ironic that this is being proposed as part of a

tax bill which purports to reform our federal system of
taxation because over the last several decades federal tax
policy has evolved away from regressive excise taxes toward
greater reliance on income taxes which relate to the ability
to pay.
It was just a little over twenty years ago that this
Committee reported out legislation designed to make our tax
system fairer by relying less on federal excise taxes.
Excise Tax Reduction Act of 1965 reduced and repealed a
number of excise taxes with the aim of "improving the
fairness of the tax system'.

The

209
In the 1965 Committee Report the Senate Finance
Committee found excise taxes =objectionable in that they are
regressive in their impact, absorbing a larger share of the
income of low-income persons than of those with higher
incomes.

This stems from the fact that low-income families

find it necessary to spend a higher proportion of their
incomes for consumption than those with larger incomes*.
Tax policy principles have not changed over the last 20
years.

What this Committee found then is equally true

today.
Yet, fiscal pressures of the last few years have forced
the Reagan Administration and this Committee to increase a
number of excise and use taxes.

Under this Administration,

the federal government has unfortunately begun to rely to a
much greater extent on these kinds of taxes.

In fact, one

of the larger misconceptions of this Administration is that
it is opposed to tax increases on the American people.

A

more accurate characterization is that it is opposed to
i

tax increases because in almost every year the

Administration has requested, and Congress has approved, a
host of payroll, excise and use fee increases.

For example,

in its 1987 budget request, the Administration requested 10
different payroll, excise and user fee tax increases
totaling $19 billion over the next three years.
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I raise this point because if recent history is any

guide, this Committee will include some sort of excise tax
increases to make the numbers add up in this bill.

Everyone

of us has supported such increases in the last 4 years.
If that occurs --

if this Committee cannot approve a

bill without including excise tax increases --

we should all

read it as a sign of failure, because fundamentally it will
not be true tax reform.
There are many other reasons to oppose these provisions
for the arbitrary and disproportionate burden it would
impose on a narrow range of businesses and for the
disturbing principle it introduces into our tax system that
a business should not be permitted to take a deduction for a
cost of doing business.

As so many have pointed out,

denying a deduction for a federal tax paid results in a tax
being paid on a tax.

When we consider all of the artificial

deductions and other preferences built into the tax system
and so far maintained by this strained tax reform effort
--

it makes little sense to disallow true costs of doing

business.
I do not believe tax reform is the proper forum for
considering any increases in excise taxes in whatever form.
It is simply unfair to deny a dedcution for a legitimate
cost of doing business and to use these type of regressive
taxes to fund a reduction in federal income tax rates.
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The CHAIRMAN. The hearing will come to order, please.
Today the Finance Committee is holding hearings on the excise
tax provisions contained in the tax reform package which I put
before the committee. Those provisions include the following: The
elimination of the deductibility of Federal excise taxes and tariffs;
increasing the wine excise tax rate to an alcohol equivalent rate
with beer; and adjusting the taxes for the following products for
future price increases: alcohol, tobacco, and motor fuels.
All told, the Joint Tax Committee estimates that these provisions
will result in increased revenues of slightly more than $75 billion
over 5 years.
Now, I am well aware, and was aware when these provisions
were put in the bill, that many would have concerns about them.
At the moment it is unclear what course the committee will take
with regard to the issue of the excises. But that will wait for another day.
Today we have about 30, maybe 31, witnesses who have expressed a deep interest in these provisions. Given the number of
witnesses today-and I expect we will meet morning, afternoon,
and into the evening if necessary-I have asked all of the witnesses
to keep their presentations to 5 minutes, other than Treasury, because Treasury has to comment on all of the provisions, whereas
most of' the other witnesses are here to talk about a single provision.
I have even talked to the Senators, and they have agreed to do
the same. I am very appreciative of that, because we are going to
be here for a long, !ong day.
We will start with Senator Ford.
Wendell, if you are ready. Senator Eagleton was first on the
basis of seniority, but he is not here. lHe will be here about 11. So,
if you are ready, we are ready to start.
STATEMENT OF liON. WENI)EILL 11. FORI), ['.S. SENATE, STATE OF
KENTUCKY
Senator FoR). Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Do you have your stopwatch?
The CHAIRMAN. I've got the stopwatch all ready.
Senator FORD. I have worked awfully hard on this; I doubt seriously I can do it, but I am going to try.
I ask unanimous consent, Mr. Chairman, that the full statement
that I have filed with the committee be included in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection. And all statements will be in
the record in total.
Senator FoR). Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to
voice my concerns about the proposal to fund tax reform by eliminating the deductibility of Federal excise taxes. This proposal is
nothing short of a tax on a tax. The industries that take in Federal
excise tax act as nothing more than a collection agency for the U.S.
Treasury. These industries receive no benefit from these funds, and
in the case of some industries actually end up financing the cost of
the excise tax.
In Kentucky, we pay business to collect the Kentucky sales tax.
Those who collect tax are allowed to keep 2 percent per filing for
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the first thousand dollars of tax collected, and 11/4 percent of the
balance. Denying the deductibility of Federal excise taxes will have
the same effect as an outright increase in these taxes of approximately 54 percent.
While I applaud the chairman for removing the poorest from the
tax rolls, I find it clearly ironic that these very same taxpayers are
the ones who will bear the burden of financing reform.
The purpose of the tax reform exercise is to produce a more
simple and fair system of taxation; using regressive excise tax to
raise the necessary revenue to make such a plan revenue-neutral
ensures that reform will be anything but fair, anything but equitable.
This proposal will have a particularly harsh effect upon Kentucky, causing us to bear an unfair burden for national tax reform.
Three of the five major excise taxes are levied on Kentucky products: coal, tobacco, and distilled spirits.
Let me give you some specific examples of the effect of the excise
tax proposal on Kentucky industries. A 54-percent increase in the
coal excise tax will mean that Kentucky coal will have to pay an
additional $70 million a year in excise taxes. This would raise the
price of our coal, which is already facing stiff competition on the
world market.
One of the Fortune 500 companies with operations in Kentucky
will go from a current effective tax rate of 47 percent to a rate of
110 percent under this proposal. This would become a net-loss company, forcing the company, in my opinion, to relocate operations
overseas.
Nearly 1,700 Kentuckians would lose their jobs under this proposal. This would come at a time when unemployment is over 20
percent in about a fifth of our counties, and more than 12 percent
statewide. Kentucky can simply not afford this tax reform proposal.
My State is second only to California in the number of jobs lost
from the excise tax proposal. It would incur more than 14 percent,
Mr. Chairman, of the total job loss nationwide.
Furthermore, 40 percent of all excise taxes are paid by taxpayers
with incomes under $30,000 a year, and 90 percent of Kentucky
taxpayers fit into that category.
The argument has been made that the industries affected by
excise tax will be unable to pass the loss of the deduction on, and
so there will be no regressive effect. Nothing could be further from
the truth. Every group that I have visited with on this issue has
one unified message, and that is, they cannot absorb the loss of the
deduction and will have to pass it on to the consumer.
The committee will be hearing from other witnesses today who
will argue in favor of this proposal as a way of using the Tax Code
to discourage the consumption of certain products. The only issue
here, Mr. Chairman, is who will bear the financial impact of this
proposal and who will benefit from it.
Tax reform is a laudable goal, but only if it is achieved fairly. If
an alternative source of revenue cannot be found, then I suggest
that taxpayers across this Nation, and Kentucky taxpayers in particular, would be better off with no reform at all.
And I made it under the green, Mr. Chairman.

K

The CHAIRMAN. You even made it under the yellow, Wendell.
I assume you wouldn't be any happier if, instead of eliminating
the deduction of the excises, we simply increased the excises.
Senator ()RI). Well, Mr. Chairman, I think the administration's
proposal wiil be opposed to not allowing the deductibility. If you
want additional taxes, then you have to go to the excise tax.
You have done a severe job to Kentucky, doubling the cigarette
tax, increasing the distilled spirits tax, and now, if you remove the
deductibility under the coal, then we would increase the cost to the
coal operators by 5-1 percent.
So, if' you want to increase taxes, take that straight on, don't
come in the back door and cause chaos to the three major industries in my State.
The CiAIRMAN. But you wouldn't be any more enthusiastic if we
were to increase those taxes, rather than eliminating the deduct ion.

Senator FoRD. No, Mr. Chairman, I would not. But on the other
hand, what you are saying here is that you want to collect it, and
then I have to count that as income when I am collecting it for Big
Brother. And Big Brother ought to not do that to those who are
working for him.
The CHAIRMAN.

Senator Chafee.

Senator CItAFEE. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman, thank you. I
am delighted to have the views of Senator Ford.
The CHAIRMAN.

Senator Pryor.

Senator Pw%'oR. Only a comment: We will put Senator Ford down
as undecided [Laughter.]
Senator FoRn. On which aspect? [Laughter.]
Senator PRYOR. Just always glad to hear our esteemed colleague.
The CHAIRMAN. Wendell, thank you very much.

Senator FOR!). Mr. Chairman, I want to reiterate, since I do have
a second left, that you take a profitable company in my State
under this proposal and make them a negative company, and I
don't think that is in your mind, and I don't think that is in the
best interests of industries.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Wilson.
[The prepared written statement of Senator Ford follows:]
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STATEMENT OF lION. PETE V. WILSON. U.S. SENATE, STATE OF
(AILIFORNIA
Senator WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I am grateful to you and the members of this committee for conducting this hearing this morning. I will submit my testimony, and
at your invitation, attempt to summarize it.
There are three problems in the tax reform proposal that affect a
single industry about which I will be talking this morning, the
winemaking and grapegrowing industry.
The first proposed change would disallow deductibility of excise
taxes. This, I am informed by the U.S. Treasury, would have the
effect of raising the jer gallon cost of wine by 73 cents.
The second proposed change would adjust the excise tax on tobacco, motor fuel, and alcohol, including wine, to reflect future
price increases. Of the $6.2 billion that this is expected to raise
over the next 5 years, $500 million would result from increased
wine excise tax revenues.
Now, those two changes obviously affect a number of other industries, in addition to wine, but the final proposed change that I
will discuss this morning is industry-specific.
In the attempt to generate additional Federal revenues, the tax
reform proposal contains an astonishing fourfold increase in the
Federal excise tax on wine. On this point it is critical that each
member of the tax-writing committee not be misled by the language used to describe this staggering 400-percent excise tax increase.
Presumably it is to achieve equivalency. While the present excise
tax on 1 gallon of wine is 17 cents, that on 1 gallon of beer is 29
cents. In order to achieve what is presumably equivalency, there
would be an increase on the wine per gallon tax of 87 cents. That is
a 400-percent increase, Mr. Chairman, and not equivalent to 29
cents per gallon.
Recently, the Joint Economic Committee held hearings on this
very subject. What was determined was that most of these wineries
all across the United States-in your home State, in mine, in
Texas, Arkansas, New York, and in a number of other States that
were represented there-are small mom-and-pop operations. These
are literally family-run wineries, and they are very small wineries.
With the exception of the 15 largest, there are more than 900 small
wineries competing for about 10 percent of the U.S. domestic sales.
Now, Mr. Chairman, they cannot afford a 400-percent increase.
And as Senator Ford said in speaking of the industry in his State,
they have no choice, these small operations, but to pass it on to the
consumer. Their choice is to go out of business.
Hard times have already come to grape growers and wine producers, before they have ever heard of the tax reform proposal.
They have experienced plummeting land values, plummeting collateral for their operating loans, and a serious economic decline.
They are confronting a situation in which they are already in trouble. And this would be not just the last straw; it would be more
than a straw, it would be a 2 by 4 that would in fact have the effect
of putting many of these small concerns out of business.
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Since 1982, prices in some wine-grape-growing regions of California have dropped from $140 per ton to $95 per ton, which does not
even cover the cost of production.
Nearly 57,000 acres of California vinyards were either abandoned
or not harvested last year.
I asked the Department of Agriculture 3 weeks ago to analyze
the effect which this tax proposal would have on this segment of
American agriculture-which, by the way, does not receive any
Federal subsidies or price supports. Unfortunately, the Department
of Agriculture officials indicated that it would be premature to release their economic analysis prior to today's hearing.
So, this morning, by letter to the Secretary of Agriculture, I have
renewed my request for this information, and upon receipt of it I
intend to include it as part of the record of the Joint Economic
Committee hearing, and, Mr. Chairman, with your permission,
would ask that it be included along with the analysis of the Treasury Department in today's hearing record.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.

(The information follows:]
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April 19. 198b
Honorable Pote Wilson
United States Senate
WashigtOn, D.C. LOU'Ati

Dear Senator Wilson:
Thank you for your recent

Letter roquestian

DoperLmaent

*.,tLysia. et

Lit,.

.p.fMe

of the Senate Finance Comiltee's Tax Reform BILL on the grape and winie
industry.

o

SLimtttiion of oxcirse tax deductibiLity fov Voohouai

c.1ll1

it

The bill contains three provisions that would affect the iti fuls.y.
(or:

ittcote t.sx

purposes;
tobacco, atid fiic-t; a nd

O

lndexing of excise taoets on alcohol,

o

An increase in the excise tax ottwino to make it equivalei
excise tax on bear on a per unit of alcohol basis.

to

itto!

two provisional would affect the grape mid wine imlinftris; alJent[g wilit
The first
Their itapact would be
all other industries subject to Federal excise taxes.
possibly morte significant than the impact of excise Lax equaliaLion . but
neither provision would impose city unique burden on the indt.wftry.
The third provision, however, would put a special burden on Lhe i'rape and wilke
tinder currant law, wine containing less than 21 porcet alcohol is
industry.
Thiu rate i.4; niabittiaily
subject to a tax of approximateLy $5.50 per barrel.
Lower than the rate (or beer, particularly if the two are cewpar,.d oi an1
heen
The differences In rates has t.rddil.ittlly
alcohol content basis.
justified in part on the basis of industry claims that wine it; u,;ed as niere
the typi,:al
Assuming beer Is 4 percent alcohol
then an alcoholic beverage.
beer tax of $31 per hartrel is the equivalent of a Lax o V rP per.'nt pet, I
The typical table wine wiLls a 1;0 percent
percent of alcohol per gallon.
.per
i-cent o atcohol
alcohoL content is taxed at lose than 1.5 percent per I
The Sonato finance Comstittee's proposal. raises the I ix vt.le om wilne
gaLLon.
wist.., IliaThis would increase the L.x omt I.ii.
to equal the rato on beer.
a bot I I'.
category most seriously affected, from 15-20 cents to 85- 90 ceitt
This is the equivalent of a 10 percent increase in -eLtai I I- ic,..

is difficult to forecast how much of the added Lax would he e.n ;.-,I
backward to producers or forward to consumers, the adjustietLs involved in
White it

either case are significant enough to raise serious, quertion;.
increase were passed back to winery and vineyard operators,
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pressure on en Industry faced with serious excess capacity problem.
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Honorable Pete Wilson

force the industry to scale back.
Given the industry's link-; to other sector:
of the economy, a scale--back could cost the economy as a whole move than tite
likely increase in revenue.
If all of the added tax in question was passed back to produett'-;, it would hethe equivalent of $15 per ton of grapes or" two-thirds of the price received
by growers over the last several years. Clearly, all of the tax could not be
passed back to producers despite supply and demand elasticities that sursi.et
growers would normally absorb all or most of the adjust.ao'nt
If part or all of the added excise tax were passed on to consumers., the impl'act
on the Industry would be somewhat less, but the tax would reduce economic
activity outside the sector more than enough to offset any lesseting of
pressure on the grape and wine industry. A 1O percent increase in the retail
price of wine would reduce wine demand 5 6 percent. Assuming such a reduction
was spread evenly between domestic and imported wines, U.S. wineries would
loose up to 24 million galons of demand and vineyards would loose a market
for 150,00 tons of &rapes. This industry loss would affect activity we'll
beyond the sector. Industry economists estimate employment in grape atid
winery operations at more that 200,000 and suggest that every dollar in
activity at the vineyard level ultisatetly gellerate, .another $1
,.( in .ct ivily
while $i at the winery Level ultimately genetates another $.20 in%;Activity.
Given these linkages, the loss of 150.000 tons in grape sales would translat.
into a $90-million decline in grape sales and related activity up to the
vineyard level. The tax would also reduce sales at the winery level $1/5
million; a loss in winery activity of this magnitude would reduce overall
activity In the economy $5S0 million. Hence, losses at the vineyard itid
winery levels combined with associated losses elsewhere in the economy could
total $650 million.
While the industry data used to generate these impact estimates -my oversLate
vineyard and winery Linkages to the rest of the economy, their estimates t-e
comparable to estimates mcde in university and government circles. The $650
million Loss likely if the equalization provision were passed compares with
added excise tax revenues of possibly $350 million. The industry's total lax
burden with the new provision in place would increase to more than $b5i0
million.
I hope this Information is helpful.
Sincerely,

V)BhRT L. THMPSON
Assistant Secretary
for IEconomics
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Senator WIlSON. Mr. Chairman, I think the point simply stated
is that the three excise tax increases that you are considering
would project severe and I think literally devastating tax consequences For this mall industry.
The amount of revenue that they produce, in terms of the overall
needs that the committee is required to find in order to finance tax
reform, will be if not negligible, at least very small. The fact is,
while small, they are going to produce a devastating effect, and it.
will mean that what is a growth industry consisting of a number of
small but potentially large and growing concerns able to give employn'ent on an expanding basis may no longer exist. They will
simply cease to produce, because it will be unprofitable for them to
do so. They will no longer be competitive.
I have not even mentioned the effect of the competition of imports that are heavily subsidized.
Mr. ('hairman, I will conclude by pointing out that many years
ago Thomas Jefferson urged that the duty on winds, on cheap
wines, and that is what we are talking about-most of the wines
that we are talking about in fact are under $3 for 750 milliliters.
What he said wa:s that we will "achieve sobriety, achieve health,
and that we should not make the mistake of driving people to
strong drink." [Laughter.]
Now, having listened to my friend from Kentucky, I have no argument with strong drink; I even use it occasionally for medicinal
purposes myself'. But I think Thomas Jefferson had a point. I hope
it will not be lost on the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you a quick question: In order to do
what the President asked us to do, the $2,000 exemption, 35-per-.
cent personal and corporate rates, and a vastly improved depreciation schedule over the House bill, the committee needs, someplace
over 5 years, between, as best we can estimate it, $90 to $110 Oillion. Where should we get it?
Senator WILSON. Mr. Chairman, I think you have come to the
point where you have to ask yourselves whether or not it is worth
it. The reform that you are seeking is in many ways commendable.
but the economic dislocation '.hat results from virtually every
scheme that has been proposed -that in the House, that in the
President's initial version, and ti-at which is being considered by
your committee-gives rise to an inference that perhaps the reforms are not worth what they would produce in the way of economic dislocation.
I don't say that lightly. I know of the time and the effort that
have gone into what you are proposing. I think we have to be very
much concerned with whether or not the kind of economic growth
that will itself, in time, generate a substantial increase of revenues
is not going to be substantially offset by the very thing that is
being proposed.
We are talking about an increase in economic growth that has
flowed from the reduction in inflation, and that I think is attributable, certainly in part, to Gramm-Rudman, and the expectation of
many that, we are now serious about cutting back on expenditures.
That is another area wholly apart from tax reform that has stimulated economic growth in the name of achieving equity. And I certainly don't hold any brief that the current code is a model of
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equity. But I would have to say that the best thing we could do for
economic growth and steady incremental growth in revenues may
be to say that reform of the kind that is being proposed may not be
worth the effort. Indeed, not holding any brief that this current
code is a model of equity, I will tell you that, perhaps as a minority
of one, it seems to me that the greatest tax reform we might hold
forth for economic growth is a binding declaration that we will not
engage in any tinkering with the code for the next 5 years.
That is not a view that is widely held in this committee, I think;
but you have asked the question, and I think that you ought to give
that serious Consideration.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee.
Senator C IAFEE. I want to thank our distinguished colleague For

his contributions here. As always, he has given a lot of thought to
his remarks and hasn't tailored his views to those of others. lie has
come out with his own concept of how we should proceed, and I
think that is very helpful. Thank you.
Senator WIlSON. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pryor.
Senator PRYOR. I have no questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Pete, thank you very much.
Senator WILSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Has Senator McConnell arrived?

(No response.]
The CHAIRMAN. If not, let us move on to our first panel: J. Tylee
Wilson, T. Carlton Blalock, Matthew Myers, and Gerry Oster.
Senator PRYOR. Are we going to hear from Secretary Mentz?
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, I'm sorry. Yes.
Mr. Secretary, we did overlook somebody, didn't we? [Laughter.]
I apologize. We will take Secretary Mentz first.
Mr. MENTZ. That is all right; you can move on if you want to.
The CHAIRMAN. And while I indicated, Mr. Secretary, that you
would not be held to the 5 minutes because you have to cover everything, I would trust you are not going to read in total your
single-spaced 21-page statement.
Mr. MENTZ. That is right. I have one-half a page that I am going
to delete. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Go right ahead.
[The written prepared statement of Senator Wilson follows:]
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STATE9ANT BY SENATOR PETE WILSON

GOOD

MORNING,

M . CHAIRMAN.

I APPPECIAlF

ITHE OPPORTINTITIY

TO TESTIFY BEFORE THE COMMITTEE AND WISH TO COMMEND YOU AND
THE
YOUR COLLEAGUES FOP SCHEDULE ING THIS HEAI, ING TO ASSSIS
IMPACT WH'CH THE REVENUE

FROM THE LENGTH OF
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A LOT OF
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TESIIMON"

THOSE

TAX REFORM

TIHI

HAVE UPON THE AFFECTED INDUSIRIkaS.

PROPOSAL WILL

WH!LE MY

RAISING PROViSIONS Of

AND JUDGN,
EXCISE

1HI.E[

iNfUSTRIES.

WILL FOCUS UPON JUST ONE- -SPECIF ICAIL Y,

THE DOMESTIC WINEMAKiNG AND WINEGRAPE GkOWING INDUSTPY--I WILL
NEED TO DISCUSS EACH OF THE THREE PROPOSED EXCISE TAX
CHANGES.

THIS

IS NECESSARY BECAUSE EACH CHANGE WOULD IMPOSE

AN ECONOMIC COST AND

INCREASE THE TAX BURDEN UPON OUR AMERICAN

VINTNERS AND GRAPE GROWERS.
WHOM YOU WII
,INGLED-OUT

HEAF,

TODAY,

UNLIKE EVERY OTHER

INDUSTRY FROM

ONLY AMERICAN WINES HAVf

BEEN

FOf; WHAT THOSE AMOUNG US FOLLOWING THE CURRENT

STANLEY CUP PLAYOFFS MIGHT DESC;,'SE AS A TAX W
TRICK. ,

lNG "HAI
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EACH MEMBEP OF THE COMMITTEE

KNOWS,

THE F !;ST P 'OPCSfr[

CHANGE WOULD DISALLOh THE DEDUCTIBILITY OF EXC'.E
TARIFFS.
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WHILE
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TC CHANGES

VSCULL- CB

SIGNIFICANT COST UPON THE WINE

CU

INDUSTRY,

Y

tP
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IF ADOPTED, THEY

WOULD ALSO INCREASE THE TAXES (oF SEVERAL OTHER INDUSTRIES
THROUGHOUT OUP ECONOMY.
SPECIFIC,
REVENUES

HOWEVER,

THE FINAL PROPOSED CHANGE
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THROUGH AN ASTONISHING FOUP-FOLD

FEDERAL EXCISE TAX ON WINE.

IS INDUSTP'
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ON THiS POINT,

IS CR ITICAL

THAT EACH MEMBER

OF

114$

USED TO
TAX-WRITING COMMITTEE NOT BE MISLED BY THE LANGUAGE
DESCRIBE THIS 400% EXCISE TAX

INCREASE.

WHILE THE TAX REFORM

PROPOSAL STATES THAT THE RESULT WILL BE A WINE

TAX WHICH

"EQUIVALENT" TO THE RATE PRESENTLY IMPOSED ON BIE,
THE PRESENT EXCISE

IS STRIKINGLY DIFFERENT.

GALLON OF BEEP IS 29 CENTS.
OF TABLE W!NE WUU)_.
BEEF TAX.
THE

FOp

PEP GALCN

IHE

BE

TAX RATE ON A

87 CENTS--THREE TIMES HIGHEF

OF

THE RESULT

THE PROPOSED NEW TAX ON A GALLON

ECOPD, THEPF

AMOUNT

IS

THAN THI

IS NOTHING "EQUIVALENT"

tN

IAX PAID ON BEER AND ON WINE.

TOGETHER, THE THPEE PROPOSALS iN THE TAX PACKAGE BEFORE
THE

COMMITTEE ARE ESTIMATED

YEAF'S.

TO RAISE $75 BILLION OVER FIVE

OF THIS AMOUNT, IHL AEPICAN WINE

CONTRIBUTING

$3.5 BItLLION,.

TARIFFS, WINE SALES AND
ANNUALLY.

NEXT YEAP,

INDUSTRY WILL BE

UNDEP EXISTING EXCISE TAXES AND

iMPOFTS GENERATE

$295 MILLION

IF THIS TAX BILL WERE ENACTED, THESE

REVENUES WOULD PEACH $1 B!LLION--MOPE THAN A THREEFOLD
INCREASE, WHICH,

IN MY VIEW, WOULD HAVE A DEVASTATING IMPACT

UPON OUR NATION'S WINE PRODUCERS AND WINE GRAPE GROWERS.
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IN ORDER TO HELP ME UNDERSTAND THE EFFECT WHICH THESE TAX
CHANGES WOULD HAVE UPON THIS

INDUSTRY,

1 CHAIRED A HEAPING OF

THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE TWO WEEKS AGO AND HEARD THE
TESTIMONY OF MANY WINEMAKERS AND GRAPE GROWEIVS FROM THPOUGHOUl
THE COUNTRY.

AS TG BE EXPECTED,

WITNESSES CAME FfOM THE MANY

SlATES LONG KNOWN FOP WINE PRODUCTION,

INCLUDING SENATOR

MOYN!HAN'S STATE OF NEb% YORK ANC THE CHAI FMAN'S STATE OF
OREGON.

THERE WAS EVEN A CALIFORNIAN WITNESS O

COMMITTEE

BUT THE

.WO.

ALSO FECE!,ED IESTIMONY FROM FA/MILY-RUN WINFPIES

ARKANSAS, INDIANA AND CHIO.

!N

ADDITIONALLY, FARMERS WHO PAFT O

DEVEt OPING WINEGRAPE GROWING BUSINESSES

IN PENNSYLVANIA AND

TEXAS APPEARED BEFORE THE JEC.

IT BECAME CLEAF TO ME DUR-ING THE HEARING THAT, FOP THE
MOST PART, THIS INDUSTRY
FEGIONS ACROSS THE NATION,

IS STILL

IN 34 STATES.

IN MANY

WINE GRAPES AFE BEING GROWN AND

WINERIES APE EMERGING AS NE,
BUSINESSES

IN ITS INFANCY.

PFIMAF';LY FAMILY OWNED,

SMALL

COLLECTIVELY, THESE DOMESTIC WINE

PRODUCERS ACCOUNT FOR NEARLY 70% OF THE U.S.

WINE SALES,

IMPORTED WINES COMPRISE THE REMAINING 30% OF THE DOMESTIC
MARKET.

WHILE
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THE ECONO,'C V TAzIVTY

INDUSIfY IS C+

NATtCN'S WINE

I SEPVE AS'

PARTICULAR IMPORTANCE TO ME--AND NOT JUST BECAUSE
IN CAL:FORNIA,

CHAIRMAN OF THE SENATE WINE CAUCUS.
MORE THAN 500 INiNE

;ES ACCCUN"!TING FOF

OUR NATION'S WNE cALE

.

SALES.

THIS MEANS

S1XTY-F IVE PIF,'CENT Of

THE F IFTEEN LARGEST

PRODUCERS GENERATE 92 PERCENT

THERE ARE

THESE

Of

OF CALIFORNIA'S

TOTAL WINI

THAI THEPE AP E ABOUT 485 CALIFOPNIA

VINYARDS COMPETING FOP THE kEMAIN!NG 8X OF 'THE CALIFORNIA
SHAPE OF DOMEST C W NFE CALF-

Across THE NAT ION,

IN THE UNITED STATES.

THE-'E ARE OVER

COMPETING F(rl THE rEMANING

400 OTHER WINERIES

' PEPCENT OF THE U.S.

MARKET.

IN

5
VAST MAJC ITY OF
MY VIEW, IT IS THESE VINTNERS, ALONG WITH THE
PERHAPS
CALIFONIA PRODUCES, WHO WILL BE IMMEDIATELY AND

PERMANENTLY INJUPED BY T-E PROPOSED EXCISE TAX

KOPECVE',

THE JFC HEAF NG MADE

ONLY THE WINEPIES THAT

,:LL

INCREASE.

IT CLEAR TO ME THAT NOT

BE HARMED BY THE TAX REFORM BILL.

OUR NATION'S WINE GRAPE GROWERS WILL FEEL THE EXCISE TAX
"BITE",

TOO.

UNFORTUNATELY,

IN THE WAKE OF A .N!,bEf OP
LOST MONEY.

SINCE

THE PROPOSED TAX INCREASE COMES
YEAFS

IN WH!CH THE GROWErS HAVE

1982,-,.ICES 1N SOME WINEGRAPE GROWING

$95
REGIONS OF CALIFORNIA HAVE DROPPED FROM $140 PER TON TO
PER TON,

WHICH DOES NOT EVEN COVER THE COST OF PRODUCTION.

FOR THAT REASON,

NEARLY 57,000 ACRES OF CALIFORNIA VINEYARDS

WERE EITHER ABANDONED Op NOT HARVESTED LAST YEAR.
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THREE WEEKS AGC,

1 ASKEC THE DEPA-TiENT

ANAI.YZE THE EFFECT WHICH THiS 'AA

USDA OFFiCiALS
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EXPLANATION OF 16 CENTS PER PACK EXCISE TAX PAID ON CIGARETTES
VERSUS AN ALLEDGED LOWER AMOUNT RECEIVED BY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT

We have a 16 cents per pack excise tax on cigarettes.
It Is
alledged that the U.S. government collects less than that amount
per pack.
This allegation has no basis in fact.
Tobacco
companies pay 16 cents per pack excise tax on cigarettes.
It is
true that we treat the excise tax as a deduction in determining
our federal income tax.
However, this deduction merely
acknowledges that excise taxes are a cost of doing business no
less than any other cost, and that the federal income tax, as
mandated by the Constitution, must tax only net income, not gross
revenues.
You must remember that, because of the 16 cents excise
tax imposition, we must try to price our product to produce a
profit, taking this excise tax cost, as well as all other costs,
into account.
The increased price is itself subject to the
federal income tax.
To impose a tax on income which is created
onlX because of the excise tax imposition woljld be manifestly
unfair.
The present law allowing deduction of excise taxes
merely acknowledges this inequity which the absence of this
deduction would create.

EXAMPLE A

EXAMPLE B

Assuming there were no federal
excise tax (FET):

But, because there is an
federal excise tax

Selling Price
(assuming no FET)

$1.00/pack

Selling price
(S.16 FET)

$1.16/paCk

.80/pack

Cost of Sales
FET

.80/pack
.16/pack

Cost of Sales
Net

Income

Net

Income

x 46% rate
Income Tax

S.092/pack

.201Pack

x 46% rate
Income Tax

$.092/pack
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EXPLANATION OF 16 CENTS PER PACK EXCISE

TAX PAID ON CIGARETTES

THE U.S. GOVERNMENT
VERSUS AN ALLEDGED LOWER AMOUNT RECEIVED BY

It is
We have a 16 cents per pack excise tax on cigarettes. that
amount
alledged that the U.S. government collects less than
Tobacco
fact.
in
basis
no
has
allegation
This
per pack.
It is
companies pay 16 cents per pack excise tax on cigarettes.
determining
true that we treat the excise tax as a deduction In
However, this deduction merely
our federal income tax.
business no
acknowledges that excise taxes are a cost of doing
tax, as
less than any other cnst, and that the federal Income
income, not gross
net
only
tax
must
Constitution,
the
by
mandated
cents excise
revenues. You must remember that, because of the 16 produce a
tax imposition, we must try to price our product to other costs,
profit, taking this excise tax cost, as well as all
The increased price is itself subject to the
into account.
To Impose a tax on income which is created
federal income tax.
only because of the excise tax imposition woild be manifestly
deduction of excise taxes
-allowing
The present
unfair.
merely acknowledges this inequity which the absence of this
deduction would create.

EXAMPLE A

EXAMPLE B

Assuming there were no federal
excise tax (FET):

But, because there is an
federal excise tax

$1.00/pack
Selling Price
(assuming no FET)

Selling price
($.16 FET)

$1.16/pack

.80/pack

Cost of Sales
FET

.80/pack
.16/pack

Cost of Sales
Net Income

.20/pack
x 46% rate

Net Income

.20/pack
x 46% rate

Income Tax

$.092/pack

Income Tax

$.092/pack

STATEMENT F lION. J. ROGER MENTZ, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR TAX POLICY. DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, WASIiNGTON. )C
Mr. MENTZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

It is my pleasure to have the opportunity to discuss with you this
morning the Treasury Department's views regarding the proposals
in your tax reform markup document relating to Federal excise
taxes and tariffs.
The proposals would make Federal excise taxes and tariffs nondeductible for Federal income tax purposes, would increase the
rate of Federal excise tax on certain wines to the rate currently applicable to beer, and adjust the rates of Federal excise tax on alcohol and tobacco products and certain fuels to reflect future price
increases.
The achievement of fundamental tax reform is a central goal of
this administration. In the President's view, the key elements of a
revenue-neutral tax reform bill are a full $2,000 exemption for
itemizers and nonitemizers, at least for individuals in lower and
middle income tax brackets; a rate structure with a maximum rate
no higher than 35 percent; tax brackets that reduce taxes for
middle-income working Americans; basic tax incentives for American industries, including those which depend on heavy capital investment in equipment and machinery; and a minimum tax which
allows no individual or business to escape paying a fair share of
the overall burden. The President believes that these changes will
promote future economic growth, improve fairness, and simplify
the system for millions of individual taxpayers.
As the tax reform process has moved forward, the administration, the Ways and Means Committee, and now the Senate Finance
Committee, have come to recognize the difficulty of raising enough
revenue from the income tax system to accomplish fundamental
changes. The administration's tax reform proposal did not include
provisions comparable to those in the chairman's plan relating to
excise taxes and tariffs; instead, we proposed general basebroadening to maintain the revenue neutrality of our tax reform plan. We
encourage renewed consideration of those tax reform proposals
made by the administration and not incorporated in the chairman's plan that would raise additional revenues. In addition, we
support efforts by the committee to develop alternative revenueraising proposals that are consistent with the President's tax
reform goals. If, however, the base broadening and other revenueraising proposals that are accepted by the committee do not raise
sufficient revenue, we would support raising revenue through
excise tax changes, in the context of revenue-neutral tAx reforai
that meets the President's goals. And it is in that spirit, Mr. Chairman, that we consider the excise tax and tariff proposals that are
included in your plan.
I will move ahead to the most significant issue, the proposal to
deny deductibility of Federal excise taxes and tariffs.
Under current law, Federal excise taxes and tariffs are imposed
on a wide range of goods, services, and activities. For fiscal year
1986, excise tax receipts are estimated to be over $34 billion.

During calendar year 1985, total tariff collections were approximately $11.5 billion.
A brief description of the excise taxes and tariffs that generate
most of this revenue may be helpful, starting with distilled spirits.
The Federal excise tax on distilled spirits is imposed on the producer or importer at the rate of $12.50 per proof gallon. This rate was
increased in October 1985 from $10.50 per proof gallon. That
means, for example, 1 gallon of 80 proof distilled spirits is equal to
0.8 proof gallons and therefore is subject to a Federal excise tax of
$10. The distilled spirits excise tax is expected to generate receipts
of $4 billion in fiscal year 1986, and its revenues go into the general fund.
With respect to wine, the rate of tax on wine varies depending
upon the alcohol content and carbonation of the wine; 17 cents per
gallon is the tax on still wine containing not more than 14 percent
alcohol, 67 cents per gallon still wines containing more than 14
percent but less than 21 percent alcohol, $2.25 per gallon on still
wines containing more than 21 percent and less than 24 percent alcohol, $2.40 on artificially carbonated wines, and $3.40 per gallon
on champagne. Wine excise tax receipts are expected to be $276
million in fiscal year 1986.
On beer, the Federal excise tax is 29 cents per gallon and does
not vary based on alcohol content. Beer excise tax receipts are expected to be $1.6 billion in fiscal year 1986.
On tobacco products, Federal excise tax on cigarettes is approximately 16 cents per pack of 20. Excise tax receipts on tobacco products are expected to be $4.6 billion in fiscal year 1986. Those revenues also go into the general fund.
The Federal excise tax on gasoline is presently imposed at the
rate of 9 cents per gallon. That tax is expected to yield $8.6 billion
in fiscal year 1986, and goes primarily into the highway trust fund.
Similarly, the diesel fuel tax is 15 cents per gallon. That rate was
increased in August of 1984 from 9 cents per gallon. I might note it
was increased right after I bought my diesel automobile. Receipts
from the diesel fuel excise tax are expected to be $2.6 billion. That
also goes into the highway trust fund.
That is a review of some of the most significant excise taxes. I
am going to skip over the testimony that describes some of the
others.

Tariffs are imposed on the importer of the product and are payable when the product enters the customs territory of the United
States. During 1984 the total Federal tariff collections were equal
to 3.7 percent of the value of all goods imported into the United
States. With respect to goods on which tariffs were imposed, the average rate was 5.5 percent.
Turning to the chairman's proposal, the chairman's plan would
disallow any deduction or other reduction of income for Federal
income tax purposes for the payment of any Federal excise tax or
tariff. Thus, the amount of any Federal excise tax or tariff would
not be deducted as an ordinary business expense or an expense incurred for the production of income and could not be offset against
income from the sale of property as a cost of goods sold, or added to
the adjusted basis of depreciable property.

The proposal also includes aln antiavoidance rule that would
ensure that the deduction (isllOWaIC Would ha
e elect of' in'ivsin
the income tax liabilit of the payor ofI the excise !ax or
tariff by the aniount of' tax or tariff' mutliplied by the maximum
co'rporatei,(
PinMCe tax rate. For examIple, if"
the legal incidence of
excise, i.x 'llls onI a!corporation with a net operating loss, or an
indlividuail taxed at atmarginal rate of, less t1h1ui 1.)
percent. neveriieis
hl coe'poratmin or Individual would be treated as having
sillJiltu'-)isk't inuC0ile which would be taxed at tihe maximunlI rate
of" :.') Vot',Iltni
il d could not he of'let hiy i\ net operating loss or
c ''dit'
Prelim inar ily'. our estimatete is that t he chairman's proposal in
tills regari'di w, ,ul( ra He $.da
.) bill ion. And ias indicated in tlie table
which is I part t In lestinmony. ;.!) billion would come from alcoIl.'
bill imn hIo.Ii tobacco, an1d appi oximiately -$20.5 billion from
11)010or f i(Is.
Although ithe (fellial oiti. (eluC eien would in 1h0pu1saiffCt oinIFedera ,i, n
ne
tax Iiali lties. we believe that the proposal i siti-

liar in effect to. .1nd thus is al)tropriatel. an altzed as a direct in-

crease in Federa excise taxes andtaurden. As with i direct increase
in these k vies, the additional tax burden resulting from the pro-

posal would vary directly y with the etic
- of units sold subject to
the tax. lor example, as under the existing cigarette excise tax, doilest lic sales of' cigarettes by a Cigarette manufacturer would generate tax liabilities direct ly proportional to the lumber of' cigarettes
SOl, i5 (fistinguished fiom liabilities under the income tax which
are not based on units sold but rath e' on tie return to equity capital used inthe product ion o triae particular goods.
While there may be some variance depending upon the payor s
marginal tax rate, a taxpayer that is in the maximum bracket of
35) percent would he
the equivalent of' a 5-1-percent excise tax inctase that Would be attributable to thle nondeductibilit o'
ise
taxes. The mathematics of that, Mr. chairmann , are worked out in a
footnote to my testimony. For taxpayers in aebracket that is less
than 85. Ofcourse, the effective increase is somewhat smaller.
The economic effects, I think, are a subject of a great deal of importance, and let me spend just a moment or two on them.
The ability Of sellers to shift the tax burden under the proposal
to purchasers depends upon the responsiveness of purchasers and
sellers of the taxed goods to changes in price. I purchasers are relatively unresponsive to such changes-that is, they will not significantlv affect their behavior-then purchasers will tend to bear
most of'the burden of' an excise tax increase. The degree of responsiveness of' purchasers to changes in price, of course, depends largely on the availability of' substitute goods. On the other hand, if sellers of the goods are relatively unresponsive to changes in prices-

that is, they will not significantly reduce their supply of the
goods-then the land, labor, and capital used in the business of'
providing the good will tend to bear more of the burden of the tax.
The degree of' responsiveness of sellers to changes in price depends
largely upon the availability of alternative uses for the land, labor,
and capital used in producing the goods.
But it should be noted that even if the full tax burden of the proposal is shifted to purchasers, the relative change in the price of
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The CHIURMAN. The reason I ask it is that this committee came

to within just a vote or twa of going to :12 cents a pack on ciga-

rettes. I think it was last January or Febrary when we were considering reconciliation.
Mr. MENTZ. I believe that is right, and that reinforces the point
that, relative to the price of the goods, you are l alking about really
very mode,'t amounts.

let me get to the tax policy considerations, because I think that
is probably the most important part of this testimony.
As I have already stated, the Treasury believes that the proposal
to deny a deduction "or the payments of Federal excise taxes is
properly analyzed as similar in effect to a direct increase in excise
taxes. In evaluating the proposal, it is thus necessary to consider
the circumstances in which the imposition of an excise tax or an
increase in the existing rates may be justified. And there are several such instances.
The first is external social costs. One traditional justification for
imposing an excise tax is to ensure that the market price of a good
reflects any external social costs associated with its production or
consumption. The free market will efficiently allocate economic resources, to the extent that at the margin all of the economic costs
to society of the goods are reflected in the price charged by the producer, and all of the economic benefits to society of the good are
reflected in the price paid by the consumer. In most cases, essentially all of the costs to society of the good are borne by the producer, and hence will be reflected in the price charged by the producer. Similarly, all of the benefits to society are received by the consumer and hence will be reflected in the price that he pays.
In some cases, however, the social costs of producing or consuming a particular good exceed the costs to the producer or consumer.
These external uncompensated costs are borne by other members
of society who do not directly benefit from the production or consumption of the good. When these external costs are present, the
imposition of an excise tax can make the allocation of economic resources more efficient by raising the price of the damaging activity
and thereby internalizing the external costs.
Alcohol abuse is an example. The external costs attributable to
alcohol abuse include such direct costs as property damage and personal injuries incurred by innocent victims of alcohol-related automobile accidents, as well as indirect costs, as the burden of extra
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vioe IS surrogate Useriees. Theimposition of an
aXCi-e tax may be Justifiedts a surrogate user fee, where the Federas Govern meant provides services that directly benefit users of
certain stvices. Examples of such surrogate user lees are the Fed(cral e'xcise taxes on gasoline anid diesel fuels, most of the revenues
from which are used for'I Federal-aid highway programs. Excise taxait on of' cert ai i goods such as, motor fuels mayi" be justified b)oth as
a surrogate user febe and as a way to iriterrnalize external costs.
A third rationale
is the situation where demand is unresponsive
to price changes. Excise taxes, in certain circumstances, raise revenue with minimal ditortion of consumer choices. If demand by
consumers for a particular good is quite unresponsive to price
changes, an excise tax on that good would cause very little change
in the amount of the lgood consumers would purchase; that is, it
would minimize distortion ofothe allocation of economic resources.
Since
basic
a,
goal of tax policy is to raise revenue without distorting economic behavior, an excise tax in such circumstances may be
a legitimate alternative to i more broadly bised tax measure that
does create economic distortion.
I anm going to skip over use of' revenues and move to distributionA impact.
One of' the President's principal tax reform objectives is that
families below the poverty line not be required to pay Federal
income !axes. The President's tax reform proposal sought, as well,
to reduce the tax burden on middle income working Americans.
These objectives relate 'to the basic fairness of the tax system and
require that we carefully evaluate the distributional impact of the
proposals to deny a deduction for Federal excise taxes and tariffs.
In general, the distributional effect of the proposal will depend
on the extent to which the incidence of the excise taxes are passed
on in price increases, as well as the consumption by different
income classes of the goods and services subject to the levies. Conventional analysis of the distributional effect. of excise taxes is
'based on the assumption that these levies are fully passed on, and
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Finally. as a imtter of tax policy. you have to look at tilt whole
distributional analysis of' a tax reform proposal. not just any one
particular pro'ision. We would suggest that the appropriate way to
look at the distribution. e'en if it is desired to factor in the effects
of excise taxes, would be to complete the tax reform markup and
see where we are. and then, if the conclusion is that it is too tough
on the lower income families, there are a number of' remedies, targeted remedies, that may be devised to alleviate the distributional
hardship--that is, it' the committee concludes that there is such a
hardship, and I am suggesting that indeed you may not cone to
that conclusion.
I am going to omit going through the tax treaty. GA'TT, and related issues. I would be happy to take questions on them.
I think the basic point on the proposal to increase the excise tax
rate on wine is that-with some statistics, perhaps, better than
anything else and I think these are rather dramatic statistics-the
same amount of alcohol is contained in 1 gallon of distilled spirits
containing 50 percent alcohol, in other words 100 proof, 12.5 galIons of beer containing 4 percent alcohol, 2.5 gallons of still wine

contailing 20 percent alcohol, aind .1 gallons of still wine containing

rIpercent alcoh(i. And the respective excise taxes on these bev-

(rag( .C ae ,1k"...12
5' On the distilled spirits. .:;.C3 on the beer. $l...; on
tlt, Still
containing
ii
20) percent alcohol, and .G) ,()n the still
Wiflemintit
lioil
p recent alcohol.
p.The chairlman's projlisal would bring those more into equiliblrit111 1;11 c ii pletelv. in1t equilibriutim,
t
but more into equilibrium -and it m-ems to i(, those statistics speak 'or tJlenselves.
Awn+ ,tlher (,I the .chairman's proposals which the administration
.-U p) t.5 (,uld
o
.adjust Fted,'al excise t ax rates to reflect pIrice
changes .. g.:in. I think the mDost elolUet way of* ma king this point
i l%
- the st.t1it ic
.-. inlati i ha- occurredd and the prices of' taxed goods hv;\e
tended t<, rise. tlie al unt (f unliit-based excise taxes has fallen.
h;l,
inIcm)r.t[it-d( llar terms and as a percentage of' tile price of'
th,- ',,d>_ The decline in the rate oI Federal excise taxes in consant dllar. term>.has beenl pa;rticulanrlV pronounced in the case of
(.Xcie Iax ,.,,i
alcoholic beverages. A Ithough the l'ederal excise
NIx Mn listiilled spirits was increased in 19S. 1'rom .$1(1.51 per proof,
gal loun
,12 per proof, gallon, the rate had not previously been
Increased since 9 ,51. Similari, the Federal excise taxes on beer
aInd lvi ,; have no0t been increased since 1951. If' the excise taxes
ol t es,, j)flduct. had increased by the salle percentage as con:umer prices, the excise taxes on distilled spirits, beer, and wine
would halVe rise!) between 1951 and
1 rom 10.-5( to $-$'.48 per
prof .. lln in[ the case of" distilled spirits, from $0.29 to $1.2) per
gallom in the case () beer, and from .40.17 to 0.7( )per gallon in the
case of wine.
I think when \'ou hear the testimony of' subsequent witnesses
who will explain how impossible it wiil be for the producers of'

Ihest, products if the excise tax were increased and how they would

go Out o' Ibtusiness. I wonder why they were able to stay in business
in 1951. It seems to me that is a legitimate question .
Let me just conclude, Mr. Chairman, by saying that if'
sufficient
base-broadening measures are not adopted by the committee, and it'
th lPresident's tax reform objectives are otherwise met, the administ ration could support excise and related tax proposals as part of* a
rev'enue-Ieutrail tax reform bill, provided that a justification exists
fbr increasing the level of*a particular tax. As I have indicated in
illm testimony, the factors that may justif'y an increase in particula1r excise taxes are the existence of' external costs associated with
the production or consumption of the taxed good or service, the

function of the tax as a surrogate user fee for goods or services suppiied by the Federal Go\vernment, and the fact that a particular
excise tax may cause minimal distortion of' economic behavior,
where demand for the taxed good is relatively unresponsive to
changes in price.
Mr. Chairman, I would be glad to entertain any questions you or

other members of the committee may have.
rhe ('HAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, I am just going to summarize as
follows: If necessary, in order to meet the President's request we
can't do it with enough base-broadeners. the administration would

support excises?

Mr. MENTZ. That is right, Mr. Chairman. And as I have indicated. I think you have to look at each excise tax separately.
The CHAIRMAN. I

agree.

Mr. MENTZ. But there is no question that when we are looking
for revenue, excise taxes should be looked at and looked at very
hard.
The (1AIRMAN. Senator Chafee.
Senator ('IiAiEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I have never heard in any proposal by the administration or any other source, as a matter of fact, the deductibility
of excise taxes referred to as "a preference," or "as an incentive
or as a "loophole." Is that correct? Can you ever recall those terms
being used in connection with the deductibility of excise taxes?
Mr. MEFNTZ. The deductibility? No, I have not, Senator.
Senator (IA'EE. The administrations proposal had nothing like
this, neither Treasury I or II suggested this approach. Even Treasury 1, which was the most pure of' the tax reform proposals in
eliminating all preferences and loopholes, did not eliminate the deductibility of excise taxes, is that correct?
Mr. MENTZ. That is correct. And indeed, in my testimony I do
not analyze the proposal as an income tax item, but rather as an
increase in excise tax. I think I get to that analysis, Senator
('hafee. because of' the so-called antiavoidance rule which in effect
requires that the nondeductibility result in a tax of 35 percent of
the amount of* the excise tax. I think that mechanism pulls it out
of the income tax and makes it basically an increase in excise tax.
Seiiator CHAFEE. In other words, what is being proposed here is
an increase in tax.
Mr. MENTZ. We are grateful for your support, Senator.
Senator CHAIFEE. It is an increase in taxes, isn't that correct?
Mr. MENTZ. It is an increase in excise taxes across the board;
that is correct.

Senator

CHAFEE.

Right.

Now, Mr. Secretary, when originally the whole idea of tax
reform came forward, it was supposed to be revenue neutral and
indeed what we have been trying to adhere to around here.
Mr. MENTZ. Correct.
Senator CHAFEE. In other words, the way yoo pay for the reduction in the rates for individuals and corporations is by eliminating
preferences and loopholes. Isn't that correct?
Mr. MENTZ.

That certainly is the preferred way.

Senator CHAFEE. What sense does it make, Mr. Secretary, to have
a reduction in income taxes by having an increase in taxes somewhere else; that is, in excise taxes? That was the rationale which I
and many others in this committee rejected when we rejected the
increase in the gasoline tax or the import fee on oil. We did not
want a tax increase to pay for a tax decrease.
Mr. MENTZ. Senator, the administration regards any increase in
selective excise taxes as part of a revenue-neutral tax reform billthat is, in total revenue neutral-as not a tax increase.
Senator CHAFEE. Wait a minute; I missed you on that one.
Mr. MENTZ.

Well, look. Any time you make changes in the tax

law, for example if you repeal general utilities and that results in
taxes on corporations when they sell assets, looked at in isolation

one INeight
crea se if v
Senator
might ca ll

sa" that that is a tax
o) ())k at it in tot al as
(C'HA-FEE. 1ut in that
preferences I...
ire

increIa:e. But it is not it tax inpart ();- i reventIe-neutral tax bill.
case. those fail under what we
loopholes. ('lifford trusts, for ex-

:ample. %weconsider an abuse.
Mr.M-Nz'r.
Vell. one ma n's prefe-rence is another m1lan,'s basic
tax provisit'n. For exa1ml1ple. the
ir-vci'asis rule for retires, allowing them) to recover their basis over 3 vears before the', are taxed,
miiht well be Coisid(,red to be a tox referencese. And yet.,
the cornillittv \'voted in fhvor of retaining that. If we continue to have those
kins(, of votes. we have to find our revenue
where else.
Senator ('uIAvi-::. 01h. th(r

is no question thut when we finish

-this we have to find our revenue. But the point that we have been

trying to adhere to --at least I have. and I think many ottlers of)
th1is1 ('omm1llittee have aitempted to adhere to it--is, don't go out and
)ay 'r tihs re(iuct)ion ill rites f'or individuals and corporations by

having a tax increase snieplace else. I mean, if' we are going to
have tax increases. I and many others on this committee feel very
strongly that they should be devoted to deficit reduction. Maybe in
the long run we will have to have increase in excise taxus, but it
should not be used to pay for a reduction in in-.ome tax rates in the
name of'tax reform.
Nov; let me jusi get to a quest ion you asked.
Mr. MEN'rz. Let me respond to that. I would be glad to take your
quest ion, but the process of' tax reform involves making choices
that in some cases raise revenue and then it is passed through in
the for:n of lower rates and other provisions that the committee
generally will use to provide a more neutral, fairer, and a better
tax system. So I don't think there is any distinction between raising an excise tax that, on the basis of good, solid tax policy ought
to be raised--I don't think there is any difference between raising
that and raising a tax or changing the rule on the 3-year-basis recovery for retirees. I see no distinction.
Senator CItAFEE. Well, let me just say this. My time is up,
butMr. MENTZ. But I took some of your time, so with the chairman's
permission--Senator CHAFEE. But I don't think you are in charge of the lottery. I Laughter. ]
I will get back to this, Mr. Chairman, on the second round.
The CHAIRMAN.

Senator Pryor.

Senator PRYor . Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, you spent a great deal of time in your testimony-Mr. MENTZ. Probably too much.
Senator PRYOR. Mr. Mentz, I don't see any statement in your testimony relative to food prices. According to the U.zS.D.A, 8 percent
of food prices today relate to the cost of transportation.
Now, if we take away the deduction for excise taxes, how much
do you think your proposal is going to increase the cost of food?
Mr. MENTZ. Well, Senator, first of all it is not my proposal.
Senator PRYoIR. Well, I think that you just adopted it. [Laughter.]
Mr. MENTZ. Let me make it clear, in case I have confused the
committee, which I frequently do, the administration will entertain
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the possibility of Selective increases in excise taxes in order to
create a revenue-neutial tax reform )ackage.
I don't think I have adopted the across-the-board increase, the
5.1-percent increase, in all excise taxes; nor have I specifically
adopted the method of nondeductibility as the route to getting to
the result. In other words, I think another way to go-and I think
the chairman alluded to this in his questioning earlier on-you
could simply selectively raise certain excise taxes. And indeed, you
may selecti\vely raise them more than .1 percent it' you so choose.
Would you recommends to the President that he
Senator lPI(Noit.
the excise tax provision, as we are now considering.
sign this bill if'
is included'?
Mr. MEN'rz. I have gone through the tax policy reasons for
making a case for increasing excise taxes. I think some of' tile
excise taxes that are on the books today fall within that category,
Senator. I think the, leading ones, certainly as you have identified,
are tobacco, alcohol, and motor fuels. I think some clearly do not.
L.et me say that the one that most clearly does not, if' we are
talking about a case that really doesn't nerit nondeductibility,
would be the windfall profit tax, because the vindfall profit tax
cannot be passed on. There is no way that a producer of' petroleum
can pass on the wirdifall profit tax, because the price isn't at all
flexible, it is determined by oil that is imported.
So, with that specific provision in there, I think that would be a
problem for the administration.
But I think where we are, Senator l'rvor, is we are exploring this
area. I think tile chairman has very creatively come up with an
idea and an area that hasn't been looked at before. We didn't look
at it, and the Ways and Means Committee didn't look at it, and he
is suggesting we look at it. All I am suggesting is a perspective
from which to view it.
iSeator P,yoR. Well, Mr. Secretary, with all due respect. I have
asked two questions. One question is, What will this excise tax proposal do to food prices? Could you answer this'.)
Mr. MENTZ. I do not know, but let me answer you second question more specifically: We would have a problem supporting an
across-the-board 54-percent increase in all excise taxes. which I
take it would affect the price of' food. You are talking about trucks
and tires, and so forth. So, whel'e does that leave you?
Senator PRYOR. Yesterday I watched Donald Regan on one of the
talk shows. -le stated that the House-passed tax reform bill was
horrible, or something like that. And, today yiu come before ihe
committee expressing some reservations that I did not know about.
Maybe the other committee members did, but I did not know of
your reservations.
Mr. MENTZ. Reservations about what?
Senator PRYOR. Well, about whether or not you support this
excise tax proposal that is before the committee-at this time.
Mr. MENTZ. I am suggesting that the committee can take this
excise tax proposal and modify it, and improve it, and maybe even
raise more revenue from it, and make it a very constructive part of
fundamental tax reform.
Senator PRYOR. Does this not become a consumption tax, ultimately, that we are talking about?
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Mr. ME:.N'rz. No). I d( 't think so, becaitise it is st'!M t ive it Is selectiv certainIv o)n ttlC ') and II(
l. If' %'Oil airC 110t '1 +('1SUMller Of'
tolct) 1)1- aloo.it is not a collstiia ~ion tax at all. Aied eveln gas011110 and inotor fuels 110i. It iS Ou(t 'IS abroad as I C-OllSuipt iol Itx.
Senator l)tY(l'HyIN ti Me is 111) I wouid just like to
aike .1 statemrict that I think Your position is v-er\ totIured. MaYbe at'. the day
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Mr. (thatirin

I apologize for

t at I would
like to ask be placed it the record at the appropriate point.
The (I'llcIRMAN. I lappil'.

seln jt(u, Milrli:l.1.. But ! woulJd like to make a f'x% points. diI put
the 111mao the')a;I lotted to mle.
I'he, ('1I
t i
ANt.'
. o( right allcad.
f1.1,i
)r ,1i('II+I.. I thank yoi'u, M r. ('hairmtin, fo6r tle hearing.
It (It'l111l..,Iitt'.. tie 'airltes., with which \.Ou hav\e coliductei this
ill

(,l1 itr,

)()ce.(ss.

Alit hugh t

tre
be Some
s1t)V question as to h(ow tht excise tax
proposal will affect \'rious iin(lustries and cLnsUmelVrs, there can ie
M(1101ubt that tleto%(,r;Ill result will be the saie as a direct inC.reav~se il (excise taxes that will regres,,ively fall hardest ol those

least able to pay. For that reason, 1 0)J)l)se the excise tax provisions

no\lObefore this (omnillit tee.
We st arted this process . a; ld it ha.s moved forward, as a neede(ld

chlllre in our in"Icomel(
tax Ilaws, to restore 'airness to the system.
And the llost i i port'-an1t way to do that isto relate tax burdens
more (Closely to ability to pay. This proposal would have the oppoSite ('ffect it would increase excise taxes that are not based o)n abilitV to pay, ini order to reduce income taxes which are base : on ability to payo
11.is committee reported out legislation
:iake 1 y ago to
our
tax system fCirer by relying less on Federal excise taxes. The
Excise Tax Reduction Act of 19;5 reduced and repeaileCd a number
of' excise taxes, with the stated objective of improving tile fairness
of the tax system.
This committee then found excise taxes, and I quote this committee, "objectionable in that they are regressive in their impact, absorbing a larger share of the income of low-income persons than of'
those with higher incomes. This sterns from the fact that lowincome families find it. necessary to spend a higher proportion of
their incomes for consumption than those with larger incomes."
Mr. Chairman, tax policy principles have not changed over the
last 20 years. What this committee found then is equally true
Loday. Yet the fiscal pressures of the last few years have forced the
administration and this committee to increase a number of, excise
and use taxes.
Mr. Mentz, I want to say I am very disappointed but not surprised at your statement or! behalf of the administration, that it
could support raising excise taxes as part of this tax reform legislation. Unfortunately, under this administration the Federal Government has consistently increased reliance on these kinds of taxes.
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(),ne of the greatest misconceptions in this country today is that
this adniini.tratiln is opposed to tax increases on the American
l)epol)e. That is not true. A more aiicurate description is that the
administ rat loll is opposed to income tax increases.
In 1ll 1ost every year bet well 19,I and 19S(;, the administration
has requested and congresss has approved payroll, excise, or usertax F'ee increases. And this policy continues.
In its 1,,7 budget request, the administration requested 10( di'ferent payroll, excise, and user fee tax increases, totaling $19 billiol over the next :3 years.
At the same tinle, the president says that the one thing he wants
mest in this tax bill, the one pilaIce where he has drawn the line in
the sand, as it has been colorfully described to us, is to reduce the
maximum individual income tax rate from 50 to 35 percent. That
will, of' course, benefit a small minority of Americans, those at the
very top of the income scale, and it would be done in part by increasing excise taxes that bear disproportionately on those at the
bottom and middle of' the income scales.
Mr. Mentz, I think it is unconscionable for you to even say that
YOU would support this to help reduce--yotu are part of the administt nation which says the one thing you have to have is reducing
that maximum rate from 50 to :35 percent. And to propose tax increases that bear disproportionately on those at the bottom and
middle to pay for tax relief' for those at the very highest end of the
income scale, I don't believe is a proper thing thet this committee
should do, and I hope we won't do it.
Mr. Chairman, do I have time left fo:" a question?
Mr. MENTZ. May I respond?
Senator MiTcJiE.. Well, I haven't asked the question yet, Roger.

[Laughter.]

Mr. MP:ENTZ. I will respond after you do.

The CHAIRMAN. Go right ahead.
Senator MIrHrmL Now, you have described this proposal as, in
effect, an increase in excise taxes. It' that is true, is the administration prepared to propose and support direct increases in excise
taxes instead of this roundabout method of accomplishing that by
denying deductibility?
Mr. MENTZ. Selectively, Senator, yes. But if there is a particular
excise tax where there istax policy merit for its increase, yes, absolutely, in the context of tax reform--revenue-neutral tax reform.

Senator

MITCHELw.

Would you tell us, then, what selectively?

Which excise tax increases does the administration now support increasing directly?
Mr. MENTZ. Well, I went through in my testimony three basic
reasons why excise taxes ought to either be imposed or in some
cases increased. One reason is external social costs, another one is
surrogate user fees, and a third is where the demand for the product is somewhat inflexible so that revenue can be raised without
significant economic distortion.
Now, let me say that some excise taxes, particularly the alcohol
excise taxes, have not been raised since 1951, and a group of 67
noted economists have recommended increases in the -alcohol excise
taxes. I don't see that as administration support for that. I just
don't see it in the same terms as you do.
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Vou expressed your position in your usual elo(uence,, but somehow I just don't feel that I am all that bad a prison thlat you are
making me iout to be.
Senator MOiI.I.. Oh now, Mr. Mentz. you know I never sugge~sted any such thing; I think you are terrific, myself. 1Iaughter.j
It is just the positions you are Forced to defend. And as a lawyer
who many times argued cases which were lacking in merit, I sym)athiz' With your position. laughter. I
The ('I-AIRMAN. SIlitor l)anforth.
Mr. MENTZ. I don't lose many of those cases, Senator.
Senator I)ANF.Vill. No questions, Mr. chairmann .
The ('llAIRMAN. Senator Long.
Senator LN;, Let me just get this straight and see just how
much tax we are talking about now.
You are talking about taxes, as I understand it, on whiskey, cigarettes, wife.
Mr. MENTz. And gas.
Sefiator LON(;. It is up to tht committee to decide which ones we
want to tax, if at all.

Mr. MENTZ. That is right.

Senator ION(;. Now would you get me through this? About how
much, assuming the whole thing is passed through, assuming we
just pass it on through in the cost of the products, how much a
pack would that be as an increase on cigaTttes. I see your chart on
page 12 here.
Mr. MENTZ. On cigarettes I think I said it is 9 cents a pack, assuming it is fully passed through, Senator Long.
Senator LONG. Let's see. I stopped smoking those things, thank
God, but what are they selling lor now, do you know?
Mr. MENTZ. Yes. It is about $1.05 a pack.
Senator LoN;. Well, of course, anybody who is smoking at that
price, the best thing he can do is to quit smoking. I say that as a
former smoker myself. But assuming that he intends on putting
himself into an early grave, this would charge him an extra 9 cents
for that foolishness, I take it.
Mr. MENTZ. That is right.
Senator LONG. As far as beer" is concerned, how much would that
be?
Mr. MENTZ. It would be about 9 cents for a six-pack, assuming,
again, full passthrough.
Senator LONG. Well, let us see. That is six bottles. That works
out to about 6.7 cents for-no, it is not that much.
Mr. MENTZ. No: it is a little over a penny, about 1.5 cents.
Senator Loi4G. About 1.4( or 1.5 cents to a bottle of beer?
Mr. MENTZ. Right.
Senator LONG. And how about whiskey? How much is that now,
if you pass it through?
Mr. MENTZ. I don't have it for whiskey, Senator. I can certainly
get it for you.
[The information follows:]
The proposed disallowance of a deduction for alcohol excise taxes would increase
the price of a 750 milliliter bottle of' whiskey by approximately $1.07, assuming the
full amount of excise tax increase is passed on to consumers.
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Senator I)NG. Well, let us see. Somewhere here you had that on
whiskey, I think.
Well, I would like to get that, then, just get it down to see how
much it costs f')r a fifth, for example; that is the way most people
buy whiskey off the shel', a fifth or a quart.
Now, for a gallon of' gas it is 5 percent; so, you are talking about
roughly 5 cents on a gallon of gas, or is it 4 cents? What is it'?
Mr. MEN'TZ. Yes; 5 cents on a gal Ion of gasoline.
Senator LON(;. Now, none of' this is any backbreaking additional
charge, not alny one that I can sec. 01' course, I take it that the gas
thing would he probably a ftar bigger money raiser than the other
two, because people use more gasoline. Is that right, or not?
Mr. MI.;N'rz. I don't think so.

IPau'

1

Senator LONG. I would think you would raise about $-I billion a
year with that gasoline item. ''hat 4 cents a gallon I think works
out to about $-4billion.
Mr. MENTZ. Yes: that is right. "or all motor fuels, including
diesel, it is $20.5 billion; whereas. it is $9 billion from alcohol and
$7.5 billion from tobacco.
Io LN(;. That is $! billion, but is that over a 5-year period?
Sentot
Mr. MENT'Z. That is all over a 5-yeat period, Senator Long.
Senator LONG. And inIcluding the one on cigarettes, thit is over a
5-year period?
Mr. MENrz. That is right.
Senator LoNG. And how much do you expect you would get over
a 5-year period on cigarettes'?
Mr. MENTZ. $7.5 billion.
Senator ING. I see. So, you would be getting about $1 1/2 billion a

year, then'?
Mr. MENTZ. Yes; that is on the assumption that that is under the
chairman's exact proposal. I am suggesting that the committee
could decide to modify that proposal.
Senator LoNG. I see.
Now, with the exception of' the gasoline, most of' these big revenue raisers that we would be talking about really are products
that, so far as I can see, you would be better of't without. I am not
here to say that it doesn't make you feel better temporarily to
drink some of that alcoholic product, but basically you are talking
about something that the public doesn't have to buy, unless they
are addicted to it.
Mr. MENTZ. That is right, and indeed there are external social
costs associated with tobacco and alcohol on the nonsmoking, nondrinking public, and that provides a rationale for those excise
taxes. And, especially for the ones that haven't been increased
since 1951, it seems to me there is a pretty good case for increasing
them.
Senator LONG. Well, I don't know how I am going to vote for it
as part of the tax thing, but if I could be assured that you were
going to use that money to fight drugs, I would sure vote for it. I
read the article in the morning newspaper about that matter, and
we really need to be doing something about that in the worst kind
of way.

Thank you very much.
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The ('HAIRMAN. Senator ('hafee.
Senator (' IAEE. Thank you, Mr. ('hairnman.
Ymu know, it is rather curious that you are here on this, Mr. Secretarv because, as I recall, the admlinistraition was very much Opp()se(] to keeping the cigarette tax at If; cents when it wk*'as going to
dr() to S. Y()u were here resisting keeping tlhe tax at that amount.
1ndeed, I liad I pr()posal to increase the tax to 32 cents, anld the
1dhllinlistra1ti()I went all (out to fight that. )o you remember that?
Mr. ,MENTZ. I remembe-lll)Tr it very well, ani I remember it not only
her, blut iniIle Wav an( Means Cminmittee. I was asked the questi)n --I dlo't think Igot the question here, but I got the question if)
Wiys ind MeaIns. I tlink congressm,, Matsui asked me what my
p )siti)I
nui(l
be if*the i i'Cease in excise tax on cigarettes were
prllt (&;I Irevellue-lnelutrial tiax refo'()'i proposal. I said that that was
8i very (ifl,,it .it loll, ind that the admlinistration was not
lakinig I )ositio) ill that context.
So. if" %,(1t wait to inak, a proposal to increse the cigarette tax
to .2 cents in the context ofW a revenue-neutral tax reform, I think
it i. s.,i()IctlhiIng that the Corn ittee ought to look at, and the admin-

istrat ion w()uld not be flat posedsd to it.
Sena11tor C'ilAIFEE:. Let me say right there that I wouldn't make
t1at )r(l)(osal in connection with an\ so-called revenue-neutral
l t sure, because it wouldln't be r'ev(nue neutral thell. It would be
as a result (or incre(asilg the ItIx(s. Ili connection with reducing the
deficit, sure, I would be glad to.
Now. let us get back to these tax increases. Somehow the suggestion is that if you in-crease these taxes, the amount goes right
tih rouLgh to tihe consumer. lor example, the material you gave us
shows that there is a tax of' 67 cents a gallon on wine of' between 14
and 21 percent alcohol content. Now, i' that is .nondeductible, the
feeling is that the increase in tax just goes straight through to the
con}sunI1er. But I fini(i that very, very hard to believe. I can't believe
that there isn't a markup by the wholesaler of--what?--() percent,
or soiiething like that, which then takes that upward. Then you go
to the retailer. Let us say the wholesaler is at 30 percent and the
retailer is at It) percent. You would compound that increase, so it
isn't just (;7 cents that is going along to the consumer, it obviously
must he double that. To suggest otherwise, I just don't think is
quite presenting the picture in total clarity.
Mr. MEN'rZ. Well, I think the way it would work, Senator, at
least the way we think it would work, would be if you have $1 of
excise tax. and it is made nondeductible and subject to this specific
provision, that mears that there is another 35 cents that the
person who pays the excise tax, whether it is the producer or
whomever, the importer, has to pay over to the Government. And
that 35 cents, inl order to put himself in tle same position, he has
to recoup not just the 35 cents but an amount equal to the income
tax on the added amount that he increases his prices.
So, it seems to mc that the maximum necessary to provide the
importer or producer in the same position would be 54 cents; in
other words, a 54-percent increase. It may be less if that importer
or producer is at a tax rate that is somewhat below 35 percent.
The suggestion that the increase would be more suggests that the
market will be able to withstand a greater increase in price. I don't
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think that is right, because if the market would withstand a greater increase in price, it would already be there. The producer or
wholesaler or somebody would have already gotten to that increase.
So, I think, analytically, the increase is 54 percent, maximum.
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Secretary, let me just say this, that what is
happening with these excise taxes is that once upon a time we
levied them because this was the most convenient point of collection. Since they were deductible there wasn't much of a policy
issue.
If we now turn around and say they are not deductible, we are
raising the taxes on those who previously just happened to be the
collection point, and the situation has changed.
L-t me further say that to suggest that the revenue will increase
despite the amount of tax increase, I think, is ignoring some facts
of life. I mean clearly-and you are familiar with these as much as
I am-the yield on distilled spirits, since we increased the tax has
gone down, and in Canada they have had an experience where they
put the tax up and suddenly got less revenue than before because
they had priced themselves out of the market.
Mr. MENTZ. Let me just say that we have looked at all of that
data. That has been factored into the revenue estimates not only
by the Treasury but also by the Joint Committee staff, and I think
we stand by those estimates. We believe they are based on data
that support them.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pryor.

Mr. MENTZ. Incidentally, Senator Pryor, the specific answer to
the question you asked me about the cost of food: if the chairman's
proposal were enacted in total, there would be an increase in price
of somewhat less than one-half of 1 percent of the price of food.
Senator PRYOR. Later on I may ask you-well, if you would,
submit in writing for the record how you came to that figure.
Mr. MENTZ. Sure.
[The information follows:]
The proposed disallowance of deductions for Federal excise taxes may affect food
prices by increasing transportation costs, attributable to the excise taxes on motor
fuels, trucks, and tires.
Under present law, Federal excise taxes are imposed on motor fuels, heavy trucks,
truck use, and tires, as follows:
1. MOTOR FUFLS

The Federal excise tax on gasoline is imposed on the producer or importer of gasoline at the rate of $.09 per gallon. The Federal excise tax on diesel fuel generally is
imposed on the seller at the rate of $.15 per gallon.
2. HEAVY TRUCKS

The Federal excise tax on heavy trucks and trailers generally is imposed on the
retail sale at the rate of 12 percent of the sales price. Exclusions are provided for
certain trucks with a gross vehicle weight of 33,000 pounds or less.
3. TRUCK USE

The Federal excise tax is imposed annually on the user of any truck that has a
of at least 55,000 pounds. The rate of tax ranges from $100 for
grossa weight
taxable with
taxable gross weight of 55,000 pounds, to $550 for trucks with a taxtrucks

able gross weight of 75,000 pounds or more.
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Senator PRYoR. Mr. Chairman, I just have two quick questions.
One, I would like to know very specifically, Mr. Secretary, what
changes would be necessary--in Senator Packwood's proposal on
excise taxes-what changes would be necessary For you to adopt
the proposal; and, two, to recommend to the President that if it
came to his desk, that he would sign it.
I know you mentioned a change in windfall profits. What other
changes?
Mr. MENTZ. Well, I think the way to go about it.
Senator PRYOR. I am not asking about how I go about it; I want
to know how you go about it.
Mr. MENTZ. I know, and that is what I am talking about. The
way I would look at it, and the way I think you have to look at it,
because you ultimately have to make the decision, but I think the
way to go about it is to look at each tax, each excise tax, and they
are listed in appendix A, you have to decide which of those are candidates for increase.
Now in my view, in the Treasury's view, it is probably cleaner to
do it as a direct increase rather than through the nondeductibility
route. So, for openers, I think that is probably the better way to go.
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Assuming that you go that way, I would say oil this list my leading
candidates for increase would be alcohol, tobacco, and motor fuels.
I think your miscellaneous excise taxes, probably not.
I have not gone through all of these and tried to figure out
where they fit within the three tax policy justifications that I have
gone through, but looking at the airport and airway trust fund
taxes, I don't see offlhand why we would be better ofl raising the
taxes on air transportation, for example. The same is true for black
lung disability insurance; 1 don't think that is a particular candifor increase.
date
not gone th rough every one of' these, but if' you want me
I have
to, 1 will, but t think the leading candidates and the ones where
the revenue is the most important are alcohol, tobacco, and gasoline.
0On gasoline. I might say if' you look at what is happening to the
price of gasoline, you could put an excise tax increase on gasoline
and not even feel it, the way the price is going down at the pump.
Senator Ilnivoi. What about an import oil fee on gasoline? If'you
want to raise money oi gasoline, would not this be a more painless
way ot' doing it?
Mr. MENTZ. Well, an oil import fee has its problems. I testified
on that before Senator Wallop's subcommittee at the end of February. Let me say that at a particular price level, there may be justification-at least, I think this is the Piresident's position--there
may be justification for an oil import fee. however, an oil import
creates problems for the Northeast which relies on oil For heatfee
ing f'uel.-It also would create problems with international competitiveness. because it increases the cost of goods manulactured where
oil is a high component; it makes them less competitive with imports.
But as an overall statement, I did not rule out an oil import fee
when I testified. I believe the President has not ruled it out at a
particular price level. But recognize that there are major problems
with implementing an oil import fee. It is an option that I think
you would want to think about very carefully before you start
down that road.
Senator PRYoR That is all I have right now, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Mr. Secretary.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mitchell.

Senator MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mentz, I am disappointed that the Treasury has not produced information showing the distributional effects of this proposal. You have been able to do that with respect to previous proposals, including the oil import fee, which you just mentioned.
I have an excerpt from a study done by a private firm, De Seve
Economics. It was, I believe, prepared or the firm was retained by
those who are opposed to the legislation; therefore, I think it is fair
to state that if that may be deemed to impair its accuracy or objectivity.
It concluded that these excise tax provisions would take back 83
percent of the income tax reductions for low income persons. My
question to you is, Do you agree with that analysis, or do you dispute it, and if so on what basis and in what amount?
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Mr. MEN'TZ. It seems to me that applying a distributional analysis to excise taxes that are targeted-tobacco, alcohol-that apply
to some members of the public but not others is somewhat of a
wrong approach to take.
A distributional analysis of an income tax makes sense, because
everVbody has to pay. al income tax. But you don't have to pay an
exclse, tax on alcohol if' you don't drink alcohol. You don't hav'e to
pay it on cigarettes if*you don't smoke cigarettes.
o your (list ribut iona lanalysis. and that distributional analysis
that )e Seve mlade,. liumps eve rybody in the lower income levels,
smokers and nonsmokers. drinkers and nondrinkers. It seems to
me that is the wrong approach. That is the reason that there is no
analysis in) this testimlonv. because it just sevims to iet that it
doesn t provide mean ingf'ul! information.
Senator M it
. \Well. accepting that for purjoses of argument- I don't a'cep)t your analy-sis, but accepting it for purposes of'
argumnent---d(

'ou

know of' ally reason to dispute tile accuracy of'

tihe dataI contained in that report?.
Mr. MN'TZ. 1 am11 110t faml1iliar with that report, so I really can't
comm ent.
Seuiator Mit'i E;.v.. Are you familiar with any distributional analysis of' this p~ropo)( sal'? Or have you si ph' concluded, for tile reasons
preViousl' stated, that it is not a valid concept?
Mr. MFN'TZ. Xes. WC concluded thlt it would not be appropriate
or provide useful guidance to the committee to d) a distributional
analysis of selected excise t axes that would apply not to the generAl public at large. That is the reason it is not furnished fotr you.
Senator Mi'cmrj... Not to mention the fact that it probably
wouldn't :Upport your position.
Mr. MENTZ. Well. I don't know, maybe it would. I just haven't
looked.

Senator Mri'ulEI.I.. Thank you very much, Mr. Meritz.
Thank you, Mr. chairman .
The ('JIAIRMAN. Senator I)anforth.
Senator I)ANFO1Tlt. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAItMAN. Senator Long?
Senator L()N(;. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The ('IAIRMAN. Senator Chafee, any more?

Senator CIIAFEE:. Yes.
One point that I find confusing in your testimony, Mr. Mentz, is
that you say look at each tax and ask which are the candidates for
increases. Yet, in addition to all of that, you recommend indexing
these taxes in accordance with the selling price. Now, it seems to
me that those two statements are contradictory.
I want to just say that I personally am opposed to the indexing. I
am opposed to all indexing anyway, but this business of indexing
these taxes in accordance with the selling price, it seems to me,
lets it get away from the periodic appraisal this committee should
be making. We should look at the cigarette tax, the wine tax, beer
tax, liquor tax, whatever it is, and decide whether it should be increased. Presumably we would make a judgment based on a series
of factors. Obviously indexing the taxes would remove this discretion and would be inconsistent with your suggestion that we look
at each tax and decide which needs increasing.
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MEN-1r.

sit'nt witih

I think the position that you stated is certainly conr( posit ion on indexing generally, and I respect it.

I will just make ai technical point: the w;ay to do this would not
he to imke it il ad valoren tax that would simply vary with the
price,. ut rather 10) lid.JUSt it on some consumerr Price Index or
so i tlhing like theit. ihit would be- I tchni'ily better way of
doig it.
I gti,5 il I ('-na . ay back to you is t!hat I think the Treasury
'iew I.; I llit tIle :hatir'rnain has a good idet here, and it is consistent
wit h the a.d [il it rlti n' p0li'y on indexing the rate brackets and
,)t her f'ornis (of Indexing. That is the reason we suptx)rt It.
SnMtor ('iIAi-:E. Let me conclude by emphasizing a point that
has Olr'idv beeln made here, today .. excise taxes have no relationShiji) to aIbility to paYiN.
Nw. YOU ar, saving if you don't want to smoke, you don't have
to pay ilhe tax; if 'ou dlnt want to drink, you don't have to pay
the tax. That hardyly applies to a gasoline tax, but let us not pursue
t hat

As fir as any increase in the gasoline tax, I would be receptive to
that, hut no(t in connections with this so-called revenue-neutral tax
reflOrwn bill, oily in ,'oiltection with reducing the deficit.
Th'IAnk yu very much, Mr. Mentz.
Mr. MIVN'rZ. iet me just say that if' we can do sufficient basebroadening so that we can come out revenue neutral without excise
taxes, God bless us all. But I just have a feeling that we are going
to need them, and I think the chairman has focused on an area
that needs revisiting. I don't think it has been approached for a
long time, since 1951 in the case of alcohol taxes other than on distilled spirits. For that reason, I think it is very appropriate for the
committee to consider them.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, thank you very much.
Mr. MENTZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The ('JHAIRMAN. Senator McConnell.
jh'lhe prepared written statement of Mr. Mentz follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
I am pleased to have this opportunity to discuss the
Treasury Department's views regarding the proposals in
Chairman Packwood's tax reform markup document (the
"Chairman's Plan") relating to Federal excise taxes and
tariffs. The proposals would make Federal excise taxes
and tariffs nondeductible for federal income tax purposes,
increase the rate of Federal excise tax on certain wines to
the rate currently applied to beer, and adjust the rates of
Federal excise tax on alcohol and tobacco products and
certain fuels to reflect future price increases.
The achievement of fundamental tax reform is a central
goal of this Administration. In the President's view, the
key elements of a revenue-neutral tax reform bill are a full
$2,000 personal exemption for both itemizers and nonitemizers, at least for individuals in the lower- and middleincome tax brackets; a rate
rtucture with a maximum rate
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no higher than 35 percent; tax brackets that reduce taxes
for middle-income working Americans; basic tax incentives
for American industries, including those which depend upon
heavy capital investment in equipment and machinery; and
a minimum tax which allows no individual or business to
escape paying a fair share of the overall tax burden. The
President believes that these changes will promote future
economic growth, improve the fairness of the tax system,
ard simplify the system for millions of individual
taxpayers.
As the tax reform process has moved forward, the
Administration, the House Ways and Means Committee, and
now the Senate Finance Committee have come to recognize
the difficulty of raising enough revenue from the income tax
system to accomplish fundamental changes. The Administration's tax reform proposals did not include provisions
comparable to those in the Chairman's Plan relating to
excise taxes and tariffs. Instead, we proposed general
base broadening to maintain the revenue neutrality of our
tax reform plan. We encourage renewed consideration of
those tax reform proposals made by the Administration and
not incorporated in the Chairman's Plan that would raise
In addition, we support efforts
additional revenues.
the Committee to develop alternative revenue raising
proposals that are consistent with the President's tax
If, however, the base-broadening and other
reform goals.
revenue raising proposals that are accepted by the Committee
do not raise sufficient revenues, we could support raising
revenue through excise tax changes in the context of
revenue-neutral tax reform that meets the President's goals.
It is in that spirit that we consider the excise tax and
tariff proposals that are included in the Chairman's Plan.
1y

My testimony is divided into three major sections,
corresponding to the three proposals in the Chairman's
the denial of an
Plan relating to excise taxes and tariffs:
income tax deduction for Federal excise taxes and tariffs;
an increase in the excise tax rate on wine; and adjustments
in certain excise tax rates to reflect price changes. The
proposal to deny the deductibility of Federal excise taxes
and tariffs raises the most revenue and requires more
complex analysis than the other two proposals, so I will
turn to it first.
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Proposal to Deny Deductibility of
federal Excfse Taxes and Tariffs
Background
Under current law, Federal excise taxes and tariffs are
imposed on a wide range of goods, services, and activities.
For fiscal year 1986, total Federal excise tax revenues are
estimated to be over $34 billion. Of this amount, approximately $17 billion are general tax revenues and the
remaining $17 billion are earmarked for designated spending
purposes. This earmarking occurs by way of an automatic
appropriation to a segregated trust fund, such as the
Highway Trust Fund, of an amount equivalent to the receipts
from certain excise taxes. A schedule listing the
significant Federal excise taxes and the amount of projected
revenues for fiscal year 1986 is attached as Appendix A.
During calendar year 1985, total Federal tariff collections
were approximately $11.5 billion. A schedule listing the
6ajor categories of Federal tariffs is attached as Appendix
B. Although it is not possible in the time that is
available to me to discuss each of the Federal excise taxes
and tariffs, a brief description of several of the excise
taxes and tariffs that generate very substantial revenues
may be helpful.
Distilled Spirits. The Federal excise tax on distilled
spirits, imposed on-the producer or importer of distilled
spirits at the rate of $12.50 per "proof gallon." This rate
was increased in October 1985 from $10.50 per proof gallon.
A proof gallon is the volume of distilled spirits containing
the same amount of alcohol as one gallon of 100 proof (50
percent alcohol) distilled spirits. For example, one gallon
of 80 proof distilled spirits is equal to 0.8 proof gallons,
and is subject to a Federal excise tax of $10.00. In
general, the excise tax on distilled spirits becomes payable
when the spirits are removed from the bonded premises of the
producer or importer. The excise tax typically it treated
as a cost of goods sold in determining the taxable income of
the taxpayer.
The distilled spirits excise tax is expected
to generate receipts of $4.0 billion in fiscal year 1986.
Revenues from the tax are included in the general fund.
Wine. The Federal excise tax on wine is imposed on the
product or importer of the wine. The rate of tax varies
depending on the alcohol content and carbonation of the
wine, as follows: $0.17 per gallon (a standard measure
gallon as opposed to a proof gallon) on still wines
containing not more than 14 percent alcohol; $0.67 per
gallon on still wines cont, ..
o m-re than 14 percent
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alcohol and not more than 21 percent alcohol; $2.25 per
gallon on still wines containing more than 21 percent and

not more than 24 percent alcohol; $2.40 per gallon on
artificially carbonated wines; and $3.40 per gallon on
champagne and other sparkling wines. Wines containing more
than 24 percent alcohol are taxed as distilled spirits. In
general, the tax becomes payable when the wine is removed
from the bonded premises of the producer or importer. The
excise tax typically reduces taxable income as a cost of
goods sold. Wine excise tax receipts are expected to be
$276 million in fiscal year 1986. Revenues from the tax are
included in the general fund.
Beer. The Federal excise tax on beer is imposed on the
producer-or importer of the beer. The rate of tax is $0.29
per gallon ($0.226 per gallon in the case of certain small
domestic producers), and does not vary based on alcohol
content. In general, the excise tax on beer becomes payable
when-the beer is removed from the bonded premises of the
producer or importer. The excise tax typically reduces
taxable income as a cost of goods sold. Beer excise tax
receipts are expected to be $1.6 billion in fiscal year
1986. Revenues from the tax are included in the general
fund.
Tobacco Products. The Federal excise taxes on
cigarettes and certain other tobacco products are imposed
on the manufacturer or importer of the products. The rate
of tax on most cigarettes is $8.00 per thousand ($0.16 per
In 1983, this rae-was-temporarily increased
pack of 20).
to the present level from $4.00 per thousand ($0.08 per pack
of 20); the rate has been fixed at the present level by the
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985
(P.L. 99-272). Tn general, the excise taxes on tobacco
products become payable when the products are removed from
the bonded premises of the manufacturer or importer. The
taxes typically reduce taxable income as a cost of goods
sold. Excise tax receipts from tobacco products are
expected to be $4.6 billion in fiscal year 1986. Revenues
from the taxes are included in the general fund.
Gasoline. The Federal excise tax on the sale or use of
gasoline isimposed on the producer or importer of gasoline
at the rate of $0.09 per gallon. The tax becomes payable at
the time of the sale or use by the producer or importer.
The tax typically reduces taxable income as a cost of goods
sold. After accounting for refunds and other adjustments,
the gasoline tax is expected in fiscal year 1986 to yield
$8.6 billion to the Highway Trust Fund and an additional $71
million to the Aquatic Resources TruiFFund. Revenues
included in the Highway Trust Fund are used for Federal-aid
programs.
highway and other ground trnritn
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Diesel fuel. The Federal ecise tax on diesel fuel
is imposed on the seller (or, in the absence of a sale, on
the user) of diesel fuel used in a diesel-powered highway
vehicle. The rate of tax is $0.15 per gallon. This rate
was increased in August 1984 from $0.09 per gallon. The tax
becomes payable at the time a &ale is made to an owner or
operator of a diesel-powered highway vehicle (or, in the
absence of a salsa, at the time the fuel is used in a diesel-

powered highway vehicle). The tax typically reduces taxable
income as a cost of goods pold. Receipts from the diesel
fuel excise tax are expected to be $2.6 billion in fiscal
year 1986. Revenues from the tax are included in the

Highway Trust Fund.

Heavy Trucks and Trailers. The Federal excise tax on
heavy -ur-cis
and trailers is imposed on the person who makes
a retail sale of (or, in the absence of a retail sale, who

uses) a truck or trailer chassis or body, or of a tractor of
the kind chitily used for highway transportation in
combination with a trailer or semitrailer. The rate of tax
is 12 percent of the sales price of the truck or trailer.
Exclusions are provided for truck chassis or bodies suitable
for use with a vehicle having a gross vehicle weight of
33,000 pounds or less and for trailer and semitrailer
chassis and bodies suitable for use with a vehicle having a
gross vehicle weight of 26,000 pounds or less. The tax
typically reduces taxable income as a cost of gooJs sold.
Receipts from the heavy trc k and trailer tax are expected
to be $1.2 billion in fiscal year 1986. Revenues from the
tax are included in the Highway Trust Fund.
Highway Truck Us@.
The Federal highway truck use
tax is an annual tax imposed on the user of any truck that
(together with the trailers customarily used in connection
with trucks of the same type) has a taxable gross weight of
at least 55,000 pounds. The rate of tax ranges from $100
per year, in the case of trucks having a taxable gross
weight of 55,000 pounds, to $550 per year, in the case of
trucks having a taxable gross weight of over 75,000 pounds.
These tax rates were reduced, and the weight threshold
increased, in July 1984, in conjunction with the increase
in diesel fuel tax rate described above. The highway
truck use tax typically is deducted as an ordinary and
necessary business expense. Receipts from the tax ere
expected to be $0.4 billion in fiscal year 1986. Revenues
from the tax are included in the Highway Trust Fund.
Telephone Communications. The Federal telephone
communications tax is imposed on any person paying for
local telephone, toll telephone, or teletypewriter exchange
service. The tax is collp-*-A by 'he service provider. The
rate of tax is equal to tht,- percent o" the amount paid for
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such communications services.

In the case of telephone

services purchased by businesses, the tax typically is
deducted as an ordinary and necessary business expense.
the case of telephone services purchased by nonbusiness
customers, the tax typically is treated as a personal
expense for which no deduction is

allowed.

In

Receipts from

the telephone communications tax are expected to be $2.6
billion in fiscal year 1986. Revenues from the tax are
included in the general fund.

Air Transportation.

The federal air transportation

posed on any person paying for transportation by
tax is
air that begins and ends in the United States or in a zone
encompassing parts of Canada and Nexico that are within
225 miles of the continental United States. The tax is
collected-by the service provider. The rate of
tax is equal to eight percent of the amount paid for such
transportation. In the case of air transportation purchased
by businesses, the tax typically is deducted as an ordinary
and necessary business expense. In the case of air transportation purchased by nonbusiness customers, the tax
typically is treated as a personal expense for which no
deduction is allowed. Receipts from the air transportation
tax are expected to be $2.6 billion in fiscal year 1986.
Revenues from the tax are included in the Airport and Airway
Trust Fund. These funds are used to cover the cost of
Federal Aviation Authority operations, provide for air
traffic control modernization, and provide grants for
airports.
windfall Profit Tax. The crude oil windfall profit
tax is imposed on the lloducer of domestically-produced
Foreign-produced crude oil imported into the
crude oil.
United States is not subject tn the tax. The producer is
the person holding the Oeconomic interest" with respect to
the oil. This economic interest is normally shared by
various parties (including owners of royalty interests) who
participate in the production of the oil. The tax applies
to the "windfall profit" element in each barrel, i.e., the
excess (if any) of the removal price of the oil over its
inflation-adjusted "base price," less an adjustment for any
state severance tax. The base price of the oil and the rate
of windfall profit tax vary depending on the classification
("tier") of the oil and the identity of the producer. The
current average base prices of Tier 1, Tier 2, and Tier 3
oil are $18.43, $21.93, and $28.75, respectively. The rates
of tax on the windfall profit element of the oil range from
70 percent on Tier 1 oil to 22.5 percent on Tier 3 oil.
Independent producers are taxed at lower rates than
integrated oil producers on Tier 1 and Tier 2 oil, and are
not taxed at all on stripper well oil. The windfall profit
tax typically is deducted h," - - I,-ducer as an itemized
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deduction under section 164(a)(S). The Administration's
1987 Budget forecast of receipts in fiscal year 1986 from
the windfall profit tax vas $4.2 billion. At current price
levels for crude oil, however, the windfall profit tax is
not expected to generate a significant amount of revenue.
Revenues from the windfall profit tax are included in the
general fund.
Tariffs. Federal tariffs are imposed on the importer
of the product and become payable when the product enters
the customs territory of the United States. Tariffs
typically reduce the importer's taxable income as a cost of
goods sold.

fund.

Tariff revenues are included in the general

During 1984, total Federal tariff collections were
equal to 3.7 percent of the value of all goods imported into
the United States. No tariff is iaposed on certain
categories of imported goods, so that the average tariff
rate on imported goods actually subject to tariff was 5.5
percent of value. Tariff rates vary widely, moreover, among
general product categories and among the particular products
within each general product category. For example, on a
trade-weighted basis, textile fibers and products (including
apparel) imported into the United States are subject to an
average tariff rate of 19.8 percent of the value of the
product. Within this category, men's or boy's wool knit
coats, suits, trousers, slacks, and shorts generally are
subject to a tariff rate of 31.4 percent, while men's and
boy's cotton knit shirts and sweaters generally are subject
to a tariff rate of 21 percent.
Description of the Proposal
The Chairman's Plan would disallow any deduction or
other reduction of income for Federal income tax purposes
for the payment of any Federal excise tax or tariff. Thus,
the amount of any Federal excise tax or tariff could not be
deducted as an ordinary and necessary business expense or
an expense incurred for the production of income, offset
against income from the sale of property as a cost of
goods sold, or added to the adjusted basis of depreciable
p-roperty. The legal incidence of several Federal excise
taxes would be clarified or changed to reduce the number
of situations in which the ultimate consumer of the taxable
good or service would be the person liable for the tax.
For
example, the legal incidence of the telephone communications
and air transportation taxes would be shifted to the person
providing the services. Presumably, no change would be made
with respect to those excise taxes (such as the excise taxes
on certain "prohibited transactions" of tax-exempt
organizations and on certaithat are nondeductitle
n

'"v'

don parachute"- payments)
L cent law.
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The proposal also includes an "anti-avoidance" rule
to ensure that the deduction disallowance has the effect of
increasing the income tax liability of the payor of the
excise tax or tariff by the amount of the tax or tariff
multiplied by the maximum corporate income tax rate. For
example, if the legal i~icidence of an excise tax falls on a
corporation with net operating losses, an individual taxed
at a marginal rate of less than 35 percent, or e foreign
person not otherwise subject to tax in the United States,
the corporation, individual, or foreign person would be
treated as having a separate "basket" oC income equal to the
amount of the excise tax or tariff. The income in this
basket could not be reduced by any deductions, and would be
taxed at the n.ximum corporate income tax rate of 35
percent. The resulting tax could not be offset by credits.
Our preliminery estimate is that the proposal would
The major
raise $66.5 b llion over fiscal years 1986-1991.
components of this revenue increase are as follows:
1986-1991
Amount
($ Billions)
Excise Taxes:
Alcohol
Tobacco
Gasoline
Diesel Fuel
All Other Excises
Total Excises

9.0
7.5
15.5
5.0
13.6
50.6
15.9

Tar i ffs
Total

66.5

All of the additional income tax revenues wovld be included
in general revenues.
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Discussion
Although the denial of a deduction for Federal excise
taxes and tariffs would, in form, affect only Federal income
tax liabilities, we believe the proposal would be similar
in effect to, and thus is appropriately analyzed as, a
direct increase in Federal excise taxes and tariffs. As
with a direct increase in these levies, the additional tax
burden resulting from the proposal would vary directly with
the number of units sold subject to the tax. For example,
under the proposal, as under the existing cigarette excise
tax, domestic sales of cigarettes by a cigarette manufacturer would generate tax liabilities proportional to the
number of cigarettes sold.
In contrast, liabilities under
the income tax are not based on the number of units sold,
but rather on the return to equity capital used in the
production of the particular good.
Although we believe the proposal is similar in effect
to a direct increase in excise taxes and tariffs, it should
be noted that the amount of this effective increase will
vary with the marginal tax rate of the person subject to the
levy. As with a direct increase in excise taxes and
tariffs, sellers of the taxed goods will attempt to avoid
the economic burden of the proposal by passing that burden
on to purchasers in the form of higher prices. The price
increase required to shift the burden fully to purchasers
will depend, however, on the marginal income tax rate that
applies to the seller. For sellers in the 35 percent income
tax bracket, a price increase equal to 54 percent of excise
tax and tariff liabilities would be required to maintain the
prior level of after-tax profits.*
If excise taxes are deductible as under current law, a
35 percent bracket taxpayer subject to a one dollar
excise tax must increase his prices by one dollar in
order to cover that liability and leave his income tax
liability (and hence his after-tax income) unchanged.
If, as under the proposal, the one dollar excise tax is
no longer deductible, the taxpayer must increase prices
by an additional amount to cover the income tax
attributable to the lost one dollar deduction, plus the
income tax attributable to the price increase.
In
other words, a price increase will create additional
income tax liability that will, in turn, require an
additional price increase. Thus, a 35 percent bracket
taxpayer will not fully recover the extra income tax
liabilities from the lost deduction unless his prices
are increased by $.54.
The S.54 is equal to the $.35
income tax on the lost deduction (35% x $1.00 - $.35),
plus the $.19 income tax on the price increase (35% x
$.54 - $.191.
A lat-i' , r' i'e
increase would be
required in the case -..n ad ;alorem tax, since any
price increase would increas-e the taxpayer's excise tax
liability as well as his income tax liability.
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For taxpayers with less than a 35 percent marginal tax
rate, the effective increase in excise tax or tariff rates
will be somewhat smaller. For example, taxpayers with a
zero marginal tax rate would be required to pay an income
tax of 35 percent of their Federal excise and tariff
payments under the proposal's "anti-avoidance" rule. Such
taxpayers could maintain their after-tax income by
increasing prices by 35 cents for each dollar of current
excise tax or tariff liability. Thus, for these taxpayers
the proposal is equivalent to only a 35 percent increase in
Taxpayers subject to income tax
excise taxes and tariffs.*
at a rate between zero and 35 percent are in an intermediate
position; to maintain after-tax income they must increase
their prices by between 35 percent and 54 percent of their
excise taxes and tariffs, depending on their marginal income
tax rate. Also in an intermediate position are taxpayers
with net operating losses. Although their current marginal
tax rate is zero, net operating losses used to offset
current price increases would no longer be available to
offset possible taxable income in future years.
Economic Effects
The ability of sellers to shift the tax burden under
the proposal to purchasers depends on the responsiveness of
purchasers and sellers of the taxed good to changes in
If purchasers are relatively unresponsive to such
price.
changes (i.e., they will not significantly reduce their
purchases oT the good if the price increases), then
purchasers will tend to bear more of the burden of an excise
tax on the good than will sellers of the good. The degree
of responsiveness of purchasers to changes in price depends
largely on the availability of substitute goods. On the

As in the preceding example, under current law,
taxpayers with no marginal income tax liability need to
increase prices by only one dollar in order to cover
a one dollar excise tax liability and leave their
after-tax income unchanged. Under the proposal, these
taxpayers must increase prices by an additional $.35
to cover the $.35 "anti-avoidance" tax and thus leave
their after-tax income unchanged. Because the S.35
increase in price would not create additional income
tax liability, no additional price increase would be
required.
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other hand, if sellers of the good are relatively
unresponsive to changes in price (i.e., they will not
significantly reduce their supply o-The good if the
rice they receive for the good decreases), then land,
abor, and capital used in the business of providing the
good will tend to bear more of the burden of the tax. The
degree of responsiveness of sellers to changes in price
depends largely on the availability of alternative uses for
the land, labor, and capital used in producing the good.
In the very long run, the supply of most goods can be
expected to be highly responsive to changes in price, since
with sufficient time the quantity supplied of most goods can
be increased for decreased) at a relatively constant unit
cost. If sellers are unable to pass on to purchasers the
full amount of an of excise tax or other cost increase,
the rates of return to land, labor, and capital used in the
industry will fall. The reduced rates of return will cause
land, labor, and capital that would otherwise have been
employed in providing the good to be employed in other
sectors of the economy that offer a higher rate of return.
In theory, the rates of return to land, labor, and capital
in different sectors of the economy would move back toward
equilibrium over time, and the burden of the excise tax
or other cost increase would be fully reflected in prices.
Depending on the responsiveness of the purchasers to
price increases, the long-run shift of the excise tax to
purchasers may result in a relatively small or a relatively
large reduction in the market for the good.
The magnitude of the reduction in the market for the
good will largely determine how quickly the adjustment to
the new equilibrium takes, how disruptive it may be, and the
extent of its effect on markets for other goods. Any
reduction in the market for the good as a result of an
increase in excise taxes would in turn reduce the amount of
land, labor, and capital required to produce the good. Over
time these factors cf production would find employment in
other industries, but during the transition period there
could be windfall losses in the form of reduced earnings, or
even unemployment. At the same time, land, labor, and
capital employed in producing goods not subject to excise
taxes, goods which have become relatively cheaper, may
receive windfall gains as p-irchases of those goods increase.
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It should be noted that even if the full tax burden of
the proposal is shifted to purchasers, the relative change
in the price of the affected goods would be quite small in
relation to the effective increase in excise taxes or
tariffs. The table below illustrates this point.

Product

Approximate Percentage Increase
in Retail Price Due to
Nondeductibility Assuming:
100 Percent Tax
50 Percent Tax
Passthrough
Passthrough

Pack of 20 cigarettes a/
Six-pack of beer b,'
Gallon of gdsoline c/

4.0%
1.5
2.5

8%
3
5

a

Retail price of $1.05, from industry sources, used in
calculations. Current Federal excise rate is $.16.

b,/

Retail price of $3.21, from industry sources, used in
calculations. Current Federal excise rate is
approximately $.16.

c/

Retail price of $.91 as reported in the Oil and Gas
Journal for the week cf April 9, used in-calcultions.
Current Federal excise rate is $.09.

Special Circumstances
Although valid as a general model, the above analysis
as to the economic effects of the proposal must be modified
in certain circumstances. For some goods, long-run supply
will not be highly responsive to price changes because the
factors (land, labor, and capital) used to produce the good
are quite specialized to its production. These factors are
in limited supply and exhaustible, such as oil reserves, or
have few ,if any) alternative uses, and therefore, cannot be
shifted to the production of alternative goods. For such
goods, even in the long run, the burden of an excise tax is
borne at least partially by the specialized tactors, rather
than entirely by purchasers.
Second, the burden of an excise tax will not be passed
on to purchasers where the tax does not apply to all
producers of the good, and the market price is determined by
In
reference to goods that are not subject to the tax.
particular, the windfall prrf:t tax cannot be passed on to
, :s jetetmined in the
,
purchasers because, t'*
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world market, which does not reflect an excise tax imposed
strictly on domestic production. All of the additional
windfall profit tax burden under the proposal would
therefore be borne by owners of domestic oil.
Third, although an increase in excise taxes or tariffs
generally will cause temporary market dislocations, if a
market is already disrupted because prices are below their
long-run equilibrium level, an increase in excise taxes or
tariffs may be stabilizing. This may be true currently for
petroleum markets, where the recent large decline in oil
prices arguably has reduced the price for oil and possibly
other energy products below tneir long-run equilibrium
level.
Finally, it is possible that sellers of a good or
service subject to an excise tax or tariff will be
differentially affected by the pLoposal. As noted above,
the effect of the proposal on an individual seller will
depend on the seller's marginal income tax rate.
If the
market price of a good is determined by sellers in the 35
percent income tax bracket, f1;ll passthrough to customers of
the additional tax burden from the proposal would produce a
price increase of 54 percent of excise tax or tariff
liabilities. Sellers of the good with marginal income tax
rate of less than 35 percent also will raise their prices
by 54 percent of the excise tax or tariff, but could have
recovered the excise tax or tariff with a smaller increase.
Thus, in these circumstances, low-bracket taxpayers would
receive a windfall (notwithstanding the anti-avoidance
rule). Similar differential effects on sellers would occur
in any market where at least a portion of the tax burden is
passed on to purchasers, and different sellers are in
different marginal income tax brackets.
Effect on International Trade
The proposal to deny an income tax deduction to the
payor of an excise tax would have a mixed effect on the
international trade position of the United States. Excise
taxes on consumer goods such as alcohol and tobacco products
are applied equally to imported as well as domesticallyproduced goods. Therefore, domestically-produced goods of
this type would generally not be advantaged or disadvantaged
by the proposal as compared to foreign-produced goods.
Excise taxes that apply to goods and services purchased in
significant quantities by businesses, such as trucks, fuels,
and telephone services, would increase costs, and eventually
prices, of a wide range of domestically-produced goods.
Since comparable levies cculi not be imposed on imports that
use such goods and services, some domestic producers would
be disadvantaged by the
...
It-:
n :ontrast, domestic
producers that cornpet.
''itt
would be advantaged by.
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the effective increase in-tariffs under the proposal. The
effects on imports and exports would to some extent offset,
and, on balance, we would expect a relatively small decline
in the level of exports and imports.
Tax Policy Considerations
Justification for Selective E;.cise Taxes. As I have
-stated, wi-ei-evethia-th-e proposal to deny a
alrea7
deduction for the payment of Federal excise taxes is
properly analyzed as similar in effect to a direct increase
in excise taxes. in evaluating the proposal, it is thus
necessary to consider the circumstances in which the
imposition of an excise tax or an increase in existing rates
may be justified.
1. External Social Costs. One of the traditional
Justification for imposing an excise tax is to ensure that
the market price of a good reflects any external social
costs associated with its production or consumption. The
free market will efficiently allocate economic resources to
the extent that, "at the margin," all of the economic costs
to society of the good are reflected in the price charged by
the producer and all of the economic benefits to society of
the good are reflected in the price paid by the consumer.
In most cases, essentially all of the costs to society of
the good are borne by the producer, and hence will be
reflected in the price charged hy the producer. Similarly,
essentially all of the benefits to society are received by
the consumer, and hence will be reflected in the price paid
In some cases, however, the social costs
by the consumer.
of producing or consuming a particular good exceed the cost
to the producer or consumer. These external, uncompensated
costs are borne by other members of society who do not
directly benefit from the production or consumption of the
good. When external costs are present, the imposition of an
excise tax can make the allocation of economic resources
more efficient by raising the price of the damaging activity
and thereby internalizing the external cost.
For example, it is widely accepted that the public
health and other social costs resulting from the consumption
of alcoholic beverages and tobacco products would not be
reflected in the price for these products that would be set
by market factors alone. To illustrate, the external costs
attributable to alcohol abuse include such direct costs as
property damage and personal injuries incurred by innocent
victims of alcohol-related auto accidents, as well as such
indirect costs as the burden of extra health care costs
shifted from an alcoholic tc society at large by insurance
or public health care programs. Although excise taxes are
nH _-tAcco products, many
currently imposed on al7- h"
believe that

the cutrent

to

'.eis

do not adequately

reflect the external costs ot these products.

Some evidence
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that this view is widely held is the fact that current law
also places restrictions on the advertisement of these
products. It is notable as well that a group of prominent
economists recently has called for substantial increases in
the Federal excise taxes on alcohol.*
It also may be true that the market prices of gasoline
and other petroleum products, particularly at the current
depressed levels, do not fully reflect the social costs of
producing or consuming these products. ror example, among
the external social costs associated with gasoline
consumption are air pollution and the prospect that future
economic growth may be endangered by reliance on uncertain
foreign supplies of oil. In addition, increased excise
taxes on petroleum products also may be appropriate to
encourage energy conservation and thus reflect the value of
nonrenewable resources to future generations.
2. Surrogate User Fees. The imposition of an excise
tax also may be justiied as a surrogate user fee where the
Federal government provides services that directly benefit
users of certain goods or services. Examples of such
surrogate user fees are the Federal excise taxes on gasoline
and diesel fuels, most of the revenues from which are used
for Federal-aid highway programs. Excise taxation of
certain goods, such as motor fuels, may be justified both as
a surrogate user fee and as a way to internalize external
costs.

A group of 67 economists, including Nobel laureates
Franco Modigliani, Paul Samuelson, and James Tobin,
has signed a petition supporting efforts to increase
Federal excise taxes on alcoholic beverages and
eliminate or modify the differential tax treatment
between beer, wine, and distilled spirits. See Tax
Notes, March 17, 1986, p. 1178.

62-214 0 - 86 - 4
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3. Demand Unresponsive to Price Changes. A final
justification !or imposing excise taxes is their ability, in
certain circumstances, to raise revenue with minimal
distortion of consumer choices. if demand by consumers for
a particular good is quite unresponsive to price changes, an
excise tax on that good would cause very little change in
the amount of the good consumers would purchase. Hence,
distortion of consumer choices would be minimized. Since a
basic goal of tax policy is to raise revenue without
distorting economic behavior, an excise tax may in some
circumstances be a legitimate alternative to more broadly
based tax measures.
Use of Revenues
Excise taxes serve to reflect external social costs or
user benefits in two ways. First, by increasing the price
of the taxed good, they reduce demand for the good and
thereby the level of associated external costs, or the need
to provide associated user benefits. Second, the excise
taxes provide revenues to help pay for associated external
costs or user benefits. These revenues may be used directly
in related government programs, for example, to finance
highway construction. These revenues also may be used to
reduce other Pederal taxes, and thus provide indirect
compensation for the external costs borne by private
persons. Excise taxes on goods with price-unresponsive
demand also could provide revenue to replace revenues from
other sources that distort economic behavior to a greater
extent. Thus, under the proper circumstances, we believe it
would be reasonable to use certain excise tax revenues as a
means of reducing income tax burdens, as the Chairman's Plan
contemplates.
Distributional Impact
One of the President's principal tax reform objectives
is that families below the poverty line not be required to
pay Federal income 4axes. The President's tax reform
proposals sought as well to reduce the tax burden on
middle-income working Americans. These objectives relate to
the basic fairness of the tax system, and require that we
carefully evaluate the distributional impact of the proposal
to deny a deduction for Federal excise taxes and tariffs.
in general, the distributional effect of the proposal
will depend on the extent to which the incidence of the
excise taxes and tariffs are passed on in price increases,
as well as on the cdnsumption by different income classes of
the goods and services subvP' to the levies. Conventionally, analysis of the distui,..tLonal effect of excise taxes
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is based on the assumption that these levies are fully
passed on to customers, and on calculations using annual
income and consumption data. These data show consumption to
represent a higher percentage of income for lower-income
than for higher-income families. Accordingly, these
conventional calculations would show the distributional
effect of the proposal to be regres6ive.
For several reasons, however, income and consumption
are more closely related over time than they are in any
given year. For example, young families tend to spend a
higher proportion of their incomes than middle-aged families
(who tend to have highec...ncomes), while at retirement,
income normally falls by a greater amount than consumption.
Further, in any given year, some families will maintain
their *normal" spending levels in spite of low income due to
illness, unemployment or windfall losses, while other
families will maintain "normal" spending patterns in spite
of windfall gains. Thus, relying on annual consumption data
to distribute the excise tax burden makes these taxes appear
to be more regressive than they would if lifetime
consumption and income data were relied upon.*
In addition, the nature of some excise taxes suggests
that their distributional consequences might be properly
judged from a different perspective. As discussed earlier,
some excise taxes are- justified because market prices are
too low, either because they do not reflect external costs
associated with production or consumption of the good, or
because they do not reflect government benefits provided to
users of the good. The burden of these taxes is therefore
comparable to the prices paid for privately consumed loods
and services. individuals who do not consume the taxed
goods, and therefore do not impose external costs on others
or receive user benefits, do not have a tax burden. In
contrast, the burden of the income tax is not directly
related to any external cost or specific government
expenditure benefit.
See James Davies, France St-Hilaire, and John Whalley,
*Some Calculations of Lifetime Tax Incidence," The
American Economic Review, September 1984, p. 63T.
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finally, as a matter of tax policy, we should
neither accept nor reject a single provision of a comprehensive tax reform package on the basis of its distributional
impact considered in isolation. As the Administration has
consistently emphasized, attention should be focused on the
distributional effects of the package as a whole. If
consideration of the package as a whole suggests its
distributional effects are inappropriate, there are a number
of ways in which the package could be tailored to alter
these effects.
Tax Treaty, GATT, and Related

Issues

Tax Treaties. Application of the anti-avoidance rules
of the proposal to certain foreign persons who are not
currently subject to U.S. income tax could violate the
business profits article of numerous income tax treaties
that the United States has entered into with foreign
countries, including treaties with Canada, france, Germany,
Japan, and the United Kingdom. Generally, the business
profits article of an income tax treaty prohibits one treaty
country from taxing the business profits derived by a
resident of the other treaty country unless such profits are
attributable to a permanent establishment in the first
treaty country.
GAT? and Related Issues. Denial of an income tax
deduction to the payor of a tariff would raise issues under
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Article
I of the GAT prohibits the imposition of tariffs in
amounts higher than those agreed to in international
negotiations. in addition, it could be argued that the
proposal nullifies or impairs the benefits of tariff
concessions granted to other countries.
If the proposal were found to violate the GATT or to
nullify or impair benefits under the GATT, the United States
would be expected to offer compensation to those countries
which were adversely affected.- Compensation would normally
be in the form of reduced duties. If the United States did
not offer adequate compensation, other countries would be
entitled to retaliate against U.S. exports. Reduced duties
on imports into the United States or increased foreign
duties on U.S. exports would result in reduced sales and
income for U.S. producers.
gven if the denial of a deduction for the payment of
tariffs were found not to violate the GATT, the proposal
might have a detrimental effect on foreign trade. Other
countries, most of which allow tariffs to be deducted for
purposes of measuring taxable income, could respond to

adoption of the proposal by A-tinq comparable provisions.
Because most of our trading tirtners have both higher
tariffs and higher income tax rates than we do, U.S. exports

could be disproportionately affected by such retaliation.
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Proposal to Increase Excise Tax Rate on Wine
Background
Under current law, different rates of federal excise
tax are imposed on different categories of wine. The
different categories are determined by the alcohol content
and carbonation of the wines. Specifically, tfie schedule of
Federal excise taxes on wines is as follows: $0.17 per
gallon on still wines containing not more than 14 percent
alcohol; $0.67 per gallon on still wines containing more
than 14 percent and not more thar. 21 percent alcohol; $2.25
per gallon on still wines containing more than 21 percent
and not more than 24 percent alcohol; $2.40 per gallon on
artificially carbonated wines; and $3.40 per gallon on
champagne and other sparkling wines.
The rate of Federal
excise tax on beer is $0.29 per gallon (a lower rate applies
to certain small brewers). Most beers contain between
3 percent and 5 percent alcohol. The rate of federal excise
tax on distilled spirits is $12.50 per proof gallon.
Adjusted for differences in alcohol content, most still
wines are subject to a substantially lower rate of Federal
excise tax than beer and distilled spirits. For example,
the same amount of alcohol is contained in one gallon of
distilled spirits containing 50 percent alcohol; 12-1/2
gallons of beer containing 4 percent alcohol; 2-1/2 gallons
of still wine containing 20 percent alcohol; and 4 gallons
of still vine containing 12-1/2 percent alcohol. The
respective Federal excise taxes on these beverages are
$12.50 on the distilled spirits; $3.63 on the beer; $1.68
on the still wine containing 20 percent alcohol; and $0.68
on the still wine containing 12-1/2 percent alcohol.
Description of the Proposal
Under the Chairman's Plan, the rate of Federal excise
tax on still wines containing not more than 21 percent
alcoh6l would be increased to the Federal excise tax rate
currently imposed on beer (on an alcohol content equivalence
basis). Our preliminary estimate is that the proposal would
raise Federal revenues by approximately $1.5 billion over
fiscal years 1986-1991.
Discussion
As discussed earlier, a principal )ustitication for
imposing a Federal excise t-- -n wine and other alcoholic

beverages is that the c nsui , n -f alcoholic beverages
produces social costs not reflected in their market price.
This rationale would suggest that the amount of tax should
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bear a relationship to the amount of alcohol contained in
the beverage and that, after adjustment for differences in
alcohol content, the tax rates on different alcoholic
beverages should not be widely dissimilar.
The external social costs resulting from the
consumption at alcoholic beverages may, however, vary
depending upon the type of alcoholic beverage. To the
extent there is clear evidence of such variance, some
differences in excise tax rates may be appropriate.
Proposal to Adjut Federal Excise Tax Rates
To elect Prce' Changes
background
Under current law, the Federal excise taxes on
alcoholic beverages, tobacco products, gasoline, diesel
fuels, special motor fuels, and aviation fuels are based on
the quantity of goods sold, rather than on the value of the
goods sold. The tax rates are not adjusted for inflation.
Description of Proposal
The Chairman's Plan would provide for the adjustment
of Federal excise tax rates on alcoholic beverages, tobacco
products, gasoline, diesel fuel, special motor fuels, and
aviation fuels to reflect changes in prices. The rates
would not, however, be permitted to fall below the levels of
current law. The proposal would raise Federal revenues by
approximately $9.7 billion over fiscal years 1986-1991.
Discussion
As noted above, we believe that excise taxes may be
justified to internalize external costs associated with
producing or consuming the good, to cover government
benefits to the users of the good, or to raise revenue with
minimal distortion of economic behavior. Setting excise tax
rates at a level that will achieve the intended goal of the
tax requires identification and measurement of associated
external costs or user benefits, as well as the
responsiveness of consumers of the good to price (and
therefore excise tax) changes.
These are not simple tasks, nor are they free of
controversy about the proper definition and measurement of
associated costs and benefits. Although any inflation rate
adjustment will provide an imperfect means of correcting
excise tax rates for change. n c ts or benefits associated
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with the use of taxed goods, we believe that the alternative
of having fixed rates slowly eroded by inflation is on
balance undesirable. We thus support the Chairman's
proposal.
As inflation has occurred and the prices of taxed goods
have tended to rise, the amount of unit based (as opposed to
value based) Federal excise taxes has fallen, both in
constant dollar terms and as a percentage of the price of
the goods. The decline in the rate of Federal excise taxes
in constant dollar terms has been particularly pronounced in
the case of-excise taxes on alcoholic beverages. Although
the Federal excise tax on distilled spirits was increased in
1985 from $10.50 per proof gallon to $12.50 per proof
gallon, the rate had not previously been increased since

1951.
Similarly, the Federal excise taxes on beer and wines
have not been increased since 1951. If the excise taxes on
these products had increased by the same percentage as
consumer prices (314 percent), the excise taxes on distilled
spirits, beer, and wine (containing not more than 14 percent
a cohol) would have risen between 1951 and 1985 from $10.50
to $43.48 per proof gallon in the case of distilled spirits;

from $0.29 to $1.20 per gallon in the case of beer; and trom
$0.11 to $0.70 per gallon in the case of wiie.
The Chairman's Plan does not describe the manner in
which Federal excise tax rates would be adjusted to reflect
price changes. Such adjustment could be made by changing to
an ad valorem basis for the taxes, so that they reflect the
priZe of the products sold rather than the quantity of the
products sold. Alternatively, the adjustment could be made
by leaving the basis of the tax unchanged and periodically
adjusting the rate of tax by an appropriate price index. we
recommend the latter alternative. Changing to an jd valorem
basis would require significant changes in adminisirativ
practice and raise compliance problems, for example, through
the manipulation of intercompany transfer prices.
Conclusion
If sufficient base-broadening measures are not adopted,

and if the President's tax reform objectives are otherwise
met, the Administration could support excise and related tax
proposals as part of a revenue-neutral tax reform bill,
provided that a justification exists for increasing the
level of the particular tax. As I have indicated in my
testimony, the factors that may justify an increase in
particular excise taxes are the existence of external costs
associated with the production or consumption of the taxed
good or service, the function of the tax as a surrogate user
fee for good or services supplied by the Federal
government,

and the fact tht

1

pr*:i:ular excise tax may

cause minimal disto.tion ,
-,ncml-c behavior where demand
for the taxed good is relatively unresponsive to changes in
price.
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Appendix A
astiated Federal Excise Tax Collections for Fiscal Year 1906
General Fund Revenues

Millions

A. Alcohol Excise Taxes
1. Distilled spirits
2. Wines
3.

Ber

4. Alcohol occupational taxes
(brewers, dealers)
Refunds
Total
9. Tobacco

4,110
276
1,605

21
-124
5,888
4,609

C. Manufacturers' Excise Taxes
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.

Gasoline
Firearms, shells and cartridges
Pistols and revolvers
Bov and arrows
Gas gusoler
Windfall profit

Refunds
Total

1
92
24
9
56
4,161*
-90

4,255

D. miscellaneous Excise Taxes
1.

General and toll telephone

and teletype service
2. Wagers taxes, including
occupational taxes
3. Employee pension plans
4. Tax on foundations
5. Foreign insurance policies
Refunds
Total
E.

Other
Subtotal, Ceneral Fund

2,327
7
14
127
-0
-20
2,535
153
17,40

Trust Fund Revenues
r.

Highway Trust Fund
1. Gasoline
2. Trucks, buses, and trailers
3. Tires, innertubes ,nd tread rubber
4. Diesel fuel used on highways
5. Use-tax on certain vehicles
Refunds
Total

8,730
1,198
251
2,618
406
-180
13,022

99
0.

Airport and Airway Trust fund
1. Transportation of persons
2. Waybill tax
3. Tax on fuel
4. international departure tax
Refunds

2,607
144
114
94
-S

Total

2,954

a.

Aquatic Resources Trust fund

203

1.

Black Lung Disability Insurance
Trust Fund

546

J.

Inland Waterway Trust fund

K.

Hazardous Substances Trust fund
Subtotal, Trust Funds
Total Excise Taxes

Office of

t

Secretary of the Treasury

51
427
T
34,643

April 17,

Office of Tax Analysis

Note:
*
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Detail may not add to totals due to rounding.

This estimate was based on a forecast of oil prices nade in
December for the rY 1987 budget. The forecast for calendar
year 1986, for example, was $24.70 a barrel. At a price
below $16.50 a barrel, there would be no windfall profit tax
liability.
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Appendix B
Estimated Customs' Duties
for Selected Commodity Groups for
Calendar Year 1985
$ millions
Food
Alcoholic beverages
Tobacco
Crude oil & petroleum products
Chemicals
Pharmaceuticals
Tires
Plywood
Paper
Textiles yarns and fabrics
Glass
Iron & steel mill products
Non-ferrous metals
metal manufactures
Machinery
Transportation equipment
Apparel
Footwear
Scientific instruments
Toys and games
Total

473
127
64
213
306
29
73
41
47
494
192
492
75
253
2,861
1,785
3,028
572
186
187
11,498

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysis

April 14, 1986
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STATEMENT (1F ION. MITCI Md(ONNEI,,. '.S. SENATE. STATE OF
K ENTI ('K Y
Senator M'(oNN :I... Thank you very much. Mr. ('hairman.- I

know you have many witnesses, and you will i)e pleased to know
that I will be quite brief.
The ('iiAiRMAN. Thank you.

Senator M'CONNI... First I want to thank you for having this
hearing. At the request of myself and others. you agreed to do that,
and I very much appreciate that as well as a variety of other occasions during the past I1' years during which you have offered me
excellent a(tv'ice.
I would like to have iny eintire statement inserted in the record,
i' I mily. Mr. ('hairman.
The ('1AIiNMAN. Without objection.
Senator MC'(ONNI.L. IAt me just summarize by making that
point that when one thinks of Kentucky you typically think of four
things: You think of tobacco, you think of coal, you think of bourbon, you think of horses. Three of the four of those industries are
dvastate(l by the proposal to eliminate the deductibility of excise
taxes.
First, in terms of coal, in the coalfields of ny State there are
1l0,000( persons employed in coal production, and perhaps that
many again who provide materials, equipment, and services to the
industry.
Recent studies show that nearly ; percent of the total personal
income in Kentucky can be attributed to the coal industry. And
yet. the future does not look particularly bright.
Nationwide there are 60,00(0 workers whom the coal industry can
no longer support. Since 1981, coal exports have declined by 27 percent, with the Department of Commerce forecasting continued increases in coal imports.
The reality, especially in light of falling oil prices, is that the
coal industry is faced with a future of economic challenge.
It is in this context, then, that the committee is considering
eliminating the deductibility of excise taxes for the coal industry.
This action would result in new tax liability for the industry, exceeding $1 billion over the next 5 years. This is an effective increase in the black lung excise tax of 54 percent.
In an economic environment where being competitive is everything, that tax increase is tantamount to putting a ball and chain
around America's coal companies.
Not surprisingly, and we have already heard reference to this,
the tobacco industry would be affected by the proposed changes
similarly. In Kentucky 150,000 depend on this industry to earn
their living. If you eliminate deductibility for the cigarette manufacturer, you in effect increase by at least half the excise tax on a
package of cigarettes. It is the consumer who will pay-this $6 billion in extra taxes, and the low income consumer who will feel the
cost most acutely.
Kentucky, Mr. Chairman, is also the largest producer and bottler
of distilled spirits in the Nation. Nearly 13,000 Kentuckians work
in the distilled spirits industry, which contributes over $400 million
per year in payroll and profits to the State's economy.
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Incredibly, nearly 40 percent of the retail price of a typical bottle
of spirits sold in Kentucky can be attributed to taxes. The Federal
portion of that alone is over 28 percent. And eliminating deductibility increases the tax on spirits at least another 50 percent.
The result will be an increase by at least one-fourth in price, a
drop in demand, and a greater number of Kentuckians unemployed.
Those are the only arguments I will make, Mr. Chairman. You
are going to hear from a whole lot of witnesses who are going to
make a whole lot of points about this proposal. But from a Kentucky perspective, and that is my principal reason for being here
this morning, this discussion about the elimination of deductibility
for excise taxes is absolutely devastating, and I hope the committee
will reconsider inclusion of that provision in the final form of tax
revision.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFFEE. No questions. I want to thank the Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mitchell.
Senator MITCnHF.l.

No questions.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Long.
Senator LONG. You said you hope the committee will reconsider.
We haven't voted on it yet.
Senator MCCONNELL. I know you haven't. We hope it won't get
that far.
Senator LON;. So, we will consider your argument, as well as the
arguments on the other side of it. Thank you for your statement.
Senator MCCONNELL. Thank you, Senator Long.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mitch.
Senator MCCONNELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Has Senator Eagletori arrived yet?
[No response.]
The CHAIRMAN. If not, let us move on to a panel of Tylee Wilson,
Carlton Blalock, Matthew Myers, and Gerry Oster.
Mr. Wilson, go right ahead.
Again, let me indicate to all of the witnesses, except for the Secretary of the Treasury, that we have asked witnesses to hold their
statements to 5 minutes, including Senators. Your statements will
be in the record in their entirety, but I will hold you pretty firmly
to the 5-minute oral presentation.
[The written prepared statement of Senator McConnell follows:]
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a

The result will be an increase by at least one-fourth in price,
drop in demand, and a greater number of Kentuckians unemployed.
There are, of course,

In addition to the industries mentioned,
airline,

residents oi' Kentucy that earn their living In the rubber,
communications,

gasoline,

If this

and transportation Industriei.

Committee approves an excise tax increase of $75 billion these
workers,

and the consumers who purchase their products,

will oear

the cost.
Mr. Chairman, I came to the United States Senate warting to
support tax reform.

And while I continue to believe that the

American taxpayer deserves something better tnan the current tax
code,

I am not yet convinced that Congress is moving in that

direction.

That Is not to say, Mr. Chairman, that there is not much

in your proposal that I could support--there is.
What I cannot explain to my constituents is paying for tax
reform with an unprecedented increase in the most regressive taxes
of all.

We began this debate well over a year ago because it

evident that U.S.
final analysis,

taxpayers believe the tax code Is unfair.

was
in the

the tax reform bill this committee reports will be

Judged primarily by one standard--the standard of equity.

And I

would be less than candid if I did not tell you that from no
perspective can the nondeductibility and possible increase of excise
taxes be viewed as fair by those I represent.

Page 4 of 4
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STATEMENT OF J. TYIEE WILSON, ('IIAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, RJ. REYNOLDS INDUSTRIES, INC., WINSTON.
SALEM, NC, ON BEHALF OF THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY
Mr. WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

My name is J. Tylee Wilson. I am chairman and chief executive
officer of R.J. Reynolds Industries, which is the parent company of
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Nabisco Brands, Del Monte Corp., Kentucky Fried Chicken, and Heublein, Inc.
I welcome the opportunity to appear before you not only as a
spokesman for my company but as the representative of the Tobacco Institute.
As you know, Mr. Chairman, I have worked actively to promote
tax reform. I believe strongly in the need for lower rates and in the
desirability of making the tax system fairer, more neutral, and less
burdensome on low income people.
Let me state our position on the excise tax proposals:
I am unequivocally opposed to the nondeductibility of excise
taxes and any indexing of those taxes to prices, or indexing them
in any other manner, because I find such a proposal insidious and
discriminatory. These proposals, in our opinion, do not belong in a
tax reform bill. In our judgment they violate every canon of tax
reform laid down by the President and recently reiterated by the
Secretary of the Treasury. They discriminate against one taxpayer
over another; they discriminate against one consumer over another; they discourage one form of consumption over another; and
they discourage one form of investment over another.
Other witnesses have discussed or will discuss the antibusiness,
anticonsumer, and inflationary aspects of the excise tax provisions.
They will undoubtedly elaborate on the regressive nature of excise
taxes in general and of treating them as nondeductible, and indexing them in particular. I agree with those assertions and will not
elaborate on the reasons underlying them.
So I speak to you as a businessman, and I appear before you with
years of experience in the marketplace. Excise taxes are a cost of
doing business. The nondeductibility and indexing provisions will
result in increased costs to my company, and thus we will have no
alternative but to pass along those increased costs to consumers.
My company manufactures and sells literally hundreds of products-everything from Planters Peanuts to Kentucky Fried Chicken to cigarettes. In my judgment, the only legitimate factor in any
individual's decision to use any of our products is that individual's
personal preference. The point is that all of our products are legal,
and they are legitimate.
My company and the tobacco industry deserve the same fair
treatment under our laws as any other business activity.
I urge you to consider the staggering tax burden already imposed
on tobacco and spirits. For example, under present law more than
75 percent of the total net income of our tobacco company is paid
to the Federal Government in the form of income, excise, and other
taxes. Moreover, we believe that for millions of American consumers these excise tax pro
s would wipe out substantially any
benefit from the pro
income tax rate reduction. The indexing
proposal by itself would declare that consumers of our products
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should be treated differently and subjected to steady, relentless tax
increases without any further congressional determination of the
appropriate tax rate.
In 1.985 our tobacco company alone paid $450 million in Federal
income taxes, and these proposals would increase that burden by
another $500 million. Thus, even assuming the corporate income
tax rate will be reduced to 35 percent, the effective income tax rate
for our tobacco company would rise to 82 percent, and for our spirits company 1WS percent. Moreover, if we consider our total Federal
income, excise, and FICA tax burden, the effect is almost as if the
(government owned the assets of the businesses. Under such circumstances, substantial price increase would have to be initiated,
with the inevitable result of such action being a significant decline
in consumption, followed by a reduction of tax revenue, and a devastating impact on our consumers, shareholders, suppliers, employees, and finally the American farmer.
So, 1 urge you to reject the excise tax, nondeductibility, and indexing proposals.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Blalock.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Wilson follows:]
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developed.

Accordingly, we see rather than tax reform, a di-

(riminatcry

redistribution of the tax hurde,

increase

by

imposing a tax

that,;h the nondeductibility and indexing of excise

taxes.
1he deduction of

federal excise taxes is nut a loophole.

Excise taxcs and taritts, which are taken into income, are costs
Ot doing business and,
deductior.

like any other costs, should remain a

It the Committee should break through this policy

barrier and disallow legitimate business deductions, no business
cost would be immune from attack.
tion is established, it

Once such a tax policy excep-

would become easier to extend the excep-

tion to other areas.
Excise taxes are deductible for financial accounting purposes
and should remain deduc-.ible for tax purposes.

Let me reinforce

that point with a brief look at how the process works in the cigarette industry.
The excise tax is imposed on a pack of cigarettes at the time
it leaves our distribution center.
--

It normally takes five weeks

from the time the cigarettes leave our factor"! --

until RJR

actually receives payment from the customer fnr the product.
Meanwhile, we are required to remit the tax to the U.S. Treasury.
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In most cases,

Ac -I rdinq;ly,

cu.t.%mer.

fep

Excifwe taxes atge

at

step w AI : e

income is

t)

tax.

Those sales proceeds are included as
Clearly, gross income must be

Juctioln tor excise taxes paid in order to

Stfset with a ,l,

business.

included as a cost to be recovered from our

t xed product.
trf.e

in-lime subject

calculate

Those increased costs are

expenses,

Ieo I t Iaat e t?.s a(lneis

tjross

we must pay the tax from our internal

mtliions oZ dollars.

]ifet.,ttSy

sales ,,t

from the

.i tax prepayment increases our working 'apital

i

fkinli.

we have not at that time received payment

k'"ir4d7.

To do otherwise, an unprecedented first

aken to>waids taxing the gross revenues of American

Such a step would violate the traditional concept of

i tned

in the tax code and,

raise serif.us Corstitutional questions.

according to our lawyers,
In addition, these

excise tax revisions violate a major objective of tax reform -fairness.
The excise tax nondeductibility and indexing provisions will
increase prices paid by consumers.
proposal places a

The regressive nature of the

disproportionate amount of that increase on

the lower income taxpayers.

According to a recent deSeve

-

Economics study, these provisions would 'wipe out almost half of
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the Income tax reduction promised* by the tax reform package and
the effect by income class would be very uneven.

Consumers with

less than twelve percent of total income wold pay 23% of the
increased excise taxes.

Conversely, taxpayers with earnings

above $100,000, who receive fourteen percent of sll incomes,
would pay oniy six percent of the total

increased excise- taxes.

While consumers with incomes under $10,000 appear to be getting a
771 reduction in income taxes under the proposal, the deSeve
stuo:,

shows that when excise tax increases are factored in, these

consumers get only a thirteen percent reduction.

In contrast,

haiqher income taxpayers with income over $200,000 get to keep
virtu.ally all the cuts offered in the proposal.
In addition, a 1985 deSeve study on the distributional impact
ot t1d)acco taxes showed that the excise taxes on tobacco were the
most rejreRsive of all the taxes studied.

(Included

in the study

were federal personal income taxes, social security payroll
taxes, gasoline excise taxes, alcoholic beverage excise taxes and
tobacco excise taxes.)

For consumers with incomes of less than

$20,000 per year, the tobacco excise tax burden imposed on them
was 38.9%, while the federal income tax burden was only 9.6%.
If Congress wants to raise additional revenue, then it should
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activity which woul4 adversely

affect not

shareholders out its employees as well.

,ily

the corpany s

The tnly recourse to the

company to attempt to avoid these consequences w'uld tLw to pass
the additional tax burden on t;) the c,:nsumer

through

increased

pr ices.
Increasing

prices,

however,

would mini-mize adverse effects

is

not

a solut ion.

in the short term,

Lven

itth

t

it wo"Id

seriously impair long-term prospects tor the businesses.

Over

time the same adverse consequences weld result to our employees,
shareholders and others who depend on these businesses tor their
I i ve Ii hood.

The average consumer price ot
bottle (A

liquor,

a pack

,t

cigarettes

or a

when accompanied by distribution markups by

wholesalers and retailers, would increase significantly.
However, the excise tax proposals make

it

difficult to raise

cigarette and spirits prices because of the excise tax indexing
provision.
work.

It is not yet clear how the indexing proposal would

If one assumes the excise tax will be indexed to a

cigarette and spirits price, once these prices increase so will
the tax.

Those increased excise taxes would be nondeductible.

Our predicament

is further compounded by the realities of the
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$13

billion of these revenues over 5 years'.
Five years ago the Congress established an important prin-

ciple of taxation-adjustmert for

inflation.

Congress decided

that tax burdens should not increase with price changes; that the
taxpayer should be protected against paying a double penalty for
inflation by moving
purely nominal

ir.to a higher tax bracket when he realized a

increase in

income:

enjoy a tax windfall as a result of

chat government should not
inflation; and that the tax

system should not operate to magnify inflation.
proposals would reverse these principles.
produ ctn would be treated d*tterently,
tAx

The excise tax

Consumers of certain

and subjected to steady

incrtrtsis witnout any further Congressional determination of

the appropriate tax rate.
A thiril exci'je tax provision, which would increase the excise
tax or

wine to the alcohol equivalent of beer, would increase the

tax (;r,wine by an average of

300%.

That provision alone would

increase our excise tax payments by about 400t even without the
indexing or nondeductibility provisions.
ultimate cost to consumers might be
a result,
percent.

We believe that the

increased significantly.

-)ur sales volume could decrease by as much as seven
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be an additional ecoromic burden for the hundreds of thousands
small tobacco farmers.
firm,

-)I

The agricultural economic cinsultanq

Schnittker Assoe'Iates, ccn'luded la.t month that it the

n,,ndeductibility provisions are adopted tobacco growers alone
could lose well

in excess of

$IOU million per year because ot

reduced sales.
At a time when some companies are paying no federal
tax,

inc(-me

surely some way can be tound to equalize the burden on

corporations like ours which pay substantial amounts of tederal
income anI excise taxes,
tax proposals is
In

view

)f

unless the primary reason for the excise

t() under 'ut

the tobacc)

(;ur present excessive federal

and

spirits

tax burden,

these proposals as

punitive and Cnt Iascatk.ry-desiqned

age

selected products.

consumption ot

should be to more evenly

burden.

The mandate of

distribute the federal

industries.
we view
to discourtax reform

income tax

The excise tax nondeductibility and indexing proposals

would have the opposite effect and injure our shareholders,
employees, suppliers, and consumers and eventually result in
reduced federal tax revenues,
I urge the Committee to delete the excise tax proposals.
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STATEMENT O1F T. CARTON BILAI)'K. EXECITIVK VICE
PRESIDENT. ToIIA('() GROWERS ASSOCIATION. RALEIR;I. NC
Mr. BI.AIO(K. I am T.C. Blalock, executive vice president of the
Tobacco Growers Association of North Carolina. On behalf of more
than 10)0,00) tmilies in our State who derive some income from tobacco. I want to express strong opposition to certain provisions of
this bill.
An analysis of this bill by researchers in the Department of Economics at N(' State University concluded that ending the deductibility of the excise tax and indexing it in the future would shortly
result in an increase in the cost of a pack of cigarettes of about 17
percent. assuming an average price of $1.
These same researchers esti mate the price elasticity of demand
For tobacco may be as high as .5. Thus, a 17-percent increase in
the price of cigarettes could translate into an ,.5-percent drop in
sales.
Ilrior experience has shown that it is the grower, not the manufacturer, who winds up being the biggest loser when sales decline.
Manufacturers simply pass their increased costs along to the consumer. and further diversify, if necessary, to maintain stockholder
profits, as they should. But as growers, we know that a drop in
sales means they need less of our tobacco, and the impact will be
magnified For us in the marketplace for the next 2 years.
This is true, because manufacturers normally keep between a 2
and 3 years' supply of tobacco on hand in order to age it properly.
But with a drop in sales of 8.5 percent, they suddenly find themselves with at least 17 to 25 percent more tobacco than they will
need over the next : years. If they adjust that inventory over a 2year period, we wili experience quota cuts of at least 12.5 percent
for each of those 2 years.
In North Carolina this would mean a reduction in income to tobacco farmers in excess of $100 million for each of those 2 years, or
over $222 million in the second year.
We grow approximately 43 percent of all the tobacco grown in
the United Statcs. Assuming other types would be affected similarly, one could project a reduction in income to U.S. tobacco farmers
by the end of the second year of $516 million.
Assuming a newly generated dollar moves up to 5 times through
a ripple effect on the general economy, we could see a negative economic impact of $2.58 billion in the 20 States in which tobacco is
grown.
We are also concerned over the provisions in the bill regarding
excise taxes on fuel. Other than labor, fuel costs are the largest

single item of cash expenses involved in producing flue-cured tobacco, representing almost 20 percent of operating inputs.
Tobacco farmers recognize that to be competitive in the world
market we had to lower the price of our tobacco. We have done this

through the recently enacted tobacco reform legislation by reducing price supports over 16 percent. Our association strongly supported this bill. We want to express to you, Senator Packwood, and

other members of your committee, our sincere appreciation for the
significant role you played. However, for farmers to survive under
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these lower prices, we have got to lower production costs. This bill,
unlortunately, would have the opposite effect.
Quota reductions generally result in smaller operating units and
higher costs of production. ()ur flue-cured quotas have already been
cut almost 51) percent in the last 10 years. Further cuts of the magnitude we are talking about would have a serious impact on our
ability to compete in a world market.
lec;iuse of quota cuts and iticreasing assessments, thousands of
tobacco firners have been forced to leave the |'arm and seek other
niploymelnit. This bill will speed tip that movement. It is not a
good time to be looking for off-Rarm emlloyment. For many, their
only alternative will be some form of public assistance.
Let me close by responding to those who continually suggest that
the way to solve the problem of the tobacco farmer is to get him to
grow other crops. Just last week another researcher suggested that
tobacco Carming be treated like any dying industry, and alternative
sources of income be found, and, specifically suggested that we get
hemll into growing tomatoes. strawberries, alnd flowers.
The problem with that approach is, I can take less than 5 percent of, the acres we now devote to tobacco and completely break
the market for any one of those comnlodities.
We have made great strides in diversifying our agriculture, but
the truth remains that there are no alternative crops available

that in the foreseeable future can replace the annual farm income
of almost $1 billion that we derive from tobacco in North Carolii.
We do a disservice to the public to continue to perpetuate that
myt h.
Thank you for the opportunity to express our views on this bill.
We ask you to delete those provisions that would increase the Federal excise taxes on cigarettes, fuel, and tires, and make them nondeductible for Federal income tax purposes.

Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Myers.

[The prepared written statement of Mr. Blalock follows:]

62-214 0 - 86 - 5
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STATEMENT
OF
T. CARLTON BLALOCK
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
TOBACCO GROWERS ASSOCIATION OF NORTH CAROLINA, INC.
BEFORE
CM'IITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED SLATES SENATE
APRIL 21, 1986
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sales.
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M(;st people believe that the big losers when cigarette
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talking about negative economic
in the twenty states in which tobacco is
iJmpact of $2.58 billion
Gentlemen, an economic impact of that magnitude will be felt
grown.
in almost .-very crossroads in those states.

on the

generall economy,

we could be

that would inWe are also concerned over the provisions in the bill
and also make them noncrease the excise taxes on fuel and tires
Other than labor, fuel
deductible for federal income tax purposes.
costs are the largest single item of cash expenses involved in pro-tucing flue-cured tobacco, representing almost 20 percent of
Thus, anything that increases the cost of fuel to
operating inputs.
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Because of quota cite and increasing assessments levied on them to
support their program, there are thousands of tobacco farmers who
have been forced to leave the farm and seek other employment. This
bill will speed up that movement. It's not a good ti:.*to be looking for off-farm employment. For -kany, their only alternative will
be some form of public assistance.
Let me close by responding to those who continually suggest that
the way to solve the problems of the tobacco farmer is to get him to
grow other crops. Just last week, a researcher at another institut:on
in our state suggested that tobacco farming should be treated like
any other dying industry and al .ernative sources of income be found
She suggested specifically that we get them into
for these farmers.
growing tomatoes, strawberries and flowers as a substitute for tobacco.
The problem with that approach is, I can take less than 5 percent .of
the acres we now devote to tobacco and completely break the M~arket
for any one of these commodites. I've spent mos, ,oflfy adult working
career in helping to diversify our agriculture. And we've made great
strides. But there are no alternative ,crops available that, in the
foreseeable future, can replace the annual farm income ,f almost
$1 billion we derive from tobacco in North Carolina. We do a disservice to the public to continue to perpetuate that myth.
Tlank you for the opportunity of expressing our views on this bill.
On behalf of all tobacco farmers, but particularly for the approximately 100,000 families in North Carolina who derive some income from our flue-cured and burley tobacco crops, I want to ask you
to delete from this bill the provisions that would increase the
federal excise taxes on cigarettes, fuel and tires and make those
taxes non-deductible for federal income tax purposes.
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xcise taxts are one way ftor thte federali o rlunllerlt to recoup a
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Finally, ti his p;rt icu lar tax i. fClir. Why should the American tax-

payer subsidized the operating expenses of* in industry whose product kills miore than 350,0l0 AIericans each year. and whose major
new users by and large are so young that they are'tiddicted to this
product before they are old enough to legal ly purchase it.
Let ie address (aich issue briefly.
Point one: ('igarette prices aind Can..;unilption. As you have heard,
there is 110 disagreed ent that cigarette prices directly affect the
number of cigaettes cinsued. In ai report published list fall by
hlarvard University. Dr. Kenneth Warner of the University of*
Michigall col|irnled what previous studies have shown. Dr. Warner
concluded that in 8-cent increase in the cigarette excise tax would
prompt almost 2 million people each year to stop or not start smoking, including more than 400),00( teenagers and more than one-half
million young adults.
Point two: There is widespread support tor increased cigarette
excise taxes. A Los Angeles Times poll released in February 1986
found that 81 percent of' the American public favors the idea of
higher cigarette excise taxes. Last year a Time magazine poll found
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that 77 percent of the American public favores increased cigarette
excise taxes as tile best method for raising revenue.
In addition, the Coalition on Smoking OR Hfealth is joined by .14
other national; organizations in our support for an increase in the
cigarette excise tax to :12 cents per pack. These -4 organizations
range from groups like the American Medical Association to the
American Association of Retired Persons, from the American
Public lIIealth Association to the ('hildren's defensee Fund, the
United Methodist churchh , and the YWCA.
Point three: T he cost of cigarette smoking-in dollars alone,
what does smoking cost us each year. In a major report issued last
fall. tihe Office of' Technology Assessment estimated that smokingrelated disease and lost productivity cost a total of $65 billion annually. Medicare and Medicaid costs alone total over $4 billion
each year, according to OTA. These costs, including the $22 billion
annually tlor health care costs, are incurred by aill Americans, twothirds of' whom do not smoke.
The human costs of cigarette smoking are even greater. Approximately 350,000 people die each year because of smoking-related diseases. Eighty-I'e percent of all lung cancer cases, the vast majority of' all chronic obstructive lung disease cases, and about one-third
of all heart disease related deaths are caused by smoking.
Point four: Fairness. We hear much debate about the fairness of
the excise tax on cigarettes. These debates fbcus on three issues:
Why single out cigarettes. Are these taxes unfair to the poor? Do
these taxes hurt tobacco farmers? Letlme address each.
Why sinle out cigarettes? There is a very good reason. Cigarettes are the only product-I underscore -the only product"which are hazardous when used as intended. This statement cannot
be made for any other product sold legally in the United States. If
cigarettes were created today, they would be illegal.
I have just about 30 seconds leftt.
The ('HAIR MAN. I will have to ask you to conclude, please.
Mr. Mw-:is. I will in just 1 minute.

The

CHAIRMAN.

Thirty seconds.

Mr. MYERs. Do these taxes hurt the poor? The average pack-anda-half per day smoker pays approximately $525 per year to support
his or her habit. The proposed excise tax increases would add only
12 cents per week to that cost. In addition, to the extent this tax
leads to fewer smokers among the poor, and it will, they will be
better off economically as well as healthwise.
Finally, I would like to address the issue raised by Mr. Blalock.
The CHAIRMAN. I have to cut you off. If I am going to hold witnesses to 5 minutes, I have to apply it to you, too. You are done.
Mr. MYERs. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Oster.
[The written prepared testimony of Mr. Myers follows:]
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My nd:..e is ,:att.c.w L. ,;)ers, and I am the Staff Director of the Czlition on
Smoking OR Ilealtt.
I an testifying toda) on behalf of t:Ve Coalition cn Smoking OPlHealth and its
member orjzizations, the American Heart Assiation, the Anerican Lunig Association,
and the A nericas Cancer Society. The Coalition was founded in early 1282 by these
three group to bring s:aoking prevention auit; education Gssues to the attention of
legit!Mtors and other government officials. The Coalition on Smoking OR Health supports
the excise tax proisioaos pr. posed in the draft tax rcfor-n bill ab they apple) to cigarette
excise taxes, and Ae ur-e the Cononittee to adopt these provisions whicther )ou
ultimately adopt a tax reform. bill and without regard to any other provisions in the tax
reform bill )vu are nov considerin-. These two provisions are meritorious and stand on
their own as an excellent way to raise revenue while improving the public health of our
ratiion.
We would also like to encourage t. Cum...tee to censi,;er a straightforward
increase to the cigarette excise tax. Raising the cigarette excise tax to 32 cents would
provide substantial new revenues - - some $20 billion over live years - - an'd .would also
prove an imniortant factor in reducing future Federal health care and lost productivity
costs by reduci.i the cigarette consumption of the next generation of potential
smokers. This Committee will have more than one opportwiit) to consider alternative
sources of additional revenues in oroer to meet anbitious deficit-reduction targets, and
the Coalition on Smokin; OR health urges you to take advantage of the dual benefits
v.hich would be realized by increasing the cigarette excise tax: enhanced Federal
revenues, and a reduction in the single most preventable cause of death in the United
States - - cigarette smoking.

In my testimony today I will focus on four reasons for the Coalition's support of
elii.inating the deductibility of ci Yarettc excise tax payments as a business expeiisc, and
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of lnkiv.

ligarette excsc tax rates to +nflati,,. ouxr first reason as thal these two

;r)P(Sais ,aou!': :tzujt AllOcreraee&c:igaette prices, and hig.h1(y cigarette prices lead to
decrea!-ed ci urettc cunsuvipton, particularly, among you.; people. Second, a broadbase coalition uf support for -ncrehaed cigarette excise taxes has emerged, including 8I
perceni of the Anicrican public. Ilhird, smoking-relate<i health care and lost productivity
costs our t.ccCno;,y $6

billion w:,aually. and cigarette excise taxes are one way for the

Federal govern:-,ent to recoup a small porton of these heavy eeonoinic losses. Finally,
we do not beh eve it is fair that the A rericasn taxpayer should subsidize th~e opcrdtng
excense-s of an adwstr) v hose iw',.duct kills more than 3 0,000 Americans each year and
A.:IC ACr
:a

OUtvt, as lu scducc ai,., cwun6

-okcrs,

espccial)

itinorities and women,

ito t~kiti up t-is addictive hatbit.

I.

Lcttce

an
anccid itsu

In * reiAxt published last fall t)
S

,oking

.el4avia

tion

the ilarvard university Institute for the Study of

arid policy , Dr h enneth harnvr of the University of Michigan

eonclxred that an 8 cent increase u4 the cigarette excibe tax would encourage alatust 2
milhon people to stop or nut start saiaokin,
more than half a naillo

including riore than 400,000 teenagers and

young adults (ages 20 - 25). Increasing the cigarette excise tax

to 32 centss would Jeter maore than 800,000 teenagers from smoking, and a total of 3.5
million Americans would forgo the taoit.
The two excise tax pruvisious proposed in the tax reform package would have the
effect of 3ncreasin

cigarette prices. ilistoricaUy, the cigarette ir.dustry has passed on

similar operating cost increases to the consumer. Therefore, these proposed excise tax
changes -would have significant health benefits because the subsequent increase in
cifaarette prices wouldd e.%coura,;e hundreds of thousands of Americans, especially young
people. to quit or not start smoking. The only way we can begin to sigrificarntly reduce
tMe tcrr able tuman ant! economic to!l taken on our society by cigarette smoking is to
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chauie the siok ig thtoits of the next generation. Increase ,gci,,airette prices ,s d siirle
and effective nieons to this eno.

U.

Support for Increased Cigarette Lxciae Taxes
A Los Angeles Tines, poll released in FeLruary, 1986, found that eight-one percent

of the American pubhc favors the idea of higher cigarette excise taxes. An increase is
the Federal crgarette excise tax also has broad based support from virtually every msaor
national organization co.ncurned at~vut our nation's health and our nation's )outh. " lie
Coalition on Siookiug 0A lHealth is )oined by 44 other national public interest
orlanizotiors in our support fur an increase in the cigarette excise tax to 3? cents ser
pack. These fort)-four organizations range from groups like the Anerican Medical
Association to the American Association of Retired Persons, from the American Pubhc
health Association to the Childrens Defense Fund, the United Methodist Cnurch, the
YWCA, and the Junior League. A complete listing is ,Attached to my testimony.

These

groups are primarily interested in this issue because of the impact higher cigarette prices
can have among young people, as was shown in the Hlarvard University report cited
earlier. The public health community,

anc the American public art reed that

cigarette taxef should be increased. We urge the Comnittee to support our ;positi.

by

linking cigarette excise tax rates to ensu,,.er prices, and b) el mnating the business tax
deduction for cigarette excise tax payments.

Ill.

The Costs of Cigarette Smokin;
In a major report issued last fall, the Office of Technology Assessment estimated

that smokind-related disease and lost productivity costs a total of $65 billion annually.
*..edicare iid Medicaid costs alone total $3.8 billion each year.
The cost of smoking to our society is incurred by all Aiiericans, two-tiords of
whom do not smoke. The $22 billion annually in health care costs are not borne by
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smokers alone; every individual in A,,,erica who pays for health Insurance pays an extra
$100 yearly In health insurance premiums because of smokers. The $3.8 billion annually
spent by Medicare anid Medicaid on smokin-related health eae, is paid for by aU of us,
not just saokin' American taxpayers. If the costs were to be covered by smokers alone,
every pack of cigarettes sold would have to carry a $2.71 "user fee". In light of these
figures, the modest Increase in cigarette prices which would follow from terminating the
cigarette Industry's deduction of excise tax payment% and fror tying cigarette excise
taxes to consumer prices, is extraordinarily modest and is not even large enough to
reimburse the Federal government for the economic costs of smoking.
The human costs of cigarette smokin; are even greater: approximately 350,000
Americans die each year because of smokinj-related disease. Eighty-three percent of all
lung cancer cases, ninety percent of aU chronic obatructive lung disease , and about onethird of all heart disease-relat-d deaths, ore caused by smoking. Yet, the cigarette
industry spends more titan $2 billion & year marketing its product to make this deadly
addiction more attractive to new, young smokers. It should come as no surprise that
eighty-five percent of current si-,okers started before or during their teenage years, and
among high school students who smoke, 60% started by the time they turned thirteen.
The Coalition on Smoking OR Health sees nothing unreasonable about requiring the
cigarette industry to pay the full costs of bving in the business of selling; death and
addiction.
Finally, the Federal government is losing nore than $1 billion in annual revenues
because of the existing business deduction for cigarette excise tax payments. In
addition, because the excise tax has not kept pace with consumer price increases, the
relative value of the cigarette excise tax has plummeted from 42% of the cost per pack
in 19SI to 17% of the cost per pack i, 184. It is even lower today.
The industry's deduction of its excise tax payments results in the loss of S.04, or
2T,,6. of the intended federall revenues from the sixteen cent cigarette excise tax. In
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effect, tie consu-ner, who does pay the full sixteen cent tax* is actually contributing an
aJdiUonal four cents to the industrys profits and only twelve cenus to the Federal
treasury. This revenue tos of $6 billion over five years, coupled with the diminishing
value of the excise tax as prices Increases but the tax does not, represents a significant

revenue loss to the Federal government. Meanwhile, the $65 bilUon in yearly smokingrelated health care and tost producUvity costs continue to accrue. The Coalition

believes that enactment of the proposed changes to cigarette excise taw policies is a
prudent step for the Government to take on both health, and fiscal, policy grounds.

IV.

Fairness
Te discussion of cigarette excise taxes brings along with it concerns for those

least able to bear additional financial burdens. For this reason the CoalUtion believes
that any discussion about cigarette naarketing, as well as excise taxes, inust pay special
attention to the circumstances of those populations at a disadvantage in out society.

Unfortunately, the i;arette industry, in its marketing strategies, als pays those
populations special attention.
The young, ,ooni, and ,nianrities are the chosen targets of most cigarette
advertising id promotion capailnm.

They are targeted because the cigarette industry

knows that it is the disadvantaged in any society which is most suceptlble to Images
which claim social, financial, and sexual success for those individuals using a certain
product. In this case, the product is cigarettes, and the marketing efforts aimed at
seducing nev, young smokers seems to know no limits. The industry spends more than $2
billion annually in its efforts to recruit the young through product promotion and
advertising, and each campaign takes advantae of those role models, activities, and
skills likely to be admired by young potential smokers.
The additional cost burden of the proposed excise tax provision pales in the face
of the cost burdens imposed by a lifetime of smoking. The average pack and a half per
day smoker pays approximately $525.00 per year to support his cigarette habit; the cost
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MW.

I.

AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION - one of the largest voluntary health agencies
in the United States. and the only ueh agency that devotes all of Its resources to
the goa of reducing premature death and disability due to cardiovascular desase
and strke

2.

AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION - the nation's oldest voluntary health
organization, committed to the prevention nd control of lung disease

3.

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY - the worlds largest voluntary health agency,
devoted to research, education, and service to the cancer patient, with over 2.3
milhon members

4.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION - an association of over S0.000
community health leaders and health profemi"I working for the public health

5.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS - the largest organization
representing older perwins, with 18 million members; committed to advocacy and
programs to meet the needs of the older population

6.

ASSOCIATION OF STATE & TERRITORIAL HEALTH OFFICIALS - the
professional organization representing the chief health officials'of every state and
territory in the U.S.

7.

CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND - a national public charity that provides a strow
and effective voice for childrerr and adolescents, particularly those from poor and
minority families, in public policy forums

8.

NATIONAL BOARD, YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION (YWCA) OF
TiE U.S.A. - an organization or 2.5 million members and participants working to
pomote equity. Justice, peace, freedom and dignity for all people, but particularly
tor women and girls

9.

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE AGING, INC. - a national organization
representing providers of services to the elderly which serves as a principal
advocate for isus of concern to our older popultion
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10.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ELEMENTARY SrHOOL PRIiCIPAlS lrtoie-aim" otlmaitAtion serving more U 72.000 elem tary aid middle school
principals in the United Statew end overwas, and believing that the progress and
w*U-eling of the child must be at the forefront of al elementary end middle
vehool plans and operation

II.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF DENTAL SCHOO.S - an orgaization
representing all sixty dental schools i with
IN A tes, their faculties and
'tudent% and their dental hygiene and hoqipltal-based reildenlcy programs

12.

AMERICAN DIAIITFS ASSOCIATION - a national voluntary health organization
who Iwo-fod missto
4 port the search for prevention and cure for
diabetes and to improve the wel.-bein of people who have diabetes and their
families; con%ittr* of !20,000 members. 6,600 professional me-nbers%58
affiliate%. and '00 chapters

13.

AMERICAN MEDICAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION - an independent organization
0Tmore than 30.000 medical -itudents committed to .mprovemert of medical
education and eo'iring acef' to quality health care service.

14.

AD% ENT1ST HEALTH NETWORK - people who enjoy helping others. throtwh
education and direct assistance, in 00 centers connected with Adventist churches
and school%across the country

15.

AMERIC(AN ASSOCIATION OF PREFERRED PROVIDER ORCANI7ATIONS -- a
--oee--ional a'~aation o o
titve ternative health care delvy s- st10m'*

16.

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN CANCER INSTITUTtS - all 59 privately and
publicly funded cancer center%across the country. providir reweareh, care and
teaching

I.

JOINT COUS('IL OF ALLERGY AND IMMUNOLOGY - ii comprised of the
American Academy of Allerg" & Immunology, the American Colleve of Allernst%.
and the American A.,.oeiation for Clinical Immunolor, and AlIergv, and represent'
the %seciabtyo! immunology in the socio-economic and political herers

)8.

ASTII 1A A AI.I.RGY FOUNDATION OF AMERICA -a nationwide network of
over 10
ters
rt groups and tens of ouand of concerned
individual' wmded together with a common mission of eradicate asithm and
allergic diseasie%

19.

AMERICAN GASTROLNTEROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION - 4.000 physicians
concerned with digestive diseaves

20.

CENTER FOR SCIENCE IN THE PULBLI( INTEREST - a consumer advocacy
membership organization th t seek'. to improve national policies with regard to
health and nutrition

21.

ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS OF PUBLIC HEALTH - representing the ?3
accredited graduate school' of public health in the United States

2?.

NATIONAL TAX EQUALITY ASSOCIATION - a business eoalitjon examiningr
currea tax reform, with 1,500 business members
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36.

37.

THE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH, DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN WELFARE
the United Methodist Church has 9.5 million members; the Department of
Human
Resources responsible for the Church's positions on Issuet of pulih health
and
policy
AMERICAN LICENSED PRAC(IAL NURSES' ASSOCIATION - a professional

osoiition of more than--J00 license, practical an vocational nurses wto

provide b'dsidii nursing in settings including nursing homes, hospitals, elirics,
and
community health centers
35.

39.

AMERICAN COLLEGE OP CARDIOLOGY -a 14,000 member, non-pofli
poessional medical siety and teohing institution, dedicated to ensarig
optmal caem for persxs with cardiovascular disease or those with the potential
of
developing eardiovascular dsese, and throUio education nd socioeconomic
ectiviti*%, to contributing signifcanlUy to prevention of cardiovascular disease
AMERICAN NEPHROI O;Y NURSES' ASSOCIATION - an organization
representing approximately 3.000 ristered profesonal nurwe and allied
health
profesiona.l involved in all modalities of care and treatment, including
hemodlyisv, peritoneal dialysis. and trnoplantation, of patients with renal
disease

40.

NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF SENIOR CTIZENS. INC. - a national membership
organization which focuses its attention on major issues facing older Amerieans;
it
it moderate to conwrvative in political philosophy, and has a membership
of more
than 3.5 million persons

41.

TERRI GOTHELP LUPL'S RESEARCH INSTITUTE - founded as a national
research center for the support and coordination of research and education
on
lupus and related immune rytem disorlers

42.

A.MERICAN ME)ICAL ASSOCIATION - a voluntary society of physicians
founded
to promote ind improve the science and art of medicine and the betterment
of
ptbe health. With approximately 250,000 members, the AMA's varied activities
are direted toward schieving excellence among physicians and airing the
Ameri-ar, public of the highest quality medical care psmible
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF OBSTETRICIANS AND GYNECOLOGISTS - a
non-

43.

profit organization repreoenting over 26,000 obstetriceIans and gynecologists

dedicated to the health of mothers and infants.
44.

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS - the College represents over 60.000
doctors of internal
ZR57eis, t, and physiciants-in-training; the
members hip includes private practitioners delivering primary health care;
medical
speciaIists in such fields as gastroenterology, endrocrinology and cardiology;
medical educators; and researchers
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Smoking and Health Implications of a Change
in the Federal Cigarette Excise Tax
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ST ATEMENT OF (;ERRV ()STER. PIll.. VICE PRESIDENT.

POLICY

ANALYSIS. INC.. BROOKLINE. MA
Mr11'. OSTER. Tha1ink you., Senator.

Mv name is Gerry Oster. and I am a vice president of Policy
Analysis. Inc., a medical and health economics consulting firm locatd in Brookline. MA. I am also the author of'a ook on the costs
to the United States of smoking-related disease.
1 ani here today to testify in support of the proposed excise tax
provisions in the tax bill pending before the committee as they
apply to cigarette excise taxes.
The l)roposals would: One, eliminate the business tax deduction
for cigarette excise tax payments, and two, tie cigarette excise tax
rates to consumer prices. I support these proposals because they
will generate needed revenues For the Federal Treasury while encouraging thousands of teenagers not yet addicted to tobacco not to
start smoking.
In revenue terms, the first proposal alone will generate approximately St; billion over 5 years. In human terms, these proposals
will save much more.
My testimony will focus on three major issues-cigarette prices
and their impact on cigarette consumption, the fact that cigarette
excise taxes as a source of Federal revenue have actually declined
over the past 30| years, and the fairness of' the cigarette excise tax
as tax policy.
With respect to my first point, how cigarette prices affect consumption, in a report recently published in the Journal of the
American Medical Association it was estimated that a 10-percent
increase in the price of cigarettes would result in a 7-percent drop
in total cigarette consumption. The effect of cigarette prices on consumption among young people is especially pronounced. The young,
particularly teenagers, are strongly influenced in their decision to
smoke or not by even small changes in prices.
The health implications of reduced cigarette consumption are
far-reaching. In the long run, the toll of smoking is tied to the
smoking practices of our youth. A modest increase in the price of
cigarettes which would deter hundreds of thousands of young
people from taking up or continuing the cigarette habit will avert
thousands of premature deaths and as yet uncalculated costs from
smoking-related disease and disability.
It is clear that the $65 billion currently lost'every year because
of smoking-related health care costs and work loss could be substantially reduced if the next generation of potential smokers were
deterred from a lifetime addiction to cigarettes.
The proposed revision to the cigarette excise tax would have this
effect, because it would increase cigarette prices by approximately
4 cents. The current deductibility of cigarette excise tax payments
by the tobacco industry enables it to retain about 4 cents out of the
16-cent Federal excise tax, based on an estimate by the Joint Committee on Taxation. This is possible, even though the industry pays
the full 16 cents per pack at the point of manufacture because, by
deducting the 16 cents per pack as a business expense, the manufacturer's total tax liability is reduced.

1.14"
The elimination of' the deductibility of the cigarette excise tax
would result iMi higher cigarette prices, because historically the industry has passed on to the consumer similar federally mandated
increases in its opt'erating costs.
With respect to my second point. the historical role of cigarette

excise taxes. we should note that the absence of a mechanism by
adjusted to keep pace with concig arette excise taxesledare
which
to a significant devaluation of the
s has
,U mer price i ncrt
h(leIcral cigarette excise tax as a revenue tool.
In !-1. when In S-cent cigarette excise tax was instituted, the
excise tax represenlted 12 percent of the cost of aipack of cigarettes,
which then averaged 19 cents. Since 19-51 the ('onsumer Price
Index has iiearlv quladrupled; but thc recent permanent extension
Of the :1;-C(,lt excise tax merely brings the tax up to 17 percent of
the current per pack cost.

As a p)trcenitage of' total Federal revenues, cigarette excise taxes
havet" declined froml about 21.'- percent of total revenues in 1951,
when the tax wa.s S cents, to less than 1 percent of total Federal
in 19s.l. even with the lt;-cent cigarette excise tax.
rvnuts
Thus. the actual Federal tax burden on cigarettes has declined
significantly since 1951, even though in absolute terrs the revenues from t cigarette excise taxes have increased.
('learly, ,viiig cigarette excise tax rates to consumner prices is essential for m*aintining the re!ative value of the cigarette excise
tax as a source of revenue to the Federal Government.
Finally. the issue of fairness. One concern frequently expressed
during discuss;oti of' cigarette excise taxes is that of fairness, becalu. of the impact of a tax increase on lower income Americans.
While I share this committee's concern for the welfare of the poor,
there are several important considerations.
First of all, at the 198.1 average cigarette price of 96 cents per
pack, pack atnd a half per day smoker spends approximately $525
per year on cigarettes. The additional cost of' 4 cents per packnameyv, that which would result from the elimination of the deductibility of tle industry's excise tax payment-would add 6 cents
per day otr about $2 per month to this annual cost of $525. This is
not an unduly burdensome tax increase.
!n addition, work by researchers at MIT has indicated that lowincome Americans actually smoke less than middle-income Americans, and that the actual dollar burden of a cigarette price increase
is greater for whites than for blacks in every income category.
These findings on income and smoking have been corroborated
by the 1979 Surgeon General's Report on Smoking and Health.
That report documented that smoking rates among males are highest among middle-income levels, while smoking rates for women
rise steadily with income.
The cigarette tax, in summary, falls most heavily on people who
can afford to pay it.
To summarize-The CHAIRMAN. Thirty seconds.
Mr. OSTER. Thank you.
The elimination of the cigarette industry's deduction for excise
tax payments and the tying of the cigarette excise tax to consumer
prices would have substantial monetary benefit to the Federal Gov-
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ernment. The elimination of the deductibility and the tying of the
cigarette excise taxes to consumer prices is wise tax policy, both in
terms of its fiscal implications as well as its health consequences
for the American public.
Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Doctor.
[Mr. Oster's written prepared testimony follows:J
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Introduction
My name is Gerry Oster, and I am a Vice President of Polic, Analysis, Inc., a
medical and health economics consulting firm in Brookline, !.assachusetts. I am here
today to testify in support of the proposed excise tax provisions in the tax bill pending
before the Conmmittee as they apply to cigarette excise taxes. The proposals are to I)
to eliminate the business tax deduction for cigarette excise tax payments and 2) tie
cig:arette excise tax rates to :onsumer prices. I support these proposals because they
will generate needed revenues for the Federal treasury, while encouraging thousands of
teenagers not yet addicted to tobacco not to start smoking. In revenue terms, the first
proposal alone will generate approximately 6 billion dollars over 5 years, based on an
estimate made by the Joint Committee on Taxation. In human terms, these proposals
will save much more. Aly testimony will focus on three major issues: cigar.-tte prices
and their impact on cigarette consumption, the fact that cigarette excise taxes as a
source of Federal revenue have actually declined over the past 30 years, and the fairness
of cigarette excise taxes as tax policy.

i.

Ilow Cigarette Prices Affect Consumption
Dr. Kenneth Warner, in a report published last spring by the Harvard University

Institute for the Study of Smoking and Behavior and Policy, and updated in an article
published in the February 28, 1986 Journal of the American Medical Association (JA MA),
a copy of which is included with my written statement, estimates that a 10% increase in
the price of cigarettes would result in a 7% drop in total cigarette consumption. The
effect of cigarette prices on consumption amung young people is especially pronounced.
The young, particularly teenagers, are strongly influenced in their decision to smoke
or
not by even small changes in prices.
The health Implications of reduced cigarette consumption are far reaching. In the
long run, the toll of smoking is tied to the smoking practices of the youngest
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generation. Since young people are the most sensitive to changes in price, the impact of
increased cigarette prices hold long term health and economic benefits for the future.
Une out of four life-long smokers dies of a smoking-related illness; currently, more than
350,000 Americans dies annually because of cigarette smoking. A modest increase in the
price of cigarettes, which would deter hundreds of thousands of young peple from taking
up or continuing the cigarette habit, will avert hundreds of thousands of premature
deaths, and as )et uncaloulated costs from smoking-related disease and disability. It is
clear that the $65 billion currently lost annually because of smoking-related health care
costs and lust productivity wobid be substantially reduced if the next generation of
potential siaokers were deterred from a lifetime addiction to cigarettes.
The proposed revisions to cigarette excise taxes would have the effect of
increasing cigarette prices by approximately four cents. The current deductibility of
cigarette excise tax payments by the industry enables it to retain for itself four cents
out of the sixteen cent federal excise tax. This is possible even though the industry pays
the full sixteen cents per pack at the point of manufacture because, by deducting the
sixteen cents per pack as a business expense, the manufacturer's total tax is reduced.
This timethod of paying excise taxes contrasts iharply with that of the airline industry,
which adds the passenger ticket tax at the point of sale, and sends it on to the Federal
government without ever actually counting the tax as either a payment or as income.
Thus, even though the industry actually pays to the Federal government only twelve
cents of the sixteen cent tax, the consumer is charged, and the industry counts as a
deduction, the full sixteen cent tax.
The elimination of the deductibility of cigarette excise tax payments would result
in higher cigarette prices because historically the industry has passed on to the consumer
similar Federally-mandated increases in its operating costs. In 1982, when the Tax
Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act (TEFRA) mandated a temporary increase in the
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eight cent cigarette excise tax to sixteen cents, the imnustry passe( on this increase, and
more, to the consumer.

it.

'The Ilistorial lHole of Cigarette ',xcise Taxes
The at-sencc of a mechanism b) which to ad!just cigarette excise tax rates to keep

pace "ath cunsuuer price increases has led to a significant devaluation of tile Federal
ciirette excjie tax as a revenue tool. In 1951, when an 8 cent cigarette excise tax Nas
instituted, the excise tax represented 42% of the cost of a pack of cigarettes, which then
averaged 19 cents. Since 195 1, the consumer price index has nearly quadrupled, but
t)a.,cd on a 1984 average price per pack of 96 cents, the recent permanent extention of
the 16 cent excise tax merely brings the tax up to 17% of the per pack cost. As a
percentage of total Federal revenues, cigarette excise taxes have declined from 2.51% of
total revenues in 1951, when the tax was b cents, to .7 I% of total Federal revenues in
1984, even with the sixteen cent cigarette excise tax. As a percentage of GNP,
cigarette excise tax revenues have declined from .47% in 1951 to .13% in 1984, a 72%
ueeline. Thus, the actual Federal tax burden on cigarettes has declined significantly
since 195 1, even though in absolute dollars the revenues from cigarette excise taxes have
increased. Clearly, tying cigarette excise tax rates to consumer prices is essential for
aiaintinin, the relative value of the cigarette excise tax as a source of revenue to the
Federal government.

Ill.

Fairness.
One concern frequently expressed during discussion of cigarette excise taxes is

that of fairness because of the impact of a tax increase on lower income Americans.
While we share this Committee's concern for the welfare of the poor, the generalization
obscures several important considerations. At the 1984 average cigarette price of 96
4

cents per pack, a pack and a half per day smoker spends approximately $525.00 per year
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on cigarettes. The additional cost of 4 cents per pack which would result from the
cli;,iiiation of the deductibility of the industr'-s excise tax payment, would add just six
cents p'r dhy or 42 ccnt% a week, to this annual cost of $525.00. This is not an unduly
'Durdensmel

tax increase.

In 4 (ditiofn, research by Professor Jeffrey U. Harris of the Massachusetts Institute
of technology indicates that low income Americans smoke less than middle income
.%:cricans. Noting ttzt older A mericans, who :nakc up a sizeable fraction of low income

A:u er:cns,

have -riuch lower smoking rates than the general population, Professor Ilarris

fcwid that im considerini, the number of cigarettes smoked per day, the actual dollar
burden of a cigarette price increase is greater for whites than for blacks in every income

category.
Professor Ilarrs' findings on income and smoking have been corroborated by the

I

1979 Surgeon Generals Report on Smoking and Health. That report documented that
smoking rates among males are highest among middle-income levels, while smoking rates
for women rise steadily with income. The poorer the woman, the less likely she is to
smoke. The cigarette tax, in summary, falls most heavily on people who are well able to
afford it.

Finally, the increased Federal revenues which would follow from these changes
could be made available to support necessary programs during a period of scarce fiscal
resources, and could assist this Committee in fashioning a more equitable tax structure.

IV.

Conclusion

The termination of the cigarette industry's deduction for excise tax payments and
the tying of cigarette excise tax rates to consumer prices, would have substantial
monetary benefit to the Federal government. In the short term, these benefits are the
increased Federal revenues of over $1 billon annually. In the long term, cost-savings
would be realized through the decreased incidence of smoking-related diseases and
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Cisawlhty, which would follow from decreased cigarette consumption by the next
gcneration.

Currently, the Fcderal government is collecting only 12 cens, or 75%, of the 16
cent Feucral c, -arefte excise tax, and the value of that sum is constantly being eroded
:) consumer price increases which are riot reficeted in cigarette excise tax rates. The
loss of this four cents alone accounts for $6 billion in lost revenue over 5 years; the lack
of a price-related excise tax has meant a 150A. decrease in the relative value of the
cigarette excise tax, causing it to fall from 2.516 to less than 1%of total Federal
revenues. Without enactment of consumer price-related excise tax increases, future
revenue losses can only be conjectured, but it is improbable that past patterns of
inflationary increases will change significantly. The elimination of the deductibility of
cigarette excise tax payments, and the tying of cigarette excise taxes to consumer
prices, is wise tax policy for both its fiscal, and its health, consequences.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wilkon, if we eliminate deductibility, or, in

the alternative, if we simply increase the cigarette tax, would the
tobacco industry by and large pass the cost through to the consumer?
Mr. WIlSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You would not, as the oil companies have had to

do with the windfall profits tax, be able to eat it because of international competition? You could pass it through?
Mr. WIlSON. You are talking about the nondeductibility provision, Senator?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, either the nondeductibility or, in the alter-

native, let us say that we just added, as we almost did in this committee, another 16 cents to the cigarette tax.
Mr. WILSON. Well, that would automatically be added to the

price, exfactory. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.

through, also?

And the

nondeductibility you

would

pass

Mr. WILSON. We would pass that through, also.

Senator, could I make a point relative to numbers? We have had
a lot of numbers thrown around this morning. We have heard 4
cents, and we have heard :J cents, and we have heard a lot of numbers.
Let me say that the price increase at the manufacturer level is
only one element of the passthrough. I believe Senator Chafee
made that point. You would see that, going through the distribution channels, marked up. And we would estimate that the final
average increase per pack would be somewhere between 17 percent,
which is Mr. Blalock's figure, or as much as 25 percent. Pick 20
percent as probably a good ballpark.
The CHAIRMAN. A further question: You indicated on pages 6 and
7 of your testimony that if we need additional revenues it should
be done with some kind of a "broad based mechanism." What are

you thinking of',
Mr. WILSON. Well, sir, in general terms, the committee might
want to wish to consider to go back and look at the rate structure,
the corporate rate structure.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean raise the corporate rate structure?
Mr. WILSON. It is something the committee might wish to look at
again. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, if we are willing to stick to the 46-percent
corporate rate structure, there are all kinds of things we can do.
Would that be acceptable to you, to produce the revenues we need?
Mr. WiLsoN. As you know, Senator, I have been a big advocate of
tax reform. I have met with you on the subject before. And one of
the objectives of the CEO tax group that was founded a couple of
years ago was broad based, revenue-neutral tax reform and a lower
corporate rate. Of course, we did not deal with the personal side of
the consideration: we didn't think that was our responsibility. But
we would like to see lower rates, unquestionably.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that. But you are saying if we have
to have a base-broadening mechanism, keep the corporate rate
where it is, or not lower it, certainly, as much as is in the House
bill?
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Mr. WIlSON. Well, I wouldn't want to see it maintained where it
is; but, perhaps something in excess of 35 percent ought; to be con-

sidered.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, as I recall, that will raise about $9 billion.
At about $1*2 billion a point, we are $100 billion short, roughly$90 to $110 billion. We would have to go up about 8 or 9 percent.

Mr. W ISJ ON. I understand the challenges that are facing you and

your committee. Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I am glad to have your approval of going
up on the corporate rate. That will make the job easier, if we don't
get the excise taxes.
Mr. WilsoN. Well, I think we. would have to see what the rate is
before we said specifically we thought it was a good idea. But I am
just suggesting that maybe this is something the committee might
want to look at as an alternative here.
The C(HAIRMAN. Well, with your support we will. [Laughter.]
Mr. Wl SoN. Many of my colleagues won't agree with that, by
the way. Senator.
The ('HAIRMAN. Next, what about the arguments that both Dr
Oster and Mr. Myers make about the taxation of cigarettes relative
to where they were taxed in 1951 and, if we had at all kept the
proportion, the tax would have been infinitely higher?
Mr. WILSON. Well, of course first of all, Senator, I don't think it
appropriate for me to engage in a discussion or a dialog on the
smoking and health controversy.
The CHAIRMAN. No, this is not health. I do not mean for this to
be a debate on health.
Mr. WIlsON. If we go back to 1951, the argument has been raised
that the excise tax on cigarettes, at least, has not kept pace with
the Consumer Price Index.
I think what people too often forget is that when you talk about
the excise tax burden on the American consumer, you are talking
at it at three levels: We have Federal, we have State, and we have
local. Now, if you added all of that up since 1951 and applied it to
the Consumer Price Index, my statistics demonstrate that the
excise tax that the American consumer pays for a pack of cigarettes has kept pace with the CPI.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. No questions, Mr. Chairman.

The

CHAIRMAN.

Senator Pryor.

Senator PRYOR. No questions, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mitchell.
Senator MITCHELL. Well, Mr. Chairman, I would just like tc, ask
Mr. Wilson, following up on your line of questioning.
It is correct, is it not, Mr. Wilson, that it is rA solely a narrow
question of either increasing excise taxes or having a lesser reduction in corporate tax rates? Both the President's proposal and the
House managed to accomplish the objective without increasing
excise taxes by what some have described as closing loopholes or
making other changes. Would you not agree that that is an alternative that is before this committee, as well as those that have
been posed in the previous questioning?
Mr. WILSON. Yes, sir. I certainly agree. If my memory serves me
correctly, Treasury I and II didn't have any fundamental tax in-
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creases; what it did was to reform the Tax ('ode, which I personally
believe is badly needed.
Senator MriCHELL. Thank you.
I have no more questions. Mr. ('hairman.

The ('IIAIHMAN. Senator Long.
Senator LONG. Mr. Myers and I)r. Foster. if everybody reacted to

thc problem the way I have. I don't think we would be talking
about it today, txecaus(I after those revelations came out I quit
moking. So did my children. There are no smokers in my family;
we all quit--all the inlaws, the out laws. the whole bunch of my
clan all quit. ILaughter.]
So. there wouldn't be any revenue to talk about if everybody reaitetd to those disclosures tie way I did.
I happen to have been a very good friend of' the late I)r. Alton
Oschner. In respect to him--he is dead now-- he is the one who insisted (on proving ti) a causal connection between cigarettes and
lung cancer. lie I)Ointed out to mllto many
1e
times that lung cancer is
just a small part of it. that if you look at what it is doing by way of
heart and what it is doing by way of stroke, and these other diseases, lung cancer is just a part of' that. Is that right, doctor?
Mr. OsTrmt. I would agree wholeheartedly, Senator. I think the
issue here is what is the message that we want to send out. I was
quite heartened to hear the Secretary talk in terms of external
costs, because I think that is the relevant argued nt and an essential issue to address with respect to the cigarette excise tax.
There is no question about the fact that cigarette sraoking impos's additional external costs on the American public, both smokers and nonsmokers, and I think it is a quite persuasive argument
to look at the excise tax on cigarettes as a way of having smokers
partially reimburse the rest of society I'cr the additional costs that
they impose upon society.
Senator LONG. No further questions, Mr. Chairman.

The ('CHAIRMAN. Let me ask Mr. Blalock or Mr. Wilson a ques-

tion. The Joint rax (ommittee, on all of' the excise taxes, presumes
that we collect about 78 percent of' them because of the deduction.
While most voters may think there is a Federal It; cents per pack,
we don't collect 1; cents. Do you agree with that assessment?
Mr. W11.SON. No, sir, excuse me, was that question asked of me?

The ('HAIRMAN. Either one. I addressed it to both of' you.
Mr. ILALOCK. I defer to you.

Mr. Wl.SON. It just happens, Senator, that I have something prei pared on this If' you will allow me, I would like to give this handout to the committee, because we have specific examples here on
this subject.
We have a 16 cents per pack excise tax on cigarettes, and-now it
is alleged that the U.S. Government collects less than that amount
pet pack. This allegation has no basis in fact. Tobacco companies
pay 16 cents per pack excise tax on cigarettes every time a pack of
cigarettes leaves the bonded warehouse. We incur a liability for
and must pay the U.S. Treasury the 16 cents excise tax. It is true
that we treat the excise tax as a deduction in determining our Federal income tax; however, this deduction merely acknowledges that
excise taxes are a cost of doing business no less than any other

cost, and that the Federal income tax, as mandated by the Constitution, must tax only net income, not gross revenues.
You must remember that because of the 16 cents excise tax imposition, we must try to price our product to produce a profit.
taking this excise tax cost as well as all other costs into account.
The increased price, which includes the full 16 cents excise tax, is,
itself, subject to the Federal income tax. To impose a tax on income
which is created only because of the excise tax imposition without
an offisetting deduction would be manifestly unfair.
The present law allowing deduction of excise taxes merely acknowledges this inequity which the absence of this deduction would
create.
I have an example here, Senator, which shows that at a 40-percent tax rate, that we are paying an income tax on a pack of cigarettes of 9.2 cents in both instances, with an excise tax or without
an excise tax.
I would like to provide this to the committee, if you would like to
have it.
The CHAIRMAN. We will take it, and I will put it in the record.
[The information follows:]
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April 22. 1986
The honorable Robert Pockwood
United States Senate
2$7 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, 0. C. 20510
Dear Senator Packwood.
Thank you for the opportunity of appearing before your connittee to
present our views on the excise tax proposals.
I remain concerned about a number of points raised at the hearing. In
paticular, I am still unable to ascertain why you have concluded that
the federal government receives something less than the 16-cents per
pick federal excise tax which our company dutifully remits to the
government every two weeks.
I must therefore conclude that you must
be laboring under certain misconceptions conLerning Our business
practices.
For Instance, It may be that you believe that less than 100% of the
federal excise tax is passed on to our customers.
Let me assure you
that we do, in fact, pass 100% of the federal excise tax on to our
Customers by raising our prices by the amount of the tax.
This
Increased price Is subject to the federal income tax at the 46% rate.
The deduction for the excise tax merely offsets the taxable incnme
created by this federal excise tar "pass-throujh".
Without a doubt.
if there were no 16-cents excise tax, we would lower our prices by
16-cents per pack, thereby reducing our taxable
income by that
amount. The existing law deduction for excise taxes simply allow. us
to pass the excise tax on to our customers without drtificially
creating taxable income for us when no Income in fact exists.
It may be that in certain industries. manufacturers subject to a
federal excise tax are unable to fully pass through the tax. with the
result that the excise tax deduction exceeds the taxable Income
generated by any excise tax induced price Increase, thus arguably
reducing the net income tax which such company would pay in the
absence of the excise tax Imposition.
In that regard, I would make
the following Obsorvat;ons:
This is not our case--we pass along 100% of the federal excise
tax to our customers.
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The Monorable Robert Packwood
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For manufacturers which are unable to fully pass through
tax, they have suffered a reel loss of Income which must
taken into account by the Income tea law. The present
deduction for excilso taxes paid Is in appropriate mechaniim
acknowledging this economic fact of life.

the
be
lw
for

I hope that the foregoing will be of some assistance In clarifying my
In that regard, there Is attached hereto a
position on this matter.
copy of the OExplanationb of this Issue which we submitted to your
If you feel that further
committee at the April 21 hearing.
elaboration upon or discussion of this Issue would assist you In your
deliberations. I or a member of my staff would be happy to meet with
you or your designee to provide such assistance as we can.
7Cordi

J. Tyl,
JTW:db

CC:

Senate Finance Committee

y,

Wilson
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EXPLANATION RP 1. _WTb PER PACK EXCEL TAX PAID ON CIOAurTRg
Y.RU8WALOED~E
LOOAMOUNT

WECIVED BY THE U.S. GO'UnMEN?"

We have a 16 cents per pack excise tax on cigarettes. It is
alleged that the U.S. government collects lees than that amount
per pack. This allegation has no basis in fact. Tobacco
companies pay 16 cents per pack excise tax on cigarettes. It io
true that we treat the excise tax as a deduction In determining

our federal income tax. However, this deduction merely
acknowledges that excise taxes are a cost of doing business no
les than any other cost, and that the federal income tas, as

mandated by the Constitution, must tax only net income, not gross

revenues. You must remember that, because of the 16 cents excise
tax imposition, we must try to price our product to produce a
profit, taking this excise tax cost, as -well as all other costs,
into account. The increased price is itself subject to the
federal income tax. To impose a tax on income which is created
Only because of the excise tax imposition would be manifestly
uo]ear&
9-n
present law Mi~owing deOuction of excise taxes
merely
acknowledges
this inequity which the absence of this
deduction would create.

EXAMPLE A

EXAMPLE B

Assuming there were no federal
excise tax (FT)i

But, because there is an

Selling Price
$1.00/pack
(assuming no PET)

Selling price

Cost of Sales

Cost of Sales

.80/pack

twftral- excise tax

FET

Net Income

.20/pack

$.092/pack

.S0/pack
.16/pack

Net Income

.20/pack
x 460 rate

Income Tax

$.092/pack

x 46% rate
Income Tax

$1.16/pack

(5.16 FET)
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The CHAIRMAN. Lt me pursue it further. You are saying we collect the 11; cents. The Joint Tax Committee, upon whom we rely for
advice, said you can levy a 16-cent tax but, because of the income
tax deduction, you cannot count on net revenues of 16 cents a pack.
Is that correct?
Mr. WIlSON. Well, as I think I made comment on in our statement, our price has been increased to take that into account, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You lost me there.
Mr. WIlSON. Yes; we are increasing our price 1(6 cents per pack
to make an adjustment, and paying income tax on that increased
price.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that.
Mr. WIlsoN. So the Government ends up with the same amount
of money under either instance. You would get, at a 46-percent
rate if we used that assumption, which happens to be our rate, you
would get 9.2 cents a pack tax, income tax, plus the 16 cents excise
tax.
The CHAIRMAN. I am totally confused now.
Mr. WIlsoN. Plus 16 cents. I believe my advisers are in support
of what I just said.
Senator, the example is on the paper. It might be easier to look
at that than have me try to explain it, because I'm no tax expert.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask it once more, because obviously there
is a difference of opinion, then. If there are 100 million packs of
cigarettes sold in 1 year and the tax is 16 cents, the Federal Government, net, should collect $16 million, correct?
Mr. WILsoN. Yes, sir. The Government will collect $16 million in
excise taxes, plus an additional $9.2 million in income taxes on
that 100 million packs of cigarettes.

And will we do that by levying a 16-cent tax?
This is net, total.
Mr. WILSON. Yes, sir; the moment a cigarette leaves the factory,
you are paid the tax, 16 cents a pack.
The CHAIRMAN. So that the Federal Government's net revenues
The

CHAIRMAN.

because of that will increase $16 million?
Mr. WILSON. Well, if you assumed the tax was fully passed on to
the consumer as we do in fact pass it on.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Oster.
Mr. OSTER. Senator, I think I would have to disagree with Mr.
Wilson. The situation would be analogous to the deductibility of
gasoline excise taxes on one's income tax return. If the excise tax is
raised on cigarettes, the tobacco industry, Mr. Wilson, would in
fact declare it as an additional operating expense, and the net yield
to the Federal Government, to the Treasury, would be significantly
less.
I have seen the estimates by the Joint Committee on Taxation,
and they suggest that the yield would be somewhere in the range
of about 75 percent of the increase in the excise tax.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wilson, let me ask you a last question. Here
I am quoting from the Congressional Budget Office. The Congressional Budget Office shows that last year the combined burden of
Federal and State cigarette taxes as a percentage of the price of a
pack of cigarettes dropped from about 50 percent in 1955 to 32 percent. Is that correct?

1(;5

Mr. WILSON. I have no data, Senator, that would refute that, at
least not with me today.
Mr. MYERs. Senator, may I just add to that, too?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MYERS. The Department of Agriculture has just issued a
report that indicates that not only are those facts accurate, but
that in 1985 that percentage dropped further to 29 percent. So, in
just the last decade we have a dec':ne from 36 percent to 29 percent, a rather precipitous drop.
Mr. WiloN. Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wilson,
Mr. WILSON. Thank you, sir. We are talking Federal in that example.
The CIHAINIAN. No, well, I don't know about his, but I was talking Federal and State in mine.

Mr. W1lSON. For Federal, State, and local, our data would suggest 50 percent of the final selling price ends up in the hands of tax
collectors, somewhere or other.
Mr. OSTER. That was true, Senator, in 1954. However, my figures
suggest that the combined take of Federal and State excise taxes in

1J84 is only about 32 percent.
The (C'HARMAN. Well, that is the exact figure, :31.8, that I have
from the C'ongression-il Budget Office.
Mr. OSTER. Those are the same as my figures.
Mr. MYERS. In the I)epartment of Agriculture figures that I
quoted you. it included all excise taxes.
The CIAIRMAN. And in 1985 it would have been down slightly.
Mr. MYERS. Down to 29 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. Other questions?
Senator DANFORTH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Danforth.

Senator DANFORTH. Do all of you agree that an increase in the
excise taxes affects cigarette consumption?
Mr. OSTER. I do.
Mr. WILSON. I certainly agree, Senator.
Mr. MYERs. I think we all do, Senator.
Mr. WILSON. It declines.
Senator DANFORTH. And therefore, the argument that, "Well, an
excise tax is just passed on to the consumer"-it is more than just
passed on to the consumer; an excise tax increase does reduce sales
of the commodity on which there is an excise tax?
Mr. OSTER. Unquestionably.
Mr. WILSON. Absolutely right, sir. The last time that the excise
tax was increased, in 1983, as you recall it was doubled to 16 cents,
the industry volume decline was 6 percent, followed by 2 years of 2
percent declines. We would estimate the same this year. The industry will not recover from that event.
Senator DANFORTH. I don't want to just get into a roundtable on
it, but as I understand it, that is the consensus.
I want to ask one other question of Dr. Oster and Mr. Myers.
You are each representatives of organizations that are opposed to
smoking, is that right?
Mr. MYERS. I am.
Mr. OSTER. I am not.

Oster?
Senator I)ANFORTH. Oh. What areyou, Mr.
Mr. OSIR. I m a health and medical economist with a research
organization in Boston, and I have done quite a bit of worry on the
economic impart of'smoking and smoking-related diseases.
Senator DANFORTtH.Well, do y.u have a view on smoking?
- have many views on smoking.
Mr. OSTR.
Senator IANFORTH. But other than a personal view. You are not

here to represent any view, pro or con, ,:m smoking?
Mr. ()STF:R. I am not here to represent any view, pro or con, with
rV

respect to smoking.
Se-nator DANFORT1. But, Mr. Myers. you are, correct?
Mr MymtRs. I certainly am.
Senator DANF010ii. All right. Well, let me ask you this: In your

opinion, is it smoking itself that is the problem, or is it smoking in
excess? That is, is moderate smoking something that is permissible? Well, everything is permissible; but, as far as you are concerned, is there a distinction between smoking in excess and smoking in moderation?
Mr. MYERS. Unlike with alcohol, it is the very act of smoking
which is harmful to health. There is no such thing as a safe level of
smoking. To the best of our knowledge, any smoking increases your
risk of lung cancer, heart disease, and a variety of other diseases.
Senator DANFORTI. And that, in your opinion, is the difference
between smoking and alcohol'?
Mr. MYERS. It certainly is.
The CHAIRMAN.

Other questions?

No response.]

The CHAIRMAN. If not--

Senator SYMMS. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, I'm sorry. Senator Symms.
Senator SyMMS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. Myers
just one question.
If the tax system is to be used to curtail the consumption of some
products because of allegations about their being injurious to
health, and so forth, are there other products in addition to tobacco
that that should be extended to?
Mr. MYERS. Let me suggest, Senator, that cigarettes are unique
in our society. Cigarettes are the only product that, when consumed as intended by the manufacturer, cause the diseases about
which we are concerned.
Further, let me add, there is no product about which we know
more scientifically as it relates to the health consequences of that
product than cigarettes.
So, what this committee does for cigarettes can be looked at in
isolation. We are talking about a human toll for cigarettes alone
that far exceeds anything else in terms of a public health hazard in
this country.
Senator &SYMMS.So, you say there is nothing else? You would just
limit it to cigarettes?
Mr. MYERS. What I am saying to you is that I am concerned
about the problems of smoking. I am not taking a position with
regard to other products. But I am saying to you, also, that cigarettes are unique in our society.
Senator SyMMS. Does anybody else want to comment on that?
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Mr. Wil(SON. Yes. Senator. On behalf of the tobacco industry, I
would just like to say that Mr. Myers' position, as far as we are
concerned, is totally unfounded. And obviously, we do not agree
with it.
Mr. BL.ALOC. There are studies to the contrary of some of the
Conclusions that Mr. Myers and others have stated. I think it is unfortunate the committee did not have a chance to hear some of
tIhevse.

A

We looked at this bill as strictly a revenue bill, not as a bill desigwd for
01eha'iovr modification, which is what Mr. Myers is talking alboUt.
As al example of' the impc t on our industry, we have a clear
one as to what it will do to farmers from the doubling of the excise
ax in 19S2 'lThe following 3 years the Stabilization Corp., which
r'tun1s a1loan programir for tolbaco, received the largest amounts of
tob cco ini the history of' the program. Ilad it not been for the
reform) bill that Senator Izackwood and others were instrumental
in getting through, I think the Tobacco Program would have gone
b-inkrupt in 198G.
Mr. MYIs. Senator Symms, may I just comment on that? Mr.
Blalock is shooting his arrows in the wrong direction; he should be
shooting them a little bit to the right toward Mr. Wilson. Tobacco
I'firmers have suffered difficult tines, but the culprit lies in the decision oftthe cigarette manufacturers to dramatically increase the
level (f tobacco they inl)orted from abroad, up to a third of each
cigarette. And further, the 1!)2 example is a good one. Between
August 1PI,2 and June 19M8, cigarette manuficturers increased
their prices six times. That increase was a full 20 percent over and
above -any excise tiax inereise.
The CliAIRMAN. Any other questions?
SNo response.]
The ('CHAIRMAN. If not, gentlemen, thank you very much.
Next, let us take Mr. F.A. Meister, Mr August A. Busch, Mr.
Tony l)ebevc, and )r. Michael Jacobson.
Sen tor SYMMS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask unanimous
consent to place in the record a statement by a very distinguished
former official at the Treasury department , Under Secretary of the
Treasury Normal Turee.
This statement was published on March '24, and it is a very
adroit criticism of the excise tax provisions in the markup vehicle.
The publication, "The Economic Policy Bulletin" of the Institute
for Research & Economics of Taxation, is well worth the committee's attention, and I would like to ask unanimous consent that Dr.
Turee's statement will be placed in the record at the appropriate
place.

The

CHAIRMAN.

Without objection.

Mr. Meister, why don't you go right ahead?
Mr. MEISTER. Thank you.
[Dr. Turee's statement from "The Economic Policy Bulletin" fol-

lows:I
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Senate Finance Committee Chairman Packvood's proposed
excise tax and tariff changes would intensify the
seriously adverse economic effects of these taxes.
These cbanges would impair productivity, cost jobs end
income, and vaste our economic resources.
Selective excises not only burden purchasers of the
taxed products and services, even more seriously they
distort the use of production resources. resulting in
Those
les productive use of labor and capital.
supplying these production resources sustain losses in
Income end wind up in production activities to which
they are less well rewarded in real terms. The entire
economy suffers from the dislocations resulting from
selective excises.
Senator Packwood's proposal to tax
alcohol, tobacco. and motor fuels on the basis of their
prices rather than. as at present. on the basis of
physical quantities would result in increases In these
Under present law. the
taes as their prices rise.
adverse effects of these taxes declines as the prices
This erosion of the
of the taxed items increase.
If implemented*

economic disadvantages of selective taxes would be lost

as a result of the proposed change.

By denying the deductibility of Federal excise taxes in
computing a business's taxable income, the true rate
thereby
of these excise taxes would be increased,
it
intensifying their adverse effects on the economy.
the same time. nondeductibility of these taxes Would

increase the income tax rate on the true net income of
Instead of contributing to
the affected businesses.
attalment of a level playing field, ostensibly a major
objective of the current tax reform effort. this change
would riddle the playing field with tax differential
potholes.

MnacsW Vrl acHtnq Or views of
wflte e *1(005 co
as IVMan actmp :o " or mosr me panne Ofany omceftre Co nvs
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Even worse, the Psckviod proposal would attribute
taxable Income at least equal to their excise tag
liabilities to businesses even If

they had no taxable

income, indeed, even if
they sustained substantial
losses. Tauing phantom income would be the ultimate to
an Orwelltn 1984 tat policy.
The proposed ecise changes would raise anO estilted
$77 billion in tax revenues over the rirst five years.
offsetting a significant part of the revenue
oassa
from tat rate reductions
increases in the personal
eemptions$ and other
revenue-losing income
tax
changes. The proposed exise0 tax obsges would be a
major element in a tat redistribution program. with
those supplying the labor and capital services used in
producing escise-toted items bearing additional taxes
to provide lower totes for others.

The proposed excise tar changes would be a large step
backwaras in tax policy.
They should be deleted from
the tat reform package.
Introduction

In the summary of his tax reform proposals presented on March 13,
1986,
Senate Finance Committee Chairman Robert Packwood recommended a number of major and drastic changes in the present
income tax treatment of excises.
Chairman Packwood proposed to
oisallow the deductibility of all excises and tariffs by business
Income taxpayers; he also proposed to impose the excise taxes on
alcohol. tobacco. and motor fuels on the value of these products,

I.e. , on an ad valorem basis, rather than# as at present. on the
tasis of some physical volume measure of them, i.e., on an ad rem
basis. and to raise the rate of the excise o
eqtvaient to that now imposed on beer.

wine to make

it

These measures would increase the revenues from excise taxes and
.ar;ffs ty an estimated $77 billion over the first
five years in
n.:cr. tnese cnanges would be effective.
Roughly $62 billion

would cope from the excise taxes and about $15 billion from the
nonecutiti;ity of tariffs.
These revenue additions would be
among tne largest of those proposed in the Chairman's tax reform
;aeage.
Pe av5e ttat package is alleged to be revenue neutral
.. er tn.e f e- .ear revenue protection period, these additional
- .#-"
-. at
are to te Le! to help offset the revenue
'!ses es ";atedto result from the proposed reductions in indiv:Iua; and corporate income tax rates# the increases in the
personal exemptions and standard deductions for individual taxpayers, and from a number of other proposed income tax revisions.
As a result. these additional excise tax and tariff
revenues
w-. d te cne of the major elements in effecting 8 substantial
.: r.cf tax
laOi.:t;es througrout the U.S. economy.
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Just as

significant,

this huge

Increase

in excise and tariff

revenues over the amounts that would be retained under present
law during the revenue Pro:ection period w6ud be a sharp reversol of the treno of recent years. For many years. Federal budget

receipts from excise taxes and tariffs hove accounted for a
decreasing fraction of total Federal budget receipts. In fiscal
year 1940# excise tax and tariff receipts were 32 percent of all
Federal budget receipts. Excise tax revenues increased in absolute amount during World War It. both because many additional
eetise taxes were levied and because the aggregate volume of
economic activity expanded rapidly under the wartime forced draft
Excise taxes end tariffs contributed a
economic conditions.
sharply declining share of total Federal tax revenues, however.
because the sharp increase in income tax liabilities very grestly
exceeded the growth in excise tax revenues. Between fiscal years
1950 and 1965, Fedoral excise tax and tariff revenues have fallen
from 19.4 percent of total Federal budget receipts to 6.6
percent.
In the absence of the changes proposed by Chairman
Packwood* the relative contribution of these revenue services, it
is estimated* would fall to 4.4 percent in fiscal 1990. Chairman
Packwood's proposed excise tax and tariff changes would bring
Over the five-year
this wholesome trend to an abrupt halt.
projection period. his proposed changes would boost the share of
total tax revenues accounted for by excise taxes anld tariffs from
about 5.0 percent to about 6.6 percent.
Against all significant criteria of good to policy, the proposed
changes would be a major step backward.
excise tax and tariff
The excise taxes and tariffs in the Federal revenue system are
selective taxes; they are imposed at differing rates on selected
products and services, rather than being levied at the sae rate
on all of the products end services produced and sold in the
economy.
As selective taxes. they have seriously adverse effects
on the economy.
The changes proposed by Chairman Packwood would
intensify these adverse economic effects. Impair the economy's
growth. interfere further with the most productive use of our
production capability, and result in less real wages and less of
all other income throughout the economy. compared with the levels
that would prevail if these excise tax changes were not enacted.
The redistribution of tax burdens that would result from these
tax changes wculd be substantial; there is no reason to believe
that these shifts in tax burdens would conform with any acceptsif
b e standards of either economic efficiency or tax fairness.
the current tax r-orv effort is to extend its reach teycrd tte
income tax. it sncul.: seeK to re,',ce. if nct ccmp.ete:y #Im:nate. selective taxes. not to Increase the:r weight :n the Feder-

al tax system.

The Basic Economics of Excise Taxation
Selective excise taxes are guity of a number of serious fiscal
. e c.ts,.a n ng attriiute of a selective
an economic cr:tes.
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excise t49 is that it raises the cost of the product. service, or
activity @n which it is levied relative to the costs or products.
services. and activities not subject to such taxes.
The consequence Is tirt re;ative costs and prices differ :rom those that
would be determined in the market place by the conditions of
supply and demand.
Selective excise taxes, in other words.
distort the relationships amon$ the market's valuations of goods
and services.
These changes In relative market prices, in turn, lied to changes
In the composition of output and of purchases. if one may tppropriately assume that free markets provide price and cost Informstion that leads to the most effective use or production capability and a composition or output that best and most economically
satisfies our demands, then the price-and-cost-distorting
of selective *etis# must result in a iess effective use effects
of our
production capability and a less satisfying market basket
of
goods and services.
These relative cost and price distortions result because selective excises drive a wedge between the price a buyer must pay for
a product or service subjset to the tax and the price that the
seller of the taseo product or service receives.
An excise tax
imposed on a product or service raises the cost of producing and
selling any given amount of It. If the producer tries to raise
the price of the product or service to cover this additional
cost. purchasers will buy less of It. With a smaller volume of
sales, clearly, total production of the taxed product or service
must sooner or later decline.
A smaller volume of output$ of
course. means that less production inputs are used by producers
of the taxed products or servicess.
As a consequence, total
payments for production inputs decrease. Ultimately, the selective excise shows up in the form or higher marKet prices for the
taxed product or service. a smaller volume or purchases Of these
products or services, hence a smaller volume or their output.
less production inputs dedicated to their output. ard reduced
incomes to those supplying these production Inputs.

A simple example may be helpful in understanding the incidence of

selectIve excises. suppose a widget manufacturer can produce
wiogets at a cost or 510 per widget and requires a markup or 100ii
per widget to earn a profit sufricient to attract and maintain
the capitol resources needed for the most efficient, least costly
prcducticn of 100 widgets.
Suppose. also. that he can sell ICC
WiCgets a. a price of
I.1 ,er w,:.et.
'f an ezo$e cf S' per
w;:get .
levei on tne manrt fact.rer. rait:r.g his tota. pr'.,ction costs to 511. he woui have to raise his price to $12.00 or
reduce his markup.
To the extent he raises his selling price.
Inclusive of the excise tax. above 611. he must be prepared to
suffer a reduction in sales volume.
Very likely. as he reduces
his sales volume. his unit production costs will decline.
At
scre :cwer vo:ume. ,res,;mat:y. he w:':
te ate tc sel: tnat
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volume of widgets it a price sufficient to cover his production
cests. his re wjrel
arwu.
and the selective excise.
Suppose
S
4'.
havingg
'
h1i
S0.50 after the selectrat
;r Ie
is. si.
tive e¢ise is resitted to tre government witn which to pay for
the labor and capital service%. energy supplies. raw materials,
etc. 0 needed to produce. say. 'O widgets that people are willing
to buy at a price of 611.50.
The end result is that widget
buyers now spend 1.035 on widgets instead of 11,100.
Widget
producers. however receive only 1945 of the 11.035, the remaining
590 going to the government.
There is now $55 less income - vages,
s aaries,
zv1encs, etc.
available to those oho
participate in widget production.
Notice what the imposition of the selective excise has done.
it
has led widget buyers to cut their purchases and to reduce their
total outlays for widgets. presumably allocating more of their
incomes to the purchase of other products and services.
It has
also led widget producers to cut beck on their output# hence on
their purchases of the production inputs that go into manufacturing widgets; total payments by widget producers for these production inputs are also reduced.
To be sure, the price of widgets
n
vne ;, ty scme fracti:r cf the seectlve excise tax imposed
Cn them. an waCget tuyerS rave been induced thereby to shift to
scme other market tasket of products and services than the one
they found most sat1sfring before the excise tax was imposed; for
widget buyers. one must presume. the new market basket is somewhat less satisfying than the original one.
But the major Init.aZ Lurlen of the selective excise tax on widgets clearly has
been borne by thcse supplying the production inputs to widget
manufacturers.
In fact. the story about the incidence of the selective excise
Ioesr't end here.
Many of the production Inputs used in manufacturing widgets may be sore or less specialized In widget productton. at least for *coe period of time.
To the extent that the
amount of these production inputs used in widget manufacturing is
reduced as a result of the levying of the excise tax, they are
.:xey t:; rema.
i .e -nti; they can be adapted to other production
.ses.
7re wi'get emp:c-yees whc are let go when widget
output is reduced in response to the imposition of the excise may
te cut of dork for :ome time until they acquire new skills or
.ocate otner ,cts in whicn they can use their existing skills.
3.;t *e~
;r::..;,
t'a' :n wioget manuf~ctur~ng.
In time.
;~ ~az:.
~.s
r~ct~rejeasel
frcm w'.oget marnufac- ...;
.# .
:;t:,"
.rP
o: prod..ct;o-.
Zn orre case ,
c -. r -r..y if 'e ra*-Ps cf payment fcr tne:e inputs and
fcr a.. of tne input! in .nese other production lines are less
they otherwise would be.
As widget purchasers change the composition of their purchases.
tuv:n; fewer
e
ad a 'arger vollme of otter products and
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end services ore likely to increase, requiring
larger amounts of
the prodct:on inputs used in their production.
Of course.
reallocating production Inputs from one use
another is nct
costless.
The coats of changing the use of toproduction
inputs
Should be included among the burdens of selective
excises.
Sooner or later, then, the selective
excise
widgets also shows
up In distortions of outputs end inputs end on
in Incomes elsewhere
in the economy.
Customs duties create similar distortions.
imported raw materials. imported manufactured These taxes make
Inputs.
Imported
consumer goods, etc., appear artificially expensive.
Iasxing
that foreign suppliers are unwilling to absorb
themselves, the tariffs handicap American buyers all of the tax
-- producers and
consumers -- by arbitrarily raising the costs
Americans some of the advantages of foreignof imports, denying
trade.
American
consumers era hurt when they buy Imported products
bearing tartffs because the tariffs tend to increase the
prices
or
those
products.
Consumers will also be hurt when they buy American
products that contain some Imported
inputs
because
the
tariffs
raise producVr,-costs; some part of this cost
Increase ultimately shows
up In product prices.

The distortions of output and of input uses
consusmer satisfactions that are imposed by end the losses In
selective excises are serious and substantial the imposition of
Because of the use of selective excises in economic burdens.
system, the economy's production capability Is the nation's tax
less productively
used then It otherwise would be.
Selective excises, In other
words, are fiscal engines of waste.
Wasteful
Inputs reduce the oapscity of the economy to uses of production
grow over time. In
terms of the economic efficiency and growth goals
of tax policy,
therefore, selective excises should not be Included
in the nation's tax system except for the few cases in
which they mignt
conceivably offset structural deficiencies in
the
market
system.
Because those deficiencies are extremely difficult
to identify
and tc measure. it Is highly unlikely that
selective
excises
appropriate for their correction could be designed
with reasonable accuracy.
There are. therefore, virtually no appropriate
uses for selective excise taxes.
Selective excises taxes also rank very low In
terms of the fiscal
crite-:a of "&ocd* taxes. For
tie mcst part. these levies escape
tae
awareness
w:?i
ty thcse wlc rust utirratey tear te~r
rze.
But h;cer, taxes are. f:- Itr.e very fact of
rt!,:r1ty. tad taxes.
If taxes and tax burders are totrneir
enter intc
democratically determined decisions about
how much of the econoicy's production capability is to be made
people must be aware of these taxes and available to government.
painfully conscious of
their burden.
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Assessment of the Proposed Changes 10

soise Taxes and Tariffs

r

Facb.Cod'S proposed revisions Of excise taxes and tarIffs shCuld be evaluated in the light of the basic attributes of

these levies and their assessment
criteria.
indeed.

On

these

grounds,

Although little e reliance

need

the

in terms or fundesertal

proposals

be or

should be

tax

very poorly.

score

placed on tie

estimates or the revenue consequeces of particular tax re'.sl.crs. the magnit de of t ne estimated revenue gains froe Chairmeat
Pockwoo.3s excise end tariff revisions are surely strongly Lndtcative or the severity of these proposed changes.
Virtually on

the grovrds uf these revenue estimates alone, one might well
conclude that the proposed changes would significantly aggravate
the economic disabilities of tne present selective excise tax and
tariff systeM.
If the revenue Lain of 577 billion over the five-

year projection. period is deemed to be a reasonable estimate.
these proposed revisions would Increase revenues from these
sources by about 32 percent over the amounts projected for the
period under present low.
Increasing the average weight of these
taes'ty7 c.ose to one-third is moving In the wrong direction in
the 4ignt of any aipr-Frlate objective of tax reform.
Aart from this consideration, the particulars of the proposed
revisicns are themselves highly objectionable.
Arguments may be
a-4 vanced in the abstract for preferring either an ad valorem or
ad rem Assessrent of select've eAcises.
As a practical matter in
today's fiscal ard economic environment# the proposal to shift
frrcor an ad rem to an ad valorem bests for the excises Imposed an
alccholic beverages, tobacco. ard motor fuels should be seen *a a
mears for obtaining higher tai yields from these products over
..

:scfar

f-.

ev;:'c:t
When

as

tteir

prIces

rise,

without

having

to rely

on

eg.sat1v* enactment of higher tax rates.

Impcsed

oA

an a4

rem baSiS,

selective

excises'

effective

rates decline. in real terms. as the market prices of the taxed
;r~t
and serv.cet
. increase
ts erosion of the real effec- .e rae!e
of
e.'ectie exc.set serves to moderate their adverse

economic consequences.
By converting these taxes to ad valorem
osn
th
reductip ;rn thetr real effective tax rates is
avo-lei, an. tneir 3Cd.erse economic consequences are maintained.
A'.:~
.- ertftr
economic growtfl ard effi-

c' .ect1nar~e,
indeed -f nt
tuch more so, is the proposed
repea. of tne deductlblljty of selective excises and tariffs from
grots irccce ir determining the taxable Inc'me of business Income
tar,;aer!.

try-

:en'y)g ceduct111ity of these levies would
.e:r-;,I
e,
a~ve
e7 :nOmeffect!

~

increase
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ExcIse

taxes

end

tariffs,

no less
costs.
a~~l~ ~costs, raw material than wages energy supply
ccsts, etc.. must be taken
Into CcCcnr8 s cCsts sscicated
with the production and sa'e
the taxed products or services.
of
tion and sales cost, excis* tolesNo les than any other producenter Into a business' decisions about how such of what
to produce and to sell at what
prices.
The Income tax Imposed on buusjness
fCr t he de I ct1on of all costs net income has always provided
incurred in the Processes of
Froductlr and sa~e, although*
to be sure, the manner In which
these deductions have been allowed
has at times been changed
often has not accorded with
the requirements of neutral ar.d
treatment.
tax
But to deny the deductibility
of excite taxes and
tariff
would be to distort the
measurement
of the net income
produc
by a business Just as much
as would denying the
deduct
Ity of payrolls, raw materials,
etc.
Present law Quite correctly Includes
Federal
employment tales es
Part of employees' compensation
and is payroll costs, fully
!;t@1t:
e by tthe emplcyer business In determining
.ncer ire income tax.
These em: loyment taxes are,taxable income
In economic
terms.
selective excises.
virtu aII
Identical in their basic
economic

aI

attributes to any other excise tax
imposed by the Federgovernment.
If tnere were

any economic or fiscal JustifcatLin for refealong the deductibility
by a business Of, Say, the
garcir'e exct3e tax,
there would be no less Justification
repealing
for
the deductibility .'y business
of employment taxes.
RePea: cf employment tax deductibility
would. obviously, have an
encrmcis'y adverse effect on
employment costs, on employment,
on labor income, as well as imposing
and
wrenching distortions of the
,crlPoslt1On -f economic activity.
Repealing
the deductibilit%of
tn,e Fe'*ra: :eiectlve excise
taxes would have very much the
scrt c
same
'
3evastatlng economic effects,
even
if
somewhat
less
severe *n magrnitude.
-e a
*e x-1se taxes !n the
ar:1;e: .rinforrly to al' productionFederal revenue system are riot
services. 'ut are, on the contrary. and sa'es of al, product: add
highly selective, denying
:e t:t
ty of these
would result 'n grossly dlffer the
efectS amcrf busInesses. taxes
ri
Businesses involved heavily in
*-; a-c t
producprzcts
a~d services sut'ec
tO
seective
exc:s•
'
- ...
t
net-f-ax
ccst3 of the~r oeer;-

:
'ec-c
tract
t a
re'at:
tc
tuinesses, as wcull
r.a t
r
their employment of labore and
capital servbres
rC otter production inputs.
Repealing
the deductibility cf
eCxO.e taxes and tarIffs In
tax ;'r~c~e~ huld Intenslfymeasuring taxable Income for Orcome
the distorting effects of trese
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of Excise Taxes: Effects on True
Income Tax and Excise Taxes

Nondeductitility

Packwood Proposal

Present Law

Excise Tax
Effect

Income Tax
effect

5100

5100

100

45
30

45
30

Actual
Equivalent

5
5

5
5

5
7.69

Deductible

5

-

7.69

Gross receipts
Less:

ates of

Cost of goods

Gross profit
Less: Other expenses

45
30

Lx~ise tax:

Taxable income
Income tax # 35 percent
Iota taxes. actual
income tax as percent
of actual net income
of 10
Excise tax as percent of:
gross receipts
actual net income

10
3.50
8.50

15
5.25
10.25

7.31
2.56
10.25

35

52.5

25.6

5
50

50

5

7.69
76.9

Di allowing deductions for excise taxes and tariffs, moreover.
would also increase the rate or income tax actually falling on
tus'ness incomes correctly measured as net of all costs incurred
Equivalently, the repeal of
in tne production of that income.
excise tax deductitility would increase the effective rate of
These effects are highlighted in the hypotnese excise taxes.
thetical case summarized in the following table.
Reea.,ng excise tax diouctlbility would raise the income tax
11otility in this case by 50 percent. from 53.50. under present
to S5.25. or from 5 percent to 52.5 percent of the actual
a.,
Total excise tax plus income tax liabilities
net ;ncome of 610.
If deductibility of excise
tc $10.25.
frci 0 .5 !.afre
increase ter
tiel
;rcrea.:e in tcta. tax 1latl
f! t-

Tne extent of these hidden income tax rate increases would deobvious.y. on the amount of Federal excise taxes and tar,end.
:ffs paic ty a business in relation to its other costs of producn
r v:ewf the very substantial differences
s-:r
d sve .
"
.!
-

!

'Ie

r
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In the weight of these taxes in their total costs,
repeal of the
aejuct l;jty of excises and ta-Iffs
differentially Ircrease from one Ousiness to another the would
actual income tax rates
on correctly measured taxable income.
if the income tax is not to fall with differing weights
on equally profitable business operations merely because
In the extent to which these businesses are exposedof differences
to selective
excise taxes. taxable income must exclude these
excise taxes
Sirdeed, all taxes paid by businesses).
Failure to exclude these
selective excises from taxable income means that the income
tax
itself will intensify the distortions imposed by
the selective
exci ses.
Chairman Packwood's proposal to deny the income tax
deductibility
of excise taxes is confined to Federal excises.
imposed by other governments in the United StatesExcise taxes
would continue to be deductible in computing business presumably
net incom
for Federal income tax purposes.
Distinguishing
tive excise imposed by a state government and between a selecan identical or
similar "excise imposed by the Federal
in terms of
economic effects or the most rudimentary government
principles of tax fairness m'Jst boggle the mind.
It is impossible to find
reason for disallowing the deduction of exc!.se taxesany basis in
imposed by
one level of government while continuing to illow
the deduction
of the same or similar taxes imposed by other governments.
This
is certainly not to suggest that the excise
other governments should be disallowed as well taxes imposed by
loglc. and basic principles of taxation did noteven if reason,
preclude this
result, the new fiscal burdens that would be imposed
on state and
local governments by H.R. 3838 or Chairman Packwood's
proposed
modiftcatios of thbt legIslaticn should do so.
Much has teen maae during the current tax reform
desiraboity of providing a level playing field in effort of the
the tax treatment of businesses with differing kinds of operations,
production inputs. 0ifferng time patterns in tncurring differing
costs and
reaSi6i:ng .ncomes.
etc.
Many of the prQposals
advanced with this purpose in mind would, to be that nave teen
sure. miss the
marK; frary, indeed. would tilt
the playing
against saving
an! investment and riddle tnat playing field field
with the potholes of
:.er ;ri :et tax turens or
o
e--SiS of the o:nds ^f
71,~
e
tt.ey
.2
these miefcr
tre -. ~
e:fectt,
ar;o
tax
in ,resent
;aw 3nc
Ir re
various reform proposals.
The proposed disallowance of ceatctions for Federal excise taxes and tariffs can't
be excused on
these grounds.
y far

tne

cst

racica'.

ir.eel.

astcnishing of trie

:hairnan' s
tn'come tax at the top corpcrate r3te ^.n taxao'e 14ccne
ceetec to
te at
eal
ao
t
te.f
ei:r
e ax
comes.h
p
m
of the actual amounts of their net incomes. This
presumao.'y
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means that. merely by virtue of the fact that it is liable for
payment of excise taxes. a company wilh a net operating loss.
even one many times larger than its excise tax liability. would
have to pretend that it had positive taxable income at least
equal to the excise taxes it must pay and to pay Income tax on
This imputation of taxable Income
this phantom taxable income.
and assessment of Income tax liability where no taxable income
exists is the Orwellian 1984 of tax policy. It could veil serve
as a disastrous precedent for more generally assessing tax libilities without any reference to economic realities.
It seema clear that these proposed excise tax changes were advanced not in the interests of Improving these levies nor in the
They appear to have
Interests of true reform of the income tax.
been advanced merely as devices for raising some substantial part

of the revenues

needed to offset the very large revenue losses

that other features of the tax reform program would entail.

These revenue raisers, moreover. are presumed to be relatively
painless; because they would not fall directly on Individual

income taxpayers as such but on business income taxpayers popular resistance to these tax increases is probably deemed to be
The notion appears to be that only directly affected
slight.
businesses would be Injured by denying deductibility of Federal

excises for income tax purposes.

Although this is clearly not

the case, although the economy as a whole will sustain the losses

imposed

by

aggravating

the

distortions

imposed

by

selective

excises, these losses are not readily apparent and measurable bt
The fact that they escape our awareness
the average individual.
in no way abates the harmful effects Of Chairman Packwood's
proposals.
Some may attempt to justify raising the excise tax cost of the
production and consumption of tobacco products and alcoholic
If a good case could
beverages on sumptuary or health grounds.
be made for transferring responsibility from the individual to
the government for determining 'how much of what kind. if any. of
that fundamental decision surely
these products to consume,
If the
snoula not be made in the Shadow of income tax reform.
Congress wants to raise the real rates or oil of the present
customs duties. it should face the issue of intensified protectionism openly and squarely, not slip it under the tax reform
if a caie could be mace for gearing motor fuels excise
rug.
.ae of mctcr fuels, that decision deserves
te
'..e
*x,
te: -,a:e .r, 'ts cwn merits ano in the open. rot hicoen from
view ty tne Lversna orn& arguments concerning income tax reform
and tee most effective and desirable ways of financing the revenue losers in the income tax reform package.
In this connection, the Issue surely should be forcefully adnd %jzers ef the products and service!
dressed whether Cr~dJers
ncw s..o, ec. :: recera. excse taxation and tariffs snoulc be ir so
!arge and Cisprcportionate a s$are of the burden for financing
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'te rate reductions and other revenue losers in the income tax
reform effort.
Enhancing the real burden of a*le,-tive excise

and tariffs certainly cannot be justified on its own merits.
Asking s0e part of the population to pick up the ohips for
others in order to provide tax reductions and to do so through
the proposed excise and tariff tax changes amounts to a kind or
mindless redistributive tax policy.
Why should people who work
In truck manufacturing, telephone communications, airlines, tire
manufacturing. tobacco. alcoholic beverage, and other excisetaxed Industries pay for the tax reductions of thoce otherwise
employed?
If tax policY is to be applied to the questionable
assignment of redistributing Inccae and wealth among the population, at least It should be done with some clear notion of who
are to be the income transferees and who are to be the transferora.

Apart from these Issues, the likely economic effects of the
proposed excise tax and tariff changes should be given substantial weight in the evaluation or these proposals.
As already
urged. 'the proposed revisions, by increasing the true rates of
the excise taxes and tariffs, and differentially
Increasing
Income tax rates. would significantly enhance excise tax distor-

tions of relative prices and costs,
tion inputs among their alternative
of tetal output and consumption.
difficult to perceive, to identify.

of the allocation of produouses, and of the composition
These distortions, although
and to measure are nonetheless real; the higher the true rate of the excise taxes and
tariffs, the more severe these distortions become.
For this reason, Chairman Packwood's proposed excise tax and
tariff
revisions would, if enacted, seriously impair the efficiency with which the economy would operate. Production activity
wou!d be less productively undertaken.
The loss in productivity
would show up not merely in displacement of employees from their
more productive to les4 productive iobs. but In loss in employment. at least during the transition period, and 1oss in real
wages.
because some of the selective excises rest on products

and services used throughout the business sector. moreover,

the

increase in their true rates resulting from the proposed changes
wculd tend to raise production costs very widely throughout the
economy.
The adverse effects of these increases in costs# though
nct
y&
a rent. weu'
nevertheless be real and woulo be In
tne f:rrs zf .e.s cut;ut. eT;.oyme.t. and rea' irccme than wov.d
;reva:i if these changes were not made.
However useful the purposes to which the addittoosl revenues to
be derived from these excise tax changes might be deemed to be.
tney surely should not be undertaken without & thorough assessrent cf the costs they would inevitably impose.
These costs are
n
reic..
teasurec. tu;
:ney wo.4* be inc.rre: as a result of
Lme enac:.ent of the proposed changes.
Against any relevant
e,---. r:
anc
isca'
criteri3 of taA pc:cy. these costs are

excessive.
The proposed changes in excise taxes and in their
income tax treatment should be rejected.
Ncrian 3. Ture
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STATEMENT O)F F.A. MEISTER, PRESIDENT AND ('IIIEF EXE(''.
TIVE OFFICER. I)ISTIILILEi) SPIRITS ('()ITN(1Il, OF TIlE UNITED)
STATES. INC., WASIINGTON, 1C
Mr. MEisr'v.m. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Fred Meister, president of the Distilled Spirits Council. We
believe that the excise tax proposals would be catastrophic. They
are the equivalent to massive regressive tax increases of 54 percent, hitting hardest at low- and middle-income families. The proposals are radical departures from well-established tax policy, and
as the efficient up-front tax collectors for the Federal Government,
not only do we not make any money from the excise tax, but in
faict it costs us money since we prepay the tax.
The excise tax proposal's both nondeductibility and indexing
would threaten the existence of our industry. If not passed through
to the consumer, our industry, from nondeductibility alone, would
have to pay $1.8 billion more in taxes per year. That is triple our
net income.
Second, each company would face the choice of whether to go
bankrupt or pass the tax increase on to the consumers. Whether
passed on or not, it will mean $8.9 billion in Federal tax increases
on spirits over 5 years. If passed on to the 100 million consumers
who use our product in moderation, it could cost $4.6 billion more
the consumer steps to the cash register.
when
yearthe
each
Third,
spirits
industry sales are down in each of the last 4
years, and we were singled out in the 1984 tax bill for a 19-percent
tax hike. Now, on top of that, the excise tax proposal suggests the
equivalent of a 54 percent increase. That would be a cumulative increase of' 83 percent in our taxes in just 2 years.
Fourth, this bill will result, as written, in the bankruptcy and
closing of the doors of thousands of our small businesses. Our products are principally distributed through mom-and-pop liquor stores
and taverns. The nondeductibility proposal alone could result in
the loss of 23,000 jobs and the possible demise of 10,000 small business establishments. And your staff has provided you with the
impact of the States represented on this committee.
Fifth, no industry, we believe, will suffer as much as ours. We
-ire already the most heavily taxed consumer product in the United
States. The Federal excise tax alone is already 28.5 percent of the
retail price of liquor, as compared to 15.5 for cigarettes, 5.5 percent
for beer, and 1.5 percent for table wine. That is because the alcohol
in spirits is taxed at a rate 4 times higher than beer and 16 times
higher than table wine.
Although expenditures on distilled spirits account for only onethird of alcohol beverages sold in the United States, we pay twothirds of the total Federal excise taxes collected from beverage alcohol.
Finally, we are equally alarmed by the mysterious and as yet unveiled proposal to adjust the rate of excise taxes on alcohol, tobacco, and motor fuels to reflect price changes. Indexing certainly
won't simplify the Tax Code, it certainly won't help fight inflation,
and it does penalize a few industries.
Finally, the Canadian experience with indexing taxes is instructive: between April 1981 and September 1984, the Federal alcohol
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excise tax in Canada was automatically indexed to changes in the
Consumer Price Index for alcohol beverages. The indexing policy
had the following disastrous effects: Federal spirits taxes were
raised five times for a total of 54 percent, retail liquor prices increased almost 50 percent, sales fell 20 percent, 3,200 jobs were
lost, and, most importantly for this committee, tax rate increases
were totally offset by revenue losses.
Because of the unequivocal failure of the policy, the system of indexing was terminated in May 1985.
The liquor industry is traditionally seen as an easy, political hit,
a bottomless pit of money. That is not the case We are a major
and a legitimate industry, providing jobs and indeed billions of dollars of revenues to Federal and state treasuries. Like all industries,
we feel the ebb and flow of' economic tides, and for a number of
years we have felt only the ebb. We are at our lowest point.
We do not ask for special treatment. We pay more than our fair
share now. Just (; months ago you substantially increased that
share only on liquor. There is a limit on our ability to pay. That
limit has already been passed.
The administration spoke this morning about the fact that excises do not keep up with price increases. What was not mentioned
is the fact that we pay $3.3 billion to State revenues, and that we
hav had 6i3 tax increases at the State level. In the last 5 years
alone, 15 of the 20 States of the Senate Finance Committee have
increased taxes at the State level on liquor. So, 49 percent of the
retail price of our product is now composed of Federal, State, and
local taxes.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Busch.
(The written testimony of Mr. Meister follows:]
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STATEMENT 01F At'GST A. BUSCH III, CHAIRMANN (1F THE BOAR)
AN) PRESIDENT. ANIEI'SER-l'S('II ('OS.. INC., ST. LOUIS, MO,
ON BEIIAIF (F TIlE IEER INSTITUTE
Mr. BUscH. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for
holding these hearings.
My name is August Busch, and I am chairman and chief executive of Anheuser-Busch Cos. Our testimony, some 25 pages of it,
has been presented for the record. I will, sir, in less than 5 minutes
give you a summary of our position.
The following nine points are emphasized in the testimony of the
Beer Institute, representing all brewers.
Regarding the excise tax provisions of the tax proposal currently
before your committee, they are:
Eliminating the deductibility of the Federal excise tax would disallow a iiormal business expense that is recognized throughout the
world and increase Federal excise taxes by 54 percent.
It would, in essence. mean that a corporation which collects
money for the Federal G;overnment and does not keep $1 in corporate revenue would pay a tax on a tax.
Excise taxes should not be increased in the name of tax reform.
Their impact on consumers is highly regressive, and their impact
on businesses is highly arbitrary.
Moreover. they are hidden in the purchase price of taxed products and are not readily subject to review by the electorate.
Eighty million working Americans drink beer for social enjoyment and relaxation. Their taxes should not be increased.
Senator Sy.tMs. flow many did you say, Mr. Busch?
Mr. BUscHi. Eighty million Americans, Senator.
Some people claim that a sales decline would result and therefore help combat alcohol abuse. But it is simplistic to assume that
abusers will be discouraged by price. In reality, it will be the average working man and woman who are responsible beer drinkers
who will be forced to reduce the amount that they purchase because of' higher prices, sir.
The beer excise tax provisions would generate $1.2 billion for the
Treasury annually; but, since the cost will be built into the price of
beer at the brewery, it would be marked up by wholesalers and retailers and ultimately cost the consumers $2.5 to $3 billion annually, or more than twice as much as the Government would realize
through the measure. Such a price increase-8 0 cents to $1 per
case-to the consumer would be expected to reduce industry sales
by 3 percent, or the equivalent of the entire sale of beer in the
entire State of New Jersey.
Higher excise taxes would be highly detrimental to the brewing
industry and, through it, to the economy in general.
Brewing is an overwhelmingly American industry and provides
jobs for 190,000 U.S. workers and farmers.
Beer sales have been flat to down for the past several years.
Higher prices would inevitably reduce sales and cost thousands of
jobs.
This provision would create an effective corporate income tax
rate on industries required to act as tax collectors, far in excess of
the maximum 35 percent rate suggested in the draft bill.
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At Anheuser-Busch it would mean an approximate 60 percent
corporate tax rate.
Indexing beer excise taxes to price increases would magnify the
problems over time.
And finally, Senator, by raising the excise rate on wine to a level
comparable to that of beer, the draft bill appears to endorse the
mistaken notion that beverages should be taxed on the basis of alcohol content. Beer, wine, and liquor are different products with
different physical and social characteristics, and different consumers. Their contributions to our Nation's economy vary widely.
Proven long term Federal and State policies that recognize these
differences and have done so ftr more than 200 years should not be
discarded in the name of tax reform.
The draft bill sets a bad precedent, would disrupt several major
U.S. industries, and does not qualify as tax reform. We think it
should be rejected.
Again, I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity
to appear here today.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Debevc.
IMr. Busch's written prepared testimony follows:]
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INTRODUCTION
The tax proposal prepared by the U.S. Senate Finance
Committee staff (Staff Option) raises several issues of vital
concern to the Brewing Industry. If enacted, the plan now
before the Committee would restructure the brewing industry
in basic and damaging ways, and penalize the more than 80
million Americans who consume its products.
o

Specifically:

Elements of the plan which would eliminate the ability of
brewers and others who collect excise taxes for the
federal government to deduct those funds from their
taxable income, and similar treatment of tariff collections, constitute a hidden, discriminatory, regressive
and inefficient form of tax increase.

o

Indexing federal excise tax rates for beer and other
alcohol beverages, tobacco and gasoline would simply
magnify the negative effects of the tax reform proposal
over time, continually increasing a tax burden that falls
disproportionately on America's working men and women -low- and middle-income families who are already paying
their fair share of taxes.

o

By raising the excise tax rate on wine to a level

comparable to that of beer, the proposal appears to
endorse the mistaken notion that beverages should be
taxed on the basis of their alcohol content, rather than
on how and when they are consumed, and by whom.
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Tax reform may be a worthwhile qoal.

In fact, many members

of our industry have voiced support for the House tax reform
bill, which spreads the tax burden throughout all of
corporate America rather than focusing on one qroup of
industries.
But due to the concerns cited above, the Staff Option under
consideration cannot be considered a reform measure. It
would set damaging precedents and dislocate proven federal
tax policy. This proposal increases regressive, hidden and
inefficient taxes in order to decrease the government's
reliance on more proqressive tax provisions. As such, it is
basically and essentially flawed.
TUE PROPOSAL DOEtS NOT CLOSE TAX WOIXOLES •..
IT RkI$El FID,,AL E18Xl

TAX

ATI

Proponents of the Staff Option claim that it qualifies as a
reform measure, in part because it closes an alleged *tax
loophole" by eliminating the deductibility of federal excise
taxes. In fact, excise taxes are recognized throughout the
world as a legitimate business expense. By disallowing their
deductibility, the Staff Option vould effectively raise all

federal excise taxes by 54 percent.
o Under current tax law, a business whose products
subject to excise taxes can maintain its after-tax
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position by increasing the price of its product by the
amount of the tax. That is because the business collects
the tax, pays 100% of it to the Treasury, and then
deducts these payments from its taxable income.
o

But under the proposed Staff Option, all excise taxes
collected by a business vould be subjected to a 35%
corporate tax rate, since the funds passed on to the
federal government could no longer be deducted. To
maintain its after-tax position, a business would be
forced to increase its prices by 54 cents for each $1 in
excise taxes.

By treating excise tax collections as if they are real income
for producers, rather than taxes which the federal government
requires producers to collect, the Staff Option indulges in a
damaging and unfair fallacy which creates an astonishing tax
precedent.

For if excise taxes -- over which producers have

no control -- are disallowed as a cost for income tax
purposes, the deductibility of all other legitimate business
expenses is then at risk.

brewing industry practices dramatically illustrate the
economic fallacies of the Staff Option proposal. Drivers
collect a $9 per barrel federal excise tax from their
wholesalers when the product is invoiced and leaves the
bravery premises.

That amount is paid every two weeks, via

electronic funds transfer, by the brewer to the Treasury.
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Thus, the brewer functions solely as a collecting agent for
the government.

In fact, brewers must employ people to

manage the tax accounting and payments, and are subject to
harsh penalties if any errors occur.

By eliminating the excise tax deduction, this proposal -described as "closing a loophole" -- in reality levies a tax
on a tax and penalizes those businesses

singled out to

provide a tax collection service for the government.

It

would establish income tax rates on the effected industries
far in excess of the 35% maximum that would purportedly
result from this plan.

For example, the Beer Institute

estimates that if the Staff Option were imposed, the
effective corporate income tax rate on the nation's five
largest brewers would be approximately 65 percent.

EXCISE TAXES
TO GENI3AT

AN UNBOUND WAY
REVZU

Claims that the Staff Option constitutes tax reform are
particularly ironic when the proposal is seen for what it
truly is

Indeed,

--

an excise tax increase, not a loophole closer.

few methods of generating revenue are more regres-

sive, more discriminatory, or less accountable to voters.
That is why excise taxes have been criticized by experts from
across the political spectrum.

For example, the Institute

for Research on the Economics of Taxation found that:
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"Solective excises should not be employed merely to raise
revenue. These taxes are distortionary and, given the
current emphasis on broad-based, comprehensive neutral
tax systems, the use of excises purely for revenue
purposes would be a giant step backwards." (Institute for
Research on the Economics of Taxation, Economic Report
*7, Oct. 29, 1981).

Similarly, Citisens for Tax Justice, a labor-supported public
advocacy group, attacked the proposal under current
consideration as "nothing but a huge consumption tax that
will fall heavily on middle- and low-income families," (Rjy
YgL Time,

March 17, 1986).

Harvey Galper, a tax economist
with the Brookings Institution, commented on the pending
proposal:

"I really think there is a truth-in-packaging

problem here." (The Washington Pont, March 19, 1986).

Excise taxes have several major flaws that make them very
undesirable as a means of generating revenue.

Excise taxes are based on consumption patterns,
not on the taxpayer's ability to pay.

As such,

they are highly regressive.
It is false to think that excise taxes are levied on
individual industries, or even on specific products. They
are levied on the people who consume those products. The
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inequities of excise taxation are emphasized by focusing on
is taxed.
Xh2 is being taxed, rather than X
In the case of beer, the U.S. Department of Labor Statistics
(Bureau of Labor Statistics, Consumer Exenditur SUrvey,
1980-81) reports that households with incomes in the $20,000
to $25,000 range spend more than 50% of their alcohol

beverage budget on beer.

Conversely, those with family

incomes of more than $50,000 spend only about 25% of their
alcohol beverage budgets on beer.

Two-thirds of all beer

consumed in the U.S. is purchased by families with incomes of
$30,000 or less.

Since beer is most popularAmong American working men and
-

women, tax policies that raise the price of beer are highly

regressive and place an unfair burden on people who are
already paying their fair share.

In fact, raising the excise

taxes on beer is one of the single most regressive aspects of
the Staff Option.

Excise taxes in general fall disproportionately on low- to

moderate-income families.

Therefore, increased reliance on

excise taxes would severely erode the tax benefits intended
for such groups as proposed by the Staff Option. This would
ultimately make our tax code more regressive, rather than
For example, a recent study reports that:
less.
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"For individual taxpayers in the aggregate, the excise tax
and tariff provisions would wipe out almost half of the
income tax reduction promised by this plan. The effect
by income class would be very uneven. Those in the
highest bracket would lose in this way only 6 percent of
their income tax reduction whereas those in the lowest
bracket would lae more than 60 percent of theirs."
(deSeve Economics, April, 1986).
The overall impact of the proposal would be to give the
biggest tax breaks to the people who already have the most.
That hardly qualifies as tax reform.

Rzoise taxes disrupt the workings of the free
marketplace* imposing a penalty on the producers,
distributors and consumers of one class of products
relative to the rest of the economy.
As reported in a recent assessment of the proposal currently
before the Finance Committee:
"If one may appropriately assume that free markets provide
price and cost information that leads to the most
effective use of production capability and a composition
of output that best and most economically satisfies our
demands, then the price-and-cost-distorting effects of
selective excises must result in a leas than effective
use of our production capability and a less satisfying
market basket of goods and services." (Institute for
Research on the Economics of Taxation, Economic Policy
Bulleti

22, March 24, 1986. Emphasis added).

0
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Based in part upcn its excise tax provisions, the Staff
Option has been highly criticized for its potentially disruptive impact on the nation's economy.

For example, the Center

for the Study of American Business found that the plan would:
-...

retard investment, slow economic growth and raise

unemployment. If the Federal Reserve made no attempt to
cushion the economy from the effects of the proposal,
real GNP in 1991 would be 2.1% lower than under current
law, and the civilian unemployment rate would be 1.3
percentage points higher." (Prakken, et al, March, 1986).
Excise taxes reflect the Congress's idea of how the market
should work --

not how it would work if left unhindered by

artificial restraints.

To fully appreciate the extremely arbitrary nature of excise
taxes, it should be remembered that since 1951 federal excise
taxes have been rQvt

from such items as furs, jewelry,

perfume, silver bullion and slot machines.

But they remain

on such products as beer, gasoline, tires, hunting and
fishing equipment, long distance telephone service and
airline tickets.

Indeed, one must wonder why excise taxes

are sometimes described as "luxury" taxes.

The brewing industry offers a telling example of the

distortionary effects of excise taxes.

Every time one of

America's 80 million beer drinkers buys a six-pack, he or she
pays about three times more tax than when purchasing other
goods which have no excise taxes.

Beer drinkers already pay
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$1.6 billion each year in fdal excise taxes, plus $1
billion annually in stato excise taxes and license fees, plus
another $1.5 billion in
and local sales taxes. The
average price of a six-pack of beer includes more for taxes
than for agricultural raw materials and labor -- combined.
Certainly,

increased reliance on a tax that arbitrarily gives
some industries an advantage over others does not constitute

tax reform.

Excise taxes are 11hidden" from the view of
taxpayers in the price of products they
purchase every day.
Chief Justice John Marshall once commented that "... the
power to tax involves the power to destroy." That is why it
is universally agreed that hidden taxes are bad taxes.
Taxpayers cannot hold their legislators accountable if they
are unable to readily determine how much money the government
is taking out of their pocket, and then assess if that level
is justified.

But, by decreasing reliance on personal income taxes (which
are fully visible to the taxpayer) in favor of excise taxes,
this proposal makes government loss, rather than more,
accountable.

Taxpayer concerns about government waste and
accountability should not be blindsided by such a hidden tax
increase in the name of reform.
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For these three reasons --

the reqressiveness of excise

taxes, their disrupti-e impact on the marketplace, and the
fact that they are concealed from taxpayers --

excise taxes

should not be increased in the name of tax reform ...
any other reason.

or for

In fact, true tax reform should reduc

government reliance on excises in favor of broader-based and
more equitable means of raising revenue.

BREWING INDUSTRY IMPACT
OF THIS TAX PROPOSAL
To fully understand the potential impact of the current tax
reform proposal on the brewing industry -the U.S. economy as a whole --

and through it, on

several factors must be taken

into account:
o

Brewing is an overwhelmingly American industry, with
approximately 95% of all the beer consumed in this
country produced by U.S. brewers.

The industry's s

contribution to the U.S. economy is substantial,
including almost $5.5 billion in annual expenditures for
packaging and agricultural products alone.

More than 43,000 Americans work in breweries, another
87,000 work for beer wholesalers, and hundreds of
thousands of persons derive their income in whole or in
part from the more than 500,000 licensed retail outlets
that sell beer.

Additionally, almost 19,000 American
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farmers derive their income from supplying the brewing

industry with raw materials, and more than 34,000 persons
work for companies ttat provide the industry with

necessary supplies cf cans and bottles.
In all, almost 190,000 Americans gain their livelihood
!

_d~r1CS
from the brewing industry --

employees.
o

not counting retail

(Weinberg & Associates, 1985).

Brewing industry sales have been flat to down for the
past five years. In 1985, total sales increased by twotenths of one percent -- but sales by domestic brewers
declined by 400,000 barrels.

slowly declining.

Per capita consumption is

More than 30 American breweries have

closed since 1977, and the industry has lost more than
4,000 jobs. The Staff Option would terribly disrupt an
industry that is already facing economic hard times.
o

Beer consumers are overwhelmingly working men and women,
with two-thirds of American beer sales accounted for by
families with annual incomes of $30,000 or less. This
segment of the population has benefited from many federal
programs that are now being reduced or eliminated. They
have benefited the least from tax measures adopted over

the past several years.

They should not be asked to bear

an additional and discriminatory tax burden.
Given all of these factors, it can be seen that the proposal
under consideration by the Finance Committee would have a

62-214 0 - 86 - 8
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wide-ranging ...

industry.

and damaging ...

impact on a major American

For inevitably the measure would cause higher

prices, reduced sales and increased unemployment.

TIE IMPACT O TKI PROPOSAL
ON TIE PRICE O BAER
Beer excise taxes are one of the most inefficient methods of
generating government revenue ever devised.

The Beer Institute estimates that the tax proposal under
consideration would increase federal revenue derived from the
sale of beer by approximately $1.2 billion a year.

For the

following reasons, America's beer consumers would end up not
only paying that amount ...

o

but much more.

By eliminating the deductibility of excise taxes
collected by brewers for the federal government, the
taxable income of all brewers would immediately increase
by about $1.6 billion.

The Beer Institute estimates that

this would increase the taxable income of the nation's
brewers by an amount that is two to three times more than
their current net profits.
o

Even at a 35% tax rate, such a large increase would
completely eliminate the profttabilitv of most brewers,
and shrink the profits of the few remaining producers
almost to the vanishing point.

To remain whole, every

brewer would have to raise prices.
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While the tax reform proposal as applied to the brewing
industry would generate approximately $1.2 billion in
additional revenue, its impact on consumers would be more
than twice that amount.

That is because the tax is levied at

the brewer level, and becomes subject to normal business
markups at the wholesaler and retailer links of the
distribution chain.

Brewing is an intensely competitive industry.

The mechanics

of the marketplace strongly encourage brewers, wholesalers
and retailers to keep prices as low as possible.

Indeed, the

consumer price of beer has consistently increased less than
the Consumer Price Index.

Historically, brewers have simply folded the cost of any
excise tax increases into their existing price structure on a
dollar-for-dollar basis, without additional marku.

Markups

have not been necessary since -- thanks to the deductibility
provisions of the tax code -- excise taxes are simply a
financial "pass-through" for brewers.

However, since the excise tax is an intrinsic part of the
wholesaler's basic cost structure, it will be marked up if
market conditions permit.

But if the law of supply and

demand forces the wholesaler to simply pass through the tax
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increase, he will incur additional inventory costs and sales
losses, without recouping those expenses.

Similarly, retailers base their markup on the total cost of
the products they buy, of which the federal excise tax is a
part.

From the retailers' perspective, when an excise tax
To maintain their

goes up, all they see is a price increase.

profitability, they will mark up their increased costs if
market conditions allow.

Thus, by the time the tax reaches the consumer, it has
usually been marked up twice -- and it
large as it was at the brewer level.

is more than twice as
As a result, the total

consumer cost of this tax proposal would not be $1.2 billion
--

but $2.5 to $3 billion per year.

TIE PROPOSALB'

IMPACT ON

DEER SALES AND INDUSTRY IMPLOYXENT
Economists have long studied how sales of various products -including beer -- respond to price increases.

Using commonly

accepted approaches, the price increases necessitated by the
current proposal are expected to decrease brewing industry
sales by about 3% during the first year.

This is a non-

recoverable loss that would eliminate from 75 to 80 million
cases from the industry's total volume.

This amount exceeds

the industry's total annual sales in New Jersey (its 9th
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largest market) ...

and is three times the total annual beer

sales for the entire state of Oregon.

Some have argued that by driving down consumption, higher
excise taxes would help solve the problem of alcohol abuse.
This is a gross oversimplification.

Manipulating the tax

code to increase the price of alcohol beverages will penalize
the responsible drinker but leave the abusive drinker's
behavior unchanged.

Higher taxes may cause abusive drinkers

to switch to cheaper products, but will not solve abuse.

As

noted in a study published by the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,
"...

attempts to reduce overall consumption by limiting

availability via a tax or price policy could well be
least effective with precisely those who are abusing
alcohol." (Jessor & Jessor, 1980. Authors' emphasis).
Thus, the higher excise taxes proposed in the Staff Option
will not reduce abusive drinking.

But these tax increases

will cause decreases in consumption among responsible
drinkers for whom the tax hike causes budget problems.

Two

additional factors will magnify this effect:
o

First, the consumer price of beer includes substantial
costs for transporting raw materials to the brewery and
for shipping bulky finished goods through the
distribution chain.

The Staff Option will raise

transportation costs by raising the price of truck fuels,
tires, parts and fees. Thus, the measure will create
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significant "ripple" effects and further increase the
price of beer (and many other goods).
o

Second, since excise taxes fall disproportionately on
middle- and low-income consumers -- who comprise a very
large portion of the beer drinking public --

the

purchasing patterns of this group could be changed in
drastic and unanticipated ways.

For example,

if a

consumer earns $30,000 a year, uses a light truck for
work, likes to hunt and fish, and drinks one six-pack of
beer each weekend ...

how will the cumulative impact of

this tax package affect his overall buying habits?

This

cannot be estimated with precision, but there is little
doubt that the disruption to the marketplace would be
substantial.
Brewing industry jobs would be lost to the tax proposal under
consideration ...

and the following factors indicate that the

number is unacceptably high:
o

Overall industry employment has been declining slowly for
the past several years.

o

In recent years, major breweries have been closed in
Wisconsin, Michigan and Ohio ...

and in 1985, industry

plant utilization rates stood at 85 percent.
o

Total industry sales are expected to grow only slightly
over the next several years -- if federal excise taxes
are not raised.

The substantial price increase that
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would result from the Staff Option, plus the plan's
indexing proposal, would more than eliminate these gains.
Thus, after several years in which sales have been flat to
down, additional volume declines would lead immediately and
inevitably to lost jobs --

almost 6,000 jobs, if

dropped by the same percentage as industry sales.

employment

These

victims of "tax reform" would certainly have every reason to
hold Congress responsible.

While the large brewers might well be forced to reduce
employment, the situation is much worse for small brewers.
Since their operating profits are already among the lowest in
the industry, and significant productivity improvement would
be unacceptably expensive, many would find it difficult to
survive.

"Tax reform" may close the doors of many small

brewers.

And closed breweries, and unemployed workers, pay

n2 taxes and are a drain on government.

INDZZXNG 3UR XZCIBI TAXIS:
INBTITUTIONALISZING 11GIR3

PR.TCN

Levying taxes is one of the most important and far-reaching
responsibilities of government -- and one that should not be
put on "automatic pilot."

But the proposal under consideration would do precisely that,
indexing the excise tax rate for beer, wine, spirits,
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gasoline and tobacco to price increases.

Whenever prices go

up on these products, taxes on their consumers will increase
as well.

This would not only sustain the negative effects of

higher excise taxes discussed earlier in this testimony -- it
would actually increase then over time.

Under a straightforward indexing scheme, the excise tax on
beer drinkers would be 634 higher in 1996 than it is today it
the tax rate grew 5% annually over the next decade.

But

thanks to the non-deductibility provisions of the tax
proposal, the actual increase would be much higher.

It is instructive to note that Canada imposed an indexed
excise tax system on its brewing industry in 1960, and
abandoned the arrangement five years later.

During the five

years preceding indexed excise taxes, beer prices had been
tracking below the CPI.

During the five years of indexing

this relationship was reversed.

Ard, the Canadian situations

during indexinq would have been much worse had the
deductibility of their excise taxes been disallowed.
In addition to disruption of the affected industries,
indexinq is simply bad public policy.
o

Consider that:

Indexing relieves Congress of the necessity of voting for
significant tax increases,
to their constituents.

and of defending their actions
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o

Indexing guarantees Congress automatic revenue growth,
whether or not additional revenue is actually needed.
Incentives for fiscal restraint are eliminated.

If the federal tax on beer drinkers does not automatically
increase, does that mean that they are getting a "free ride"?
Absolutely not.

Since 1951, state and local tax revenue

derived from beer sales has increased by approximately 564%,
reaching a level of $2.5 billion in non-federal excise taxes
and sales taxes.

Moreover, this revenue is of great importance to state
governments.

Colorado Governor Richard D. Lamm, lead

governor for tax reform, National Governors' Association,
commented on the indexing portion of the Staff Option:
"When federal alcohol, tobacco, and motor fuel excise
taxes are indexed to increase with inflation, it creates
a permanent preemption of an important source of state
tax revenues. State alcohol, tobacco and motor fuel
taxes were $19.4 billion in 1984 -- the third largest
source of state revenues. This proposal would preempt
over $13 billion of these revenues over five years."
History has demonstrated that indexing causes severe problems
on the spending side of the ledger.

Why, then, should the

government introduce that same problem on the taxing side?
Why remove one of the major responsibilities of government
from the light of public scrutiny?
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"3QUKLXIXMG'I WINS ICIII TUW
TO TKN LEVNL OF 333R
One element of the proposed tax reform plan would "equalize"
the tax rate on vine and vine drinkers ...

raising it to the

level of beer and imposing more than a four-fold increase.
The brewing industry would not be directly affected by this
increase, but its members oppose all forms of higher excise
taxes --

particularly those that are prompted by the ill-

founded notion that taxes should be based on the amount of
alcohol in a beverage.

Some claim that *a drink is a drink is a drink" -- and that,
therefore, all alcoholic beverages should be taxed the same.
But the use of differential tax rates on beer, vine and
liquor is consistent with the tax policies of the democratic
nations of the world, and with 200 years of legislative and
regulatory tradition in this country.

Beer, vine and liquor are simply different products with
different consumers, different physical properties, and
different impacts on the nation's economy.

To reverse proven

policy in favor of so-called *equalized" tax rates would be a
major mistake in the nation's alcohol and taxing policies.
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OPTION UZ PM1OM&L:

a 9"3IT N TIn IOG DIUC'JION
The proposal currently before the Finance Committee is bad
policy and sets bad precedents:
o

If excise taxes can be eliminated as a normal business
expense, virtually every other cost of doing business can
be subjected to the same treatment.

o

Similarly, by attempting to apply a false notion of
"equalization* to the tax rates for alcoholic beverages,
the proposal would undo 200 years of alcohol policy in
this nation ...

an,. ignore the most basic precepts of

progressive tax equity.
o

Even more importantly, however, the proposal would
increase the federal government's reliance on excise
taxation. Yet if the true intent of the Committee is tax
reform, excises and tariffs should continue to go down as
a percent of total federal revenue --

Excise taxes are hidden.
regressive.

not increase.

They are inefficient.

They are arbitrary.

They are

And they are focused

unfairly on just a few industries.

On every count, they

represent a negative influence on the tax code.

The nation's

reliance on them should not be increased in any way.

The

Staff Option should be rejected as unsound economic and
public policy.
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April 22. 1986
Ihe Honorable George-J. Mitchell
United States Senate
Washington. D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Mitchell:
We appreciated the opportunity accorded the Beer Institute to testify
before the Senate finance Committee yesterday. We recognize the many
difficult decisions that you and your colleagues confront in
addressing the issue of tax reform.
During the course of Monday's proceedings, you asked that all members
of the second panel which appeared before the Committee offer their
views on an ad valorem approach to the taxation of beer, wine and
liquor. Given the severe time constraints to address this question
during the hearing, we wanted to provide you, and other members of the
Committee, with a more detailed response which may help to clarify the
position of the Beer Institute on this issue.
for the following reasons, we oppose converting of beer excise taxes
from a volume basis to an ad valorem basis:
o Collection of such a tax would be plagued with severe problems.
To cite a few:
If the tax were collected at the retail level, this would
entail policing more than 500,000 small businessmen, selling
hundreds of products priced and taxed at different rates.
This approach would also create substantial (possibly
ruinous) administrative and overhead costs for these
retailers.
Shifting the collection point to the brewer or wholesaler
would require significant additional costs in terms of
recordkeeping and reporting. Additionally, this method of
taxation would be enormously complex ... and unevenly
distributed to consumers ... since most brewers do not have

uniform FOB's. And, because brewers and wholesalers
regularly promote the sale of various brands and package
types through temporary price reductions, the recordkeeping
will be even more unwieldy.
Due to the factors ited above. the federal tax on a national
brand will vary widely from one market to another, and from
one month to the neyt.

o An ad valorem approach would penalize the producers of high
quality products by forcng them to pay a higher tax rate. In
this context, it is uioteworthy that the industry's largest brewer
--

Anheuser-Busch -- Is r.ot Its low cost producer.

It I

dJUsvL to see why the tax code should disru t the marketlae
bt-encouraging consumers to Durchase one brand over another.
o Since the tax would be levied as a percentage of the product
price. it would inevitably rise as increased labor and raw
material costs force prices to go up. While technically the tax
would not be *indexed, Lh.e ad valorcm aoDroach would have th
jmtinhtr~ntly inflationary effect over time as Indexing.
o Finally, given the highly regressive nature of beer excise taxes,
the problems noted above would be particularly unfortunate.
After all, we should remember that, far from beinQ indexed ov r
Utsm~i_.)[ txt
LVtggeremoved front such luxury itjjm
L5.rIiirxa,-pt.rfumes. silver bullion #nd lot machine.
Once again, thank you for allowing us to express our views on the
draft bill and the ad valorem issue. If we can provide you with
additional information, please contact us.
Sincerely,

August A. Busch III
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STATEMENT OF TONY DEBEVC, PRESIDENT. ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICAN VINTNERS, MADISON. OH, ON BEHALF OF THE WINE
INSTITUTE AND THE GRAPE GROWERS OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. DEBEVC. Thank you, Senator Packwood and committee. I am
privileged to represent the U.S. wine industry, with support from
the Wine Institute, the Association of American Vintners, for
which I am president, the Wine Grape Growers of America, Oregon
Winegrowers, Washington Wine Institute, and on behalf of all
American grape growers.
We have experienced a 6 percent decline in table wine sales over
the last 2 years; a change from the traditional method of taxation
is unwarranted and unjustified.
The claim that the rate increase would make excise tax on wine
equal to that of beer is incorrect. The proposed 12opercent table
wine tax of 85 cents would in reality be three times the beer rate of
29 cents per gallon. The actual result would be a regressive 410
percent rate increase, and singles out only wines.
The proof gallon concept formula establishes such a bad precedent that the beer industry, not facing a tax increase, has united
with us in opposition.
The American wine industry is still in its infancy, and in addition to the older, more traditional producing areas, hundreds of
family wineries are merging in 34 States. Even without future Federal excise increases, they face economic hard times, falling sales,
plummeting land values, and enormously high excise taxes at the
State level.
With 90 percent of the wine sold in the United States priced
under $3 per bottle, these huge excise tax increases on table wines
would be passed on primarily to the lower and middle income consumer.
We believe taxes should be based on -the ability to pay, not formulated to reduce the income taxes assessed to people who can
afford to pay them.
In 1951 we did not have foreign competition after the war. The
pressed use sales were in their heyday, low production costs, and of
course sales taxes have gone up considerably since then.
Since 1975 the market share of foreign wines has grown from 17
percent to a whopping 30 percent. The increase has resulted
mainly from foreign subsidies and the overvalued dollar, especially
in the lower price ranges.
In 1985, the trade deficit on wine was approximately $1 billion.
Gentlemen, we are not $1 billion less competitive in this country.
While these proposed increases will apply to all wines, many foreign governments would surely absorb the excise and duty increase. Thus, the impact will be much more severe on the American producer and our balance of trade. It will continue to further
deteriorate the U.S. share of the market from the present 70 percent to an estimated 65 percent. Moreover, the American industry
has been seriously impeded by the discriminatory tariff and nontariff trade barriers in its export drive to the open seas market.
The proposed tax would result in an estimated 15-percent loss in
American wine sales, amounting to 62 million gallons, or $375 million. This translates in the loss of 400,OG-tons of grapes, 50,000
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acres of vinyards, and unemployment estimated at 17,000 full- and
part-time workers coast to coast. The forced sale and closing of
some .100 vinyards would cost more unemployment

In 1985, the Federal excise tax on all wines, American and foreign, generated $276 millioo. Yet, the commitee staff projects $3.5
billion in additional revenue over the next 5 years for this tax rate
provision -alone. The unreality of squeezing such money out of a faltering industry and hard-pressed consumers is readily apparent.
The proposal would create an administrative nightmare. The
present system, a simple system of 17 cents per gallon for table, 67
cents for dessert wines, and $3.AO for champagne would be replaced
by a complex formula for every single alcohol percentage. BATF
would have to add so much manpower to effectively administer this
new Tax Code that an economic impact projection would be in
order.
The American wine industry is heavily regulated to protect the
health of the American consumer. This is not always the case in
foreign wines, as evidenced by the recent scandals. Just last week,
on Friday, the Italian Government approved 50 billion lire to improve the Italian image of wine in the United States. That is subsidies.
Our agricultural-based industry should not be severely weakened
by unreasonable tax policies.
In closing, gentlemen, the decision you make here today will determine our industry's future. My grandfather immigrated from
Yugoslavia in 1914, working his way to Ohio vinyards in 1916. My
father, mother, my wife, and I started our winery in 1971, to continue the tradition so that our children could be the fourth generation to work our laod. We are typical of the American family
winery; the Falcon Crest image is not realistic. Television makes it
appear that money is no object and that manual labor is only performed by the hired help. In reality, the entire family participates
in all phases of our vinyard winery operations-in the fields, in the
cellars, in the salesrooms, and the wider market place. Often
family purchases are delayed so that much needed tanks or presses
can be replaced or added.
We are hard-working farmers in search of the American dream,
and our winery, like so many others, will not turn a profit if these
proposed taxes are enacted.
Vinyards take 5 years to reach maturity once abandoned, and
they cannot be replaced to reproduce the next season. With one
stroke of your pen, you can increase our taxes. But if your decision
is wrong and you rescind them in the future, it will be too late for
many in our industry.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Dr. Jacobson.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Debevc follows:]
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My name is Tony Debevc.

I serve as President of the

Association of American Vintners, a voluntary non-profit
organization of wineries.
wineries in 26 states.
from the state of Ohio.

Our more than 100 members have

I am also a third generation winegrower
Because of the limitation of time. and

the request for consolidated testimony. I am privileged also to
speak today on behalf of the Wine Institute, with more than 500
wineries in California, the Wine Grapegrowers of America. Inc.,
on behalf of wine grape growers, as well as all of the state
and local associations throughout our nation which are
comprised of vintners and farmers who are grape growers.

I am

here today hoping to convince you to save my vineyard and
winery, and that of three to four hundred other grape growers
and winery owners who we believe will be forced out of business
by the Chairman's proposals before the Senate Finance Conmittee.
Your proposals are (a) to increase the federal excise tax
rate on wine more than 400%, (b) to disallow the deductibility
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-ax rate increase and would include a radical new

taxing formula fo: wine,
of other nations,

unprecedented

in our history and that

tied to a "proof gallon" concept which would

increase the average wine tax to three times that of beer.
discriminatory rate change is

The

expected to increase federal tax

revenues by 13.5 billion over a five-year period.
In the name of revenue neutrality and tax reform, you are
being urged to enact tax legislation that will spell economic
ruin for an agricultural sector that neither receives nor seeks
federal subsidies.

We have compiled an index of hardship,

after much consultation with economists, suppliers, consumers
and bankers.

The price tag is truly punitive:

(1) A reduction

in American wine sales of over 10%,1' approximating 50
million gallons annually.

This over i0% drop in sales would
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translate into a 350.000 ton loss in grape sales.'"
(Reputable ecnr.-ss be:leve these figures to be conservative
and have projected a loss in American wine sales. 15% to 20%.
amounting to 62 million to 82 million gallons, worth between
$372 million and $492 million.

Their calculations include a

loss of 415.000 to 547.000 tons of grapes.)

(2) Economic

abandonment of between 50.000 to 70,000 acres of grapes.
resulting in unemployment for an estimated 17,000 full and
part-time farm workers coast-to-coast.1'
or closing of some 400 vineyards,"

(3) The forced sale

causing more lost

employment --- as many as 1,000 skilled employees and 1,000
laborers.

"

The potential for capital loss from abandonment of
vineyard and wineries is in the hundreds of millions of
dollars."

Lost wage income is estimated to be $98 million

annually,.!

and lost farm and winery sales are estimated at

$252.5 million annually.!'

Annual supplies not purchased by
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winer:es :s est:rated at $125 million, and supplies not
purchase!

ty viweyardists at $35 million'

five-year per,:od. lost waqes and lost farm,

Over the
winery and supplier

income would amount to close to $2 billion.
These numbers will not return, by the way. if Congress. by
another stroke of the pent. says "Okay. you've had enough!"
Vineyards are a long-term investment.

It takes five years to

bring a vineyard into bearing at a cost of $5,000 per acre, and
more incentive to start a winery than is warranted by the
economics of the process today.

Unlike an industrial or some

other agricultural operations, a vineyard cannot be put in
storage, nor can the crop be simply plowed under like corn,
wheat, and other agricultural commodities.
I am sure that the wine and grape growing community must
seem small, even perhaps irrelevant compared to trucking,
petroleum, travel, and other industries that are affected by
your proposals to reallocate America's tax burden.

Or perhaps
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it

is that the -Falcon Crest" television image of winemakers

makes it appear that money is not an object.

The social,

cultural and economic realities, however, are quite different

and instructive.
For example, at this moment, wine and wine coolers are
both participants in and beneficiaries of the national trend
toward moderation in all things.

Health conscious Americans

are consuming beverages with less alcohol, as they have become
increasingly alert to nutritional values and sense of personal
self-improvement.

But foreign governmental fiscal and trade

policies, and currency fluctuations, revolving around the
over-valued dollar, have put our firms and families at an
artificial competitive disadvantage.

The comparative

attraction of our high-quality standards
evident by recent wine scandals in Europe

made all the more

--

--

and our

competitive price and marketing skills have been thwarted by
governmental intrusions and pressures.
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strenuously to overcome

overseas.

In the important

the foreign share of this market advanced

for reasons unrelated to quality and

As the United States International Trade

effIc.e: c'y
Com;-ss ,n

fight

rer-urted

in October

1985,

"Domestic shipments of

non-pre;um table w.ne declined nearly 7 percent during
from 263 million in

1982-1984.

1982 to 245 million gallons in

in 1985. the balance of trade deficit for wine reached

1984'

almost $1 billion.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee,

we know we are not a billion dollars less competitive than
foreign firms.
There are more than 1,200 wineries in the United
States"

--

30% of them are less than 6 years old'°" --

79% of them are family owned --

1,000 of them produce less than
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15,000 galorns a year

--

80% of them are losing money-L' --

861 of the:r arape growanq partners are losing money.-"
Over 1.000 of the 1.200 total are small businesses, primarily
owned and operated by families, who raise their own grapes and
make their own wine.
In the last decades we have had good vintages.

The crops

have been abundant and the quality has been excellent.

But the

over-valued dollar, foreign governmental subsidies, and an
open-door trade policy combined to reduce the U.S. share of
market to 70%.

Last year, the duty-free importation of

'five-fold" 6X grape concentrate, unfairly competing with U.S.
produced grapes, increased to the equivalent of 37,000,000
gallons of single strength juice, compared to 5,500,000 gallons
in 1982.-L'

In Canada, a few miles north of the states of

New York and Washington, the Canadian Provinces guarantee their
winegrape producers at least 90% parity for their juice and a
guaranteed contract price of $400 a ton.
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despite the predictions of bankers and

economISts 5 years aqg
a steady 6

per year

a wine and grape

that

our American industry should be in

nrcw-h phase,

the reality is

that this is

ind-lstry poised on the point of implosion.
The

The Packwnod proposals, if enacted, will precipitate ruin.
status q':o on taxes, and a mote favorable change in the
strength of the dollar could give us a fighting chance.

All segments of the Amezican wine economy. including our
major banks, are experiencing severe financial pressures.

The

price of grapes in the major growing districts of the San
Joaquin Valley in California, for example, has declined
dramatically in the last three years to a level that is well
below the cost of production for most farmers.

Since 1982,

grape prices in Districts 13 and 14 there have declined from
$137.02 a ton to $94.60 a ton.

We estimate that an efficient

farmer needs about $140 a ton to service debt and break even.
The Packwood proposals for wine, not counting "indexing," would
levy the equivalent of $243 a ton of new fiscal burdens.
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Against this backdrop. we would suggest that your staff's
analysis of the present law is fundamentally flawed and
underscores its lack of understanding of our industry.

The

Finance Committee's report of March 18, 1986 says that under
present

law "wine is taxed at different rates depending on the

alcohol content of each type of wine."
incorrect.

This is simply

The truth is that the still wine category taxed at

.17 per gallon includes such products as:

wine coolers that

have an alcohol content of 4%-7%; popular table wines, such as
chablis and burgundy, with an alcohol content of 10%-14%; and
premium varietals, such as chardonnay and cabernet sauvignon,
with an alcohol content of 10%-14%.
The still wine category taxed at $.67 per gallon includes
such types of products as port and sherry, with an approximate
alcohol content of 18%, and vermouth, with an alcohol content
of 17%-21%.

The category that is grossly misunderstood, and

proves the flaws in the entire "proof gallon" approach, is
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taxed at $3.40 pe: 9a31on

Further elaboration on this point will convince even the
strongest skeptics that the wine tax rate increase proposal
inherently lacks credibility.

Accompanying the Finance

Committee analysis of the present law is another incorrect
reference that "wine containing 12% or less alcohol is subject
to tax at a lower rate than beer on a proof basis."

This is

patently erroneous in that the current tax on champagnes and
sparkling wines, on a proof gallon basis, is the highest of all
alcoholic beverages, even exceeding distilled spirits.
People unfamiliar with our industry and nomenclature and
products are unaware that the champagne tax of $3.40 per
gallon, for a typical sparkling wine at 12% alcohol content by
volume, converts to $14.17 a proof gallon equivalent.

The

proof gallon equivalent of beer, from 4% to 6% alcohol by
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volume, is $2.42 to $3.63.
per proof galloa.

The distilled spirits tax is $12-50

Thus, in keeping with the proposal that

"the

tax rate on wine having alcoholic content of 21% or less would
be increased to a rate equivalent to the proof rate presently
imposed on beer," the fiscal logic would lead to a dramatic
reduction of the $3.40 champagne tax to $.87 per gallon for 12%
champagne and sparkling wines.
Major producers and marketers of champagne would certainly
welcome the reduced tax structure, but we doubt that the
proposed legislation intends to lower any tax rates.

We see

this contradiction as a fundamental, analytical and fiscal flaw
in the tax rate proposal.
Our wine/grape community needs help desperately.

If I and

other members of the wine and grape industry had our way, we
would not ask you for the same kind of subsidy there is,
example, on grain.

for

We would not ask for grape price supports,
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nor for money to pull out our vineyards or harvest our grapes
into the ground.

Wine is an agricul-turally based commodity

that does not receive any government subsidies, and we don't
want any.

We would tell you that excise taxes are a bad form

of consumer taxation, and that they should be ended for wine.
A good number of my colleagues would honestly rather pay income
taxes --

taxes we make on our legitimate earnings --

than have

you tamper with the foundation on which our consumer prices
rest.
Moreover, the necessary change in regulations alone by the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms would lead to an
administrative nightmare.-"

Let me explain by using the

dominant table wine category of wines under 14% alcohol by
volume: Under the present law the determination of tax
liability is simple.

We know that the full range of our

chablis, burgundy, rose, cabernet sauvignon, zinfandel, white
zinfandel, etc., are always under 14% alcohol by volume from
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one day to the next.

We determine our tax liability by simply

multiplying the number of cases we ship each day by the
standard number of gallons in each case to determine the
aggregate number of gallons shipped.

We pay taxes on a

semi-monthly basis by period and applying the tax rate of $.17
per gallon to the cumulative shipments.

The same procedure

applies to determining the tax liability for shipments of wines
over 14% and less than 21% and to the champagne/sparkling vines
category.
This straightforward and simple method would be rendered
inoperative by the passage of Senator Packwood's wine tax
proposal.

In the blending, processing and preparation of vines

for bottling, it is common for the alcohol levels to increase
or decrease due to technical variables far too numerous to
explain in this setting.

These variables are recognized by

government labeling regulations which provide for bottling
tolerances of l"1% alcohol by volume for wines under 14% and
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sparkling wines and champagnes; and i% alcohol by volumes for
wines over 14% and under 21%.
In practice, therefore, a 12% chablis label can actually
have 10"1'% one day, 11% another day, and

11

1'a% another

day, ad infinitum for every type of wine we market.

The

situation can become even more complex when we consider that in
the course of one day's bottling we may bottle several
different blends of a particular wine type into different
container sizes; these blends can all differ in alcohol
content.

The present system can easily accommodate these

differences.

The proposed new one simply cannot.

The wine industry would actually be forced to change its
wine making procedures, to a batch by batch basis, altering its
entire tank, bottling line, and trucking requirements at great
economic costs.

ATF would have to add so much manpower to

administer the new taxing code, percentage by percentage by
percentage, that perhaps it would be in order for your
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Committee to seek an economic impact projection by the Bureau
as to its administrative capabilities to oversee the new tax
code changes.
Finally, we have up to now essentially stressed the likely
devastating effect of the proposed tax increase on wine only.
We must also consider the costly and inflationary consequences
of the non-deductibility and indexing features on other
products and industries, such as gasoline, heavy trucks,
airline tickets and telephone services.

The burden of these

excise/consumption tax increases will be passed on to the
consumers of these goods and services.
We are among those consumers.
industry will be severely impacted.

For example, the trucking
Its services are critical

to our growers and vintners: in moving grapes from the
vineyards to our wineries to be converted into wine; in hauling
our bulk wines and other winery products from one winery to
another for storage and/or processing and/or bottling; in
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delivering empty bottles from the manufacturers to the winery
plants; in delivering finished case goods and promotional
materials to the wholesale and retail trade throughout the
United States.
Our analysts estimate that in 1985 all this transportation
activity represented some 850,000 truck loads at a cost of
approximately $530 million.

Senator Packwood's proposals

would, if enacted, obviously increase our trucking costs and
have a further regressive effect on us and our consumers.
This dimension of regressivity -- increasing taxes not
based on the ability to pay in order to reduce income taxes
that are based on the ability to pay -- invalidates the entire
excise tax program now before the Senate Finance Committee.
Besides devastating the American wine industry, that
program would cripple or, in some cases, completely eliminate,
the vibrant tourist trade and Lelated businesses which
winegrape growers and small vintners have been responsible for
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engendering in many rural areas.

The death of these small

vineyards, and the revenue they generate for local restaurants,
hotels, and personal services would be catastrophic for many
small communities.
I would like to close on a personal note.

I mentioned

earlier that I am a third generation wine grower.

My

grandfather emigrated here from Yugoslavia to start our
vineyard.

My father, my mother, my wife and I started our

winery so that our children could be the fourth generation to
work this land.

I believe in the American dream, so I want to

believe that their future is still promising.

But I would not

forgive those who took their future away.
If I and others like me can get on with the job of
providing one glass of wine a day to each adult, which, by the
way, would quadruple the per capita average, the federal
government will get its $3.5 billion and more.

If you adopt

your current proposals, you will receive far less than what you

62-214 0 - 86 - 9
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project and at a cost to our industry beyond tax rates and
dollars
Respectfully submitted,

Anthony P. Debevc
Association of American Vintners
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FOOTNOTES
Falwell. Raymond J. and Stephen Lutz. Department of
Agricultural Economics. Washington State University,
Pollman, April 3, 1986.
Estimated vineyard impact:
actual tonage is 350,000
equivalent to 70,000 acres lost production. This size

surplus is estimated to drive prices so deep as to have
5X economic effect.

Cornell University Department of Agricultural Economics;
I full time equivalency (FTE) per 20 acres.

AAV estimate:
combination of inability to buy bond and
price competition.

AAV estimate:

5 employees per winery average.

Average winery value estimated at $100,000;
$5,000 per acre.

vineyard at

Farm FTE estimated at $4,000; skilled winery at $20,000;
unskilled at $10,000.
1'

350,000 tons not purchased at $150;

1,400,000 purchased

at $75 below fair market value; and 50 million gallons
of wine not sold at $2.50 per gallon.

Supplies:

winery equals $1.50 per gallon; vineyard

equals $100 per acre.

1_/

AAV data.

Ji/

International Trade Commission study report by Hartzell,
dated April 9, 1986, to the Joint Economic Committee
hearing.

JAIt

California Association of Winegrape Growers, dated March
1986.

JAI-

See attached Schedule.
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STATEMENT OF MICHAEL F. JACOBSON. PH.D., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. ('ENTER FOR SCIENCE IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST.
WASIINGTON. DC
Dr. JACOBSON. Good morning.

Thank you very much for this opportunity to testify before the
committee.
I am the executive director of the Center for Science in the
Public Interest, a nonprofit health advocacy organization. I am also
representing the National Alcohol Tax Coalition, which is made up
of dozens of local and national groups ranging from the Oregon
State Council on Alcoholism to the National Association of Junior
Leagues to the American Association of Retired Persons.
We support higher taxes on alcoholic beverages to reduce alcohol
problems.
Currently, alcohol causes devastating health, social, and economic problems. Alcohol contributes to between 100,000 and 200,000
deaths a year. In economic terms, alcohol imposes costs on our society amounting to $120 billion a year.
The Federal Government experiences costs of $25 billion a year
due to problems related to alcohol. That is five times the amount
collected in excise taxes each year.
Though alcohol may be America's No. 1 hard drug, Federal alcohol taxes have remained almost immune to increases. Beer and
wine taxes have not been increased since 1951. The liquor tax was
increased last year, but only by 19 percent.
The result? The real price of alcoholic beverages has been declining, particularly relative to nonalcoholic beverages. A six-pack of
beer is often cheaper than a six-pack of soda pop. Think of the message that that sends to American teenagers.
Higher taxes would increase beverage prices somewhat and
would help reduce abusive drinking. Raising taxes would also generate billions of dollars in new Federal revenues.
The National Alcohol Tax Coalition report examined several different scenarios, and if I may, I would like to offer a copy of the
report for the hearing record.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
[The data follows:]
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I. Introduction
Alcoholic beverages are among a small group of products on which special federal
excise taxes are levied. Though the taxes are sometimes derided as old-fashioned *sin
taxes,' there are good reasons why this group of beverages (along with cigarettes) has been
singled out for what might also be called 'health taxes.' Alcohol is a factor in 100,000 to
200,000 deaths each year, according to the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
(NIAAA).(11
While the tragedies of drunk driving are well-known, alcohol is also related to half or
more of all drownings, child and wife abuse, rapes, and homicides. Alcohol affects practically every organ in the body and, in sufficient quantity, causes brain damage, liver cirrhosis,
birth defects, heart disease, and cancers of the liver, moutl%throat, esophagus, and larynx.
The harm alcohol causes in the form of broken families, ruined careers, and school failure is
incalculable. According to studies sponsored by the congressional Office of Technology
Assessment and the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration (ADAMHA),
alcohol problems result in direct and indirect costs to society of $120 billion annually.(2)
These dollar costs include health care costs, reduced productivity, and social welfare
programs, among other factors. It is no wonder that alcohol is considered by many experts
to be the numbiir one drug problem in Amerlca.[3l Levying special taxes on alcoholic
beverages needs to be "considered in the context of these societal costs.
While alcohol problems saddle individuals, families, and employers withhuge costs,
they also engender substantial costs to the federal government. These costs include (a)
direct expenses for treatment of sickness and injuries throughMedicare (4, Medicaid, Indian
Health Service, Department of Defense, and health insurance premiums for federal
employees, as well as the entire budget of NIAAA; (b) loss of productivity among federal
employees, due to sickness and death related to alcohol; (c) reduced income tax revenue due
to reduced productivity in the private sector. No comprehensive study of these direct and
indirect costs has been conducted, but it would appear that they total upwards of twenty
billion dollars a year.(5S One can look upon excise taxes as partial reimbursement to the
government for these various costs of alcohol problems.
During much of America's recent history, excise taxes on alcoholic beverages
provided a substantial percentage of federal revenues: over 11 percent in 1941 and 5
percent in 1951.(61 In stark contrast, the $5.4 billion in alcohol excise taxes collected in 19W4
provided only (.8 percent of total federal revenues.[7]
Federal excise tax rates imposed since 1934 are listed in Table 1. While tax rates
remained constant between 1951 and 1964, inflation greatly reduced the value of the tax
dollars. As shown in Table 2 and the Figure (see next page), taxes (expressed in 1964
dollars) on all three types of alcoholic beverages -- beer, table wine, and liquor -- are lower.
in real terms, than at any time since the repeal of Prohibition. At the height of World War II,
taxes, in terms of purchasing power, were about five times higher than at present.
After the modest 1951 tax increases (12-16 percent) that helped finance the Korean
War effort, rates remained constant for several decades, while inflation gradually shrank the
value of the dollar by about seventy-five percent. In fact, if excise taxes had been linked to
inflation, the federal government would have garnered an additional $105 billion between
1952 and 1964 (1964 dollars), assuming sales had remained constant, or perhaps $40 billion to
$75 billion if sales declined because of increases in absolute prices.(8S
I
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Table 1

DATE

Jan.. 1934
July 1. 193*'
July 1, 1940
Oct. 1, 1941
Nov. 1, 1942
Apr. 1. 1944
Nov. 1, 1951
July 1. 1964
Oct. 1, 1E65

Table 2

Federal Excise Taes on Alcoholic Beverages
(actual dollars)
BEER
(gallon)

WINE
(gallon)

S.16

.10
.10
.06
.06

.19
.23
.26
.?9
.2-.
.2q

.10
.15
.17
.17
.17

BEER
(gallon)

WINE
(gallon)

Jan., 1934
July 1, 1938
July 1, 1940
Oct. 1, 1941
Nov. 1, 1942
April 1, 1944
Nov. 1, 1951
July 1. 1964

S1.27

S.79
.74
.44
.54
.62
.89
.67
.17
.16

z

-

100 proof)

S 2.00
2.25
3.00
4.00
6.00
9.00
10.50
10.50
12.50

Federal Excise Taxes (expressed in 1964 dollars)

DATE

Oct. 1, 1965

LIQUOR
(gallon

1.43
1.40
1.54
1.14
.29
.28

LIQUOR
(gallon - 100 proof)
$15.71
16.55
22.22
27.17
37.18
53.54
41.35
10650
11.97

* .m

6.3

3..

z

a.u
S.'.

U
0
S..

YEAR
TAXES ON BEER, WINE, LIQUOR (1934 - 195)
FIGURE
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In 194, with budget deficits soaring to records highs, Congress turned once again to
alcohol taxes as a source of revenue. Congress raised the tax on hard liquor by 19 percent (as
of October 1, 195), but left untouched the taxes on beer and wine.(9 With huge deficits
straining the U.S. economy, and putting tremendous pressures on social programs for the
poor, the possibility of additional alcohol tax hikes remains a viable -- and increasingly
inviting -- political option.

Increasing the excise taxes on alcohol does more than raise revenue.
higher taxes mean higher prices, they also lead to reduced drinking.

Because

Scholars have studied the relationship between taxation and prevalence of alcohol
problems. For example, Philip Cook, professor of public policy studies and economics at
Duke University, has shown a correlation between state liquor tax increases and reductions
in the rates of liver cirrhosis and auto fatalities.(101 Thus, while the reduced consumption
of alcohol partially offsets the revenue-enhancing effect of tax increases, it can provide
major health and social benefits to society.
The government of Sweden has mounted a multi-faceted effort to reduce thAt
nation's drinking problems. According to the Swedish government, M1e taxation of
alcoholic beverages has long been of great importance for the national budget and it has also
served as perhaps the most powerful instrument of a temperance policy designed to keep
consumption within reasonable limits.'(111 Similarly, the U.S. NIAAA reports that:
Lowering the alcohol consumption levels is associated with
reduction in a number of adverse effects of drinking such as
alcohol-related traffic accidents (especially by youth) and
diseases such as cirrhosis of the liver. Some effective
efforts, documented through research, are increasing taxes on
alcoholic beverages... (121
The practical effect of current policy -,7 keeping excise taxes stable -- is that true
alcoholic beverage prices tend to rise more slowly than inflation, thereby contributing to
increased consumption. According to Cook:
Between 1%7 and 1963 the real price of alcoholic beverages,
adjusted for overall inflation, declined 27 per-.:ent. Distilled
spirits have led the way with a 48 percent decline in average
price, followed by beer with a 25 percent fall and wine with
19 percent reduction.[10]
Those 'real price' declines have made alcoholic beverages ever more competitive with soft
drinks and other beverages for the consumer's dollar. As Mosher and Beauchamp have
pointed out,
(Slince 1970 ... a $5.00 purchase of an alcoholic beverage
increased to $10.83 in 1983, while a SS.00 purchase of a
nonalcoholic beverage increased on the average to521.56
during the same period.t13'
The static excise tax component was a significant, but not sole, factor in n
rises for alcoholic beverages.
3

i)derating the price
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The comparatively lower prices of alcoholic beverages are particularly important in
the purchasing decisions of youths, who are responsible for a disproportionate number of
fatal and non-fatal automobile accidents. Michael Grossman and Douglas Coate of the
National Bureau of Economic Research and Gregory Arluck of the New York Telephone
Company, have written:
The reduction in real alcoholic beverage prices since 1960 or
1V76 due to the stability of excise tax rates is inconsistent
with the goals of discouraging alcohol abuse and reducing
motor vehicle accidents and deaths. Indeed, government
policies actually may be making these problems worse.1141
One argument made against increasing excise taxes is that such taxes, like sales
taxes, are regressive, affecting low-income people more than middle- and upper-income
people. For several reasons, we cannot give much credence to this concern. Ac,.rding to
a 1977 U.S. Department of Agriculture survey, households earning under $10,0X) per year
spent less than 90 cents per week on alcoholic beverages, while households with incomes
over $20,000 spent $2.82 per week.i11S For the one-tenthof the population with the lowest
incomes, expenditures for alcohol represent only about 0.2 percent of total in'come.llS
Also, alcoholic beverages can hardly be considered necessities and therefore worthy of
exemption from taxation. Excise taxes penalize not poor people, but all drinkers, who are
taxed, fairly, in direct proportion to the amount they drink and, on the average, to the amount
of damage they cause to their families and society. For light drinkers, who constitute onethird of the population and consume little more than one drink per week, the cost of even a
major tax increase would be only a few dollars a year, while non-drinkers -- 36 percent of
adults -- would pay nothing at all. Finally, the fact that Children's Defense Fund,
Children's Foundation, the American Association of Retired Persons and other organizations
concerned about low-income people support increased excise taxes further indicates that
regressivity is not a paramount consideration in this matter.
A second argument against raising federal excise taxes is that, because of reduced
sales of alcoholic beverages, states would receive less revenue from their own taxes. This
is true, but could be remedied easily by either compensatory increases in state taxes or by
revenue sharing. A national increase has a substantial advantage over helter-skelter
increases in state taxes: consumers are not given an incentive to drive across borders to
buy lower cost products, as happens when a state raises its taxes higher than bordering
states.
006

Revenue-seeking legislators and prevention-oriented alcohol experts have proposed various forms of tax increases:
1. Raise taxes to correct the diluting effect of inflation since 1951. A 1951 dollar was worth only 25.4 cents in 1984. Therefore, adjusting for inflation would roughly
quadruple the current tax (292 percent increase;.
2. Raise beer and wine tax rates to equal (on a per unit alcohol basis) the rate
at which liquor is taxed. Equalizing the taxes would quadruple the tax on beer
increase by seventeen-fold the tax on wine.
3. Double all the alcohol taxes.
4
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rates.
In projecting the overall impact of various tax increase possibilities, several factors
must be considered, including:
(a) to what extent will tax increases affect prices?
(b) to what extent will the higher prices reduce sales?
.C to what extent will reduced sales reduce the level of alcohol abuse and
alcoholism?

After considering each of these questions, we will present our projections of the effect of
tax increases on tax revenues, alcohol consumption, and alcohol problems, followed by our
recommendations.
II. Estimates of Key Variables
(a) To what extent will tax increases affect prices?
There is little agreement on how tax measures would affect beverage prices. One
could assume, naively, that prices would be increased byan amount equal to the tax increase.
That-is, a $1 per gallon tax increase on liquor would increase the price by $1. Industry
observers, however, note that wholesalers and retailers apply a standard mark-up to the
prices they are cwrged by suppliers, not distinguishing between the base price and taxes.
They also suggest that companies may try to maintain profits, in the face of higher prices and
lower consumption, by raising prices more than the actual value of the tax. Beverage
Management Resource Group (BPRG) predicts mark-ups on the tax increase of 58 percent for
liquor, 10D percent for table wine, and 81 percent for beer.Ii6 (Apparently, BARG believes
that the smaller the tax Increase, the easier it would be to pass it through to the consumer
with a full mark-up; liquor is taxed mcire heavily than beer which is taxed more heavily than
wine.) That is, a $1.00 increase in the tax on a bottle of liquor would lead toaS1.58 increase
in the price.
Others suggest that since the tax does not represent a 'real' production or
distribution cost, it would be passed on without any mark-up at all. Also, competition
would serve to minimize, or at least moderate, the mark-up. Cook estimates a mark-up on
liquor of only 18-20percent (171 while Jeffrey Harris of M.I.T. assumes no mark-up.10] The
Department of Treasury's Office of Tax Analysis has estimated a straight pass-through of the
tax increase plus Interest costs to finance the higher prices of merchandise.(181
We will assume that distributors and retailers will pass the entire tax, plus a 20
percent
percent mark-up, on to consumers. (Appendix 1i includes projections based on 0
and 40 percent mark-ups.)
(b) to what extent will the higher price reduce sales.-.

Grossrnan et al. state, 'although alcohol use is a behavior Out has habitual elements,
there is no evidene--"e this behavior Is insensitive to price.'(14] All parties agree that
S
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price increases will reduce alcoholic beverage sales. A significant number of individuals
will drink less frequently; switch tu lower-proof liquor, soft drinks, and other non-alcoholic
beverages, and drink less on each drinking occasion. But some consumers will 'evade' the
price hikes by buying less expensive brands of their favorite drinks, but drinking as much as
ever. And, if alcoholic beverage prices rise sharply, industry spokesmen hive said, bootleg
beverages might replace a small fraction of the legally produced product. Actual consumer
behavior is impossible to predict with accuracy, but one can be confident that sales will not
increase,
Grossman et al. developed a mathematical model to estimate the effect of price
increases on drinking by 16-21 year olds. They conclude that modest price increases -- 30
cents (5.6) for a bottle of liquor and 10cents (7%) for a six-pack of beer -- woulddecrease
drinking among young people as much as raising the drinking age by I year.14]
The Swedish government has instituted various measures, including advertising
bans, drunk driving laws, and higher taxes, to reduce abusive drinking. The Swedes have
concluded that higher excise taxes have been the key factor in reducing per capita
consumption of alcohol by 21 percent between 1976 and 1963.[191
The effect of price on consumption is referred to as 'price elasticity." An elasticity
of -1.0 means that for every 10 percent increase in price, consumption would decline by 10
percent. Several estimates of alcoholic beverage price elasticities are shown in Table L.
Table 3. Price Elasticities of Alcoholic Beverages
AGENCY/INDIVIDUAL

PRICE ELASTICITY

Distilled Spirits Council of the U.S.1201

-1,5 (liquor)

OMB/r.)ept. of Treasury (211

-079 (liquor)
-0.3 to -0.4 (beer/wine)

Philip Cook [101

-1 (liquor)

In a wide-ranging review of the literature, Stanley Ornstein, of the Graduate School of
Management, University of California at Los Angeles, concluded that the consensus of
reliable studies indicated an elasticity of -0.3 to -04 for beer, but that there was no
consensus for liquor and wine. 22] The very divergent estimates of elasticities coming out
of various, relatively reliable studies (beer, -0.33 to -0,89; wine, -0.44 to - 1.5% lIquor, -1.0 to
-2.0) indicates the difficulty of predicting accurately the extent to which increased prices
would affect sales. These estimates were generally developed from studies of the effects
of relatively small state tax increases or by less quantitative means. (The price elasticity of
cigarettes falls in the same general range as that estimated for alcoholic beverages,23])
We are dubious of the very high estimates of price elasticities, because drinking is a
deeply ingrained habit and many millions of Americans are addicted to alcohol. Alsq, we
believe price increases would spur many people to switch to less expensive brinds.
Consequently, we will base projections on an elasticity for all three categories of beverages
of -.M35 (i.e., a 10 percent rise in prices will be projected to cause a 3.5 percent drop in
sales). (Appendix II includes projections based on elasticities of -0.1and -.. ) The
choice of price elasticity has a marked effect on estimates of tam revenues and sales.
6
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(c) To whet extent will reduced sales reduce the level of alcohol abuse and
alcoholism
Predictions of the effect of reduced consumption on alcohol problems span a wide
range. Opponents of tax increases argue that higher prices would 41scourage buying only
by moderate alcohol consumers, while alcoholics and other heavy dinkers would maintain
their consumption. Others argue that wealthy people -- heavy drinker or not -- would

maintain their level of consumption, while low-income people ar.d youths would decrease
their consumption. Yet others maintain that the most straightforward assumption is that
alcohol problems would decrease in rough proportion to the declines in consumption.

11w argument that addicted drinkers account for the great majority of alcohol-related
problems in our society has questionable validity. A National Academy of Sciences panel
found that light and moderate drinkers appear to account for about hilf of all damage related
to alcohol.(241 The relatively low frequency of problems that these people cause is made up
for by the vast number of people in this group -- ninety percent of all drinkers.
Of course, to the extent that heavy drinkers reduce their drinking, alcohol problems
will also decline. Grossman et al. found that the effects of price increases 'are not limited
to light or infrequent drinkes.'(14J Robin Room, of the Alcohol Research Group of the
Medical Research Institute of San Francisco, has concluded that 'price measures ... appear to
affect the heaviest drinkers as much as or more than others, and often result in at least shortterm reductions in cirrhosis mortality and other chronic health problems, alcohol-related
casualties, and social disruption.'(251 In an editorial supporting a ban on alcohol
advertising, the editors of Lance% the British medical journal, wrote:
ihe general view is that a fall in per capital consumption Is
reflected in a greater fall of consumption by heavy drinkers,
who of course are those at greatest risk of alcohol-related
harm.(21
Grossman et al. have highlighted the long-term beneficial Impact on alcohol
problems that would flow from decreased youth drinking:
Since alcohol abuse in adolescence appears to be associated
withalcohol abuse in adult life, policies to prevent the onset
of this behavior by adolescents might be the most effective
means to reduce it in all segments of the population.1141
In Sweden, the decline In per capita consumption of alcohol was paralleled by a
decline in abusive drinking by youths Heavy drinking (half a bottle of liquor, or more, at a
time) among 16-year old boys also declined significantly (from 4D% of boys In the lC s to
261 in 1901).(27J
Cook and Taudhen have found that increasIng the federal Ilquor tax by 16 cents on a
fifth of 0 proof spirits would reduce the reat of cinhosis mortality by 1.9 percent.
Extrapolating from that finding, the authors estimate that doubling the federal luor tax
would reduce the mortality rate by about 20 percent. Jeffrey Iwrls sws dw this would
"mean a postponement of 6,0O deaths annually.'(2S1

7
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Predicting the effect that reduced drinking would herw on costs to society is
Impossible to do with any precision, because of a paucity of data. Different costs -- time
lost from work, automobile accidents, cirrhosis, spouse abuse, etc. - would each be affected
to different extents, depending on drinking patterns and population sub-groups. For the
present purposes, we will assume that alcohol problems will decrease in direct proportion
to decreases in alcohol consumption.
Ill. Results
A model was developed to predict the effects of tax increases on alcohol
consumption, tax revenue, and costs to society. (See Appendix I for details.)
The current excise taxes and the taxes that would be levied under five different
scenarios for increases are listed in Table 4. Note that the different beverages would be
little affected by some proposals, while heavily affected by others. Adjusting for both
alcohol content and inflation would result in the greatest increases. Doubling the taxes
would have little effect on beer and wine prices and consumption, but a sizable effect on
liquor. For the sake of simplicity, only table wine is shown in Tables 4-6; fortified wine is
now taxed at $.67 per gallon and naturally carbonated wine at $3.40per gallon. The latter is
currently taxed at a higher rate per unit of alcohol than hard liquor.
Table 5 translates the hypothetical tax rate increases into tax increases for typical
products.
The projected effects of tax increases on tax revenues, changes in consumption, and
reductions in alcohol problems are indicated in Table 6. (See also Appendix II for
calculations based on several different assumptions of price elasticity and mark-ups on
taxes.) Note that doubling the current taxes would have the least impact, while adjusting for
inflation and taxing all beverages at the liquor rate would have the greatest impact on
revenues and consumption. One effect of increasing excise taxes is that consumers would
have less money available to purdase other goods and services. Thus, with other companies
reporting lower gross sales, their income taxes would be commensurately lower. The
Congressional Budget Office considers the average marginal tax rate to be 25 percent.5c]
The 'loss of other taxes' in Table 6 reflects this consideration. 'Net revenue increase
represents the new income to the federal treasury as a result of raising excise taxes.
IV. Conclusions and Recommendations
Alcohol excise taxes, expressed in constant dollars, are at a S1-year low. If our
rising standard of living (inflation adjusted per capita disposable income) were factored in,
the current taxes would appear even lower. America's alcohol tax policy has had several
clear results: (a) alcohol prices, corrected for Inflation, have been declining; (b) this has
contributed to increased consumption of alcoholic beverqes; (c) the higher consumption has
led to increased alcohol problems and increased tax revenues; (d) inflation has reduced by
three-fourths the value of the revenue brought in by the taxes.
Poitlmcang, governmental advisory boards, and citizens' organizations are seriously
debating whether alcohol (and tobacco) excise taxs should now be inceased. After
considering historial tax rates, the magnitude of alcohol problems in the U.S., and the
impact of higher tows on alcohol problems and net revenues, we conclude thet the net
a
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Table 4 - Tax Rate

on Beer, Wine, and Liquor

Tax scenario

Beer

(Per

Wine

-) (per

l.)

L iquor
per proof

Sallons

5029

10.17

S12.50'

(b) Double current rate

0.58

0.34

25.00

(c) Adjust current rate for inflation

1.14

0.67

49.00

(d) Adjust current rate to
equalize for alcohol content

1.13

2.90

12.50

(e) Double * equalize for alcohol

2.25

5.80

25.00

(f) Equalize for alcohol content
• adjust for inflation

4.21

11.37

49.00

(a) Current rate

' Proof gallon' is one gallon of 100 proof liquor (50% alcohol).
Likluor tax, now $10.50 per proof gaIIon, wi II increase to $12.50 on October 1,

191$.

Table S - Tax Increases Per Unit of Sale:
Tax Change

Beer
sla

(a) No new increase (other than

-

Beer, Wine, Liquor*
Wine
,
1K
-

8D Proof Liquor
1/5 allon

.32

planned liquor tax increase)
5.16

5.03

2.32

(c) Adjust for inflation (x3.92)

.48

.10

6.16

(d) Equalize for alcohol content

.47

.55

.32

(e) Double * equalize for alcohol

1.10

1.13

2.32

(f) Equalize for alcohol content
* adjust for inflation

2.21

2.24

6.16

(b) Double current rate

1 Tax increases applied at the manufacturing level; mark-ups may be applied
as products pass through the distribution dln.
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Table 6 -- Projected Effects of Tax increases*

Tax Change

Increase in
Loss of other
NET
Excise wenues
taxes
REVENUE
(billions)
INCR EASE
(billions)

COwpe in
Consumption

C

lein

Costs related
to problems
(billions)

(a) No new increase

S .61

S .14

S .46

-0.6%

-S O,7

(b) Double tax rates

S 5.7

S1.4

$4.3

- .2%

-56.3

(C) Adjust for inflation

S12.7

$3.2

$9.S

-14.2%

-$17.1

(d) Equalize at liquor
rate

S 6.24

$1.56

- 4Ae

-S1a

(e) I6ouble taxes *
equalize for alcohol

S15.7

$1.9

$11.8

-13.71

-416.4

(f) Adjust for inflation
equalize at liquor
rate

$27.3

$6.8

$20.5

0 In comparison to fiscal year 1984.
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benefit to society of Incraese greatly outweighs My costs. Such InCreases OPPO to hoe
popular support according to a 1987 poll by Associated Press: 5 percent of respondents
supported higher alcohol taxes, while 41 percent opposed them.
Doing anything about taxes -- or leaving them at current rates -- Incurs trade-offs
regarding revenues, alcohol consumption, jobs, alcohol abuse, and dollars spent on products
other than alcoholic beverages. Two overriding considerations in this political equation are
seemingly perpetual SM00 billion a year federal budget deficits and the high rates of alcohol
problems. Substantial excise tax increases would help alleviate both problems. While
there would be costs in terms of higher prices and loss of jobs in the alcohol and related
industries, these would be offset at least in part by higher tax revenues, reduced alcohol
problems and associated costs to society, higher worker productivity, and some new jobs in
other sectors of the economy.
As the first step in updating federal alcohol excise taxes, we recommend that the
hober 1,
tax on distilled spirits, now set to be $12.50 per proof gallon be'inning
. The tax (in constant dollars) was at this rate or
1985, be doubled to $25 per proof
substantially higher between 1940 and 1972.
Our second recommendation is to tax all beverages equally on the basis of
their alcohol content. Currently, liquor is taxed relatively heavily, table wine very ightly,
and beer somewhe i in between, probably reflecting traditional attitudes about spirits
('demon rum'). In reality, a can of beer, a glass of wine, and a small mixed drink all contain
roughly the same amount of ethanol and pose roughly similar risks. There are beer
alcoholics, wine alcoholics, and liquor alcoholics. The only justification for taxing hard
liquor extra heavily is that, drunk straight, it is much more concentrated than beer or wine and
can lead to faster inebriation. On the other hand, beer is the beverage of choice among
youths. Acknowledging the impossibility of quantifying the relative hazards of different
beverages, we conclude that all alcohol should be taxed at the same rate.
The projected effects on sales of doubling the current tax on liquor and then raising
beer and wine taxes to the same level are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Effects of Increased Beer, Wine, and Liquor Taxes*
Change in Sales Change in Fed. Exc. Tax Revenues
(percent)
(billions)
(gallons)
BEER
WINE
Table
Fortified
Nat. Carbonated
ALI. WINE
LIQUOR

-12.2%

. 8.81

.581S

-2D.5%
-32.6%
-4.2%
-2M,6%
-12.0%

.S2.40

.2,613%
+905%
.69%
.934%
.110%

TOTAL

-13.1%

515.70

.. 46
*,12
+2.95
*.1.91

.291%

doublingg the liquor tax and then taxing beer and wine at the liquor rate (per unit of
alcohol). The projected $15.7 billion in increased excise taxes would be partially offset by a
loss of $3.93 billion in other tax revenues.
11
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Under existing tax laws, malt beverages are all taxed at the same rate, regardless of
alcohol content, while liquor products are taxed on the basis of tfeir varying alcohol content.
Wine Is taxed at several rates, depending on alcohol content and carbonation. We note that
basing tax rates solely on alcohol content would result in lower taxes on reduced alcohol
beers and wines then for their traditional counterparts, just as loer proof distilled liquors
are now taxed at a lower rate. This would serve as an incentive for consumers to choose
lower-alcohol products.
The tax increases proposed amount to $1.32 for a six-pack of beer, $1.35 for a 750 ml

bottle of wine, and $2.78 for a 750 ml bottle of O0 proof liquor (these estimates include a 20
percent mark-up on the tax increases). On a per-drink basis, these increases amount to 22
cents on a can of beer, 20 cents on 4 ounces of wine, and 17 cents on a 1.5 ounce shot of
liquor.
If such tax Increases were enacted, we project that they will yield some $12
billion a year in new revenues, an 14 percent decline in alcohol consumption, and a
reduction in'the costs to society of alcohol problems of roughly $16 billion a year.
The new revenue would be more than the total amount of federal income taxes paid by the 23
million taxpayers whose adjusted gross incomes were under $12,00D in 1903.[291 Their tax
payments totalled $10.68 billion.
The above projections are based on certain assumptions regarding the effects of tax

increases on product prices and the effect of price increases on consumption. Projections

for several other combinations of assumptions (-0.1, -. 35, -0.7 price elasticities; 0, 20, 40
percent mark-ups on taxes) are shown in Appendix II. For the lower elasticity, new tax
revenues are estimated at about $13.5 - 13.7 billion; for the -0.7 elasticity, revenues are
estimated at S4 - 10.1 billion.
Legislation should insure that inflation not diminish the value of alcohol taxes in the
future as it has in the past. Taxes are not now keyed to inflation. As a result, the nominal
512.50 tax on liquor that was voted in 1%84 will be worth only $12 by the time it goes into
effect on October 1, 196S. In order that taxes keep pace with inflation and have a
progressively greater effect in reducing alcohol problems, we urge that taxes be adjusted
annually for inflation. In order to stabilize prices of alcoholic beverages in comparison to
the standard of living, taxes should also be adjusted periodically for increases in per capita
disposable income.
To maximize the benefits of higher excise taxes, especially to the people who will
bear the greatest burden of taxation, a portion of the increased revenues should be
earmarked for research, treatment, and prevention activities aimed at reducing the toll of
alcohol problems. Another portion should be devoted to training and relocation programs
to aid workers who lose their jobs as a result of lower rates of alcohol consumption. A third
portion might be shared with states to make up for any lost tax revenues they would incur.
Other important health programs could be supported by the remainder.
Officials of alcoholic beverage companies, at times, say that tax increases will cut
sales and actually reduce tax revenues. At other times, they say that-drinkers will continue

to drink and that alcohol problems will not decline. industry cannot have it both way!-

either sales will go down and problems will diminish, or sales will not be affected and tax
revenues will rise. It is most reasonable to predict that tax increases will both generate
new revenue and reduce alcohol problems.

''9
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APPENDIX I
The mathematical model for est:mating the effects of tax increases on
consumption incorporated the following data:

prices and

(a) Fiscal year 1114 tax revenues and tax rates (Int. Rev. Serv.).
(b) 1984 sales of totol alcoholic beverages (Dept. Commerce).
(c) Estimates of percentage of alcoholic beverage market divided between beer (54%)1 wine
(131), and liquor (31%) came from Distilled Spirits Council of the U.S. (Annual
Statistical Review 1963/84,' Table 48; 1984 breakdown extrapolated fromv trend in
recent years).
(d) Breakdown oIf wine market between table wine (less than 141 alcohol), fortified wine
(14-211 alcohol), and naturally carbonated wine was based on tax revenues (Bureau
of Alco)l, Toba(co and firearms (BAlf). (Minor tax categories and varieties of wine
were ignored. 81% of wine accounted for in the 3 main tax categories was
extrapolated to represent all wine sales).
(e) Domestic taxable wine production data from BATF; wine import gallonages from Census
Bureau.
,f) Alcohol content for beer is 4.51 by volume, which averages light and regular beers; alcohol
content for table wine, 11.b6 is a weighted average of standard wine and wine
coolers (volumes obtained froni BATF ); alcohol content of wine in the 14-21% alcohol
tax category is 20'% (OATf ), alcohl content of naturally carbonated wine is 12%
(BATF).
(g) Average prices of beer ($3.80 per six-pack of 12-ounce cans), table wine ($2.31 per 1/S
gallon), fortified wine ($2.40 per 1/5 gallon), natural ly carbonated winej$S.20 per 1/S
gallon), and liquor $10.17 per 1/5 gallon of 80 proof liquor) were based on total
dollar sales divided by total gallonage sold (derived from tax revenues and
knowledge of total dollar volume sold; this combines sales at restaurants, bars,
supermarkets, liquor stores, and those made directly from wholesalers to
businesses).
(h) Because most statistical data are based on gallons, our estimates were made for 1/S
gallon of wine and liquor rather than 750 milliliters, the current standard size bottle,
but the difference is less than A percent (1/5 gallon = 726 ml).
til Consumer price indexes were obtained from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
,I) 'Costs related to alcohol consumption' were assumed to be proportional to alcohol
consumption.
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Appendix It

The figures in the body of the paper are based on a price elasticity of -035 and a 20
percent mark-up on taxes as products move through the distribution chain. The following
table ists revenue increases and decreased costs to society thiat follow from different
assumptions.

Assumptions
Elasticity Ma-up s

Increased Tax Revenues
Revenues (gross)
Billions of Dollars

Decreased Costs
to Society
Billions of Dollars

0%
20%
40%

1M253
18.09)
17.934

3.915
4.697
5.480

-0.3s5

o

-0.35

20%

-0.35

40%

16.259
15.701
15.142

13.701
16.441
19.182

-0.7
-0.7
-0.7

0%
20%

13.467
12.350
11.234

27.402
32.882
38. 3

-0.1
-0.1
-0,1

40%
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Dr. JACOBSON. First of all, we strongly support equalizing of the
tax rates on the different types of beverages. This would acknowledge that alcohol is alcohol is alcohol. Regardless of the beverage it
comes in, it is the quantity of alcohol that poses the problem.
Raising the wine tax to equal the beer rate is a step in the right
direction. We would urge the committee to go one step further and
increase the beer and wine rates to the distilled spirits level. Doing
so would raise $4.7 billion a year in new revenues and would
reduce alcohol problems by about 5 percent.
In another scenario we looked at, equalizing for alcohol content
and then doubling the tax rates would raise $12 billion a year and
result in a 14-percent decline in alcohol problems.
In addition to raising rates, indexing taxes for inflation is key;
because taxes have not been indexed for inflation over the past 30
years, the Treasury has lost out on about $75 billion in revenues.
There is remarkably broad support for raising alcoholic beverage
taxes. A Roper poll tound that 66 percent of the general public supports higher alcohol taxes. Moreover, dozens of prominent economists support higher alcohol taxes and the equalization of taxes
based on alcohol content, partly to internalize the currently external costs of' alcohol problems. Some of the economists include Alice
livlin, Walter seller, Joseph IPechman, Henry Aaron, and three
Nobel Laureates.
Though raising the excise taxes has been criticized as being regressive, there are several important mitigating factors.
First, alcohol, unlike gasoline and the telephone, is hardly a necessity; but in ftct, alcohol, like tobacco, is a harmful drug.
Second, low-income people actually drink significantly less than
middle and upper income people. And perhaps most telling, numerous spokespersons for low income people endorse sharply higher
excise taxes on alcohol. These include Coretta Scott King, Marian
Wright Edelman and the Children's Defense Fund, and the American Association of Retired Persons. And of course, most of these
persons would like to see the increased revenue be used to save
social programs rather than to finance lower corporate taxes.
In conclusion, I would like to emphasize that raising and equalizing the tax rates is fair, it is supported by the general public and
by respected economists, and would both raise billions of dollars in
new revenue and reduce alcohol problems in this country.
Thank you very much, gentlemen.
[The written prepared statement of Dr. Jacobson follows:]
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My name is Michael Jacobson.
the Public Interest (CSPI).

I am executive director of the Center for Science in

The Center is a non-profit organization that advocates Unproved

health and nutrition policies and healthy living practices.

Currently, CSPI has over 70,000

members throughout the United States.
The Center coordinates the National Alcohol lax Coalition (NATC), a group of some
30 national and 70 state and local organizations that is urging Congress to raise excise taxes
on alcoholic beverages.

This coalition, which includes such diverse groups as the American

Association of Retired Persons, National Council on Alcoholism, Remove Intoxicated Drivers,
and the National Association of Private Psychiatric flospitals, specifically supports a position
statement (a copy of which is attached) calling tor the doubling of current excise tax rates
on beer, wine, and hard liquor, and the equalization of tax rates, at the liquor rate, on the
alcohol in those three beverages.

On that pK.int, my testimony today represents the views of

NAT(- menber groups as well as those of Center for Science in the Public Interest.

A list

of supporters of the Coalition's position on alcohol excise tax increases is attached to this
test i: ny.
The social and econonti, costs of alcohol abuse in the Unitrd States are devastating.
Coveirnent estimates put the yearly toll at between 100,000 and 200,000 lives lost and about
$120 billion in economic harm.

These statistics, however, don't begin to describe the

widespread pain, suffering, and anguish that result from excessive drinking oil America.

While

the tragedies of drunk driving are well-known, alcohol is also relate' to half or mure of all
drownings, child and wife abuse, rapes, and homicides.

Alcohol affects practically every

organ in the body ano, in sufficient quantity, causes bra n damage, liver cirrhosis, birth
defects, heart disease, and cancers of the liver, mouth, throat, esophagus, and larynx.

The

harm alcohol causes in the form of broken families, ruined careers, and school failure is
incalculable.

The dollar costs include health care.costs, reduced productivity, and social

welfare programs, awng other factors.

It is no wonder that alcohol abuse is considered by
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many experts to be the number one drug problem in America.
At the same time, this nation is faced with staggering budget deficits which threaten
our economic vitality.

Cranmn-Rudman deficit-reduction targets put the survival of important

health care and social program, in jeopardy.

This committee has an historic opportunity to

address both of these problems sinultaneously, and in so doing unprove the econconic and
physical health of our nation.
Feoeral excise taxes on beer and wine were last increased in 1951.

Taxes on liquor

rose 19% last October. but still lag well beyond inflation since their previous increase during
the Korean War.

Adjusted for inflation, these taxes are lower than they have ever been

since the end of Prohibition.

Low tax rates have contributed to the declining relative price

of alcoholic beverages, increased consumption, and increased alcohol problems. The failure of
alcohol excise taxes to keep up with inflation has been a windfall for the alcoholic beverage
industry.

For the public health, it has been a disaster.

the loss of about

For the U.S. Treasury, it has meant

75 billion in additional revenue between 1952 and the present.

Now is

the tne for major increases in alcohol excise taxes and major changes in the way beer, wine
and liquor are taxed.
The proposal before this Conimittee calls, in part, for an sacrwase in the tax on wine
to the level at which alcohol in beer is taxed.
alcoholic beverages.

We support equitable tax treatment for all

We believe that the Committee should extend this equalization concept

to increase the taxes on both beer and wine to the level at which alcohol in liquor is taxed.
There is no sound rationale for the continued preferential tax treatment of beer and wine.
Low taxes on these beverages -- less than 3 cents a 12-oz can of beer, and less than 3
cents for a bottle of wine --

perpetuate the dangerous myth that beer and wine are somehow

innocuous *beverages of moderation'.
Today, the alcohol in liquor is taxed at about 4 tines th,
and 17 times the rate of alcohol in wine.

rate of alcohol in beer

From both a public health and revenue
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perspective, this approach makes no sense at all.

Let's lace it. alcohol is alcohol it alcohol.

in whatever form, it can be addictive and its abuse dangerous and life-threatening.

Liquor

may be the most concentrated form of alcohol, but for teenagers, who are it high risk of
auto accidents and other violent episodes, beer is the favored beverage.
of most drivers who end up in fatal auto accidents.

Beer is the choice

Low-income alcoholics choose fortified

wine, the cheapest source of alcohol, and suffer as a result.
Economists at the National Bureau of Economic Research recently presented evidence
that increases in beer tayes would be extremely effective in reducing auto accident fatalities
among teenagers and young adults.

Equalizing the rate of tax on beer to the rate of tax on

alcohol in hard liquor would reduce accident deaths for 18-20 year-old miles by 202.
Thousands of lives would be saved, on top of those being saved by increass in state drinking

ages.
Taxing the alcohol in beer and wine at the hard liquor rate would yield signif slant
new revenues and other beneficial results.

Based on an econometric rodel developed by the

National Alcohol Tax Coelition, we estimute that net revenues would increase by
approximately 54.7 billion annually.

On top of that, we estimate that alcohol consir*tlo

would drop by nearly S%, and the economic costs to society saved due to reduced levels of
alcohol problems would amount to elrmst %6billion.

The Tax Coalition's full peopoeal calls

for doubling tax rates that have been equalized at the liquor rate.

Such action would yield

$12 billion in additional net revenue and reduce the costs of alcohol abuse by about 516
billion.
Federal excise taxes on beer and wine have been so low for so long, it is high tow
for substantial increases to bring these products out of the soft-drink price range.

In order

to avoid unnecessary economic dislocation and consumer resentment, these tax hikes could be
implemented gradually, over a period of three or four years.
In addition to raising tax rates on wine and beer to equal the rate of tax on
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alcohol in hard liquor, taxes on all alcoholic beverages should either be indexed to inflation
or set at an ad valorem rate (percentage of price at the producer level).

Such a change,

which is akin to a proposal before this Cormittee, would ensure that the relative price of
alcoholic beverages in our economy remains stable, and would guarantee that the U.S.
Treasury never again is robbed of billions in revenue because alcohol taxes were stuck at
fixed levels during a time of high inflation.
This Corsittee has heard much about the regressive effect of excise taxes -- that
taxes on alcoholic beverages would hurt low-inconw consumers most.
consumers pay a higher proportion of their disposable income

Although low-inco

than would a wealthy person for

the same product, several factors distinguish taxes on alcoholic beverages from other excises,
such as on gasoline or telephone service, and minimize any possible discriminatory effect on
the poor.
First, alcoholic beverages are relative luxuries, discretionary items, not essentials
like telephone service and transportation.

Second, higher taxes on alcohol would hardly be

felt by about two-thirds of the adult population.

Thirty-six percent abstain and another

third consume less than two drinks per week.
Amoni

drinkers, upper-income households spend over twice as mich on alcoholic

beverages as lower-income households.

Lower-incone persons, about 251 of whom are elderly

persons who consume the least alcohol of any adult cohort, spend only a small fraction

--

around 21 -- of total consumption expenditures on alcohol.
A look at industry marketing oata on alcoholic beverages, compiled by the Swrnons
Market Research Bureau, and reported in Impact magazine (Septerber 1. 1985), Is instructive
in determining the alleged regressive impact of increases in excise taxes on alcohol.

For the

highest category of household income (S50,000 and over), 49.4% report cornsumption of beer
and 64.31 report drinking wine.

On the low end of the scale, only 30.21 of households

under 510,000 income report drinking beer, and only 28.61 report drinking wine.

Even for

2"8
households with income between S20,000 and $24,999, only 45.6% report drinking beer and
44.3% report drinking wine.
Therefore, excise taxes on beer and wine, and any increases, will be paid
predominantly by those outside of the lowest income brackets.0
Furthermore. according to the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholis,
roughly 20% of drinkers consume 70% of all alcohol.

Higher taxes -- and prices --

on

alcoholic beverages would discourage excessive drinking among many in this relatively small
fraction of all adults.

Additionally, those who continued to drink heavily would be required

to contribute more equitably to offset the costs of alcohol abuse to society.
Higher taxes on alcoholic beverages -- particularly equalization of tax rates on
beer, wine and hard laquor -- can generate substantial new revenues, reduce alcohol problems
and costs, and help educate Americans about the proper role of alcohol in our society.
These new revenues should provide a source of funds to insure that vital domestic health
care and social programs
treating alcohol problems
reduction act.

-"

many of which are involved in either preventing, researching, or
are not sacrificed on the cross of the Granrn-Rudmyn deficit

Higher alcohol taxes should be used to assure that proposed tax legislation

results in increased revenue capable of offsetting budget deficits.
The health of America demands that Congressional budget and tax action preserve
and strengthen programs to promote health and combat alcohol abuse and alcoholism.

The

Public Health Service's National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism should be singled
out to receive adequate funding and support.
* Another study, conducted by National Family Opinion tNFO), Inc., and reported in Impact
magazine (July 15, 1985), bolsters the view that alcohol taxes do not hit low-income persons
hardest. Households with income under $15,000 with a 25.41 income share) consumed only
10.61 of all wine and 20.81 of malt beverages. In contrast, households with income of
$35,000 and over, with a 26.4% mccne share, consumed 41.31 of all wine and 25.21 of malt
According to the NFO study, households with income less than $25,000, with a
beverages.
50.3% income share, consumed 26.51 of all wine and 46.8 of malt beverages. Households
and
with incomes of $30,000 and over, with a 35.61 income share, consumed 57.81 of all wine
37.61 of malt beverages.
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Recent polls demonstrate that a large majority of the American public supports
higher taxes on alcoholic beverages.

An August. 1984 Roper survey for the Christopher 0.

Smothers Foundation found that 77% of leaoertshp persons surveyed (corporate executives,
federal legislators and state governors, religi

leaders, educators, physicians, ano the

military command) approve of doubling the ta& on alcoholic beverages to combat alcoholism.
Some 66% of the general public also support doubling the tax.
Perhaps more significantly, suinm

80 prominent economists, including 3 Nobel

laureates, recently joined in a petition to Congress urging that taxes on alcoholic beverages
be raised substantially, both to improve the public health and reduce budget deficits.

These

economists specifically called for the elimination of differential tax treatment for beer, wine,
and liquor.
The twme has come for Congress to get in step with the public and sound economic
policy.

Thirty-five years of Inaction on alcohol excise taxes must be remedied.

starters, raise beer and wine taxes now.

For
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IMPACT OF ALCOHOL EXCISE TAX
INCREASES ON FEDERAL REVENUES,
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SUGARY
Federal excise taxes on alcoholic beverages heve not been Increased since 161.
Consequently, the taxes (adjusted for inflation) are lower than they hw.'e ever been since the
end of Prohibition. The low tax rates hae contributed to declining relative prices, and
hence increased consumption .. and increased alcohol problems. Had excise taxes been
adjusted regularly for inflation, the federal government would hove received several tens of
billions of additional tax dollars between 1952 and 194.
Raising excise taxes would reduce both budget deficits and alcohol problems. Tax
increases would likely heve an especially great effect on reducing alcohol consumption by
youths.
A model was developed to estimate the effects of various tax increases. Of the five
different plans considered, a doubling of the eaclse tas, which would still not bring the taxes
up to pee-inflation levels, was found to hwove
the least effect on revenues, sales, and
prWoblems: 54.3 billion in new revenue per year and a .2 percent decline In alcohol
consumption. The reduced drinking would reduce alcohol problems by about 16 billion
annually. The gireateist impact would come from raising the tax on liquor to make up for
inflation since 1951 and then raisllsg the relatively low taxes on beer and wine to e~uI the
rate per unit of alcobul in hard liquor. 1his adjustment would yield 52.5 billion In net
revenue and result in a 30.2 percent decrease in consumption and a decrease in alcohol
problems estimated to sa" about $36 billion.
After considering historical tax rates and the effects of tx Inrmsos, several
recomymendations are made. FIrst, the tax on herd lkor should be doubled, returning it to
Its 1M2 level (adjusting for inflation). Then the was on beer and wine should be ralIsed so
that these beverages are taxed at the same rate per wet of alcohol a liquor. To prevent
these taxes -- and prices -- from being eroded by future Inflation. alcohol taxes should be
adjusted annually to keep pace with disposable income and Inflation. These adjustments
would generate approximately $12 billion annually in new revenues and reduce alcohol
consumption by14 percent. The decline in drinking would reduce direct and indirect costs
of alcohol problems by about S1.4 billion. Using different assumptions about the relative
ilasticity of demand or alcohol Ic beveraes, the increased tax revenues would v" between
5&4 billion and 513.7 billion; decline in consumption, L2 to 12percent reduction In alcohol
problems, 14 billion to $58billion. FInally, portions of the revenue stiould be eamarked for
alcohol education and treatment programs training programs for dislocated workers, and aid
to stat%.

NOTES FULL COPIES OF THE REPORT ARE AVAILABLE FROM CENTER FOR
$3.00 PER COPY.
SCIENCE IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST,
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NATIONAL ALCOHOL TAX COALITION
STATEMENT Cf ALCOHOL EXCISE TAXES

The National Alcohol Tax Coalition is comprised of diverse national, state, and
local groups that support a sutstantial increase ir,federal eXCise taxes on Alcoholic
beverages. Increased taXes wll serve two purposes: they will help reduce the enormous
cost of health and social problems related to alcohol abuse by d1scouragIn excessive
This
alcohol consuption ard they will enrich the U.S. Treasury by billions of dollars.
extra revenue will lessen the deficit-driven need to further decimate vital domestic
social programs. In edition, new revenues can help expand funding for alcohol abuse
prevention, treatment, and research, as well as provide increased stability for public
health care programs such as Yedicare.
The economic costs of alcoholism and problems related to alcohol abuse are
staggering. According to &overnment-sponsored studies and reports, alcohol-related
problems cost society approximately $120 billion and 100,000 - 00,000 deaths each year,
plus untold amounts of tuman grief and suffe ing. The catastrophic damage linked to
drinking includes:

* -3% of all traffic fatalities;
* as many as 605 of child and spouse abuse cases;
* industrial and recreation accidents;
I over tOS of violent crimes, suicides, fatal fires, and drownings;
I birth defects, spontaneous abortions, and liver damage;
1 rising incidence of teenage drinking; and
* alcohol dependence for nearly 13 million Americans.
Until Congress recently authorized an increase in taxes on distilled spirits, federal alcohol eKC1se taxes had not been raised in thirty-four years; the rates for beer ar
wine still remain at their 1951 levels. The failure to raise federal excise tax rates has
resulted in a steady decrease in the tax rate and tax revenues in terms of real dollars,
The failure to index federal elcise taxes to Inflation has resulted in a lOSS of billions
While Ccngress scrambles to find ways to lessen the burgeoning
if dollars of revenue.
and
budget deficit, the possibility of additional alcohol tax hikes remains a viable po2;ttial option.
increasingly inviting -

We urge the Precident and Congress to join the majority of kmericans who recognize
slohol abuse as a major national problem mad W support higher federal alcohol taxes on
lObol beverages as a means of improving our cation's social and economic health. As a
start, veotfer tbe following questions: restore the tam on hard liquor to its 1974
level. raise taxes on beer and wine so that these beverages are taxed at the same rate per
unit of alcohol s liquor, and to prevent these taxes - and prices - rrom being eroded
by inflation, adjust alcohol tries annually for increased inflation and disposable income.
Finally, a portion of these revenues should be allocated to help reduce alcohol problems
d espaed access to health care services. These measures might be Implemented on an
incremental basis to avoid sudden economic dislocation and consumer resentrent.
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NAT 1,NAI, ALCOHOL TAX CO ALITION
NATIONAL StPPORTERS

Adventist Health Netwozk
Airexican Association of Re tired Persons
American Cr>ileqe of Preventive Medicine
American Council for Drug Education
American Ccuncil on Alcohol Problems, Inc.
Ameraca n Licensed Practical Nurses Association
American Medical Students Association
American Youth Work Center
Association of Schools of Public Health
Center for Science in the Public Interest
Children's Defense Fund
The Children's Fcundation
Citizens for Highway Safety
Consumer Affairs Committee of Americans for Democratic
Action
Doctors Ought to Care
National Association for Public Health Policy - Council
on Alcohol Policy
National Assccidtion of Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Counselors
National Association of Private Psychiatric Hospitals
National Center for Drunk Driving Control
National Council on Alcoholism
National Council on the Aging, Inc.
National Drivers Association for the Preventinn of
Traffic Accidents, Inc.
Nation3l Wcmen's Christian Temperance Union
Natio~na! Wo.men's Health Network
Public Citizen
Pemove Ir.t.x'.cated T.rivers

62-214 0 -

86 -

10
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NATIONAL ALCOHOL TAX COALITION
FACTS ABOUT FEDERAL ALCOHOL EXCISE TAXES
*

ATTACHMENT

Until a 19t increase in liquor taxes (not on beer and wine)
effective October 1, 1985, federal excises on alcoholic

beverages had not been increased since 1951.
e Beer and vine taxes are less than one-fourth of what they were
at the repeal of Prohibition; the tax on liquor is about 2S%
less (figures expressed in constant dollars).

o Taxes on alcohol provided over St of federal domestic revenues
in 1951. By 1984, the percentage dropped to 0.8%. Alcohol
revenues were $5.4 billion in 1984.
o

Due to inflation since 1951, the ceal dollar value of tax
revenues on alcoholic beverages declined by 75t. Inflation
during this period cost the Treasury between $40 and $75
billion in lost revenues.

*

The current tax on a 12-ounce can of beer is 2.7 cents on a
glass of wine, about 0.5 centi and on a shot of 60-proof
liquor, 10 cents. The alcohol in
liquor is taxed at about 4
times the rate of alcohol in beer, and about 17 times the

alcohol in table wine.
e

Government reports estimate the annual toll from alcohol abuse
at between 100,000 and 200,000 deaths and $120 billion in
economic damage.

*

Higher alcohol taxes will reduce drinking by young people and
heavy drinkers, and will reduce alcohol-abuser problems like
fatal auto crashes and cirrhosis of the liver, according to

economists at Duke University and the National Bureau of
Economic Research.
*

Doubling liquor taxes ind then equalizing the rate of tax on
alcohol in liquor, beer, and wine, as proposed by the National
Alcohol Tax Coalition would:
a) increase the tax on individual drinks of beer and wine by
about 20 cents and on liquor, by about 10 cents; and
b) provide approximately $12 billion in additional federal
revenues, decrease alcohol consumption by about 14 percent,
and reduce the annual economic costs of alcohol by up to $16
billion.

e The thirty-six percent of American adults who do not drink
would pay no additional taxes another third would pay less
than 50 cents per week more.

a The $12 billion in additional revenues is more than the total
taxes paid by the 23 million taxpayers whose adjusted gross
incomes were under $12,000 in 1983.

*

Twelve billion dollars would pay the combined annual costs of
the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, the
Administration on Aging, the juvenile justice and child abuse
state grant programs, and the federal food stamp program.

NATC, 9/18/85
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Doctor.

Mr. Meister, there is a crosscurrent in the testimony-beer,
wine, hard liquor-that beer is the working person's drink; wine
ou have normally with meals; hard liquor, apparently you sit on a
ar stool and drink allegedly some degree of straight shots. Is there
.0
a distinction? Do you make this distinction in your mind?
First,
distinction.
Mr. MsTmR. No; it is a myth that there is a
ihe restaurant groups who have done studies on this show that a
mixed drink is the drink of preference during meal times. The idea
of somebody just sitting down and belting a shot is an inaccurate
one. The people who drink our products use them in moderation;
they are almost always in a mixed group.
As faras the income differential, we have commissioned studies
and our companies have that really show there is very little differentiation by income level, whether you are drinking beer, wine, or
liquor. Indeed, most consumers drink all three at different times
and under different circumstances.
It is also disturbing to hear that for the 80 to 100 million Americans who drink our products responsibly, that we can simply say
they can do without it. We can do without a lot of consumer !roducts. But it is a product that is in most cases used moderately, and
we have a right to sell the product, and the consumer has the right
to buy it in a marketplace.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Jacobson, do you agree with the distinction
that is made, or don't you agree that beer is the working person's
drink, wine goes with meals, and hard liquor is apparently belted
down?
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Dr. JACOBSON. No. I think those are myths that have been propasociety. One could point to winos on skid row and say,
Fated
'Wine inisour
really the problem; it is the cheapest source of alcohol."
Others could point to teenagers among whom beer is the drink of
choice, "Beer is the entry-level alcoholic average; that's what
people start on, and special attention should be placed there."
Others say, "Well, hard liquor is the most concentrated form of alcohol, so you should focus on that."
The National Council on Alcoholism and most orgAnizations concerned about alcohol problems come to the conclusion that, while
there may be some distinctions, in general alcohol is alcohol is alcohol, and alcoholic beverages should be taxed on the amount of alcohol they contain.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Meister, in your testimony you note that
liquor is taxed 4 times higher than beer and 16 times higher than
wine. Why do you think that is? Why the distinction?
Mr. MEismrF. I think it was a historical distinction, going back.
many years ago, probably to the Colonial days, when rum in particular was taxe . There is no public policy basis or scientific basis
to have that differdntial, and certainly at the rates that exist at
this point in time.
The CHAIRMAN. I am curious. I notice again in your statement
that you say that in this country over 50 percent of wine sales are

accounted for by 5 compafi s, and two-thirds by 10 companies, and
that 3 companies produce two-thirds of the domestic beer sold in
the United States. Do you have that kind of concentration in the
hard liquor industry?
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Mr. MEisTER. Basically, 10 to 12 distillers do produce most of the
liquor that is sold in the United States. That is correct. But the
point is that we are all mature industries. Wine is as mature an
industry as is liquor, and the discrimination that liquor has is not
justified on that basis.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you support taxing alcoholic beverages on an

alcohol-content basis?
Mr. MEISrER. The only thing I can answer that with, Senator, is
that liquor clearly cannot take another hit. We were singled out in
October 1, 1985, for a 19-percent increase; our sales have been
down in each of the last 5 years. As a result of the October I increase, the sales for the last quarter of 1985, where traditionally we
sell '35 percent of our product, our sales in the Senate Finpnce
Committee States were down 13.5 percent. Nationwide they were
down 9 to 12 percent, and they continue to be down in 1986.
Additionally. we have had 63 tax increases at the State level just
in the decade of the eighties, and the States represented on this
committee, all but 5 have increased taxes in the past few years; so
we cannot take any more.
The CHAIRMAN. That is not a responsive answer. Should we tax
alcoholic beverages on an alcoholic-content basis?
Mr. MEisTER. If you have to come to the area of excise taxes,
there has to be some redistribution of the discriminatory treatment
liquor has. We would prefer and think it is better public policy to
get away from excise taxes in total.
The CHAIRMAN. Why would fixing excise taxes based on price be
so difficult? We do it now with telephones and airline tickets, and
somehow both of those industries seem to manage it. My hunch
would be that there are infinitely more small telephone companies
in this country than there are at least small beer breweries or hard
liquor distillers, to manage it.
M. MEISTER. Ours is primarily an industry that distributes the
products-be jt beer, wine, or liquor-through very small business
establishments. The sales that they have have gone.down substantially already. The proposals before -this committee could decrease
those sales as much as 10 to 15 percent and drive them out of business. So, I think whether you index or whether you do it directly,
you are really talking about a substantial demise of employment in
this industry.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee.

Senator CHAFE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to state again that my position on increase in excise taxes
is that, if increased, they should all go toward reducing the deficit.
So, my line of questioning will be with that premise in mind.
I would like to ask Mr. Debevc: What you said about the wine
industry and the difficulties and the decline in the harvest of
grapes seemed to be a bit contrary to the expansion of the industry
as [understand it. Am m-istken?
Mr. DEBSvc. Yes, your are.-There is a tremendous amount of expansion coming from overseas.
Senator CHAFES. No, no. I meant, for instance, I personally have
witnessed in the Sonoma Valley in California individuals just last
year creating new vineyards at their own expense. You might say
they were recreational winegrowers if you wpnt; it probably wasn t
J
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their principal source of income, but nonetheless they were doing
it,

Mr. D1lIKvC. Not quite like I am. The problem with that is that
that is only about 2 percent of the total sales in this country. That
is a very flollywood approach to the wine industry, up in the-Napa
Valley north regions up there. it is not typical of what is happening across the country, especially in the southern areas of California where the bulk of the product is produced.

I think there is some expansion, but much of that expansion is

done by people from Hollywood, people out of the country, a lot of
foreign investment, and people from other industries that are
trying to shelter some of their tax liability. It is not indicative of
an operation like mys*If or other wineries like me.
We are trying to make a living farming. We are grapegrowers.
We have been ,rapgrowers for years. HIwever, there has been a
great loss in the availability of making a profit in raising grapes
for juice, jams, or jellies, or for that matter, in the case of raisins.
And wine in the 1170's had a resurgence, an interest because of the
health ratification of it. More people were interested in wine than
other products, and there was a tremendous amount of growth.
-But- since the early 1990's, there has not been any significant
growth. As a matter of fact, there has been a considerable amount
of decline.
Senator CHAvIrI. There hasn't been any growth in wine consumption? How about coolers?
Mr. DEm vc. All right. There has been growth in coolers; however, table wine consumption outside of California, which would include our State of Ohio, is down 11.1 percent just in the last year.
-The only reason that there is shown any moderation in the decline
is because of the coolers, being a new product, jumping into the
market place.
However, from a grapegrower's aspect, that uses a very small
percentage of grapes in that product; it is only 50 percent wine,
and it is usually wine at the very low end of the scale ir quality.
Senator CHuAE. Could you once again give me the arguments on
the chairman's proposal? You were against it, but what he is
saying basically, as I understand it, is that the winegrowers should
be taxed on the basis of alcoholic content like the distillers are.
Mr. DHFBvc. Well, that is setting a very bad'precedent. There is
no other country in the world that has that type of program.
Senator CH^AFEE. No, he is saying like the beer is.
Now, I think Mr. Meister recited the tradition of distilled spirits
being taxed more since the original founding days of the Republic;
but what about beer and wine being taxed based on the alcoholic
content?
Mr. DEuvc. Well, first off, sir, table wine is now presently taxed
three times the rate that beer is, at the present time. And we don't
Wu
consider that-not sure. Is that a
Well, now, wait a minute,
tIa
SenatorCH^VE.
fact?
Mr. Dsasvc. On liquid content, that is true.
Senator CHAFEE. I don't mean liquid content; I mean alcoholic
content.
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Mr. DicBEVC. Well, if you relate it to alcoholic content. But in no'
other country in the world is wine considered by its alcohol content. I think you set such a bad precedent. The only reason that
the alcohol is in there is to naturally preserve the product; that is
the reason for the product, and it is indicated by the consumers'
preference to look toward lower alcohol products. That is why the
coolers had some positive response and also many of the lower alcohol wines.
Senator CHAVIEc. I am trying to get information.

Mr. DEBEvc. We don't add that alcohol to there, sir; that is a natural phenomenon of fermentation. Grapes come in at around 21 to
22 bricks, and they ferment down into the 12 percent range of alcohol. Farmers don t go around buying alcohol from distilleries to
add to their grape juice so they can preserve it. That is just a natural phenomenon of wine.
Senator CHAFEI. As I understand the proposal, since coolers have

a very low alcoholic content, the tax on a cooler, on a gallon of
cooler, would be very, very modest.
Mr. DE Evc. That is a manufactured product. That is like
making cookies. We don't make cookies in our cellar; we take
grapes, and bring those grapes in, and press them out and allow
them to ferment in the tans or the vats, and make table wine. That
is the traditional method that they made back when Jesus Christ
was around.
What you are asking us to do is to remove the alcohol out of our
product so we won't be taxed as high. You know, there is no
method for us as grapegrowers to preserve our grapes..Grapes are
harvested and have to be processed and sold within 10 days. From
a grapegrower's aspect, that puts you at a definite disadvantage in
selling that product. In other words the processor comes along and
knows that from the beginning, that you are going to have to bring
those grapes to his processing plant at the price he is willing to
pay, no matter what.
We are not like the grain people, that we can put it in storage
for 2 or 3 years until the prices come up; this is the only alternative that our grapegrowers have had to show a profit, to stay in the
business.
Senator CHAFErE. Thank ou
The CHAIRMAN. I have 9een asked what the plans are. Clearly,

we are not going to get through the entire panels today. So, when
this panel is done I am going to take Senator Eagleton, who has
come in. Then we will break for about 45 minutes, depending upon
what time we finish, and come back after a 45-minute break.
Senator Pryor, questions.

Senator PRYOR. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mitchell.
.Senator MITCHzLu. I would like to ask each of the witnesses to

comment on that portion of the chairman's proposal which would
relate taxation to price of product, that is, make it an ad valorem
tex, whether you are for that or against that, and briefly why.
Mr. MzisTrsa. From the distilled spirits, we are strongly opposed
to any indexing of the price. We are already the most heavily taxed
consumer product. We are heavily taxed even within the beverage

alcohol field, and we think it is punitive to single out one or two
industries for indexing.
Also, there is an implication in indexing that we are not keepiog
up with the inflation rates. If you talk about the Federal Government, that may be true, but remember in our business the States
are substantial excise revenue raisers, to the tune of $3.3 billion in
spirits. So, our total combined tax burden is really approximate to
that which it was in previous years and has kept up with inflation.
Senator Mricm.i.. Mr. Meister, basing the tax on the price of
the product--not identical with indexing.
Mr Mt:,s:r. The administration this morning, Senator, mentioned indexing to the Consumer Price Indei, which would be very
different.
Senator MmwIwu.. 1 am not mentioning indexing.
Mr. Mvastmva. All right.

Senator Mi.-sr ..4 I am asking you whether you favor or oppose,
instead of basing the tax cn the volume of the product, on the price
of the product. When yov go to pay an excise tax on your automobile, the amount of the tax that you pay increases-as the value of
the automobile increaw.s, and it decreases as the value decreases.
You are aware of that?
Mr. MEiSTr.f. Yes.
Senator MTrc.1LML. Do you favor or oppose doing that with- alcohol-related products, and, if so, why?
Mr. Mrii'rsm. We oppose indexing of any type on alcohol beverage products.
SenatQr MITCHELL. But you are not answering the question I am
asking you; that is not indexing. That iii saying if the price of a
product is $10, therefore the tax is one level. If the price were $9, it
would be at a lower level.
Mr. MEisTER. We think, if we had to go that way, that is a more
equitable system than the current system, Senator.
Senator MITCHELL. So, you favor that?
Mr. MEISTER. Yes; if that was the rase.
Senator MITCHELL. Thank you.

Mr. Busch.
Mr. BUSCH. We do not favor any price or tax increase on the beverage beer to the American working man and woman, Senator,
whether it be in the form of the deductibility issue, whether it be
in the form of a direct excise tax increase, or whether it be in the
form of a price-related ad valorem tax.
I would like to clear up one more thing that has been- said here
throughout the morning.
Senator MITCHELL. Wait a minute, Mr. Busch. Now, that assumes
that changing the basis of taxation, quantity to value-that is,
making that an ad valorem tax-would result in a tax increase.
That is not necessarily the case, of course. That would depend upon
the amount of tax imposed once it was made ad valorem. I am
asking you about the principle of ad valorem as a basis of taxation
of alcohol-related products.
Mr. BUSCH. We are against any tax, ad valorem or otherwise,
that would increase the price to the American working man and
woman.
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Senator MITCHELL. Well, what if an ad valorem tax reduced the
tax? Would you favor it?
Mr. BUSCH. If the American working man and woman can purchase the product, beer, at a lower price, we would favor it.
Senator MITcHELL. So, you are not against the principle? All you
are saying is,,anything that results in an increase in taxes you are
against, and anything that results in a decrease in taxes you are
for? Is that fair? It doesn't make you unusual. Mr. Busch; it makes
you like everybody else in America. [Laughter.)
Mr. BUSCH. If I have to answer it that way, Senator. I will say it
is fair, in our favor.
Senator MITCHELL. I am not trying to get you to say something
that marks you as different from others.
Yes. Mr. Debevc.
Mr. Dvnvvc. I think the response to the end of that is, in our operation when money gets tight in! our family, we tighten our belt.
All right? And I think that is one of the problems that we have
here.
Sure, nobody likes to see taxes increased, and everybody likes to
see them decreased.
Senator MITCHELL. Right.
Mr. DEsEvc. When it comes to push and shove, my dad says.
"Well, you just don't buy that equipment; you'll have to do without
it.".Or, "You don't buy a new car; you are goirg to have to drive
the old clunker and fix it tonight, that's all."
I mean, I don't see why the Federal Government should be any
different than my business: When you don't have the money, you
tighten your belt. I don't see why we are giving away billions and
billions of dollars to one industry, and then take it from an industry that is already faltering, an industry that has a tremendous
amount of import problems. Import products are coming in that
are scandalous.
Senator MITCHELL. I am reluctant to interrupt you, but that has

nothing to do with the question I have asked you. [laughter.)
Could you respond to the question?
Mr. Drna:vc. If I had to take a tax, I would take a tax on the
price-indexing to the price-simply because if I raise the price,
then a percentage of that would come out in increased taxes. But I
am totally against tying it to alcohol content.
Senator MrITCnLL. Your answer is, Yes?
Mr. DEBEvc. On price indexing?.
Senator MITCHELL. Yes.
Mr. DEBEvc. Yes.
Senator MITCHELL. Thank you.

Dr. Jacobson.
Dr. JACOBSON. Well, we have taken a position in favor of equalizing taxes based on alcohol content. We haven't made any calculations as to how the prices correlate with alcohol content.
Senator MITCHELL. So, your answer is "no answer," you haven't

I
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Senator MIrrCHLL. My time is up. Would you review that -and
submit to this committee your response to that question, whether
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you favor or oppose changing the basis of taxation to ad valorem,
and your reasons for being for or against it, Dr. Jacobson?
Dr. JAMUottSMN. If we can get the figures, certainly.
Senator MrrImti.. Well, you don't need any figures to understand the principle.
Dr. JACoRsoN. We wouldn't oppose the principle if it was consistent with an equality of rates. If it results in beer being taxed at 10
times the rate per unit alcohol of liquor, then we would be opposed
to it.
Setator MITCIIKLL. All right.
Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
IThe reply follows:J
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Danforth.
Senator DANFORTH. I think all of you agree that if we were to

increasetheexcise tax on beer. wine. and liquor, that would reduce
'the w.e of beer; wne, and liquor. Isn't that right? Isn't that a
common thread that has run through everybody's testimony?
Mr. MErsT R. That is correct.
Senator DANVOtTH. That, in fact, Dr. Jacobson, is why you favor

increasing--
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Mr. MaIsTE. That is correct.
Senator DANFORTH. I think, then, what we are being asked to do
is to legisi'te the reduction 6f alcohol use, and I think we have
been through that before.
--Let me ask you, Mr. Busch, is this the first time that State, local
and Federal excise taxes on beer have been increased in the last,
say, 35 years? Or has there been something of a history of increasing excise taxes at all levels of government on your product?
Mr. BUSCH. If you go back to 1951, which is the timeframe we are
talking about, to the imposition of the taxes, the increases in taxes
on beer came about, you are talking about a 560-percent increase
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in the tax revenues for excise taxes that have come about since
1951 until today.
They are not, Senator, as you well know, Federal; they are State
and they are local, and they are almost across the board. So, we
have had a 560-percent increase.
Senator DANFORTH. To the extent that we increase excise taxes

on alcoholic beverages, does that tend to compete with a source of
State and local tax revenue?
Mr. MEISTER. Absolutely. We estimate )ust for liquor alone, Senator, that the States would lose $140 million under this proposal.
Indeed, there are several States who have written to us in the past
few days indicating their opposition to it. I would like to quote just
one letter.
- Senator DANFORTH. I wibh you wouldn't. Could you just put it in
the record?
Mr. MErasm. If we could put it in the record, then.
But, yes, it is a very strong degradation of State revenues.
Senator DANVORTI. I just want to make one assertion, and then I
am through: I think that if there were to be a poll of parents of
teenage kids as to whether or not beer and "wine and hard liquor
are all the same, the overwhelming opinion would be, "No, they
are not all the same." I think there are an awful lot of parents who
would say to a 17-year-old daughter, "Would you like a beer, or
would you like a glass of wine?" who would never say, "Would you
like a shot of Jim Beam?"
I think that what we are seeing in this country-I think this is
the case-is that with the increased use of wine and beer relative
to hard liquor a lot of people think there is a very marked distinction; it may have the same alcohol level, but there is a marked distinction in the use of alcoholic beverages.
I know you disagree with that, Mr. Meister, and Mr. Jacobson
disagrees with that, but I wonder if Mr. Busch and Mr. Debevc
would like to comment on this.
Is this the same for a 17-year-old girl, for example, to have a can
of Budweiser as it is to have a shot of Jim Beam?
Mr. Buscii. Let me comment on a 21-year-old girl whom I like to
have a bottle of one of our products. I don't want to say what he or
she should do as far as the spirits are concerned; that is not our
industry, and I am not going to comment on spirits.
I can only say to you that when you consume a unit of alcohol in
a bottle of beer, you are consuming a lot of water. When you are
consuming a unit of alcohol in the other beverages you mentioned,
you are consuming less water.
Let me also say that when you consume a bottle or two of beer,
the Kaiser Permanente study would say that you live longer and
you are healthier, your cardiovascular system is better. I hope that
that says something about some of us who have been in the industry for some years.
Senator DANVORTH. When I say "17," 1 am not-obviously you
know, in most States. I hope it is a matter of law. We have already
passed a bill -in Congress to take the position that States should
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You know, I don't think it is shocking to anybody that in the
home parents will say to their kids, "Would you like a beer?" Or,
"Would you like a glass of wine?" I can't imagine saying to one of
my kids, "Would you like a shot of bourbon?"
Mr. Busct. I would just like to add one thing, Senator. If we
went to Germany tomorrow, or it we went to France tomorrow, or
if we went to Italy tomorrow, we would see exactly happning what
you just said, that wine and beer are consumed in the home by
people who are at tender ages. And it is done on a daily basis and
without exception.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Symms.
Senator SyMMS. Mr. Chairman, I sit here and listen to this discussion with interest. I would.Lke to ask the first question to Mr.Meister.
'At what point do we run back into the moonshine problem
again?
Mr. MmisT.rE. You are seeing increasing amounts of moonshine
now, becase the tax is truly at the point of consumer resistance.
So, we are already at that point.
Senator SYMMs. Then how about in the wine industry, Mr.
Debevc? Are there a lot of small wineries that are trying to bootleg
wine now?
Mr. DFnBvc. You have to remember that during Prohibition
when there was no alcoholic beverage available, families were still
allowed to make wine, up to 200 gallons for home use.
Senator SyMMS. For home use?

Mr. DEBevc. Yes.
Senator SYMMs, I understand that, but they are still allowed to
do that, for home use.
Mr. DEBEvc. That is right.
Senator SYMMS. But they are not supposed to'sell it.
Mr. DEiEvc. That is correct. But I don't think there is a significant amount. I am sure there are-individuals who do it, but I don't
think there is a significant amount.
Senator SyMMS, Is the current tax on wine approximately $2.25
per.case of 12 bottles?
•Mr.DF~zRvc. Well, it is 17 cents a gallon, and there are basically
2.4 gallons in a case. However, there is a tremendous amount,
about 400 percent more thai. that, on the -State level. We pay tremendous amounts of taxes at the State level.
Senator SYMMS. How much is it on champagne?

Mr. DEnIvc. Three dollars and 40 cents per gallon; so that is 2.4
times that. It would be almost $9 for a case.
Senator SyMMS. Is there basically any difference between champagne, sparkling wine, and wine?
Mri. DInEvc. Nar: It is all, basically, 12 percent alcohol. The only
thing is that champagne is refermented to give it the gaseous bubbles. However, champagne, I think down through history, has been
considered to be an elitist type of product and was probably taxed
at a higher level.
However, with this proposal, it will go from $3.40 down to 87
cents. The champagne people love it.
Senator SYMMS. It would go down?
4
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Mr. Dgainvc. Sure it would, because it is tied to alcohol content.
That is the whole principle. You know, the wine that we have here
doesn't contain any water; it is all grape juice. That is why my 70I'm
year-old father probably is hoeing the vinyards today because
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and it doesn t have all these alterations and adulterations, at least
the way we make it, that's for sure. I have to drink it; my dad does,
too.
Senator SYMMs. Thank you.
Mr. Busch, on this equivalency question, when you go into a bar
and order a drink-I hate to be blasphemous in front of a large
brewer here, but let's say someone went in and ordered a scotch
aid water oe a bourbon and water, do you think they really get an
ounce and a quarter, or do they get closer to two ounces or. an
ounce and a halt?
" Mr. BuscH. Senator, I don't want to be evasive on that answer,
but I really don't know. We are not spirits people.
Senator SyMMs. Mr. Meister, what do you think they get?
Mr. MurER. I think they get an ounce and a quarter, in most
instances.
Senator SyMMs. Are most drinks served under that kind of a metered situation?
Mr. MsisTrER. In most of the bar situations, yes, sir.
Senator SyMMs. I see the ads, about, "equivalency," but I am
skeptical about the accuracy of the statement "a drink is a drink."
Mr. MEISTER. Well, there are groups such as the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the National Institutes on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, there are 36 State driving manuals including 15 V the 20 States represented on the Senate Finance Committee who teach that concept.
Senator SyMMS. Do you want to comment on that, Mr. Busch?
Mr. BUSCH. No. We know how much alcohol, Senator, there is in
a 12-ounce bottle of beer, and we' know how much water there is
there. I don't want to get into an argument with the people in the
distilled spirits industry about how much a bartender may pour
into a scotch and water, because I really don't know..
Senator SyMMS. Mr. Debev¢, at your winery, how do you pay
your excise tax?
Mr. DEBEvc. We pay it at the time of removal from bond. When
we produce our wine, we pick our grapes, of course, ciush them,
and then start fermentation, then we have to have a bond- on the
amount ofwine that is there with alcohol in it. When we remove it
from bond, then we pay that excise tax to the Federal Government.
We do it every 15 days, and we pay the State excise tax to the
State government every month. So, it is paid before it is removed
to the sales area.
Senator SYMMS. And in the brewery it is the same thing? It goes
by a meter at a certain point in the process, is that correct?
Mr. BUSCH. That is correct. And then it is transferred to the Government within a 2-week period and before we receive the revenue
from the wholesaler who we have passed the price on to.
Senator SyMMS. And the same thing in a distillery?
Mr. MIIrSTR. The same-thing with us, Senator.
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Senator SYMMS. Isn't this a further complication if you can no
longer add it to your "cost of sales"?
Mr. Busct. If it Was been collected from the consumer and it has
been given to the U.S. Government.
Senator SYMMS. But it is listed as a profit in your accounting?
Mr. Busvf. No, sir.
Senator Syms. I mean if this proposal passes.
Mr. BuscH. If this proposal went through, it would be listed as
operating profit, which would be taxed at whatever rate that this
committee sees fit aft-- deliberation. It would be the corporate
rate.
Senator SyMMs. Would you say it would be simpler just to raise
the excise tax, rather than do. it that way?
Mr. BuscH. I would hope we wouldn't raise the excise 'ax, but it
would be simpler.
Senator SyMMS. It would be simpler. I am just making the point.
This isn't necessarily a simplification process, then?
Mr. Buscui. It is not.
Senator SyMMs. I want to ask one last question about the farmers' issue here. Are all of these products basically made ofgrain?
Mr. Dt:swc. No; and grapeS?
Senator SyMMS. And grapes. Grapes and grain, though.

Mr. BUscH. And hops.
Senator SyMms. And hops.

Mr. BuscH. Yes.

Senator SyMMS. If the consumers stop consumption, there will be
a big dropoff in the demand for grain and hops, and grapes?
Mr. Busct. For the price of grain, Senator, because we pay a premium for every bushel of grain that comes out of the field in the
use of beer.
Senatoi SyMMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I see my time is up.
So, there is a farmer's side of this issue, also?
Mr. BuscH. Yes, there is, very much so.
Senator SyMMS. I think I might have observed, Mr. Chairman,
that we are paying a huge amount of money out of the Federal
treasury right now to try to alleviate the plight of the American
farmer.
Mr. Di.nRFvc. We have none of those subsidies in grapes, Senator.Senator Symms. I understand that.
The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions of this panel?

(No response.)

The CHAIRMAN. If not, let us take Senator Eagleton, and then we

will break for lunch.

STATEMENT OF lION. TiIOMAS F. EAGLETON, U.S. SENATE, STATE
OF MISSOURI

Senator EAGLrrON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Tom, for being patient. We appreciate it.
-Senator EAGLEPTON. And I will be very brief because circumstances wprrant'it, especially immediately before the lunch hour.
Mr. Chairman, I very much sympathize with the dilemma that
you and the members of your committee face in trying to simplify
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the Tax ('ode and at the same time bring the income Lax rates
down to 35. 25. and 15, and further to recoup some tax dollars so
that at the end of the whole process it is revenue neutral.
1 am here this morning to briefly testify in opposition to the proposal with respect to the nondeductibility of excise taxes.
What this change would mean is that the manufacturer-were
the proposal to become law-would in effect impose his own sort of

manufacturer's sales tax on customers in order to recoup the loss
of excise tax deductibility.
So, we would be fostering greater tax regressivity and reducing
the progressive impact of the income taxes, all in the name of tax

reform-or all in the name of, as we sometimes use it around here
in the Halls of Congress, "all in the name of progress." To me, that

is not progress.
Regressive taxes are just what the same suggests-going backwards. Regressive tax policies have just that impact. I consider progressive income taxes to be the hallmark of the fair way to collect
and impose taxes in this country.
So, whenever the choice is between regressive and progressive, I
tilt strongly in favor of the latter.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Questions of Senator Eagleton?

(No response.]
Senator EAGLETON. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Tom, thank you very much.
We are in adjournment until 1:30.
[Whereupon, at 12:44 p.m., the meeting was recessed.]
AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator SYMMs. The committee will resume the hearing. We are
associate general counsel,,
now at panel VIII, which is Mr. Morelli,.
Midlans Enterprises from Cincinnati, OH; Mr. Donohue, president

and chief executive officer of the American Trucking Association;
Mr.
Mr. PiBona, president of the American Petroleum Institute;BergMr.
and
Co.;
Holding
Peahody
the
of
president
Schctder, vice
man, executive director of Americans for Energy Independence.

We appreciate all of you gentlemen being here, and we will start
right at the top of the list. Mr. Morelli? We are under a 5-minute
rule here. The chairman is now here and I will let him say that,
but I am sure what he will say is that we want you to try to stay
within the 5-minute limit so we can have time--or questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Some of these witnesses have been here often
enough to know that that is the rule. Why don't you go right
ahead, gentlemen? We will start with Mr. Morelli.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM P. MOREL1I, ASSOCIATE GENERAL
COUNSEL. MII)LAND ENTERPRISES, INC., CINCINNATI. OH. AND
CHIiRMAN, LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE, THE AMERICAN WA.

TEkWAYS OPERATORS. INC.
Mr. MORELU. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is William

Morelli. I am associate general counsel and director of government
Inc., which is one of the Nation's
Midland
affairs
transportation companies. I am also chairman
barge Enterprises,
inland
largest for
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of the Legislative Committee of the American Waterways Operators, which is the national trade association of the domestic inland
and coastal barge and towing industry. I appreciate the opportunity to speak on this important issue on behalf of the AWO.
As you are well aware, since 1980 our industry has been paying
an excise tax on diesel fuel used in towboat engines. This tax, imposed to help offset the Federal Government's expenditures for new
construction on the inland waterways system, has now increased to
10-cents-per-gallon.
This past year. this committee played a crucial role in Senate
passage of S. 1457, water resource legislation which would, in exchange for the authorization of six critical inland projects, phase in
an additionaltax of 10 certs over a period of 10 years beginning in
1988.

We are concerned that, by eliminating the deductibility of excise
taxes, one of the goals of the carefully crafted compromise between
the Senate leadership and the administration, namely reasonable
levels of cost recovery, will be destroyed. We recognize that in fashioning the additional tax burden included in S. 1567, this commit-

tee and the administration sought to balance'the need of the Federal Government to decrease deficits with the recognition that the
barge and towing industry could not absorb additional user fees at
the levels which have been previously proposed by the administration.
Our industry acknowledged the difficult task facing this committee and Congress and testified before this committee last September on the positive aspects of the compromise which would increase
the user tax on our industry as a means of breaking the deadlock
over water resource legislation.
An underlying theme of this legislation was one of moderation in
taxing an already ailing barge industry. We note that this committee's report on S. 1567 stated that it was the intent that the in-

creased fuel tax payments not be an undue immediate burden on
the users.
This schedule of future tax increases is not intended to be increased further. We believe that the proposal to eliminate the deductibility of excise taxes is at odds with the intent of this language.

Our industry supports the widely held concept that excise taxes

are a legitimate, ordinary and necessary expense of doing business
and that they should not be included in taxable income. In consid
ering the decision whether to support the fuel tax increase proposed by S. 1567, our industry reviewed the effect any such tax increase would have on our industry, with the assumption that such
taxes would be deductible from income.
We estimate that at the current 46 percent income tax corporate
level, our industry pays an effective excise tax rate of around 5.4cents-per-gallon at the current 10-cent-per-gallon fuel tax. Of
course, our industry pays the full 10 cents to the Government and
then recognizes the benefits of its deductibility. This allows our industry some flexibility in pricing decisions and results in a tax
burden which is not confiscatory.
However, as has been mentioned before, the elimination of the
deductibility of excise taxes would result in a 54-percent increase
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at the 35 percent top corporate rlte now being proposed in this
committee. Certainly, these increases in costs over which our industry has no control will be a serious burden to bear, particularly
for an industry which is continuing to have severe economic woes.
It is clear that the increase in the fuel user tax, as proposed in S.
1567. under the nondeductibility option could be devastating to our
industry. I would also like to point out that the barge industry
faces a situation where an excise tax burden can have significant
competitive effects, particularly where its chief competitor is not
required to pay ii similar tax.. While barge lines and trucks pay a
tax on diesel fuel, railroads pay no such tax.
Barge lines are the only real competition to railroads for the
long haul of high-volume bulk communities. Since barge lines must
compete head to head with an industry *which does not have to
factor excise, taxes into its present structure, any incremental increase in the effective rate of the barge fuel excise tax can effect
between barge and rail rates and
balance
the delicate competitive
to rail.
barge
from
diversion
in
result
We fully appreciate the need to help solve the problem of our
burgeoning national deficit. We have shown our commitment to
this goal; and it is our hope that the positive national benefits realized this year through the compromise on the water resources legislation will not be irretrievably lost in the name of tax reform.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Mr. Donohue.

IThe prepared written statement of Mr. Morelli follows:]
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STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. DONOIUE, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER, AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS,
INC., WASIIING;TON, DC
Mr. DoNOHuS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Tom Donohue,

president and chief executive officer of the ATA; and I speak today
on behalf of my association and the Coalition Against Regressive
Taxation, which represents dozens of organizations and companies
opposed specifically to the excise tax and tariff changes included in
the Finance Committee's recent markup.
Mr. Chairman, for myself and for the others, let me say that we
appreciate your help in arranging this hearing so that we can discuss and evaluate the critical and emotional issues associated with
this excise tax proposal. The organizations that participate in
CART's weekly meetings oppose several of the committee's proposed changes: Of course, the elimination of deductibility of excise
taxes and tariffs; the indexing or increasing of fuel, tobacco and alcohol ta.Nes; and the fivefold to sixfold increase in the wine tax. The
fact thdt more than 100 people are testifying before the committee
today gives an indication of the feeling in the community.
The proposed changes in excise taxes and tariffs are selective tax
hikes that hit hardest at those least able to pay. Eliminating the
deductibility of excise taxes paid by businesses is not reform. It is
an unprecedented departure from current tax policy. It is an unfair
redefinition of the concept of business expenses to withdraw the
ability of business to deduct money spent on excise taxes. It is, in
some people's minds, revolution, not reform.
These taxes and tariffs are every bit as legitimate as the cost of
goods, labor, Social Security, or unemployment taxes. The committee's proposal changes the rules of the game in such a way that no
one in business today could have predicted or anticipated.
Let me just take a moment on trucking. Our situation is that we
are already the highest federally taxed industry in the country.
Mr. DiBona might disagree, but it depends on how you roll the
numbers. Last year truck owners paid $6.8 million in Federal
excise taxes, derived from fuel equipment and heavy vehicle use,
in addition to a growing State burden in taxes. Over the last 5
years, our taxes have gone up 55 percent. In addition, that money
we have paid in is in the banks, so to speak.
There is $13 billion in the Highway Trust Fund right now not
being spent, and it will shortly be $17 billion.
The committee's plan would cost these owners as much as $3.7
billion annually in lower income or in higher taxes. A typical
. -i owner-operator, for example, who pays $6,900 a year in excise

taxes, would pay an additional $2,400 right out of his pocket, a 35percent increase. Now, unlike some businesses-and Mr. Chairman,
I am sure from the quotes we have both made in the newspapers,
we want to talk about this-the trucking industry will not be able
to pass along all of the increased costs because of a couple of issues.
First, we have a relatively constant freight volume, since 1979;
high competition because of more entrants in the business. Shippers are now beginning- to act as carriers, and the owner-operators
have particular problems in their business. Not only that, competition with the railroads, who pay no excise taxes-and in this in-
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stance who would have a double advantage to us-would cause us
to think twice about pwasing on some of the costs.
Third, existing, business arrangements take some time and, as
was indicated today, the cash flow period of time where you pay it
and then go collect it. And then finally, as you all know, the big
companies would be able to stand this much better than the small.
However, I will admit that all costs will eventually be paid by
the consumer, either in increased costs, lost jobs, smaller profits. or
lost wages. You heard about the study today that basically outlines
how the smaller companies and the least advantaged taxpayers
would carry a significant burden of the excise taxes, when and if
they are passed onto the ultimate consumer.
And I am not giing to spend a good deal of time going into those
numbers because they have already been reported on. But in short,
the proposed changes would virtually destroy the tax relief for the
lower income people, while it provides more advantage for people
at higher levels.
I would also point out, 'Mr. Chairman, a little study that was
done that indicates some questions as to the constitutional legality
and the law as it pertains under the GAIT. Iet me summarize, if I
might then, by saying that this proposal takes $75 billion out of: the
private economy and reallocates it to cover someone else's tax advantage.
The ultimate regressive nature of this is that those less fortunate
will pay for it, and it cannot be easily passed on to the consumers
especially in lovi-profit companies in highly competitive industries,
T
and it may be illegal under the constitutional and the-GAI !' agreements.
Mr. Chairman, for these reasons, we would urge the Finance
Committee to'reject these proposals. And if I might just add one
sentence, I would like to say that we were very disappointed to
hear this morning's testimony by the Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury endorsing the excise tax concepts which increase our
taxes and take away the deductibility. I consider his logic to be a
rejection of the principles that were in the President's original tax
reform bill and an indication that they will go to any length to get
a bill, no matter what is in it.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Donohue follows:J
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BEFORE THE

UNITED STATES SENATE
CORMITTEI ON FIHACE

Statement of the
AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS

HEARING ON
EXCISE TAX AND TARIff CHAGES

PROPOSED AS PART or TAX REFORM

Thomas J. Donohue
President and Chief Executive Officer

My name is

Thomas J.

Donohue; I am President and Chief

Executive Officer of the American Trucking Associations.

ATA iis

federation representing all types and sizes of for-hire and
private motor carriers.
ATA's membership includes over 3.500 individual firms, plus
Sl state trucking associations

nd I

conferences of different

trucking specialties, which together represent tens of thousands
of other carriers.

SUMMARY

The trucking industry is firm in its opposition to proposals
that would end the deductibility of federal excise taxes and
tariffs and index federal fuels taxes.

These changes would drive

the trucking industry's already high effective tax rate up to
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intolerable levels, even it the income tax rate were cut to IS%.
Truck owners pay more federal excise taxes than any other
taxpayers--S6.8 billion per year.

Ending deductibility would cost

them more than $2 billion, a sum the industry cannot possibly
absorb, given current economic conditions of stiff competition,
low margins, and high bankruptcy rates.

Yet their principal

a result,
competitors. railroads, pay no federal excise taxes. As
companies would not generally be able to pass the taxes forward.
and many would be driven out of business.
Moreover, it is objectionable on principle to deny the
These
deductibility of a necessary and inescapable business cost.
as the
taxes and tariffs are every bit as legitimate a deduction
taxes.
cost of goods, labor, or Social Security and unemployment
By forcing businesses to count as income an amount they now
would be
collect and remit directly to the government, the changes
very disruptive to prices or business dealings with many
industries that supply trucking.
near
The proposal to index fuel taxes, just when prices are
with an
or at their lows, is also likely to saddle highway users
by
unfair share of tax increases. Tax reform should be paid for
broadening the income tax base, not by arbitrarily selecting
certain excise taxes for potentially steep increases.
CURRENT LAW
on a
Excise taxes and tariffs (or customs duties) ate levied
and
broad range of goods and services. The amounts collected

4 .
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,eitted to the federal government are either excluded from gross
receipts (just as state sales taxes are) or are deductible as an
ordinary business expense (just like payroll taxes).

For the

buyer of a taxable or dutiable good, the full cost of the product,
including the tax or tariff, is treated like similar. untaxed
products.

rot example, businesses deduct the full cost' of

telephone service,

including the 3% federal excise tax collected

and remitted by the telephone company.
Truck owners are subject to several categories of excise
taxes, plus tariffs on imported trucks and parts.

Current federal

excise tax rates, and the amounts collected from trucks in fiscal
1985.

&r

shown below.

(Tariffs, ranging as high as 2S%, push the

total even higher however, detail on collections is unavailable.)

Excise Tax and Rate
G60r 1
-9 Coi
per gallon
Diesel fuel--IS cents per gallon
New trucks, trailers, and parts--12% of retail price
Heavy vehicle highway use tax--S100 to $550 per year
Tires (over 40 lbs.)--varies with weight
Total for all trucks

ryes Receipts
s(bllion
9)
2.4
2.40
1.4
0.4
0.2

*Truck portion only (assumed to be 27.S% of gasoline tax and 91.9%
of diesel tax, based on Federal HNihway Administration data.)
Source:

Budget of the United States Government--Fiscal Year 1967.

This $6.6 billion total has doubled in the last three years,
as the gasoline tax has risen from 4 to 9 cents, the diesel tax
from 4 to 15 cents, and the highway use tax from a maximum of $240
to $550.

Commercial trucking as a whole (for-hire ant private

fleets) pays $4.9 billion, and individuals (who may use trucks for
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business as well as personal purposes)* $1.9 billion.
The taxes are levied at various stages.
o Gasoline and tic

In particulars

taxes are manufacturers' excise taxes*.

o The tax on now trucks, trailers and pacts added within six
months is imposed at time of first retail sale and must be
depreciated by the purchaser under the same rules as the vehicle
itself.
o The diesel tax is

paid by the dealer in the case of retail

Pales and by the user in the case of fleet owners who fill up
their own trucks.
o The highway use tax is paid annually by owners of trucks
having a registered weight of mote than S,000 pounds.
Together, these taxes cost the typical long-haul truck
operator, driving a tractor-trailer 100,000 miles, almost $7000 a
year.
PROPOSED CHANGES

The markup document now before the Finance Committee contains
three types of changes to federal excise taxes and tariffs, plus
related technical changes:
(1) an end to deductibility for all excise taxes and tariffs.
imposed in such a way that all payers ot those levies would
be effectively subject to'a tax at the iop corporate rate
(351 under the plan). even for companies and individuals with
losses or credits available for regular tax purposes;
(2) indexing of fuel, tobacco, and alcohol taxes, such that tax
rates would rise if prices rise but would not fall below

.4
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current rates If prices fall;
(3)

a five- to six-told increase in the excise tax on vine.
Nondeductibility is the most consequential of these changes.

with a

M5t top corporate rate under the plan, ending deductions

would raise $62.6 billion over fiscal years 1987-91,

according to

Joint Committee on Taxation staff estimates released April 7.

If

the corporate rate winds up higher, the cxst of nqndeductibility
would go up accordingly.

indexing would raise $11.2 billion, and

the wine tax change $1.S billion.
The technical changes would assure that each tax and tariff
would be counted as income by someone, generally the business that
now collects the tax, but possibly further 'upstream* in the case
of the diesel tax.

IMPACT ON THE TRUCKING INDUSTRY

These changes would be brutal for trucking.

Trucking is a

highly competitive industry.. There are now more than 33,000
holders of operating authority from the Interstate Commerce
Commission, with an even larger number of private and intrastate
carriers.

Preliminary 1985 data show, that ICC-authorised carriers

had a very narrow profit margin of only 2.2t, with roughly a third
operating at a loss.

NondeductiUility would worsen these totals

significantly, and would push many more carriers into the red.
Some would be forced out of business altogether.
Most truck owners would lose direct deductions only for the
highway use tax.

62-214 0 - 86

-

However, their costs for fuel and equipment

11
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• ould go up by yust as much as If they paid the other excises and
tariffs directly. That is because refiners, manufacturers, and
importets of fuel, trucks, pats, and tires would attempt to
increase their prices enough to recover the cost of their lost
Trucking companies, which need those products to stay
in business, would have little ability to tend off the price
increases. Meanwhile, the changes would cause cash flow or other

deductions.

difficulties for carriers and a host of related industries: truck
stop operators and other fuel vendors truck and trailer makers
and dealers and manufacturerS,

distributors and dealers of parts

and tires.
Little Pass-Through by Trucking firms
Truck owners would not generally be able to pass on their
higher costs to customers, for two reasons. first, many of them
compete head-to-head with railroads, which pay virtually no
federal excise taxes. (The only exceptions are for piggyback
trailers and for their own highway vehicles.)

Carriers that

compete directly with rail would have little or no opportunity to

pass on costs If the business would otherwise be diverted.
Second. even where there is no competition from another mode, the
large number of existing or potential trucking competitors
-(including the shipper, which can easily get permission to truck
its own freight) would often prevent pass-throughs of the costs.
Rany short-haul carriers are in this situation, for instance.
Since 1978, the number of trucking companies has more than
doubled.yet the physical volume of freight remains unchanged,
indicating how intense competition has become and how hard it

would be tor mcst cattiers to pass alcnq t.

higher tax costs.

impact i.n rot.-ite Carriers
To measure the

fdustry from

impact on the tguckiflg

he loss

of deductibility, ATAI Statistical Anal isDeparttnt, alculated
the tax paid in 1984 on purchases of fuel

nd equi

nt and on

at reported to the,

highway use tor all 1414 interstate carriers

These firms comprise nearly one-touith of the for-hire

ICC.

(interstate and intrastate) industry.

TheIr actual effective

federal income tax tate in 1984 was a relatively high 2S.6%.

If

they had to pay a 15t tax on the federal excises included in the
products they bought, their combined income tax rate would have
scared to 41.8t--a 464 increase.

tA study by the Joint Committee

on Taxation staff for 1980-83 found an even higher effective tax
rate for those years, 38.2t.

Nondeductibility would have pushed

this rate above 50% for those years.)
impact on wner-O~er.atr5 and Mar inal Firms
The impact would be harshest on marginal carriers and owneroperators.

Roughly one-third of reporting ICC-authorized carriers

operated in the ted in 1985.

All of these companies would be

severely squeezed by having to pay a 35% tax on the amount of
highway use tax they paid. and by facing sharp increases in
product prices.
A typical owner-operator drives 100.000 Riles per year and
pays nearly $7000 (directly 61 indirectly) in federal excise
taxes.

Assuming 3 taxable income of $20,000. a married taxpayer

would be in the 1St bracket for regular income tax but would owe
furthermore, higher

at a 35t rate on his or her highway use tax.

N
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costs for a tcactor..tires.

and fuel as a result of•

nondeductibility for the sellers or manufacturers would drive the
owner-opelator's disposable income down by more than lt.
Size of Price Increases to be Absorbed
Oondeductibility would spell sharply higher prices for a
In
trucking company's ma)or purchases: equipment and fuel.
general, a business would have to increase its selling price by
St of the amount of ad excise tax to remain wholo-,
A 54t increase in the $6.8 billion of excise taxes paid by
all truck owners amounts to $3.7 billion annually. The for-hire
industry would pay almost hall this sum,

which would likely exceed

total industry profits.
This would roughly increase the price of diesel fuel by 8
cents a gallon, heavy tires by St. and tractors, trucks, and
trailers iy 7t.

ruel costs would go still higher if the diesel

and gasoline taxes were indexed.

At current prices, the diesel

tax equals approximately 25t of the pretax price, and the gasoline
tax 12t.
PROBLEMS WITH INDEXING FUZL TAXES
Indexation of fuel taxes presents additional problems beyond
the potential high cost when coupled with nondeductibility.
Indexation would either swell the Highway Trust rund, into which
truck owners have already paid a large unspent balance,, or it
would lead to fuel users paying pact of the tax into the general
fund.

Either approach is unfair.

,

.

..
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The Highway Trust Fund currently has an unspent balance of
over $13 billion, a sue that is pro)ected to rise above $11
billion by 1990.

it

is unreasonable to require truck owners and

other fuel users to keep adding to an account that is far in
surplus and growing rapidly.
It would be even more inequitable to expect fuel purchasers
to pay for tax relief for all other taxpayers by diverting the
indexed portion of fuel tax receipts into general revenues.
Moreover, the volatility of fuel prices makes this a very
unsuitable source of funding general tax relief.

Finally, if the

proposal were implemented now, when fuel prices appear to be at or
near a low from which they will most likely rebound sharply.
highway users would be especially penalized.

CONCLUSION

The proposals. to end deductibility for excise taxes and
tariffs and to selectively raise excises are unfair and misguided.
They would have a harsh impact on the trucking industry, which
already pays extremely high rates of both income tax and excise
taxes.

They would be most punitive for owner-operators and

marginal companies, driving many of them into the red or even out
of business.
In short, these proposals are the antithesis of true tax
reform,

which includes lower effective rates for currently over-

burdened taxpayers and a more level playing field.

The Committee

should reject these ideas before proceeding with tax overhaul.
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The CHAIRMAN. I am a half-hour late in getting to this, and I

apologize for that. I promised Senator Symms he could ask one
question. He had a 2 p.m. appointment, and he wants to ask this
question before he leaves.
Senator SyMMS. I apologize first to all the panel members that I
have to go to the office. I have a long standing meeting that I can't
get out of.
The question that I am very concerned about is the broad question of cost of doing business. As you run a trucking company you
collect excise taxes and pay them to the Government. Then ou include the tax in the sales price. When you pay the tax to the government you includethat as a cost of doing business, the same as
paying your 7 percent FICA taxes. Is that correct?
Mr. Mosrua. Yes, sir.
Senator SyMMS. Isn't this going to completely disrupt your procedures if we take away the deductibility? Wouldn't it be better from
the standpoint of accounting procedures just to raise it?
Mr. DONOHUE. From the point of view, if I might speak first, of
the cost of doing it-the change in the way the process goes, the
cash-flow arrangements, and everything else-strictly on a hypothetical case, it would certainly be better to raise it than to change
all the rules of the game.
Senator SyMMS. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for letting me indulge the committee here.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, and again I apologize for coming in
late. Mr. DiBona, are you really higher taxed than trucks?
Mr. DIBoNA. Excuse me, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. Are you higher taxed than trucks?
Mr. DIBONA. Oh, yes, sir. [Laughter.] Without question, we certainly pay more. [Laughter.)
Mr. DONOHUE. They pay more; we pay a higher percentage.
The CHAIRMAN. Go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES J. DIBONA, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
PETROLEUM INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. DIBONA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Charles DiBona,
president of the American Petroleum Institute, a trade association
that represents all segments of the industry in this country. The
API opposes the proposed elimination of excise tax deductibility
which would make the tax structure more inequitable rather than
less.It would distort economic decisionmaking by its discriminatory,
negative effects on industries whose products are subject to excise
taxes. It would make the Tax Code more regressive. Reform of the
income tax through a tax on a tax represents a novel doctrine opposed to traditional concepts of taxation based on net income. Nondeductibility would have a particularly severe impact on the petroleum industry.
It is the only industry subject to the crude oil windfall profit tax.
It is the main contributor, together with the chemical industry, to
Superfund excise taxes. And with excise taxes applied to gasoline
and other fuels, petroleum and its products accounted for over 45
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rcent of the $37 billion total excise taxes paid in the United

~ltes last year.

This industry is the most highly taxed of all major industries.
Figures from the Joint Committee on Taxation, for example, show
that even without the windfall profits tax, the industry in recent
ears has paid taxes at rates above the average of other industries.
i'don't know whether they include the trucking as a separate
entity in that study.
When the windfall profits tax is included, however, the petroleum industry in 1984 carried a Federal tax burden two-thirds as
high again as that of other industries. Motor fuel taxes alone account for almost a third of all Federal excise taxes. Federal and
State motor fuel taxes have been increased significantly in recent
years, and motorists already bear a relatively heavy burden.
As motor fuel taxes are regressive, a further increase in these
taxes would compound that regressive impact. Without concrete
legislative language, quantitative estimates of the impact of the
nondeductibility proposal cannot be made. However, assuming a
maximum corporate income tax rate of 35 percent, nondeductibility
would. mean that for an affected firm to maintain its after-tax
income, it would have to raise its prices by 54 cents for each dollar
of excise taxes it currently pays.
The amount which would in practice be passed through would
depend on market conditions. For the motor fuel tax-, because of
the comparatively low short-term and higher long-term responsiveness of motor fuel consumption-that is elasticity to an economist-it is likely that initially almost all of the increase would be
passed through. Over time however, the petroleum industry would
absorb a higher portion of the tax.
The windfall profits tax creates a special problem. Domestic oil
producers cannot pass this tax on to consumers because the price
of oil is determined in world markets, and foreign oil is not subject
to the tax. Although this tax currently raises little if any revenue,
it could become important should the price of oil recover somewhat.
Indeed, with windfall profits tax deductibility disallowed and
with the proposed 35 percent maximum income tax rate, a $1 increase in the price of crude oil could raise a company's Federal tax
liability by as much as $1.05, 70 cents of windfall profits tax and
then 35 cents of income tax. Rather than making the windfall profits tax more onerous, this committee should consider repealing it.
The nondeductibility proposal would also particulary affect the
oil and chemical industries because of the special excise taxes they
pay under the Superfund Program. The House Superfund bill
would increase the tax enormously, with the two industries funding over 80 percent of the 5-year $10 billion effort, even though petroleum is responsible for only about 15 percent of the wastes affected by the program.
Nondeductibility of these taxes would make this situation even
more inequitable. Given the currently depressed state of the petroleum industry and the importance of its viability to the U.S. economy and national. security, elimination of deductibility, of excise
taxes is a particularly bad idea and it has been proposed at a particularly bad time.

l
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Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir. Mr. Scherder.

(The written prepared statement of Mr. DiBona follows:]
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Introduction
Federal sicise

industry products were

taxes on petroleum

or almost hall of the federal

about $17 billion in fiscal 198S,

Federal excise taxes On

revenues generated by all excise taxes.
motor

fuels

in

themselves equaled about

billion,

$12

or about,

Revenues trom taritfs

one-third ot all federal excise receipts.

on crude oil and petroleum products also are substantial -- over
$200
this

million

Committee

nondeductible

make

to

ot income ,tax

including motor

taxes

fuel

the proposals before

Theretore,

9iS.

in fiscal

federal

excise

taxes

and

tariffs

purposes and to adjust some excise
taxes

for

implications tor the petroleum industry.

inflation have

important

These proposals should

be evaluated in terms of their potential effects on the ttionlq
energy position as well
The

as for

their general

economic effects.

following discussion examines these proposals from both

energy and economic policy perspectives.
A Disguised Increase

I.

Nondeductibility:

•

in Excise Taxes and Tarifts
Although tfe

federal

proposal to eliminate the deductibility of

excise taxes and tariffs

in computing

business income

taxes is presented as an income tax reform, the proposal actually

is an indirect way of raising excises and tariffs.

Not all firms

subject to income taxation would be affected by nondeductibility;
only those

firms that

directly affected.
of this proposal,
pay income tax 'at

pay excise taxes or

Indeed,

tariffs would be

under the "anti-avoidance'

provision

even firms that operate at a loss would have to
the maximum corporate tax rate* on so-called
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Some have suggested that the current proposal be modified so
that those firms that do not pay the maximum corporate tax rate
on additional

income (such

as firms operating at a loss) would
The details of how this

not obtain a competitive advantage.
would be

accomplished are not

modatication

probably would

yet

known.

However,

involve even higher

such

a

taxes on farms

operating at a lose than would be imposed on them under the
In addition, it probably would cause the
current proposal.
prices ot taxed products to rise by even more than they would
under the current proposal.
In any event,

the elimination of

tvderal excise tax and

tarit( deductibility would put intense pressure on affected firms
Indeed, it is likely that attected firms
to raise their prices.
typically are earning only competitive rates of return currently.
Thus, attected firms probably would *iave to raise their prices
merely to remain economically viable.
The extent to which firms would be able to pass on the
increases in excise taxes and tariffs that are implicit in the
provision

nondeductibility
If

conditions.

largely

depends

the guantaty demanded of

upon

market

the particular taxed

product &*^not sensitive to price changes (a relatively inelastic
demand), firms would be able to pass. on all or almost all of the
tAx

increase without

losing much sales volume.

in this case,

consumers of the taxed product would bear *ost or al of the tax
However, if demand for the taxed product is highly
burden.
sensitive

to

price

changes relatively

elastic demand),

firms

would not be able to pass on tne tax increase without losing a
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large volume of salue.
may

conouesrs

In this case, although the product's

pay somewhat

"1qI9tr

prices

tor

the taxed product,

they usually woull bear only 4 fraction of the total tax burden.
iemana for most goods ts neither perfectly elastic nor

7he

Therefore,

inelastic.

perfectly

under

nondeductibility

the consumers 41 products subject to excise taxes and

proposal,

tariffs typically wouldI pay higher prices
the

the

(or these goods,

and

(ires projucing tna, taxed goodls would suiter reductions
volumes antd after-tax

their

receipts.

in

Productive facilities in

the 4fvcteJ injustries rruld be less fully utilized. some plants
shut

eight

and

down,

employment

these

in

industries

would

decl ine.
II.

Implications ot 4xcase Tax and Tariff NondeOuctibility tar the Domestic Oil Industr
As

the

table

belov

indicates,

federal

excise

taxes on

petroleum industry products totalled about $17 billion in fiscal
1985.

U.S. Department of Commerce tigures indicate that customs

duties on crude oil
million in

1985.

nondvetIuctibaility

ana petroleum products were more than $200
Thus, based on

1985 figures, the proposed

provision accompanied by a maximum

income tx rate would impose 4n additional

federal

35 percent

tax burden ot

about $6 billion (35 percent of $17.2 billion) on the petroleum
industry.
burden

Naturally,

nondeductibility

would

impose

a smaller

it future tariffs and excise taxes such as the windfall

profit tax

are smaller,

and it

would impose a greater burden

the income tax rate is above 35 percent.

if
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EXCISE TAXES ON PETROLEUM INDUSTRY PRODUCTS IN FISCAL 1985
(S Thousands)
Manutactureirs' Excise Taxes
Gsol ine

S 9,062,387

Special Fuels and Retailers Taxes
Noncommercial aviation gasoline
Noncommercial aviation fuel other
than gasoline
Diesel and special motor tuels.
Inland waterway fuel

Environmental Taxes
Petroleum
Chemicals including petrochemicals
Hazardous substances
Total

--

Petroleum Industry Products

Total

--

All Excise Taxes

Source:

M3OOS
2,430, 16S
39,287
S.073, 1S9

Total

Windfall Profit lax,

9,686

42,490
222,S79

7,886

$16,960,648
$37,004,944

Internal kuvenue Report of Excise Taxes# March 26, 1986.
the demand for petrol up products --

In the short term,
gasoline

particularly
inelastic.

--

is

widely

believed

to

be

highly

As discussed above, in such cases producers are able

to pass on a large portion ot
while maintaining
years or so,

their soles.

however,

tax increases to their customers
The experience of

the past

10

indicates that over longer periods of time

people do cut theAr demand tr petroleum products in response to
The long uptrends in both petroleum products
higher prices.
consumption and gasoline consumption were reversed in the late
1970* and early 1980s in response to the price increases of the
1970s.

Thus,

in the short term the petroleum industry probably

could pass on a large portion of an effective increase in taxes,
but in the longer term the industry would be forced to curtail
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industry --

excise

o1

Lhe burden o

wouljLAiasro

1s tihe crude oil windfall

excise t4es and tarills

an excise tax imposed on the difference between

profit tax (WPT),

the market price of domestscally prtNiuced crude oil and various
altlereit cateories o1 oil.

basv prices luor
oil

in world markets.

ts Autoriaiied

The price o

crude

Domestic producers cannot

sell their oil at a price above the cust of imported oil of like
quality.

it

1hub,

WPT deductibility ware eliminated,

domestic

oat producers woull bear the entire burden of this tax increase.
it any

The WPr currently yields little

t)ecause of the recent steep tall in oil prices.
discourages U.S.

revenue

Nevertheless, it

because domestic oil producers

even with WP1 oeductability permitted for income tax

know that,
purposes.

oil development

federal

WPT would appropriate up to 70 percent of future

t.e

increases

in

oil revenues.
thv WP1

substantially,

Moreover,

should oil

would d.gdan become a

prices rise

signilcant revenue

raiser attol would have a greater inhibiting otfect on domestic oil
investmSents.

liama.,ati ,n at the WPT deductihility for income tax purposes
would

make

tuits

tax

petroleum development.

an

even

greater

obstacle

to

domestic

With WPT deductibility disallowed-and a

35 percent maximum ircomo tax rate, a $1 increase in oil revenues
could

raasa

$1.05

($0.70O

a

comp-ny's

federal

tax

liabilities

an WPT plus $0.35 an income tax).

by as much as
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operate

Sk in"01t.IJ tV

in 1'O.

ii. which was V114C

Clearly, the

in a tar different economic environment

for the bil

The WPT is an anachronism that

isidustry than exists currently.

It certainly should not be made potentially

should be abolished.

more onerous and counterproductive.
Another area that would be atlectod by the nondeductibility
provision is Supertund taxation. The oil and chemical industries
have been paying excise taxes of about $300 million per year for
I4ondeductibility would
this t^xic waste -cleanup program.
eftectively

increase

the

Furthermore,

taxes.

those

House

Superfund oill contains an enormous increase in the ecise taxes
on the oil and chemical industries, an increase that would be
magnified

it these taxes were not deductible.

This bill would

require the oil and chemical industries to fund over 80 percent
of a.5-year $10 billion effort to clean up abandoned toxic waste
sites, despite thq fact that the oil and chemical industries are
of
responsible tor only a small fraction (about 15 percent)
abandoned wastes.

This not only would he inequitable,

but it

also would be irresponsible at a time when the domestic petroleum
industry is faced with a financial problem that has important
the

Nation's

energy

security

and

economic

impl ications

tor

well-being.

The cost of financing this societal effort simply

should be spread more broadly through the total economy.
In addition to completely bearing the burden ot WPT nondeductibility,
associated With

the oil companies would bear part of
increases

in

other

petroleum

the burdeq

product excises.

Increasing the petroleum
since,

inequitable

as

industry's overall
demonstrated

tax burden would be
the

below,

oil

industry

already is moe highly taxed than uther industries generally.
Recent Petroleum Industry Taxes
ocusus on two federal taxes:

The following oiscussion

Of course,

income tax and the WPT.

corporation

substantial

industry

pays

severance

taxes and many other

amounts

in other

the

the petroleum

taxes

including

state and local taxes.

figures

(or 1964 (the latest tull-year data available) indicate that
$17.7 billion in domestic
Motor

fuel

were

levied

not including $11.S
on the

21

billion in

leading

petroleum

Figure I displays the domestic taxes (excluding motor

companies.
fuel

taxes,

naxeu,

paid by this group during the period 1974-64.

taxes)

They

also paid substantial foreign taxes.
Studied
Petroleum
American

by the staft of tne Joint Committee on Taxation, the

Industry
Petroleum

Rvsearch

Foundation,

institute all

Inc.

(PIiINC).

and the

show that petroleum companies

tend to pay tax at higher etfective rates than non-oit companies.
This is true tor both their domestic and foreign operations.
The staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation found that 23
leading petroleum corporations paid 21.3 percent of their pre-tax
U.S. income in federal income tax for 1983, while the average for
all the corporations examined by the Joint Committee
1983 was 16.7 percent.

for

They found a similar difference between

petroleum and non-petroleum
through 1982.

staft

firms for each of the years 1980

Figure 1: U.S. Taxes On Domestic Operations Paid By
Leading Petroleum Companies
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According to the Joint Committee on Taxation study tor the
period

the oil

1980-1981.

founp

industries

for all
that

Juring

1980-82,

was

18

percent.

the

large U.S.

PIRINC

Similarly,

companies

petroleum

income taxes at a threv-year average rate of 26

paid tonersl

percent compareJ to An average rate of
200

(cteral

while during the same period the

income tax rate was 23 percent
avuroge

average effective

companies'

large nun-oil companies

inclucied

16 percent for the nearly
in the Joint Committee on

Taxation study.
examine only the corporation income tat.

stuliv

7hese

Because the federal windfall profit tax is deductible from income

the figures actually

taxed unoer the corporation income tax,
unaerstate the

fttective corporation tax rates that the petroleum

industry would have faced in the absence of the WPT.
The windfall profit tax, of course, should be considered an
integral
The

part of

petroleum

the

billion of

industry paid $76

enactment

ih

industry's
windfall

fiscal year

1980 through

tax burden.

tederal
profit

1985.

tax

from its

As stated above#

because crude oil prices are set in a world market, oil companies
cannot pass this tax forward

in higher prices.

When the corpration income tax and windfall profit tax are
considered
industry

together,

the

leading

had an ettective

two-thirds
industries.
in earlier

higher 'than
(See
years,

that

Figure

2.)

tax

21 companies
rate of

for similar

in the petroleum

37 percent in

1984 --

firms in non-petroleum

The differential was even greater

reaching a peak of 120 percent in

1981,

when

the leading petroleum companies paid 49 percent 'of their income

Figure 2: Comparative Federal Tax Burden of Leading
U.S. Oil and Non-oil Industrial Companies
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Consequently, the industry has cut

its opucations sustantiilly, a,,o companies have announced

plans to cut still

further..
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estimtaJ
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in
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to under

last year
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only
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1971
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the

Furthermore.

irilling activity suggest that the decline

have further
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its
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being

drilled,

but

Shut-ins occur because

in.

many
the

value e1 the oil produced is not sufficient to cover the costs et
maintaining
than

10

production.

wells

(wells

producing

less

barruls ot oil per lay) are particularly vulnerable.

-although some

tion.

Stripper

larger

wells also have been taken out ot

A survey taken by the National

produc-

Stripper Well Association

this year indicated that about

earlier

100,000 of the Nation's

460,000 stripper wells woud to attut in at wellhead prices of $15
on average

Suce stripper wells,

already has occurgeS.

produce

the closang of 100,000 such wells would

i Larrels per day,

about

the closing of many ot t.1sao Veils

Indved,

per barrel or less.

reduce 43osestc oil production by about 300,000 barrels per day.
regulations

environmental

Because

plugging of
supplies,

it

typically

secure

require

inactive wells to prevent possible damage to water
ever

will be uneconomic

probably

to re-open most

shut-in stripper wells.
Le

drilling and more

reduce domestic oil

shut-ins will

Such production already io down about

production.

110,000

future production vary,

barrels per day in

1986.

but analysts agree

that £6olainuation of low oil prices will

drastically

lower

Resources Inc.,

U.S.

Estimates of

oil

For

production.

example,

Data

a leading economic consulting tire, projects that

U.S. oil production would tall from its 1985 level of 10.5S NB/0
to 6.1 I MB/D in 1995 if the price of oil Is
in

in the $13-l5 range

1986-1988 and then rises to $29 per barrel by 1995.

Assuming

somewhat higher oil ,)rice** the Energy Information Administration
recently projected domeAic oil production of only 7.1 IMNB/D in
An American

199s.

suggests
much if

Petroleum

Institute survey of oil companies

that domestic production could

tall by at least this

oil prices stay at relatively low levels, such as those

recently experienced.
Employment

has tallen markedly in

related industries.

for example.

about 20 percent since 1961,

the oil

industry and

Exxon has reduced its staff by

and Chevron recently announced

it
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Will cut its work lorCe by about 10-IS percent during the next
Recently relaavad U.S.

year or so.

Labor Department figures

Jobs were lost in the oil and gas producing

indicate that 14,000

industry Jutati1Karch alone, and that the Texas unemployment rate
has

above the national average.

suddenly risen well

by

compl ed

Based on
U.S.

the

industr ial

input-out jut

relationshi ps

nlepartaunt

ot cosmurce,

the American Petroleum Institute has

eltisat"I

that

exploration-pr.Juction
cut

eoach

tor

supplier

1l04-1986

industry employment by about

spending reduction of about

$,000.

Thus,

billion,

the amount estimated by the Oil

a

In

expenditures, oil-field employment will be

lI, 000 and

ny a1)cut

reduction

dollar

billion

6 Gas Journal.

$13

can be

expected to reduce* oil-field and supplier employment hy about
capital

Moreover,

260,000.

the downstream

spending cuts in

segments of the industry will cause additional employment losses.
although more than 100 U.S. refineries have shut
Finally,
down

since

opwrating

1401

In 1)81),

one-third of

(over

t;ie domestic refineries

trne domestic rutining industry currently i

operating 4t unly about three-qudrters of capacity.
Clearly, the decline
undurway dous not augur
14oreover.
stimuldted.

it low oil

well

industry that to

tor the Iation's energy security.

prices persist,

oil consumption would be

Higher consumption combined with declining domestic

oil production would
imports.

in the doqgstic oil

lead to a substantial rise in U.S.

oil

Higher taxes would sap the domestic industry's strength

even further, and thus they would accelerate the likely movement
toward greater national reliance on imported oil.
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111.

Additional Consequences of Eliminating federal Excise
Tax and Tarift Deductibilit ltot Income Tax Purposes
1. Nondeductibility would reduce overall consumer
iiataciltion and futur eonmicrwth.
The

selective

nondeductioility

increases in
would

bring

excise

taxes and

about

would

tariffs

that

accentuate

the

Consumers

distortions in the economy Caused by these taxes.

would be dissuaded from purchasing taxed products# and resources
Consumers
would be forced out of the production of these items.
satisfying basket of

would wind

up wtth a loes

resources --

labor and capital -- would move into loes

and remunerative

pursuits.

goods#

and

productive

The net result would be

lover

economic growth and reduced economic well-being.
2. tondeductihility would be a regressive tax.
A recent

study by de Seve

Economics

that individuals with incomes of lees

Associates

has tound

than $20,000 per year would

pay about 23 percent of the taxes generated by nondeductibilitye
although these

individuals account for only about 12 percent of

total income.

At the other end of the income scale* individuals

with annual

incomes over $100.000

are estimated

to pay about 6

percent of the taxes generated by nondeductibility, although they
account for about 14 percent of total income.

3.

Nondeductibility would in effect set important social
legislatre
economic policies without specific
consideration.
and

-Nondeductibility

would establish policies without careful

legislative consideration.
items (those

It would cause the pcicq

with excise taxes or tarffs on them)

of certain
to rie

340
their

di scouraging

thereby

coosuEpt ion

and

penal sting

the

consumers of these items as well as the employers and workers who
produce e

these

tion of certain

legislators wish to discourage consump-

If

itas.

items ond penalize certain groups of employers

and workers in the process.

they should clearly specify this so

the *ilctorato Can readily perceive

that

the nature of

the

prolPQsa .

4.

Non! uductibiitX e llectivly wouli allow some federal

OXyIS,

tVIA-

to risaeinvrA-Er venues rW-fi;-Tirst

time*

Revenues raised by the tudural excise taxes on gasoline and
diesel

fuel heretofore have hee;. wartmrked (or the

rund.

They havq bouts

used only for

highway construction and repair.
represents

a departure

from

legislative considertios

this

highway Trust

spcific programs, mainly

The nondeductibility proposal
long-establ ished

system# but

has not specifically been given as to

whether this is desirable.

5.

Nondeductiolity of federal excise taxes and tariffs

th4V income tax base.
It
and

long has been widely accepted that federal

tdrifts

are 'Ouductible as costs

income of busitiessvs.

excise taxes

for computing the taxable

For income tax purposes# these levies have

been viewed as *ordinary and tivcebaisry" business expenses akin to
costs such as the purchases of raw materials and labor services.
A departure

from trad)tonal practice in the treatment of such a

substantial

expense

for many companies

further such departure&.

would open the door

to
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Thie Proposed Ectablishment of Ad Valorem or InflationAdjusted Excise Taxes

IV.

The Committee
on

alcohol,

tobaccos

and motor

Presumably (the

changes.
be

proposal calls foe

accomplished

either

proposal
by

adjusting the excise taxes

fuels
is

to account

not specific),

establishing

ao

for

price

this could

valorem

taxes

(percentage rates applied to the prices of taxed products) or by
adjusting the existing taxes upward by the changes in a general
price index such as the consumer price index.

The proposal would

not permit the tax rates to fall below the levels in current law.
petroleum

The

role in the motor

industry historically has had
fuel

tax collection process.

an

important

Because of its

role in the collection system, the industry does have some views
on the best methods of

levying motor

fuel taxes and determining

tax rates.
It
simple,

has bl6en the vil inaustry's experience that the most
easily administered,

And yet sure method is a flat rate

ot cents-per-gallon tax as periodically adjusted by a legislative
Other methods

body.
motor

fuel

are accompanied by more difficulties.

A

tax based solely on value and not expressed on a

cents-per-gallon basis creates compliance difficulties, contains
more potential for error and abuse, and involves more audit
effort.

In addition, there would be cost involved in moving to

new accounting systems.
In recent years,

some

jurisdictions have experimented with

variations of the flat rate, whereby the rate remains in terms of
cents-per-gallon,
actor

but

moves

automatically

in relation

to some

such as a percent of average retail or wholesale price of

342
fuel,

the

consumer

fuel consumption

price

index,

highway maintenance

costs, or

None o1 these methods allows the

factor.

degree o1 scrutiny which can be brought to bear by the deliberate
and specific acts of a legislative body.

Dedicated taxes such as

the motor fuels taxes should be subjected to periodic legislative
review to cases

whether they are accomplishing their objectives.

Finally, we also are concerned that motor fuels consumers as
well

as the petroleum

industry

inordinate portion ot taxes.

are

being asked to bear

an

The federal excise tax on gasoline

was more than doubled just three years ago.
are a major source of state revenues.

Moreover# such taxes
All states have motor

fuels taxes, and many have increased their rates in recent years.
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STATEMENT OF DANIEL, B. SCHERDER. ViCE PRESIDENT, FINAN-

CIAL ADMINISTRATION. PEABODY HOLDING CO.. ST. LOUIS,
MO. AND VICE CHAIRMAN. TAX COMMiITFEE. NATIONAL COAL
ASSOCIATION
Mr. SCHERDER. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Daniel Scherder. I am vice president of financial administration for the Peabody Holding Co. in St. Louis, MO; and I am also
vice chairman of the tax committee of the National Coal Association.
I wish to briefly address the specific implications of the nondeductibility of the black lung tax paid by my industry. Under current law, the coal producer pays a black lung tax of $1.10 per ton
on underground coal and $0.55 per ton on surface-mined coal. Industry contributions to the black lung fund were about $575 million in 1985 and will increase to over $650 million in 1986.
Since the proposal requires all companies to pay tax on the
excise tax, even if the company is in a cash-loss position, the net

effect of including black lung in the excise tax category is one of
raising the black lung tax by more than 50 percent. Even though
the Senate Finance Committee recognized the need to restore certain current law provisions taken away from the coal industry by

the House proposals, the nondeductibility of black lung excise taxes
more than offsets any restoration of benefits by the committee.
The total dollar increase on the industry over the 5-year projection period would be over $1 billion. This is ironic in view of the
fact that Congress recently rejected an administration proposal to
increase the black lung taxes by 50 percent and, in fact, passed as
part of the reconciliation bill only a 10 percent increase instead.
Further, none of 'the revenue raised by this proposal would
accrue to the black lung fund or any of its beneficiaries. The numbers referred to above are derived from an independent study commissioned by the National Coal Association and performed by the
accounting firm of Price Waterhouse. The conclusions are based on
information secured by Price Waterhouse from companies producing over 50 percent of the Nation's coal. It is from the very largest
to those producing less than half a million tons annually. A copy of
the study is appended to my statement.
It is an anomaly that the black lung tax is even considered an
excise tax. It was not conceived as nor does it function as a Federal
revenue source. It is a levy assessed against the coal producer to
finance a fund to support former employers that contracted a disease in the workplace. The funds generated by the fee are dedicated for a specific social purpose, not unlike the Social Security Program mandated by the Federal Insurance Compensation Act, the
Federal unemployment compensation system, or workmen's compensation at the State level. In fact, if the payments were made lirectly for the health care benefits rather than into the fund, there
would be no question of their deductibility, either under current
law or proposed law. .
In making this comparison, I am certainly not advocating that
the employer contributions to these programs be included in the
proposal, but merely showing that the black lung payments are for
the funding of a specific health care program rather than payment

(
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of an excise tax. Because coal is generally sold domestically under
medium- and long-term coal supply agreements, this increased tax.
liability in most cases cannot be passed on to our customers.
In addition, this proposal would place domestic producers at a
ts.
further disadvantage with the foreign producers on coal expof911.
The coal industry is currently in a very depressed state. With
ing oil prices, we do not project a turnaround in the near fut re.
The added tax burden arising from the loss of deductibility of the
black lung excise tax would result in a burden under which man
marginal coal companies could not. survive and most companies
will be severely affected.
For the reasons I have stated, if excise taxes are to become nondeductible, the black lung excise tax by its very nature should be
excluded..
Thank you. If you have any questions, I will try-to answer them.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Mr. Bergman.
(The prepared written statement of Mr. Scherder follows:]
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FOR ALL BLACK
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1 IKOcmaIC IH1PACT OF 11
SuJATh FIgKA

ITTU TAX EFORU PROPOSAIJ
G
ON TU COAL INDUSTIt

On March 18, 1986. the Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee unveiled his proposals from which the Committee oi to
While many of the provisions in the
draft a tax roforu bill.
current tax law that relate specifically to col companies are
unchanged in this document, there are several others that will
have a significant impact on the future tax burden of coal comThe following is an update to the Price Waterhouse repantes.
port The 1.conomic Impact of the President's Tax Reforn Proposgll
on the Coal Industri. Sepiember 1985. and subsequent reports
evaluating the Ways and Means Staff Options and the Rouse ill,
(H.R. 3838).
This update briefly discuesss those sections of the Senate
Finance Committee proposals that have an impact on the coal
industry, along with an analysis of the projected cost of each
For a
individual provision and of the bill taken as a whole.
detailed explanation of the methodology used in this study.
please refer to thn September 1985 report.
RIesults of the Analysis
Table I presents projected tax liabilities under both curThe change in tax
rent law and the Finance Committee proposals.
liability over the six-year period from almost $2.7 billion under
current law to nearly $3.8 billion under proposed law represents
a projected 44.3 percent increase in taxes for the coal industry
The annual increases range from
if the proposals are enacted.
the only change is the early
(when
year
11.9 percent in the first
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TAILI I
P6OJICTEO TAX LLA5lLITIKS
P3SfIrT LAW APD SERATB FINAACE CONtLTnI PROPOSALS
U.S. COAL INDOSTRY - 1986-1991
($ eLLtions)

DtLference

Currency Law

Propoeed Law

443.2

496.1

1987

430.7

193.9

-236.8

1966

427.5

669.0

261.5

1989

431.6

740.2

308.6

1990

470.4

818.9

3468.5

1991

472.3

846.6

374.4

2.675.6

3.784.7

1.109.1

1986

1986-1991

1

1

$2.9

3W3
repeal of the investment tax credit) to 79.3 percent in 1991.
(The decrease in 1987 is due to the "cashing out" of all remainWhile
i r investment tax credits, as will be explained later.)
I athe projections end at 1991. it is likely that future tax
years.
bilities will be closest to those projected for the later
Six-year zotals of the estimated changes in tax liability
proposals
attributable to each provision of the Finance Committee
billion
are shown in Table 2. The total increase of over $1.1
specific
six
of
effect
net
the
t
during the period 1986-1991
proposals to change the tax law.
The year-by-year effects of each provision-can be found In
Three of the provisions represent a significant inTable 3.
in a
crease in the taxation of the industry. a fourth results
The
companies.
small increase, aid two others will benefit coal
companies
coal
by
four changes that will increase the taxes paid
(2) slight
are (1) the repeal of the Investment tax credit (ITC).
for
modifications in the Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS)
taxes.
excise
of
doprecable property. (3) the non-deductibiltty
and (4) the change to an Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT). The two
(1) the
proposals that partially offset the increase in taxes are
reduction of the top marginal corporate tax rate from 46 percent
ITC carryto 35 percent. and (2) the mandatory refund of unused
overs.
One way to assess the impact of the Finance Committee prointo two
posals on the coal industry is to divide the proposals
and
general
in
categories, those which affect all industries
of
Two
those which have additional effects on the coal industry.
industhe proposals have an especially severe impact on the coal
federal
for
deduction
a
of
try. They are: (1) the disallowance
and (2) the
excise taxes (including the black lung excise tax).
excess of
the
(a)
change in the minimum tax rules to include
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TABLE 2
SLW1MARY OF PROJECTED FIVE-YEAR CRAIGES IN TAX LIARILITIES.
DUE TO SENATE FINANCE COIgtTrt1
U.S. COAL INDUSTRY-

PROPOSALS

1986-1991

(S millions)

Provision
Change in Depreciation Allowances
Non-Deducctibility of Excise Taxes

1986-1991
7.5

S

1.016.0

Decrease in Corporate Tax Race

-578.5

Repeal of Investment Tax Credit

556.6

Mandatory Refund of Investment Tax Credit
Carryovers
Change in Corporate Minimum Tax
TOTAL DIFFERENCES
NOTE:

Details do not add due to rounding.

-269.0
376.8
S1.109.1
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percentage depletion over the adjusted basis of the property, and
(b) 50 percent of the excess of book income over alternative
minimum taxable income as preferences for the alternative minimum
tax. The combined impact of the excise tax disallowance and the
AMT Is to increase coal industry taxes by about $1.4 billion. In
other words, those items that are mininA-speciftic produce a
substantial total tax increase to be borne by the coal industry.
There are tour other parts of the Finance Committee proposals that will have an impact on the amount of taxes paid by
the coal industry over the next five years. These provisions are
those that affect corporations in general and are (1) the modifications to the Accelerated Cost Recovery Sytem,. (2) the decrease
in the top marginal corporate tax rate. (3) the elimination of
the investment tax credit, and (4) the mandatory cash refund for
The agreogate effect of these four
all unused ITC carryovers.
provisions is not nearly as great as for those that disproportionately affect mining companies, amounting to a nec tax savings
of nearly $300 million over the period 1986 to 1991.
Depreciation. The Accelerated Cost Recovery System will be
The two
largely retained in the Finance Committee proposals.
changes that affect coal companies are (1) the lengthening of
depreciation allowances for real property from 17S percent declining balance over 19 years to straight-line over 30 years. and
(2) indexing depreciation allowances for inflation in excess of 2
percent per year. As under current law. nearly all of the equipment used by the coal industry will be depreciated over 5 years.
The net effect of the proposal will be to increase taxes slixhtly
(S7.5 million) over the projection period.
A very signifinon-Deductibility of Federal Racise Taxes.
cant proposal from the standpoint of the coal industry is the
non-deductibility of federal excise taxes, specifically the black
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lung excise ta-. Coal companies paid nearly $550 million in
Since the proposal requires
black lung excise taxes in 1985.
all companies to pay tax on the excise tax, even it the companies
suffer losses, the net effect to one of raising the black lung
excise tax by 54 percent. The revenue effect of this provision
over the projection period is expected to total $1 billion.
(Note that the cost attributable to this provision in Tables 2
and 3 to calculated assuming a 46 percent marginal tax rate since
all of the base-broadening provisions are considered before the
rate reduction.)
Corporate Tax rates. The Finance Committee proposal calls
for a top marginal corporate tax ros of 35 percent, as compared
to the top rate of 46 percent under current lav. The effect of
this proposal will be to decrease taxes by nearly $580 million
The effect would be larger if
during the period 1987 to 1991.
the lover tax rate applied for all of 1987 rather then only half
of the year. Of course, part of the magnitude of this decrease
can be attributed to the broader base of income to which the
lower rate is applied.
Repeal of the Investment Ta Credit, As in other tax reform
proposals, the investment tax credit would be repealed by the
Over ihe six-year period (six years in
Finance Committee plan.
this case because the repeal would be effective March 1. 1986.
instead of in 1987). coal companies would pay nearly $560 million
in additional taxes due to the loss of the investment tax credits. The effect t largest in the later years of the projection
period because coal companies are projected to have larger tax
Thus, under current low, the
liabilities in the later period.
could be more fully utilized
credits
tax
investment
of
carryover
period.
later in the projection
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Mandatory Cash Refund of Unused inveeoment Tax Credit Carryovers. The Finance Committee Is proposing to make a cash refund
to all companies that have unused ITC's effective the beginning
of the first taxable year after the repeal of the credit. Only
70 percent of the carryover stock would be refunded, however,
presumably because the Committee feels that 70 percent repreent.
the average percentoAe across industries of unused investment tax
With regard to the coal
credits that weuld be claimed by 1991.
will benefit over
companies
coal
that
estimated
industry, it is
be able to
otherwise
would
the projection period because they
more
result,
claim less than 70 percent of this unused lTC. As a
value from the ITC carryovers will be received from a cash refund
than would have occured if the carryovers were gradually used up.
The net benefit of this provision to the coal industry over the
five-year period ts projected to be almost $270 million. As a
result, the net effect of the two ITC provisions in the finance
Committee's proposal will be to raie* taxes for coal companies by
approximately $290 million.
.Change in Corporate inimm Ta., The current law "add-on"
minimum tax would be repealed and replaced with an alternative
minimum tax that would be similar in form to the present alternative minimum tax for individuals. This part of the bill will
raise coal industry taxes by $380 million over the first five
Three items of tax preference are the
years of enactment.*
increase: (1) the excess of incentive
tax
large
sour a of this
on over nonincentive depreciation. (2) the excess of
depreci

*

Because some
corporations
this revenue
based on the

of the coal operations are subsidiaries of other
that are not likely to be subject to the AMT,
estimate is 35 percent lower than if the AMT were
coal operations alone.
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percentage depletion over the adjusted beets of the property, and
(3) 50 percent of the excess of book income over alternative
Since percentage depletion is retained
minimum taxable income.
in its current fore tot, the ordinary tax. the preference foc
percentage depletion accounts for a large share of the alter-.
native minimum tax paid.
Another large part of the minimum tax increase is the new
preference its* for depreciation of personal property. The preference in this case is,the difference between ACKS depreciation
allowances and the amount of depreciation that would be allowed
under the tax-exempt leasing rules of Section 168(j) of the
Since much of the property used in the
Internal Revenue Code.
cost mining industry has an assigned class life of 10 years. the
preference for depreciable personal property will be substantial
After that time, negative depreciover the first five years.
ation preferences will accumulate and the net effect of this ites
will be smaller.
Finally. coal companies will be affected by the provision to
count as a tax preferenc# 50 percent of the excess of book income
over alternative minimum taxable income. About 40 pircent of the
surveyed companies paying the AMT will owe tax on this preference
at some point during the projection period. Typically. this
preference will have a larger effect in the earlier years during
the transition to the new tax system.
Summary

The total effect of the Senate Finance Committee proposal on
the coal industry will be a substantial increase in tax liabiliIt is significant that a large share of the increase in
ties.
tax Liability for the coal industry is a result of the changes in
tax rules relating to the deductibility of expise taxes and the
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now alternative minimum tax rules, vhich hit the coal industry
especially herd. Those industries that rely heavily on depreciable property or pay excise taxes are likely to pay a diaproportionacely large share of the tax increase for corporations.
Unlike prior tax reform proposals, there are fey transition
rules in the Finance Comittee plan to temper the large tax increase. As a result, the ftoll effect of the proposals to felt
almost immediately with e,61 percent increase in tax liabilities
for 1988. After a one-time benefit of "cashing out" the unused
on the
investment tax credits In 1987, the increase in tax*e
industry averages over 70 percent per year.
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STATEMENT OF Ell1Wl BERGMAN, EXECUTIVE DIREI'TOR,

AIERICANS FOR ENERGY INI)EPENDENCE, WASIIINGTON, DC
MB.
BERGMAN. Thanks a lot, Mr. Chairman. I am Elihu Bergman, executive director of Americans for Energy Independence. We
are Washington-based policy organization. We identify issues that
invo ve the role of energy in the economic health and national se.
curit of the country and promote informed discussion of them. In
doing so, we represent no particular interest. We enjoy the luxury
of applying a single yardstick in selecting and measuring issues: Is
it godd for the country?
It io a personal pleasure, Mr. Chairman, for me to appear before
you because I graduated from an outstanding educational institution ib your State, Reed College. I used to think that the presidency of eed was perhaps the most difficult job in the country; but
after observing the proceedings here and following them, I am convinced that chairing the panel attempting to write tax laws even
beats he presidency of Reed in toughness.
The ,CHAIRMAN. The difference is that none of us have tenure.

(Laughter.]

Mr. 3r.RMAN. And also, he relies on voluntary contributions;

you don't. (Laughter.]
Of course, we recognize that tax policy is a means of asserting
national goals and priorities; and what you do here, the decisions
that yo arrive at, will have some bearing on the energy future
and the',energy security of this country. We have to recognize, that
we still are not out of the woods; and that despite the euphoria associated with free-falling oil prices and the benefits to the economy
and to individual consumers, that oil and oil consumption still represent the weak link in our energy system.
The goal, therefore, of national policy should be to discourageto continue to discourage-oil consumption by at least maintaining
it flat; at best continuing to reduce it.
The prospects out there in the future don't look too bright. We
had two tudies last year-one from the Congressional Research
Service arid another from the U.S. Geological Survey which projected as much as a 50-percent decline in U.S. domestic oil production
in the 1990 s. We are not discovering any more Prudhoe Bays. If
that happtmns and we maintain our, current rates of oil consumption, we will have to import the difference.
That is about 4 million barrels of oil a day; and there is one sure
source that can supply it is OPEC. The demand side doesn't look
too bright either. We really don't know what lower oil prices will
do to conservation and alternatives, but we do know that out there
there is about 2 million barrels' worth of dual-use natural gas/oil
capacity; and there is also a retired 2 million.barrels a day worth
of electric-generating capacity, which could be called back into
service as the! requirement for electricity increases. So, we are talking about a maximum potential demand increase for oil of 4 million barrels a day, and a potential supply shortfAill of 4 millon.
We also should consider requirements in the rest of the world.
Earlier this month, the international energy forum meeting in
Tokyo projected that Asian demands alone-the ASEAN countries,
China and Japan-could add approximately another 7 million bar-
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rels of oil of demand to the world system by the year 2000. Now,
we all know the consequences of these requirements. We have been
there before, and we know the devastation that skyrocketing oil
prices, created by excessive demand for oil, and the dependence on
insecure sources to supply it can do to our economic system.

The renedies? The remedies aren't too pleasant. We have talked
about various sor's of oil taxes including an oil import tax and a
tax on gasoline. As for a gasoline tax, the combined Federal and
State taxes in the United States average 20 cents a gallon; in
Europe, the comparable tax ranges between about 93 cents and
$1.X3.
Finally, public opinion seems to favor some action to limit freefalling oil prices. The Wall Street Journal reported last Friday the
results of a Wall Street Journal/NBC poll, which disclosed that, by
a ratio of 2 to 1, Americans favor measures to arrest an oil price
drop And by 53 to 36 percent, the public would favor an oil import
tax.
I thitik that the American public is perhaps more perceptive and
wiser thai conventional political wisdom credits them.
Finally, I hope that when this committee comes out of the doorless. Lind windowless room, into which I understand it will be led,
that some of your decisions will be helpful in securing the objective
of a riore secure energy future for the country.
Thank you very much.
IThe prepared written statement of Mr. Bergman follows:j
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Statement of
DR. ELIlJ REROAN, EXECUTIVE DIXCTOR
AWIRICANS FOR ENERGY INDEPENDENCE
Washington, D.C.
Submitted to the
Senate Finance Committee
April 21, 1996
Thank you Mr. Chairman for the invitation to present our views on proposals
the Committee is coa.sidering to revise the excise tax treatment of energy resources.
Americana For Energy Independence is an organization, based in Weshington, that
performs educational woak in the energy policy sector, We identify Issues that Involve
the role of energy In tie economic health and national security of the country, aW
promote informed diecu. elon of them. In doing so, we represent no particular interest.
We enjoy th luxury of applying a single yardstick in selecting and measuring issues:
Is it good for the country?
f

We recognize that energy tax proposals are in the spotlight today as instruments
for deficit reduction and revenue enhancement; not energy security. Whatever potential
they have for those urgent objectives, we view them as issues of energy policy, end
will discuss them from that perspective. We are concerned about what yvdr decisions
will do for the energy future of the nation.
In doing so, we do azrt_.ropose to assess the potential of the various tvrmulationa;
that is for you to do. However, we have taken the position for several years that some
form of levy on imported oil would enhance the energy security of the country. That is
still where we are coming from today, and with even greater urgency.
That urgency is being obscured in the euphoric afterglow of the oil price collapse,
and the anticipation of the good economic news that will come in its wake. There is
general agreement that the economic vital signs will. Improve at a faster rate in this
country--except for its oil producing regions--and for the world as 4 whole--except
for the oil producing countries. This profile of economic good health includes higher
economic growth rates; lower interest rates; lower rates of inflatiou; and higher rat a
It is a tempting vision that compensates for the economic pain and
of employment.
frustrations past decade when whopping oil price increases determined by others savaged
our economy. And we are told thee is more good economic news to come, as oil prices
continue to decline, or even if they remain at current levels--provided public policymakIng does not interfere with the natural econ Ic processes.
Unfortunately this is a short-sighted ver ion of the reality. The oil outlook for
the weak link in our energy system-the United States is not encouraging; oil remal
nsumption and imports. And if we
despite the lower prices and our reduced levels o
ket signals that tell us to buy
falt now to employ public policy to compensate for
more cheap oil, we would forfeit our energy gains of the past decade, our present
market advantage, and the opportunity once-and-for-all to become masters of our energy
future.
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To Illustrate with a single key region of thte world; Earlier this month
the Chairman of the International Energy Forum meeting in Tokyo forecast an S3t
Increase in overall energy consumption in Asia (Japan; China; and the ASEAN
fountries) by the year 2000. The oil component of this increase would involve
an additional reqvirement of nearly I million barrels a day above today's
levels. And again, there is only one lure supplier of last resort.
The tnitrd Stt
has reached another croasr+Ods In national energy policy.
Tie (ItIceo we make now In response to a glutted oil market and fallitig prices
will be critical determinants of our iulure energy and economic security. We can
respond to market sigsrals, buy cheap oil, and enjoy all at onte the improvement
It vreatva in our economic vital signs. We cantsquander the advantage now. Or
we can thoobe to conserve and preserve the advantage; to stretch it out; to Make
it a permanent fixture; by resisting the tmptation for instant gratification.
It io Ilke the winner of a lottery spending it all now, or Investing the wil|dtall
for the future. Anid it is abundantly clear t#at this streak of good forttie we
now have won will fade away in the 90a It we fail to conserve and protect It.
Witt,these real and dangerous prospects athead, the national interest requires
a vet of energy policies focused on the continuing reduction of oll consumption.
To reduce our vulnerability to insecure foreign sources of supply and price
manipulation by unfriendly foreign producers, the Volited States seeds to create a
ceiling on our oil consumption that will prevent an Increase in imports. With the
real prospect of declining domestic production, this target requires policies that
raise the cost of oil consumption to discourage Its use and to maintain the value
of 4ubstitutes for it. Regrettably, this goal cannot now be achieved by allowing
the fine invisible hand of the marketplace to work its will; the fine invisible
hand tilts toward more, not les, oil consumption.
to competsate for these wrong and dangerous marketplace signals, we need
public policy to tilt
the balance. A tax and tariff on imported oil and oil
products; an adjustment In domestic taxes to capture any windfalls that might
result from increasing the price of oil that originates abroad; an increase in
the tax on gasoline; and the provision of tax incentives to restore domestic oil
production are all measures we should consider. None of these actions will win
political popularity contests; they will be tough to sell and digest. but they
rep.x sent a partial premium payment on an Insurance policy that could provide
nlatio'Ial energy security. And we must take out the policy now; before It Is once
again too late.
Thank you for the opportunity to express our views.

2.
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Senator CHAVEZ. Senator Long.

Senator LONG. Have all the witnesses made their statements?
Senator CHAVE. Yes.
Senator LONG. Has Mr. Bergman made his statement?
Mr, MORELLI. Yes, Senator, he did.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, he did.

Senator LoNo. Let me just ask Mr. DiBona this. How would you
of
suggest we go about trying to maintain the maximum degree
in
that,
so
energy independence, that we ca, here in this country,
from
off
cut
was
the event our supply and the fret, vorld's supply
how
the Persian Gulf, or interrupted by a conventional type war,
for
way
best
the
that,
on
would you recommend if you have ideas
independenergy
of
degree
a
us to go to try, and maintain as high
ence as possible?
Mr. DiBONA. I think it is a real problem because I do believe
before
that, if the price stays low, it will be a relatively few years,
there
and
consumption,
our
of
percent
50
at
up
our imports are
the
in
capacity
spare
much
be
not
will
there
when
will be a time
world.
is a
So, dealing with this problem now is an important thing. It back
swing
cyclical industry, and we are in one cycle; but it will
$15
and that period, I believe, will be under 5 years, at prices like
a
are
There
with.
or below. It is not an easy problem to deal
that
immediately,
doing
of
number of things that you can think
would be helpful. One of them would be to eliminate the windfall
profits tax. Even though it currently is not being paid, it enters
anticiinto people's calculations about the future because, if theythe
fact
account
into
take
to
have
pate any price rise, they would
tax.
in
that most of it would be taken
beSo, a first step would be to eliminate the windfall profits tax, Anfuture.
the
about
calculations
people's
into
cause it is taken
inother step would be other aspects of taxation on the petroleum
quite
are
dustry, that is things that you have been discussing ut
different, say, in the Senate bill-or in the House bill, rather, H.R.
3838, with regard to depletion and IDC's.
on
A third thing would be to make the best areas available,
superior
the
is
that
public lands in the Outer Continental Shelf,
activity, we
tracts; not take tlie view that because there will be less are
going to
we
that
view
the
need not out up good tracts, but take
the
only
And
available.
be
badly need the oil, when that might
investmerit
to
going
are
that
ones
the
good tracts are going to be
ment.
Another thing would be to fill the Strategic Petroleum Reserve;
because
that makes a lot of sense. And at a reasonably faster rate,
way,
that
in
And
demand.
increase
would
that
and
the price is low,
to
tend
it would not only give us a cushion in the future, but alsopossibilivery modestly increase incentives here. There are otherto be able
ties, which the API is currently reviewing; and we hope
to come forward in the near future with other things. windfall profThere have been proposals, for example, to use the
proits tax that has been paid in the past, as a method of inducing
used
be
might
it
and
duction now. It was used to cut off the peaks,
rein the troughs; bvt that is the sort of thing we are currently
it.
on
posture
specific
some
viewing, and we should shortly have
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at bothers me is that, under the existing ecoSenator LON(.
nomic facts of life, we are draining the fields that we have, and it
is not economic. I know in my part of the world, it is not economic
to go out and look for new reserves of oil and gas. So, the wildcat
wells are not beiig discovered; wells are -notbeing drilled.
You are just draining the wells that are there, and minus any
major change in Government policy, that is whit i- going to continue to happen. And I take it that, that would inean that our degree
of energy vultwrability, will go steadily up with what is happening
right now.
Mr. DiBoNA. That is absolutely correct.
Senator LONC. Every month it will be worse than it was the
month before.
Mr. DiBONA. That is right. The clear evidence of that is already
in the drilling statistics. In 1981, we had 4,500 rigs going; we were
just about keeping U.S. production steady. At the beginning of this
year, we had 2,000 rigs going. The last figjire I saw was 917 rigs;
and that is the lowest point that we have seen since 1971, which is
the lowest Doint since World War II, and 2 years before the first
crisis.
Senator LONG. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pryor.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Donohue, in your
testimony I believe you said something like this-I can't go to the
page-you said "All costs or all additional costs," and I assume you
meant taxes, "would be paid ultimately by the consumer."
Now, I tried to get a figure this morning from Secretary Mentz,
and I finally got a figure. I don't agree.with that figure. I imagine
that the trucking industry in this country, carries more food to the
grocery stores, and the markets, than any other part of our transportation system.
About 8 percent of the cost of that food in the grocery store, is
attributable directly, or indirectly to transportation costs. Do you
have any studies available to you, sir, that might indicate a true
reflection, of how much food prices would go up to the consumer,
given that set of circumstances, if this proposal on excise taxes
took place, if it were passed?
Mr. DONOHuE. I don't have a definitive figure, as the Secretary
didn't. He suggested, I believe, at one time one-half of I percent.
Senator PRYOR. I believe that is correct.

Mr. DONOHUE. Which would have a very significant effect on the

COLA in the United States, the payments we would have to make
because of the Consumer Price Index. I would simply say that, as I

indicated, I think eventually all the costs will go to the consumer

either in increased prices or lost jobs or other factors. It initially
will have a tremendous effect on the trucking industry.

If, in fact, 8 percent is the percentage on food, and that is correct, and if you recognize that the margins in the food industry are
probably the tightest of any major industry in this country, any
movement at all against their cost picture puts a significant movement against their price fixture. And I wouldn't argue with the
question of one-half a percent or 1 percent.
The fact is that transportation in this country is essential to the
conduct of any industry. It is 20 percent of the Nation's economy.
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when you
It consumes 62 or 63 percent of the Nation's fuel. And
that is a
way,
the
by
put a burden such as we are discussing-and
which
deductibility,
of
lack
a
two-part burden-it is not only
to all
equal
is
that
and
on,
it
amounts to $43billion before you pass
So,
1985.
in
trucking
in
industry
of the profits of the whole for hire
it
that
part
the
industry,
this
when you figure the essentiality of
take
you
whatever-and
or
plays in supporting--whether it be food
indexingfirst the loss of deductibility and, second, you take the
will
this
in
and we all agree-Mr. DiBona and everybodyoil prices room
going
are
soon
agree-that at some point certainly very
to move up at least some.
excise taxes
And that immediately is an increase again in our
immedicannot
we
in,
and in the competitive position thut we are
a sigbe
will
be-it
ately pass them on. When we do-and they will
above
about,
nificant effect on the economy. What I am concerned to move our
and beyond all this. Senator, is maintaining a capacity Half a pergoods and services and to support our national defense.
cent is a low number. Anything I can get for you, I will.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you.

in our barge
Now, on this same line of food costs, Mr. Morelli,
our farmers out
system we transport an awful lot of our grain fromand
whatever, to
to export markets and so forth using our barges
get them to the ports.
Let's say if we could not deduct the excise tax as proposed by the

we were
staff here, what would that do to the cost of grain that figure
on
shipping by barge? Do we have any sort of a ballpark
that?
me. There
Mr. MORELLI. Senator, I don't have those figures with
for the
them
submit
to
happy
be
have been studies done. I will
record.
IThe information follows:)
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Stateient of 'lhe American Watrays Operators, Inc.
Sapplerne;t to the Aril 21. 1980
Finance ('oimittee Hiearing on the

Cu2i rnin' s Ixci se Tax Proxsal
(Sutnitted for the record at the request of Senator David Pryor)

In response to Sen. Pryor's iy4uiry, The American Waterways Operators, Inc.
(A\)) would like to enter into the hearing record an excerpt of a 1983 study
conducted for the I1.Xartment of Agriculture by Dr. Gilbert Ntthis entitled
"Potential Impact of the Inland Waterway Fuel Tax on the U.S. Grain Industry."
One of the principal findings of this stidy shows that grain producers have the
least ability to ixass on the txirden of waterway fuel excise taxes.

It is important to note that, at the tirme of Dr,

Mat'i

study, the inland

barge and tow.ng industry was in the first few years of an economic depression
from which it has not recovered.
-has been hit the
Over one-t0ir
banks.

The grain-hauling segment of this industry

iardest, with jimerous ba.nkruptcies occuring since 1983.

of the inland hopper barge fleet is idle and tied to the river

Grain rates are at an all-time low.

Dr. thisi'

Ssu

and ConclusioLs follow:

The Sa*ge and Towing Inustry Asoisieon
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Act of 1978 introducted a

'hl' Inlanid Watowjw-y Roven.Ou

u:io;rs of tho inland waterways.

Th

fu.L

tax on commi-rci.ti

tax,

which wisa sh,'dulud to roach ton cents a gallon by 1985,
inancinq for the construction

(piq'd to iitroduct- selI-l

W. IS d

and inainthaltee of the U.S.

waterway system.

Since 1981,

othtvr waterway user fee proposals have emoryod which would
sitpiicantly increase witterway user taxes beyond the levels
sp e ified by the 1978 law.
The primary purpose of this study was to examine the
potential impact of impo-iing higher waterway user charges,
levied a!; a tax on marine fuel, on various actors in the
qra iie

xpfirt production/di=;tribution chain.

teims,

the study was:

a:;!;()ciated with the

In general

concerned with the economic problems

politicaf-ly-charqed question of who

ouqht to pay for the

imlprovement,

ol the inland waterways.

operation and maintenance

The specific focus was on the

prifncil)lQ of intraiidustry equity and was only proliferally
concerned with quebtiOlnS of inteiindustry or intermodal,.

equity.

The larger issues relevant to the potential impact

of the waterway fuel tax, or other types of user fees, on
other agricultural or

.

ionagricultural industries were ad-

dressed only as they related to the issues of intraindustry
equity.
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The study incorporated three major analysis activities:
First, a profile of the U.S. grain export marketing system
was developed to provide a theoretical frahe of reference
for modeling the potential impact of a marine fuel tax on
the primary participants in the U.S. grain export production/distributior, chain.

Second, a disaggregated case study

of two, independent, river-based Mid-Mississippi River
region grain elevator firms was made to measure the
potential impact of increasing the waterway fuel tax.
Employing an ex ante proxy methdology, the case study
analyzed the impact of changes in the price of fuel and
other factors on the pricing of grain (corn) and waterway
shipping costs for the period 1972-1981.

Thirds a survey

was made of major U.S. grain exporters, independent birge
and towing companies which transport export grain on the
Mississippi River, andtndepennent, river-based elevator
firms which buy grain (corn) from farmers and ship it to
New Orleans ports for export abroad.

The survey was

designed to obtain the perceptions of experienced grain
industry representatives concerning the probable impact of
rising waterway transport costs.
An examination of the characteristics of the U.S.
grain export marketing system led to the postulate that
grain producers have comparatively less capacity than
other participants in the grain production/marketing
chain to shift the burden of a waterway fuei tax to others.
Consequently, grain farmers tend, in the long run, to pay
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t s.l pot portion of waterway user taxes by being

a subst.i

wurc'l

Smake-nq

b.'hidn

for their corn at grin

tuniminals.

To t0¢tt the t)ostulat,-e derived from the grain industry
profile,

an ex ante analysis of the case study elevator

firms was designed.

In an effort to reduce any potential

analysis distortions associated with intrafirm subsidies,
the case study was restricted to independent,
elevator firms that bought qrain (corn)

river-bawed

from farmers and,

using the carrier services of indupendont barge and towing
firms, shipped the grain to New Orleans for export.
For the purpose of the case study, marine fuel price
changes were assumed to be an adequate proxy for assessing
the potential
It

impact of increasing waterway fuel taxes.

was recognized

that a fuel tax imposed on commercial

carriers on the inland waterways would not have exactly
t'he same multi-odal effects as an increase in
However,

fuel.prices.

an increase in the price of fuel caused by a tax,

or other reasons,

(:an be expected to impose additional

costs on the barge and towing industry which will be partially or totally absorbed or passed to others in the
grain production/distribution chain.
The Mississippi River was chosen for this study because
more than half of the total U.S.
Mississippi River ports.
relatively

low coso

corn exports move from

The Mississippi River is

waterway in

also a

terms of cost per ton-mile

of traffic for both operation and maintenance and the cost
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of moving cotmod i

es.

Any impact that hiqher fucl costs

would have on moviuig commodities on the Mississippi River
should be of equal or greater magnitude on higher cost
waterways.

Corn was selected as the focal grain commodity

because corn represented approximately three-fifths 9of
the total wheat, corn, and soybean exports moving from,
Mississippi River ports during 1981.

Therefore, it was

assumed that corn movements on the Mississippi River would
serve as a good proxy of the minimum impact that incrpasitg
fuel cost would have on grain producers whose grain can be
shipped on the inland waterway system.
The analytical tools of indexing, correlation and
regression were used to examine the following case study
relationships.
1.

Corn prices at the two case study elevator
firms.

2.
3.

.Corn prices at Chicago and New Orleans.
Prices paid to dependent bare and
towing firms for shipping corn to New
Orleans ports from the two case study
elevator firms.

4.

Changes in marine fuel prices to:
a)

the cost of shipping corn to
New Orleans port;

b)

the difference between average
local cash prices paid to corn
producers by case study elevators
and the Chicago nearby futures
prices (Chicago basis);
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the differences between average

c)

loctl cash prices paid to corn
producers by the two case study

o ltv.tors and the price of corn
at New Orleans.

5.

Changes in the quantity of U.S. corn

L"K)OrtS

to:

chance es in

a)

the cost of shipping

corn to New Orleans;

b) changes in the Chicago basis
price of corn for the two case
study elevators;
c)

changes in the New Orleans
price of corn for the two case
study elevators.

6. Changes in the supply of dry cargo barges
and scows to:
a) changes in the cost of shipping
corn to New Orleans;
)

char ges in the Chicago basis
rice of corn for the two case
study elevators;

u) changes in the New Orleans
price of corn for the two
case study elevators.
7. Changes in the total ton-miles of cargo
shipped on the Missibsippi River to:
a) changes in the cost of shipping
corn to New Orleans;
b) changes in the Chicago basis
pcice of corn for the two case
study elevators;.c) canges in the New Orleans
pkice of corn for the two
case study elevators.
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The analysis generated the following major results:
The prices of corn at the two case study

I.

elevator firms were highly correlated,

which suggests that the prices paid to
farmer rs for corn by the case study
elevators are highly competitive.
2. The Chicago nearby futures prices of
corn and the prices of corn at New
Orleans were highly correlated suggesting those two major markets
tended to move in concert.
3. The prices paid to barge and towing
firms for shipping corn to New Orleans
ports were highly correlated indicat4Vg
substantial competition for waterborne
shipping services.
These findings were also supported by data elicited through
,the industry surveys and the findings are consistent with
)the market structure characteristics of the corn export
industry.
4.

Changes in marine fuel prices were
strongly correlated with:
a)

Changes in the cost of shipping
corn to New Orleans from the
case study elevators;

b)

the differences between lcal
cash prices paid to corn producers by the case study
elevators and the Chicago
nearby futures prices for
corn (basis);
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c) the Cifferencos between average local
cash prices paid to corn producers by
the case study elevators and the price
of corn at Now Orloans.

These findings support the postulate that a substantial

caused
proportion of any increased cost of shipping corn
will
by an increase in the price of fuel or other inputs,
be shifted to corn producers.
5.

Changes in quarterly U.S.

corn exports

were moderately correlated with changes
in the cost of shipping corn to New
Orleans.
-

Changes in U.S. corn exports

were weakly correlated with changes in
the basis prices of the case study
elevators (for both Chicago and New
Orleans).

6. Changes in the supply of'barges were
weakly correlated with changes in
shipping costs and bass prices.
7. Changes in ton-miles of cargo shipped
on the Mississippi River were strongly
correlated with changes in the cost of
shipping corn to New Orleans (although
the relationship was weaker than the
one between changes in fuel prices
and shipping costs).' There was a weak
correlation between changes in total
ton-miles on the Mississippi River and
basis prices.
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The relatiwrly lower correlations for exports,
and ton-mile variables
chanqes in

(5-7)

barge supply

rintorce the findings that

Iu lI priceS, which accountt, for half of the cost

of shippinq corn on the inland wdtorways, explain approximately hall' of the changes in

the cuost of shipping corn

and nearly halt of the changes in'local elevator basis
prices.

The findings from the statistical analysis were also
supported by information derived through the surveys of
independent grain elevators,

independent barge and towing

firms,,and major grain exporters.

A high percentage of

the representatives of all firms surveyed indicated that
increasing the cost of shipping corn would result in longrun economic disadvantages for corn producers.

Survey

respondents representing major grain exporters and independent elevators agreed that an increase in the cost of
transporting corn on the inland waterways would tend to
widen the spread between the Chicago nearby futures price
and the local cash pricr paid producers for corn.

A high

percentage of the respondents representing independent
barge and towing firms also stated that they would attempt
to pass the largest portion of any increase in the cost

of shipping corn on the inland waterways to others.
In an attempt to determine how quickly rising waterway
costs would impact corn producers, the data relating to the
cost of shipping corn by independent barges to New Orleans,

the local cash price of corn, the Chicago nearby futures

b2-214 0

-

86

-
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prices of corn and the price of corn at New Orleans were
all lagged one year with respect to changes in marine fuel
prices.

The result from this analysis indicated that changes

in fuel prices were immediately associated with changes in
the cost of shipping corn to New Orleans and to changesFf""
the basis price (for both Chicago and/New Orleans markets).
These findings suggest that not only are fuel price increases

passed along but that they are passed along inthe short
Thebe findings were also supported by the survey
data. A high percentage of the major corn exporters and
the representatives of independent elevators stated that
run.

any impact of increased inland waterway transportation
cost on the local cash bids for farmers' corn would be
immediate.
The pricing data were also adjusted for changes in
the consumer price index to determine if the various grain
industry actors responded to real or nominal changes in
the price of fuel, corn, and the price of shipping corn
to New Orleans.

The results of the analysis indicated

that nominal price changes were the parameters influencing
all the actors In the grain expor

marketing chain.

Although this question was not addressed in the industry
survey, inferences drawn from the profile of the corn
export marketing system support the analysis result that
producers, haulers, and exporters respond to nominal
prices.
6

&

6
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I

On the surface, the problems related to waterway user
charges are seemingly not complex nor difficult to remedy
because they do not involve insurmountable physical# technological, environmental or economic obstacles. However,
closer scrutiny reveals that the waterway user charge issue
which
consists of several essentially unique problem sets
are without a single policy solution that does not generate
additional problems. Thus anticipated private or public
for
solutions are frequently transformed into a search
allopolicy resolutions which will effect a balance of
and
cative efficiency, financial and allocative equity
political feasibility. Although the primary objective
that
of this research was estimating the potential impact
would
waterway user fees, levied as a tax on marine fuel,
have on corn producers, a number of unresolved waterway
user-charge issues emerged durLng the course of the
While beyond the bounds of this study, the
following questions merit further analytical and policy

research.

consideration.
Although this study was purposely limited to the
impact of a waterway fuel tax on corn producers, the
results suggest that a waterway fuel tax would have
similar impacts on other grain producers who are
dependent on the inland waterways.

Higher prices for

waterborne farm production inputs, such as fertilizer
and chemicals, would also result from increased waterway
user fees and would disporportionately impact farmers.
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Another important question relates to the effect that
waterway user fees would have on the competitive structure
of industries within the grain production marketing chain.'
How will increased waterway transportation costs impact
independent grain elevators, barge and towing firms and
farmers?

What will be the impact of increased waterway

transport costs on the number

of firms in the grain mar-

keting and transporting industries and ultimately on the
degree of competition in those industries?
Given this nation's uniquely balanced transportation
triad which provides efficient grain transporting services,
what will be the response of non-waterway transportation
modes to increased waterway rates?f If

barge rates increase

because of user fees will the railroad and truck modes
respond by stabilizing their rates and thus increasing
their market share or will rates follow Stheir historic
pattern and increase as waterway rates rise?

What are the

market structure and overall economic consequences of
either action?
Among the questions which surface when cost recovery
user fees are levied are the type of user fee to be imposed
and the appropriate amount of the charges.

While a system-

wide charge can be designed to provide for the cost recovery
of navigation facilities, such a tax mechanism would not
provide a market test to determine what facilities should
be constructed, enlarged or abandoned.

A segmented charge

could provide a better market test but could also drive
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all the traffic off , waterway and permit no return to the
fixed investaent;

further, a segmented charge could pre-

vent relatively new waterways from developing.

Navigation

facilities and services often benefit those other than
commercial users of the inland waterways.

In such cases

the problem of mreasurinq and recoverinq these exte.rnalities
emerges.
A broader
user

issue relates

fees on different

regions of the country and on the

nattlonal economy as a whole.
jobs in

affect

economy of the

primary

to the impact of water way

How will increased user fees

water-dependent

impacted region?

industries and the

What will be the effect

of higher user fees on the prices of goods,
a:d utilities?

raw materials

To the extent that low cost transportation

contributes to the comparative advantage some U.S.
have

in

export marktts,

chazqvs on the U.S.
national

products

what will be the impact of user

trade balance and,

thus,

on the

economy?

While this

study may have done more to reveal

the

potential complexities of waterway user--charqe issues than
make policy choices easier, the analysis, has hopefully,
widened the area of informed judgment and provided addi-

tional information

regarding the issues which will

ultimately confront policy makers.

Mr. MoRKI.i.i. I do know that as you have an increase in the cost
of either the taxes or the barge rate, you have a significant effect
on the export grain market; and it either results in diverting barge
traffic to rail and eliminating barge competition would then boost
the rail rates.
Senator PRvoR. But you would conclude-and I don't want to put
words in your mouth-that it would make us less, rather than
more, competitive. let's say, in the grain market?
Mr. MoHr:m.. Yes, Senator.

Senator PRH'OR. And one final question to Mr. DiBona. I was intrigued by this-aid it is something frankly that I have not
thought of, and I will bet other members of the committee havebut on page 19 of your statement, Mr. DiBona, you talk about revenues raised by the Feder:l! excise taxes on gasoline and diesel are
going into the Highway Trust Fund, which is for our infrastructure, our highway work, repair of bridges, et cetera.
What effect would this proposal have on the ultimate balance of
that trust fund and the amount of money that we pay into it each
yea r?

Mr. DIBONA. To the extent that the tax was simply raised by es-

sentially 4 or 5 cents, which is the effect of this on the consumer, it
would still move approximately the same amount of money into
the Highway Trust Fund. It would simply mean that all these additional revenues would be going into the general fund, rather than
into the Highway Trust Fund, which has been the traditional use
of this.
So, our concern is that it is a regressive form of taxation used to
reduce the problem of the general revenue shortfall, rather than
using it for the specific purpose.
Senator MITCHEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That is all the
time I have on this.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. DiBona, do you agree with Mr. Donohueor at least that is what I sense Senator Pryor was saying-that
eventually all costs, all taxes, are passed on to consumers, anyway?
Mr. DIBONA. I don't know what you want to call a consumer. I
mean you have to ask the question whether the owners of capital
and the suppliers of labor are technically called consumers because
the way this thing would work-The CHAIRMAN. I mean consumers as the ultimate purchasers of
the product.
Mr. DIBONA. I don't entirely agree with that. No. I think it will
spread among all of them. In the case of petroleum, for example,
the price elasticity of the demand for gasoline is quite low in the
short run and fairly high in the longer run. So, the first impact
would be that the price would rise the full 5 cents; but simultaneously, the demand will fall slightly. Over time, it will fall by a
bigger amount. That means that, over time, there will be a smaller
amount of employment in the petroleum industry than there would
otherwise have been, and the capital will be underemployed; and
therefore the return on capital will drop. So, shareholders in the
petroleum industry will be less well off.
The employment in the petroleum industry will fall, and therefore workers in the petroleum industry will be less well off; and the
consumer will pay more.

U~5
The ('IIAIRMAN. I am not asking my question right. What difference does it make then? (,'osts placed upon the petroleum industry-whether they be excise taxes, withholding taxes, the minimum wage times three, or whatever you might want to requireyou are saying some of those will be passed on. Some of them will
be absorbed by the capital shareholders. Does it matter what kind
of cost is imposed upon the industry vis-a-vis what is passed on?
The argument is that the excise tax is passed on, but in your particular case, with the windfall profits tax, it isn't. To a business
what difference does it make whether it is a State real property
tax, a Federal excise tax, or the FICA tax-C6si? They-will pass them

on if they can; and if they can't, they have to digest them among
different portions of their corporate structure somehow.
Mr. DIBONA. It does matter whether or not, for example, they
are imposed on foreigners.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, I understand.
Mr. DIBONA. So, it does depend on whether or not the competitors of the petroleum industry are subject to the same taxation.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that.
Mr. DIBONA. So, that is an impact. It also depends-I mean,
some of these taxes have traditionally had specific uses. So, from
the standpoint of the petroleum industry, one might say it is a
matter of indifference; but from the standpoint of the Nation, it

might be different. That is, to the extent that you impose these
taxes on consumers of gasoline, people generally think that is regressive, at least on the consumption side.

But if it is, in fact, a user fee, it tends to improve the conditions
of the roads which they use, then that would be a different thing
than if you used the money, because. it is collected under a different heading, for some other purpose. So, I am suggesting that the
effect on the oil industry is not the only consideration that I was
raising.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Donohue, absent your competition with the
railroads-and, in most cases you don't go head to head with the
railroads-if additional costs were imposed upon you, why can't
you simply pass those along through the collective ratemaking
process?
Mr. DONOHUE. First of all, Senator, let me just say that more and
more now with the double-stacked trains and the east-to-west hauling, in some segments of our business, we are going to run head to
head with the railroads more than we have. You will also remember that in the matter of the collective ratemaking issue, that only
affects for the most part, the less-than-truckload business.
And when you look at the truckload business, which predictably
hauls food, for example, and bulk commodities and when you look
at the leasing business and you look at the special commodities
people and you look at the private carriers-all of whom make up
some 70 percent or more of the business-they don't use and have
the benefit on a regular basis of the collective ratemaking system.
So, they don't have the facility to pass it on.

Let me also say that in that particular segment of the business,
that is where we have had the major increase in competition and a

significant drop in the price of the product or the service. So, we
would have a very hard time initially passing that on.
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I happen to believe, from an economic point of view, that all
costs eventually get passed on; but wether they end up with the
consumer who pays a larger price or the worker who gets a smaller
salary or the contractor who sells fewer trucks to us, for the economy to work out.
The CHAIRMAN. If they all get passed along, then from the standpoint of efficiency, why don't we levy all of our taxes on businesses,
which reduces our collection spots tremendously; and they will get
passed on as the economy directs?
Mr. DONOLUE. I think, Senator, we have demonstrated over history that we use the tax system here to encourage certain factors
in our economy. We have been at this now for a couple of weeks.
The same thing has been going on here, and the various different
industries as they make their case as we are attempting to do now;
and what we are saying is that if you were to put all the costs and
all the taxes in this country on business and ask them to pass it
on-responding to your question-it may be more efficient.
It certainly would not be very sympathetic to declining and problem industries; and it might bring some chaos to the system. And I
don't know that we are going to do that.
One of the things we are doing in this tax reform, which as you
know, we have initially supported, is we are trying to take taxes
away from the individual; and then we are trying to find companies and industries that we can tax so that they will go back and
collect them from the individuals.
And I think we need to find some balance here. What we are
saying in this industry-and speaking in terms of excise taxes that
it will be regressive, which we all pretty much agree to, and the
other thing is that from our industry, we can't pass it on immediately. It is going to be a significant trauma in an industry that is in
very serious trouble right now.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Matsunaga.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Being the last
to ask questions, I have had many of my questions answered; and I
think Mr. Donohue hit a point there which was a question which
was raised in my mind.
But I might ask this: Since the excise taxes in the Federal
system are not applied uniformly, but highly selectively, what
about the argument that those who do not pay or are now allowed
to deduct the excise tax-well, you represent an industry which
does-but the others are expected to pass it on to the customers.
How would you answer the argument that eliminating the deductibility of excise taxes would make the taxes more uniform?
Mr. DONOHUE. At present, Senator, my understanding--and I am
learning more about this all the time-but my understanding is
that all excise taxes at the present are deductible as a normal
course of doing business, as a business expenditure, as with any of
the other expenses I enumerated before. Of course, we have some
inequities.
For example, in the transportation business where the railroad
do not pay any excise taxes at all on fuel or on equipment, except
on the piggyback trailers, that creates an inequity and a disincentive to competition.

Now. if we go and we follow tile proposal of the committee and
we eliminate the deductibilit. of those excise taxes, a number of
things happen. First of all, the railroads get a double bounce; they
are ah,,ad twice- once because they don't have them and once betaunt they d(ont lose the deductibility of them. And the other thing
is that You find that you have got three or flour problems.
First. Vou are eliminating a system of' deductibility that has bee n
historic. mind wonder what comes next. Second. when you are talking al)umt indexing those excise taxes to prices that we absolutely
know are going to go ul). you are building in an immediate increase. And third. you are putting them on an industry that is in
soiiwV serious. difficulty at this time--much of it is the making of
economic phenonmenons.i and you are saying that we are going to
hasten and exacebate the economic consolidation aid fallout in
that induist ry. It i.s a very serious mat ter.
liut as I understand it,now all the, taxes are deductible. They
will not he afterward; and what that will do is create inequities
amongst industries and particularly competitive inequities in the
transportation business.
SWIt, r MATSN A;A. Mr. Bergman, I was happy to find that
forlEnergy Independence is represented here today; but
Ame'.'icans
I lictc that in our testimony you propose that some form of levy
on imported oil be placed, that it would enhance the energy security of the country. Would you say this even in, say. the face of
rising oil )rices? Ihe trend now is down, and you say there is an
even greater urgency noW.
But suppose the prices are going up instead of down? Would you
make the same proposal'?
Mr. BE.r(MAN. What I did was I left that decision to you. There

have been some proposals here that would impose sort of a variable

tariff. The tariff or the tax would disappear as the price rose again.
I didn't presume to define exactly what the trigger price would be.
Our point is that there should be incentives both on the supply
side to encourage oil production in this country and incentives on
the demand side to discourage oil consumption; and this is why, as
one of the options. we recommended the possibility of an oil import
tax.
And of course, we recommend the possibility uf a gasoline tax, as
well. Among other attractions, a 50-cen-a-gtllon gasoline tax
would raise $5() billion in revenues, and that would seem to be
fairy attractive in today's circumstances.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Being a champion of alternative energy development myself, as you may know, I am somewhat dismayed that
there is no mention of providing incentives for alternative development.
Mr. BERGMAN. I think, Senator, that a tax on oil and gasoline
indeed would serve that objective. One of the dangers to alternatives now, and I include all of them-the conventionals, conservation, and some of the nonconventionals like solar energy, wind
power, and so forth-is that the decline in oil prices has removed
much of the incentive to pursue them.
And as you know, a number of companies, say, in the solar
energy business are abandoning it; similarly wind energy and some
of the other things. Coal energy is threatened as well.
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Senator MATrSUNA(;A. Largely on account of the termination of
the energy tax credit as of )ecember :31 last. Now, you are for extending the energy tax credits?
Mr. BF.RG;MAN. Absolutely. I think it is like paying a very small
but worthwhile insurance premium toward the energy security of
this count rv.
Senator MATsUNAGA. My time has expired.
Mr. DONoIIT. Mr. chairmann , it is possible for me to make just
one comment about that? Senator, just two very quick points about
this. On a pass-on-.on a 35-percent tax rate as being discussed
here, we have to pass on 54 percent to get just even--that everybody is even. And I think it is important that we get carried away
with percentages. but my colleague here is talking about very large
fees-import fees or fees per gallon. When you start passing that
down to the ultimate consumer, a $10-a-barrel import fee is 24
cents a gallon, and you will lose :300,000 jobs in this country when
you do it. So, when you multiply that by 5, you had better be calculating very, very carefully which consumers are going to pay that
and what effect it is going to have on this industry.
And we are not raising all kinds of noise about that. I am just
saying we have to calculate in real terms what the end cost to the
consumer is and what effect it will have on the industry.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. DiBona, isn't it
possible if the price of oil rose so that the cost per barrel was once
again subject to the windfall profits tax, that you could have a situation where, for every additional $1 of income, it would cost you
$1.05?
Mr. DIBONA. That is exactly correct, Senator.
Senator CHAFEE. Could you explain that?
Mr. DIBONA. Yes.
Senator CHAFEE. I mean, in your testimony. I missed part of your
testimony.
Mr. DIBONA. Yes, sir; but I can explain it. It is very simple. You
would pay for old oil 70 percent if you are an integrated company.
So, if the price of the oil rose $1, you would pay 70 cents in windfall profits tax, which is an excise tax. It is independent of your
profitability, just the price.
Senator CHAFEE. Right.
Mr. DIBONA. But you would have had $1 of additional income. At
the 35-percent rate, you would have a marginal tax of 35 cents. So,
you would pay 70 cents plus 35 cents, or $1.05; and that is quite
apart from any severance tax of the State and so forth that would
be additional.
Senator CHAFEE. Even in Britain, when their rates get up, they
allow the taxpayer a collection fee, don't they, of 5 percent or
something? [Laughter.]
Mr. DIBONA. I am not sure.
Senator CHAFEE. Now, let me ask a question of Mr. Scherder.
Let's take an underground mining operation where the black lung
tax is-what?-$1.10 per ton.
Mr. SCHERDER. Yes, sir.

:-qq
senator ('lAn.;K. So, in effect, what the mining company is doing
is adding a charge of $1.10 to their tonnage in order to pay the
black lung?
Mr. SCFik uiwit. That is correct.
Senator ('IAF"KK. Now, if that were not deductible, wouldn't we
then have the situation where you would collect the extra $1.10 to
pay the tax, and then you would be paying an income tax on the
$1.1() you have collected?
Mr. Soitar:ri~:. That is correct, and you would not, in many cases,
be able to add that on to the price of your coal because we have
many long- and medium-term coal supply agreements which don't
allowv for a passthrough on a Federal income tax increase. And in
flict. with the state of the market today, even if you had a clause to
pass it through, you probably couldn't do it; and you especially
couldn't do it on your export sales.
Senator ('IIAII."-I.

Are you exporting much of anything?

Mr. SciiK:riur. Our company exports between 5 and 10 percent of
our sales, but the industry exports a lot of coal; and the market is
extremely tough today.
I)omesiically, we are comoeting against, now, the low priced oil
and some of the other energies; so even domestically, it would be
very difficult.
Senator (',CAF'F:.:. Fine. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The

('IIAIRINAN.

Further questions?

Senator LONG. I would like to ask Mr. DiBona if he would make
this clear. If this tax went into effect-let's say the windfall profits
tax triggered at $22-isn't that where it would be right about now?
Mr. DiBoNA. It is about $18 now.
Senator LN(;. I mean, would the tax trigger at $18 or at $22?.
Mr. DIBONA. I think it is about $18 or $19.
Senator LONG. About $18?
Mr. DiBONA. Yes.
Senator LONG. Diet's just take that figure. Suppose. the tax would
trigger at $18 if this nondeductibility were in effect. So, if someone
offered you $19--

Mr.

DiBONA.

You wouldn't take it.

Senator LONG. You have to pay $1.05 additional taxes.
Mr. DiBONA. That is right.
Senator LONG. So, what you say is, "Let's forget about it. I would
refuse to sell for anything over $18." Is that what you are saying?
Mr. DiBoNA. Some mornings you would feel that way.
Senator LONG.. That is right. Of course, he can buy the oil ftr the
$18; and he could put it into a refinery then and run it on through,
and he could make the extra dollar by the price of the gasoline or
the eventual product.
But if you got $19, you would owe $1.05.
Mr. DIBONA. That is exactly right. If you were the producer, you
would be very reluctant to take it because you have to pay the tax;
but if a little further downstream-that is right.
Mr. DONOHUE. Don't forget that it is going to cost him more to
ship it, now that we are passing that price down, too. [Laughter.]
Mr. DIBONA. It has some very pernicious effects.
Senator LONG. That kind of makes me think of some jokes I have
heard from time to time--

P
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[Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. Any other questions?

[No response. I
The CHAIRMAN. If not. gentlemen, thank you very much.

Now, we will take Mr. Robert Dickemper and Mr. Paul Ignatius.
If I might say just a word about Mr. Ignatius, I don't know if you
will be before us again or not. He is retiring after 14 years as head
of the Air Transport Association, and with 26 years in Federal
service before that. You have been before this committee many,
many times and have always been a l'air and intelligent witness;
and 1, for one, hope that when you retire from the Air Transport
Association. you will find something else that will cause you to
come here from time to time.
Mr. IGNATIus. Thank .bu very much, Mr. Chairman. Anything I
say after this will be an anticlimax, but thank you very much. I
very much appreciate that.
The (C7HAIRMAN. Go right ahead.
Mr. h;NATIUS. If you want me to go first, I will.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, let's take you in the order you appear, and
we will go with Mr. Dickemper first.
Mr. I(;NATILJS All right.

STATEMENT OF RIBERT A. I)I('KEMIPER. VICE PRESIDENT. (OV.
ERNMENT AND INDEi'ENDENT AFFAIRS. SOUTiHWESTERN
BELL,. WASIlN(;TON. I('. ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED STATES
TEILEPIIONE ASSOCIATION
Mr. DICKEMPER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee. My name is Bob Dickemper, and I am vice president,
government and industry affairs, for Southwestern Bell Corp. I also
serve as chairman of the United States Telephone Association
[USTAJ, Government Relations Committee. I am addressing the
committee today on behalf of the USTA and its more than 1,100
member companies that provide local exchange telephone services
to customers throughout the country.
The breakup of the Bell System, the resultant creation of 7 new
regional companies, and the emergence of deregulated competitors
has created a new and highly competitive environment for these
1,100 companies, their employees, their stockholders, and customers.
On behalf of the industry, I must commend the chairman and
the committee for their insight in recognizing this new environment. Your understanding of the challenges faced by regulated
local telephone companies providing state of the art universal telephone service at a reasonable cost has resulted in a realistic depreciation schedule.
As you stated before this committee last week, Mr. Chairman,
your proposal mandates equal treatment for comparable property
to prevent putting regulated companies at a competitive disadvantage to nonregulated companies.
Last year the entire industry, local and long distance, collected
Federal excise taxes of $2.3 billion on behalf of the Government.
Currently, telephone companies merely act as agents in collecting
these taxes from customers. The tax is not imposed on the provider, but the user of the service. Therefore, telephone companies do
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not include these amounts in taxable income or take a corresponding tax deduction. The staff proposal does two things to the telephone industry: One, it reverses a historic practice mandated by
statute to impose the communications excise tax on the person
paying for the services; and two, it would require inclusion of the
tax in income and deny the corresponding deduction to the telephone companies for the payment to the Federal Government.
The effect would be to create taxable income from the temporary
receipt of' (;ovtrnment funds when no economic gain would be realizvid. If" the staff proposal is intended to ensure that every dollar
charged for excise taxes is actually collected by the Federal Government, the telephone industry already meets that goal. If, howev(.r. the proposal is only a mechanism to raise additional revenue,
the provision changing the incidence of the communications excise
tax dots not accomlilish that goal in an economically efficient
mInier.

Another problem the industry has with the excise tax is that it
encourages hy)pass. While customers of regulated utilities are subject to the tax, thse who install private communications systems
are not subject to the tax. In fact, application of a tax on bypass
facilities would be very difficult to administer and would require a
difTerent application than regulated industry.
In conclusion. Mr. Chairman, we encourage you and the committee to continue your demonstrated understanding of' the new telecommunications environment by allowing the telephone industry
to collect the excise tax from consumers and remit it on a dollarfor-dollar basis as we are doing today.
Thank you.

The CIAIRMAN. Thank you. Mr. Ignatius.

IThe prepared written statement of Mr. I)ickemper follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF
ROBERT A. DICKEMPER
ON BEHALF OF THE
UNITED STATES TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION

Good

name

morning Mr.

Chairman,

is Bob Dickemper.

Members

of

the Committee.

I am Vice President--Government and

industry Affairs for Southwestern Bell Corporation.

I also serve

as Chairman of the United States Telephone Association
Government

Relations Committee.

today on behalf of the USTA.

The USTA

754,000 employees,

(USTA)

I am addressing the Committee
is

composed of more than

1,100 local telephone companies in the United States.
we represent

My

T

n total,

19 million stockholders,

$196

billion in plant and $75 billion Jn revenues.

The telephone industry has changed dramatically in the last
few years. The break up of AT&T has created seven new regional
telephone companies.

These companies

and the other 1100 member

companies of USTA provide local telephone exchange services to
customers throughout the country.
The member companies of USTA
vary in
N.D.,

size from the Curlew Telephone Company in Glen Ullen,

which in

1985 served 13 rural residential

customers to a

company that serves as many as 15 million customers.

The local

exchange industry is unique in that it is both capital intensive
and "high tech".

It

is

a fundamental

other American business depends.

industry upon which all
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Last year, the entire industry--local and long distar.ce-collected

federal excise taxes of $2.3 billion on behalf of the

federal government.

Currently, local telephone companies merely

act as agents in collecting these taxes from customers.
is

not

The tax

imposed on the provider but the user of the service.

Therefore, local telephone companies do not include these amounts
in taxable income or take a corresponding tax deduction.

Chairman
excise

tax

Packwood's proposal would shift the incidence of

from the consumer to the telephone companies.

In

addition, the excise tax would be included in the gross income of
the telephone companies and no deduction would be allowed when
the taxes are paid to the government.

The effect of the proposal

would be to create taxable income from the receipt of government
funds when no economic gain would be realized.

In my testimony today I would like to address:

--the history of excise taxes on communications services
-- how the industry accounts for, collects and remits excise
taxes
--the Chairman's proposal and how it relates to
communications services.

HISTORY OF COMMUNICATIONS EXCISE TAX

In

the 25 years since the Tax Rate Extension Act of 1959,
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there have teen :0 separate proposals to phase out the excuse tAX
:n co
'un.cat:cns services.
The consistent desire o! tte
Ccrgre~s

to eliminate the application of the

communications

has

bien driven

discriminatcry characteristics

excise tax -n

by the undesirable

of the tax.

For example,

and

in the

Senate Finance Committee Report accompanying the Excise Tax
Reduction Act of 1965, the Committee found:

... :T:he tax on local and toll
telephone service and
teletypewriter exchange service is undesirable as a
permanent feature of our &xcise tax system. This conclusion
that these taxes are
was reached on the grounds, first,
regressive and therefore fall with greater severity on those
with low incomes than those with higher incomes. Second,
the charges for telephone services enter heavily into
Therefore, the tax discriminates against
business costs.
those firms that must make extensive use of the taxed
services.
(Senate Report No. 89-324, T~cias Tax Reduction
SIn, APPENDIX A
Act of 1965, June 14, 1965, pp. 34-35.)
for the History of Communications Excise Tax.

INDUSTRY ACCOUNTING FOR EXCISE TAX

The telephone industry collects,
government,
service.

as agents

for the federal

excise tax on local and long distance telephone

The tax is calculated monthly and appears as a separate

line item on the telephone bill.

The entire amount of tax

collected is transferred to a special account and the proceeds of
the account are remitted to the
communications tax account is

federal government.

The

a liability account and is not a

part of a telephone company's profit and loss statement.

The

telephone excise tax is not brought into income by the telephone
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The ad it

schedule

is

necessitated

in part

by

certa;-

exemptions that have Leen written into the :aw over the years.
Exeptions cover the following customers and services:

Federal, State, and Local Governments
Collection and Dissemination of fews
Radio
Television
Common Carriers
Private Communications Services
Foreign Governments
Consular Officers
Armed Forces in Combat Zones
lon-Profit Educational Institutions
Religious Schools
Non-Profit Hospitals
Community Action Programs of Economic Opportunity Program
Members of Congress
Coin-Operated Calls of loes

If

than 25 Cents

the IRS determines that a customer has claimed an exemption

without justification, the IRS is

required to collect the tax

from the customer that has claimed the exemption improperly.
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and remitting excuse tax on a 2 :_.:

The industry has not taken excse tax reven.e

into inccme, which it would be forced to do under the Chairman's
prcpcsaa.

IMPACT OF THE CHAIRMAN'S PROPOSAL

The Chairman's excise tax proposal does two things to the
it reverses an historic practice
(1)
telephone industry:
mandated by statute to impose the Communications Excise Tax on
and (2) it would deny
the "person paying for (the) services."
an

income tax deduction

payment to the federal

to the -telephone companies

for the

government of the excise taxes collected

J:rectly from customers.
Chairman Packwood has stated that this proposal is intended
to ensure that every dollar charged for excise taxes is actually
The telephone industry
collected by the federal government.
already meets that goal.

If, on the other hand, the proposal is

simply a mechanism to raise additional

revenue,

the provision

Tax dces not
changing the incidence of the Communications Excise
accomplish that goal in an economically efficient manner.

If

the incidence were changed,

service--the

and providers of telephone

telephone companies--instead

of customers,

are
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lak~efor the excuse tax a

the additicnal

caused by denial of the deduction,

!-come

regulated

tax ex-e-:v

c'e'eFe--

companies would have to apply to their regulators not only !:r
the additional

revenues,

provide those revenues.

but also for

increases

in rates to

The corresponding dilemma faced by both

local telephone companies and their regulators

would be

:n

deciding how to equitably distribute the burden of the additiona:
tax expense in an environment where the prices allowed to te
charged by regulated companies may not related to the costs
incurred.
In a regulated utility environment,

the additional revenue

burden caused by the proposal would have to be assumed by the
average telephone subscriber.
evenly on all customers,
tax taken in

If the revenue burden were imposed

for each dollar of revenue from excise

as income the effect of taxation at the proposed

marginal rate of 35% would require the collection from ratepayers
of $1.54.

The industry currently collects and remits the excise tax on
a dollar for dollar basis and does so in
service provided to the customer.

proportion to the

The Chairman's proposal would

increase the cost of the excise tax to consumers and distort the
basis of applying the tax to consumers.

Another problem that the industry has with the tax is that
it encourages bypass.

Bypass undermines the vitality of the

local exchange business because customers move to unregualted
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:nherer.t efficiency

alternatives, and reduce the
I.etwork.
the tax,

of a s:ri!e

While customers of regulated utilities are subject tz
those who install private communications systems are nct

In fact, application of a tax on bypass
subject to the tax.
would be very difficul* to administer and would
facil:t,es
recjire a different tax framework than regulated industry.
private
As a result of modern technology and deregulation,
and bypass
parties can purchase their own telephone equipment
the

local

exchange companies.

Under Fresent law the local

but the
exchange companies are required to collect the tax,
Consequently, the private
non-regulated bypassers are not.
it does not
bypasser may have a lower cost of service because
If the incidence of the
have to pay the telephone excise tax.
tax

is

changed and a deduction

adlitlUmLl inreLp
customer.

Whether

for the tax

is

denied,

the

cost of service will be passed on to the
the local telephone company, in fact, can

and the supply
shift the added tax burden depends on the demand
To the
of alternative telephone services in the community.
extent

that

services
customers

there

are

substitutes for the taxed telephone

which are not taxed or are taxed less, telephone
these
have increased incentives to shift toward

services.

SUMMARY

The telephone excise tax is

particularly unfair to local
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telephone companies and their subscribers:
(1) The tax is

regressive because it falls more heavily on

:ower income groups and does not meet the needs of tax equity:
(2)

The tax is

imposed on a necessity used by most homes

and businesses:
Among four basic household utilities--electricity, gas,
water,

and telephone--

only telephone service is

subject to a

federal excise tax; and
(4)

Businesses

that provide

services are not subject to the tax.

their own communication
An increase

in cost will

encourage further bypass.

If the providers of telephone service, instead of customers,
were liable

for the excise tax AM the additional tax expense

caused by denial of the deduction,

regulated local telephone

companies would have to apply to their regulators not only for
the additional

revenues,

but also for increases

in

rates to

provide those revenues.

The Committee should allow the local telephone industry to
continue to collect the excise tax from consumers and remit it on
a dollar-for-dollar basis. Additionally, at an appropriate time
Congress should reexamine their historic objective of elimination
of the tax on the communications industry.

_
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APPENDIX A
HISTORY OF COMMUNICATIONS EXCISE TAX

The excise tax on communications services has been in place
since 1914 with the exception of the periods from 1916-1917 and
1924-1932. In the early days, the tax was applied principally on
long distance messages,

telegraph messages,

radio messages and

leased wire services.

In 1941 local telephone service was added to the list
taxable services.

of

During the World War I years, increased rates

were levied with the intention of reducing the rates 6 months
after the cessation of hostilities.
of rates remained

However,

the higher level

in effect until approval of the Excise Tax

Reduction Act of 1954 when rates were reduced to 10% on local
service, toll messages and leased wire services.

Technical changes to provide consistency of application were
made in

1958 and,

in

1959,

The Tax Rate Extension Act provided

that the tax on general telephone services would terminate on
This was the first of several planned
June 30, 1960.
eliminations;

however,

similar to many of those that followed,

the proposal was revoked before it went into effect.

The Excise Tax Reduction Act of 1965 provided for the phased
The Tax
ellm.nation of the tax over a period from 1965 - 1969.
Adjustment Act of 1966 subsequently repealed those rate reduction
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steps but made provision for the reduction of the 10% rate to

't effective April

1. 1968 and termination of the tax on January

I, 1969.
This proposed

elimination

was altered by the Revenue

Expenditures Control Act of 1968 which continued the 10% rate and
established a schedule
from 1970 to 1973.

for elimination of the tax over a period

This plan was modified by the Tax Reform Act

of 1969 which left the basic plan intact but moved its effective
dates out 1 year.

The Excise,

Estate,

and Gift Tax Adjustment Act of 1970

extended the 10 percent rate through 1972 and established a new
phase out schedule of 1972 through 1982.

This reduction was to

be a 1% reduction per year for 10 years.

Reductions of 1% per year occured between 1973 and 1980.
1980 the Omnibus Reconciliation

In

Act delayed the termination

process by 1 year and maintained a 2 percent tax rate for 1980
and 1981.

The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 again extended

the expiration date through 1984.

The 1982 Tax Act raised the tax from 2% to 3% and continued
the tax through 1985 and the 1984 Deficit Reduction Act
the 3% tax rate through 1987.

extended
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STATEMENT OF" I'.A'l. It. I(;NAri's. ('IIAIIIMAN AN) ('IIIEF EXE('I'TIVE (OFFICER. A :' T.ANSI'ORT ASSOCIATION OF AMERI('A.
WASIlIN;TON. C)('
Mlr INA-rlit's. Mr. chairman n and members of* the committee, I
know iy lf'ull statement will be made a part of* the record; I will
brief* it quickly, ind have three points that I want to make.
First. I want to talk just about the history of' these airline excise
taxes. Second. I want to discuss the proposal that the committee
has under consideration. And third, I want to make one or two
summary.11 comments.
First. \vith respect to the history of' this tax, it was first imposed
in 19.12 as a wartime measure. In 1962, the excise taxes oil other
Corms of' transportation were repealed, but were retained in the
C1t'st of' the airlines, with passengers and shippers paying the tax.
In 1971. the taxes WT'e set aside in the Aviation Trust Fund, the
purpose of' which was to iet the capital needs of the airways and
the airport system. The taxes collected-the principal one being
the -- percent donlestic ticket tax-flow into the trust fund from
which the Congress authorizes and appropriates amounts for airport and airway needs.
In 1982. it was evident that we had need for a substantial expansion and modernization of* tile air traffic control system. That year,
I was able to inforin the administration that we would support an
increase in those taxes from the 5-percent level-the tax rate at
that time oil domestic tickets--to an 8-percent level in order to
fund this ne\ multibillion dollar program to buy new computers
and other equipment for the airways and to continue the aid to airports programs.
Now. today, we serve as we have historically served-in Senator
Chal'ee's words this morning-as tax collectors. We collect these
taxes; we remit them promptly to the Government; and the amount
of* these taxes that we collected in 19)84 was on the order of about
. 1 billion. And I point out in my statement that, were the committee's proposal to be adopted, we would be paying as taxpayers
more ihan the profit of* our industry in 19841.
The propo:'al that the committee has before it would shift the tax
burden from passengers and shippers to the airlines. The income
from the tax would be taxable income; and as I say, in 1984 and
indeed in )of' the last I) years, this new tax would have exceeded
the industry's profits.
For those reasons, this is a matter of' some considerable importaince lo us. The tax, in effect is a gross receipts tax on us since we
serve and have historically served as collectors for the Government.
Now, a final point. I was pleased to hear this morning some of
the criteria that Secretary Mentz indicated that might be used for
thinking about this. And he used the term "surrogate user tax," I
believe. In the case of these aviation taxes, they are user taxes.
They were recognized as such by the Congress when the taxes were
set aside to form the Aviation Trust Fund.
I would hope the committee would look long and hard at the current system. I believe it works well. Our system cf collecting taxes
is relatively simple. The shift to making this taxable income would
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be a more complicated process- and finally, the amount of the tax
would be a very substantial and significant tax as far as the airlines are concerned.
I thank you for this chance to appear, and I particularly thank
you once again for your remarks at the outset.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Senator Long.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Ignatius follows:]
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Statement of
Paul R. Ignatius. Chairman of the Board
Air Transport Association of America
Before the Committee on Finance
United States Senate

April 21. 1986
The Air Transport Association of America. whose members
account for more than 90 percent of the revenue passenger miles
flown by the U.S. airline industry, and who operate most of its
cargo service, appreciates the opportunity to offer views on
the discriminatory proposal to require the airlines to pay
income tax on the transportation excise tax which they now
collect from passengers and shirpers for the government.
The Finance Committee proposal would increase the cost of
air transportation and impose a substantial new tax upon the
airlines. First. it would make the airlines, not passengers
and shippers. the payers of the taxes.

Additionally. it would

treat the taxes collected as income to the airlines and impose
a 35 percent tax on that "phantom income".
The proposal. in effect, imposes a gross receipts tax on
domestic passenger revenue of the U.S. airlines.

If it had

been in effect in 1984. the proposal would have required the
airlines to pay an additional tax of $860 million in a year
where the industry's total profit was only $825 million. This
should indicate to you. Mr. Chairman. why the airlines are so
concerned about this proposal and why we are anxious to make
our views known.
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What was true in 1984 would have been equally true in most
other years.

Indeed. during the past ten years. airline

profits exceeded the amount of the proposed new tax on only one
occasion.

Thus. with one quick stroke of a pen. the U.S.

Government would earn more from the operations of the airlines
than have their stockholders.

Moreover. the treatment of the

airlines would be discriminatory because they would be the only
mode of public transportation so taxed.
The proposal would adversely affect the continued
improvement of the nation's airports and airways to meet the
growing demand for air transportation.

This is because the new

tax would be paid to the general fund. thus violating the
commitment made by Congress and the Administration to use the
proceeds from air transportation excise taxes solely to improve
air transportation.
In 1942. excise taxes were first imposed as a wartime
measure on passengers and shippers using all modes of transportation.

In 1962. the tax on other modes of transportation was

repealed, but the 5% tax on air transportation was continued to
pay for the cost to the U.S. Government of the airway system.
In 1971. the air transportation tax was fully recognized by
the Congress as a user fee.

The Airport and Airway Trust Fund

was created to ensure that the revenues from the user fee would
be used only for improvements to the nation's system of
airports and airways.

The airlines fully supported this

concept in hearings in both the Senate and House of
Representatives.
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In 1980. Congress failed to reauthorize the Airport and
Airway Trust Fund and as a result the user fee reverted to pre1971 percentage amounts.

The user fee structure was

reauthorized in 1982 at the higher levels previously in effect
-

8 percent on domestic passenger tickets. 5 percent on

domestic cargo waybills. and a $3 charge for international
passenger departures.
1he airlines supported the reauthorization and the increase
because of the federal government's promise to pursue
vigorously the critically needed and expensive expansion and
modetnization ot airports and the air traffic control system.
The airlines recognized that additional revenues would be
necessary and agreed that the user fee system was appropriate
because the amounts collected were to be used exclusively for
improving air transportation.
The airlines have served as tax collectors without
compensation since the inception of the program. and have borne
the burden of establishing and maintaining an efficient
collection system.

This responsibility has included the need

to interpret changes in the law in the absence of any updating
of

IRS's pre 1971 regulations.

The changes require. for

example. the collection of the user fee from government
entities. diplomats, and religious and charitable
organizations. all of which were exempt under prior law.
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The assessment and collection of the present user fees has
a number of variations.

For example. tne domestic portion of

an inte-national

is exempted, as is cargo for export.

journey

Flights between the mainland and Alaska and Ilawaii.
Alaska and Hawaii.

are not

and between

fully taxed, but instead. are taxed

upon a mileage proration.

There are also special rules which

apply to the imposition of

the user fee on the carriage of the

mail.
The airlines have been able to handle these and other
exceptions be('4use the collection and remittance system today
is

t asically simple.

The airlines are required simply to

collect the required fees aiid remit them promptly to the govern
ment.

Under the Committee's proposal, however, this simplicity

ot operation would have to give way to a complex and burdensome
process.
U

The reason for

this is that each airline

!'~-[dt ng in a journey would have to be assessed for

ret-;ptive portion of

the proposed new tax.

its

and the interline

ol~t~oo system would have to insure somehow that all parties
involved were correctly handled.

ATA estimates that some 40

million tickets would be involved in this new allocation
process each year.
Our counsel has advised us that the proposed tax on phantom
income would not be an income tax within the meaning of the
Sixteenth Amendment.

This is because an airline with no book

or taxable income and with '.osses or loss carryovers would
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nontheless t-e

liable tor a tax on excise tax collections. which

are of no benefit to the airline/tax collector.
turns the basic principle of

This notion
The

the income tax on its head.

same logic would produce an iticome Lax on employer withholding
for

By creating an

incomee and Social Security taxes.

irrebuttable presumption of income at least equal to the amount
of the excise tax. the proposal might also violate the due
process clause Ol

the Fifth Amendment.

in the opinion of our

counse I.
Most 4isturbirq
commitment

the proposal violates

or

increases

in

the user fee scheme only it

revenue were needed to pay for improving the

national air

transportation system.

Currently,

surplus in the Trust Fund of over $4 billion.
while the

the

made by Congress and the Executive to ask for

extensions of
additional

to the airlines,

'urrent surplus

all.

And any

Fund.

not

is not

there

is

a

Raising taxec.

being spent makes no sense at

increase, where-needed, should flow to the Trust

to general

revenue as proposed by the Committee.

As Chairman Packwood said during reauthorization of the
Trust Fund in 1982.

"(i)t

is incompatible with the user tee

philosophy to continue raising aviation user taxes if the
revenues are not being spent tor the airport development."
In summary, tor the many reasons set forth in this
statement,
Committee
an ele-ment
reduction.

the U.3. scheduled airlines oppose the Finance
excise tax proposal and urge that
ot either tax retorm or federal

it

be rejected as

budget deticit
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Senator LONG. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pryor.
Senator PRYOR. I don't believe so. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Matsunaga.
Senator MA'rSUNAGA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I wish to join
the chairman in congratulating you upon your retirement after 14
years. Is that right?
Mr. IGNATIUS. About that. A little over that actually.
Senator MATStNAGA. And prior to that, I understand, you served
as Assistant Secretary of Defense and Secretary of the Navy. At
your young age, what are you going to do next?
Mr. IGNATIUS. I don't have any plans right now, but looks are deceiving. (Laughter.)
Senator MATSUNAGA. Well, if this be your swan song, I congratulate you.
Mr. IGNATIUS. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Mr. Dickemper, I want to congratulate you,
too, on your very brief but very comprehensive statement. I think
you covered in very few words the points that needed to be made
and most effectively. And I congratulate you both.
Mr. DICKFMPE.R. Thank you, Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee.

Senator CHAFEEF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to join in
congratulating Mr. Ignatius, who has had a very distinguished
career. I succeeded him as Secretary of the Navy; and when I took
over, everything was in perfect shape.
The CHAIRMAN. How was it when you left? (Laughter.)
Senator CHAFEE. I had a challenge to leave it to my successor in
as good shape as I received it.
Senator PRYOR. Is there any way we could get both of you to qo
back? [Laughter.]
Senator CHAFEE. But I want to say that Paul Ignatius has been
head of the American Air Transport Association [ATA], during a
tumultuous period, as we all know.
And he has guided the airlines, L think, in an extraordinarily
able fashion. And I must say, as he leaves, he doesn't leave all
problems behind him, but the airlines are fortunate that he has
been there and done the job so well. So, I want to wish you well.
Amongst other achievements, Mr. Ignatius is a class tennis
player, but I don't think he will be turning pro on that. Thank you.
I am glad you are here.
Mr. IGNATIUS. Thank you very much, Senator Chafee.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Long.

Senator LONG. Mr. Ignatius, it just occurred to me, based on your
very thoughtful statement, that if we put this tax in here and we
make people pay an income tax even though they didn't make a
profit, at least that ought to satisfy all those people who raised the
devil -saying certain people paid no taxes. They can say: "Look at
this; they lost money and they still paid a lot of taxes." [Laughter.]
Maybe they would be satisfied.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that it, Russell?
Senator LONG. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Fellows, thank you very much.

.11()

Now. it we might have Mr. Peter Htandal, Mr. Donohue, Mr.
Robert McElwaine, and Mr. John Meagher.
\Whv don't you go ahead, Mr. landal?
11 OF PETEII V. IIANI)AIo. PRESII)ENT. Vi"roit 1t.
S'IvITEMENT
IIAN)A.L & lR()S.. INC.. NEW YORK. NY. AN) ('IIAIRMAN, A.MER.
ICAN ASSO(lATlON O1F EXPORTEIIS AN) IMPORTERS
.\1.ANDAL. h'lank you, Mr. ('hairman. I have a feeling that is
Mr
a hard lct to follow. Mr. chairman n and members of"the committee,
I am Peter Ilandal. chairman of the American Association of Exporters and Imp)rters and president of my own company, Victor B.
Scandal & Bros
-\:\ I'1 represents .0)00 companies involved in every aspect of'
international tride. I al accompanied by Harold Paul Luks,
AA.l's represetative here in Washington. ()u; association is opf .,.sd to the provion in the chairman's tax prGposal to repeal the
income tIx dedluctions for the payment of' tariffs. Incidentally, this
morning eIICh number of this committee received a letter from
:\!':I amid 1; other litional trade associatt ions opposing this provis1011 If atnvoine would need an extra copy or an additional copy of
that letter. w hi\ so rit here.
As cha ilma.n o :\(&AIKl. by necessity I must wear two hats, and I
m11uSI constant\ reconcile ilt ntveds of' exporters and importers. It
is nott aln easy ib: however. today my job is made simple by the
prt)po)sal btefore \(-i.u because it is both had tax reform and bad trade
will ha rio1broth American exporters and AmerTimr,,tp,
j), lic\ "'h
ICan iCt11

el'

Apparently. thi.- ir,,iosal is based on the mistaken assumption
that the IIIcrtV+-,d costs resulting from nondeductibility will not be
passed oill to American consumers. It is inconceivable to us that the
increased ctst of tarilts wuild not result in increased prices
charged to the American consumers. Moreover, any entities subject
to tariffs , would have taxable incoenl at least equal to the amc-unt
the company were operating at a net
of such tariffs paid. vten if'
loss,;
In addition, such income would be subject to tax at th top corporate rates againt which no credits could be claimed. If you turn to
page -1 of m\ prepared statement, you will note the devastating ef!'cts of' the proposal, which can turn a modest, after-tax profit into
a significant cash los. The only alternative is to raise prices, and
this illustrates the regressive character of the proposal.
I hope to have an opportunity later, if you are interested, to
work through a specific examole. AAEI feels that the proposal is
both bad tax reform and bad trade policy. Let us first discuss the
tax policy consequences of the proposal. First, the proposal would
impose a new regressive tax burden on those least able to afford a
tax increase. It increases the cost of goods, often basic necessities,
to low and middle income families, thereby withdrawing in part
the proposed reduction in personal income tax rates.
Second, the proposal would result in increased tax liabilities for
many corporations. thus arbitrarily reducing the benefits of the
proposed reduction in the corporate income tax. Third, the proposal
would result in major economic distortions which have been nei-
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other anticipated nor even studied by the Congress or the administ rat ion.
We are frankly surprised that this committee with its history of
thoughtful analysis of' economic problems would consider for a
moment tile repeal of deductibility of tariffs without regard to its
impact on the U.S. economy, on the U.S. competitiveness, productivity. standard of living, budget deficits, and trade deficits as well.
Next, the repeal of tariff deductibility is bad trade policy for four
reasons. First, the proposal would diminish the competitiveness of
U.S. exports by increasing the cost of U.S. products which incorporate imported parts. Second, an effective unilateral increase in tarifTs by tile United States probably will trigger retaliation against
UI.S. exports. Third. it appears to be inconsistent with our international agreements, specifically (;AT' articles 11 and 111, and we feel
it may be cause for an article 23 action against the United States.
Fourth. tile proposal will seriously impede the U.S. efforts to initiate a new round of multilateral trade negotiations designed to
reduce barriers to U .S. exports of goods and services. Mr. Chairman
and members of tile committee, AAEI supports fully the objectives
of negotiating new international agreements to expand trade in
high technology products and services, to enhance multilateral protection for intellectual property, and to lower barriers to foreign investment; but how can the United States pursue these objectives if
our own tax laws raise tariff barriers and violate international
t rade agreements"
In conclusion, the tariff increases through domestic tax policy
contravenes any equitable notion of tax reform and is inconsistent
with the national trade policy. AAEI strongly recommends that
you eliminate the tariff proposal from the pending tax package.
Thank you.
The ('lCAIMAN. Thank you. Mr I)onohue.
1The prepay red written statement of Mr Handal follows:]
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BEFORE THE
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REGARDING

THE PROPOSAL TO ELIMINATE THE
DEDUCTIBILITY OF
TARIFF PAYMENTS
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee.

I am

Peter V. Handal., Chairman of the American Association of
Expcrters a:d importers {",jE:)
Victor B. Handal & Bro.

and President of

AAEI represents over

1,000 companies involved in every aspect of
international trade.

I am accompanied by Harold Paul

Luks, AAE''s Washington Representative.

Thank you for

the opportunity to share with you today our very serious
concerns about the pending tax legislation.
We view with considerable apprehension the
provisions in the Chairman's tax proposal to repeal the
long-standing income tax deduction for the payment of
tariffs.

Today, other witnesses will describe the

negative economic effects associated with the repeal of
the deduction of excise taxes.

As an organization

primarily interested in international trade, our remarks
will focus on the proposal to repeal the existing
deduction for tariff payments.
We are not alone in our opposition to these
provisions.

In addition to its more than 1,000 member

firms, AAEI has joined with 15 national associations,
representing a major segment of the U.S. economy
involved in world commerce, in expressing opposition to
the repeal of tariff deductibility.

On April I,

1986,
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this ad hcc coaliticn of national associations sent a
letter to the Senate and key Administration officials
specifying its objections to the repeal of the tax
deduction for tariffs.
The proposal to eliminate tariff deductibility
reflects an unfortunate tendency to view tax policy
without regard for its potential adverse consequences on
trade policy, or to view trade policy in isolation from
its potentially damaging effects on U.S. foreign policy.
Viewed solely as a matter of tax policy, the repeal of
tariff deductibility is bad policy.

And, viewed solely

as a matter of trade policy, the proposal will damage
the international economic interests of the United
States.
As Chairman of the American Association of
Exporters and Importers I wear two hats.

I must

constantly reconcile the needs of our member firms which
export with the needs of our member firms which import.
The tariff proposal will adversely affect both U.S.
exporters and U.S. importers.

AAEI, therefore, urges

this Committee to recognize that the provision to
eliminate the tax deductibility of tariffs is neither
sound tax reform nor sound economic and trade policy.
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AAE22s principal concerns are the negative
economic ccnsequerices wh:ch would result from the repeal
of tte exisw.::o decr,'cn.

This prcpoial

is

appare'":'y

based cn the mistaken assumption that the increased cost
resulting from non-deductibility will not be passed on
to consumers.

It is inconceivable that increased

liability for the payment of tariffs on dutiable imports
would nct result

in

increased prices charged to U.S.

s.

cosuer

The Chairman's proposal would not only repeal the
currently available deduction, but wo. ld go so far as tc
ensure that,

irrespective of net income, any enti.ty

subject to tariffs would have taxable income at least.
equal to the amount of such taxes and tariffs paid -even 1f the cxrpany were operating at a net loss.
Moreover, such income would be subject to tax at top
corporate rates against which no credits could be
claimed.
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Tax Ar.a'ysas cf PrcDosal's impact

r.. r.
Ccst to importer
Tariff (20%)
Ocean Freight
Other Import

Prcposa'
6.00
1.20
.40

6.00
1.20
.40

.40

.40

Costs

Price Increase
to Yield Current
Protft Levei

Landed Cost

8.00

8.00

Wholesale Price
to Retailer

9.50

9.50

Gross Przfit
Overhead and

1.50

1.50

2.12

1.-30

1.30

-1.30

.20

.20

.82

.49

.71

Less Landed Cost 1 8 -_i 0 1

Othor Expenses
Pre-Tax Profit
Fede-al
Tax

=

10.112

J8_8.O
LB:99

l

Income
.09

After Tax Profit

$9.50 +.62

.11

Loss (.29)

$ .11

This example illustrates why prices will react to the
proposal and further illustrates the inequities of the
proposal.
Viewed from another perspective, the proposal
represents a substantial increase in tariff rates by an
amount substantially equivalent of this inevitable income tax
1

Assume 46% rate; 46% of .20.

2 Assume 35% rate and nondeductibility of tariff; 35%
of 1.40.
Assume 35% rate and nondeductibility of tariffs; 35%
of 2.02.
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higher effective tariffs, and place its economic security in
jeopardy, or pass its increased costs to U.S. consumers.
There is no economic theory, postulate, or model which can
den y zhe inevitability of such consequences.
AAE

believes the fcllcwing points present sufficient

cause for the Contmittee to reject the proposal to repeal
tariff deduCtibility.
sections:

My remarks are divided into two

first, the Chairman's proposal is unsound tax

policy, and, second, the proposal is unwise trade policy.
I.

THE REPFAL OF TARIFF DEDUCTIBILITY
IS BAD TAX POLICY AND WHOLLY INCONSISTENT
WITH TAX REFORM
A.

The Proposal Would Impose a New
Regressive Tax Burden on Those
Least Able to Afford a Tax Increase

A general rise in costs for dutiable imports, and
products which contain imported components, will plainly
be accompanied by a rise in prices for these products.
Many affected products are necessities for which lowincome Americans spend a disproportionately large share
of income.

For example, individuals in the bottom fifth

of the income scale spend 10.5 percent of income for
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clothing.

The national average is only 4.5 percent.

In

fact, many imported goods are consumed directly or
The
indirect .y by cwer and -idd.e income A-ericans.
regressive character of the tariff proposal becomes most
apparent when one realizes that it would fall most
heavily on such basic necessities as clothing, where
some tariff rates approach 40 percent. Repealing the
deduction for tariffs will also increase the domestic
price level -- thereby contributing to inflation and
reducing the real income of all consumers.
In essence, those very same Americans to whom a
tax cut is promised, will be paying for their own tax
no
cuts through increased prices and will feel little or
net benefit.
B. The Proposal Would Result in Increased
Tax Liabilities for Many Corporations,
Thus Reducing the Benefits of the Proposed
Reduction in the Corporate Income Tax
Coupled with non-deductibility of excise taxes,
for
the tariff proposal would increase the tax liability
many corporations -- thereby eliminating the proposed
Inbenefits of any reduction in corporate tax rates.
effect, the bill would redistribute tax burdens within
who are
the U.S. economy by discriminating against those
liable for tariffs and excise taxes.
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the competitiveness of American products in

our

marketplace and in world marKets, the tariff proposal

is

being considered without regard to the objectives.
C.

The Proposal Would Result in
Major Economic Distortions Which
Have Been Neither Anticipated Nor
Even Studied by the Congress or
the Administration

Available private sector studies of the proposal
confirm its tax regressivity and distorting effects on
trade.

Elimination of the tax deduction for tariffs is

expected to raise $15

billion over the next five years.

Proponents of the Chairman's proposal claim this
provision must be part of tax reform in order to keep
the total tax bill revenue neutral.
To date, however, neither the Joint Committee on
Taxation, the General Accounting Otfice, the
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is convinced that serious study will show

AAEI

and excse tax proposals are irreparably

th:e tariff

that

flawed.

The propcsals are ,k:h;ng .,-re

than regressive

tax increases which are plainly misplaced in any tax
Moreover, t.is unsound tax policy would
reformn bill.
i,,ri-diately be recognized abroad as a thinly veiled
tariff hike and wculd trigger trade retaliation by
foreign countries against cur Mcst competitive exports
in

the form of higher tariffs.

I.

THE REPEAL OF TARIFF DEDUCT: ILITY
IS BAD TRADE POLICY
A.

The Proposal Would Diminish the
Competitiveness of U.S. Exports

Repeal of tariff deductibility will increase the
costs to U.S.

companies producing products containing

imported raw materials,
Accordingly,
U.S.

parts,

and components.

the proposal will drive up the price of

products in

foreign markets (as well as U.S.
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markets), despite the decline in the value of the
dcllar, and thereby reduce U.S. competitiveness.
It

is undetermined

in the Chairman's bill whether

U.S. exporters will be able to obtain a refund (dutydrawback) for tariff payments.

Under current law,

customs duties assessed on imported goods are refunded
when such goods are subsequently reexported or exported
when manufactured into a different article of commerce.
Because the payment of tariffs automatically results in
a tax liability, the bill leaves unclear the mechanics
of determining the extent to which U.S. exporters will
benefit from duty-drawback.
B. The Proposal Would Result in
Violations of International
Obligations and, Thereby, Cause
Retaliation against U.S. Exporters
and U.S. efforts to Secure the
Elimination of Barriers to U.S.
Exports
An effective unilateral increase in tariffs by
the United States:

(A) may trigger retaliation against

U.S. exports, (B) appears to violate GATT Articles II
(Schedules of Concessions) and III (National Treatment
of Taxation), and (C) will impede seriously U.S. efforts
to initiate a new round of multilateral trade
negotiations.
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1. The Proposal Invites
Foreign Retaliation
The Chair:nan's provision would result in an
effective tariff increases of up to 54%, assuming a
proposed top corporate tax rate of 35%.
rates now approach 40%.

Top tariff

Imposing a 35% income tax on

this expense effects a grossed-up liability of some 54%.
An effective increase in U.S. tariffs would allow the
GATT contracting parties to claim a nullification and
impairment of GATT-negotiated trade concessions under
Article XXIII of the GATT.
If the Chairman's proposal were to become the law
of the land, it would result in a long and united queue
of trade ministers at the GATT petitioning for
authorization to retaliate against the United States.
Even assuming that the United States was able to prevent
the GATT Council from officially authorizing
retaliation, the international traaing-community would,
nevertheless, likely raise tariffs or take other adverse
measures against U.S. exports.

In such circumstances,

the United States would thus contribute to the breakdown
of the GATT system at precisely the moment we are about
to seek a substantial strengthening of the GATT's
mechanisms and procedures to resolve trade disputes.
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A basic concept of the GATT system is the
"binding"

of customs duties on particiar items :n the

tariff schedules of the .ndvidual Contractivni Fiarties.
Binding means that tariffs may not be effectively
increased above the rates specified in a trade
agreement.

It is the view of AAEI that, if a GATT

contracting party increases its effective tariff rates
to a higher level than its "bound" rates, then those
ccuntries which would otherwise benefit from the binding
have a right under GATT to retaliate against the
offending country's exports or to receive compensation.
Furthermore, AAEI maintains that a binding of tariffs
would be meaningless if other forms of taxation on
imports could be varied at will.
An effective increase in tariffs directly
contravenes the tariff reductions agreed to in the 1979
Tokyo Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations ("MTN")
which "bound" the Tariff Schedules of the United States.
The proposal to repeal tariff deductibility would,
without question, unravel the MTN tariff agreement,
forestall the last staged MTN tariff reduction scheduled
to take effect on January 1, 1987, and thwart the U.S.
objective of lowering tariff barriers to international
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comme r ce.
2.

The Proposal Appears to Violate

Articles Il and III of the GAT'
An effective increase in tariffs violates
Article Il of the GATT which states that products which
are bound to certain tariff rates shall not be subject
to any excess duties or charges "imposed on or in
connection with importation."

(Art. II l(b)(C)J.

An effective increase in tariffs also violates
Article III of the GATT.

Proponents of repealing tariff

deductibility assert that it is entirely consistent with

the GATT since deductibility would be disallowed for
tariffs and excise taxes, whether imposed on domestic
products or imports.

However, merely placing the same

sort of burden on certain limited classes of domestic
products and all imported products and, at varying
effective rates depending upon the level of excise tax
and duty, does not make the proposal consistent with the
GATT.

Article 111(2) of the GATT provides:
"The products of the territory of any

contracting party imported into the
territory of any other contracting
party shall not be subject, directly or
indirectly, to internal taxes or other
internal charges of any kind in excess
of those applied directly or
indirectly, to like domestic products.
Moreover, no contracting party shall
otherwise apply internal taxes on other
internal charges to imported or
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domestic products in a manner contrary
to the principles set forth in
[Emphasis added.)
paragraph 1."
Paragraph 1 of Article III states:
"The contracting parties recognize that
internal taxes and other internal
charges . . . should not be applied to

imported or domestic products so as to
afford protection to domestic
production." (Emphasis added.)
And, Article IUI,

paragraph 4 claims:

"The products of the territory of any
contracting party imported into the
territory of any other contracting
party shall be accorded treatment no
less favourable than that accorded to
like products of national origin in
respect of all laws, regulations and
requirements affecting their internal
sale offering for sale, purcnase,
transportation, distribution or use."
For example, the proposal before the Committee
provides greater protection from imports to the domestic
textile, apparel, steel, and footwear industries.

As

John Jackson, a noted authority on the GATT, has
written:

"A tax that merely provided for equal

treatment for like products, while cleverly imposing a
heavier burden on those particular products that are
mostly imported, would not seem consistent with the GATT
national treatment obligation."

Article 111(2) is not

concerned with the intent of the extra charge on
imports.

The pertinent words are "should not be
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applied .

. . so as to afford protection to domestic

production."

The effect of the internal charge or tax,

in this case the proposed repeal of deductibility, is
what concerns the GATT contracting parties.
3. The Proposal Will Undermine
U.S. Efforts to Institute a
New Round of Multilateral
Trade Negotiations
Perhaps the most important consequence of the
Chairman's proposal is the chilling effect it will have
on U.S. efforts to initiate a new round of multilateral
negotiations.

The United States can hardly expect to

achieve a multilateral consensus on methods to break
down non-tariff barriers to exports when Congress
unilaterally imposes impediments to fair trade at the
expense of all U.S. taxpayers.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, AAEI
supports fully the objectives of negotiating new
international agreements to facilitate trade in products
based on advanced technology, to enhance multilateral
protection for intellectual property, and, to lower
barriers to foreign investment and to improve trade
agreements through multilateral negotiations.

How then

can the United States pursue these objectives if our tax
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laws raise tariff barriers and violate international
trade agreements.
In conclusion, manipulating tariff increases
through domestic tax policy contravenes any equitable
notion of tax reform as well as our fundamental
intern:-tional trade policy.

Eliminating the existing

deduction for tariffs would impose a new tax burden on
lower and moderate income families.

The proposal will

negate, in part, reductions in personal and corporate
income taxes contained elsewhere in the Chairman's tax
bill.

As a matter of trade policy, the proposal may

lead to retaliation against U.S. exports, violates
international agreements, and is irreconcilable with the
objective of developing new international trade
agreements.
AAEI strongly recommends that you eliminate the
tariff proposal from the pending tax package.
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STATEMENT OF P1111,1' KNIIIlT. PRESIDENT AND CIIIEF AXECI.
TIVE OFFICER. NIKE. INC., BEAVERTON, OR. PRESENTED BY
MR. I)ON(III'E
Mr. I)ONOHUE. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. As you

know, I am a late substitute for Philip Knight, president of Nike;
and as you know, Nike is Oregon's third major employer and one of
the largest producers, importers and sellers of athletic shoes and
apparel in this country.
This year we will have sales in excess of $1 billion. In addition to
that. Nike's domestic export operations impact on the employment
of thousands of individuals throughout the United States. We realize the tremendous amount of work that has gone into this bill.
However, we are appearing before the committee today because we
feel that the proposal is fatally flawed. We strongly oppose the provision in the proposal which denies the deductibility of tariffs.
Nike takes issue with your comments, Mr. Chairman, as they appeared in the March 29, 1986 "Oregonian." In that article, you are
quoted as saying: "From Oregon's standpoint, I don't see how we
can come out losers." Under this tax reform proposal, as the third
largest employer in the State, Mr. Chairman, I can assure you that
Nike comes out a loser.
If the proposal to eliminate the deductibility of tariffs had been
the law during Nike's last fiscal year, even assuming that the maximum corporate rate is lowered to 35 percent, instead of showing a
$10 million profit as we did Nike would have an $8.5 million loss.
The proposed nondeductibility of tariffs would have cost Nike $18
million in fiscal year 1985. If the deductibility of tariffs is eliminated by the passage of this tax bill, the unfortunate reality is that
Nike will have no alternative but to attempt to pass our increased
costs on to the .-knmerican consumer.
Even if this shift is possible, it will not necessarily solve our
problems. American consumers are intelligent and discriminating.
They have a built-in sense of what a product is worth, and they
know what they are willing to pay for it. Market surveys indicate
that there is a price level for every product beyond which a consumer will not go.
An exact determination as to what the price level may be for any
given product often is impossible to know before it is too late. If
this tariff provision is enacted, in order to maintain the level of
profitability which we are now experiencing, Nike would be required to increase its wholesale price to its dealers by approximately $35 million per year. Resulting increased costs to American consumers would amount to approximately $70 million.
The unfortunate end result of increased prices by this amount is
that the brunt of the increase will be borne by persons in the
lower- or middle-income brackets who are least able to afford it.
The average retail prices for apparel items sold by Nike during the
first 9 months of this year was only $15.68. When one realizes that
some of the apparel items in our line retail for in excess of $100, it
is easy to see that an inordinate amount of inexpensive items are
being sold in order to arrive at such a low-average price.
The same trend is reflected in sales of Nike's footwear where the
average-retail price of shoes sold is $33.18. As a specific example, in
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Oregon sales of apparel items at a price less than $15.68 totaled
700,000 units for the first 9 months of this fiscal year. Shoe sales at
prices less than the average price have totaled approximately 1.2
million pairs. These Oregon sales figures primarily represent sales
to lower income individuals and are families with children and are
representative of sales in States throughout the United States.
It is obvious that this forced change of consumer buying habits
will have a potentially devastating impact on the total sales of
Nike, Inc. The impact will not only seriously erode the investment
made by stockholders in our company, but also will undoubtedly be
translated into loss of jobs, not only by Nike's own employees, but
by those thousands of other workers throughout this country who
derive their employment, at least partially, through their involvement with transportation or sales of Nike brand products.
Under the proposal as written, both Nike and the trucking industry would suffer. Truckers would pass their increased excise tax liability to Nike in the form of higher freight costs. Higher freight
costs will increase further the cost of our products. Faced with a
more expensive Nike product, more consumers will switch to less
expensive products; and Nike will suffer an irreparable loss.
Nike is a major importer in this country. Nike's tariff payments,
which sometimes run as high as 35 percent of the value of the
product, amounted to $55 million last year. During the fiscal year
this year, Nike will increase to in excess of $57 million. Nike's
tariff payments exceed the total profits realized by our company
during these 2-year periods. These tariffs go directly to the Federal
Government and are above and beyond any other taxes that Nike
pays.
The solution to this situation, we submit, is not to increase the
tax burdens for a handful of corporations by denying deductibility
of tariffs and excise taxes, but rather to focus on the loopholes in
the current code and to close those loopholes so that all segments
of corporate America will shoulder their fair share of the income
tax burden. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Mr. McElwaine.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Knight follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF PHILIP H. KNIGHT
PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
OF NIKE, INC.

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
APRIL 21,

1986

:z. Chairman and Members of the ^enate Finance Committee,
thank you for this opportunity to appear before you today to
testify on behalf of HIKE, Inc.

We are particularly pleased to

te a. Hearing today before our distinguished Senator from Oregon,
the Chairman of this Committee.

Mr.

as you know,

Chairman,

l[[iducers,

importers and

NIKE, Inc. is one of the largest

.ellers of athletic shoes and apparel

In this fiscal year we will have sales in

in tnis country.

ex.:ess of one billion dollars.

Headquartered in Beaverton,

currently employs more than 1,500 people in

OLCeqon,

NIKE, Inc.

O egon,

making us the third largest non-governmental employer in

tnat State.

In addition to that, NIKE's domestic and export

cpe'ations impact on the employment of thousands of

individuals

throuqnout the United States.

We realize the tremendous amount of work that has gone into
this draft tax reform proposal and we commend the Chairman and
CuT .ittee staff tor their efforts; however,

we are appearing

LDefore this Committee today because we believe that the proposal
is tatally flawed.

We strongly oppose the provision in

the

proposal whicn denies the deductibility of tariffs.

NIKE, Inc. takes issue with your comments,
tney appeared in

the March 29,

Mr. Chairman, as

1986 'Oregonian."

In that
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article you were quoted as saying, "From Oregon's standpoint I
don't see how we can come out losers ...

As the third largest employer in the State,

proposal.
Chairman,

* under this tax reform
Mr.

I can assure you that under the version of tax reform

pending before this Committee NIKE, Inc. comes out a loser.

If

the proposal to eliminate the deductibility of tariffs had been
the law during NIKE's last fiscal year,

even assuming that the

maximum corporate rate is lowered to 35%, instead of showing a
10 million dollar profit, as we did, NIKE, Inc. would have had
an 8.5 million dollar loss.

Mr.

Chairman the proposed

nondeductibility of tariffs would have cost NIKE 18 million
dollars in fiscal year 1985.

Because NIKE, Inc. is a publicly held corporation we are
responsible to our shareholders.

We cannot stand idly by and

allow this misguided provision to destroy our profitability and
perhaps our company.

If the deductibility of tariffs is

eliminated by the passage of this tax bill, the unfortunate
reality is that NIKE,

Inc. will have no alternative but to

attempt to pass our increased costs on to the American consumer.

Even if

this shift in costs is

necessarily solve NIKE's problem.
intelligent and discriminating.

possible,

it

will not

American consumers are
They have a built-in sense of

what a product is worth and they know what they are willing to
pay for it.

Market surveys indicate that there is a price level

- 2 -
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for every product beyond which a consumer will not go.

An exact

determination as to what that price level may be for any given
product often is impossible to know until it is too late.

Thus

price increases necessary to salvage the impact of this tariff
provision will in all likelihood exceed this built-in maximum
consumer price, and will result in diminished sales of NIKE
brand products.

If this tariff provision is enacted, in order to maintain
the level of profitability which we are now experiencing, NIKE,
Inc. would be required to increase its wholesale price to its
dealers in the amount of $35 million per year.

The resulting

increased cost to American consumers would amount to
approximately 70 million dollars.

The unfortunate end result of

increasing prices by this amount is that the brunt of the
increase will be borne by persons in the middle or lower income
brackets who are least able to afford it.

To illustrate this effect, the average retail prict for all
apparel items sold by NIKE, Inc. during the first nine months of
this fiscal year was only $15.68.

When one realize& that some

apparel items in our line retail for in excess of $100.00, it

is

easy to see that an inordinate number of inexpensive items are
being sold in order to arrive at such a low average price.
same trend is

The

reflected in sales of NIKE footwear where the

average retail price of all shoes sold is $33.18.

Again the

vast majority of these sales are to consumers who purchase shoes

- 3 -
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As a specific example,

at prices lowez than this.

in Oregon,

sales of apparel items at a price less than the $15.68 average
retail price have totaled 700,000 units for the firet nine
Shoe sales at prices less than the

months of this fiscal year.

average price have totaled approximately 1.2 million pairs.
These Oregon sales figures primarily represent sales to luwet
income individuals and/or families with children, and are
representative of sales in

states throughout the Nation.

As prices are increased to offset losses due to this tariff
proposal, these average sales figures will also increase.

At

some unknown point consumers will no longer be able to afford or
will simply refuse to buy NIKE products.

They must then turn to

a lower priced product from one of our competitors in order to
provide shoes and clothing for themselves and their children.

NIKE, Inc. is not the only company who will suffer as a
result of the passage of this measure

Our competitors will

meet with a similar fate, necessita.ing a resulting increase in
the price of their products.

The American consumer then will be

forced either to purchase NIKE products at an increased price or
to purchase an inferior quality product at a newly initiated
retail price.

It is obvious that this forced change in consumer buying
habits will have a potentially devastating impact on the total
sales of NIKE,

Inc.

This impact will not only seriously erode

- 4 -
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NIKE products

al1

sold in this country,

;y domestic companies or

imported from

are at some point within the distribution chain,

hardled and trarspxrti:-d ty the American trucking industry.
Wi;ettner

the ptoduc.

trie :I,,ck

in

move across the country in a semi or down

a delivery

Eacn year NIKE,

inc.

van,

they must be transported by truck.

pays several

million dollars in freight

criar es to the truckinq industry to move our products around the
CO Jn t r y.

Under the proposal as written,
trucking industry will suffer.

botn NIKE,

Because of

Inc.

and the

reduced sales

resulting from the nondeductibility of tariffs, NIKE,
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be forced to reduce the distribution of its products and its
corresponding need for transportation.

This curtailment will

obviously have a direct and negative financial impact on the
trucking industry.

At the same time the elimination of the

deductibility of excise taxes will force the trucking industry
to taKe the same action forced upon NIKE, Inc.,

i.e., they will

increase their freight rates.

Thus,

truckers will pass their increased excise tax

liability to NIKE, Inc. in the form of higher freight costs;
higher freight costs will increase further the cost of our
products; faced with a more expensive NIKE product,

more

consumers will switch to less expensive products; and the
resulting decline in NIKE products sold will mean fewer products
transported in trucks.

This double whammy effect resulting from

passage of the excise tax and tariffs provision creates an
inflationary spiral which like an unleashed tornado will siphon
euditional

HIKE,

revenue from the pockets of the American consumer.

Inc.

is &nd has been a strong supporter of the

original goals of the tax reform effort --

a simpler and fairer

tax code in which everyone pays his fair share of taxes and
which promotes and enhances the economic growth of this Nation.
This proposal would not enhance these goals; it
them.

-6

-

would defeat
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As one of the majcr

importers in this country, NIKE,

Inc.

already pays substantial ainounts of money directly into the U.S.
Treasury in the fcrm of tariffs on imported goods.
tariif

payments,

NIKE, Inc.'s

whicn sometimes run as high as 35% of the value

of the product, amounted to $55 million dollars last year.
During this fiscal year the amount paid by NIKE, Inc. will
increase to in excess of S57 million.
seem,

NIKE,

Incredible as it may

Inc.'s tariff payments exceed the total profits

realized by our company during this two year period.

These

tariffs go directly to the federal government and are above and
beyond any other taxes NIKE,

Inc. pays.

If the proposal is

adopted denying a deduction for these tariffs, we will be forced
to pay tax on these duties even though we never reco,;.ize any
increase in our income from them.

Passage of this provision would unfairly put the burden of
revenue raising on corporations such as HIKE,

which have always

contributed their fair share to the support of this country.
As a matter of fact, from the time NIKE, Inc. became a publicly
owned corporation in 1981 through the projected fourth quarter
of fiscal year 1986,

we will have paid a total of $202 million

in federal income taxes and an additional $36 million in various
state taxes.

Throughout that same 5 year period the total

profits realized by our company amount to $195 million or some
$43 million less than taxes pald.

Mr. Chairman, in the Northwest alone there are at least
three large corporations which last year paid absolutely no
-

7 -
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federal

income taxes whatsoever.

They apparently accomplished

this through use of the loopholes in
company like NIKE,

Inc.

supportingg this country,

the current code.

who believes in doing our part in
this is

offensive.

The solution to this situation, we submit,
increase

To a

is

not to

the tax burdens of a handful of curporations by denying

deductibility of tariffs and excise taxes,
on the loopholes in

but rather to focus

the current code and to close those

loopholes so that all segments of corporate America will
shoulder their fair share of the income tax burden.

The tariffs and excise tax proposal is a backdoor method of
raising revenue simply by increasing prices to the average
taxpayer.

No,

This is regressive taxation, plain and simple.

Mr. Chairman,

not good for NIKE,
industry and it's

Mr.

this*proposal is not good for Oregon,

Inc.,

it's

it's

not good for the Oregr., truckirg

not good for Oregon consumers.

Chairman and Members of this Committee we strongly urge

you to focus on the true and stated purpose of this tax reform
effort and to reject the proposal before the Committee today.

Thank you very much for your attention and consideration in
this matter.
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sTATF.MENT OF R)IIERT .M. McEIWAINE. PRESIDENT. AMERI(AN
WASIIINTERNArI()N.\I, AI'ToM()IIIE I)EAIERS ASSOCIATION,

IN(;IT(N. I)(
Mr. MC'i,WAINn-. Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of this
committee, thank you For sticking with us through this long day to
hear our %'iewson this vital issue. I am accompanied by Dr. Bart
Fisher of' Patton. Boggs & Blow. )r. Fisher and his colleagues have
prepared an exteiisi\e economic study which has been submitted

for the record.
I would like to merely touch on the three main points of that
staItement, one being that the proposed disallowance of the deductibilit of tariff payments would in essence be a reversal of our historic tax )olicy in that it would tax what is a very essential cost of
doing business for the first iine in our history. Second, that the
proposal runs counter to U.S. tr.-ide objectives today in that it
would create what would be an effective increase in our tariff rates
of about 5.1 percent.
I don't think that I have to remind the committee that this is a
much higher increase in existing tarift's than we put into effect in
19)0 with the Smoot-Ifawlev tariff law, with all the resulting social
and economic horrors that that particular action brought about. Finall., the paper deals with the economic effect-the adverse economic effcts-that this proposal would have on the United States;
and I would like to spend the minutes I have here discussing that
one issue.

The result of this particular proposal on our industry would be
an increase in the payments that we make for tariffs of 51 percent.
Now, last year the imported automobile industry paid tariffs of $2
billion to the U.S. Treasury. tis accounted for one out of every $6
that were paid into the Treasury in tariff payments. The result of
this particular measure would be to increase that cost by approximately SI billion.
This would have to be passed on to the consumer since the recent
fall of the dollar against the yen, the mark, and other foreign currencies has virtually eliminated the profit margins for the companies importing automobiles into this country today; and they would
have no choice but to pass this on. So, we have a $1 billion increase
in the cost of imported automobiles to the consumer.
And if' that were the end of it, that would be bad enough; but
that is really only the beginning. The experience of the past 10
years has .;hown us that, every time imported automobiles have a
price increase, the domestic automobile makers increase their
prices almost in a mirror image. We saw this first in 1977-78 where,
the falling dollar caused five increases in the cost of Japanese automobiles in 1 year. and those five price increases were immediately
mirrored by the domestic manufacturers, although they had no
comparable increases in their own costs.
During the latter part of the 1970's, we imposed a 25-percent
duty on the importation of trucks into this country. Domestic manufacturers imned"ately increased the prices of their trucks by the
same $1,00() that this tariff increase put on the imported product.
During the years of the voluntary restraint agreement on Japanese
cars, the resulting shortages of Japanese cars raised the prices of
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those cars by about $2,,50 a car. At the same time, according to the
Brookings Institute, the domestic manufacturers raised their prices
right along with the imported cars as well.
This resulted in net profits for the big three in Detroit of $25 billion in the past 3 years, which far exceeds their profit level for any
decade in the history of the industry. So, what we would see would
not be just a $1 billion increase in the cost of imported automobiles, but a $2 billion increase in the cost of domestic cars as well.
We would, in effect. be putting a hidden tax on the consumer of
$3 billion in order to realize for the Treasury approximately $900
million in revenue. Surely. Mr. (hairman, there must be a more
efficient way to raise revenue than t:y this one-for-three method
that this system would impose.

Thank you.
The ('|iAIJIMAN. I hank you. Mr. Meagher.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. McElwaine follows:]
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AMERICAN

STATEMENT OF THE
INTERNATIONAL AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

The American International

represents the interests of over 7,000 American automo-

(A!ADA)

their approximately

bile dealers and
appreciate

reform proposal

and excise

tariffs
interest

in

170,000 employees.

the opportunity to participate

Chairman's tax

taxes.

concerning

We

in this hearing on the
the deductibility of

AIADA has a particularly strong

the issue of tariff

imported automobile

the

Last year,

deductibility.

$2.0 billion in

industry paid approximately

all of which was fully deductible as a business

tariffs,

expense.!/
was paid

1/

Automobile Dealers Association

Cane out of every six dollars paid

by the

imported automobile industry.

in

in tariffs

1985

Should the

paid by the imported automobile
The $2.0 billion in tariffs
industry in 1985 breaks down as follows:
Amount Collected
in Revenues

Tariff Rate

Product
Automobiles
Light trucks
Medium and heavyduty trucks
Parts for automobiles
and light trucks

2.6%

$

697 million

25%

$

900 million

4%

$

15 million

Var ious
rates

$

400 million

$2.012 billion

Source:

U.S. Department of Commerce,
(December- 1985).

Pub.

IM 146
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Chairman's proposal be adopted,

real tariff

by approximately $920 million for the

costs would increase

imported automobile

industry.
We urge the Committee

to reject the tariff

nondeductibility

proposal for four reasons.
1.

Tax Policy

First, it is an unjustified and discriminatory departure
from longstanding U.S. tax policy.

In no case other than tariffs

and excise taxes does the Chairman propose to eliminate

the

deductibility of ordinary and necessary business expenses.
2.

Consumer Costs

Second,

the proposal would result in huge increases in the

For example,

cost of consumer goods.

vastly expanded tax liability

incurred

is certain that the

it

by the imported automobile

industry would result in significantly higher prices for
automobiles, both imported and domestic,

permitting monopoly

profits of over $1 billion to be reaped by the big three
automobile manufacturers at the expense of the American consumer.
3.

Constitutional

Third,

Questions

because of the proposal's unusual "anti-avoidance'

provisions, it would almost certainly be subject to a constitutional challenge.
4.

Trade Policy

Fourth,

the proposal

trade objectives:

The

runs counter to U.S.

international

imposition of a substantial

increase

Effectively tariff rates raises serious questions under the

in
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likely to

General AMreeeent on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and is
lea!

to retaliation by our trading

h<,'ever,

it

is

The views expressed

with the interests of our membership;

.nsi.tnt

!telow are

partners.

also in the brcxader domestic and international

interests of the llnitei States to teject this proposed revenue

I.

The Chairman's Proposal Reverses
Funda-tental

U.S.

Tax Policy__

A fundamental principle of the U.S. income tax code is
In deter-

distinction between gross receipts and net income.
income of taxpayers engaged

mininm; the taxable

its

in business or

prnfit-oriented activities, our federal system of taxation
focuses on net profits rather than on gross receipts or gross
income.

In fashioning the Internal

consistently expressed

Revenue Code,

Congress has

its conviction that the deductibility of

unavoidable business costs is a matter of fairness.
is

a sound one --

you are taxed on the income you earn,
income.

the cost of earning
incurred as 'an

Thus,

ordinary and necessary expense'

S 1.164-2(f)

2

not on

tariffs and excise taxes
of doing business

or producing income are deductible from gross income.
Reg.

The theory

Treas.

_/

Tariffs are deductible only when incurred as an ordinary
Accordingly, a taxpayer
and necessary business expense.

who incurs tariff or excise tax liability on consumer
purchases -- for example, the individual who is charged

customs duties on expensive personal iteus brought back
from Europe -- cannot take a deduction. This different
treatment of business and consumer costs is perfectly
consistent with the tax code's general treatment of
business versus personal expenses.
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There appears to be no support in Congress or elsewhere

for

the total el ininat ion of deduct ions for business expenses.
this prnw-sal

R.tYr,

is

a selective measure,
But if

to raise revenue.

of which is

nd

will establish the Ajngerous
n-t

it

the single purpose
adopted,

is

ill-considered

Congress

precedent that

all ordinity an! necessary business expenses are deductible.

By doing

so,

the lojic of the entire tax system is drawn

into

que %tion.
that the Chairman's proposal

is particularly unfair

It

sin,1les out tariffs ani excise

Both

taxes for nondeductibility.

of t these costs constit-ite absolutely necessary expenses of
carrying
U.S.

on a tra le or business.

In the case of tariffs,

every

business that imports dutiable goods or components is

rate.
legally required to pay tariffs at the established
Importers who avoid paying appropriate

tariffs are subject to

criminal penalties under procedures established by the U.S.
Certainly the costs

Customs Service and the Justice Department.
of tariffs

than other

an1 excise taxes are more 'necessary"

common business deductions,

such as advertising or entertainment

expenses.
Furthermore, tariffs and excise taxes are business costs
which are
Especially

imposed upon a discrete segment of the economy.
in the case of tariffs,

of enterprises --

there is

those which are engaged

an identifiable group

in importing or those

which purchase foreian-made products or components -be hardest hit.

62-214 0 - 86 -

Thus,

15

the Chairman's proposal

is

that will

both a radical
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departure

tax policy and discriminatory

fr,- , cnn',enti -,al

in

effect
A 7ax on Fictitious Income
Chairnra

Packwro)'s proposed disallowance of tariff

tax c.,sts not only represents a departure

excise
income"

from the "net

but also appears to create a tax that is

concept,

at all.

based on 'income"

and

not

Since these costs are expenditures

1 irec't y connected with the proiJuction or acquisition of goods
held for sale,

they are universally classified as capital

As such,

costs.

goois sold'

they must be included in the taxpayer's "cost of

(along

with the cost of raw materials and other

direct costs) and subtracted
qross income.

Net

income is

calculations and deductions.

from gross receipts to arrive at
then determined by a further set of
Thus,

a tax on tariff

costs is not a tax on real "income*.
tax,

or excise tax

It is in fact a tax on a

a ludicrous concept.
A final and particularly bizarre feature of the Chairman's

proposal

is the so-called anti-avoidance provision.

This rule

stipulates that taxpayers liable for payments of tariffs and/or
excise taxes would be deemed to have taxable

income in an amount

no less than their tariff and excise tax liability.

Thus, a

taxpayer whose net income is less than his tariff and excise tax
liability

would pay income taxes on the higher amount.

Indeed,

it appears that even a firm suffering losses would pay income tax
based on tariff

and excise taxes paid.

provision would result in the

The anti-avoidance

imposition of tax on fictitious
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in

As sMuch,

.-.

nit re~ec'te

by t tis

it

is open to constitutional
Congress,

challenge and,

could be set aside by the courts.

Const itut ional

Analysis

Prior to th' passarle of the Sixteenth Amendment,
was I i. ite-i

This limitation was generally

t'- the substantive requirement of Article 1, Section 9

of the Constitution that any 'direct*
the states.3/
requisite

The Sixteenth Amendment,

number of states in

scholar Boris Bittker,

tax be apportioned among
which was ratified by the

1913, eliminated

that an income tax be *apportioned."I-

direct

Congress

in its power to impose any form of direct tax on

individuals or corporations.
ascrit'tI

if

the requirement

According to renowned tax

a corollary of this principle

tax not imposed on "income'

is that any

remains subject to the rule of

apj')rt ionment.5/
The Chairman's proposal
tax imposed on

income,

particularly by virtue of the anti-

avoidance rule that would
above,

clearly deviates from the idea of a

tax fictitious income.

such income would be calculated

As discussed

without any regard for

3/

Article 1, Sec. 9 provides: "No Capitation, or other
direct, tax shall be laid, unless in Proportion to the
Census or Enumeration herein before directed to be taken."

4/

The 16th Amendment provides: "The Congress shall have the
power to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from whatever
source derived, without apportionment among the several
States, and without regard to any census and enumeration."
(D)aphasis added) .

5/

Bittker, I Federal Taxation of Income,
- 1.2.3 (19"1)

Estates and Gifts,
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business earnings or even gross receipts, but rather on the basis
of an expense (the
Moreover,

by denying the deduction for a capital cost that should

be ircluded

in cost of goods sold,

"on incomes"

the proposed change will
to a tax on income.

as opposed

in a tax on capital,

result
is

taxpayer's excise tax and tariff liability).

within the meaning

A tax

of the Sixteenth Amendment

all capital costs are permitted to be subtracted from

only if

gross receipts in order to determine gross income.
Mitchell Brothers Co.,
Independent Life Ins.

247 U.S.
Co.,

179,

292 U.S.

185 (1918);
371,

See Doyle v.

and Helverini v.

381 (1934).

Thus,

to

the extent the Chairman's proposal creates a direct tax that is
not a true 'income' tax, it is open to attack on constitutional
g rounds.
The nondeductibility proposal is

the antithesis of the

entire tax framework based on a tax on net income.
more tariffs you pay,

the higher your tax bill

not only a tax on a tax, it
you pay increase,

2.

would be.

This is

is a tax that increases as the taxes

surely something that the Red Queen in Alice in

Wonderland could understand,
rational

In fact, the

but not someone trying to devise a

tax system.
The Chairman's Proposal Will Have
Adverse Domestic Economic Effects

A radical change in U.S. tax policy, such as that proposed
by the Chairman, requires the most careful and sober analysis of
its economic consequences.

Such analysis would undoubtedly show

the proposal to be costly, inefficient and inequitable--the
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f what

opp s te

is desired

The principal dcwrestic

is

to increase
chanin,

,)Lrdie,

without

.,urie,

reqJltin.

tariffs

real

sharply the 'effective* or *realO tariff
nominal

is

nondeductibility

roughly equivalent

First,

are twofold.

increased

tax
to a

The effects

the higher real

distorts the structure of relative prices as among

tariff

1i fferent

r)oods and as between

prr lur ts.
are all

imported

and domestically produced

It d-)es nnt provide us with the level playing field we

seekirvl.

Or. the contrary,

misalloraLion of resources,
and,

The

tariff rates.

in the real cost of tiriffs.-!/

increase

54 percent
of higher

frcy

economic effect of disallowing the

as ordinary and necessary business

dedluctilility of tariffs
expenses

from tax reform.

ultimately,

it

would result in a

a loss of efficiency

tariff will

the economy,

lower productivity and a slower rate of economic
hy distorting relative prices,

rc,,n-,
,:rI:th.

in

increase

a higher real

the price paid by consumers and contribute

to inflationary pressure, aggrevating our current problem of
risirv

impor'

prices as the dollar

Quantif,'ing

these effects

falls.

is not easy,

and a serious

research effort should be made before the proposal advances.

6/

We

Under the current 46 percent mayimum corporate income tax
paid by importers (after deducting
rate, the =net tariff"
tariffs paid from gross income) is 54 percent of the
Even assuming that the
nominal amount of the tariff.
prox)sed 35 percent corporate tax rate were enacted, the
"net tariff" paid would be 65 percent of the nominal
deduction were disallowed, the 'net
If the tariff
amount.
or an increase
would be 100 percent of the tariff,
tariff"
to the importer of 54 percent.
in the cost of the tariff
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do know,

that

from oir own industry experience,

however,

voluntary export restraints on automobiles by Japan,
have had

some ways like a tariff,

years.7.

Ovio-jsy,

lutiahle

The Chairman's proposal

it

is

importers and cost
in large part,
trucks,

/

imports can have a substantial

on tariff

impact on consumer pr ices

Given the relatively

automoh'i'es,

of tariffs

prices.

impact on cons -e

secto:.

to $2,000 in sore

lisallowing the dedct'bility

over the entire range o!

have a ma)or

the effect of increasin;

impcrte! cars by $1,0C0

f--r

consumer prices

which act in

certain

nondeductibility
in the automobile

inelastic demand for

that additional

imported

tax burdens on

increases to dealers will be passed

to individual consumers.

which are subject

to a 251 tariff

will

through,

Buyers of imported light
rate,

will be

See *A Review of Recent Developments in the U.S. Automobile
Industry Including an Assessment of the Japanese Voluntary
Restraint Agreements*, U.S. International Trade Commission
Publication No. 1648 (February, 1985), which pointed out
that consumers paid ar extra $0.52 billion in 1984 due to
the Japanese Voluntary Re'traint Agreement, broken down as
follows:
Higher prices on Japanese automobiles...

$ 3.3 billion

Price increases on U.S. domestic
automobiles ............................ $5.22 billion
$8.52 billion
See also *Aggregate Costs to the United States of Tariffs
and Quotas on Imports: General Tariff Cuts and Removal of
Quotas on Automobiles, Steel, Sugar, and TextilesO, David
G. Tarr and Morris E. Merkre, Bureau of Economics Staff
Report to the Federal Trade Commission, December, 1984,
which had somewhat lower costs regarding annual costs to
U.S. consumers due to the VRA.
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.

part
a
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e

.'f~

t,

it'l

ia 3 rV c(!

an. aver a :e-pr ic41

I

of

7, ..

in

te,! prctur-ts.

autorro

per

pr ic, ef f!-,ts,

Ajain,
in cost

ng an average landed

price

however,

restraint

k1o not stop with

This is

particularly true

the lesscns of the Japanese
(VRA's)

Arreeents

have taught

us that

im-ediate advantage of import

restrictions by raising prices.

If

2.6%.

The proposal will cause higher prices for

domestic automakers will take

proposal

tariff f of

truck.

the reSjlt ir j increase

1 e (assumi

industry where

autcrv'.l:

"V-.luntary'

;)u0

qo,!s as wtIl.

ically-FrdC&

,zrest

!I'. ovetr

) will he apjrox inately $100 8/

7'.e- alver s

imp,

result in an

rate,

tax

even at the

w IlI

ti', a m ch lower

pcrat

unable to

rate-,

tax
t

sut, ,,,t

ty,

is

ibifl
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Thus, the the Chairman's

would raise the cost of automobiles across-the-board.
prior experience involving trade restraints on

automobiles is

any guide,

the domestic automobile

industry could

toe expected to raise its prices by over $1 billion, following the
to tariff

price

increases of imported automobiles attributable

8/

The calculations of the dealer's increased costs is based on
the assume ptions of the proposed 35 percent tax rate and a
"pass-through" of the increased cost to the importer.
full
It also takes into account the increased revenue associated
with the pass-through and the additional tax liability on
that revenue.
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It

non-deductibility.

is

crucial

this $1 billion

note that

t

will be collected by the domestic automobile oligopolists,
not the Federal Government.
proposal

The tariff non-deductibility

will provide windfall

profits to swell the coffers of

such needy corporate giants as General
the U.S.

and

Motors and

raise prices to

consumers of automobiles,. already burdened by dramatic

price increases in

recent years.
to ripple throughout

In general, price increases will tend
the productive sectors of the U.S.
amount of imported

economy in

proportion to the

inputs each sector uses (and

in proportion to

its use of inputs of items subject to excise taxes).

For

example, both agriculture and retail delivery services, which use
light

trucks extensively,

will experience

increased production

costs and pressures to raise their prices.
Ultimately these

increased costs and prices will have an

impact on U.S. export industries,

their internatior.al

impairing

competitiveness and worsening an already grotesque trade
deficit.
U.S.
is

Tax policy should be framed to improve,

international competitiveness.

what nondeductibility amounts to,

not impair,

But a tax on imports,
is

which

ultimately a tax on

exports.
There are other adverse domestic economic effects that
should be considered.
increase

in the 'real"

For example,

Tariffs are regressive taxes and an
tariff

rate increases

imports of low cost footwear,

the regressivity.

already burdened by

tariffs of 6%-201, and purchased mainly by low income consumers,
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would become more costly.

Removing deductibility would also

create an arbitrary and unfair distinction between products
and products subject to quantitative

by tariffs,

protected

Importers of products subject to tariffs would

restrictions.

find aii increase

in their taxes and

to quantitative restrictions wou~d

importers of products subject
find their taxable

income

unchanged.
Moreover,

the revenue effects of removing deductibility may

well be overstated.

To the extent

that

the increase in

Real"

tariff

goods,

the taxable base for collecting additional

burden shifts demand

to domestic products and other

shrinks.

Th1e same point applies to increases in

of excise

taxes paid by business.

Most

importantly,

by increasing

revenue
the real burden

the price wedge between

imported and domestically produced products,
open

the

this proposal

invitation for domestic producers to increase

is

an

their own

prices and reap unearned windfall profits.
3.

Eliminating Tariff Deductibility Would Have
Adverse

International

The Chairman's proposal
policy.

Were the proposal

is

Trade Consequences
also bad

to be enacted,

international

trade

the resulting

legiula-

tion would constitute only slightly veiled protectionism.
Indeed,

adoption of the plan wojld increase effective tariff

rates by 54 percent.
specific U.S.

Such a result would be in violation of

obligations under

and Trade (GATT)

the General Agreement on Tariffs

and could trigger widespread retaliation by our
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this is

talks,

a particularly

inappropriate

trade

time for the U.S.

to

sijch lc)islation.

enat

A ke'y
the

up Zning multilateral

In light of the

partners.

tra'lin

of the next

etive
-

States

pbJss!i)ly have

could

What credibility

tirde.

relioct io.n of barr iers to

',nite,

round of trade negotiations is

to setk

the reduction

of

the

foreign

tariff anI nontariff barriers to trade to promote U.S. exports
after

it

percent?
goal

hal just

implemented

increase of 54

an effective tariff

Our United States Trade Representative has set as a

for the developed countries the elimination of tariffs to

the maximum extent

2
feasible in the next round. !

Eliminating the

deductibility of tariffs in the United States will make this
to achieve.

objective much more difficult

The large increase in effective tariff rates would
undoubtedly cause considerable contraction of
and, as discussed above, it will
prices to U.S.
the effective

industrial and
increase

in

international trade

inevitably result in higher

individual

consumers.

In addition,

tariffs would be contrary to U.S.

commitments under the GATT and would negate specific concessions
granted

by the United States in

Multilateral

Trade Negotiations (1973-)979).

As the Senate
created

9/

the Tokyo Round of GATT

Finance Committee well knows,

the GATT was

in 1947 as an agreement among nations to uphold certain

See Bart S. Fisher, "Making the World Trade Regime Work:
An Agenda for GATTO, Vol. 6, SAIS Review (Winter-Spring,
1986).

4-:3
principles.

Three fundamental

principles of the GATT that would
are:

be violateI hy the non-deductibility of tariffs proposal
(a)

concessions and the
the binding of tariff
provision of compensation following the
mo1ification of duty schedules;

(h)

national

(c)

the proscription against the nullification and
imrairment of prior tariff concessions.

treatment ; and

The Binding of Tariff Concessions and
M,)dification of Duties
for

The pr,)ceiure
Committee.

partners.

to achieve reciprocal

concessions from our

These tariff concessions are enshrined in the

GATT Schelule of Concessions,

(in

between the United States and

its trading partners.

kind
also be exempt from all other duties or charges of any
importation in excess of
. . .

imposed on the date of this Agreement.

deductibility proposal
in tariffs after

is an across-the-board

The non-

effective

increase

the date of the last tariff agreement, i.e.,

1974-1979 Multilateral

Trade Ncgotiations.

to violate the prohibition under Article II
"in

forth

and that O[Sjuch products

imposed on or in connection with the
those

. . . be

from ordinary customs duties in excess of those set

the Schedules of Concessions)]

shall

tariff

which constitute the formal

Article 11 of the GATT provides that products 'shall
exempt

known to this

in a multilateral context, makes certain tariff

concessions in ordet

accorI

well

Following a delegation of tariff-cutting authority,

the President,

traiin,

tariff negotiations is

the

As such,

it

on charges

the

appears
imposed

tariff
connection with importation" which exceed agreed upon
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concessions.
The tariff

non-deductibility proposal

unbindiryl of formerly agreed upon tariff
modification of U.S.

duty schedules.

"Mrification of Sche1ules,

also amounts to the

concessions,

and a

Article XXVIII of the GATT,

provides that,

when schedules are

mrd i field :
In such negotiations and agreement, which
may include provision for compensatory
adjustment with respect to other products,
the contracting parties concerned shall
endeavor to maintain a general level of
reciprocal and mutually advantageous
concessions not less favorable to trade than
that provided for in this Agreement prior to
such negotiations.
Is

this Committee prepared to launch the U.S.

Government

into a set of trade negotiations that would require the United
States to offer "substantially equivalent concessions'

to our

tradinol partners to compensate for the adverse effects of the
tariff

nondeductibility propos, l,

XXVIII(3)(a)

of the GATT?

as maV"be required by Article

Finally,

Article VII of the GATT calls

for the maintenance of stable customs valuation schemes by GATT
signatories.

By shifting the tax treatment of tariffs, the

United States would be changing its system of customs valuation
and could be violating Article VII of the GATT as well.
National Treatment
Similarly, the proposal appears to be inconsistent with
Article III
"directly or

of the GATT,

which prohibits subjecting imports

indirectly, to internal

charges of any kind

taxes or other internal

in excess of those applied,

directly or
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indirectly,
that the

products.*

to like domestic

imports 'shall

Article III also states

be accorded treatment no less favorable

in respect
that accorded to like products of national origin
their
of all laws, regulations and requirements affecting
than

internal

sale,

offering

purchase,

for r.ale,

transportation,

distrihutioll or use.*
for tariffs
By selectively eliminating business deductions
imposes
and exrisv taxes, the Chairman's proposal effectively
or indirectly, on
charges in excess of those applied, directly
and
Limiting nondeductibility to taritts
ic like products.
d,.;t
excise taxes will

subject foreign goods to special

to goods of U.S.

prop,)sal

protects domestic

the Chairman's

In essence,

origin.

compareti

hardships as

industry at the expense of imports,

that Article
which is precisely the kind of national practice
was

III

intenied to prohibit.
Nullification and
Articles

I

and

Impairment

III reflect fundamental

GATT principles.

with these basic proscriptions, even if not

The inconsistenc

Iodd to
to he a specific CATT violation, will undoubtedly
Moreover, GATT permits
retaliation by our trading partners.
the case of
formal retaliation under Article XXIII, in

founi

Nullification

and

impairment'

of benefits.

In particular,

XXIII provides for consultations and eventual
"compensat ion" if any benefit accruing to a party 'is
Aticie

nulifiel
the

or impaired

Agreement

is

being

or.

•

.

impeded.

being

the attainment of any objective of
.

."

A measure

taken by a member
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country can be actionable under Article XXIII even if it is not
in violation of any other provision of the GATT.

This is called

a "nonviolation" nullification and impairment of the GATT.

Thus,

even if it is determined that nondeductibility does not violate
Articles II or III,

U.S. trading partners could still claim

nullification and impairment under Article XXIII to escape
bilateral and mulitlateral commitments and thereby increase
tariffs on imports frame the United States.
The denial of tax deductibility of $2 billion worth of
tariffs currently being paid by the imported automobile industry
would nullify and impair the benefits of the prior tariff
concessions granted on automobiles and trucks and violate Article
XXIII of the. GATT.
Use of Article XXIII,

as well as more informal unilateral

retaliation, would reverse nearly 40 years of U.S. efforts to
reduce tariff barriers to trade.

During the Tokyo Round, the

United States and its principal trading partners agreed to tariff
cuts averaging about 33 percent for developed countries (30
percent for the United States),
period.

phased in over an eight-year

The mutual tariff concessions were intended, among oLhet

things, to reduce tariff disparities with Canada in exportoriented industries, reduce Japanese tariffs on a variety of
products, and decrease the level of preference inherent in the
growing free trade area in Europe through substantial reductions
in European duties.

As our trading partners come to appreciate

the adverse ramifications the effective increase in the U.S.
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would be erecting

in

effect

tax is

is

States

301-

the U.S.

Trade

an investigation of Japanese

for U.S.

the value of the product;

one of the barriers being
in which Japanese

and other

in effect,

Before the
imported tobacco

a tax on a tariff.

discriminatory tax thus makes imported
than Japanese

expensive

This

products relatively more

tobacco products.

similarly places a tax on a tariff

barrier to

10/

No.

the costs of shipping and import duties are added to

pro)u7t%,

proposal

under

challenging

1974 (Investigation

the discr iminatory manner

c(inputed

a trade

fr M the Japanese

tex:'i..e taxes on tobacco products are imposed.
Japanes-

be particularly

it

barriers to trade in tobacco products.
invest ilated is

would

the President directed

19W5,
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tariff rates by

Uha i rman' s pro)sal
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exports.
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es,
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expw)rt

their

imports by denying the deduction

The Chairman's
and raises a tariff
for duties paid.

In addition to deviating from current U.S. tax policy, the
Chairman's proposal is at odds with the current tax
Japan,
practice of the majority of our trading partners.
Mexico, Canada, and most European and East Asian countries
permit the deduction of all tariffs and customs duties as
business expenses under their respective tax laws.
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Als
U.S.

a

,

r-tel

above,

thi s propto-sal

eff1)rts t() further reduce tariff arml non-tariff barriers to
in the

tra

up;m
cingJ mlltIlateral

trade talks.

Stat-s init iated the preparatory process
last

co:jld ser iously impede

Fall

The United

to! these negotiat ions

and hap taken an early lead in promoting an agenda

which seeks increased

trale liberalization.

a tax law which discriminates against

The

implementation of

imports will undercut our

efforts to persuOe other nations to dismantle their own barriers
to trae.
Concl usiIon
In sumrnary.

the Chairman's proposal

to eliminate the

deductibility of tariffs and excise taxes is a major departure
fro n lon,'stan, inj U.S.
particular

tax policy which would unfairly burden

sectors of the economy,

business and constxners,

vastly increase costs to

and provoke an adverse reaction from our

trading partners.
El imination of deductibility for tariffs also raises
broader concerns of constitutionality and would undermine U.S.
commitments under

the GATT and

the trade agreements concluded

during the Tokyo Round of Multilateral
The Tariff Act of July 4,

Trade Negotiations.

1789 was the first substantive

piece of legislation passed by the First Congress.

We urge the

Congress not to use non-deductibility of the tariff as the
substantive

step in un,1ermining

the just application of the

income tax system of the United States.
urge the Committee to consider the
the United

States and

first

Most emphatically,

we

international obligations of

the threat posed by the tariff non-

deductibility proposal for the continued U.S. leadership role in
the international

economic arena.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN K. MEAGIIER, VICE PRESIDENT,

GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, TiHE I4TV CORP.. WASH INGTON, DC

Mr. MEAGHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is John

Meagher. I am a vice president of Government Relations for The
LTV Corp., and I am pleased to be here today to have an opportunity to testify in behalf of the chairman's proposal to eliminate the
deductibility of tariffs.
We think that this provision is an important step in the leveling
of the international playing field. We endorse it, and we recommend its retention in this legislation. The leveling of the international playing field is made up of a number of factors, but one of
the key factors in the studies that we have done, both in my company and in the Basic Industry Coalition which 1 head, is the cost
that is associated with taxes.
The relative tax systems in the world today basically do not encourage American products. They discourage them. Our own tax
system is a system that ignores the reality of the international
marketplace. It subsidizes imports and discourages exports because
it doesn't tax imports; nor do producers of products pay taxes in
their own country on exports. The result is a major cost differential
to us-us being domestic manufacturers-in the neighborhood of 20
to 40 percent, depending on the goods involved and the country of
origin.
One of the elements in this situation and the fact that we don't
tax imports is the nondeductibility of tariffs. What happens is that
the United States gets at most 50 cents for every dollar of tariff
that is levied. I assume ift the International Trade Commission decided that there ought to be $1 of tariff levied on a certain product,
it did so with the idea that that level would enhance a certain level
of protection.
When you allow the deductibility of tariffs, obviously that level
of protection is cut in half. What in fact we are doing in this country is subsidizing imports to the point of $16 billion. In the case of
American steel, we are subsidizing it to the extent of $.5 billion.
This at a time when 25 percent of our market is made up of imports and we have a trade deficit of $150 billion and the bulge of
imports are hurting every sector of this economy.
It isn't just steel; it is autos, it is semiconductors, it is rubber, it
is chemicals. Go right down the list of your constituents of the industries that are represented in this town, and they are going to be
impacted by imports.
What will happen if the chairman's proposal is enacted is that
the prices will rise; and the consumers will be hurt. Well, it should
be pointed out that consumers pay one way or the other. They
either pay through the loss of their jobs; they pay through the loss
of income; or in fact, when domestic manufacturers are put out of
business by imports, they pay through the marketplace. The other
place they pay very simple is they pay through the Tax Code. Tax
rates are higher as a result of the fact that $16 billion in tariffs are
being deducted.
And the question that we have to ask ourselves is: What kind of
a tax system do we want? Do we want one that has a broader base
with lower rates? Or do we want to continue the kind of deductions

-16()
and subsidies. in efTect, to imports which tile nondeductibility of
tariffs under the existing law provides. In addition to that, it
should be pointed out that our trading partners, most of which
ha~e a VAT--in other words they receive the full payment of the
VAT'--and then in addition to that, they obtain the funds from tarifls.
What we get is hall' the value of our tariff's. It hardly seems a

fair .Situation. The, way we look at this, Mr. ('hairman, is part of an
important step in promoting the international thirness in the Tax

('ode. We t hink very honestly that the worldwide economic situation demands that we tax imports to a much greater extent than
We(. do.

In CLict, we would g(o further than your proposal; and we would
support and have sUp)orted-and I have 1.estified here about itthe kind of concept that Senator Roth has promoted for a business
t ransf(,r tax, or some sort of a mechanism that deals with the ques:ion of the coml)arative value of taxation between this country and
other countries.
And we think that if' you don't do that at some point, and the
sooner the better, that inl I'att what will happen is that our standard of living will be reduced down. You look at those communities
around the country where our steel mills are or were, and you see
the standard of living going down. One of the main reasons they
are going down that we don't have a level playing field, and our
people are operating under a disadvantage.
Your proposal is, in our view, an important step toward the ultimate goal of leveling that playing field. We think that it ought to
be done now. We think it is fair for America, for its consumers,
and For its workers. We think that the elimination of this provision
is an important concept that you ought to embody in your bill.
For that reason, we support it.
rThe prepared written statement of Mr. Meagher follows:]
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(Pyvte to' be considered in years.

What is at issue here

is not simply whether we have lower tax rates, but, at the bottom line,
whether our Lost uf ;;rodu~tion is

going to be higher or lower than the cost of

production of our trading partners.

It is that which ultimately determines

our ability to conete, and this lcgislaticn will have a direct impact on that
cost.

Historically, our co.st of production has been higher than those with whom
we compete.

In many instances, this is due to subsidies on the part of the

foreign government.

These range from the building of factories to tax breaks
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and low-interest loans.

ihile many of these subsidies are hard to prove

hbcause of their arcane nature, many are provable under our current trade laws
and have become the basis for quotas, tariffs, etc., being imposed un foreign
goofs.

Efforts to end these subsidies stiould continue, but, in my view, this
will be a losing) ydme for Aperica since by the time they are provable, the
damage has usually been done and the domestic industry is in serious trouble.
The other problems of basic Industries in America, unfortunately, are
grounded in our own domestic policies. These policies, it should be noted,
were well intended and usually designed to deal with a specific social or
economic problem on which there was national agreement. However, more often
than not, they had ancillary results that contributed to the decline in
domestic competitiveness.

briefly, they include:
1.

Environmental laws.

Arerica has spent over

$800 billion on environmentalkprotection.
While these laws are valuable and highly
supported by the American people, there is
no denying their impact on the cost of
production here.

Few countries with which

we are competing have these io their
industries have a cost advantage.
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?.

Anti-trust laws.

Historically, our

anti-trust laws have been grounded in Lte
notion of determining competition based
solely on the domestic market.

As a

result, American industry has been denied
the right to achieve efficiencies of cnst
by mergers whereas, in other countries,
this isn't the case.

The Administration's

recent recommendations on anti-trust reform
represent a major step in the right
direction in this respect.
3.

Social Insurance Laws.

Inmost of the

industrialized countries, extensive public
social insurance programs funded by a VAT
are in place.

InThird World countries,

few programs of this type exist.

In

contrast, inAmerica, social insurance
programs are paid for half by government
and half by business.
corporate tax rate).

(This assumes a 501
However, the costs of

health ins'Jrarce, disability, pension,
etc., are a major cost factor to American
bus'ness, and as our population grows
older, it will be an increasing burden. At
LTV, we have two people on pension for each
worker.
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4.

credit Policies.

'he Cost of capital in

the U.S. is twice as tigh as in Japan and
one-third highr than in Western Europe.
Aith few exceptions, our government does
not subsidizt7 credit directly (it does so

indirectly through the tax system) whereas
in the countries with which we compete,

direct credit subsidy is a way of life and
a riajor governmental function.
A

kdU~tvmen
t PoI.i c.es.

Since the demise of

the Trade Adjustment Assistance programs
for individuals and firms, we have no
meaningful adjustment policies.

As a

result, many businesses retain obsolete
cadaLity for too long thus lessening
productivity and keeping operating costs
high.

Incontrast, in most foreign

countries one of two actions occur.

Either

the government directly subsidizes the
"ndustry which has excess or outmoded
capacity since this is cheaper than the
cost of putting workers on the social
insurance program, or they pay the industry
to shut down.

We do neither. Recently,

Congress nearly went in the opposite
direction by almost enacting plant-closing
legislation.
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6.

Foreign Assistance. Prejrams.
Well-intentioned expenditures such as 11f
and Wcrld bank and Lx-Im bank loans helped
our competitors but hurt our domestic
industries.

,entially, American tax

dollars have been used to build foreign
capacity which builds cheap goods for
report to the U.S. market.

These, in turn,

LVo(nlete with dnJ(estic products which are

taxed and receive little or no subsidy.
Imports.

Imports of steel since 1981 have

risen to a level of about 251), and the
average price of a ton of AMnerican steel
hds deLlined uver $100 today.

Succeeding

Administrations have supported cheap,
government-subsidized imports and allowed
world-wide steel capacity to rise.

The

confluence of thesc two developments has
meant that American steel capacity has
shrunk while foreign capacity has grown or
remained constant.

In short, because of

our open market, foreign workers are
replacing American workers and foreign
governmental subsidies are increasing as
domestic steel profits have disappeared.
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8.

Tax Laws.

We have a tax system in this

country which simply ignores the reality of
the international marketplace.

It

encourages imports and discourages exports
because it fNils to tax imports while
taxing domestic manufacturers -- and taxes

'n

exports which are taxed again overseas.
addition, most exporting countries do not
tax exports -- at all -- with the result

that goods entering the U.S. enjoy a huge
cost advantage over domestically produced
goods.

We estimate the cost advantage from

taxes alone to be between 20t - 40!

depending on the country of origin and the
product.

These are the major factors which increase our cost of production over our
trading partners.

There are others but these are the main ones.

Until we come to grips with the variances caused by these policies, we
will continue to lose our ability to compete not only overseas but here at
iome.

But, "coming to grips" doesn't mean eliminating or severely reducing

environmental laws or pension programs, for example.

Americans want and need

both, but we must take d long-range view of how the variances between our laws
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and "theirs" impdct ,ncost of production and consider changes, where
appropriate, to change our laws. Such a course change will not and cannot be
done quickly.

It will take years and will necessitate a change in mind-set

about corlerical relations.
Ultimately, we need to enact a new tax systeri, for example, which taxes
imports and subsidizes exports, that encourages savings and penalizes
consumption, that is fair for all who do business or enjoy the fruits of
America, not just those with a plant or store here.
We need some relief in the pension area or it will choke American
companies. Again, this must be done carefully and ovpr a period of time.
We need to consider subsidizing domestic credit for bu;iness expansion as
we do foreign industrial expansion.
While few of these policies can be changed to provide short-term relief,
Chairman Packwood's draft in general is an important step toward that goal.
The depreciation provision recently adopted by the Committee recognizes that
we can't increase our cost of capital and remain competitive. The ITC
Redemption provision would insure that companies and individuals would not be
penalized vis-a-vis their foreign competitiors nor that taxpayers already hurt
by imports would take a further hit.

Finally, the elimination of-the

deduction for tariffs ends one of the subsidies we have been granting
imports. It is change which can take place now and begin to change the
relative cost of production I mentioned.
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Under existing law, our government gets, at most, S.50 for every $1.00 of
tariff imposed.

As an economic matter, we are subsidizing imports from this

one provision in the law by $16 billion.
over $112 billion.

In the case of steel, the subsidy is

Such a provision makes no sense at a time when our trade

deficit is at $150 billion and every sector of our economy is hurting from the
bulge of imports.

As I said at the outset, we endorse this provision.

We wish, frankly,

that the Committee would extend the philosophy which underlies it further.

We

believe that imports generally should be taxed to a much greater extent.
Previously, I testified here on why we support a border tax or variation on
the concept of Senator Roth's Business Transfer Tax (BTT).

I won't repeat

myself except to say that we favor a policy which will require imports to pay
in order to play.

America stands virtually alone in the world in not, In any

effective way, protecting our domestic markets. Most countries do this by
either major import barrier or taxation. We favor the latter.

We view the

taxation of imports as a major alternative to protectionism (quantitative
restraints) and the most effective way to guarantee the continuance of an
open-trading system and consumer choices.

The elimination of the deductibility of tariffs is important in this
context and should be supported.

We believe it represents a meaningful policy

change which is necessary and long overdue.
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The ('IiAIRMAN. Senator Long.
Senator LON;. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CtAIRMAN. Senator Pryor.

Senator PRyoYt. No questions right now, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. I)onohue, how much would the average price
of a Nike shoe, go up under this proposal? What does your average
shoe retail for now?
Mr. DONOItIE. The average shoe retails for $33.

The ('IAIRMAN. And what do you think this would raise it to?

Mr. l)oNOIRTF. That is a difficult question. Mr. Chairman, I
would assume it would be on the order of' $4 or $5 that would be
passed on.
Tie CHAIRMAN. That is more than $.I or $5 to you, but you are
assuming the multiplier factor that goes through the different
chains until it gets to the retailer?
Mr. DONoI0uWE. Yes, I am, Mr. Chairman.

The ('HAIRMAN. Mr. Meagher, countervailing duties and anti-

dumpting duties, are they currently deductible?
Mr. MEA(;IER. Yes, they are; and I think that that is ridiculous.
The'CHAIRNIAN. We can levy penalties on companies for violating
our laws, and then say that you can deduct them, anyway.
Mr. MEAGHiAER. Thank you for my answer. That is right. That is
exactly right. What happens is that we bring unfair trade cases
against subsidized products or dumped products; and then, in the
wisdom of. for example, the International Trade Commission and
then the President of the United States who has ultimate say over
the remedies involved-those duties-or in the case of a courtthose duties are in tact cut in half by the deductibility of tariffs.
Mr. IIANDAL. Mr. Chairman, may I comment on that?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. HANDAL. I understand the point you are making, but one
must look at tile incidence on the tax, on whom will it fault? It is
not ju;t a ,hatter of' punishing Foreigners for doing something
wrong. In a case like that, it would be the American consumers,
the American manufacturers, and the American importers that
would suf'fer.
Mr. MEA;iER. Mr. Chairman, if I could comment on that?
The ('HAIRMAN.
Mr. MEA;HER.

(G0 ahead.
There is one category that has been noticeably

left out in his statement, and that is what about the domestic
American manufacturers, who may not bring a lot of* goods into
this country? They are the ones that are really disadvantaged by
the deductibility of' tariffs.
Of* course, the importers may be impacted, or they wouldn't be
here today. I guess I wouldn't be here if I weren't on the other side.
But in addition to that, the exporters might be harmed, but the
domestic American manufacturers are the ones that are really
harmed by this.

The ('liAIRMAN. Let me ask you and Mr. Handal this. We are

trying to get corporate rates down to '35 or 36 percent; and yet, we
are faced with about a $100 billion expense to do some of the
things tile President has requested be done, over the House bill.
One, where should we get the money?
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Two, would it not be a fair tradeoff to eliminate the deduction of
excises-tariffs are a fair size, but a relatively small part of the
total-in exchange for getting the maximum corporate rate down
to 3-5 percent? We can start with Mr. Handal.
Mr. HANDAL. If I could answer your first question, I think I
would be running for Senator from New York. which is where I
live. I am afraid I have no answer to how to balance one with the
other. When you go into excise taxes, the expertise that I have is in
terms of tariffs. So, I would prefer to talk about that.
And one of the things that I think we can't lose sight of is-Mr.
Meagher talks about a level playing field and that kind of thing-it
is going to affect American exporters tremendously as well. In your
own State, there is a lot of high-techonology business. A lot of the
products that they try to export or sell in the United States, for
that matter, have components that are imported. And there are a
lot of effects of this kind of thing. It is not a very simple sort of a
change that we are talking about. One of the points in my testimony was that I think it requires some very, very careful study.
CHAIRMAN. Mr. Meagher.
Mr. MEAGMER. I think I have said about all I need to say, Mr.

The

Chairman, in that respect. What it does obviously is to increase the
domestic price. And in so doing, in our view, it will make it more
possible for American products to compete in America. As the gentleman says, there are a lot of high-technology products-shoes, et
cetera-in addition to basic industry products that are exporting a
lot.
But if you look at the marketplace today, the difficulties from
imports are not just in the basis industries like steel or mining.
They are in those products as well, and you really have to look
behind that question to determine what are the reasons for our inability to compete.
It certainly isn't only tariffs. Tariffs are a minor factor in our
ability to compete. We have to go further than that. That is why
we endorse your proposal, but I wish you would do more. We think
that you have got to go to a broad-based tax to level the playing
field vis-a-vis the whole panoply of imports into this country. And
unless you do that, you are going to see a lot more steel industries
in this country and a lot more chemical industries, and a lot more
iron ore and coal industries that are having infinite difficulty.
And at some point, it will be the Nikes that will be in those situations.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Matsunaga.
Senator MATSUNAGA. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN.

Senator Chafee.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to get
back to the Nike situation, Mr. Donohue. As I understand your testimony, the lack of deductibility of the import fees will increase the
price of the shoes you sell. But I am not sure of the next step. Is it
your point that because that will occur, fewer pairs of shoes will be
sold in the United States?
In other words, it seems to me that in this case-in your particular case-we do have a level playing field in that the excise tax
that we are talking about is the import fee not being deductible,
and that would apply whether Nike made their own shoes or im-
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ported th(:m or your competitor imported all his shoes. So, isn't it

equal for everyone, unlike perhaps Mr. Meagher's situation so that,
when you are through, the shoe is going to cost, instead o,' $15.68,

it is going to cost $16.20?
Mr. DoNoifUE. Not the Nike shoes, Senator, because quite frankly, we are not at the low end of the marketplace. We know that the
market is price-sensitive, and so the Nike shoe, which is a quality
athletic performance shoe, does not compete with a volume shoe,
canvas-type, that is not our competitor. And so, as we are priced
out of the market, yes, people will buy shoes. They just won t buy
Nike shoes or quality athletic goods. They will buy a cheaper shoe.
Senator CHAFEE. You are saying that, because the excise tax will
go on your shoe, which we are assuming is an imported shoe-is
that right?
Mr. DONOHUE. Yes, sir.
Senator CHAFEE. And that will increase the price of it so that
people won't pay that extra amount for the quality shoe?

Mr. DONOHUE. We always know that there is price sensitivities in

each of the products. And so, if we market a product at $29, we
know that if it goes to $30 for some reason, the consumer is intuitive enough and will not pay that value.
And so, all the way up in our line of shoes that run up to as high
as $70, $80, $90, or $100. There are price-sensitive points. We clearly-as in the market with all competitors-if the market could
absorb a higher price, it would have it because all producers would
charge a higher price.
Senator CHAFEE. But isn't this a case where you might say it is a
mandated increase, like if social security went up? And it is going
to affect everybody the same. We have got to assume that domestically made shoes are more expensive.
Mr. DONOHUE. Certain of them are.
Senator CHAFEE. And so, thus, if it is a nondeductibility of the
import fee, that is going to increase the price of all imports. Is it
that people would then buy fewer shoes?
Mr. DONOHuE. No.
Senator CHAFEE. Or you say they would drop to a lower-Mr. DONOHUE. They would drop to a different quality of shoe, a
type of' shoe that we do not make; and there are volume type providers who make a canvas-type shoe that is readily available in the
Safeways and K marts.
Senator CHAFEE. And imported?
Mr. DONOHUE. Frequency imported; yes.

Senator (CHAFEE. But aren't they subject to the same? Their price
is going to go up, too; so the differential between the brand X and
Nike is going to remain roughly the same, isn't it?
Mr. DONOHUE. It should.
Senator CHAFEE. So, therefore, I don t understand why everybody
switches down to brand X from yours.
Mr. DONOHUE. If I could explain to you why the change of the
price of a dollar in a shoe will make it either marketable or not
marketable, I would understand better myself: but quite frankly,
price sensitivity in the marketplace is intense, and we are all
aware of it.
Mr. HANDAL. Mr. Chairman, could I address that?
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The CHAIRMAN.
Mr. HANDAIL. I

Go right ahead.

am a jogger. I don't happen to wear Nike, I am
sorry to say; but I am willing to pay only a certain amount of
money for a pair of shoes.
Senator PRYoR. You will have a pair tomorrow. [Laughter.]
Mr. HANIDI. I hope so. I am only willing to pay a certain price
for a pair of shoes. If the price-Senator CuAFEE. And I will bet that is a good price.
Mr. HANDAI. Yes, it is. I happen to be at the higher end of the
market; but if the price goes up beyond that price that I am willing
to pay, I would trade down to something close to fhe price that I
had been paying, which now would be a lesser quality.
My company, on the other hand, is in the lower end of the business-not in the shoe business-but for example, the example in
my testimony is about gloves, infants' and toddlers' gloves, or mittens. And in that example, we would have to increase our price.
There is no domestic competition on something like that. So, to
your point, Senator, everyone else that is importing or selling that
particular glove would be faced with precisely the same tax situation that we would be. So, everybody's prices would go up the same.
Senator CHAFEE. Let me just say this. As you all know, if you
have sat here today, you know that I am not in favor of this because I am not in favor of using tax increases to pay for tax
reform. I am for using tax increases to reduce the deficit. In sympathy for the chairman, who probably doesn't need an awful lot of
sympathy-he can stand on his own two feet-but the tale of woe
that has been heard here today that the American trucking industry is going to grind to a halt, that we are not going to sell any
shoes, that the roof is going to cave in on America because of this
nondeductibility of excise taxes that can't be passed along, I think
is somewhat overdone.
Now, I am on your side in connection with this proposal; but the
idea might come up again in connection with raising more revenue.
I am just not sure that the United States is going to grind to a halt
if these were made nondeductible; but in any event, you gentlemen
feel strongly about it. Everybody who comes here before us feels
strongly about their matter.
Mr. MCELWAINE. Mr. Chairman, may I comment on Senator
Chafee's remarks here? I don't think all of us have come here to
say: Don't tax me; tax the other guy. I feel that if you put your
question and the question that the chairman asked a little bit earlier to the 7,500 small businessmen who constitute our membership,
that they would tell you that they would be happy to pay a little
more tax to help solve our tremendous deficit problem.
They object strenuously to a kind of convoluted system which
would raise the price of their products substantially and thereby
destroy their own competitive stance in the marketplace. But if you
went to them and said: "Our country is in trouble, and we have got
a deficit we can't handle, we would like to raise your taxes a
little," they will reach for their checkbook.
I think one of the problems that we really have in dealing with
our tax problems, with this terrible hydra-headed monster that the
chairman and this committee are wrestling with, is that we have a
lack of confidence in the capacity of the American people to make
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sacrifices when sacrifices are asked of them in a fair and equitable
manner.
And I strenuously urge on this committee that they take that
into consideration, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Pavoi. Mr. Chairman.
The ('1IAIRMAN. Let Senator Chafee finish; and Senator Durenberger next.
Senator CHiAFEE. I agree with you that this is an odd proposal,
and I don't think it is one that I support, as I have said. And I
think that it is posible to raise taxes in America and get more
money if it is done across the board.
One of the reasons I am for tax reform is that if we are going to
have an increase in taxes, I think i4ought to be based on a fair
system so we are not compounding inequities that currently exist
under the code. What we are trying to do here is to try and make
the system fairer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CUAIRMAN. Senator Durenberger.
Senator I)UaENERG.(;KR. Mr. Chairman, I just thank the Lord that
the Senator from Rhode Island isn't mad at me, and I well recall
the time in his 1982 campaign when he was being attacked for
being-I think it was-or something-and he told us all the wonderful story about the statue that is on top of the capitol building
in the capitol of Rhode Island, which is dedicated to the independent man. Right'?
I think the Senator certainly exemplifies that here.
Senator CHAF E;. I am waiting for the other shoe to drop. [Laughter.]

Senator

DUR ENBERGKR.

We have the same position on the tax

principles involved here; and unfortunately, I wasn't here all day
long to find out which industries will be destroyed because of the
failure principle.

Now, here is an industry that is already dying or dead, and Mr.
Meagher has been representing them for many years, since he left
the Ways and Means Committee. And we try to do principal things,
as you know, Mr. Meagher.
Mr. MEAGHER. Yes, sir.
Senator DURENBERGER. Safe harbor leasing, the refundable investment tax credit with the Senator from Louisiana; and I think
in each of those cases there was a sense of principle behind it.
And as I recall, at least as I came to the issue, it was largely
from the standpoint of basic industries, industries in which the failfailure of
ure to make a profit was not necessarily indicative of the So,
I have
company.
a
in
else
the skills of management or anything
industries
of
lot
a
in
everyone
not
some sympathy for the fact that
in this country can be tax profitable every year.
But as I listen to your testimony, I am curious to know how LTV
and perhaps others in the fuel industry who have talked to me and
others about this issue-how do you view the imposition of a 35
percent tax. roughly, on the payment of tariffs and excise taxes,
notwithstanding whether the company actually has any taxable
income or not? How would you look at that?
Mr. MEAGHER. We pay Social Security taxes. We don't get to
deduct them because they don't have any tax liability.
Senator DURENBERGER. We all pay that.
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Mr. MFK'At;ItEu. We all pay that. We pay other excise taxes.
We pay severence taxes. We pay a whole panoply of taxes. And
one of the fallacies of' companies that don't make any money is
that they don't pay taxes. In the case of social security and those
taxes, we pay 106 cents on the dollar because we can't get to
deduct t hem.
Senator
I)tURE-NIJMn;I:R. But if you were a steel distributor in the
same
financial
condition as LTV is, as a fabricator or manufacturer, and you were tough competition and all that sort of thing and
you had the years of* loss that you had, how would you ftel about
having a 35 percent tax added on to the cost x) your product?
Mr. MEA ;IER. Senator, I don't-Senator I) HENHEJM;EIt. Would you like that policy?
Mr. MEAGHIER. I don't like any tax added on to the cost of the
product because it does in fdact give me a difficult position vis-a-vis
my competitiveness; but in the case of tariffs, it is a question of
who wins and who loses. In this instance, where you are talking
about the deductibility of tariff' on products, the question is: Who
is the winner?
The winner in this case is the person than doesn't import a lot.
They are the clear winners. The loser is the person that imports a
lot.
Senator )uRN:B:R;ER. Did you state previously where the tax
principle was in the chairman s proposal? I)o you find some good
tax principle in that?
Mr. M:AGHER,. I think that the principle-the tax principle-involved in his proposal is, in our view, that you need to tax imports
to a much greater extent that you do today. I think that, as Roger
Mentz pointed out this morning, there is a question of external
social costs involved. The external social costs for our industry,
quite frankly, is the fact-or rather, what is resulting in our industry is that you have unemployment costs that you have to pay and
your States have to pay.
Senator DURENIERGER. When we did safe harbor leasing, we
were trying to help the same kind of people; but we weren't taking
it from your competition. We, in effect, were taking it from some
ripoff artists who were selling tax benefits-keeping 87 cents on
the dollar, and giving 13 cents to the steel company-and we were
flioping that around so the steel companies could get the 87 cents.
Mr. MKA(;iEI. Right. That is right.
Senator I)URENBERim:t. And the leasing companies, whoever they
might be, ended up with 13 cents. I don't see that here. Do you find
that much principle in this or some social good in this?
Mr. MEAGHER. Yes. I think that the question that you have to
determine is who is going to pay the cost of the loss of' American
jobs and the loss of American industry. And in this case, the way
we view it is that we are in fact as taxpayers subsidizing our own
demise.
Senator DuRHENBI(;I:R. All right. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Other questions?
Senator PRYoR. Just one quick one.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pryor.
Senator PRYOR. Mr. Chairman, a question to Mr. McElwaine.
You mentioned how many employees in your group?

62-214 0 - 86 - 16
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Mr. McEIWAINE. We have 7,500 dealers who employ 200,000
Americans.
Senator PRYOR. All right. You mentioned that you sensed there
was a feeling there among those individuals that they are willing
to pay a greater portion ef their income for taxation if it would
reduce the deficit? I think that was the message. Now, what type of
tax do you think that they would prefer to pay? I mean, do you
think they would prefer an increased personal income tax or a
sales tax? Or what sort of a tax do you think that they would
prefer?
Mr. McELWAINE. Senator, nobody likes taxes, but I think the
only criteria they would look for would be that it be fair and equitable, that it apply to their competition as well as to them. And all
of those kind of broad-bases taxes are, of course, income taxes, not
taxes on business expenses, but taxes on earned income. And
whether that was a corporate tax or a personal tax, I think, is
something that the committee would have to decide.
Senator PRYOR. You know, the chairman of this committee has a
tremendous obligation and he is in a straitjacket right now. The
criterion is a 35-percent maximum individual and corporate tax,
revenue neutral, and no new taxes. We are trying to figure this
out; and I think we need to reach the point pretty quick if we are
going to have some sort of a tax reform bill of 1986.
We are way down in revenues now, but we can't seem to find
that secret answer to find where those revenues have got to come
from to make up our losses.
Mr. MCELWAINE. Senator, the efficiency of the system, I think, is
of primary importance, too. As I think I demonstrated, this would
raise automobie prices by at least $3 billion, of which only about
$980 million would accrue to the Treasury. That seems to me to be
hopelessly inefficient as a way of raising this needed revenue.
Senator PRYOR. I am not saying that I support this excise tax
change. I am just saying that I must sympathize with Chairman
Packwood in this dilemma.
Mr. MCELWAINE. I think we all do.
Senator PRYOR. And especially after today. I have sat here since
9:30, Mr. Chairman, and I don't know that I have heard anyonemaybe except Secretary Mentz-I think he was for it, and maybe
one or two more-I think most of the witnesses have been opposed
to it. You are very brave to allow all these witnesses to testify.
The CHAIRMAN. I couldn't find anybody for it. [Laughter.]
Senator PRYOR. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MATSUNAGA. I thought Mr. Meagher was for it.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Meagher is for it.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Is that the correct spelling of your name?
Mr. MEAGHER. Yes, sir, it is.
Senator MATSUNAGA. How do you get "Mahar" out of that?
[Laughter.]
Mr. MEAGHER. Most people pronounce it "Meager," which is an
apt description of me. [Laughter.]
But it is an old Irish name that, at some point along the line,
was pronounced that way by my family; but I am not sure it is pronounced that way by anybody else.
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Senator MATSt'NA';A. Well, considering the meaning of the
proper pronunciation. I sul.,ose there were numbers of people mispronouncing it. ILaughter.I
One question, Mr. Meaglher. Your position is applied only to tariffs and not to excise tax, as I take it?
I didn't address myself to the excise tax question.
Mr. MEA:A(I:G1.
Senator MArSUNAGA. And you do not intend to? Or do you take
the same position?
Mr. MPAGIf:I:. My view of the whole situation is that you would
be better served if you went to a business transfer tax, and you
wouldn't have to do either of them. It seems to me that the question of' leveling the playing field is the point that we are trying to
make, and it really needs to be looked at seriously. Both of these
provisions--both the tariff and the excise tax provisions--are sort
of a halfway step there.
Senator MATSUNAG;A. Are you a lawyer by any chance?
Mr. M.:A(;IiR. Pardon me?
Senator MATSIINAGA. Are you an attorney, a lawyer by profession?
Mr. M:A(;IE:. Yes, I am.
Senator MATSUNAGA. Oh, yes. I understand your language now
then You are saying "Yes." IIaughter.J
The ChiAIRMAN. I)o you have any other questions?
INo response. I
The ('uIAIRNIAN. Any others? If'not, gentlemen, thank you.
We will conclude today with Bob Mc(;lotten, Paul luard, Robert
)ewar, The Honorable Clarence Mitchell III, and John A.
Newman.
Bob, why don't you go first? You have been before this committee many limes.
IEPAIRTM. Mcg;I,()TEN. i)IRE(,T0I).
STATEMENT ()F IM)IE'
MENT( OF IE(CISIATION. AMERICAN FEI)ERATION 0F LABOR
ANI) CONGRESS S OF INI)1'SrIvIAl. ORGANIZATIONS. WASIIING.
TON, i)('
Mr. MCGOI'EN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am delighted to be here today to give the views of the AFL-CIO. With me
is Arnold Kanner, our chief economist at the AFL-CIO. Mr. Chairman, I have a summary sheet from which I will read, which is one
page ,ung; and I ask that my entire statement be entered into the
record.
The ('HAIRMAN. Without objection. All the statements of the witnesses will be in the record.
Mr. McGi~orrEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The AFL-CIO is opposed to the proposals for excise tax increases.
The attempt to disallow business deductions for Federal excise
taxes and tariffs represents a backdoor increase and a regressive
form of taxation. The increases in excises on alcohol, tobacco, and
fuel straightforwardly add to the repressive taxes. Both measures
unfairly affect the living standard and jobs of working people, and
neither measure is tax reform.
The excise tax proposal amounts to a major breech of laith with
the American peoole. The commitment to tax reform was presented
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as an effort to provide the revenue needed to lower taxes for most
people through measures that would close loopholes. Excise tax into underwrite income tax cuts
than loophole-closers,
creases,
amounts rather
to swapping
one kind of inequity
for another. The proposal violates the concept of business income for tax purposes.
A business could even suffer a loss, yet be required to pay income
taxes on its excise tax receipts. Firms and workers employed by
these firms would be al'ected adversely according to the extent to
which thv excise taxes adds to their productive costs and the ability of the firm to pass the cost on to others. At the current corporate tax rate of .6 percent, the denial of excise tax deduction is
equivalent to an 8.-percent increase in the excise tax.
If the business cannot or will not absorb the increased tax, there
will be an upward pressure on prices and a downward pressure on
wages. The manner in which these pressures will be shared will
have nothing to do with tax reform. If the excise taxes become
higher prices, consumers with lower incomes must spend relatively
large portions of their income and will feel the burden most heavily.
The principal Federal excise taxes are on alcohol, beverages, tobacco, gasoline, and diesel fuel, and the use of telephones in airports. The role of such tax as well as the Nation's tariff structure
and our revenue system has always been controversial. These
levies should be considered on an individual basis. A huge acrossthe-board increase in excise and tariffs under the guise of tax
reform is bad tax policy and certainly questionable as a legislative
tactic in a democratic society. The AFL-CIO has consistently supported tax justice. We have always consistently emphasized the
need for revenue to offset any tax cut and meet the need for deficit
reduction and program Aupport.
We have urged tax reform based on the House-passed act, that
would add fairness and raise revenue. Our executive council statement outlining these measures is attached. We urge that you give
them serious consideration in your search for fairness and revenue.
And, Mr. Chairman, I will be glad to answer any questions.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Mr. Huard.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. McGlotten follows:]
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-

-Thank you Mr. Chairman.

I am Robert E. Dewar, Cairman of the Executive

ard Finance Cdmmittees of K mart Corporation. 'K mart Corpora'tion operates over
2,400 general merchandise and specialty stores In the United States, Canada and
Puerto Rico, with sales of over $22.4 billion In 1985.
behalf of the National Retail Merchants Association.
trade association for the Keqqral

I am testifying today on'
NRMA Is the nation's largest

rehandise.retail Industry,

Its members operate

45,000 department, chain, Independent and specialty stores in all 50 states.' Their
annual sales exceed $150 billioi-ai-dthey-employ" more :than three million workers.
The vast majority of NRMA's members are small, Independent retailers with annual
sales of less than $1 million. This statement isalso endorsed by the American
Retail Federation, the Associatior of General Merchandise Chains and the Retail
Industry Trade Action Coalition.
As you are aware, the retailing Industry In general, and K mart Corporation in
particular, have been strong proponents of tax reform efforts that will reduce both
corporate and individual income tax rates.
income taxes at high effective rates.

Our industry has historically paid .federal,

Since fundamental tax reform efforts began

in late 1984, we have continuously supported those efforts in large measure because
of our belief that lower tax rates and a broadened tax base would reduce disparities
in, Income' tax burdens among. various industries.
'However, we are extremely disappointed and \wish to express our opposition to
the provision that would deny corporate Income tax deductions for all customs
tariffs and excise taxes.

Not allowing the deduction for tariffs and excise taxes
u

unfairly penalizes those businesses that are required to pay these amounts as part of
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the-overall cost of acquiring goods.

This proposal unfairly penalizes retailers in

particular whojimport goods from foreign producers.

For example, K mart

Corporattnn imp()r\ ap;roxinately 15% of the products that are sold in our stores.
Retailers impori productss in order to proi4
value for our custwi..

4h

lo est -

paL-goods
at the best

Tariffs significantly increase our cost of merchandise sold.

In particular, tles'6talers wbo sell a lge number of textile and apparel items

'are severely impacted,*a& the tariffs on these particular types of#goods average
22%, which is over 'foUrtlmes the average of all other tariffs.

In addition,, tariffs

on textile and applio rItems accounted for approximately 26% of total duties of $13
bifltbi Col[Tfa~d 4" th1-4-de al government during 1985.
Denying a deduction fqr tariffs and excise taxes does not further the tax
reform goals of simplification 'and base broadening.

Tariffs and excise taxes ar6

levied on a wide variety of goods and services necessary for the everyday operation
of all businesses.

Denying deduction of these normal costs of doing business unfairly

burdens those businesses which, because of their nature, are either forced to Import
certain products, or purchase services subject to excise taxes.
Denying the deduction for tariffs and excise taxes alters, the nature and basis
'of the corporate income tax.
and not gross income,
necessary -expeN

The corporate Income tix is a tay on net income,

Existing tax law allows a deduction for alU ordinary and

psid or incurred in carrying on a trade or business.

If these

deductions were not allowed, the corporate income tax would-be more equivalent to
a sales tax rather than an income tax.

Under the income tax concept, federal

tariffs and excise taxes, are currently deductible as a cost of doing business,

In

contrast,.with oth~r exp'.fnses, businesses have no control over the tariff or excise
tax cost imposedArft

hem.

No matter how efficient a business may be In reducing

t'
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other c sts of operation, It itillis saddled with paying tariffs and excise~taxes as
Therefore, denying the deduction for tariffs and,

'part of its cost of doing business.

excise taxes unfairly penalizes business, as these costs cannot be reduced or.
eliminated by the business entity.'
'Elimination of- the deductibility for tariffs and-eXcise taxes is especially
burdensome for the retail community while

already bears b high effective tax

burden-. 'The current corporate tax system is 'full of inequities,- Under existing tax
law, many capital-intensive industries are able to take advantage of, certain -tax.
deductions which drastically reduce their effective tax'rates.

On the other hand,

most labor, intensive industries such as retailing have few deductions available to
them, and pay high effective tax rates.'

t

The denial of deductibility of tariffs and excile taxes would only widen this
disparity among differing industries.

in (act, denying the deduction for tariffs" and

Exelse taxes is an indirect way of actually increasing these taxes.

The current

deddetibility of tariffs and excise taxes against a 46 percent corporate tax rate
results in a "net tariff" of 54 percent.

Moreover, a deduction against the 35

percent corporate tax rate propose bbythe Chairman would provide a- "net tariff" of
65 percent, which is a 20 pel'cent increase.

Ftthermore, totally denying the

deduction would raise the "net' tariff" cost to 100 percent.

This results in a

considerable tax increase, particularly for the retailing industry which already haq-a.s.
'high effective tax rate.
If the tariff and excise taxes on goods and services purchased In the ordinary
course'ot business are not deductible, the tax burden will .be either partially or
totally passed on to consumers.

Any pass-through would make our tax system more

regressive by discriu inating against low- and middle-Income consumers.

According
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,

to the recently issued deSeve Report, the effective tariff and' excise tax- increases
would offset 45 percent of all individual income tax reductions In 1988 under the,
Senate Finance Committee's draft proposal, with the lower income tax payers hit
the hardest.

(\lr. Chairman,

I would be glad to supply a copy of this report for the

record, if you wish.)
While the non-deductibility of tariffs and excise taxes is being touted as a
major revenue raising provision, enactment of this proposal could reduce corporate
income tax revenues.

To the extent the Increased effective costs of 'products

purchased that are subject to tariffs and excise taxes could not be passed on to
consumers, they would increase the costs of goods S6ld by business.

Increasing this

cost reduces the net income of business that is subject to the corporate income tax.
Therefore, the projected revenues to be raised from this proposal may be,
substantially less than projected.
Denying -the deduction for customs tariffs'could lessen the ability of U.S.
businesses to compete in thi. world-wide market,

The U.S. deplores any action

taken by foreign nations which discriminates against exported goods from the U:S.
The non-deductibility of customs tariffs would negate recent progress in eliminating
trade barriers, and could potentially lead to retaliation by our trading partners. -At
a time when the United-States is attempting to encourage and promote gains in
export business to improve the balance of trade, to expand markets, and to earn
foreign exchange favor, the non-deductibility provision-in the present tax proposal is
not well-timed.

Indeed, the resultant reduction of price competitiveness of US.

exports containing imported elements is a trade dampening policy which the U.S.
should not be pursuing. To remove the. income tax deductibility of customs duties
at this time would severely "cloud the status of imported materials and merchandise

o

-
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which provide ,consumers with genuine price econopmes, whether the Imports are
finished industrial products, consumer products, raw materials

,

parts, or any other

products.
The retailing community has been actively involved in the development of an
overall tax reform package that will achieve the important objectives of reducing
tax disparities among -industries, and reducing the effective burden for Individuals.
The proposal to disallow, the deductibility of tariffs and excise taxes creates a major
tax redistribution system under which retailers will pay additional income taxes
merely to provide lower tax ri'es Tor others.

Instead of closing loopholes, and

elimihating tax preterenee; to make up revenue s hortfalls, the proposal would impose
a substantial tax Increase on selected businesses simply because they happen to be
subject to tarifrs or federal excise taxes.

The maximum corporate, income tax rate

of 35 percent for corporations and individuals promised by this tax reform package
would be denied to an Important segment of the business community.. By Increasing,
the tax burdens upon those businesses which are already paying a disproportionate
share, the proposal exacerbates the Inequities In our tax system.
I urge you to carefully consider the adverse impact that non-deductibtilty of
federal tariffs and excise taxes would have on both the retailing Industry and the
U.S. 'consumer.
I thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today.

•
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sTATEMIENT(}F JOIIN A. NEWMAN,TAX A'r(RNEY, PIT1I3UR(ll,
I'A
Mr. NEWMAN. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my
name is John Newman. I am a'tax attorney in'privatepractice. I
come here today as an individual without any' extraneous ties to
any group or organization.
its
The committee has just endured an onslaught of criticism in tax.:
search for an alternative source of revenue to implement major
reforni, which 'is not regressive and which does not run- roughshod
over any particular industry group.
Needless 'to say,-'this is a devisive imue, and I would hate to see
tax reform- depend 'on it. 'I would like tq:'help in.this important,
effort-with a proposal which is-the CUlmin ion of a 3:year effort, to
create an alternative source of revenue with the very purpose of
implementing major
meeting this committee's immediate goal oflaying-the
groundwork
tax irefot'm for the more long term gopdQf
-for substantial deficit reduction, and t6" ' ovide a new tool in the
fiscal azxd!N'netary policy.
important
effort to coordinate
The proposal-what
I call a Federaf'if user's fee-would be a
comprehensive ow-rate user's fee impo' Ion the transfer of funds
through the U.S. payments mechanism iW would compensate the
Government 'for its central role in prQviding, and rnaiytaining efficient, and secure payment channels;to al eonomic pJpcipants.
Now, by U.S. payments mechani'n, I vg that ternyrgither loosely, to include any payment channel thit.jgh'an aut& iated clearance system supportedby autofihated recdtd-keeping machinery.- It
wotqld include any payment by check, electronicc transfer through
automatic teller machine, or point of sale terminals, which are now
appearing in -retail establishments.
It would include any ti-ansfer over th Federal Reserve wire
system, BalkNWire,- CHIPS, and any pPite clearing house. It
would also include the local clearing'J [itecks and drafts,and
other payments representing about'25-l!idnt of the checks drawn
in the country, and ahy other system *U'h 'might be developed in
the future. Thus, defined comprehensiv y,-the revenue base would
base'that
on a revenue
be approximately $220 trillionper yearf,,i-q . onsideY
of
ble amunt
is that large, it would be possible to rai
revenue through a very small, almost i'el..igible fee, pt the rate of
1/100th of 1 percent, that is Q.0001 or, comhihnly referred to as one
"basis point."'
On a tax base'. of $220 trillion, it would be possible to rise over
$20 billion a year, meeting this committeeaAmmediato neqd for approximately $100 billion over 5 years. At a rate of 1420th of 1 percent, or five basis points, it would be possible to raiie $110 billion
per year, enough to launch a direct assault on the Federal budget
deficit.
- Let me just back up for a second, if I could, and just give an idea
of the magnitude of that fee. For example, On a $100 payment for
groceries, the fee would be I cent. On a $1,000 paycheck or mortgage payment, the fee would be 10 centg: On the purchase of a
•$10,00automobile, the' fee would be $1. On an outright purchase
of a $100,000 personal residence, the fee would be $!Q. On a $1 mil,
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lion equipment purchase, $100; and on a, $10 million capital im$1,000.-Now,
is at the rate of one basis point.
'provement,
And on the
institutionalthat
side, although that might'at first appear
to be more than a negligible fee, I think it'is worth pointing out
that one basis point, is the amount that you could earnby invest-.
"
ing that money for an afternoon.
Finally, with statutory authority delegated to either the Federal
Reserve or the U.S.-Treasury, it-would be possible to have them
monitor and adjust what I call the par rate, periodically across a
narrow predetermined range, if economic circumstances require.
And as a consequence, this proposal could provide an'entirely new
tool in -the effort to coordinate fiscal and monetary policy.
Now, with the remaining. time that I hIave, I would -like to point
out that, unlike the excise tax provisions, this~par user's fee would
-be progressive in operation. It would help to stabilize the economy,
. -providing a predictable source of revenues. I believe it would be
about the most simple user fee'imaginable,,so it would comply with
the goal of simplicity in tax reform.
Like I said, it 'would help this committee in iA important effort
to implement major tax reform to provide an overall benefit to the
I
k
economy. Thank you.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Nevman follows:]
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A FEDERAL 'PAR' USER'S FEE
TO CUT THE DEFICIT AND FACILITATE TAX REFORM
I.

Introduction

The national debt, now approaching, $2

trillion,

is

seriously

ieopardiling the United States' prospects for a successful
t-raeustion into the next century.
at deficit reductiot
and commitment

ll

Central to-the Country, s effort

be the 99th Congress's resoulcefulness

to cut spending and to restructure our federal tax

system, which is now considered to be in disarray.

Recent studies

suggest, however, that even with all feasible cuts in defense and
nondefense spending, annual defLit6 of at least $100.billion will
remain.

With Commerce Departmeht ,estimates showing erratic and

unpredictable GNP growth, it.would be improvident to expect
economic growth to yield the requiredaddltional revenues.
The Seizate

s now engaged in a difficult effort to

restructure our present tax system into amodified "flat rate"
income" tax whereby numerous tax preferences encumbering the
present system would be eliminated in exchange for lower marginal
*

tax rates.

In accordance with President Reagan's and the Senate

leadership's directive not to raise taxes,
.

these efforts, while

addressing the urgent need for fUndamental tax reform, are not
designed to 'raise any more revenue than the present system'.

For

O05
-these and other reasons, Congress and the Administration have
rejected proposals for a value-added tax or national sales tax to
.combat the deficit.
In light of the clear need for deficit reduction and tax
reform, and the defects in existing alternatives-, Congress must be
resourceful

in developing new sources of -revenue extraneous to the

present tax system.

Significantly,

confirmed that while it

the Administration recently

opposes any tax increase,

it

has no

objection to the imposition of. new'"user fees" to compensate
the use of governmental services.
that should be considered is

If

so,

for

then one alternative

a comprehensive,

low. rate clearance

fee imposed on checks and other payments as they move through the
bankk clearance process%

Similar in operation t6 exchange fees

imposed by institutions engaged in "non-par" banking at the turn
of the century, a modern federal "par" fee on checks, drafts, and
..eletronic payments would compensate the government foe its
central role in maintaining efficient and secure payment channels
and its broader efforts to promote stability of- financial markets,
a benefit to a1 ,economic participants.

Sucha'user's fee would'

penetrate deeply into the fabric of the everyday economy' co-exist
with the lowest possible profile and, most importantly," raise
considerable amounts of revenue.

Presently, over 90 percent of

all payments'in this country-- approximately $220 trillion
through existing non-c&sh paymentimechanisms each year.
effective rate-of one-twentieth of one percent (i.e

/

/

At an

. five basis

points, the functional equivaq1pt of less than two'days'-
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investment "float"), a "par" fee could raise $i0

billin

in

revenue; enough to help balance the budget and facilitate the
difficult transition to a modified flat rate income ta#t system.
The following discussion reviews the existing United Staees
payments mechanism,

the immediate potential for a pa r fee system,

and (although in the nature of a user's fee rather' than a tax),
the discussion finishes with a tax policy, analysis of the par fee
proposal.

I.

Overview of the United States Payments Mechanism

The United 'tates payments mechanism facilitates the transfer
of funds among p rticipants-in the economy.

Nearly all such

payments are mad' through one of the following channels:

1) ,cash;

2) paper checks drawn on ci-edit or demand deposits; 3) electronic
"checks" drawn on credit or demand deposits; and 4) wire
transfers.

Total annual non-cash payments in this country

approximate $220 trillion, all of which are being channeled
through highly automated processing mathirery now in existence.
A.

%

Currency and Coin

There is approximately $175 billion of durrency and coin
currently in circulation in the United States, over 'one-half of
which' is comprised of $50 and $100 bills.
purposes, "the %ee of Fas]i is central

Aside from legitimate!

"to the underground economy,

which is now estimated to exceed $220 billion.

Although cash

payments represent by far the largest number of money
transactions, in terms of total dollar value cash payments
.w

/
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-,-constitute less than 10 percent of the total money transactions.
B.

Paper Checks
Paper checks were developed as an alternative to cash

transactions and have occupied a major position in the United
States payments mechanism since 1865.

By 1979, approximately 35

billion checks were being drawn annually for over $20 trillion.
with an average amount per check of-$570.

Prior to the enactment

of the Federal Reserve Act,. checks not cleared locally were
cleared through a system of private clearinghouses.

Acting as

intermediaries, clearinghouses provided efficiencies through net
settlement between pairs of banks..

In the case of but-of-town

checks, *however, banks d eloped the practice of levying an
exchange fee of one-fourth of one percent-of the face amount of
thd check for clearance services, a practice known as "nonpar"
banking.

To avoid out-of-town status, and thus the exchange fees,

banks engaged in circuitous routing of checks, thereby producing
inefficiency and delay in the clearance process.
constituted an impediment to. efficiency.

Nonpar banking

Partly in response td

the need for greater uniformity aind efficiency in the check
clearance process, Congress created the Federal Reserve System in
1913.

Federal Reserve Banks offered centralized and efficient'

processing of checks, but only on the condition that participating
banks abandon the practice of nonpar banking.

The plan worked& -.

the Federal Reserve developed an efficient payments mechanism and,
by 1976,' there remained only 64 nonpar banks in the country.
1980. the number had dwindled to one.

-4-
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Consequently, nonpar banking 46d related clearance fees were
considered to be obstacles to the development of an efficient
For this reason, the Federal Reserve

payments mechanism.

traditionally did not charge direct fees for check-clearance 0i
other services,

Investment earnings on memberbanks' noninterest

bearing reserve balances were generally sufficient to defray the
In- this climate, the Federal Reserve

cost of such services.

'developed a uniform and efficient clearance mechanism for paper
checks.

Nevertheless, as we moved out of the era of paper based

payments and into the more efficient realm of electronic funds
transfers, the Federal Reserve began to incuz costs in excess'of
earnings on res~rvb balances, creating pressure for additional.
-revenues.

In this context - working from'an established payments

system rather than from the chaotic circumstances existing at the
turn of the century

-

the absence of-clearance fees for the pro-

cessing of payments began to be regarded more as an impediment to,
rather th an as a facilitator of, improved efficiency.

Thus, the

attitude'toward clearance fees has come-full circle, as
demonstrated by. the enactment of the Monetary Control Act of 1980
mandating the establishment of fees for various Federal Reserve
services.

C.

glectronc 'ChecksThe advent of the computer has permitted the financial

industry to replace the multi stage routing of paper checks with
more direct electronic messages.

Currently, electronic transfers

are still in an embryonic state.

The most developed system is-the

__3
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Automated".Clearing House (hereinafter ACH), which permits
repetitive transfers of small dollar amounts, such as payroll, to.be.collected on a singlemagnetic tape and processed in "batches."
Once reduced to magnetic tape.\the entire batch-i. delivered.
directly to the payor"s bank, thus bypassing
the payee.

The tape is

Khew-forwardedt

-iial

an ACH,

delivery to
where computers

sort incoming files frpm all paying banks and create oUtgoing
files that are delivered to receiving banks according to a precise
schedule.

The. use of direct deposit through the ACH system as a.

substitute for paper based checking has,produced considerable
savings in both banking and administrative costs.,. Companies
originating payments have reduced cost

y-as-much *s-$0.45 per

transaction, while receiving companies are .saving as much as $1.23
per transaction.

The federal government is

rap-idly moving'toward

the use .of direct deposit as a substitute for checks, with
expected annual savings of $100 million by 1990.
Another, more recent advance in electronic'checking is the
development of debited cards that can be'used either to withdraw
cash from an automated teller machine (hereinafter ATM) or to
transfer funds thrquqh.remote point of sale (hereinafter POS)
terminals located in retail establishments.

NTMs offer customers,

_,2l hour access to, their bank-ac 'ounts through remote walk-up
terminals-

ATMs may be used to withdraw or deposit cash or, more

recently, to make account balance inquiries. pai bills and
transfer funds between accounts.

Customers gain access to the

system by inserting a debit card into the terminal and entering a

-6-
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secret personal identification number.

User-friendly programs

then direct the customer with a series of questions. So-far,
public reUponse to ATMs has been encouraging., From 1980 to 1985,
the number of ATMs quadrupled to dyer 52,000 machines, with over
120 million ATM access cards outstanding.
One step beyond ATMs, POS terminals, located primarily in

grocery.stordp, gasoline stations, and other retail
establishments, permit *. customer to pay. for purchases by
inserting a debit card into a terminal and entering a secret
identification number.

The electronic message is then transmitted

from the remote terminal over telephone lines to a-bank,
clearinghouse, or othee facilitatorr,"

which-in turn arranges for

the debiting and crediting of payment between the customer',s and
merchant's bank accounts.

Confirmation of the paym'ednt is then

transmitted by the facilitator back to the remote terminal, where
a receipt-is issued for.the purchase.

Curioudly,-although the

more than 6,400 POS systems offer more advanced services than

traditional checking 'and ATMs, customer response has been
lukewarm.

This attitude is expected to change as familiarity with

ATMse acclimates consumers to electronic payment systems.

D.

Wire Transfers
Even before the development of the Federal Reserve System,

wire transfers provided a quick, safe method o'ftransferring large
dollar. amounts.

Originally made over telegraph lines, wire,

transfers today are made primarily through four transfer networks:
FedWire, the Federal Reserve's wire transfer system; CHIPS

-7-
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(Clear'ing House Interbank Payment System)_ operated by the New'York
Clearing House; Ca'shwire, operated by

'consortium of banks; and

CHESS (Clearing House Electronic Settlement System), oVeated by
the Chicago Clearing House. .Th! dollar amount of wire transfers
is staggering.

For example, in the first quarter of 1982, FedWire

alone aviraged--2-20-,70O

transfers per. day with an average daily.

volume of $638'billion, or $168 trillion annually.

Transfers over

the remaining wire services increase the annual total to roughly
'$200
POS,

trillion.

Add to that figure paymeRts by paper checks, ACH,

and ATMs in excess of $20 trillion, and the total noncash

payments base in fh" United States is roughly $220 trillion
Therefore, t.he United States payments mechanism offers-a
ready-made revenuebase of enormous proportions..

IIl.

The United States 'Par' Fee

In order.to" review the proposed "par",fee on payments'moving
through the United States, payment mechanism, the following

discussion focuses on four major themes:

the underlying theory of

the par fee; the potential revenue effect; the incidence of the.
fee; and various administrative considerations. •
A.

Underlying Theor
The proposed U.S. par fe would be, a user's fee levied on the

transfer of funds through the United States payments mechanism.

The general theory of user fees is well-estoblished.

As Treasury

Tax Legislative Counsel Rollyson recently stated to the Senate
Finance Committee, feeses imposed for the use of federal
-8-
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government property or services.

. are an appropriate means of.

.

:compensating the federal government for the expenses incurred *in
making such property or'services available to the public.."

In the

case of funds transferred through the United States payment
mechanism, the.government not only provides direct clearance
services, but also monitors and regulates the overall payment
mechanism.

The governmental service in providing efficient and,

secure payment channels is a direct benefit to all economic

participants, and one for which 'a User's fee would be justified.
Although in tht nature of a user's'f~e, rather than a tax,
the par fee proposal"w6uld seem sufficiently revenue-related to
require the fee'to bear some relationship to one's "ability-to
pay."

Implicit in this proposal-, then, is the ptemise that the

degree to which-one participates in the economy by transferring
and receiving funds.through the country's payments mechanism'is an
accurate measure of ability to pay.

By targeting actual cash

flow. th- par fee would encompass transfers made for Any. purpose,
including amounts paid as income, consumption, .gift, loan, or
bequest.

In isolation, each of the foregoing categories of

payments has been relied upon individually as a viable index of
abilityy to pay for tax purposes.

For example, funds received as

* income are taxed under the federal income tax; when consumed, they
often arelsubject to a state sales tax.

Funds transferred as

giftsand requests are subject to federal gift or -estate tax, and

the lifetime consumption tax recently proposed by The Brookings
Institution would tax funds that are loaned. 'In practice,
-9-
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many of the purposes for which funds are transferred already are
targeted by a myriad of isolated tax systems, each predicated on
the ability to pay.

The 'par fee would coordinate the various

theories into a single system,° marshallinig them.in collective
support-of a comprehensive, low rate fee directed-at the lowest
common denominator- of the economic process - the transfer-'of
funds-.
B.

Potential Revenue'Effect
The potential revenue impact of a par fee is a function of

the size of the revenue base and the effective average fee rate.
1.

The Revenue Base.

-The objective of the comprehensive

pAr fee system is to capture the largest possible revenue base.
Therefore, the base is defined broadly to 'include all transfers of
funds made through the payments mechanism.

The payments

-

mechanism, as noted, includes all payments m-ade by paper or

.

electronic check, including ACH, POs, and ATM withdrawals; all
wire transfers; and would include any other payments made through
the Federal Reserve, as'well as through any private bank,
clearinghouse, or other local facilitator.

For-obvious practical'

reasons, cash transactions would not be included'in .the revenue
base, although cash deposits and cash withdrawals by check or ATM
would be included.
To avoid-multiplicity of fees, a single ,trAnsfer would
include any intermediAte. trangferA in the bank clearance process
necessary to move funds from the originator to the destination
account,

In addition, the.par fee would provide tio exermptionor

-10-
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distinction based on the identity of the account owne , nor on the
p

o4
se for which the transfer is made.

is the-poss

Implicit in this feature

'ljity for, fee's when-a single taxpayer'Iowning two

accounts transfers

ids from one account to the/other.

than exempt situations in

Rather

ch a taxpayer in efect transfers

funds to himself, it would seem m,

prudent

o build flexibility

into the system by encouraging 'the continuddevelopment of
universal accounts offering various iivest(ent opt
checking/debit card access..

, and

Otherwise, complex questions

immeiLately-arTse concerning the treatment 'of transfers from
wholly owned accounts to joint'acounts, to escrow account's, and
to trust accounts when the taxpayer enjoys legal, but not
beneficial, ownership.
Another consequence of denying exemptions from the par fee is
that religious, charitable, and other organization pr sently
exempt from federal income tax would not be exempt fro: the par
fee'.

As a preliminary matter, denial of religious-based

'exemptions'does not violate the First Amendment's free exercise
clause.

Uniform levies on religious organizations, if incidental

to a broader scheme of fees, is permissible.

In fact, denial of

exemptions for these groups probably advance' their long-term
interests, as experience with the income tax has demonstrated.

In

an environment of high tax rates,-income tax exemptions have
become too precioud',, providing the' IRS'with a degree of leverage
perhaps unanticipated when the exemptions "were'introduced.
Orig.na-tly designed-to preserve chuech'and state independence, tax

-11-
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exemptions have created an atmosphere of de facto control.

From

the government's perspective, a climate of high taxes and-the
responsibility to review tax exemptions has thrust the IRS into
the forefront of controversial issues unrelated to the collection
Pf tax.

As Justice Powell recently observed:

"IThe"IRS's]

business, is to administer laWs designed to produce revenue for the
government not to promote 'public policy..'.

.

.

It is not

appropriate to leave the IRS bn the cutting edge of developing
public policy."

The denial of.par fee exemptions, together with

lower rates under a modified" flat rate income tax system, would
help extricate the IRS from the cutting edge. of policy
development, promote greater independence of 'tax-exempt
organizations" and keep downward pressure on rates for all
taxpayers.
Finally, the par fee should be structured to accommodate
international transfers.
de

An international transfer would be

medby reference to the geographical situs of the accounts.

By relying I ogrphic situs as a touchstone for jurisdiction,
the par fee would Mo.

readily conform to prevailing world

attitudes that have been so e

t irritated by'America'sattempt

to tax citizens on worldwide income rigardless,of physical
residence.

For both inbound'and outbound tranbf rs, the United

States par fee would be imposed at the full rate, but

e would

be a credit of up to 6ne-half the par rate for any fees actually
paid to a foreign government, a feature likely to promote par fees
abroad.

Efforts by'United States taxpayers to avoid the fees by

-12-
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using-foreign ,accounts *are best *iscour&aged

by keeping fee rates

loV, thereby minimizing the incentive to cheat,.and by the
imposition of penalties forpurposeful evasion.

Moreover, if the'

Var.fee proved to be successful, othir nationsiiight, introduce
similar systems,

States system.

further reinforcing the integrity of the United

Thusi with the revenue base defined

-

comprehensively, the par fee Is likely to capture m~st transfers
cleared through the United States' payments mechanism.
Conservative estimates place that revenue baseat roughly $220
trillion per year.
2.-

Fee Rate Schedule

Because of the comprehensiveness of-the revenue base, the par
fee rate schedule must be structured to gccommodate,not only the
innumerable-daily transactions made by consumers, but also the
large institutional transfers made by banks, corporations, and
government.

In designing the contour of the par fee rate

schedule, 'itis noteworthy-that a progressive rate. structure(having incrementally higher rates relative to. increases in.the.
size .of payments) would have a heavy impact on institutional
transfers and would create an incentive to split payments to avoid

*higher rates.

If, as with the income tax,.progressive rates were

predicated on the- amount of economic activity reported'annually,
.the par feewould interfere dramaticallywith the timing of
payments, particularly at year end.

By contrast, a rate schedule

structured regressively (with incremental rate reductions for
larger payments) would alleviate the burden on.institutions, but

-13-
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also would encourage bunching of payments and' similar-timing
maneuvers, at the expense of neutrality

And whether the rates

were progressive or regressive, they would have to be indexed to
the economy to prevent distortions in the burden due to inflation
or deflation.

Consequently, as a workable compromise, the par fee

would be'levied at a' proportional rate, similar in operation to
exchange fees formerly imposed by-'-n,_par banks.
One major exception to the general proportional rate,
however, vould be necessitated by the need to accommodate large
institutional loan transactions of short duration.

For example,'

at a federal funds rate of 10 percent, the fee on an overnight
federalfunds loan would be four times the earnings on the
transaction.

Toavoid thii

confiscatory effect, and the resulting

disruption of the financial markets,

thd par fee must be reduced

or eliminated on large loans of sufficiently short duration.

For

example, large loans having maturities not exceeding one week
might be exempted entirely from the par fee, with successively
higher rates for maturities between two and-four weeks# four to
six weeks, and the full rate thereafter.
-

Applying a general.par rate of one-tentlieth of one percent,
the burden on a consumer buying $100 .orth of groceries would be
$0.25; a weekly paycheck of $500 would.yield $0.25; an'$O00

monthly mortgage payment, $0.40.

A'$10,0004%%tomobile Would cost

an additional $5 and buying $100,000 of securities would result in

an additional cost of $50.

At the institutional level, the par

fee on purchasing $500,000 of equipment would be $2§0; a $2
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-million

capital improvement would cost $1,000 and a $40 million

office building would cost an additional $20,OOQ.

Although the

burden on ihstitutional transfers (other than certain short term
loans) at first blush seems large,.in actuality a par fee of
one-twentieth of one percent is the functional equivalent of less
than two days'"investment float.

Furthermore, most of the fees

would be payable by taxpayers in the best position to defray the
cost by using emerging payment technologies to maximize the
efficiency of their cash management.
C.

Incidence of' the Fee
Incidence of the par fee would be controlled by the parties

to a transfer-a' flexible, market oriented approach thae
accommodates the relative bargaining strength of the parties,
provides a further buffer against heavy burdens at the
institutional level, and-facilitates payments whenthe recipient
-has needof particular net amount.

For example, under this

market oriented system, either the transforor or the transferee
could agree to pay the entire fee, to split the fee between them,
or to share the fee in any 6ther desired manner.
In the case of wire transfers, the transferor would control
the incidence of the fee by an.appropriate direction at the time
of transfer.

'Similarly, par fees on payments through retail POS

terminals would be controlled by the transferor's contemporaneous
the point of sale.

directionft

ATM cash withdrawal would cause

the fee to be deducted from the customer's remaining account
balance, similar to other transaction fees.
"
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checks, incidence of the fee would be imposed on the transferor
unless the transferor marked a box on the face of the check
shifting part or all of the burden to the transferee-a simple,
self-policing feature.

-As with otrer payments,

fees on check

-

payments would be imposed and collected as the item moved through
the payments mechanism.

In any situation, a shift of fees to the

transferor would be respected unless the transferor maintained
insufficient funds (or.credit) to pay the fee, in which case the
command would be overruled and the fee would'be deducted from the
payment.
D..

Administrative Aspects of a Par Fee
There are a number of administrative aspects of the par fee

thatshould be explored, including questions of compliance and
collection, opportunities to coordinate fiscal and monetary
policy, and certain transitional considerations.
1.

CZjgmlianceand Collection.

As suggested earlier, the

par fee would be collected automatically as payments are cleared
through theUnited States payments mechanism.

Revenues collected

by private banks'and other intermediaries would be remitted
immediately to local Federal Reserve Banks, which already are
empowered to collect revenues as fiscal agents of the k United
States Treasury.

Indeed, a primary virtue of the par fee is its

reliance on existing mechanisms and procedures to collect and
enforce the fee, offering considerable start-up and operational
saVings when compared to various other revenue proposals.
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A primary benefit of the par fee to taxpayers would be the
absence of-any self-assessment process-eliminating the cost of
maintaining additional records, preparing returns, and avoiding
the related anxiety ,of coping with complex revenue systems
enforced with severe penalties.

With the par fee, auditors would

focus their efforts primarily on the payments mechanism.
Compliance efforts would be concerned largely with the volume of
activity between accounts, not with the purpose of the transfer or
the identity of the account ownerS.

Financial privacy, which has

been threatened by the intrusiveness of the income-tax, would not
be placed in further jeopardy by the par fee.
As for evasion, it seems unlikely that the negligible burden
of,the par fee ($0.05 per $100) would drive any additional,
taxpayers into the underground cash econ6my.

In fact,. by

,.alleviating pressure on the-income tax to raise additional
revenue, the par fee would facilitate transition to a-modified
flat rate income tax,. thus helping to return alienated taxpayers
to the mainstream economy.

At the institutional level, the use of

barter would effectively allow avoidance of the par fee (albeit
not the income tax),- but, given the inherent inefficiency in
valuing barter exchanges and the costs of exchanging. goods in
kind, it seems unlikely that the par fee would drive companies out
of the traditional payments mechanism.
2.

Coordination of Fiscal and Monetary Polic

A United States par fee would provide a new and powerful
dimension in the effort to coordinate fiscal and monetary policy.

-17-
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With the par fee collected by the Federal Reserve, it would be
possible to delegate either to the Treasury or to the Federal
Reserve limited authority to monitor pat- fee rates and adjust them
periodically across a predetermined narrow range as economic
circumstances require.

This would help to alleviate the constant

pressure on congressional tax writing committees to adjust fiscal
policy through crude, poorly targeted statutory provisions.

Thus,

it would provide a subtle tool of fiscal control, coordinated
closely with monetary.policy from a more politically isolated'
Vantage point, reinforcing the long-term integrity of the system.
3.

Transitional Considerations.

Transition to a par fee would be extremely smooth.

Unlike

the value-added tax, the par fee is designed to take advantage of.
existing regulatory and collection machinery.

It requires no

extensive new bureaucracy to administer the fee and no additional
effort by taxpayers to pay the fee.

If the par fee proved

unsuccessful, no great investment would be lost if it were
abandoned.

Unlike a value-added tax or a national sales tax, the

par fee has virtually no preemptive effect on state taxing
schemes.

Accordingly, there would be relatively little risk or

expense in making a transition to (or out of) a par fee system.
More importantly, as mentioned abo#e,

revenues generated by a

par fee would facilitate the difficult transition to be expected
as we move from the present income tax system-to a modified flat
rate-system, which remains the centerpiece of present tax reform
efforts.

Indeed, transitional concerns with the modified flat tax
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proposals are posing some of the greatest political obstacles to

their enactment.

The par fee, while producing no transitional

problems of its own, offers an effective catalyst for the
transition to a modified flat rate income tax system. •

-'tV., Tax Policy Evaluation of the.Par Fee
If the par fee were a tax father than a user's feel. it would
have to satisfy the traditional goals of tax po~icy.

As noted

earlier, it seems reasonable to subject the par fee to similar
requirements.

At least four criteria traditionally are employed

in evaluating a particular revenue measure.

First, it should bi

simple and easily understood by those who must comply with its
terms.

Second, it should be equitable, imposing equal burdens on

similarly situated taxpayers (horizontal equity

and

proportionately.different burdens on taxpayers in different
financial circumstances (vertical equity).

Third, it should be

efficient; that is, it should be a neutral consideration in the
allocation of r sources and an effective method of raising
revenue.

Finally, it should be a responsive tool of fiscal

control in order to help stabilize fluctuations in the economy.
The following discussion evaluates the par fee proposal in terms
of these traditional objectives of revenue policy...
A.

SiMPlicit.l*

It'is difficult, to imagine a revenue measure any simpler than
the:par fee.

It is easy to understand and easy to pay.

Unlike

the value-added tax, the pa*- fee would require no complicated
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regulatory or compliance system.

Instead, it would take advantage

of the highly refined payments mechanism that is already, in place.
As a result, the fee would be easy for the government to
administer, and easy for business and .other taxpayers to pay, a
feature that should avoid tipping the precarious balance that
presently exists between the government and those taxpayers pushed
to the verge of revolt under the present income tax system.

B. EqTi t
Thepar fee tends to be fair because it treats similarly
situated taxpayers the same, while'differentiating between
taxpayers in different economic circumstances.

For example, under

the income tax, deductibility of interest onihome mortgages places
.tenants with equal earnings at a 'cmpetitive/idisadvantage.
Similarly, complete tax eKemption-for-municipl bond interest,
preferred rates for capital gains, and regular rates for wages and
other income create enormous disparity in the income tax burdens
of those taxpayers who are similarly situated.

Under the par fee,

by contrast, all of the foregoing payments would be affected
identically..l

the business sector, firms operating at the same ratio of

paymqnts-to-earnings would experience similar par fee burdens.
For example, a capital intensive firm would pay the same fee on a
purchase of equipment that a service firm would Oay on a
commensurate amount of payroll., For firms relying more heavily on
/the

payments systems for their livelihood, such as financial

institutions, the burden potentially would be greater.

-20-
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threat is mitigated, however, -by operation of the special short
term maturity exemption, discussed earlier, and by the special
ability of such firms to defray the par fee through greater
innovation in cash management and payment techniques.
Another consideration is the potential for the par fee to
pyramid, with the final purchase price of a product reflecting
,fees accumulated at each step in the flowfgoods.

However, in

light of the numerous determinants of price movement-including
price elasticity, foreign exchange rates, and opportunities to
defray par fees through better cash management-the inflationary
impact ofa par'fee-might

well be only negligible, particularly

when compared to the impact of a value-added tax.

If significant

compounding did occur, the tax might encourage corporations to
integrate vertically in order to.cat their production costs.

The

extent to which the pat fee would reward vertical integration of
operations depends on the number of steps that integration could
eliminate, and the countervailing business, legal and economic
forces that prevented greater-concentration in the p3st
the multitude of factor

Given

bearing on the decision to Integrate, it

seems unlikely that"introductibn of a par fee would precipitate a
-broad migration toward greater-concentration.
In terms of vertical equity, the par fee would be levied at a
proportional rate.

Proportional sales taxes are generally

regarded as regressive because poorer individuals must spend a
greater proportion of their earnings than wealthier people.

With

the par fee, by contrast, the proportional levy is likely to be
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fairly progressive in operation for at least three reasons.'
First, the exclusion of cash'tr.ansactions from the-pAr fee base
(like the zero bracket amount under the income tax) is likely to
be a progressive feature favoring the poor, who rely to a greater
extent on small cash transactions.

These are the same people

least likely to maintain a bank account or use a debit card.
Second, a proportional sales tax is-regressive because it targets
an activity-consumption-that tends to level off at a certain
point.

A par fee, by contrast, encompasses a vastly'more

comprehensive revenue base that does not level off,

In fact, the

exercise of economic power through tbge transfer of funds generally
expands with improvements in one's economic position.

Finally,

because the' great majority of funds'in this country are
transferred at the institutional level, most par fees would be
drawn from institutional traffic, hardly a regressive feature.
Thus, poorer-individuals would pay virtually no par fees,
middle-income groups-and small businesses would pay fairly modest
amounts, And large institutions-those best~able to defray the fee
through efficient cash management-would contribute the largest

sharea

The proport nal-pat fee, then, islikely-to be fairly

progressive in operation.
C.

Efficienc'
A revenue measure is efficient if it is a neutral factor in

the allocation of resources,

and an effectiVe-revenue'raiser.

Given the breadth of the par fee base and the fee's'negligible
rate, the-fee is. not likely to have any significant-impact on the
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allocation of resources at lower and middle economic' strata.

At

the institu'tibnal levelohbwever, the par fee probably would
promote greater use of advanced electronic payments mechanisms and
more sophisticated cash management techniques (at leapt for those
firms concerned with losing the functional equivalent of two days'
investment float).

For example,-utility companies might defray

the par fee by ferreting out and'exploiting wante*.collection
float', such as that encountered in processing multitudes of checks
from a large customer base.' Aggressive promotion of'a prearranged
direct deposit program, in conjunction with area banks, could
reduce collection float by several dayk-more than compensating for
the par fe*, while not costing the individual consumer anything of

concern.

Thus, to the extent the par-fee causes any distortions,

it might actually be a.positive factor encouraging greater market
efficiency.
--,&eover, the par fee is likely-to be a cost efficient
revenue raiser.

As noted earlier, the fee is based on an existing

array of well-tuned payments mechanisms, and would position us to

take advantage of Any new payment technologies that might arise in
the future.

The fee would be collected automatically and remitted

immediately to the closest Federal Reserve Bank, providing a
smooth and predictable source of revenue.

The par fee should not

require any additions to the federal bureaucracy, or any
significant increase in federal regulations.

From the taxpayer's

perspective, the par fee would avoid the expense'and inconvenience
of the self-assessment process and should facilitate the
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transition to a more efficient modifibdflat rate income tA*
system. *As improvements in the-general tax climate draw dis-

affected taxpayers back into the mainstream, greater efficiency
would appear-in other areas of government., For example, court and
administratiVe dockets now encumbered by numerous tax protestor
cases.akd -tex shelter litigation would be relieved substantially.
The econor-y as a whole would benefit by having citizens.and
businessmen'less preoccupied with the possible tax ramifications
oIftheir decisions and more in tune with the forces of the
marketplace.

/

D. Stability
A final objectiv"o9f any revenue system is to promote
economic stabilit.

In this respect, the par fee is likely to

provide a significant advantage over other methods of raising
revenue.

First, the par fee, would penetrate deeply into the

fabric of the economy and should-,produce a steady, smooth flow of
revenue.

Greater predictability in revenues.should improve the

budgeting process, providing greater stability in government
program.,
More importantly, the par fee could be used as a subtle toolof fiscal control, in close coordination with monetary policy, 'to

stabil-Lize the economy as a whole.

Currently, changes in fiscal

policy depend on the tax legislative process, a laborious,
politicized effort that can take months or years to complete.

With the par fee, by contrast, the Secretary of the Treasury or
the Federal Reserve (as fiscal agent of the Treasury) could be
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vested with independent statutory authority to monitor and adjust
par fee rates across a narrow, predetermined range.

-Adjustments

in the par fee could be made at short intervals in close
coordination with changes in monetary policy.

The result would be

a powerful new dimension in the government's effort t6 stabilize
the economy.

V.

Recommendation

A federal system of "par" fees would raise revenue to combat
the deficit and facilitate the transition to a more moderate
income tax.

Because the par fee is directly related to the

specific governmental service of, providing efficient and secure
payment channels to all economic participants, it is most

As

accurately characterized as a "user's fee" rather than g-tax,
such, a system of par fees could Ie implemented without
compromising the President's or this Committee's pledge not to
raise taxes.

For the foregoing reasons, it is Kespectfully recommended
that this Committee consider this proposal for a federal "par"
user's fee for'further 'study.

*

Footnotes and supporting references available on request.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Long.
Senator LONG. No questions, Mr.. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator. Pryor'
.Senator PRYOR. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I am intrigued, Mr. Newman.' It is the first I
have heard of your idea, because it is based upon transactions and
is based upon the value of the transaction and the electronics
transactions, you indicate that it probably is progressive because
the poor simply deal mostly in cash transactions. Either they can't
get credit or they don't have credit cards. Do I read you correctly?
Mr. NEWMAN. That is one reason. There are a couple of other
reasons why I believe it would be progressive in operation. Like thesales tax the user's fee is proportionally levied; but the sales tax in
operation is regressive because it targets'consumption, which is an
activity that levels off with improvements in one's economic position. The par user's fee, however, targets the exercise of economic
power, which does not level off, but in fact increases with improvements in one's economic position. So, I think that although it is
levied like a sales tax at a proportional rate, in operation it would
be fairly progressive.
Second, most revenues would be derived from institutional traffic

which is hardly a regressive feature. With regard to the burdens on
the institutions themselves, they are in, the best position to defray
the fee either through improvements in cash management or-'and
I noticed on the first page of the second section of the Wall Street
Journal today there was a. discussion of opportunities to tighten up
cash management through electronic fund transfers. So I believe
-for those three reasons-the two that I mentioned and the one that
you mentioned-it would be progressive in operation.
The CHAIRMAN. You say over 90 percent of all payments in this
-country $220--tlh
as--through these- automated payment
systems?
Mr. NEWMAN. I believe that is a very conservative-estimate.
The CHAIRMAN. Conservative to percent or as to the quantity of
transactions?
Mr. NEWMAN. In terms of quantity. I used the most conservative
estimate I could find. A more likely estimate is that it is somewhere between $250 and $300 trillion per year right now.
The CHAIRMAN. So, this applies toan absolute breadth of circumstances. I mean, it is a v-ery broad tax in that sense.
Mr. NEWMAN. It is the most comprehensive tax base imaginable,
which of course supports the low rate, which can be defrayed
through tighter cash management.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask Mr. Huard -something. Based upon
the standards in your appendix for a consumption tax, Mr,. Huard,
does Mr. Newman's ideameet all of your standards?
Mr. DEWAR. Obviously, I am not sure I understand all of his proposal, but the concept of a very, very broad tax-The CHAIRMAN. I meant Mr. Huard.'
Mr. DEWAR. I am sorry.
The CHAIRMAN. Obviously, your names are sufficiently similar
that I must pronounce them correctly.
0,
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I am looking at your appendix, Mr. Huard, ad valorem, broadest
possible, fullest coverage of services, appropriate adjustments to
mitigate income. His concept seems to fit all of yohr standards.
Mr. H2ARD. I would -have to say on first glance that, yes, it does.
Not having ever heard of this concept before or thought of it before.,
the last-seven minutes, I would have to say that it appears to cover
all the bases nd it certainly is a low rate.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Newman, vho are you? [Laughter.]
How- did you get here? Of all the hundreds of people-that wanted
to testify, how did ou get on?
Mr. NEWMAN.Maybe I should just say that lam.-the husband of
she who must be obeyed; but I am just an irtdividual tax attorney
who -has been interested i'n tax reform for several years and I felt
that it was one thing to criticize the efforts -of -Congress; it was
something else to come up with a creative solution to the problems.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there an organization that promotes this, you
know, like'the Esperado, or Universal Laniguage, or Flat Worlders
or Mr.
something
like that? [Laughter.]
NEWMAN.
If there is, it is a committee of one; and I am not
affiliated with afiy other group or entity. I have no hidden agenda
and I am just putting the idea forward for consideration.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't suppose it would have a tendency to
make "usall deal incash?
Mr. NEWMAN. I don't think so because-and I covered this in the
footnotes-in the October 14 edition of Tax Notes magazine, there
are substantial footnotes supporting this progsal; but I dofi't think
it would drive any additional taxpayers ootI of the mainstream
economy simply because the rate is so low, because of the security
and additional costs of dealing in cash.
The CHAIRMAN.- So, the Q0jly people that would deal in immense
quantities of cash arethose who currently deal in immense quantities of cash?
Mr. NEWMAN That is right.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Nothing is likely to change that.
Mr. NEWMAN. And I think it is worth pointing out that, although
cash transactions between individuals would not'be subject to the
fee, cash deposit-4f9r example, illegal drug money' laundered
through banking institutions-would be taxed or subject to the fee
so that-The CHAIRMAN. Senator Durenberger.
$enat6r DURENBEROER. Knowing the chairman was prepared to
fall for just about anything-[Laughter.]
Senator Dui-ENBERGER. No, 'let me ask you a couple of questions
that deal with some of the imolementing mechanisms. On page 24
of your testimony, you suggest, that the Federal Reserve or the Secretary of the Treasury should be granted the authority to adjust
the par fee within what you call in there a predetermined range.
Now, considering the vast power of the Federal Reserve Board to
determine monetary policy in this country, what doyou think
about giving such an extension of power to -the FED; and wouldn't
that concentrate just one Whale of a lot of power in an independent
board?
-

-
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Mr. N WMAN. That. is certainly one consideration. That is why I
proposed alternatives. Itcould be implemented through a number
of ways. One is through an amendment- to tfh .\onetary
Control
Act of-1980, which I understand is not within the scope of this corn,
mittee's authority; but another alternative Which would be within
the scope of this committee's reach would be an amendment to the
tInternal Revenue Code; and pursuant to-that, creation of legisla.
tive regulations delegating this authority-tQ the Treasury.
As a third alternative, and something I have since thought up,
would be to create a new committee staffed by-you would have to
. have an odd number of people on the Committee to prevent a tiepossibly two members appointed by the Senate, two members by
the House, and'three by the President.
Senator DURENBEROER. It, looks like a proposal like this would

primarily affect the large interbank transactions. What does this
do by Way of. increasing the incentives for, bank transactions to
move offshore?

Mr. NEWMAN. I am sorry. I couldn't hear the last part of your
question.

Senator DURENBERGER. What does this do by way of incenting

the movement offshore for some of these larger banks that would
--

be subject to this?

Mr. NEWMAN.. I would anticipate that-now, one aspect of the
propoal is its treatment of international transfers. And to answer
your question fully, an international transfer would be determined
by the geographical situs of the accounts, an approach that more
readily .conforms with prevailing world attitudes, aC66.rding to tax
jurisfiction, as opposed to the approach with the Federal income
tax to tax all worldwide income. And-on an international transfer-either an outbound or an inbound transfer-the fee Would be
levied at a full rate, but there would be a credit of up to one-half
the rate for any fee paid-any similar fee paid-to a foreign gov,
ernment. I think that is afeature that is likely to promote similar
systems'abroad, and to fur~er shore up our own system here.
With regard to just outright cheating, that problem has always
been addressed by penalties for the purposeful evasion. And'then
the question is what the incentive would be to cheat; and with the
rate levied at such a small rate, I think it is much less than some
similar fees levied by foreign countries like Switzerland for the
transfer of funds.
"
So, there are a number of obstacles to further tax evasion.
Senator DURENBERGER. Pages 10 and11, you recognize that a

transfer between a wholly owned account to a joint account or to
ah escrow account should not- be subject to the par fee. And you
recommend that universal accounts allowing various investment
options would alleviate the pyramiding of the par fee. Won't this,
in effect, tend'to increase the concentration in the financial services industry'and give consumers and business fewer options for investing?
Mr. NEWMAN. I think momement is towards greater deregulation
of the industry; and with the State or condition of a lot of smaller
institutions, especially in the Farm Belt, the way it is, I think it is
very likely you are going to see concentrationSenator DURENBERGER. This" isn't going to speed up that process?
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Mr. NEWMAN. I think insofar as deregulation will provide additional alternatives to defray the fee by financial institutions and by
individuals through better cash management that will go hand-inhand with deregulation; and because of that, deregulation would be
beneficial. It would Work well with this proposal.
Senatd''rDURENBERGER. Do you have any idea what the average
par payment Iannually would be made by. the -average middle
income taxpayer? Have you got those figures?
Mr. NEWMAN. It is hard to say; but let's just say they had a total
of $100,000 of economic activity. The rate on that would be about

$10.

Senator DURENBERGER. Does it happen every time somebody uses
• their credit card, for example?
Mr. NEWMAN.- What you do i§ you just watch' the cash flow 'If,
you make a purchase by credit card, there is going to be a reimbursement to the merchant from the bank, and that would be subject to the fee. And then, when' the consumer pays the bank pursuant to the monthly statement, there would be another fee levied at
that time.
'Senator PRYOR. Does Senator Long want to ask a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
-Senator PRYOR. IS this his time?
The CHAIRMAN. We are on the second go-around, and he is first.
Senator LONG. Let me just ask this. To your knowledge, is any
other nation or State doing something of this sort, something along
this line?
Mr. NEWMAN. No. I think I invented it. [Laughter.]
Senator LONGIt is a very interesting idea. May I say that I was
sort of dozing about the time you read this-[Laughter.]
Senator LONG. And it wasn't until the room became very agitated by the 'chairman's questions that I began to take interest in this.
I sat down and read this thing, and it is very interesting, and it
deserves some very careful thought. It just might be a great idea.
Mr. NEWMAN. I should mention that the footnotes are about 40
ages long, and I answered a lot of the collateral questions that
ave arisen during the last_3 years through just discussing it informally with friends and including discussions 6f the direct tax
-clause under the Constitution-the impact on the first amendment,
on exempt entities, just a whole littany of questions that popped
up.
So, there is a lot m6re research that went int4 this proposaland
it is reflected in the 25-0age text-Senator LONG. Let me ask you this now. Does this proposal suggest that in these currency transactions-and I have seen how a
little of that is done-they trade on a very, very small margin in
moving currencies back and forth and around. Would those transactions be taxed by this?
Mr. NEWMAN. Yes, they would. Now, at the rate of 1 basis point,
or 0.0001, I don't believe there would be any need for any exemptions. The only. exemption that I can think of that would be- re-'
uired is when the fee is increased to the area of 5 basis points, or
/20th of 1 percent.
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And an exemption would be needed on overnight Federal funds
loans or other short-term loans with the large principal arhiount.
Otherwise, the fee would be confiscatory, and 'the fee would be
larger than the earninps on the transactions: But with thatsole exception--and that is one reason why I used a Vey conser-44tive estimate here on the tax base-that is the only exception mandated
by economics, and I would not recommend that any exemptions be
added for social policy purposes.
Senator LONQ. Now, have you discussed thi's idea with some of
those who do have those huge amounts of cur ency transactions?
The reason I am asking is that my impression is that they trade in
fantastically large amounts of money to make a very, very small
profit. And I just wodered if you had discussed it with some of
those big banks-Mr. NEWMAN. I have submitted-Senator LONG. Do you do a lot of that type of thing?
Mr. NEWMAN. I have submitted earlier drafts of the proposal to a
number of top policyniakers and was fortunate to receive generous
comments from people in private industry, at central banks And on
Capitol Hill, even in the administration. I would prefer not to mention any names because their generosity would be betrayed by my
taking advantage of it at tbis pnint, and I would like to keep the,
avenues of communication open.
But it has had some public comment and review; and I have
learned a lot in the process. It has been difficult to take criticism,
but I have tried to learn from it and keep improving it.
Senator LONG. Let me iust ask this question. I just want to ask
Mr. McGlotten over there. It doesn't sound like that would put
much tax on a working man, Mr. McGlotten. Do you have any objection to it on behalf of your people?
Mr. McGLOTTEN. Senator Long, at first blush, I would say it is a
very interesting proposal. Certainly, we would have to sit down and
take a look at it and see what the real long-term effects would be. I
guess the one thing I have in my mind-and my colleague here is
chief economist for the AFL-CIO and he would' have-is that in
terms of the number of transactions,, there are a number of certainly small transactions that clearly,, if you are talking about 000.1,
you are talking about 200 trillion transactions?
And I guess the' question I, would raise is the question that he
just answered for you, Senator Long, which was the whole question
of eliminating very, very big transactions. Does the revenue really
come forward? But I can caftainly understand in terms of the
uantity of transactions clearly we are going to get a number of
ollars; but we would have to take a very hard look at it; but at
first blush, it is very interesting.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pryor.

Senator PRYOR. Rave you ever talked to Senator Domenici about
this? [Laughter.]
He wants to see you at 4:30. [Laughter.]
Word travels quickly. °Seriously, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Dewar of K
mart was going to have a comment on this, I think; and I would be
interested in hearing his comment; and then I want to ask one or
two quick questions:

I
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Mr. DEWAR. Mr. Chairman and Mr. Pryor, I am sorry. I thought
I had spoken to it before.
The CHAIRMAN. That was my mistake.
MryDEWAR. But generally, the point I was making is that it does
sound like the very broad proposal-the spreading of the base, the
reduction in rate-which we believe strongly should be the feature
of the tax reform proposal. So, witfiout understanding all of its
ramifications, on the surface it certainly sounds like a better approach than that of nondeductibility of excise taxes on low-priced
apparel which inevitably is going to thrust the costs of those increases onto the lower earning-consumer in the United States. Gen.
erally, I am in favor of it.
Secondarily, it sounds of interest because it doesn't have the concerns that I expressed regarding the trade issue, which I think is a
Very important and inherent part of the nondeductibility proposal.
Generally speaking, I would be in favor of exploring that. I
would hope the committee would look further into it.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you. Mr. Newman, who would-be opposed
to this proposal? Tell me the type -of group or association that
might oppose this.,
Mr. NEWMAN. I really can't. No group or association comes to
mind.
Senator PRYOR. You are in bad trouble then in this town. [Laughter.]
Mr. NEWMAN. Quite frankly, the fee would be, because, of some
market mechanisms I mentioned in the incidence of the fee, would
only be paid more or less by those persons or, entities who are not
- sufficientlybothe red by it to defray it through better cash management or through greater reliance on improved payment techniques.
So it would only be paid by those who aren't bothered by it; and
that is the best kind of system. It is self-regulating in that sense.
-Senator PRYOR. Very intriguing.
The oCHAIRMAN. It is very intriguing.
Senator PRYOR. It was someone like this,'I think, Mr. Chairman,
who came up with the idea of the hula hoop years'ago. [Laughter.]
He .just came up with the idea and revolutionized the whole
world. Fascinating. Thank you.,
The CHAIRMAN. Any other questions?
[No response.]
The CHAIRMAN. If not, gentlemen, thank you very muchr-We are
adjourned until 9:30 in the morning.
[Whereupon, at 4:28 p.m.-, the meeting was recessed, to be reconvened at 9:30 a.m., on Tuesday, April 22, 1986.]
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Statement of Senator Paul S. Trible (R.-Va.)
I appreciate this opportunity to state my total
opposition to ending the deductibility of excise taxes.
Excise taxes are a cost of doing-business'and are
appropriately deductible in determining taxable income.
Ending deductibility would tax businesses on more than
their net income and would force businesses with no income--or
even losing money--to pay tax. These outcomes are unacceptable.Ending deductibility will dramatically increase existing
excise taxes. Consumers and products already most heavily
burdened by excise taxrs--vould_ uffer dramatically increased
burdens,
Tax reform should improve the fairness of the tax- code
'by aligning tax burdens with-"ability to pay", and encourage an
efficient economy.
Eliminating deductibili-ty does neither.
People earning the same incomes would be more unequally
taxed, as will industries with-differing input mixes. Some
well-to-do taxpayers would escape the tax increase while many who
,are poor would pay more. Market distortions would multiply.
The huge new revenues raised by nondeductibility would

ntfnance tax reform but rather retention or expansion of the
very tax preferences which make our current tax code so unfair
and inefficient..
Ending deductibility would diminish state and local
excise revenues, at a time when those governments are already
under extreme fiscal pressure.
American' companies facing heavy import competition or
t-yig to compete abroad will be badly hurt by this cost-raiser.
Ins-hort, ending deductibility of excise taxes is a bad'
idea on grounds of tax principle, fairness, and efficiency. It is
basically an affront to the goals of tax reform. It will be very
harmful to state and local governments and to Americans engaged
in international trade.
IIurge the Committtee to reject this idea.

/
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April 21, 1986
The Honorable Bob Packwood
Chairman
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washifigton. D.C. 20510
Dear Kr. Chairman:
the Finance
to address
this opportunity
you to
foreliminate
taxes. Committee
As the
the deduction
for excise
on theThank
proposal
ranking member of the Tobacco and Peanuts Subcommittee of the House
Agriculture Committe, this is of particular concern to me and the
growers I represent.
The Finance Commfttee was extremdy helpful last year during'
committee consideration of the omnibus reconciliation bill which was
signed into law earlier this month. As you recall, the Committee
agreed to Join a proposal to permanently increase cigarette excise
taxes with a proposal tW-reform the tobacco program adminisUtered by
the Department of Agriculture. The Committee was very sensitive to
the delicate balance between grower and company interests-that was
achieved in that bill. Unfortunately, passage of the proposal being
considered today would seriously undermine, It not destroy, this
compromise.
The new legislation requires companies to make a large financial
coma/tient to the continuation of the tobacco price support and supply
control program. Their financial commitment is sade by agreeing to
purchase surplus stocks of tobacco, and by sharing equally in future no
net cost assessments. Threatening the financial stability of the
cigarette manufacturers will threaten the stability of the tobacco
program.
During our many long hours ot negotiations on this historic
agreement, company representatives stated that the compsAle wanted to
-be "partners in commerce" will the growers. Passge of this proposal
may destroy that relationship before it has a chance to be tested.

Mv"
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The Honorable Bob Packwood
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April 21, 1986

Again, thank you for this opportunity to share my concerns with
you on this proposal.
Yours very truly,

LARYJ. OPKINS
Member of Congress
LJH/mk

1
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The lonorable Jaies G. Martin
Governor
State of North Carolina
For the Record
,'Committee on Finance

tinited-States Senate
Washington, D.C.

,The tax reform proposals to eliminate the deductibility of federal excise
taxe%- and tariffs as proposed by Chairman Packwood, are of deep concern to
North Carolina.
This proposal, if enacted, could have a significant negative impact on
North Carolina tobacco companies and our state's economy" as well. Essentially
the proposal would levy a tax upon a tax. A company would be taxed on excise
tax revenues that it collects and sends to the U.S. Treasury. Significant
price increases would be necessary to offset the loss in revenue and this
would again cause excise taxes to-increase proportionately due to another
proposed provision of Oindexing-excise taxes to inflation.
_'

/

The doubling if the cigarette excise tax in 1983 has had an adverse

effect on the econom-y of North Carolina. Its effects have been well documented
as to the loss in sales,, jobs and income of our Number one commodity tobacco.
'"orth Carolina grows on tobacco." -- These words were the logan of a
awareness campaign several years agd and they stTI stand true today.

- public

North Carolina last year produced more flue-cured tobacco than I comparable
area in the world - over 563 milli'i-pounds. Flue-cured tobacco, also known
as bright leaf, is indeed a bright and shining symbol of economic prosperity
in North Carolina. _
-0,0OO North Carolinians depend on tobacco directly
or indirectly for heir livelihood.
The State grows flue-cured tobacco in the Piedmont and Coastal Plains
regions and also grows burley tobacco in the western mountain counties,
The
golden leaf isgrown'on approximately 34,000 farms in North Carolina andscme
type of tobacco is gron in 91 of North Carolina's 100 counties. Cash receipts
from tobacco amounted to over $1 billion four out of the last five years. In

-
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198S, 24.1 percent of cash receipts from all crops and all farm commodities
cam from tobacco.
At the other end of the spectrtn, c6iarette manufacturers in North
Carolina produced over 66S billion cigarettes in
198S. That's about S percent" of all the cigarettes manufactured in the
United States. North Carolina is the largest tobacco manufacturing state
in the nation.

j

Other sectors of .the64orth Carolina economy also benefit frcm the
strength of the State's tobacco industry.- There are tobacco auction markets
in more than 40 town!- in the State. Tobacco offers a variety of other'
support industries: thV largest cigarette paper factory in the nation;
chemical and plastic suppliers; packaging and container suppliers; cigarette
filter producers;' fertilizer and farm equipment suppliers; transportation
industries; cOMMercial printing; advertiSi-I in the media.

All these industries produce important revenues for North Carolina
and-other states- Every business must earn a profit if it is to grow or
-even survive. Growth is another word for expansion and expansion creates the
need for new workers, but expansion must be justified and largely financed by
the accumulation of earnings beyond the cost of doing business; in other words,
profits. If North Carolina's tobacco agriculture is successful, it -not only
benefits the farmer but everyone. It carries its part of the tax load, it
provides more and better jobs. If North Carolina's tobacco agriculture is
Lnsuccessful lit provides fewer an~ fewer jobs and less opportunities for all.
North Carolina depends heavily on the golden leaf. The thousands of Nortb-,
Carolinians involved with tobacco are sure that the olden leaf will continue
to'play an important role in the economy of North Carclina and the life of its
citizens. As long as the tobacco industry from grower to consumer is allowed
to continue to grow,' North Carol~na will grow with it.
The tobacco farmer has
of the nation has experienced
financial survey by the North
42 percent of tobacco farmers

62-214 0 - 86 - 18

not shared in the economic recovery that most'
in the past year. -Infact, a recently completed
Carolina Crop Report Service indicates that
experienced a loss in 1985. Beset by many

540
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problems, the-tobacco grower has been particularly disadvantaged by congressional
action to raise the discriminatory tax. on the product on which the groer depends
for his livelihood'
I hope that the tobacco industry will not be forgotten by my former
colleagues when they. deal with the excise tax proposals.
Additionally, I am concerned that the proposal creates a permanent
preempt i; of an important source of 'state tax revenues. State alcohol,
tobacco aM motor fuel-taxes are the third largest source of revenue for
states. At a time when states are:assuming major responsibilities, it is
important that these revenues not be pre-empted.
I hope you will consider my concerns as you deliberate the issue oftax reform.
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TheHonorable BobPackwood
Chairown, Corttee on Finance
UnitedStates Senate
WaShington, D.C. 20510
Dear Mr. Chairnn:
appreci atethe factthatyou havedecided to hold hearings on tieexcise taxpro..___--n----v$ns of the proposed tax legislation pending before the Conmittee on Finance. We oppose
tI e excise tax increases,
including those that would result indirectly by the elimination
ofthe excise tax deduction, and request that. ourletter-tby ncludac in the hearing record...
Theeconomic reality Is that'excise taxes are oot borne by the corporations to collect
thosetaxesandpay them to the Fkderal Government. Rather, there is clear evidence that
excise taxes are paid by constrers. Insoft instances the excise tax is directly reflected
tn thecost toconsumers. Inother Instances.
-- thevarious
excise taxespaidby the
trucking undustry are rood'examples -- the excise taxes becomean indirect cost of products
on whichan excise tax is not appl feddirectly. -Of course some products ire affected both
directly and indireectly.
It is also true that excise taxes are inflationary since they result In price iqcreases without any inherent increase in the value of goods purchased.
In addition, the fundamental regressivity of excise taxes has long been an accepted
fact.Recent studies that showhowlower income families
will lose more of their income
tancut to increased excise taxes than higher income individuals
confirm this well
established economic reality. Moreover, the fact that excise taxes on such luxury items
as furs and jewelry have, been repealed exacerbate the unfairness of seeking revenue by.
raising the remaining-excise taxes.

--

--.

Forthese reasons, we oppose the provisions pf the mark-up vehicle that would repeal
the deduction for excise taxes and tariffs, that would raisewine excise taxes, and that
uld index various excise taxes to future price increases.
We know thatthe-Comittee wit receive vast amounts" of detailed testimony on this
issue, including general- commets-san other cxrnents more specifically directed to the
affected Indu-stries. Our purpose in writingI-not-sfmplyjLo add to a substantial hearIng reciqrd. Rather, we felt you, should be aware of our feell-ron this s4tter 'so that
the efforts of the Committee urs Finance to fashion a major tax bill may take into account
the view of sore of us in the House 6n this issue.
Obviously we are pleased that the House-passed tax bill did not increase exc4se

taxes. -inthe end, the purposes far.which
you and so many others have labored so long
to overhaul the tax code could be lost by seeking to use excise tax Increases as the
device" through which wepay for lower tax rates.
.
Thahk you for considering our views, which we hope you will s are with your colleagues
on the Comnmittee-.
Yo VAs ry rY.
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April 17.

lil8

Honorable Sob Packwood
Chairman

_____

Committee on Finance

United States Senate
Washington, D.C.

20SI0

Dear Chairman Pack-*ood:
The AlliAnce for Simple. Equitable and" Rational Truck-Taxation (ASERTT)
Is an organization of trucking'companies, independent truckers, truck losing
companies and suppliers to the trucking industry w o SIaVe Joined together
to work- for a more sensible system of truck taxation nd' highway finance.
We are writing you on the question of eliminating the deductibility of federal
excise taxes. We respectfully request that this letter be made a part of the
hearing record on this Issue.
-_Highway
the
users in general and the trucking Industry In particular are
the country's largest payers of federal excise taxes.
Most highway users
pay an excise tax on the purchase of fuel. Truckers pay excise taxes on the
purchase of tractors, trailers, tires and fuel and a once a year tax called a
heavy vehicle use tax.
Forexample, a trucker purchasing a $75,000 tractor and -a $16,000 trailer
and operating them 100,000 miles a year at'six miles per gallon of fuel will
pay federal excise taxes, In the year of purchase, at the following, rates and
In the following amounts:

Taxable Item
Tractor
Trailer

R te
-

Tires
Diesel Fuel

Use Tax

Amount

121 of retail
124 of retail

$9,000
.1.920

-$10.50 plus SO cents
per pound over 90 pounds
15€ per gallon
$550 per year

. 369
2,500

SS0

Total

$14, 339

It Is generally thought that the excise taxes thai trucker* and other full
paying 'highway users pay are user fees -- fees paid for the use of the
high tys with the money paid going back Into the highways.

In practice,

the ul) paying highway user pays for much more than highways. He pays
the hare of those who are partially or totally exempt from highway taxes
(*I. 'billion per year). He pays for mass transit ($1.2 billion per year).
He pyi
-e

enough to fund social and economic policy initiatives that have

attached to the highway program ($.S billion per year).

A20r2).
*

.for
eq0tabI9 & RatonM Thic Taxothn
1750 Penansylvania Avenu. NW Su"t 1303. '.4bligton OC2O
(202)737.4610
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Honorable Bob Packwood
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Page Two
'
Now, It is-proposed that the excise taxes paid by highway users no longer
be deductibile and that the revenue accruing to the government as a result
of eliminating deductibility accrue to the general fund -- In other words.
ue for everything-but highways.
As applied to trucking coppna!i and other full paying highway users,
the elimination of th deductfbility of excuse taxes Is patently-ufiir. It
contstltutes a form ofidlversion In that it effectively increases highway user
taxes and earmarks the
It singles
1 revenue for purposes other than highways.
out for added tax buO'
ens ope of the few Industries that has, through user
fees, paid more than IUs way,. It leaves unburdened that Industry's main
competitors -- railroads',-- who, through the receipt of general revenue
subsidies, have helped create the'nied for added revenue.
''_Not quite two years ago, the Senate Finance Committee had before It a
bill, S, 1739, that would Increase the excise tax of users of ports ano Inland
waterways. Hearings were held and Senator Packwood made the following
statement to the proponents of Increasing user fees:

*

Senator Packwood. Suddenly the barge (user) fees go up by tlce, and
the cost of shipping by barge goes up 10, or 20, or 30 percrt and you
are the rail company, the only other form of transportation.- So you
raise your rates by 7, or 0, or 9 percent, if the barges go up 10
percent, or 19 percent If they go up 22 percent. You stay under
them. You can 'undercut them. and yet from the standpoint of the
farmer who Is trying to ship wheat or any other farmer who Is trying
to ship some kind of produce. they are going to be stuck with higher
and higher fees. even though those may-not be cost related fees any
longer as far as the railroad Is concerned. They are competitively
related but not cost related. Hearings, June S, 194. page 244.
We hope the Chairman would recognize that similar forces are at work
here. Much of the trucking industry competes with much of the rail industry.
Many truckers compete with railroads that have received direct general revenue
subsidies. Some truckers compete with Conrail which has had $7 billion given
to it and which Is presently exempt from all state taxAtion. Increasing the
trucking industry's excise taxes by eliminating their deductibility distorts the
competitive balance between rail and truck and works to theadisadvantage of
shippers who have been able to depend on both rail and truck services.
We recognize that the Committee is going to have to raise new revenue.
We submit that new revenue should be raised from as broad a base as possible.
After all, deficit reduction is not a'trucking industry problem, It's an American
problem.
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Honorable Bob Packwood
April 17, 1986
Page t hree
We note that In the search for a broad based tax some discussion has
been given to an increase In the gas tax. In our opinion, the proposals that
have surfaced in this area are-fiawed because they tax only the fuel consumed
by highway users.
We suggest to the Committee that If a fuel tax Is to be considered, the
fuel of all transportation modes should be taxed. Based on fuel consumption
data compiled by the Department of Energy, we have calculated that a tax of
7.4 cents per galon, applied to all transportation modes, would produce $12.4billion per year or $62 billion over five years -- the amount of new revenue
originally thought necessary to finance tax reform.
We appreciate the consideration of our views.

~~~spectfully

submitted.

Thomas A. Callaghan.-Jr.
Executive Director
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STATEMENT
ofthe
AMERICAN FISHING TACKLE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
before
THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
IN OPPOSITION TO THE REMOVAL OF THE DEDUCTIBILITY'OF
EXCISE TAXES
April 21. 1986

59
The American 'Fi thing Tackle Manufacturers Association
(AFTMA) is composed of over 500 member companies which
collectively supply over 95% of all the fishing tackle and
related accessories _old in the United States. 6FTMA has been
actively involved tin the preservation and enhancement of the
nation's'fishery resource since its inception in 1933. 'In
1949, it established the Sport Fishing Institute in Washington,
D.C., to provide scientific 4nd resource management advice to
the Department of Interior. It supported the original
enactment of the Federal-Aid in Sport Fish Restoration Act of
August 9, 1950. Since then, it has been actively involved, in
the enhancement and management of all the nation's aquatic
resources.
AFTMA is-opposed to Sen'tor-Packwood's-proposal to
remove the deductibility of exci% taxes.. AFTMA members now pay some $54,000,000 of excise taxes (commonly referred to as
Dingell/Johnson, Wallop/Breaux and Sport Fish Restoration tax)
which they deduct as reasonable and ordinary business
expenses. To treat those costs as income is unfair,
inconsistent with national resource policy, regressive and
disruptive.,
BACKGROUND
The Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration Act as
subsequently amended provides for the imposition of an excise
'tax of 10% on all fishing tackle sold in the United'States.
The funds collected a ong with excise taxes on outboard motors,
fish finding gear and motor boat fuel are deposited in a
dedicated fund. Funds collected from the sale of tackle are
distributed to the states by means of a formula grant for the
purpose of enhancing recreational fishing. The excise tax is
paid directly by 'the domestic manufacture and in the case of
imported goods by the importer. These taxes are paid at the
time the goods are sold and are not deferrable until receipt of
-any portion of the tax passed on is received.
ALL AMERICANS RECEIVE BENEFITS FROM THE EXCISE TAX
Although the funds are directed at the restoration and
management of fish resources, there is considerable additional
value received by the public at large in the form of
environmental enhancement, aesthetics and increased real estate
values. Many of the projects funded with this money provide
the American public with greater access to the aquatic
environment and have resulted increases In associated real
estate* In addition, healthy aquatic environments allow for
the natural cleansing of the water and increase everyone's
enjoyment of it. The Packwood proposal place 1oo% df the
burden for thqse benefits on the tackle manufacturer or the
tackle user through the payment directly*ior otherwise of the
excise tax.
.
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* THE PROPOSAL IS
POLICY

INCONSISTENT WITH FEDERAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
"

This proposal will not increase the revenues available

to the state, or federal government to Yi-rove management or
restoration of the resource.

Instead, it will shift the entire

burden of the funds projects to only one portion of the users
of'the aquatic environmental, the angler.

This shift is

extremely unfair in eight of the federally sponsored and
universally recognized concept of multiple'use now being,'

factored into all federal and qtate water projects.

AFTMA is

not opposed .to the cbnoept Sf- privately supported resource
enhancement, but the bqrden ought to be equally shared by the

user groups that are getting the benefit.
NONDEDUCTIBILITY WILL PLACE SECTORS OF THE AMERICAN INDUSTRY AT
A COMPETITIVE DISADVANTAdi
As this excio tax is applied, importers of fishing
tackle have a built-in advantage in practical terms in the
payment of the tax. The imported goods generally have a lower

value than comparable domestically produced goods and,

therefore, the tax burden is less. This is already a highly
import sensitive industry-with sectors of the industry
experiencing as high as 90% import penetration. Giving imports
yet another competitive advantage will further enhance the
decline 'of the domestic industry.
THE PROPOSAL IS REGRESSIVE

Various sectors of the tackle industry will be able to
pass the increased cost of the nondeductibility of the tax onto
the consumer. NPD Special Industry Services in its report on
Sport Fishing Participation in 1984, concluded that the typical
customer was a male, age 35 to 54, with income under $15,000.
It also indicated the individual was mote likely to be a
citizen of a southern state. The 1980 Fish and Wildlife survey
indicates that ipcome levels of fishermen are roughly
comparable to income levels of Americans generally with over 42
million people enjoying the sport in 1980. "Thirty percent of
the populations of small towns and rural America fish.
Thirty-two percent of all fishermen in the U.S. had combined
household incomes of less than $15,000; Present federal and
state management strategies recognize that these are the
fishermen most likely to use the resource for subsistence
reasons. To the extent that the excise tax will be passed on,
it will result in a substantial increase in the effective tax
burden on these Americans. The very same people the tax reform
effort is support to.,benefit.
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CONCLUSION

/

The present status of allowing for a businessd~ duction for-the payment of the Sport Restoration tax is both
#air to the American public, the angler and the U.S. industry
nd is an appropriate allocation of the tax burden.
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ANR 86-0005
Contact: Prabhu Ponkshe
Scott Ballin
(202) 822-9380

HIKE TAXES ON CIGARETTES,
MA URGES LAlAKERS

WASHINGTON. April 21--The American Heart Association today asked the Senate
Committee on Finance to 'act

In the public's health

Interest and also show

fiscal responsibility' by Increasing excise taxes on cigarettes from 16 cents to
32 cents, per pack.
The AHA, acting as a

r of

the.' Coalition on Smoking OR Health, also

asked lawmakers not to a. v tobacco companies to

deduct excise taxes as a

business expense;
"Cigarettes should -be treated differently than consumer products like
fishing rods-and tires; these products

don't kill people, cigarettes do," said

AHA spokesman-Scott Ballin.
Increased excise taxes on cigarettes will

not only raise revenue, but also

discourage smokirk among teenagers because of higher prices.
Quoting Dr. Kenneth E. Warner of the University of Michigan School of Public
Health, Ballin said that

a tdn percent

increase in cigarette prices would

generate a 14 percent decrease In the number of cigarettes smoked by teenagers
and also result ina 12 percent decrease inthe number' of teenage smokers.
Increasing cigarette taxes not only makes good

fiscal sense, but also

demonstrates Congress' concern for public health, Sallin said.

i

excise tax/add one

,Cigarette smoking claims an estimated 170,000 lives each year as a result of
-

heart disease.
The AMA 8oa~d of Directors

recently

approved a public policy statement

urging the federal governmnt to increase the cigarette excise tax from 16 cents
to 32 cents a pack, with the

tax

Indexed to Inflation for future years. The

statement also encouraged states to increase cigarette taxes, particularly those
states which currently tax cigarettes below the national norm.
.*Indexing the excise tax on cigarettes,
-

to the consumer price

index,

both to the price of cigarettes and

helps to maintain the real value of the tax,"

eallin said.
The government lost a significant amount of revenue for.30 years because the
excise tax on cigarettes stayed atIeight cents from 1951 to 1982.
at 16 cents per pack, but it is not

It now stands

indexed to the price of Cigarettes, nor to

the consumer price index, and again the government stands to lose mohey in the
future, according to Ballin.
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Chairman! and Members of the committee,

Mr.

1951,

in

federal

excise taxes on lalil alcoholic beverages were raised to help
finance the 1ore n 'Var effort.
increased In 1985

Taxes on distilled spirits were

34 years. later

--

but t.he-excise taxes on

beer and wine remain uncha6ged.

The Americans for. Substance Abuse Prevention (ASAP),
it

is time to equalize taxes on all

another Mar.

believe

alcoholic beverages to finance

The war on alcohol and drug abuse -in America.

The present need to generate additional funds for alcohol
and drug abuseand other health-related programs is
acute.

The

enactment

of

Deficit Control Act of 1985
cutbacks

the
is

in appropriations

Balanced

expected to reAit

and-Emergency
in substantial

for n,gtional' health programs,

including ,Medicare and the National
and

Budiet

particularly

Institute

on Alcohol

Abuse

Alcohol Ism (NTAAA).

FormIer NIAAA Director Dr.

Robert Niven says the budget

cuts

would be

"potentiafty-devastating!!-to NIAAA'and the National

Institute

on.Drug Abuse (NTDA)

To offset the effects df such cutbacks, the Americans for
Substance Abuse Prevention supports a tax,inorease ort beer and
wine as

" means of maintaining adequate funding levels for NIAAA,

state block grants,
alcoholism

and

alcohol preyention programs

drug

abuse

treatment

in thie schools,

and other health

programs, such as .Medicare and Medicaid.:,

care
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The. simplest way to Increase taxes on beer andwine woo-l
to equalize the tax rates for all alcoholic beverages.

be

Adjusted

for alcohol content, beer is currently taxed at.one-fourth the
rateof distilled spirits, and wine is
seventeenth the rate.

taxed at one one-

The.current federal excise tax equates to

less than three cents on a can of beer and less than a penny on a
Rlass of wine.

. eanwhile, the tax 3n-distilled-spirits was Increased 19
percent I-nOctober 1985.

The

National

increase in

Alcohol

federal

Tax Coalition

estimates

that

an

excise taxes could generate additional

revenues of between $1 3 billion and $20.5 billion annually.
Currently, $5.1 billion is generated

n federal alcohol taxes, or
In 1951, when

less than one percent of all fed~ra.l revenues.

'be-er and wine taxes were last raised, Jlcohol taxes accounted for
approximately five percentkof all federal revenues.

Increased alcohol taxes would, of-course, be user taxes, and
would have.no impact whatsoever on the estimated 36 percent of
the population that abstains from alcohol use.
have a minimal ,effect

on

light

Also, it would _

and moderate drinkers.

Th6.U.,S 1

Department of Health and Human Services estimates that 10 percent
iners account for 50 percent of the alcohol consumed in
of.... all
the Unfled States.

I

' .

- ----The
alcoh

majority

' 567

of

Americans

cli beverages.

favor

increasing

the

tak on

More than half of the people surveyed In a

IQR3hOLlup Poll said they favored doublIng the federal tax on
lcoholic'beverages;

Many prominent organizations, including the

American Association of Retired Persons,. the National Council on
Alc oholism, the American College of Preventive 'Medi-cine,
Center

'for

Science

the

in

Public

Interest

and the

support" the

tax

Increases.

Also, several dozen leading economists, including Stanford's
Victor

uoehs

and

Princeton's

Congress to increase

federal

Alan

Blind'r,

haVe 'petitioned

excise tax on\,alcohotic beverages.

They "be-44e--at-the public health costs and 'ther external
costs associated with the consumption' of alcoho-lfc beverages are
so significant as to jUstify\substantial excise taxes on'those
beverages.."

Alcohol abue in America costs the nation more than $120
ap roximatelV 25-times the amount *generated

billion annually -in excise

taxes

--

and accounts

nation's death toll.

for about

10 percent of the

And alcohol consumption is

rising.-P-er

capita consum ption rose approximately. one-third

from 1960 to

1982,

with

beer

expenditures

for

and

wine

leading

alcoholic

approximately $1 billion

a.year,

the

way.

beverages

have

increased

to

including more than $500 million

by the beer Industry alone.

31
I

AdvertisiAg

.

.

.

-
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Duke tTniversitV researchers estimate that-if alcohol taxes
dnu bed and

then equaltzel,

consumption of alcoholic beverages

could he expected to drop by approximately

-IThe

14' percent-.

AmerIcans for Substance Abuse Prevention joins with

other organizations

In urging an Increase in beer and wine taxes

and earmarking the revenue for:
--

Alcohol research

--

Prevention

0

- --n-d

Treatment

-

-

support of health care programs. such as Medicare
and Medbaid and publicly funded agencies such as
NIAAA,

NTIDA and the National

Tnstitute-on Mental

Health.

'Thank you for the opportunity to present our views-.

•,:

°
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STATEMENT

-

OF THE
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERNAL MEDICINE
FOR THE RECORD OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARING
ON
EXCISE TAXE8
April 21, 1986
The American 1oclety of Internal MedicinV(ASIM) strongly supports the proposal being
2'
-3
4

considered by the Committee to adjust excs-.t4X rates to reflect price Increases. In
addition the Society supports the proposed prohibition of tax deductions for excise taxes
paid by cigarette manufacturers and alcoholic beverage produceers.

5
6

ASIM is a national medical orgauiztlon consisting of physicians who are recognized as

7

specialists In internal medicine. The Soclety is concerned with social, economic and

a

political Issues that bear on the ability of Internists to provide high-quality patient

9

care.

10
'1I

ASIM support disincentives for Individuals to lead unhealthy lfi-t$1le1 , The Society Is

12

on recod favoring a doubling of the excises on bth,4

13

ASIM has endorsed Senktor Badleyq bW, . 19$0, which woWJ disallow the deduction for

i ad t.c-o. Inaddition,

14

advertising expenses for tobaeo'produets. These proposss, as well a those being

i5

considered by the Committee-in that they would lead to higher consumer prices for

16\ubstances *hleh are hazardous ito health-would aecompitsh this.

* 1101VEAMOt41
LVtNUEN

WAS*WNTO

•S
cC20006
(25,)
.
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1

_A a majority of ASIM members are directly involved In the care of adult patients, the

2

organuvation is al too aware of the undeniable adverse health effects of smoking. There

3

is no douht that smok
i'

the single most preventable cause of death In the United

all cancer

4

States. Associated wTUWi1moki

5

andfully 85 percent of all lung cancers. Cigarette smoking i also a major caue

6

eoronary hear disease and ehronlevbstructive pulmonary disease. It is associated with

7

approximatel

8

coronary heart disease each year.

9
0 10

siOlifI

.1

garettes Is 30 percent of

in this country

..-

30 percent of the deaths of the one-half million Americans who die of

tlyp-mokhi

related disease and lost productivity cost a total of $65 billion

12

annually ageording to a recently Issuedreport of the Office of Technololy Assessment.

13

Costs associated with te Medicare and Medicaid programs alone total $3.8 billion each

14

year.

-

15
16

Increasing the cost of cigarette smoking will have a significant deterrent effect on young

17

adults w?~o may be on the verge of acquiring a life-ong habit, according to Dr. Kenneth'

19

Warner in a report published last year by the Harvard University Institute for the Study
of Smoking Behavior and Policy. Increasing the cigarette excise ta to 32 cents, as ASlM

20

has recommended,;

21

3.6 million Amerlcanswould for go the habit.

uld deter more than 800,000 teenagers from smoking, and a toitdi of

2

-II

..

-
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ASIM also supports higher excise tax rate for

•

licoho.i,
beverages and elimination of the

2

deductibility of excise tax payments made by #]coho Ic beverage producers. in view of

.3

the large body of evidence that individuals who abuse alcohol and tobacco generate

4

higher health sare costs--thus increasing federal outlays for health programs such as

5

Medicare and Medicaid-ASIM believes that it is reasonable to expect these Individuals to

----- ontributM a greater share to support such programs.

8

ASIM supports a related measure-the elimination of federal subsidies for the growing
S-o-obacco.

10

Te
h. Soclety isconcerned that federal health programs are being sbleet~d to a
12

disproportIonate share of budget cuts that &4 likely to result in an eroding of the quality

13

and availability of care provided to patients. ASIM welcomes propo"ls that' raise needed

14

revenues while enhancing the health of Americans by discouraging them from engaging in

45

unhealthy practices.

16
17

ASIM looks forward to the inclusion of the provisions to Increase tobaced and alcoht,.

18

excise taxes and'to prohibit tax deductions foe the payment of such taxes by the

19

respective indust~rIes n the Committee's tax reform proposal. The Society would be

20,

pleseAItassilst the Com mittee further in its consideration of these proposals.

/dmm

G-iT-04,

j

*

i I

2

•
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STATEMENT OF
THE AUTOMOBILE IMPORTERS OF AMERICA,

INC.

BEFORE THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

APRIL 21, 1986

.

The Automobile Importers of America ("AIA'),

an association of

automobile importers in the United States, includes 11 European, 8
Jap-ani-e-eI--Ad i South-Korean company.
attached)

(a list of members is

-

AIA is particularly c6rrcerned about two aspects of the
Chairman's tax.proposals: ;'(a) the proposed eliminatioh of the tax
deductibility of excise taxehand tariffs

and (b) the proposed

linking of transfer price for tax purposes to value for customs
purposes.
AIA has a Vital interest in the tariff deductibility issue,
since this isan itegral part of tax and business planning by its
members.

Similarly, tax and customs transfer pricing plays a

fundamental'role in the day-to-day business .of AIA members.

A. AIA Opposes Eliminatinj the Tax Deductibility of TariffS'
Currently, tariffs paid by importers are deductible against
.grosi income as-ordinary and-necessary business expenses.

The

deduction teflects-the long-established U.S. policy of taxing Viet
income after deducting amounts spent to earn the income, as,

7'.- ...

--j
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This policy has been an integral

posed to taxing gross income.

part of federal income taxation since tlheinitial imposition of
the federal income tax-following the ratification of the Sixteenth
Amendment in 1913.

Simply put, ATA opposes eliminating the tax deductibility o1
tariffs because elimination would cost too much.

U.S. consumers

and domesti, automobile manufacturers would pay the more easily
quantifiable cost of increaged'car prices, which could be
substantial.

Less easily quantifiable~cost wou-d~be reflected

in damage to the world economy and to the U'S. role as a leader in
promoting an open trading system.

Elimination o

the deduction

alsowould-raise-cgjstitutional questions.
The Costs of Eliminating,tthi Tax Deductibility of Tariffs WouldBe
-

ar Reachin

--

TheChairman'l

tax proposal would establish a maximum

corporate t~x rate of 35%.

At this rate, each $1.00 of tariff

paid presently-enjoys a 4.35 reduction i
i ..

taxable income by $1.00.

tax, because it reduces,

Accordingly, the after-tax cost of each

$1.00 of tariff p~Atd.Aonly $.65.

If the deduction is

eliminated, the after-tax cost of each $1.00 of tariff paid would
be $1.00, an increase of about 54% over 4.'65.

In effect, then,

eliminating the deduction would increase all tariffs by about 54%#
under.a 35% corporate tax.

-2-

-
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the following 6hart, with certain hypothetical figures, shows
how eliminating the deductibility of tariffs would result in an
increase to consumers of $140 in the price of a car whose import
price is $10,000.

HYPOTHETICAL TAX ANALYSIS OF PROPOSAL'S
IMPACT AS RELATED TO AUTOMOBILES

Current

Proposal

/

Cost to Importer
10,000
Tariff (26%)
260
Ocean Freight
200
Other Import Costs
100
Landed* Cost
I0050

10,000
Nondeductible
200
100

Wholesale Price
to Retailer
Less Landed Cost
Gross Profit

12,000

12,000

(109560)
-440

(10 300)

Overhead and-

Other Expenses

--

10,30U

440---

Pre-TaX Profit

1,000

Federal Income Tax

!,3501

Price Increase
To Yield
Current Profit
Level

12,000 + 140

-

12,140

10,300)

440

440

1,260

1,400

4412

4904

After Tax Profit

650

81

910

After Tariff Profit

650

-559%

6505

Assume 35% rate;-35% of 1,000.,
.Assume

3/
4/

35% rate aid nondeductibility of teriffl 35W of 1,260.

819 after tax profit' minus 260 tariff not otherwise deducted.
Assume 35% rate Ind nondeductibility oftariff; 35% of 1400.
910 after tax profit minus 260 tariff not otherwise deducted.

-. 3-- /

/,
/

.1
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1.

Consumers.

Loss of-a tax deduction results in increAsed

taxes, which ultimately are likely to. be paid by consumers.

In

the case of imported automobiles, for example, the aggregate lost
deduction equals the import duty, 2.6%, times the average customs
value of the imported automobiles, times fhe number of, imported
automobiles sold, or $697 million per year.

At the proposed. 35%

top corporate tax rate, this lost deduction means a tax increase
of approximately $244 million.

For all motor vehicles and motor

vehicle parts, the additional tax would be $630 million.
Furthermore, because the cost of imported cars will increase,
domestic producers are likely to increase their prices il they
have done as a result-of theVRA and recent changes in the
exchange rates.

Therefore, at a time of record profits-for

Detroit, they-will get yet

oher free ride.

Since imports

represent oftly-a fraction of.the market, the ultimate cost to
consumers, therefore, could approach $1

iilion annually.

With respect to light .trucks, the already onerous 25% import
duty produces a
non-dedctTi

otal tariff cost of $01. million.
posa-L1twould incr

million, assuming a 35.
r

corporate ta

The

se this cost to $1.22
rate.

This tax increase likely would ,be passed along to consumers in
the'form of higher automobile pri'a.

Moreover, these higher

automobile costs would fall-heaviest on low-income Americans least
able to afford them. 'Accordinqgto an independent analysis
conducted by deSeve-Economics Associates, households with incomes

- 4 -
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*

of less than-$20,000 would pay 23% of excise and tariff increases
but-account for only 12% of all income.

Households with incomes

above $100,000, on the other hand, would account for lit of all
income, but would pay only 6% of excise and tariff increases.
2.

gorld economy.

A 54% increase in effective U.S. tariff

rates quite likely would provoke other countries to raise their
tariff rates directly or indirectly.
have corporate tax rates above 35%.

Many of our trading partners
In many countries therefore,

the effective tariff increase could .be more than 54%.

In a

country with a 46% corporate rateifor example, tariffs would
effectively increase by 85%'if Ia mirror image proposal were
adopted.

The victim would be the world economy, and with it, U.S.

exporters.
The Proposal

Is

Although it

Inconsistent With The GATT

is unclear whether the elimination of the tax

deductibility of tariffs is a technical Violation of the GATT, it
certainly is a violation of the spirit of the GATT, and of other
international agreements aimed at decreasing tariffs.

As a major

supporter of the OATT and of international efforts-to reduce trade
barriers, the United States would lose much credibility and wo ld
jeopardize future GATT rounds by itself increasing the effective
.... Tate

.tAariffs.
More important,

GATT-incnsistenta-tio

are likely to jeopardize U.S.

by-the United States.

efforts to render Cilternational
P

trade .GATTablet, and jeopardize chances for a s

cessful new,

/

K~57 7
round of multilateral trade negotiations.

In short,

implementation of this proposal'woUld put the United States in the

incongruous position of creating a major trade barrier on the eve
of trade liberalizing efforts.Constitutionality
The Sixteenth Amendment authorizes'a tax on income.
have interpreted this

as authorizing only a tax on net,

Courts
as.

distinguished from gross, income. .Net' income means income net of
those expenses required to earn the income.

Because tariffs are

clearly expenses incurred in earning income, disallowing them as
deductions'would'appear to fly i.nthe face 6f constitutional
authority.
B.

AlA Urges Separate Hearings On Transfer Pricing.
Price for tax pu'rposes and value for cust~ms\purposeA result

from wholly different amputations entered into for different
reasons.

Value is

more ,important for customs purposes than price

is 'for tax purposes, because duty is levied on value.

Income tax,

on the other hand is levied on taxable income, not price.

This

issue is an extremely complex one and more s'udyiieeds to be given
to the effect, if any, of linking these two'disparate concepts.NIA urges' the Finance Committee to hold separate hearings on-,
the proposal to link price for tax purposes to value for customs
purposes.

-6-
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Conclusion
th

As, a way of raising'revdnue, eliminate

dedutility

of tariffs imposes a high cost on America'n consumers,businesses,
and manufacturers, including U.S. exporters.
Jeopardize U. S.

It isalso fikely to

efforts to move-toward-,a more open international

trading .system'. The proposal should be dropped.
Separate hearings should be held on the transfer pricing issue
in order to further refine its purpose and to determine its likely

effects.

- 7 -
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LIST OF AIA MEMBERS

ALFA ROMEO
BMW
FIAT

I

HONDA
HYUNDAI
ISUZU
JAGUAR
LOTUS
MAZDA
MITSUBI SHI

NISSANPEUGEOT
-PORSCHE
RENAULT
ROLLS-ROYCE
SAAB-SCANIA

SUBARU
SUZUKI
TOYOTA
VOLVO
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i May 1986

TO:-

Senate Finance Committee

FR:

Professor J. J. Boddewyn
Bauch college, City University of New York

I would like to draw the attention of your Committee to
oome of the negative implications of the Packwood plan
for tax reform -- particularly, the proposed increase in'
various excise taxes and non-deductibility of. excise
I Am focusing on the
taxes and import duties (tariffs).
April 21 statement of J. Roger Mentz (AssiStant Secretary,
Department of the Treasury) before yourc6mmitee because
it provides some cautions endorsement by the Administration
of these proposals,. together with various data and arguments-in their favor.
In brief, Mr. Mentz acknowledges that the Packwood proposals
are likely to impact business firms and consumers unfavorable.
Nevertheless, he justifies them on the grounds that, in
some cases, the proposed tax. increases apply to goods
social costs insufficiently recovered by
that
societycreate
-- besides being needed, to offset other federal
revenue losses generated.by the Packwood plan.,
In response, I would like to emphasize that: 1) business
2) the
and consumer losses are not going to be minor
"social cost" argument is a weakened, controversial one,
and
3)
other undesirable developments are likely to
follow from the implementation of the .Packwood proposals.

1'

Business And Consumer Losses
Are.GoInd To Be Significant

-

In brief, under the ,Packwood proposals,- either consumerswill pay more for st
of the goods and services' they
buy, Or business: firms viii ,earn -less (something wiil
reduce federal income tax revenues), Or fewer 'qo6ds and
services will be made -- with some loss of employment in
the latter two cases,-- or some mixture of all three
unfavorable -impacts will take place.
.

SConsurers-

Consider the following-increases: -l the federal tax on
airline tickets would increase by half, from-8 to 12
percent
2) gasoline would cost 4 to ,5 cents more. per
gallon; 3) the; federal tax on telephone bills. (now-at 3
percent) would go up, by About one half;
4)
a f fth of
liquor would ,cost an extra dollar, and 5) the police ,of
a pack of cigarettes would increase by 9 cents (not
counting state and city' taxes).
These are some of the
direc hikes that would be imposed on consumer prices,
but many business price increases (see below) will affect
them indirectly and just as badly.
Besides, numerous. imported goods already- pay sl'eable
import duties (for example in the 19.8 to 31.4 percent
range for textile fibers and apparel goods).
Pot allowing
their tax-deductibility,-.as proposed by Senator Packwood,
is bound to increase their prices to consumers (see below).

.

With inflation now in the 3 to 5 percent range, these two
types of increases -- and there are Others (see below) -are not minor ones.

Business F-Irm-

.-L

A
Among
other contemplated increases,, the excise tax on
diesel fuel would risd from 15 to'23 cents. per dollar,
while the excise tax on heavy trucks would Jump from 12
to 18 percent of their retail purchase price. The already
mentioned hikes in telephone and gasoline excise taxes
would also be-incurred by business.

,
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Besides, the Packwood plan would no longer allow firms to
tax-deduct the excise taxes and import duties they pay on
Such payments to the
many products uked in production.
federal governm-4ht have always been, treated as regular
production costs -- just like salaries, rentals, property
taxes, rav materials, freight and electricty bills -and been deducted as ordinary and necessary business
expenses when computing taxable'income. After all, these
government charges represent just another cost of.doing,
business; and they are unavoidable since firms cannot
automate or robotize taxes. ' Therefore,
there is no
fund~aental' logic for proposing that excise taxes and
import duties-be no longer tax-deductible.

-

In his, statement, Mr. Mentz, argues ih fact that the,
government can alter this logic and the tradition oftax-deductibility although acknowledging that increasing
excise taxes and eliminating the non-deductibility of
excise taxes and tariffs is very likely to hurt business
firmsoand consumers.

_

When business incurs higher costs, it practically always
increases prices -- especially. when other firms are
similarly affected, as would be the case under the Packwood
-- proposals, since they all use telephones; air transportation,
trucks or freight, either directly or indirectly, in one
way or another.
In his statement, Mr. Mentz estimates that for every
* dollar of additional excise tax or tariff -- in the forms
of increases or nondeductibility -- there would be an
additional 35 to 54 -cents of costs to recover through
price increases (assuming a 35 percent maximum tac bracket).
The impact will vary from industry to industry and fro
firm to firm, but it is safe to assume that practically
all companies bear the burden of some bxcise taxes' and
use some imported foods, directly or indirectly; and that
a large majority of these firms can, and will peas on
increased costs down the line, all 'the way to the final
customers.
Notice, am Mr.- Mentz himself' points out, that both the
increases in excise tafes and the non-deductibility of
excise taxes and import duties impact companies in proportion
to the volume of business generated but not In proportion
to the Drof LtS earned,- as in the'case of income -taxes.
In other words,'business taxes would increase in parallel
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J

j

with how ucp business' takes place rather than with how
much profit is eined, thereby~ discouraging greater
economic activity If prices cannot be proportionately
increased to cover additional tax-related costs.
Conaquently, Mr. Mentz recognizes that th4 Packwood
p::oposals "would increase the costs and prices of a wide
range of domestically produced goods" -- with a likely
negative impact on "production, emplyi/Ment,
profits and
income taxes collected by the federal government.

The Taxpayers

N

The Packwood plan is built on the principle that the
proposed tax reform should be revenue neutral. If'" for
example, the maximum tax bracket for individuals is golng
to decrease from 50 to 35 percent, then revenues must be'raised somewhere else.
In this context, Senator Packw6od is really proposing to
take a
,ay-_from
taxpayers through his excise and tariff
proposals part-of what he would givd them through income-tax
decreases.
This is either a* futile exercise in tax
reform or a deceptive trick played on U.S.' citizens. Why
not-instead, limit the decrease in income-tax brackets
and leave,, excise taxes' and tariff expenses alone if
something has to give? At'least, this would not eliminate
the current logic and tradition of allowing all taxes to
be tax-deductible; and it would not precipitate price
increases and greater inflation which are certainly not
needed in terms of- sound economic growth and improved
U.S. international competitiveness, just when a weaker
dollar iaL helping-us!
- .

.-

'

However, even if some trade-off-among taxqs4s desirable,
we must -realize that -increases in excise faxes and the
non-deductibility-of excise taxes and tariffs will 'amount
to an increase-in regressive taxation.
Since most goods
would be affected directly and. indirectly, the resulting
price increases are bound .to affect practically everybody
but particularly lower-incomg people; Assuredly, many of
the basic goods which everybody. uys but on which lower-income
people spend most of their osney will go up in price so
that

Senator

on the

Packwood

is

less-well-to-do.

really

Since

proposing

a

"class

tax"

their. incomes are low,

S
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they will not saie that mudh on income taxes, while they
will have to spend more on the goods and services they
regularly buy -- as various studies by the Citizens for
Therefore, the
Tax Justice have amply established.
Packwood plan is readily open to charges of favoring
better-to-do'people.

The "External Social
Costs" Araument Is Ileak

-

-

The major justification-advanced by Mr. Mentz is that
excise taxes are mainly applied to goods (1iqooi , cigarettes,
transportation, etc..) which may generate-more costs thanbenefits for society so that taxing them more -, directly
and indirectly -- will help society, recover more of these
Alternatively, people will either use
"social costs."
fewer of these goods if their prices go up, or accept to
pay more to keep ubing-them.
I lack' space here to discuss this point at sufficient
length
but "social and
costn"
is a slippery
concept
dff
cult
to operationalize
measure,
and thereforeconduv1ve
toruiy are
contradictory
conclusions
as to how
large
they there
taxes should
be to
recover
and
as to how large
Lacking sufficient or-convincing evidence on this issue,
"Why not increase the'tax burden
it is tempting' to say:
on alcohol, cigarettes, gasoline and imports?" -- all
controversial'items that have repeatedly been kia 9e-d out
How-ever, does such a
for tax increases in tie -past.
simplistic and hoary' ta( expedient dese-- to be called
"tax reform?" Besides, d es it warrant abandoning the logic
and tradition of tax-d e' ctibility of excise taxes anj
tariffs?
Moreover: if people are going to use 'fewer- of
the products affected by the Packwood prop6sals, employment
and profits in these industries will be affected unfavorably.
,On the other hand, if -people )ceep using these products
although their prices went up on account of the Packwood
increases, they will have less to spend on the products
of other industries whose employment and profits will be
negatively impacted. In other words, someone else's ox.
or cash-cow will be gored.

-

-
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Other Undesirable Implicitions
Of The Packwood Plan..
Hr. Mentz ac)t
ledges that numerous U.S. tax treaties
with foreign co... tries would be adversely -affact~d, and
so would U.S. obligations under the General Agreement ofTariffs and Trade (GATT) which we co-signed with some 90
countries. GATT obligations vould require that we-r-dulce
some of our import duties in order to compensate for the
loss of exports by other countries since the Packvood-proposed
non-tax-deductibility of -tariffs paid-on imported goods
-would
probably result in a decline In- U.S. .imports.
if
we do not reduce our tariffs, foreign countries are
allowed to retaliate and thus reduce U.S. exports as well
as the income and employment generated by U.S. exporters.
Second, Senator Packwood's proposals about excise taxes
and tariffs really amount to developing a system of
federal consumption taxes. Ekicse taxes are pretty much
like sales taxes, except that w do notnotice them much,
since they are buried in the retail prices of the products

we buy.

There have been several. proposals tq introduce a

federal sales tax or a value-added tax. Such consumption-tax
proposals have been Sttongly opposed by iany Senators,
organizations and people. However, the same effect would
be largely achieved through the Packwood plan -- except
that, . instead of being, introduced* through. the "front

door" where they are 'likely- to vetoed, they would be
slipped in through the "factory door."
Those Senators
opposed to federal consumption taxes should oppose Senator
Packwood's proposals for that very reason.

Finally, there is every reason to anticipate that increases
in excise taxes and the non-deductibility of excise taxes
and tariffs would soon be duplicated and evep triplicated
by state and local governments it they are adopted by

Congress'. Therefore, a second round of consumer price
increases,, inflationary pressures, unemployment losses,

decrease, in U.S. international competitiveness, etc.
would almost certainly rollow-these questionable forms of

federal "tax reform."
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The Honorable Bob.Packwood"

U.S.- Senate
Committee on Finance
Room SD 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator PackwoodPlease find attached my statement which I wish entered into
the record pursuant to the hearing being held in May on the
"non-deductiblity of federal excise taxes.
I thank you in advance for your most-kAid attention to my
opinion.-..
Sin.cerely yours, ,

Edz n L. - sler
Vice President/Principal
ELB:ldb
Attachment

2949 BST FIMENO
ROAD, CHARLESTON,
SC 294 18,
2310 PABAUT
ROAD. PORTROYAL. Se 29936

4803 7_V-14 6
(8031 624-6933
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The following is a statement from Edwin L. Bealer, Vice Presideit
and.Principal of 1ay Beverage Distributors, Inc., anU Bay'Beverage
Distributors of Beaufort, Inc., both corporations being wholesale
beer distributorships in .the state of South Carolina, in Charleston
"and Beaufort respectively. It might further be noted that Mr. Beal~r
serves on the board of directors of the South Car6lind Beer AssoCiation and, in addition, represents the state of South Carolina on the
board of directors of the National Beer Wholesalers Association-.

For slightly over 18 years, I have been proud to be actively
involved in the distribution 6f malt beverages in two states,
representing the products-of three major domestic brewers and
numerous other smaller brewers and importers. During tis time.
I have -been pleased-to note that my itidus z-y-i_, on the one
cientious manner to various
.,_hand, reacted in a responsive and
ems related to the public's con..
ocial and-'environmental p
On the other hand, I have also seen
simption of ourLpedtr7.
neosiege from environmentalists,
under reformers,
our inustry-come
and those persons who, for
.......
bitionists, social
whatever various reasons, would have us shoulder the burden of.
additional t4xes.. .a burden, I might add, that falls on the
shoulders of~a beleaguered industry that already pays a dis-

proportionate share of taxes.
Senator Pacfod.

in a well-intentoned-forlt

to :reduce our

national de ficit'through tax reform,-is considering as an element of this reform package.a proposal that would no longer
allow-corporations to deduct Federal Excise Tax payments from
corporate income taxes.- I respectfully submit to this hearing
proposal
my contention that, despite its good inteD iQqti"
if enacted would be discriminatory, regressive,n'ad contrary
to the stated intent of tax reform.

While I am sure my case will be argured by those far more
articulate and eloquent than I, I would ask that the committee
consider a few of the more "major negatives surrounding .this
proposal..
Senator Packwood claims that his tax proposal would give working
Nothing could be further" from the
men and women- a tax break.
.truth. 'In fact, this proposal Is a hidden tax because the nation's
brewers will have to raise prices on a 6-pack of beer an estimated

25€ - 30¢ in order to attempt to offset the damage this proposal
wduld inflict upon this industry's "bottom line". In the endanalysiS, corporations do not pay taxes...only people pay taxes.
In the case of this proposal, the people who wouldpay this tax
are those who can least afford it. Four out of five beers are.
.consumed by families earning less than $30,000.00 annually.

"

-
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Senator Packwood's proposaI'is regressive. Increased prices can
lead to.decreased tax revenue. In my state of South Carolina,'ve
as distributors, currently pay the highest state excise tax in the
country. In fact, our sta~e excise taxes on beer and wine make us
general
fund-foll"owed
the thirdjargeiC contributor to the state's
The non-deductibility
ont corporate and personal income taxe.
6f exsise taxes threatens the billions pf dollars already paid in
federal and state taxes. American consumers now pay more for tax
on beer than for the ingredients and 'labor combined.
Senator Packwood's proposal threatens, through reduced sales, a
portion of the 189,500 direct jobs in the' U'3 brewing industry.
As an example, a 4% loss in beer sales couldwipe out 3200 jobs
in'the brewing industry and another 2,000 in'kelated fields, such
as agriculture, can and gla§s manufacturing and packaging. Further,
a 4% sales loss translates into almost 100 million cases of beer
and the resulting federal hnd state taxes which they represent..
My message to the committee Is simple..."ENOUGH ISENOUGH". I am
tired of my industry being a whipping boy for every politian who
professes to have found a panacea for the reduction of our budget
deficit. I vigorously oppose both the non-deductibility issue,
as well as, any increases in the federal excise tax.

-

Thank you.

f
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Oam

Seliso7uth Corporation ('elyuh

imucMI.
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estrpo
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file with the Wifiasce committeesthis stateOnt for the

t

record

setting'ftrth our views on the excise tax proposal of the Senate
Finance CbMmitte Tax Refora Markup Document.
SellSouth 1a one of seven regional hOlding, copanies forced a a
of

reult

the

divestiture

the

Anmerican

billion in assets -and approximately

with *25

Telephone

and

It in the target of, the regional companies

Telegraph Company.
Through

Of

2,,000 employees.

its two telephone operating companies, Southern bell

Telephone & Telegraph Company and South Central Sell Telephone
Company*

BellSouth

furnishes

local

amd

exchange

access

Communication services to 14.S million residence and business
customera in nine southeastern state.
Last

BellSouth

year

o.llected

federal

S145 million on behalf of .the government.
companies
/

customss.

taxes

of,

Currently, telephone

merely act as agent 'An collecting the#* taxes frou
The tax Is not Imposed on the provider but the usir

* of the service.
these amounts
deduction..

excls,

Therefore,

telephone companies do not Include

in taxable. income

of take

a corresponding tax
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,

S

2
This

to extse

Is In contrast

processing
tires,

or

manufacture
liquor;

tobacco 044

considered

when determining

of

taxes imposed directly on the
eonaodities

snob

as' gasoline.

While' excise taxes certainly are
retail prices,, all

receipts from

sales are taxable inacone an& a deduction Is allowed fo; excise
taxes paid. In any case, these industries do not serve tn the
same agent,capacity as telephone companies.
senator Packvood's proposal would shift the Incidence of excise
tax from thesconsumer to the telephone companies. In addition.
be included in the gross inacone of the
telephone company and no deduction -ould be allowed when the
taxes vere paid to the government. The effect of the proposal

the excise

tax would

would be to create taxable Iacono from the receipt of government
funds when no economic gain Would be. realized.
Under

our

tax system,

sub)oct to taxation.
cQllect

taxes on

a receipt -suet reprepent

gain to be

Although Congress has bpon empowered to

Income,

the courts

have held there Ii no

constitutional authority-for a gross receipts tax. Characterization of these fuadd as. income Is Incompattile with
traditional tax policies and appears to be• an uncone'titutional
tax on gross reoeipte.
If a purpose of tax reform is to reduce the burden onlow income taxpayer. this proposal is contrary to such intent.

moreover,
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-The unde:irtable, diseciminetory Chdzacteristice
*xcIa tax itseUl
Rx0ise TaZ

the

have long been recognized.
hot

Neduction

of the telephone
When

Senate

1OS, the

of

considering
Finance

Committee stated:
The

seCVe,

tax on local and toll telephon.

and

teletypevriter exchange service is undesirable as a
This
permanent feature of our excise tax system.
conclusion was

reached on the grounds

.

that

.

these taxes are regresive and therefore fall Vith
greater severity on those with low inomes.
it

is evident that this" proposal could further impede progress.

in accompilshing

the

national

service for all individuals.
tax would be compounded

goal

of

univershi

telephone

The negative impact of the excise

when included

in the 'telephone

rate

structure.
Rqgulsted telephone companies are alloYed rates which -recover
If the revenue burden
all operating cross , 'inluding taxes.
vexe

imposed

evenly on all

customers,

for

revenue from excise tax taken in as Income,
taxation at the proposed

eAoh dollar

of

the effect of

erginal rate of 35% would require the

collection from ratepayers of $1,3.

2

°
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4
-oharacteriuing excise, tax

Mdditionslly,

as

revenues

could

subject them to #tat* and local taxes on gre.e receipts. salui
And

income.

These

additional

nOW

tat

Costs, votld

ralsi

telephone rais sub*tantiailly for all oonsm 9rs.
GovernMent

agencies.

school$,

hospitals,

charitable

organizations and otter Institutions currently ezesot from the
tat would see a dramatic tide in their telephone bills It these
costs wee reflected in tie rate structure.
would

provide

an

additional

incentive

higher rates also
tot

laret business

customerb to bypass the established network tor private system
not subJect-to excise taxes.
to summary, BellSouth opposes the treatment of telephone exeise
tales contained in the Finance Conmttee Markup Document.

It

is'incomprehensIble that telephone companies could, be penalized
for

having

governmnt.

served

as

collection

agnrt-oiUf

be, federal

,

The exoise tax oiqinally,$as imposed tb taise revenue during
the trot .vocld wars.

It always has been refarded as temporary

and currently is scheduled to expire aiter 1gi7.
allowed to do so.

It should be
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Bluff City'Beer Co.
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Betty Scott Boom.
Comittee on Finance

Lt

Room
S.D. 219

Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, OC 20510
I wish to add my voice in opposition to Senator Packwood's-proposal
tQ repeaL the corprate deduction for excise taxes.

Our Industry is

already paying over' three
billion dollars annually in federal and state

excise taxes and we cannot afford to pass through the large price increases"
to our consumers these increases would demand without severly effecting
our sales.
Excise taxes are regressive hidden taxes that our consumers must
pay for the privilege of enjoying our products,

It Is our opinion they

are already paying enough for the privilege.
The wholesaler-distrlbutors in this country are*carrying a very heavy
tax burden.

Weare finding It more dfficult to make long range plans to

preserve our business and provide for our families and for our employees'
families due to continuing change in IRS regulations and proposals fostered
.on us by members of Congress, inthis instant, Senator Packwood.
The recent changes brought on by ERISA and TEFRA have not helped our
.dause.

They raised taxes but failed to bring spending cuts, as promised.
The excise taxes will only add to our.burden. We in the delivery

594
business Must buy tires, motor fuel, t0ephones, trucks and support equipment
that Is already subject to excise taxes.
Weare paying our share to run this fine country of ours and to add additional
tax burdens to our Industry is not only unfair to us. but to the millions of constmers who enjoy our products.
I urge you to, defeat any p

osals to Increase excise taxes as a way to rUse

money to satisfy an Insatiable AIDNfite for the taxpayers dollars.
Ther merican voters has consistently tiWed to send a message to our represents
atives in Congress that we are tired of huge deficits brought on by the spending
practices of our ln makers.

Wehave demanded that our representatives reduce

federal spending by making cdts'iq present programs and not baIlantethe buiet
by raising our taxes. Apparently, our voices are not being haed by many meters
of Congress.
I hope the electorate will remember to express their thoughts In the nearfuture to those meers experiencing this difficulty.

Sincerely,,

Alvin H. Bess

AHB/cdm

cc: Senator John C. Danforth
Senator Tom Eagieton
Clifford R. Williams

/
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DISTRIBUTING COMPANY

V

1220 BERNARD DRIVE
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21223

April 23,

1986

The Honorable Bob Packwood
United states Senate Committee on Finance
Room SD 219, Dirkensen Senate Office Bldg.

-

Wa .hington, D.Ci 20510

Honorable Senator Packwood:
we at Bond Distributing Company would like our statement to be included in the printed ret ord of the hearing.
We, The Bond Distributing Company, oppose the issue
chaired by Oregon's Senator Bob Packwood, a tax overhaul proposal, we oppose all increased taxation on the brewing industry
including back door methods that masquerade as "tax fairness"
or "tax breaks." The U.S. Brewing industry means 189,500 direct jobs and billions of dollars already paid in federal and',
state taxes. American consumers now pay More for the tax on
beer.than for'the ingredients and labor'.combined. America's
80 million beer drinkers already pay beer taxes that are three
times higher than most, other consumer products. It is indeed
a cruel hoax to play on American consumers by offering them a
tax break with one-hand, then raise the prices of many consumer
good through a back door taxation method with the other.
Sincerely,
BO~l

DISTRIBUTING

rt J
Pres iden
RJF/ lab

0.

Footlick

i
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J

BOWMAN PETROL
O

A

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
PO. BOX 489
TUNKIIANNOCK, PA 18657
Phone: (717) 836-2191

M CO INC.

PLTROLEWM-DISITRPBUTORS

P.O. BOX 311
MONTROSE, PA 18801
Phone: (717)278-3228
AprJ1J.Jt LO,

Honorable John Heinz
SR-277.-Russell Bldg.
1st and C Streets, N.E.
Washington, DC., 20510
Dear Senator Heinz.

J- OO

"

--

EXCISE TAX PROPOSAL
Please enter this letter as my statement of objection
to the proposal by Senator Robert Packwood to eliminate
the deduction, as a business expense,.the Federal Excise
,tax collected by us.
.This proposal would cost the American Consumer, as business would pass along the added cost. Also, I believe
a trend of taxing taxes collected would be started if
this proposal became law. We collect over $400,000 in
Federal Excise taxes alone, for which-We are not paid
a commission or fee to handle the collection. Our added
tax burden would be substantial.
,
Please vote t0 on the Packwood Excise Tax proposal.
Sine-rely,
°

/
, X

cc. Committee on Finance

.-Jay'

1s"
i,

President

/

I
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TESTIMONY OF ROBERT P. HARTZELL
TO THE SENATE FINANCE-COMMITTEk
APRIL 21, 1986

My name is Robert P. Hartzell.

I am President of the

Cdlifornia Association of Winegrape Growersi(CAWC), and also
serve as Executive Director of the American Grape GrowersAlliance for Fair-Trade.

The California Association of

Winegrape Growers repFesents approxim t ly 1,100 winegrape
growers who produce about 65 percent of the non-winery
owned grapes crushed for wine in California.

California

produces approximately 90 percent of American wine.

The

American Grape Growers Alliance for Fair Trade represents
grape growers and several-processors of grape products in
the states of Washington, New York and California.
My role will"be to discuss the impactthe proposed wine
excise tax increase would have on. winegrape growers,
particularly emphasizing many winegrape growers current
precarious financial situation.resulting from an erosicn of
the market for wine made from their grapes due to
subsidized and/or dumped foreign wines.
I will set forth reasons %hy the proposed wine excise
taxV will be so devastating to winegrape groyers.
The following demonstrates the current economic
environment in which winegrape growers muit 6peratei

599
1

The velue of vineyards iLthe"SAn Jaquin Valley of
California, south-of Stanaslaus Co., where 70 percent
of the grapes crushed for wine in Calfornia are grown,
has declined dramatically.

In 1982 values were around

$1i,o00/aVe; owners are currently':asking around

.$4,500/acre with few, if-any, buyers coming forward.
2.

In 1985 approximately 57,000 acres of grapes in
California were abandoned or not harvested.
Indications are that in 1986 the number of acres
abandoned or not barveste-d-will-increase to 75,000 to
80,000 acres.

3. The price paid in California for grapes for crushing
has declined pr6cipitously.

In 1981, the weighted

average grower price was $246.63/ton.

In 1985 the

price had fallen to $160.95/ton -- a drop of
$95.808/ton.

Based on average yields, per-atre returns

have dropped by $600/acre during the past five years.
A major factor contribut.ing to the swrrent

co-nomic

plight of winegrape growers is the various governmental
susidi-s provided to winegrape growers.and/or vintners by
the European Econom.ic Community (EEC), and the'governments
of France, Italy, West Germany-and Canada..
The subsidies received by foreign winegrape growers and
vintners range from government purchase of grapes that
,....

cannot be sold, to government paid distillation of surplus
wine, to subsidized low interest loans, to financial
Incentives to remove vineyards.

,,2

600
These subsidies have resulted in foreign wines
increasing their sbare of the U.S. vine market by 16
percent during the past 15 years. (13 million cases

-

1970

to 59.9 million cases - 1984)..
In October 1985-the International Trade Commission
(ITC) found thaC "there is reasonable indication that some
domestic producers of ordinary table wine and growers of
g'kpes used to produce ordinary table wine are experiencing
material injury..'
I guess there was reasonable indication of materLl
injury

The attached report indicates that i'n1982, 45

percent of the winegrape growerssurveyed were'losing
money.

By 1984, 86 percent of those analyzed were

------- reporting- losses.,

I repeat 85_percent!

-Given this -ackground, the following will be some of
the impact that winegrape growers and vintners will
experience should Congress impose the proposed wine excise
tax ($.87/gal.) as well as the non-deductibility provision
(an additional $.73/gal.).

Please keep in mind that the.

increased excise tax will bei
1.

Absorbed by vintners; or-

2.

Passed back to winegrape, growers in the
fbrm of reduced grape prices or

3. Passed forward to consumers in the form of
increased wine prices.

601

--

It is unlikely that it Can or will be absorbed by

1

The 1985 ITC study of wineries producing

vintner5..
-

approximately '83 percent of American non-premium table
wine, showed that in 1982, 70 percent of the wineries
--sustained-operating losses.-- By-i984-,-80 percent of-the
wineries wereexperiencing operating losses.

2.

Ifthe increase is passed back to winegrape growers in
the form of reduced grape%prices,-it Wold amount to a
reduction of $272.00/ton ($1.60/gal. x 170 gal./ton).
That reduction is $111.00/ton more than the weighted

---

average price paid for allCalifornia grapes crushed
for wine in 1985 ($160.95/ton).
3.

"

It hasbeen estimated if the cost were passed forward
to the consumer, wine sales will decrease by at least
10 percent or approximately 58 million gallons.

Not

only does that decrease mean reduced sales to vintners,
but growers will lose a market for 350,000 tons of'
the production of about 50,000 acres.

their grapes
The results
scenarios

--

--

in two out of three of the possible

winegrape growers lose significanyL

This is

not the fault of the vintner, the wholesaler or retailer,
it-is simply the way our economy works.
In conclusion, -the proposed wine excise tax increase
would:

Ia
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1.

Have a disastrous effect on America's growing winegrape
and wine industry consisting *f ab6ut 7,000 winegrape
.growers and 1,200 vintners producing in 34 states (mPst
are family enterprises).

...

2. Would probably result in all or a substantial-portion
.

of the increase being passed back to winegrape growers
(1) because of the current tough marking situation
forced by vintners; and (2) because of the.economic
losses experienced by'vin'tners.
Ufifortunately, 'it

id a well documented economic fact of

American agriculture that cost increases are passed back to
the farmer, especially when supply exceeds demand, as is
the current grape situation in California and when
competition in the consumer market is intense as is the
current situation in U.S. wine market.
I ask the Committee to consider the fallacy of
increasing the burden through the application of a
discriminatory excess tax on non-subsidized American
farmers. ii

order to generate funds to pay *subsidies to

o~her American farmers. .t

has been my understanding that

Congress and Administration's policy is to encourage'free
market, non-subsidized American agriculture.

"

I ask' that the Senate Finance Committee and the
Department of' Treasury reveal any economic evidence that
all or a substantial portion of the proposed wine' excise
tax will, not be passed back to winegrape growers in the
form of reduced grape prices.
-5

-

603-I ask whether it is sound policy to increase the U.S.excise tax on wihe at the same time

US.

trade negotiators

are. carrying out the mandates of the Wine Equity Act
designed to reduce tariffs and taxes and other restraints
to free trade?

It is inconsistent to expect other

countries to reduce taxes on wine when the t.S. is
substantially Increasing its excise tax by 400percent.
The proposal is not tax reform, it is taxation of small
farmers, farm wineries, and the politically weak.,

j

Those of us who labor in the vineyard buffer the risk,
cycles and problems of farming.

Those of us who--make and

sell wine experience the complexities of wine making and
the realities of the market place.

Out we are all united

in admiration of the most revered-agricultural products in
recorded history -- grapes and wine.
The Psalmo tell us

--

'He causeth the grass to grow for the cattle, and the
herb for the service of man; that he maj bring fotth
food out of the earth; and wine that maketh glad the
heart of man.".(Psalm 104:14)

I

/
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BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
HEARINGS ON TAX PROPOSALS INCLUDING
A PROPOSAL TO RAISE EXCISE TAXES ON WINE
TESTIMONY Of THE CALIFORNIA RAISIN
BARGAINING ASSOCIATION

Richard Garabedian
President
California Raisin Bargaini6§
-Association
1111 Fulton Mail, #212
Fresno, California -93755
(209) 233-8304,

James H. Lake, Government
Relations Advisor
James M. Lyons
Heron, Burchette,-Ruckert & Rothwell
1025 Thomaw-Jefferson Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20007
(202) 337-7700
may 2,-1986

,i.
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BEFORE THE SENATE: FINANCE COMMITTEE
HEARINGS ON TAX PROPOSALS INCLUDING
A PROPOSAL TO RAISE EXCISE TAXES 'N WINE

TESTIMONY OF THE CALIFORNIA RAISIN
BARGAINING ASSOCIATION

The California-Raisin Bargaining Association
represents more than 2000 grape growers who produce raisins.
These same growers often-also market grapes to wineries' for
Because grapes like the Thompson variety that are

crushing.

produced by these growers are multipurpose and'used in both
raisin and wine production, a reduction in market demand for,any single use will immediately and adversely affect the price
received by grower3 from all markets.
The Association and it members, therefore, have a
direct interest in the health of the U.S wine industry and in
the recent proposals for an increase in the excise tax on
Factors that affect the well-being of.U.S wine producers

wine.

and the competitiveness--of their products have an immediate
impact both on the price that the Associationts members receive

,

.

1,

_.

*
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for their grapes and raisins and on their ability to sell the
fruit that they harvest.
Ifdomestic wine s ipments decline because of higher
s and reduce the

net prices to consumers, wineries produ1cee
level of their purchases from grape'grOders.

Vineyard owners,

who traditionally send a proportion of their harvest to
wineries', are then forced to either leave the grapes on the
vine to rot or to find another market.
significant outlet i& the raisin market.

The only other
The grape surplus

that arises when grapes that are'normally crushed are forced
into raisin production creates a desperate price situation for
our industry.

This situation is evidenced by declines in sales

revenues, creased inventories, losses in land, values and -a
record number of farm foreclosures.

Thus, raisin inventories

more than tripled in the last ,fdur years as wine shipments
contracted.

Currentlinventor-ies are more than twice the volume

of total annual sales.

Moreover, the value of vineyards in

California alone declined by approx4atelyone-third, or $3
billion, since 1981, reflecting the inability of many grape
growers and raisin producers to recoup their production costs
in a market in which prices have been suppressed.
An increase in the excise ,tax applicable to wine and,
an elimination of the business deduction for excise taxes on

6074

.

wine could not come at a worse time for the domestic wine
industry, U.S. grape growers and raisin producers.

Shipments.

of U.S. table wines already 'have declined significantly in the
last three'years.

Domestic shipments of generic table wine in

f981 equaled 241 million gallons.

By 1984, toe level of

shipments had declined to approximately 219 million gallons, or
by more than 9%.
1985.

Another significant decrease occurred during

By all indications, this decline in shipment volume

occurred despite generally constant, but in many instances
&

lower, prices.

Statistics available from the Department of

Labor, for example, show that the Consumer Price Index for wine
increased by only 1/10th of one percent in 1983 and actually'
declined by 1.3% in 1984.

In comparison, the Consumer Price

Index for all products increased by 3.2% and 4.3%

in 1983 and

1984, respectively.
Reduced shipment levels have made it impossible for'
U.S.. wineries to raise prices without risking further sales
volume reductions.

Yet, at present, many major. U.:S. wineries-

are shipping products at prices thaf do not cover their
production costs.

Low wine prices and a no-growth market for-

table wines translate into lower prices, and. sometimes

..

insolvency, for grape growers and raisin producers as well.
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-5Some wineries, confronting increased production costs
and a market that has made price increases impossibIe, have
ceased or reduceO their operitions.

One major California

winery has placed four of its five facilities on the block for
sale.

Others have cut back their crushing to 20 percent of

levels in earlier years.

All have sought, and many have

obtained,.loser input costs by~persuading or forcing suppliers,
such as grape producers, to lower their prices to the
wineries.

These factors -re reflectedin the decline in the

revenue per ton received by grape growers in'the State of
California, which produces almost 90% of U.S. table wine.
Between 1979 and 1981, the revenue per ton received by growers
ranged from $156 to $205. ,Since 1981, revenue per ton steadily
has declined until it equalled $108 in 1985.* For certain grape
varieties used in'both wine and raisin production
fell to as little as $50 por ton.

1985 values

Cash costs of production,'

however, have 'increased to more than $140 per ton with total
costs substantially higher.
Statewide revenues also reflect this downward
price spiral.

In 1981, total revenue from wine grape varieties

was-'$327 million.
million, or. by 42%.

In 1984, that sum was reduced to $189
The imposition of an increased excise tax

will not only reduce this, tax base but it will destroy it and

• ,1
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6
create additional fiscal burdens for social programs at the

.

local, state and national levels.

The current condition of the marketplace will make it
impossible for wine shipment' levels to remain constant, while
the price per bottle of wine would be increased by no less than
$.70 because of an increased excise tax.

The $.70 price

increase is equal to between 15 and 30% of the current retail
price for a bottle of table wine.

A price increase of that

magnitude' will accelerate an already shdrp decline in shipment
volume.
An elimination of the business deduction for excise
taxes on wine will alsp detrimentally affect the volume of
sales and prices received by U.S. wineries-and growers.

Mine

wholesalers that operate on a volume basis and wLth small
margins have been able to deduct the excise taxes they pay on
wine. 'With an elimination of this deduction, these wholesalers
have.only two choices:

to force lower contract prices bn

wineries and growers or raise the price to consumers, thereby

N

reducing sales volume. Either alternative will negatively
affect the U.S. wine industry and raisin producers.
The adverse effects of the excise tax proposals would
have had serious consequences for the wine industry and grape
growers even during the early 1970's, when the industry was

*B

*,
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enjoying rapid growth.

Given the conditions-of the industry

today, it can only spell disaster.

In the present financial

circumstances, either an increase in the level of the excise
tax or an elimination of the tax deduction for excise taxes
would come at a time when the domestic industry is already
reeling from growing penetration of its markets by imPfrts anian overall decline in U.S. consumption of alcoholic beverages.
Battered by consumption declines and wine imports that have
suppressed price levels and already represent nearly 30% of
U.S. consumption, the U.S. wine industry and grape growers,
cannot and should not be expected to bear a new and unnecessary
burden--additional excise taxes.

For these reasons, the

Association strongly urges that this Committee recommend that
both the proposal for an increase in the excise tax ahd an
elimination of its deductibility under our tax laws be
rejected.
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STATEMENT OF
NORMAN F. SHARP, PRESIDENT
CIGAR ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
(May 5, 1986)
The Cigar Association of America opposes. proposals
pending before the Committee (I) to deny-income tax deductions
for Federal excise taxes apd tariffs, and (2) to index the
Federal tob&c-co taxes.
account for

The Cigar Association, whose members

90%,of the large (traditional) cigars-

sold in the

United States, believes these proposalsatc unwise in general and
*hatmful to the U.S. cigar industry in particular.
The.U.S. cigar industry is small,
industry.

It is also a depressed

Thete ate 112 cigar factories throughout tfhe United

States, employing some 4,500 Americans.

Most production is

concentrated in Pennsylvania, Florida, Alabama and Georgia.
value of industry shipments in 1985 was $32"7 million.

The

U.S. large

cigar consumption in 1984 was 3.4 billion cigars apd retail
consimqr

expenditures for such cigars totalled $701 million.
The U.S. cigar

industry has been in decline since 1965

when sales peaked at 8.5 billion units.

Sales in 1985 totalled-%

only 3.1 billion units, the lowest level in more than 100 y'eats.
The industry decline has been steady, as-indicated in the
following table:-

/

bar3e cigars are defined as-those weighing mote
pounds pet
,000 cigars..

than three-
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Unit Sales
(billions)

Year

1965

8.5

1970

7.9,

1975

5.7

'1980

-

2-

-

3.9

1985-3.
It i-s importanjto- ir-detstand that, unlike some otherT.

'

pe',rat

ate subject to excise taxes, cigas-°are highly

price-sensitive.
cigars is

That is, the price elasticity of demand for

stach that-tncreases in price will affedt demand in a

negative way.

This has made it very difficult for the. cigar

industry to pass on cost increases to the consumer without suffering reduced sales'.

Thus, the trend in cigar prices lags well

behind general price trends reflected in the Consumer-Price Inaex.
Denying c.igat

companies the income tax deduction for

Federal excise taxes would effectively increase their excise tax
burden by a substantial amount.

Given the price sensitivity of

,cigars, any increase in the Federal excise tax would have a

.

immediate alversfeimpact on the U.S. cigar industry, its investors, its workers andthe communities in which they-live and"
work.

The Federal excise tax on cigars is already hlgh:.8.5%

ad valorem with a ceiling of $20 per 1,000 cigars.

The effec-

tive tax rate is even higher because the tax base is not the
manufacturer's adtu~i sales price' but rather a th~oretical
price from wholesalers to retailers, generally found in the

-

-

ndiacturers'
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price lists from which".they discount to arrive'at

their prices to ;iholesalers.
In addition., the revenue produced bV an effective
increase ih-the-excise tax on' latge cigars wojd be small and
short-lived because the cigar market would soon shrink
drastically.

The trend .line in revenue collection's from this

source is-already unfavorable, as shown below.
Federal Excise Taxe
Year

-

$ 39.,7

1981

37.7

1982

36.9

1983
1984
1985.

o

(million)

32.7
29.1

..

Thus, the potential for additional revenues from cigar
taxes is extremely limited. Ultimately, an increase in the cigar
excise tax would be self-defeating for the. simple season that it
would necessarily reduce the tax base.

This is so whether a

cigar tax inciease is achieved-by making it nondeductible for
Fede,tal income tax purposes or by raising the ceiling on..the
existing ad valor'em cigar tax., The trade-off for such a smal-l
and temporary revenue gain would be a crippling blow tothe
haid-pressed American cigar industry - clearly, a bad bargain'
and unsound from a public policy point of view.
On. April 22, 1986, the cigar industry requested the
Office of United States Trade Representative (USTR) to seek a
reduction in EC tariff and nontariff trade batters

to enable
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U.S. cigar manufacturers to expand their exports to that major
market.

Surely, this is not the time for the United States to

place additional

burdens on a U.S.

industry struggling to survive

at home and struggling to overcome formfdable restrictions on
market access abroad.

/

9i~.
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BEFORE THE
UNITED STATES SENATE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
Statement on Behalfof
COALITION AGAINST REGRESSIVE'TAXATION
HEARINGON
EXCISE TAX AND TARIFF CHANGES
PROPOSED AS PART OF TAX REFORM
April 21, 1986

S...

Thomas J. Donohue
.President and Chi'ef Executive Officer
American Trucking Associations

My name is Thomas J.

Donohue; I am President and Chief

Executive Officer of the American Trucking Associations (ATA).
ATA is a national federation representing all types and sizes of
for-hire and private motor.carriers.

SUMMARY

This sitement is presented on behalf of the Coalition
Against Regressive Taxation (CART), a new umbrella group for
organizations opposed to the excise tax and tariff changes
included in the Finance Committee's markup document.

CART does

not have a formal membership, but a large number of organizations
and compan

s, large and small, have been represented at the

weekly meetings ATA Aas hosted.

Many of them have reviewed and

approved this statement.
Participants in CART are united by their opposition to the
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following proposals:

(1) an e"hd "to ded.u~tibility for all excise

taxes and tariffS,.-(2) indexing of fuel,- tobacco, and alcohol
taxes, and (3) a. five- to-six-fold increase in the wine tax, plus
related technical changes in

the collection of these levies.

Althougfi these changes have been defended as the glue that
holds tax reform together, in fact they are the antithesis of tax
reform.

They ane regressive.

They amount to denial of

inescapable, legitimate business expenses that will result i
sharp, selective tax increases on widely scattered taxpayers, many
of whom already

pay high effective tax rates.

They are quite

possibly both unconstitutional and a violation of U.S. obligations
under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

According to a

.recent poll, they are opposed by a majority of voters.

In short,

they have no place in tax overhaul legislation.

A REGRESSIVE AND UNFAIR BURDEN ON INDIVIDUALS

CART commissioned deSeve Economics Associates to examine the
net impact on individual taxpayers of the proposed income,"excise
and tariff changes.
_-coneuit-t-ngf

deSeve is a hig he

ecorinoic

produces revenue estimates and burden tables

using the same methodology as the Joint Committee on Taxation and
Treasury staffs.

The full deSeve study is'includedasAttichment

I to this testimony.

A few points deserve to be highlighted..

/

The study shows that the lowest-income taxpayers pay a
'disproportioate share of excise taxes and tariffs.
the Under-$10,000

Specifically-:-

income class, with-3% of income, pays b.'l

of
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.

excise taxes and tariffs.' The $10-20,000 ih'come group, with-.l%
of total income, pays 14.7% of federal excises- and tariffs.

In

contrast, the $200,000-and-over income class has 5.9% of income
but pays only 2% of these levies.

(See Table 1, p. 5 of deSeve

study.)
As a result..,-increasing excise taxes and tariffs across the
I y would do, inevitably burdens
taxpayers at
wealthy.

he! low end of the income scale more than the

This is a defect that cannot be remedied; an expanded

earned income credit can give relief to some of the poor, but not
the unemployed, retired, or near-poor.
Indeed, the excise and tariff changes would take away more
than 60% of the-benefit of the proposed income tax reductions for
the lowest income class, and 45% of the benefit fIor all-'classes,
but only 6% of the benefit for the highest income class.

(See

Table_3, p. 9 of deSpve study.)
This leaves the under-S10,000 group with a dramatically
reduced net tax cut of only 12.9%, rather than the 77.2% cut
resulting from income tax changes alone.

Including excise and

tariff changes, also undermines the progressivity of the tax cut:
the over-S200,000 income'class actually gets a larger cut thaj3-an....
group between $20,000' and $200,00.

For- allincome groups,. the

net tax-cut falls to 4.2% of total income, excise, and tariff
liability instead of 8.4% of income tax liability alone as
initially reported by the Finance Committee.

(See Table 5, p. 12

of deSeve study.)
'This 4.2%

'cut is roughly half of the 8.2% overall cut
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provided by the House bill and the 8.8% cut under the President's
proposal, when both 4re restated to measure all individual changes
as a percent of total income, excise, and tariff liability.

(See

lower half %.fTable 4, .p. 10 of deSeve study.)
In short, the proposed changes would'rob the lowest income
taxpayers of most of the tax relief promised by this package.
.

Moreover, the changes would greatly reduce the progressivity of
the income tax cuts,-and would cut relief for all individuals
nearly in half.

These results are illustrated in the three charts

immediately following this statement.

AN ARBITRARY AND SELECTIVE TAX INCREASE

Ending deductibility would effectively raise taxes for
businesses'that now claim a deduction for excises or taxes.

Such

a denial of legitimate, unavoidable business expenses would be
unprecedented and extremely arbitrary.

It has no more

justification than denying the costs of goods used in production,
labor, or employer's Social Security and unemployment taxes.-,
The wine tax increase would be an even more explicit tax
boost, and the indexing proposal could yield large tax increases
for industries producing or %fsing motor fuels, tobacco' and
alcohol.

None of-hbt-ie--canges in-excise taxes is appropriate for

financing income tax overhaul.
These increases would be spread widely through the economy,
because there is a multitude of goods and services subject to
excise taxes and customs duties.

The increases would also be very
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uneven, because companies losing a deduction differ greatly in
their ability to pass forward the higher taxes. 'In

the trucking

industry, for instance, for-hire trucking companies, private
carriers, anf-Ziwner-operators indirectly or directly pay nearly $5
billion per year in excises on fuel, equipment, and highway use
tax.

Railroads pay no federal excise taxes.

As a result, truck

operators that compete with rail, as well as many others facing
stiff competition within trucking, would have to bear the full tac
increase without passing it on.
This particular example highlights how selective and unfair
the excise and tariff increasesiare.

Trucking already has one of

the highest effective income ta'x rates and rail one of the lowest.
A Joint Committee on Taxation staff study for 1980-83 showed their
respective rates were 38.2% and 2.4%.
indexing would make this gap worse.

Yet nondeductibility and
Many of the other industries

involved in CART also have high income tai-burdens as well as
excise or tariff burdens, and would be similarly affected.

This

group of proposals is a highly discriminatory method of increasing
-taxes on a variety of products without regard for the purposes of
the levies and their effect on industries and consumers.
The degree to which the increases would fall on individuals
in their role as consumers or as workers and owners of businesses,
would vary with each product and industry.

This varying incidence

points up how arbitrary the proposals are, particularly since the
variation arises in large part from the denial of unavoidable and
legitimate business expenses.

/
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CONSTITUTIONAL AND FOREIGN TRADE-SHORTCOMINGS

'Two documents prepared for CART by several eminent, law firms
raise serious questions about the constitutionality of denying
deductibility for excise taxes or tariffs and-whether such a
proposal violates U.S. obligations under the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT).

These papers are included aS'Attachment

To summarize both papers briefly, excise taxesand tariffs
are a capital cost of the goods on which they are paid that must
be subtracted from gross receipts to compute gross income.

There

is a very significant risk that the failure to permit this
adjustment to gross receipts would result in the imposition of an*
unapportioned direct tax on capital, which is not permitted under
the Constitution.
Further, it is possible that the nondeductibility proposal
could be challenged as an increase in tariffs.above the GATT
schedules,

in violation of Article

II of GATT.

In addi ion, U.S.

trading partners could take the position that this proposal is a
measure to protect domes-tic peoduction in violation vL Article
III,.

Finally, withdrawal of the tax deduction for tariffs could

constitute actionable "nullification and impairment" under Article
XXIII.
it wouldbe extremely short-sighted, and disruptive of our
tax and legal system generally, to enact a tax reform package
whose centerpiece can be challenged on constitutional or
i-ternational trade grounds.
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AN UNPOPULAR IDEA WITH VOTERS

CART commissioned a public opinion poll'on these proposals
shortly after they were released.

The poll, a telephone survey of

1018 voting-age Americans,(18 and over), was conducted M4rch 21-23
by R. H. Bruskin Associates, using standard scientific metihds.
The full report on the survey is, included as Attachment III.
By a 44%-to19% margin,, respondents opposed a tax package
that was described as including lower rates for individuals and
corporations, paid for with an end to deductions for some state
and local- taxes and and higher federal excise taxes on some
consumer products.

(See Q.l, p. 6 of Attachment III,)

Response to a proposal to increase excise taxes automatically
as product prices rise was even more negative, with 64% opposed
and Only'13% in support.

(See Q.3, p. 10 of Attachment I1.)

Clearly, voters do not believe these proposals.belong in a
tax reform package.

,

CONCLUSION

Tax reform is nor worthy of the name if

it is based on the

nondeductibility of excises and tariffs and on sharp increases in
selected'excises.

These proposals are regressive, inequitable,

arbitrary, potential

disruptive-, and unpopular.

The Finance

Committee should reject these ideas before prceeding further with
its markup.

-
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Senator Packwood's Package.
Tax Cuts for the Poor and the Rich
(Incomes of $10,000 or less and over $200.000)
Percent
8Or

77.2%

7 Before excise tax/

tariff changes.
After excise tax/
.-Otarff
changes.
L
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to-
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5.9%. 5.51++
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This chart compares tax cuts for the
DOOr and rich before and after accouncing for
the Ixcise tax and tariff changes.

,
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THE POOR PAY MOST

Impact of Excise Taxes and Tariffs
BEFORE Doubling Under Packwood's Proposal
Percent
'.or[

Total U.S. Income
V!Total Excise Taxes/
Tariffs Paid

8

6

2

0
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Comparison of Overall Tax Cuts
for all Income Classes
'After Excise Tax and Tariff Changes
Percent
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The Hlonorable Bob PackwMood

Chairman
Senate Committee on Finance
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C.

20510

Dear Mr. Chairman%
This is to advise you of our endorsement and support of the excise.tax provisions
included in your proposed tax package, +asthey apply 1o cigarette excisec taxes.
Our reasons are simple. , eliminating the business tax deduction for eigaretle
excise tax payments and linking cigarette excise tax rates to consumer prices will result
in higher cigarette prices. Higher cigarette prices lead to decreased cigarette
consumption, especially among teenagers. This conclusion was reached by a Harvardk
University report published last year. As national public interest organizations
concerned about our nation's health and our nation's youth, we support increasing the
price of cigarettes because it will reduce the incidence of'smoking in the next generation
of potential smokers.
The human toll taken by smoking is appallingT more than 350,000 lost lives per
'year, or nearly 1000 deaths per day, are caused by smoking. In addition, cigarette
smoking costs our economy $55 billion annually, according to the Offi~c of Technology
Assessment. Requiring the cigarette Industry to pay the full costs ofbeing in the
business of selling death and addiction, and increasing cigarette excise taxes, are two

vays (or the Federal government to recoup a small portion of the cost burden Imposed on
our society by smoking.

0

"CI ARTT

SMOIZING IS THE SINGLEMOST PIEVENTABLECAUSWOF DEATH IN THEUNITED STATES'

(
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We believe eliminating the business tax deduction' for cigarette excise tax
payments, and Unking excise tax rates to consumer prices, stand on their.oin as
exeellent.ways to increase Federal revenues and improve the public health. We urge the
-Committee to adopt these provisions as they apply to ci-arette excise taxes whether or
not you ultimately adopt a tax reform bill, and ,.4itlout reward to ahy other provisions in
the tax reform bill now under consideration by the Committee.
Sincerely,
American Heart Association
American Lung Association
American CancerSociety
,\American Public Ilealth
Aassociation
American.Academy of Pediatrics
Association of State& ' ,
Territorial Health O ficials
American Nurses Assoelation
American Society of Internal
Medicine
.
National Association of Children's
-Hospitals and relatedd Institutions
American Licensed Practical
Nurses Association
American Council on Science and
Health
American Association of Preferred
Provider Organizations
American College of
Chest Physicians
Joint Council on Allergy and
~i, nmunology;

,.

-

American College of Osteopathic
Pediatricians
Terri Gotthelf Lupus Research
Institute
American Association of Medical
Students_
American Academy of
Otolaryngology - lead &d
Neck Surgery, Inc.
American Diabetes Association
Asthma & Allergy Foundation
Adventist Health Netwowk
'Association of Ametican
Cancer Institutes
American Society of Clinical
Oncology
American Association of Dental
Schools
American College of Physiclans
American College of Obstetricians
& Gynocologists
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Dear

Senatort

I was extremely disappointed to have been denied
an opportunity to testify
on behalf of this consumer
coalition at the Senate Finance Committee hearing. April
21 on the excise tax issue.
The fact t-hat It was
Nat Ionat Consumers Week *ak'e.s the denim l all the more
difficult to understand.
-

D' tP '11Wt
Df;amlOV
Elr10-P13,
10A Sdat-VLe'so -

As Founding President of the' Consumer Federation
of America. I am acutely aware of the concerns-of
t'yc hap~at 0 oct
teontm'.'t'
All 'SAo %,'
consumers throughout this country.
One of the greatest
w'epqr kANSAS
of those concerns is the extent to which excise taxen
tie"'s Aicxv P'o'ttt'o
affect
low
and
middle Income taxpayers.
[ OU1iSAA
CO,,,,a-e,,. ltfquf
If those taxes
are increased -- which economists agree will be the
effective result of the proposal-, sti-ll on tbe table'-a
this writing, to make them nondeductible .-SM'NWFSLouAA'c (v0
those'
citizens*in the low and middle brackets will bear the
fdoa'ej MW"'! (ha'
brunt of the cost.
,~Tu,
)
i gr~jkkr
P0 e, 0ru,
a'd Ma dg*

SUt04tst
t.e
Qe Tt Ct-r'ba
Cf'e'rtreFu'ectre As,, a"o
O-W'sa
01msoUr',u S o ue a
C'un e' d neh
Ce~lr'to
Fe'Cesa'rie' Seoots
OKtA*MA Si,', U"'.e'sy
Kaip
A
mr-to'
Aco!-.Se' ,le

.s"osoh
ior

'P

ir

Gen' oattegoeF'FtNNSO..sN,4
FdmnPPalumr-becu Deetle
l'eo,
CoSjMo slstarc'
$,ad *eI.,: P'os.ao'r
TEXASComurkaoexAsal'or
SirmSr-on, Foeo Posdri
Teromuoc-tealott- o'swa't'
and0Atr-c Cqle,
WAASFFiNGION
DC

-AnOOF15500

.. PO Box9311
Miwaukee, Wi53203

(414)271-1421

The- excise tax, as you know,.is a hidden'tax.
Therefore,,by definition, whin that tax Is raised, very
few people know-it.
They only see the cot of their
phone calls, clothing, liquor and gaaolint rise'.'
Is
this to be the legacy of tax reform -$75 billion
secretly raised on the backs-of people least able to
afford It?
The enclosed test-imony, which I would have giveft
before the Flnasnce Committee, summarizes my views.
hope you'll jive it caretul-attention.

Sincerely,

Rev.

Robert

J. HcEwen, S.J.

629 * TESTIMONY SUBMITTED TO THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
BY REV. ROBERT J. McEW.EN, S.J.

COCHAIRMAN OF CONSUMERS OPPOSEDTO SECRET TAXES (COST)

APRIL 21, 1-086
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I deeply regret

that as a long-time 'consumer leader,

allowed-to testify before your committee.
why you would deny my group
posed to Sdn. 'Packwood's
-

I

as not

It is especially puzzli/

to me

and all other consumer group op-.

--

excise tax. proposals

tional Consumers'Week.

a, hearing during No-

--

-

Folowing is the testimony I would have given to your committee:

My purpose in being here today is to express the strong opposition of

millions of consumers- to proposals

to eliminate corporate

de-

ductibility of excise tpxes and tariffs, anfdmto increase arid change

the

method of determining excise tax liability.

If this were indeed,

as Sen. Packwood

described it,

a change

in

tax law that would merely increase federal income taxes j aid by; business, I would
not a -new and
taxes.

not be sitting here.

I might eVen, welcome it.

But it is

better way to make businesses pay their fair share of

In 'reality,

it is 'a -hidden

and

very heavy

tax

increase

on

consumers.

In the name of so-called -"tax reform,'

the' American consumer is

about' to beclobbered in a way that is almost deceitful.

Let me explain

why' I

and

many other people

coalition are so disturbed by this proposal:

in our consumer
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First and .foremost,

the cost of this proposed

tax will fall most

the low and middle income

heavily on those! least able ,tb afford it-citizens of our country.

Seconii, the hidden nature of excise- taxes works against the goal
-of true tax reform --- openness, simplification and greater fairness.

Third, excise

taxes were established mostly

specific and laudable purposes.

to raise money

for

This proposal would raise money for no

purpose. other than to preserve'.ta

loopholes for certain favored in dus-

tries.

And fourth,
policy.

taxing excise taxes is a historic

deparltUre from tax

It's a tax on a" tax, and it's also a patently unfair imposition of

a new tax on selected goods and services.

Excise taxes, of course, are hidden in

the cost o? various goods

and services and are paid into the Treasur'y by businesses whickact ad
tax collectors for the federal government.

P

Many consumer organization
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tong have. been

-

Brimmer,

of federal excise

regressive nature

lo* and middle income Americans the hardest.

which hit

taxes --Andrew

troubled by the

former

member

of

Federal Reserve System, has noted,

the

Board

"Excise

Governors- of' the

of

taxes are among the moat

regressive elements in the nation's tax system.
individuals,

As

They fall heavily on low

and

they diminish

and middle-income

families

and

economic welfare.

Because

of their inherently negative

overall

features, any

changes that would broaden the scope of excise taxes or 'increase their
rates would make an already bad situation even worse."

There is no question that low and middle-income
viduals are hurt most by excise taxes.

families and indi-

According to a study by deSeve

Economics, today people earning below $10,000 a year

That is, they earn three

percent of

but pay over eight percent of

the excise

times their share of excise taxes.
the income in- this country
taxes.

In contrast,

pay almost three

those earning over $100,000,

or 7.7 percent of the

income, pay less than four percent of the excise taxes.

Is that what we want?
cise taxes
supposed

--

slipped

A $75,billion increase in these hidden ex-

into the tax reform package in a

to render it invisible

to consumers?

guise'that was

A secret tax increase

u 6d to finance the cherished tax breaks of certain industries, borne by
t6'se least able to afford it?

Of course,

I think not.

the effect, of this new

tax will be not only to raise

prices for, items like gasoline, liquor and clothing.

It will aso take the

heart out of the. tax reform proigise of reduced taxes for the poor.

If

633
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the promised reduction of 77.2 percent in

these proposals are enacted,

disappear to virtually

income taxes for those in the lowest bracket will
dwindling to 12.9 percent.

nothing--

what the Senate wants
.would

wantL

Opinion

raising

poll of voters

Company,

should make everyone
federal

It: is certainly not what most American g

to do.

In a recent

Researoh

I do not believe that is really

while

a

by

the Fingerhut

majority

agreed

that

pay his or her fair share, 77

excise

taxes

on

airfares,

beer

and

Granados

tax

reform

percent opposed
wine,

and

other

proposals?

For

consumer items.

And

who would

starters, the

benefit
pay a

rich, 'who

taxes arid tariffs.

from

Sen.

Packwood's

disproportionately

But most of all favored

gas and timber companies

--

low share of excise

businesses

--

such as oil,

who are able to keep tax breaks that

in

essence are paid for by these same consumers.

But it isn't only the unfair distribution of this tax that so disturbs me.

It is also its hidden nature.

If any tax qualifies as a secret tax, this one does.
on a

product is raised, who knows whether

If the price

the increase came from a

crop failure, a rise in energy prices, price gbijging, or ac: thousand other
business reasons?

Who

would guess, as would

be the case with

these

proposals, that the price hike was due strictly to an increase in excise
taxes?
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It
taxes.

goes against' the whole American
'And'

yet this, new

tax

system to perpetuate

not only perpetuates -excise

taxes;

imposing a secret tax increase on what already is a hidden Lax,
proposals carry this deceit to its illogical extreme.

secret
in

these

It's clearly another

effort to tax Americans without their knowing about it, and I object to
it in the strongest terms I can.

An important motive behind the whole tax reform movement was to
-make the system more fair.
more fair.

People

And just 'as important,

simply didn't undeirsi'nd

to make it appear

the system. " They

confi4sed by the endless complexities and loopholes.

were

They saw the sys-

tem as essentially negotiable only by the rich businessman and his.attorney.'

The little guy was getting a raw deal.

But I ask yOu 7--hw is thl-a-change. for the better?

How does-

imposing a $75 billion increase in a hidden tax help people understand*
their tax system better, or have more faith in its fairness?

I-
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Along with this new secret-tdx goes another proposal, a companion
in absurdity.

It

is to tie excise taxes and tariffs to inflation.

'Thus, in

the 'future; these hidden taxes would be increased automatically, without
notice

--

something that would. rur exactly counter to the policy which

Congress adopted in 1981 to' prevent income tax bracket -creep that otherwise would be produced byinflation;.
income tax rates to be reduced

That policy

each year by a

r quires individual

an"a&-unt equal to the

percentage -rise in the Consumer 'Price Indexkduring the preceding year.
So to index excise taxes to increases

in the CPI would aggravate

fur-

ther the regressive nature of these taxes compared with the Tfhearal in-.
come tax.

The injustice of this- proposal toward- individuals is clear.

There

are powerful arguments about its injustice toward business, too.--

o

What will- the increase in diesel .fuel prices that will
result from this new tax do to industries like trukig-and the thousands of jabs, currently located in small,
independent
thousands

trucking firms?
of

thro gUghout--the
-

mom-and-pop
country who

What will it
liquor

stores

do to
in

cities

must raise the prices of

their,, products?

-

--

62-214 0 - 86'- 21

the

,

,1-*
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8,

0

If excise* taxes
nesses,

the

were no longer

results

would be

deductible
severely

by

busi-

negative

for

* many small companies that-run close to breaking even..
Even if a company, had no profit at all, it would still
--

have to pay ta'x on this tax
received' no benefit

on money

from, but which

it not or),y.

actually cost it

money, both to collect and in the amount of sales it"
lost because

of

the

higher

prices

that

had

to

be

charged to-cover the- tax.

Faced

with

nesses

such

unwarranted

undoubtedly

their 'operations
densome

would

be

tax

increases,' -busi-

forced

to scale

and lay off employees.

cutbacks

would

be

back

These bur-.

particularly

heavy

for

small firms and for workers, with few skills who would
find it hard to 'find alternative jobs.

0-

This tax is not, as some people say, a corporate
come tax,

Income is earned.

for the government. 'It
at any time --

traniter

that

-This money is collected-_

is "money that doesn't ev .t'-

belong' to the/company.

-should not be taxed.
tax

to

in-

It

obviously

If it is, the company will then
consumers,

a

large

portion

whoo will be low. and middle incoine American.

of
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In reality,

this tax

is a back-door consumption

tax.

And if Congress intends to tax consumpl-o'n, 'let's debate that on its own merits.

0

Excise taxes were imposed for'specific purposes.
example,'the

For

excise taxes on gasoline and -other fuels,

tires, heavy trucks and truck parts were intended as
user taxes to finance the- interstate highway system,
related highway safety 'programs and,
mass -transit.
the

excise

more recently,

None of the new revenue from denying
tax

deduction,

however,

would

promote

those goals.

o

Far from advancing the efficiency and equity of the
tax system, the usual goal of tax reform, this proposal
would- contribute

to the

divergent

tax

treatment', of

various
a
industries.

o

-Ndn
'

tions.
tax:,

I could go on.

deductibility

raises

serious 'Constitutional

ques-

The Sixteenth Amendment authorizes an income
a gross receipts-tax.

But when al

has been said about the inherent

* unfairness of this proposal to business, and the illogic of it in the face
of United )States tax history, I must say that what -isturbs

me most is

638,
10
the deceitful, hidden nature of this tax increase and the gross unfairness of this-prOposal to the average American. . Those who are poorest
will, be hurt the most, and in many cases, will not even understand what
has been done, to them.

/

To be considering a proposal of this kind during Nationa) Con-

sumers Week --

and denying consumers an. opportunity to make their

objections heard

--

mad.

is enough to make, this consumer more than a little.
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AIthouq h I
to remlirid my
yug9r.

but

recqret

government

you (dn't

that it
that.

skin him

is necessary,

"You
bu/

c '

I feel

compelled

s.hear a sheep once ,a

once".

Wishinqton. you are goinqtoo 'far!
beer

Is

already tdxed nearly three t times mobre than

virtually ony uther product.

Pleabe hold the line on any new.

taxes on beer.
Sincerely..

,'tiy,

t

ielId

President

~1~~~,o.

/
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STATDEUT ON BEHALF OF FLUE-CURED TOBACCO COOPERATIVE STABILIZATION
CORPORATION'S O#POSITIOK TO THE EXCISE TAX PROPOSAL IN THE
SENATEE FINANCE COMITTEE STAFF OPTION FOR COMSEEMSIVE TAX REFORM"
BY

' FRED 0. BO1KD,

GDiERAL MANAGER

Mr. Chairman:
I am Fred G. Bond, General Manager
Corporation,
Stabilization
Cooperative

of
a

Flue-Cured Tobacco
growers'
tobacco

approximately '60,000
serves
This
Cooperative
cooperative.
flue-cured tobacco growers in North Carolina, Virginia, South
and.
Florida.
Carolina, Georgia
The

officers

eliminating

and

federal excise

directors

of

the

Cooe-f-tl7

opose

taxes and tariffs as a deductible for

business income tax purposes in the, tax reform legislation proposed
as the "Senate Finance Comimit-fee Staff Option for Comprehensive Tax
Reform."
We believe the effects of this proposal would have a severe
economic impact on tobacco growers and their communities and will
ultimately be a tax burden rather than a tax relief. This proposal
could also- circumvent the changes the growers have made within the
last year to improve their financialposition.
Under the excise tax approach, taxation could raise the federal
cigarette tax from 16-cents to 25-cents per pack. .An increase of
this magnitude would likely cause a decline of 4 percent to 5
percent in demands for sales of tobacco products.
Domestic cigarette manufacturers purchase approximately 45
percent to 50'percen%,of our growers' production each year. Further
declines in consumption would have, A devastating impact on the
tobacco growers' income.
Annual tobacco income in North Carolina alone could fall $40 to
$50 million.
This excludes other, items affected by the proposal directly
related to the cost of farmers such as motor fuel and certain farm
items which would be subject to excise taxes. The ripple effects of
the Packwood tax proposal could moderate the price relief farmers
have seen recently in the cost of purchased items necessary for

production.

This proposal comes at a critical time in the farming conmunity
throughout the United.States and for tobacco growers in particular.
The tobacco growers have walked a financial tightrope over the
past several years like most farmers. They have witnessed firsthand

643
Statement by F.G. Bond - April 17, 1986

2

what a'n increase in taxes on cigarette products can do to their
product due to the 8-cents federal tax since 1982 has weakened their
market and reduced income.-Mr. Chairman, you have indicated that you would propose changes
to benefit the working poor if the excise tax provisions are found
to burden them.
We ask you and your committee to take a real look at the direct,
ana ripple effects this excise tax provi ion would create. and
consider
other to
alternatives
for' revenue.
very crippling
the agricultural
cofffnuMity This provision would be
-I thank you for having this hearing,

present these facts and concerns to you.

Prepared April 17, 1986

,

and for the opportunity to

1,'

FLUE-CURED TOBACCO DATA:
Effects To Growers Substantially Related To The 8-Cents
'Increase In Federal Tax Applied To Cigarette Prodtcts January 1, 1983.

Base Quota Changes
Year

(M._ Lbs.)

Domestic Purchases
(Mil. Lbs.)

% Domestic Total

1982

1,013.0

478.8

51.2%

1,761. 9/

1983

910.0

441.7

49.4%

1,4487

1984

804.5

454.0

48.6%

1,531.1

1985

773.7.

.440.0

48.9%

1,343-91

Farm Income To Growers
(Mil. Dollars)

U. S. CONSUMPTION FOR CIGARkTTE PRODUCTS;
1982
1985

-

634 Billion Pieces
594 Billion Pieces

6.7% Reduction

I.*
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Getlysburg College
Depariment
Ge lylburq Pennsylvanii 132; 1486
313t-(11 334
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U

1GLrT1s1

of Economics

May 1; 1986

Ms. Betty Scott-Boom
Committee on Finance
SD - 219
Dirksen Senate Office Building

Washington, D.C.

Dear.Ms.

which

20510

Soott-Boom:

In accordance with the instructions dated April 14, 1936,
received from K~r. Diefenderfer, I am enclosing

a written statement for inclusion in the hearing record
on the excise tax provisions of the Chairmin's prbposai
on tax reform. I appreciate your attention.to my statement.

-- Sincerely,
Ann Harper-Fender
Associate Professor

I10
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Pecent testimony by Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Department J. Roger Mentz
before the Senate Finance Oamuttee concludes with a qualified approval for thi tax bill
before the Committee.

However, Mr. Mentz's qualifications are significant and should

not be dismissed lightly as they concern the ecocuic efficiency justification for
increased excise taxes on particular goods, virtually the only point he makes in favor
of the tax bill other than that it will raise tax revenues.
A priori. Mentz's support of. ecise taxes on saie, but not all, goods and services
violates the principle of tax neutrality.
remex

Under that principle taxes designed to raise

should distort or influence decisicn-ea)ixq minieally. 'That is,

ture should not alter relative prices.

the tax struc-

Mr. Mentz justifies diridr-atory taxes econ-

omnically by arguing that the consumption or production of sate goods generates external
diseconcmies or- spillover costs t',, persons not consuming these goods.

These external'

costs are hot taken Into acon. by those deciding hcse much of the goods to produce
and consume because the costs, Iy definition of being external, are borne by others.
Because private producers and coisuers thereby underestimate the total costs involved
in the consumption of the externai diseconomy generating good, these decision-makers
overproduce or consume this good relative to the socially optimal quantity.

Kintz argues

that by increasing price to cmsusnes or reducing net return to producers taxes on
these goods force these decision-mAers to consider ,full social oosts. In essence,
taxes force internalization of excernalities, leading to reduced production and con*
sunxptlon.

Mentz posits that gasolire, alcoholic bereraqes, and tobacco products generate
external diseconomies and, hance, excise taxation is potentially efficient.
one accepts his position-(7

Even if

the potential for external disecoraicies, the proposed tax

647
-2does-

ne

ily lead to efficient Shifts in relative after tax prices.

For exanle,

the external diseconomses generated by using a gallon of gasoline at 4:00 am on Sunday
in central Wybming likely differ significantly frau thoee inflicted by using!that
qalon at 50O pm on a windless Friday io too Angeles." Yet both gallons
the same excise tax.

ould bear

The location and timing bf alohol consution grcatly affects

the probability that the activity viii generate external diseonoies, but excise
taxes do not vary accordingly.

Further, nowhere in the arwsents for the proposed

increases in excise taxes is there an effort to link quantitativly those increases
to the value of the external daeccnomiesi serious argumnt t hat the proposed tax
increases are designed to improve ewmoic efficiency by correct"
fections should show that the taxes effectively approximate the exte

for market imaerI osets.

Mr. Mentz suggests that the demand for the taxed goods likely Is inelftic so that
the taxes will fall primarily on thp consumer
not decline mdi.

whose consumption of the goods will

Given that quantity omsuted will not decline significantly, the

proposed taxes-seem almost punitively inflicted if their. motivation is to offset externalities.
Similarly. Assistant Secretary Ment

proposes that if prodectlon or oonszqtion of

a good or service berhfits from tax supported facilities, then excise taxes are aporopriate on those goods or seavioes to finance

the facilities.

Thus, excise taxes on

airline tickets can be justified because airlines use tax supported public airports.
-Alternatively,* fiow using airports can be charged directly for usage of the public
fsctlitys such direct user fees seem more likely to lead to efficient decisions frou
both users and supp iers than indirect charges via excise taxation.

Unless collection

costs are dramatically higher with direct user fees than with excise taxes, the former
seem preferable economically to the latter.

//

i1
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of using excise

Mthough Mr. Mf.t a rzlw adiressPrimarlly the aiproprLateneus

taxes to dwne the relative pri e of certain goode, he also ommnts on the Siieme
taxes. Henotes appropriately that short run relationships between
ad the %n aoeed
onsmption and incoea m''b deceiving .M that one should beware of concluding
rssily r0gressive fM the short rn studies.,
that taxes on conmption are n
even if
~vemr,

a tax on consmption in general were not regressive, taxes on par-

ticular consumer goo& may well be regressive. , A recent simlation study by the Citl-

I" fcr Tax jttce reports that thee exci tax proposals overall would tax a relaUively higher percentage of low family inomas than they would of high irpomus.
If it is difficult to certain the incidenlc of the proposed excise taxes, at
least in the short run, it is virtually I: possible to legislate in advance that incidence.
7MTrTeasury. Department seem to riote that- difficulty in its representative's remarks
*I thenon-avoidanoe provision

of the proposed bill.

If resources are free to rm-

fr"e taxed o untaxed indetries, consumers of the goods fres the taxed industries mmt

eventually pay th"

taes. ,W. Nw ts observes that the provision disallowing the deduction
the effect of an eler-

o emcise taxes collected from taxable income likely wold ha

vated excise tax. Such being the casm,why niot avoid the serpentine

npauvere WAd

raise taxes directly? hxd has bee said recently about the desirabillty of tax sw
tolificationi this piecemeal approach to lialting deductions from corporate Incoe for
tax purposes is unlikely to lead to tax simplification.

Perusl ot the tax pakag currently proposed by the PFinac
in its, favor exmept its

omittee yields little

ttMmts, in babyr nthia fahion at time, to raise revenue.

Oertainly person concerned with the future of the U.0. economy cnnot fault efforts
torece ther fe&rl government's deficit. Whether the current tax bill is a good

I

-

-
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way to do this is another issue.

The bill provides preferential

tax treatment to

scqm industries andconsumers ind makes up for revenues lost therein by icreasing
a host of excise taxes and tariffs.

Within this context, Mr. Mentz's arumcnts

favoring some excise tax increases seem ex post justifications for discriminatory
tax increases"

.

A

4- 14
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April 21, 1986

Senate Finance Comittee
c/o Betty Scott-Boom
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219, Dirkson Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

--

Gentlemen...
Our company is deeply concerned about the committee's proposal to change the
manner in which the brewing industry will be assessed excise taxes in the
future.

The proposed-changes will unfairly burden the already heavily taxed brewing
Industry.

Furthermore, the-impact of these changes will

by the consuming public.

i

in reality be born

The burden, will fall heaviest on lower income

people by' virtue of the fact that the vast majority of the beer consuming
public are lower income citizens.

It

is

unrealistic to suppose that industry will pay this tax since ultimately

all costs of doing business aie-paid by the consumer.

The proposal,

therefore, would be regress ive rather than the tralitionally progressive
nature of U.S. tax systems.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE (Cont'd)
Page 2

We further believe that the additional cost burdch will-negatively affect beer
sales.

For generations beer has been the beverage of preference . That is

desirable socially-because of-its relatively low alcohol 6opent and its
established position as a beverage of moderation.

(More

cently,-there have

even been reports of health benefits when beer is consumed in moderation.)

The increased excise taxes on the brewing industry will also have a negative
impact on industr.les other than the brewing industry.

Of those support indus-

tries, the agricultural community will be-the'greatest effected.

Excepp for

water, agricultural products including malt, corn, rice, and hops, comprise
,nearly .all the ingredients used to brew beer.

These crops represent.approxi- -

mately 200,000,000 bushels of agricultural products with a value.of
$500,000,000.

To the extent this increased-tax load negatively impacts beer,

we expect adverse effects to hit the malting and milling industry and flow
0

directly down to the farT..lvel.

This industry Is already suffering from

ineffective trade policies and the tax changes contemplated may well be viewed
as heartless.

Our company purchases malting barley in

tiestates'of North Dakota, Montana,

Idaho, Oregon, Washington, and California -- other firms purchase in
additional states.

Farmers located in these states, along with our employees

and those of the corn milling industry, the-rice milling Industry, and the
2

brewing industry itself, plus other supporting industries, will directly feel
the distressing weight of your

proposals.

.,.
-4
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SENATE FINANCE COITTEE (Cont'd)
Page 3

In

-

light of those considerations and on behalf of the farm community and an-'

estimated 80 million consumers of beer, we appeal,to you to reconsider yourproposals, or at the very least, exempt beer from the measure.
Thank you very much for your consideration.
Resctfully,

Ronald B. Vogel
Executive Vice President &
General Manager
silb
cc

Beer Institute:
U.S. Senators for Oregon, Washington,
California,. Idaho, & North Dakota

,,
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-

INDEPENDENT FUEL TERMINAL OPERATORS ASSOCIATION
on

DEDUCTIBILITY OF EXCISE TAXES AND TARIFFS

before the

commITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE,

WASHINGTON, D.C.
April 21, 1986
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The Independent LFuel Terminal

peratqr

Association

("IFTOA") su\mits this statement opposing Chairman Packwood's
proposal to deny deductibility of excise taxes and import tariffs paid to'the federal government.

The details of the,

Chairman's proposal are ambiguous, but it is clear that the
changes proposed would severely penalize independent marketers
and consumers of motor fuels, and would have impacts on competition in'the-motor fuels distribution sector far worse than
direct changes in the levels of gasoline and diesel fuel excise
taxes.

Accordingly, IFTOA urges the Finance Committee to

reject the proposed changes entirely'as an ineffective and
inappropriate element of tax reform.

/

IFTOA -is composed of 16 companies which operate.56
deepwater and 40 barge oil termi nals along the East Coast'from
Maine to Florida.l/
company.

-

None is affiliated with a major' oil

Members are prim'&'rily marketers of residual ftiel oils

(Nos. 4, 5 and 6 fuels) an

home heating oil (No- 2 fuel); sev-

eral companies also market significant volumes of gasoline and
diesel fuel at wholesale and retail levels.

Members handle

nearly 50% of the non-utility residual fuel oil shipped to the
East Coast, nearly 60% of the non-utility-residual fuel oil
shipped to New England, more than 50%,of the No. 2 'fuel oil
consumed in New-England and nearly 25% of the No. 2 heating oi 1:
consumed along the East Coast.,

1/

_

-

'

A list of members and a description of the Association is'
attached. (Attachment A).

'1~
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.I. Chairman Packwood's Proposal Relating to Motor Fuels
Chairman Packwood has proposed several changes ih the law
affecting the motor fuels distribution industry.

Fist,

he

-

would deny any deduction for these businesses which collect and
remit the federal excise tax on gasoline and-diesel fuel.2/
Currently, the gasoline excise tax is 9 cents per gallon; the
diesel fuel tax is 15 cents per gallon.

Second, he would deny

any deduction for the tariff paid by an importer of any fuel,
including gasoline, diesel fuel, home heating oil, or residual
fuel oil.. Third, he would shift the point of collection for
gasoline excise taxes and possibly'diesel fuel taxes "upstreamk"
to the refiner or importer level.

This change would force all

independent marketers to_purchase gasoline and diesel fuel
taxpaid, thereby impairing their cash flow 'and restricting the
ability of non-refiners to sell to tax-exempt users.

Each of

these elements of the proposal would severely disruptothe operations of many marketers'and would impair competition in the
motor fuels industry generally.

S2/

The proposal would not only deny a deduction for these
excise taxes collected, but would also require payment of
income taxes on the amounts of gasoline and diesel fuel
excise taxes collected, regardless of the profit or loss
Thus, 'even if a,
of the entity collecting these taxes.
marketer of gasoline or diesel fuel incurred a taxable
loss for the year, it would nevertheless-be liable for
payment of taxes on the amount of motor fuel excise taxes,
if collected.

657
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II.. The Adverse Impact on
Motor Fuels Distributors
A.

Non-Deductibility of Excise Taxes-

The denial-of a deduction for excise taxes'collected and
remitted by a taxpayer is 'rossly unfair.

It taxes an entity

for a service it is required to provide for the federal governmont.

It also imposes 4 taX on a tax, which is not income, to

the taxpayer by any normal definition.

Gasoline and diesel

fuel marketers would be forced to treat as taxable incom& those
funds they merely collect andremit as taxes to the government.These firms should be compensated for this service, rather than
forced to pay additional taes.

The inclusion in taxable

income of-excisetaxes seriously distorts the bapic principle
of the income tax that imposes taxes on income rather than
gross revenues.
In addition to this'fundamentalunfairness directed only
at those industries that collect federal excise taxes, the proposal disguises an increase in excise taxes as an increase in
corporate taxes.

In fact, this change will increase taxes paid

by consumers, not taxes paid by corporations

There can be no

doubt that the increase in taxes incurred by motor fuel marketers will be passed through to consumers in the form of
increased prices.

In most competitive markets, the increases

will be passed 'through fully, just as would a direct increase
in the rate of tax; in "soft" markets, the increase may only be '
•

/ -
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passed through in part, 'until the market permits a full pass
through.

But it is deceptive to portray this

a

e in

ta-xaion as an increase in corporate. taxes when -the inevitable
effect will be increased prices for the consumer goods upon
which the excise taxes are imposed.
Because these taxes ultimately will be imposed on consumers of. gasoline, diesel fuel and other products, the effect
will be.extremely regressive and uneven.

Price increases on

these products could more thanofivet the'decreasein income
taxes to lower income groups resulting from other aspects of
tax-reform.

Accordingly, we urge that the distributional,

sectional, and regional .effects of the proposal bp evaluatq4
before excise taxes are increased directly or through this ,
subterfuge.B.

Non-Deductibility of Tariffs

The overwhelming majority of petroleum products sold in
the United Statcs are made from domestically refined .crude oil.
Less than 12 percent of our products are imported._/

However,

the economic availability of these imports iq~critical to the
pricing of all domestically refined products, because the,
imported barrel is the.marginal supply.

Denying a deduction

for payment of import tariffs on petroleum products would

3/

See U.S. Department of Energy, Energy InfQrmation Administration,,Annual Energy Review.(1985).

,.4
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*

effective y, aise th. costs of the imported product by 54
percent of the tariff, thereby providing a competitive
advantage, as well as a massiv6 subsidy, to domestic, refiners.
Currentotariffs on' major petroleum products are:

crude

oil - .25 cents per gallon; gasoline - 1.25 cents per gallon;
heating oil

-

up to .25 cents per gallon; diesel fuel'- 1.25

cents per gallon; residual fuel oil - up to .25 cents per
gallon;. .gasoline blendstocks
gallon.

-

from 1.25 to 15 cents per

Denying a deduction for these tariffs paid would,

increase the effective rates of each of these duties by 54
percent/
1.

This increase wbuld have two unintended:.impacts.
Anti-Competitive Effect

First, it would place independent importers and marketers
of motor fuels at a severe disadvantage in their competition
with refiners.

The relative disadvantage of importing gaso-

line, diesel fuel, or gasoline blendstocks compared to
importing crude oil would increase substantially.

There is no

basis for altering the competitive balance in this way.
2.

Subsidy to Refiners

Second, the-effective increase inthe cost of these prod-uct iqiporis would provide domestic-refiners the opportunity to
increase their margin between their cost of crude oil -and the
price of petroleum products.

£n increased margin of just one

half of a tent per gallon provides the domestic refining
industry with increased profits in excess of $1 billion per

660
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year.

Increasing the effective tariff on gasoline and diesel

fuel from 1.25 cents per gallon to 1.925 cents per gallon (1.25
x 1.54) would provide' refiners'with a pre-tax subsidy exceeding
$1 billion per year.
For these reasons, the Committee should evaluate carefully
the anti-competitive effect

of denying a deduction for import

tariffs on petroleum products before any action is taken.

The

Committee must understand that changes in the comparative tariffs for crude oil and petroleum products will seriously impair
the ability of independent marketers and importereto compete.
C.

Changes in the Collection Mechantsm

Under current law, gasoline excise taxes are collected by
"producers" of gasoline, .which includes refiners and whpleskle
,distributors.4/ Diesel fuel excise taxes are collected at the
retail level or, for fleet users, at the consumer level._/
These povisions enable independeni marketers to purchase gasoline and diesel fuel tax free and remit- the tax to the federal
government only after it has beer-ollected.

In addition; -the-

existing collecti6imechanism permits distribOtors to sell
gasoline tax free to other wholseale'distriAutor,

and allows

retailers to sell diesel fuel tax free to-oducational organizations, to farmers, or for off-road use.- Such uses are exempt
flbm the tax.

4/

Internal Revenue Code -Sec. 4082(a).

5/

Internal Revenue Code, Sec. 4041(a).
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If this collection pint for either of these tax.

is

moved "upstream" to the refining level,"both distributors andexempt users will be severely injured.

Marketers will be

-forced to purchase their fuels "tax paid."

Thus, in addition

to the cost of the fuel,

they will have to pay the excise tax

in advance of this salo,.

This will require financing of the,

excise tax' from the date'Iof purchase to the dateof sale. 'Such
financing is extremely costly, and unavailable-to some mar.keters.

Refiners may not have to incur this additional cost of

financing on sales through their company owned -outlets.- Thus,
refiners could be provided with a significant competitive
advantage over independent marketers.

In addition, exempt users would be forced to purchase
their fuels "tax paid" if they-purchasqd from independent marketers, but would,not have to do so ifthey purchased from a
refiner directly.' Presumably, an.exempt user would have to
file for and await a refund of the tax paid'to a marketer for
deisel fuel.

As a result of this discrimination, farmers and

other exempt users will virtually be forced to purchase
diesel fuel directly from retfners.

This would deprive the,

independent doctor of a substantial portion of business, and
severely limit' competition for these sales.

o-.

-
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For all these reasons, the Chairman's proposed to modify
the treatment of federal motor fuel excise terms should be rejected.

IFTOA appreciates the opportunity to comment on

his

proposal and requests that this statement be Included-in he
record of the Committee.

!/
L.

I.
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ATTACHMENT A
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N

D

F

MEA
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INDEPENDENT FUEL TERMINAL OPERATORS ASSOCIATION

Astroline Corporation
Saugus, Massachusetts

Quinoil Industries, Inc.
Quincy, MassachuSetts..

Belcher Oil Company
Miamf, Florida

C-H. Sprague/& Son Company
Boston, Massachusetts

Bray Terminals, 1h
Albany, New York

-Steuart Petroleum Company
Piney Point, Maryland-

Colonial Oil Industries, Inc.
Savannah, Georgia

SwannOil, -nc.
Philadelhia, Pennsylvania:

Global Petroleum Corp.
Waltham, Massachusetts

/, /

VUltramakr Petrolfum, Inc. -*
.Montvale, New Jersey

Meenan Oil Co., Inc.
Syosset, New York

Webbei Tanks, Inc,
Bucksport, Maine

Northeast Petroleum Corp.
Chelsea, gassachusetts

Whaleco

Northville I ndustries-COrp
Melville, New-York

w att, In

Brooklyn, New Yor 0
New Havei, Connecticut

and control
aboveoown
The 16 ofcompanies
is
None termi
tankers.
oce h-going
receivinglisted
nals capable
affiliated with a major integrated oil company. Members of
the Association are independent marketers of No. 2 fuel oil,
No. 6 fuel oil, gasoline and other..petroleum products.
They distribute/miore -han,"50%

of the No.

2 fuel oiZ

7

coniumed-in Nev Englap'd and 1i'early -2k%of the No. 2 fuel qi ;tonsumed along the E,it Coast.i They distribute. nearly 60
of the residual fuel oil burned by nbn-utility consumers
New England and nearly 50% on the East Coast.
The. l6,/ 4panies own and controFl-5? deepwater teimi-,
'nals,"and 42 baid terminals, with a total storage capacity
of over-S'mil1ion barrels. Of. the total, about 26 million
jaire-7 are--f6-WO._.2 fuel o * aboutt 24 million barrels are
J'ok-,residual' fuel oil-, and about 7.4 million barrels are for
/gasoline a.rd other products.,,
\.

/
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STATEMENT TO BE
SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD
BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
'United States Senate
On behalf of'

INDEPENDENT GASOLINE MARKETERS COUNCIL
1133 Fifteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

on

Deductibility of Exise Taxes

I/

ASubmitted by:
Jack A. Blum

Blum, Nash & Railsback
1

April 21, 1986

/

(,I.

1133 Fifteenth Streett NW
Washington, D.C._, 20005
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My name is Jack A. Blum. I am the General Counsel of the
Independent Gasoline Marketers Council, a trade association of
non-branded wholesalers and retailers of motor gasdline.
The Council-is'opposed to making eicise taxes and tariffs
non-deductible. Excise taxes and tariffs are a cost of doing
business for commercial consumers and a direct tax on individual
consumers. The retailers', wholesalers and manufacturers who
collect excise taxes are performing a service for their government.,
urs
of
exis
tax
•

HiStorically, the purpose of excise taxes has been to 'lower
consumer demand for scarce comnmodities and services in time of
war or other national emergency, as a "sin" tax, and as user fees
to provide the'facilities needed by businesses and consumers.
The most clear-example of the user feeis the tax on motor fuels.
whiCh is earmarked for the highway trudVfund.
r iffs have beeflimposed to protect domestic industry from
foreign competition and to raise revenue, but tariff levels and
tariff schedules have been carefully adjusted to reflect industry
specific problems.
The present proposal is a radical departure from these corkcepts. -As.we see it, the present suggestion is a form of national sales tax disguised as a corporate tax increase. The
attempt to hide the tax increase by imposing it through a redefinition of income,.is transparent to us, and, we can-assure you,
will be equally transparent to our customers and your constituents.

The sole-purpose of

the change in

excise tax from a

"cost of doing business" to "income" is to permit the committee
"to produce a "tax reform" bill filled with additional tax breaks
fo
faoredindstris ~ile-'sll giving the'appearance of
'-,having produced a "revenue neutral",'progressive tax measure.

F

It won't wash.
Moreover, because it tinkers with a complex system of taxapur'poses.ad included specition which was imposed for specific
fic e~emptions'the concept will create an -administrative nightmate Xor the tax collectors and the customs service. Later
'Con g:esses willspend substantial amounts of time correcting tte
'
problems this proposal creates.
/t__
For the marketing sector of te petroleum industry
....
single mostdistressing aspect of the proposal is thbi.in9 put 9h the table to pay for continuing the tax breaks for
crude oilllproducers.

*

Crude oil producers have too many tax breaks today.' Simple
economic analysis should t6ll you that-te favorable taxitreat-1-/

,•

L

\
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,ment of crude oil exploration and development is inert respon-

sible for the excess capacity-which is now the source of the
producers' problems.,
In 1979, when the price of crude bil soared,
every doctor,
dentist and lawyer in America bought a piece'of a limled partnership drilling for oil and gas. The treasury paid for most of
the purchases. The economics of the drilling activity was based
on "no risk, can't lose" thinking. Today the market is teaching
those investors a harsh lesson. And it appears from the action
of the committee so far, Congressional response is. t/'retain and
indeed amplify the benefits.
We believe that Trea4ury's original tax proposal was on the
mark. It-proposed eliminating the windfall profits tax which
can't be collected and has been played for competitive advantage,
and eliminating- all the other spoiwal oil and gas provisions.
The first proposal would have given us-a level playing field for
the first time in years..
The Department of Energy's FRS.analysis of major energy
companies produces the best arguments for ending tax breaks for
crude oil production. Over the years the-production end of the
business has been uniformly profitable., Although it accounts for
a relatively small percentage of the total industry investment,
it account' for a disproportionately large share of the profits.
Compan
have been willing to lose money on refining and
marketing because of*the tax breaks and the "upstream advantage"
they have provided. The result has been an industry which, hasn't
really cared about the market forces that affect the rest of the
economy. One major company regularly built gasoline stations
without any serious analysis of return on investment. Another
company did not question whether it was-economic to develop a
Oarticylar oil well until the-price of oil crashed this past

January.
Therg is no serious economci-argumet- for sheltering produpers fromncommercial reality. Nor is there an argument for
subjecting the independent downstream sector to competition from
companies which aee partially govei-n-ent subsidized.
Raising revenue by changing -he definition of a collected
'excise tax to "income" and moving the point of collection to the
*roducer
level will cause a seriesqf problems for independent
marketers. First, it will increase the amount of working capital
they must retain in the business because the cost of the goods
they purchase and the cost of thej inventory they carry will increase. We assume that oil prices will rebound again. When they

do, the tax will increase with the price rebound, making the
.working capital issue even more significant.f"

-2-

-
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Second, many end users ot gasoline and fuel oil are tax
exempt. Farmers, state and local gover aents, and the military
,all into exempt categories. These exem t entities are supplied,
in. large measure, by distributors who wi 1 have to purchase product on a tax paid basis if the proposed xcise tax change becomes law. The committee will be faced w th finding a way of
rebating the exempt entities in a timely f shion.-':(ird, making the excise tax.into taxale income will- have
the effect of, raising the alcohol blending- ubsidy from six to
nine cents a !gallon. The original Treasury tax proposal suggested ending the subsidy altogether pointing out the absurdity,
of paying' a subsidy from the federal treasury of $25.20 for a
commodity which substitutes'for oil selling atC$26.00 a barrel.
It is even more absurd to pay a subsidy of $37.80 .a barrel for
the same commodity as the price of crude falls to $12.00 a barrel,
Further, the subsidy has gone to the wholes~lef-/etailer who
blended the alcohol.
Under-the proposal it would be limited to
refiners who paid the tax.
Fourth, the nondeductibility of tariff increases the anomalies in the gasoline feedstock tariff area. Out of hand, it
increasesthe value of the Generalized System 6f Preferences by
more than 50% and increases the value of the Caribbean Basin
Initiative. It increases the value of imported raptha blendstocks relative'to imported gasoline and wilf' open the door to
imaginative manipulation of the tariff schedules.

2

_

Fifth, every large wholesaler and retailer is in the
trucking'business or at the very least is a large consumer of
common carrier trucking services. The increase'in excise taxes
on the trucking industry hits us hard by increasing our operating
costs. The membersof this association would rather pay higher
corporate income-taxes ou of 'profit when they have profits rather than have the cost doing business pushed up steadily--in an
environment where the ability to pass the costs through is questionable.
It may be that as a matter of publicpolicy Cong-ress wants
to encourage oil production and decrease consumption. If that isthe objective, how can a proposal which raises the effective tax-rate of the windfall tax to 105% be explained? It is especially
difficult to explain imposing that increase to pay for continuation and liberalization of the depletion allowance. Similarly if
Congress wished to discourage driving, why not tell the consuming
public that its excise taxes have been raised and show the increase on the pump?

-3J*

/
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-Fina1y, we

are opposed to the change instatus of gasoline

excise taxe as a raid on the highway trust fund. The fund is
already in' serious trouble as. the highway system has suffered
from the problems of the'federal budget. Under this proposal,
the revenue increase thatcomes from taxing the tax will not
go to the fund, not will the additional amounts collected through
indexation.
In sum, we strongly oppose the excise tax.0proposal as it
applies to the oil industry, as well as the tax breaks for the:oil
which the proposal seeks to finance. We believe that
present law is fjr superior to the "reforms" being proposed. The
country would-,be.better off i-fyou left the tax code where it is

-industry

today.-

wI
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PROPOiED REVISIONS OF FEDERAL EXCISE TAXES AND TARIFFS
I'

-'.........-

. .

The Senate Finance Committee has under ebnalderation a:
number of proposed ecise~.tax and tariff changes that would'
Intensify the seriously adverse economic effects of these taxes.
These changes would Impair productivity, cost jobs and Income,
and waste our economic resources.
Selective excises not only burden purchasers of the tated
products and services, even more seriously they distort the us.
of production resources, resulting In less productive use of ,
labor and capital. Those supplying these production resources
sustain losses In income and wind up in production activities in
which they are less3well rewarded In real terms.- The entire
-economy suffers from the dislocations resulting from selective'
excises.
Under one of the proposed changes, alcohol,-tobacco, and
motor fuels would betaxed on the basis of-t-helr prices rather
than, as at present, on tLe basis5'f physica1quantitles.
This
change, if implemented, would result in Increases in-these taxes
as their prices. rise. Under pieiint law, the adverse effects of
these taxes decline Sth.,
rice of the taxed Items Increase,
The economic dlsadvanta& ithie-.-a
taxes would be.
Intensified as a result of the proposed ch-n4e-- "
* Another of the proposed changes would deny the deductibilty
of Federal excise taxes and customs duties by a business in
computing Its taxable income. This change would have the effeW
of increasing the true rate of these excise taxes'and tariffs "
thereby intensifying their adverse'effects on the economy.
At
the same time, nondeductibility of these taxes Would Increase the
income tax rate on the'true net-income of the affected
businesses. Instead of contributing to attainment of a level
playing field, ostensibly a major objective ot the curcent tax
reform effortpthis change would riddle the playing 'field with
tax differential--iotholes.
Under a companion provisionp taxable Income at least
equal to their excise tax liabilities would be' attributed to
businesses even If they had no taxable ilicome, Indeed, even
If they sustained substantial losses. Taxing' phantom Income
would 'be the ultimate In an Orwellfan 1984 tao policy.
The-proposed excise and tariff changes' ould raise an
estimated $175 billion In tax revenues over t e first five years,
offsetting a significant port of the revenue losses from tax
rate reductions, Increases in the personal exemptions, and other
revenue-losing income tax changes. The preponderant part of this
additional tax burden would be borne by employees of the•
companies :Immediately affected by the proposed excise and tariff
-1.
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changes. These tax changes would be a major element In a taxredistribution program, with those supplying the labor and

'capital services used In producing exc$e-tazed items bearing
additional taxes to provide l'oWL~r taxes for others.

The proposed eXcisetaX and tariff changes would be a'large
step backwards in tax policy. They shouI, be deleted from the
tax reform package.
Introduction
Included in the tax reform proposals presented by Chairman
Robert Packwood to the Senate Finance Committee on March 13,
1986, are major and drastic changes,in thp present income tax
treatment of excises ard customs duties and in the
method of coutputang three major excise tixes.
One proposal was
to disallow the deductibility of all exclses and tariffs by
business income taxpayers; another was to impose alcohol,
tobacco,
and motor fuels excise taxes on the value of
these
products, ie.,l on an ad -valorem asas, rather than,- as at
present, on the basis of some physical volume measure of them,
i.e., on.an ad rem basis, a third proposal was to raise the. rate
of the excise on Wine to-make it equivalent to that now imposed
on beer.
These measures would increase, the' revenues*from excise taxes
and tariffs by an estimated $75 billion over the first
five years
in which these changes would be effective. RoUghly $63 billion
would come from repealing the deductibility of excise taxes and
tariffs, $11 billion from adjusting alcohol, tobacco,,and fuel
excises for price increases, and $1.5 billion from hiking the
excise on wine. These_-revenue additions would be among the
largestof those proposed in the-taxrefora package. Because
that package is to be 'revenue neutral over the five-year revenue.
projection period -these additional revenues presumably are to be
used Vo help offset the revenue losses estimated to-result from
the proposed reductions in individual and corporate income tax'rates, the increases in the personal exemptions and-standard
deductions for indivdual-tsxpayer-s, and from a number of other .
proposed income tax revisions. Asa result, these additional
excise tai and tariff revenues would be one of the 'major elements
in effecting a substantial .redistribution of tax liabilities
tnoughout the U.S. economy.

.

S

Just as significant, this huge increase in ei(ise and tariff
revenues over.theamounts'.that would be realized under present
law during the'revenueprojection period would be a sharp reversal of the trend of recent-years.' For many years, Federal budget
receipts from excise tpxe, and tarlfts have accounted for a
decreasing fraction of total Federal budge-tr-ece*, pts.
In fiscal
year 1940, excise-tax and tariff receipts were 3 -percent of all
Federal -budget rfcelpts.
Excise" tax revenues -ncreased In absolute amount duringWorld War 1i, both because many additional

(
. 1 f '-
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excise taxes were levied and because the aggregate x9lume of
eco.nomicacttvity expanded rapidly under the wartime forced draft
gconomi c conditions. Excise taxes and Cariffs contributed a
sharply declining share of total Federal- tax revenues, however,
because the. sharp increase in income tax liabilities very greatly,

---exceeded the growth in 'excise tax reven-ves.

in the' post war

years3' t-i-s--de"ltne has continued as income and payroll taxes
have expanded. gTetene--izal years 1950 and 1985, Federal
revenuie-have--fal en from 19.4 percent or
excise tax and tariff
total Federal budget receipts to 6.6.percn-t ..... in the absence of
the proposed changes, the.relative contribution of these reyenue
services, it is estimated, would fall to 4.4 percent in'fiscal
1990. The proposed excise tax ald tariff changes would bring
this wholesome trend to an abrupt 'halt; over the five-year
projection period, these changes'would boost- the share of- total
tax, revenuesaccounted for by excise taxes and tariffs from about
5.0 percent to about-6.6 percent..
Against al signifi-cant criteria of good tax policy, the
changes would be a major step
proposed ex ise-tax and tariff
he excise taxesoand tariffs in the Federal revenue
backward-system are lelecriv. taxes; .they are imposed at differing rates
on selected products'and services, rather than being levied at
the same rate_ on all of the products and-services produced and
sold in the economy.. As selective taxes, they have seriously
adverse-effects on the economy. The- proposed changes would

intens-iy these 'adverse -economic effects, impair the economy's
growth,

interfere

further with the most productive use of our

production--capability, and result in less, real Wages and less of

all other income throughout the economy, compared with the levels
thbt would prevail If these excise tax changes were not enacted.
The redistribution of tax burdens that would result from these
tax changes would be substantial; there is no reason to believe
that these shifts in tax burdens would'"conform with any acceptaif
ble standards of either economic efficiency or tax fairness.
the' current tax reform effort is to extendits reach beyond the
income tax, it should seek to reduce, if not completely eliminate, selective taxes,-_.not t- increase their weight in the Federal-tax system,

The Basic Economics of Excise Taxation
Selective excise taxes are guilty of a number of serious
The outstanding attribute of a
fiscal and economic crimes.
selective excise tax is that It raises the cost of the product,
service, or activity on which It is levied relative to the costs
of products,

services,

and activities

not subject to such taxes.

The consequence is that relative costs and prices differ from
thost that would be determined in the market place by the
conditions of supply and demand. Selective excise taxes, in
other words, distort the relationships among the market's
* ,valuations of goods and services.
-3-
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These changes in relative market prices, in turn, lead to
changes.in the composition of output and of purchases.
If one
may appropriately-assume that free markets provide price and
cost information that leads to the most effective use of
production capability and a composition of output that best andmost economically satisfies our demands, then the price-and-costdistorting effects of selective excises must result In a less
effective use of our production capability and a less satisfying
market basket of goods and services.
An excise tax imposed on a product or service raises the.
Cost of producing and selling any given amount of it.
If the
producer tries to raise the price cf the productor service to
cover this additional cost, purchasers will buy less of it.
With
a smaller volume of sales, clearly, total production of the tated-,
product or. service must sooner or later decline.
A smaller
volume of output, Of coursE, means that less production inputs
are used by producers of ihe taxed product_ or services.
As aconsequence, total payments for production inputs decrease"
Ultimately, the'selective excise shows, up in the form of higher
market prices for the taxed product or service, a smaller volume
of purchases of Lhese pr.4ducts or services', hence a smaller
volume of their output, less production inputs dedicated o their
output, and reduced incomes to those supplying these production
Inputs. The excisedrives a wedge between the price paid for the
taxed product or service and the payments for 'he production
inputs uised to -produce it-. Because that wedge isn't present for
nontaxed'products and serv4eaL the prices of the taxed outputs
must rise relative to thoS ofthe untaxed products and services.
Because imposing an excise doesn't -- 'can't --

increase

anyone's total income, it must be clear that p rchasers can't pay
more for the taxed items without having to cut (back on their
pyrchaaes of other goods and services.
In general,,the
imposition of a selective excise leads buyers of the taxed
product or service to cit their purchases of them, presumably
allocating more of their iicomes t-ot-he purchase of other(
producte-&nd-v---e-.
It also leads prodUce-rS-o fthe
taxed
products to cut tack fp their output, hence on their pur hases of
the production irIutp/that go into producing them; total/paymets
by the producers df thest tax outputs for these production
inputs are also reduced. To be sure, the price of; the taxed
Items goes up by sbme fraction of the selective excise tax
imposed on them, and buyers are Induced thereby to Shift to some
other market basket of products and services than the One they

found most satisfying before the excise tax was Imposed. But the
major Initial burden-oZ a selective excise tax clearly is borne
by those supplying the'product ion-N44iL to Droducers of the
taxed outputs.
In fact, the story about V.he incidence of the selective
excise doesn't end here. Many of the production inputs used in
producing products and services subje*tpL to selective excises
-i-4-
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* will be morle or iess specislized to that production, at least
for some period of time. To the extent that the amount of these
production inputs used In producing thetaxed items Is reduced a&
a result of the. levying of the excise tax, tWfey are likely to
remain idle until they can be adopted to other production dses.
The employees who are lit gorwhen output is reduced in response
to the imposition of a excise may be out of work for some time
until -they acquire new skills or locate other Jobs in which they
can use their existing skills, albeit less productivelythan In
their prior use. In time, presumably, these production Inputs
will be used io other tines of production, but- in soAme cases,
this will occur only if the rates of payment for these inputs and
for all 'of the inputs In these other production lines are less
thap they otherwise would be.
Customs dutles create similar distortions. These taxes make
imported raw materials,' imported manufactured Inputs, Imported
-consumer goods, etc., appear artificially expensive., Assuming
'that foreign suppliers are unwillini'to absorb all o*fthe tax
themselves, the tariffshandicap Ameeocxnbuyers -- producers and
ports. denying
conqumer:'-- by arbitrarily raising the c0 t-0-oL
,
Americans zome ot the advantages of, foreign trade. Aiteriaan .. _
consumers are hurt when they .bui-Imported products bearin Itar- "'-'-because the. tariffs tend to ihorease the prices of those
iffs
p-oouct3. Consumqrs will also be hurt when they' buy American
rf-*prod~jots that contain 'some imported inputs because the tariffs
raise production costs; some part of this coat Increase ultimate. o

ly shows up in product prices,

k

\

At issue in the proposed excise and tariff changes is aot
whether the additional excise and tariff burdens will be borne by
consumerss or businesses; both consumers and producers will bear
the additional tax load. Consumers will do so princlpally by
having to rearrahge their consumption, winding up with a less
'satisfying market basket. 'Those supplying the labor and capital
,Serv'ices for the production of thetaxed items bear the burdens
'in the form of reduce income, at, least for some t4me after the
. excise is imposed or raised. Because most o the products
subject to' federal excises are produced in labor-intensive
operations, roughly 75 cents of every dollar of income loss
attributable to these excuses is borne by labor.
The distortions of output and of Input uses and the losses
in consumer satisfactions that are imposed by the Imposition of

selective excises are seripus 'and substantial economic burdens.
Because of the use or selective excises In the'natioln's tax
system, the economy's production capability Is less' productively
used than it otherwise would be. Selective excise, In Other
words, are fiscal engines of waste. Wasteful uses of production
inputs reduce the capacity of the economy to grow over time. In ,
terms of the economic efficiency 'and growth goals of tax policy,
therefore, selective excises should not, be fnoluded in the notion's taxk system.
-5
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Selective excises taxes also'rank very low in terms of the
fiscal criteria Of *goQd' taxes.' For the most part, these levies
escape the painful awareness by those who must ultimately bear
their burden.
But hidden .toxes are,. tyr-Atke very fadt of their.
obscurity, bad taxes. 'Iftaxes and t.lburdtno are t
nter
into democratically determined decisiOns about how much Of the
economy's production copability-is to be made kvalable to
government, -people must be aware of these taxes and'painfully
conscious of their burden. '
Assessment of the Proposed Changes in Excise Taxes and Tariffs
The proposed revisions of excise taxes ano tariffs should
be evaluated in the light of the basic attributes Of these levies
and their assessment in termsoof fundamental tax criteria. On
these grounds, the proposals score very poorly, indeed.
logre aAa&- 5 e 1e QLA 3te

C at
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Although little reliance need be or should be placed on the
-_Jima
aes~_odthe
revenue consequences Of particular tax revisions, the m~an~o
cic 01'1
i s th:
'proposed excise and tariff revisions are surely strongly indicative of their severity. Virtually on the grounds'of these
revenue estimates alone, one mi&ht. well conclude that 'the
prop-sed changes would s3inificantly aggravate the economic

-

disabilities

system.

of

the present -selective

excise tax and. tariff

If the revenue. gain of $75 billion over the five-year
period is deemed to be a reasonable- estimate, these
p'ropos d revisions Would increase revenues from these sources by
about 32 percent over the amounts projected for the period under
present law.
Increasing the average eilht of these taxes, by
close to one-third is moving in the wrong direction in the light
of any appropriate objective of tax reform.

-projection

lif L n-IQ d-YAl rema ai *-ud

-.
*

-aulIn-ighr

AX-aLiz

Apart from this consideration, the particulars of the
proposd revisions are themselves highly, objectiionable.
Arguments may be advanced in the abstract for preferring' either
an ad valorem or ad rem assessment of selective excises. As, a
practical matter in -today's fiscal and economic environment, the
proposal to shift from an ad rem to an ad valorem basis for the
excises imposed an alcohol-Lc beverages, tobacco,: and motor fuels
should be seen as a means for obtaining higher tax yields,from
these products over time,
insofar as their prices rise, without
having to rely on explicit legislative enactment of 'higher tax
rates. ,

-6-
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When imposed On an ad rem- basis, gelectiv._excise
_ "
effective rates decline, in real terms, a. the market pVices of
the taxed products and. services increase. - This erosion of the
real effectivee rates'3of selective excises serves-to moderatetheir adverse ecOnomic consequences. ff-i-U-nr---t
these taxes
to'd
l'oieiposts, t~hi"rediictlon+ in their real effective tax
rates Is averted, and their Adverse economic consequences are
maintained.- Considerstions of tax requirements for economic
-growth and efficiency militat-e strongly against switching these
taxes to an ad valprem basis.

As objectionable, indeed if not much more so, is the
proposed repeal of'the deduct-ibility of s'elective excises and
tariffs from gross Income in determining-the taxable income of
business income taxpayers. 'Denying deductlbility -of these Jeviea
_ti14 increase their weight and their adverse economic effects.
"Excise.taxqs and tariffs,+no les
wthknages; energy pupply
costs, capital costs,- raw material costs, etc.,- must be taken
Antg *ne~rnnnt 9" cot
oass:;leve w~ithr -itcpout~
and ao e of
the taxed products or services. No less than any other production, and sales cost, excise taxes enter into a business' deci-;
aons about how much of what to produce and to sell at what
prices.
..
The lIncome tax imposed on business 'net income has always-_
provIded for the deduction of ill costs Incurred in the prgCesses
of production and sale, although, to be suresthe manner in which
these deductions have been allowed has at times been change and
often has not accorded with the requirements of neutral'tax
treatment. But to deny the deductibility of- excise taxes and
tariff3 would be+ to distort the measurement of the net Income
produced by--& business Just as Muc as would denying the.
deductibillty-of payrolls, raw materials, etc.
Present law quite-correctly includes Federal employment
taxes as part.of employees' compensation' and as payrolicosts
fully deductible by the employer business ia-etermi-nin taxable
income under the income tax- -These employment taxes are, in
economic terMs, .elective excises, virtia1ly identical in their
basic economic attributes to any other excise ta imposed by' the
Federal government. If there were any economic or fiscal
Justification for repeaing.the deductibility by a business of,
say, the gasoline excise tax, there would be no less
justification for repealing the deductibility by business of
employment taxes. Repeal of employment tsz deduct ibillty would,
obviously, have an enormously adverse effect on employment costs,
on, employment, and on laborincome, as well as imposing Wrenching
distortions of the composition of economic activity. Repealing
the deductibility of the Federal selective excise taxes would
-7-
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have very much the sam-E;sort of devOstating ec'opom,
evin:EIf sOeMbat lea ievere in magnl.tode.

-

effects,

Because the excise takeS'in the F4eral revenue system are
d sales of .11 products
not applied uniformly, to all product'On
ari services, but are, on the contrarf,'lh ghly selective, denying
the d.eductibility 6f these- taxes would: e.ult Jo gr6sslY
differing 'effects among businesses. Uinesses involved,heavily
in producing and selling-prOducts and Services subject to
selective excises, obviously, w0'Ul0 fio4 the net-of-tax costs of
their operations increased u eiativet-<those of other
businesses. The prices of'Jtheir outputs.,oulA have to go up and
the volume of their output would have to contract relat~ve to
that of other.businesses, as would their employment- of labor-and
gapital services and other production inputs. _Repeal-ing-t-e6deductibllity of excise'taxe
-a
aif
I f s-i-n easuring taxable
income for in"
Pses would intensify the distorting3fe~
of these levies3.:
P gnxing.MuLi l! LY_Y11 o
DeDt

rea a ea10XAAL

Disallowing deduction for excise taxes and tariffs,
-moreover, would also increase the rate of income tax actually
falling on business incomes correctly measured 0s nt of all,
costs Incurred. In the 'productioh.of that Income. Cquivalently,
the repeal of excise tax deduc*ibility wpuld.increase.the
.
effective rate of theseexci3e taxes. These effects are
highlighted in the hypothetical case summarized in the following
table.

t~\
-7
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Nondeductibility of. 'Excise Taxes: effects on True Rates of
Income Tax and Eicise Taxes
Proposed Revisi6ns
PCe3ent Law

.
Gross Receipts
5Less:Coat of goods

Excise Tax
Effect
$100

Ef f
0
-

55

55

55

sold

'15

Gross profit..
Less: Other expenses
Ex~ise
.
Actualtax:

5
15

/5

/5.

-Equivalent
Deductible
Taxable income
'Income tax 0 35 percent
To.taltaxes, actual
Income tax as percent
of actual net income
of 10

30
5
7.69
7.69

303

-

Excise tax.as'percent Of:
gross receipts
actual net income' •

10
3.60
8.50

7.31
2.56
10.25

15
10.5

25.6

'35

5

5
50

50

-

o
76.9

R.
epea~ing excise .tax de uctIbllt1y'Would raise the income
5- percent, from $3.50, under
tax liability In toLi case b50.
percent of the
5?.5 inc-ome!tax
to plus
35-percent
_fra
or
to#5.25,
!present-law,
excise tax'
TOtal,
$0.f
l~me
aculn
If
liabilities would increase from $8.50 to $10.25.
in
deductibility of excise'taxs were retained, the same increase
total tax liabilites would result if the excise tax were $7.69
instead of $5.001 or-'nearly 51 percent more.
would
increases
tax'rate
tfiese
extent of -om
The Obviously,
tartaxes and
excise
of Federal
Jeount income
the hidden
epn
of produciffs paia by a business in relation to its other costs
Ii view of the very substantial differences in
tion and sales.
the extent to which differing bUsinessis Incur these Imposts and
the
In the weight of these taxes in their total costs, repeal of
indeductibility of excises and tariffs would differentially
crease from one business to another the actual, Income tax rates
on correctly measured taxable income.
If-the income tax, is not to fall with differing weights on+ .equally profitable business operations merely because of exposed
differences in the extent,o-which these'businesses are
these .,
to selective'exclse taxes, taxable Income must exclude Failure,
tO
excise t.gse (indeed, all taxes paid by businesses).
t Oat
incomeomeans
taxable
from
excises
exclUde- these-selective
-9-
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_

the income tax itself will intensify the di$torilols impose 4 i

the selective excistps
propose
31Thet6 deny the Inc oe tax dqductlbility of excise'
taxe'"iS- cOnfined to\Federol e 'ises.
£xEcise taxes Imposed by
other. governments In Ahe-- United Stat - presumably would conti-nut
to be deductible in computin' business 'et income for, Federal
Income tAx purposes. Distinguishing between a selective excise
imposed by a state government and-an'Identical or I i ajor
excise
impoed-by the Federal government in terms-of economic effects or
the |ost rudimentary principles of tax fairness must boggle the
mind
It is impossible to. find any basis in reason for
I_
disa lowing the deduction of excise taxes Imposed 'by one level of
gavelnmen,.while continuing to allow the deduct4on of the 3smr
3m
ar taxes imposdby other governments. This is certainly
not o suggest that the excise taxes imposed by 6t'her.. governments
shbu d be disallowed as well; even Ifreson, logic, and basic
prin iVples of taxation did not preclude thks result, the new
fisc I burdens that would be imposed on state and local'
gove nments by the current- tax reform proposals should do so.

Much nhas been made. during theocurrent tax reform effort of
the desirability of providing a.letel playing field In the tax
treatment of businesses with di3 fering kinds of operations,
differing product-ion inputs, differing timepatterns In incurring
costs and realizing Incomesr etc. Manybf the proposals that ,
have'been advanced with this purpose in,mind would, to be sure,
the playing field against
miss the mark; many Ihdeeo, would tilt
saving and investment and riddle that playing field with the
potholes of differing business tax burdens on-the basis-of the
kinds of production facilities they use. But these misses, for
the most part, are mischances, the results offailure to
understand the effects of vaeious-tax provisloh in present la
and in the various reform proposals. The proposed disallowance
of deductions for, Federal excIse-taxes and-tariffs can't -be
excused on these grounds.
By far the most-radical, indeed, astonishing of the excise
tax and tariff proposals is the one requiring businesses to 'pay
i-ncome tax at the top corporate rate., on taxable Income deemed.to
be at least eq'Val to their excise tax and tariff liabilities,
irrespective of the'actual amounts of their net incomes. This
presumably means that, merely by virtue of the fact that it is
lldble for payment of excise, taxes, a-company with a net
operating loss, even one many times larger thea its excise tax
'liability, would ha e to pretend that-t-had
sitive taxable
Income at least equil to the excise taxes it must pay and to pay
income tao on thfs Rhantom taxable-income. This Imputation Of
taxable income and assessment of income tax liability where no
taxable income exists isthe.Orwellian1984 of tax policy. It
.

'-10-..

IA

coul- -el-l--serve as a disastrous precedent for.more generailyitses31n& tax 1l'biliteswithoUt, any reference to economic
ealities.
\ Jt seem clear that these- proposed excise tax and tariff
40.es were advancedd -not in. the interests of improving these
liv! i66r.J
tAhe IntereSts of trut-recorm of t'he income tax,
Ttey i- r -t o have been advaAc4 merely' as devices for raising
a me Aubstantial part-of thereyees needed to offset the -very
I rge revenue.losses that other' features of the tax reform
pp ogram would entail.,-

-

~ n~gi~tar.~x~
These revenue raisers, moreover,'are presumed to be

frapoud-.Exclag-'Ad-Tar

1relat~o4
.y

-

opain4ess; 4becSuse they would-not fill directly'on
individ1- 60Jcoui taxpayers 4s suth but on business incowe
taxPhyr4,-cIopulr",res1stanc0tO -hese tax inoreases-is probably
deemed -to-be slight. The notion appear-S. to be that only directly
affected businesses would be injured by denying deductibility of
Federal excises-for income tax purposes. .Although thi.1sclearly,.not the Case, although the economy 8s whqleCwil1
sustain the lossesa imPOSed by -ggr iatl)g the dtstort-ions imposed-by seleot-Ivf excises, these'losses are not. readily apparent and
meas3l4e.6y the average'. Individual. The ract/that they. escape
our Mlsirtnessin no way abates the harmful effebts of the
prop d'sedx'-xise tax and tartff- evisions.
"

Some Mai attempt-to Jusiti'ty raising the excise'tax cost Of
the production and consumption of tobacco products and alcoholic
bevera$e0 on sumptuary or health gtdunds. If a good case could
be made- fO transferring responbibility from the-individual toS.the government -for determin~ng Jow much of wha&t kind, If any, of
these products-to consume, tibt fundbment'al deeC1s1Onkiurely
should not be made 'in the shadow of Income tax reform.- If the
Congress wants to raise the real, rates of al1I pf-' the present .
customs duties, it should face .the issue of intensified protectionism openly and squarely, not slip 1 -under-the tax reform
- rug.-If
a"case could be a eor
g&eaig' motor -fuel -Wsex'tr*'
' . to -ithe marke
taxes
t V
Umm.or fuels, that decision deserves
to be' Maae.,on its own meritsa ad -in the open, not hidden from
view by the overshadowing igomeots concerning income tax reform
and the most effective and. desirable ways of financing the revenue losers ,in the Income tax reform package. ,.
In this connection, the 4ssue surely should be forcefully,
addressed whether producers 6nd users of-the products and
services no subject to Federal excise taxation and tariff&_
should besr,so large and dipproportlonate a share of the
burden for financing the ite reductions and other revenue Nsers
in the income tix reform effort.-- Enhancing the real burden ofselective excises and torlffs..certainly cannot be justified on -

.11--

"

-
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.---4t, owa merits.
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Asking some pert of the-population to pick up"

the chips for others in brder-to provide tax redUctiOns.and to do
so th .ough the proposed eXcise and' tariff tax changes amounts tO
kin
i of haphazard redistr'lbutive tax policy. Why should people
Swho wrk In truck, manufacturing, telephone communications,
airli Pes tire manufacturing tobacco, alcoholic beverage, and
indus3tries pay.'for the tax reductions of those
othet exc-e-taxed
otherWise employed?- lftax policy is to ,be applied to the,
questionable &*signment of redistributing income and wealth among
,
uopilat-ion, ut-least it should be done.with s3Qe clear
the
notl n of wfto are to be the income-transferees and who are to ben
th; rnsferors.
Er qoed-xc I ar,.ax_ AnaDTrif f -9banjs Ai_' At- gad a.Wilb

Apart from these Is-sues, the likely economic effects of-the
proposed excise tax and tariff changes should be given subs3tanAs already tial weight in the e'valua.tion of tkfese propoals.
urged, the proposed revisions, by increasing 0he true rates of "
the excise taxes and tariffs, and differe-ntilly- increasing
.- income ta-x rates, Would signifiiantly enhaanceexcise tax distortiQns of relative prices andcost.s,_of t'he -allocation of producni of the composition
tion inputsamong-their alternative .usest3,
of total output and consumption,- These distortions, Althoujh
difficult .to perceive, to identify, and to measure are no~ethe-,
less3 real- the higher te true rate of the-excise taxes -and
ta rifis, the more severe these distortiona become.
For this reason, the proposed excise tax, and tariff
revisions would, if enacted, seriously impair the efficiency
ProdOctlon activity would
with which the economy 'oa-iFera'te.
be less productiveT'66detaken. 'The loss in productivity would
show up not merely in "displacement of employees from their more'.
productive to. less- productive jobs, but in losS in'employment,
at--least during the tranSitiOnperiod, and lossin.real 'wages,.
because some of the selective eXcises rest on products and
services used throughout the business sector, moreover, 'the
increase iAntheir. true- rates resulting from the proposed changes
would tend to raise -production costs very widely throughout the
-economy.
The adverse effects o'f,th'ese increases--in costs, ,though
not readily apparent,' would nevertheless be real and would be In
the 'form of less outPut, employment, and real' income than would
-preVai 'If these chahgea were not Made.

'682.
Conclusions

-

HoweVer use(a1, tfhe pFposes to which -the additional revenueQ.
to, be derived from. these excise tax and-tariff chan ges might 'be
.. emed to be,

they surely- ahould-6ot

be undertaken without a ,

thorough assessment of the costs they -ould 4nevltatblkJmpose.,
These costs, are not readily. weaured., but .- h-e.w-l be
as. a result Of the enactmentof, the-proposed .vinies. 'Again'sti
any releVant economic and fiacal.criteria of tax policy, these
costs are excessive. . The- proposed changes in excise taxes' ahd in
their income tax treatment should -be rejected.
jncurre
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MR. ROBERT H. GLOVER
JACKSON_ BEVERAGES, INC.
-P O. BOX 377
GRIFFIN,.GEQR.GIA ,3022h

/

MEMBERS OF T-IE COMMITTEE:
TlE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE RECENTLY DISCUSSEDA TAX OVERHAUL
PROPOSAL*THAT- INCLUDED DISALLOWING THE DEDUCTION OF FEDERAL
..EXCISE TAX PAYMENT FROM CORPORATE INCOME TAXES.
THIS-IS A BACKDOORfTHOD OF. RAI~tNG TAXES THAT WILL'INCREAS5
OST OF PRODUCT- fND WILL RAISE THE COST OF BEER TO THE
" O MILLION CONSUMERS'WHO ENJOY OUR PRODUCT.
-UR

WE OPPOSE ALL INCREASED TAXATION ON THE BREWING INDUSTRY.
"THIS INDUSTRY REPRESENTS 1/89,500 DIRECT JOBS.AND BILLIONS "
OF DOLLARS OF FEDERAL AND STATE TAX REVENUE. OUR..CONSUMERS
NOW PAY MORE FOR THE TA)',ONiBEER THAN FOR THE INGREDIENTS
AND LABOR COMBINED. BEtk-TAk(ES ARE ALREADY' THREE -TIMEHIGHER THAN.MOST OTHER CONSUMtR-PRODUCTS.'.
-

-

AS YOU MAY.KNOW OUR STATE AND LOCAL TAXES IN GEORGIA-ARE
NOW THE'SECOND HIGHEST--IN THE COUNTRY. WE DO NOT NEED
ADDITIONAL TAXES ON BEER IN ANY FORM.

-
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Mr.

and Members of the Cozmittee"

Chairman

1 am rdeased
to' have uthe opportunity to present my views with'
regard to the proposals in Chiiran Packkocd"-s
tax
reform documen,
concerning excise taxes -and, tariefs.
The Packwood Plan would-Aake
Federal excise taxes and~tariffs nondeductible for Federal- income tax
purposes, raise
some excise
taXes, a-;adjust'
the rats of Federal
-excise taxes ol -some products.as-pLies"in the'future increase.:
In his 3tatement before this Committee on April 2],, - 1986,' 'ASsistant Secretary of the Treasuiy J. Roger- Mentz pointed out that.the'
,eli mination of the deduction for Federa41 excise-taxes would have'.the
-same
economic-effects as a direct increase in Federal excise taxes.,
'aqree with this conclusion, 'and I _agreLz
Cat
seller's-of-the taxed'goods
-arid services would-attempt to pass the economic burden of the proposal
on to purchasers
in the form of higher prices.
I disagree, however,
with the justifications offered, by Ass4-stantSecretary Mentz for this
i Crease in excise taxes.
'As I- explain below, the effective
increase in Federal
excise'taxes proposed in the Packwood Plan would.'belikely
to reduce both economic efficiency and equity in the U.S. ec-nomy.
Because

of

this,

I

oppose

the

Packwood Plan.

Economic Effects of an Increase in Federal Excise- Taxes
.As Assistant Secretary Mentz noted, the extent" to which the burden
of an increase in excise taxes is imposed on consumers rather
than
depends-on

producers

the

respective elasticitiel

(i~e.

responsiveness)

od demand and supply.-for
the 'taxed- g6d or
service.
The
less
responsive
that consumer purchases are to changes in price, the more
the relative burden of an excise
tax increase will be passed on° 'to
consumers
in the form of higher prices; moreover, the more responsive
(i.e.-elastic) that the supply of a good is to changes in price; the
more the burden of- an excise
tax
increase will b6 passed on to
consumers.
In his Statement,- Mentz pointed out
that
"the
supply of
most goods can be expected to be highly responsive Io changes in price,
since with
sufficient time the quantity supplied of most goods can be
increased

(or

decreased)

at a

relatively

constant

unit

cost",

(High-

lights
& Documents, Congressional: News, April.22, 1986, p. L-100]. Thus, it is likely tlrat most of_ the proposed increase in Federal excise
taxes would be passed on to consumers in highr pricesOptimal Tax Policy Considerations

-

Economists have generally opp-osed tax-policies-which " involve -the
imposition of excise taxes on a few selected products because the
taxes tend to distort the prices of the
taxed products relative to.
other prices in the marketplace and, .consequently,-economic choices are
distorted,
,The resulting efficiency distortions are reflected by the
from
fact that some of the economy's scarce resources-are discouraged
being used
in their
most valuable uses.
This-m eans that the use ofexcise taxls, and increases .in them, tend to make. consumers
worse off
by artl-icallyraising .some
products'
prices and by reducing the
availability-of theseproducts.
(
-

--

-I-

-

4

To minimize such efficiency-distortions, economic theory indi-cates
throughout. he
that optimal tak-policy considerations require that
economy~excise tax levels on-different products would-.have to be deterOne such approach would involve
a very system'a¢tjf
ay.
my-'ed in
.in-an-- inv6te relatidnship-to----he--.
setting excise:--tax' rates-on" goods
price elasticities of demand for them. -This woulq require higher tax
fates on-products for which 'consuie-r-s' purchases exhibit relatively low
* degrees of responsiveness to changes iJnP We
seems toimply
that
Assistant
Secretary Mentz's Statement
consumers have, inelastic demands for some'of the -go ods and'services
which currently are $ub'ect to Federal1 excise taxes and, therefore, an
increase in these taxes would be consistent with optimal tax considera This is obviousJy'at the case.' Optimal taxtions
IlIbid., p. L-101].
study of e-lasticity.
much
cens-idrations'of this type ,would require
, .
levels throughout theeconmry-and then an across-the-board application
-of.thel
inverse elasticity approach.
Even ,theK 'it
is unlikely, that
obtiinablr -for applying the approach
adequate information would be
correctly. Many goods for .which,.&4e*-ari relatively inelastic demands
current-ly
(e.q.s, prescription drugs, Medical--servfcs, etc;) are ,not'
subject 'to Federal' excise taxes and- probably' never will be. 'The
is
imposition of excise taxes on a few selected goods and services, as
approach which cannot be assumed to a piecemeal
the case now, is
contribute to efficient.resource allocation., An increase in the levels
ven 1ess
of existing excise taxes would makb resource" allocation
i7-ficient than it now is.
one
noted' that
In his.
statement, Assistant Secretary Mentz
. justification which-is sometimes'given for imposing af excise tax on a
product
is that the production or consumRtion of the product may cause
spillover costs to other members ofsociety. He cited alcohol as his
principal
example of a product which may generate some:spillover costs
to society; he also suggested that-tobacco may impose spillover gosts--_(although 'he
does not indicate how this injury to innocent bystanders.Qccurs) and gasoline tas well as other petroleum products) -,may- c~use
...
air pollutidn-and because reliance-on
spillover cost-s ,by generating
Mentz does not
foreign sources may'reduce future economic growth.
provide any information concerning empirical evidence'oh how large
the spillover costs are from thee products or whether"there/might be
other products in the economy which'genetate spillover effects.
The implication of Mentzs comments is that existing" Federal
excise taxes are 'justif-ied because there may be some spillover costs
imposed and,
they are
.associated with some of the products on which
any increases in these taxes are also
following the same reasoning1
justified. The fallacy of this line of reasoning is that plmost all
.-goods-and services produced in the economy generate some external costs,
to determine optimal tax. policies so as to'
and' benefits.
In order
insure that prices reflect all"- economic costs associated with each
product at the margin, it Would be necessary tO know the exact sizes of
any spillover costs generated'by each product'.before deciding on the
-optimal excise tax for eachproduct. This type of information is very
difficult to collect. Mentz provides no such informatibh in his Statelikely
His arbitrary selectioy of a small number of products as
ment.
generators of external costs and his contention that it is therefore

&-

I
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acceptable to impose increased Federal excise taxes oh them' is not
This unsystematic-and
consistent with optimal tax considerations.
piecemeal approach for imposing and increasing Federal ,excise taxes
would almost surely make resource al location.in the economy much worse
than it alredy is. Moreover, the arbitrariness of his approach is
Z1 e-arly discrim-natory to both consumers and producers of the products
which have excise tjxes imposed on them.
In Addition t, the shortcomings in Assistant Secretary Mentz's
Statement which have already been mentioned, there are analytical contradictions in his arguments. He claimed, for example, that petroleum
products are underpriced in -the market and do not reflect the spillover,
cost of reliance on uncertain supplies of foreign oil. It is not
clear, however, why his recommended increase in Federal excise taxeson
producers of domestic gasoline (and other petroleum products) would
help reduce our reliance on, foreign oil. .,While it might result 'in soGe
conservation of petroleum products, it Mould also reduce the incentives
.that U.S. producers have to find new-oirT- erev-es.
Another major contradictio-n-ekis-i in the Statement by Mentz. As
already pointed out, he argued that we should use excise taxes to
promote reduced production and consumption of several products because
they may generate external social costs. He then reversed himself by
implying that the demands' for the goods being taxed are unresponsive
(i.e. inelastic) to changes in price, and therefore excise taxes on
each of these ". . .would cause very little change in the amount of the
He cannot have it
good consumers would purchase" Ibid., p. L-101].
both ways.
Distributional Impact
-It is a basiq principle of economic theory that excise taxes
regressive in their impact. In other words, they _tend-t4-take a larger
proportion of the income of poor and middle-ineomo families than they
do of high income people.

ThisA-be-us

low income families tend

to

of their incomes on consumption than
have to spend a iarge-prtion
do high income families who can save and invest much of their income.
--An- increase in Federal excise taxes is likely to harm horizontal
equity. In other words, the burden of the increased taxes may have a
quite

different

impact

on different

people who have

the same current

income levels because the levesl and mix of consumption expenditures_
varies greatly among people. This is especially true for the eld-e-y
who typically spend large'amounts from their savings on consumption
that would be subject to excise taxes, ever-though they previously paid
taxes on their income as they accumulated their savings. Furthermore,
an increase in Federal excise taxes would also be likely to harm
vertical' equity because the level of consumption expenditures inla
given time period does not always reflect the. ability to pay (i.e.
income) in an accurate-way.
A recent study by the Citizens for Tax Justice found that ".
families with the least ability to pay--egpecially young families and
elderly households--were shown to bear the brunt of proposed increases
in taxes on gasoline, beer and wine, tobacco, appliances, airline
tickets, telephone calls and other consumer purchases" under. the
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-This study also
-Packwood Plan [News Release, April 21; 1986, p. 11.
concluded that the plan would eliminate 79 percent of the tax relief
which families'earning less than $11,000 a year would receive front. the
House tax reform bill while median-income families would lose about 49
percent of their tax cuti families"with income above '$84,000 per year
would be able to keep about 90 percent of their tax reductiond [Ibid.,
p. 21.
In addition, the study' found that the Packwood Plan would
result in a net loss of 11,640 jobs in 32 states.
Conclusion

.-

I am opposed to the Packwood Plan's proposal to make Federal
-excise taxes and tariffs.nondeductible for Federal income tax purposes.
For the reasons provided above, I am also opposed to any proposals
.(such as the ofie implicit in the Statement of Assistant Secretary of
the Trea ury Mentz), which would result in increases in selective
Sucif increases would distort economic choices
Federal excise.'taxes.
and cause resources not-to go to their most efficient uses. They Vould
effects on economic_ equity -because of their
also
have
harmful
...
regressiveness.

, (
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM CARR
* PRESIDENT, MINING DIVISION OF JIM WALTER RESOURCES, INC.
BEFORE THE
""

" SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
HEARING ON DEDUCTIBILITY OF EXCISE TAXES
'April 21,,1986

Mr. Chairman, I am WilliamCarr) President of the Mining
Division of Jim Walter Resources, Inc.', located in Brookwood, Alabama,
a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Tampa-based.Jim Walter Corporation,
which operates five (5)la'rge underground mines in Tuscaloosa and,
Jefferson Counties, Alabama.

These mines vary in depth'"from 1300 to

2300 feet in the Alabama coal-rich Warrior Basin,

Thismining

complex employs more than 3700 people and will produce approximately
eight (8) to ten (10) million tons of premium quality, low sulfur
Blue Creek coal for customers abroad and in the United States. .Jim,"
Walter Resources leads the Coal Industry in new innovative ways of
mining, including the development of the first modern longwall pining
operation in the Southeast and a pace-setting coal degasific-tion
project. which extracts more than fifteen (15)million cubic feet of
methane gas per day from the coal seams prior to mining, providing
both a cost-efficlent energy source,, and most importantly, adding to
the safety of miners working underground.
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It is- our-understanding that the Finance Coniiittee proposes
to e.livninate'the deductibility for income tax purposes of all federalV
excise tales.
In gerieral, all excise taxes are a direct cost of doing
business and, as such, their deduction for federal income tax'purposes
is not"a loophole as some have attempted to describe it. These taxes
are just as much a direct cost of doing business, as are

," ''

labor-related taxes- and materials used in manufacturing, mining and
other businesses, and, therefore, the deductibility should not be
,eliminated,
Should theirdeductibility be eliminated, the selling
price of the finial product must be increased if he same profit
margin is to be maintained.

The increased cost must be passed on to

the-customer, and since it would affect all United States producers,..
the market probably will-permit it. Thus, the final'consumer will
pay increased costs and inflation will gradually increase.

it is, in

fact, a regresisve tax which will be paid, by the consumer, many of"
whom are-not in'a position to pay increased costs for products and
services'.
Speaking specifically of the coal industry, the'black lung
tax that now is $1.JO'per ton of coal mined underground is not really
an excise tax, but a social tax enacted to fund disability for. coal
miners dJ.e to black lung diseases and, as- such,is a normal cost
of doing business>

If the'deductibility is removed, the cost of coal

must be increased to maintai, the same degree-of profitability._
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However, in this heavily depressed industry, there are very few, if
any, mining companies th t can'normally raise their selling prices.
It is clea,-ly apparent, that a provision removing the
deductibility of

taxes would have a major economic impact on

tie entire coal ' ,jgtry. The Price Waterhouse study-shows the
net after-tax effect'of this proposal to be a 54-percent net "
increase.

Looking &t this in terms'of the actual before-tax impact,

the $1.10-per-ton black lung tax, effective April 1, 1986, when not.
deductible as a costof doing busiqess,.is equivalent to a $2.04per-ten blacf lung tax, thus having the same effect as an 85-percent.
increase in the income tax rate. for this item, assuming that the
-same degree of profitability-is maintained.
*

Speaking.direttly for our -corporation, which depends on'

marketing a quality coai'for'export, we are now in a position of
'trying to compete with South Africa, Poland, Australia and Others,
who, in one form or another, control the seling price of their coal
so that they may take.a major share of world markets.

We produce a

high grade coal with the use of the best available technology, with
more safety..requirements than required by law, and with a-very high
degree productivity,

that is tons per man produced.

Despite our

high degree of productivity'and our efficiency, looking at our
operations alone, producing a quality coal at the least cost, the
removal of the deductibility of this tax alone last year would have
reduced our profitability last year to practically zero.

Now, our

world markets are shrinking,-and the market price is so close to the
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--- cost of producing, that-this additional tax on coal -- and this is
-just what the removal of deductibility amounts
to -- will,cont'inue
,to shrink oyr markets,
As. our market shrinks. so do oursales and, in turn, our
production.levels, and, finally, the number of jobs that we are able
The loss of jobs will have a"'rippllng" effect on other

to.provide.

-jobs and the net effect is further.loss of tax basis and could easily
result in less, rather than more-, taxable income at both the federal ,
and state levels.

In addition, it hurts this nation's balance of

payments since most of -our coal is sol(overseas.
,

If the deductibility 4s removed, you are just adding.an,-

additional burden to the-coal industry which,. inthelong run, will
decrease the mining of coal, the one major natural resource that we
have in this country, and the'. one energy material that our'
manufacturing industries and.consumersmay-depend on in-the years
,to

come to provide a source of energy required to-maintain our world

position.'"

I
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STATE24aT BY KE2rNENN
A. Kt4, CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT INDUSTRY GROUP
If-I OWPOSlTION TO THE REPEAL OF THE DEDUCTIBILITY
OF TARIFFS FOR D04ERMINING TAXABLE BUSINESS INCOME

.

(Befort the Senate Committee on Finance, ,April 21, 1986)

The Joint Industry Group would like tb register its firm opposition to
the tax reform proppsal eliminating the deductibility of, tariffs and excise
taxes. Most of ou members are opposed to' this new departure in treatment
of the long-recognized business expense aspect of excise taxe§ and-tariffs.
However, other :business organizations re. addresssing the great disadian.tagesof this proposed shift in.ax policy respecting excise taxes,
designed to gain tax revenue required by reform measures proposed for other
tax areas, including,' it is recognized, those to maintain or enhance U.S.
industry's competitiveness in world markets.
The Joint Industry Group, a business coalition, -(a description of
activities and mebershio is attached), has customs matters as its primary
interest. -. e Group. is cQnvinced that a change in the tax law repealing
the deductibility of tariffs will'produce revenue that i. insignificant
compared'to the increased fiscal barriers tQ-U.S. exports which are likely
to be imposed by other countries.
The Joint Industry Group would like to note that the proposal fqr
eliminatihg the deductibility of~tarifl" duties was not considered in th
exhaustive study conducted by the Department of the Treasury in develop ng
the Administration's tax reform proposals.
Whether or n<t'the import restraining effects of the measure played
a part in developing the' proposal, the Joint Indstry Group feels' it-is a
grave error to concentrate on the purely domestic impact of the proposal.
To do so ignores the almost certain reactions by our trading partners,
reacti6ns adverse to 'U.S. export interest. Thus, the Joint Industry Group
is as much concerned with the impact of tne repeal of deauctbiiity, f
tariffs on treatment of U1.-S-ports as it is with the unfortunate increase
in the incidence of) tariffs on U.S. imports.
As the Comittee on Fioance is aware. U.S. tariff concessions agreed
to over the years in bilateral and mtultilateral trade agreeements and' now
covering almost all U.S.- imports are commitments to maintain at4 or reduce.
rates of duty on imports to, certain levels.. The agreements further provide that no action should be taken to nullify or impair the valueof such
tariff concessions which are granted in exchange, for-similar reductions or
bindings by 'our trading partners. "Dver. the years changes in the rmethod or

basis of customS valuation, changes in product classifications and other

measures which effect changes in the incidence of the rates of duty have
been.subject to challenge and negotiation of compensation in efforts to

restore the balance of concessions between countrfde. 'The negotiations
related to the adoption of the Custoa6 Valuation Code 'in the Tokyo Round
is a ease in point.
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Specifically, when the United States ellminated America Selling
Price valuation as a result of the adoption of the new.Customs Yaluation Code,
.the rates of duty on imports covered by American Selling "iice were renegotiated to reflect the equivalence of the rates of duty based on the new
customs valuation base. Any change which reflects a higher cost of
rates of duty subject to trade agreement co~mitments would be subject to
challenge under the provisions of the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade.
It has not been possible in the time available to conduct'a study of
whether changes in the deductibility 6f tariffs in computing taxable'
business inc me has ever been reviewed as an impairment of tariff
However,
concessions in the Gener-al Agreement on Tariffs and Tr&de (GATT).
almost no one'would disaee wth the conclusion that a shift from
deductibilitylto nondeductibility of tariffs for tax purposes certainlydoes increase the cost of tariffs on imports. inasmuch as such a change
was ntt contemplated in the exchange of tariff concessions, this particular
change in tax policy is likely to be considered by foreign exporters to the,
United States as an impairment or nullification of tariff-cornessions

previously granted, by the United States.,
For this reason, the Joint Industry Group believes that this proposed
changein the corporate tax system would violate-U.S. coauitments under the
Further, the Joint Industry
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).
subject," at the
Group believes and expects that the United States woulcvery least, .to claims for compensation, Very large claims and at the most
ie serious
the United States could be subject to retaliation, possib
retaliation. In any event the response by our trading partners to this
change in tax policy will be an increase in barriers to U.S. exports
disproportionate to the effects of the tax change on the incidence of
tariffs on U.S.imports.
Consider the fact that most other c6utries, except Japan, have higher
rates of duty than does the' United States, on the ave;ge.' The United
* States average ad valorem equivalent is about 4 percent; in Europe the rate
of duty is about 8 percent, Japan, 2-3 percent; and-Canada, 8 percent. Add
the factor that most other countries impose their tariffs on a c.i,.f, basis
(which -includes the cost of freight -and insurance), while the United States
and a few other countries impose duties on a f.o.b. basis (free on board'_
the port of export). Thus, if other countries chose to take action on
deductibility of tariffs similar to that proposed in the United States, the
increased- cost of the tariffs would be fai greater in almost all countries
because the average rate of duty is higher abroad than in the United States
and because the cost of freight and insurance would be included in the
customs valuation base used in most other counties, but not by the
/ ""
,
,-.
United-States.
-.In

addition to higher rates of-duty and', highe

assessing duties, most other countries have higher cr

1valution base ror

rate'tax rates.

Thus, theproposed U.S. corporate tax rate of 35 or 38 percent (presently
46 percent) will be applied to the newly taxable income income of the
average 4 percent tariff. This represents a potential increased tariff
incidence in the United States of 35 percent, on average.
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newly taxable revenue of 8.4 percent average tariff, including the
additional factor reflecting the cost of freight and insurance of'
4_ .6 percent, represents a potential increased tariff cost of 5.2
percentUe points ad valorem. This'is a 2.7 fold higher increased cost
of tariffs on imports into West Germany than 'into the United States as a
result of such a tax change.
In the context of today's atmosphere of questionable trade cooperation
and lagging dispute settlement efforts, it is highly unlikely that our .
trading partners will avoid the opportunity to adopt the U.S. tax approach.
This is particularly true since the effects of emulating U.S. tax policy
will be to penalize imports by raising prices to individual and to
business consumers, raise revenue and engend r much high tariff incidencesfor U.S. exports thin would be.the case for
imports.

KS.

Another-po3sibility is that other'S
ties
might choose to eliminate
tariff deductibility on imports from Just those-countries which choose to'
eliminate deduqtibility of tariffs for corporate tax purposes.
ToeJoint Industry Group strongly request that the Committee members
consider:

1) The wisdom of eliminating tariff~deductibUlity for the purpose

of determining taxable~business income considering its unstudied and
undocwiinted, effects on individuals and businesses, and since we also
believer the adverse iiipact on U., S. competitivness with direct imports
also could've significant;

2) the likelihood that U.S. trading partners will be placed in a
.strong position to request compensation or to. retaliate if the U.S.
increases the incidence of GATT-bound rates of duty by repealing the
deductibility of tariffs;
3) The proportionately much high market access burden that U.S.
exports 'will face if the governments of other countries decide to emulate
the United States and also eliminate deductibility of tariffs. Higher,
average rates of duty,, a higher c.i.t, valuation base, and generally much
higher corporate tax rates would raise the incidence of.nondeductible
tariffs on U.S. exports far in excess of similar action in the United
States;
'The average statutory tax rate In Europe isan.estimated 50 percent, and
in'Japan is 58 percent.
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4) This tax proposal'and other measures which have been and are
being considered by the ComvIitteee on Finance, including the customs user
fees on passengers and vessels, and those proposed on customs clearance of
commercial goods, plus fees to support port maintenance and improvement and
special fees for adjustment assistance simply must-be considered in
the context of what other countries will choose to do in response.
The. Uni .ed States is struggling to achieve t more .realistic value for
the dollar and b.cone'more competitive in* order to bring undei -control the
current trade deficit. If the United States is to continue on a piecemeal
basis to enact new fiscal impediments to imports, measures that can a'nd
will be easily replicated and imposed on U.S. exports by our tradin_
..
partners, then the trade advantage of a newly aligned dollar will be
serloqsly undermined. Further, these actions which are neither significant
nor efficient revenue raising measures will harm the opportunities for
future efforts at the cooperative lowering of world-trade
barriers.
There are legitimate'concerns'with the degree of market
reciprocity for the United States in the context of existing international
trading rules And practices. Such concerns are addressed in the trade
-proposals pending. in- the Congress. To enact a tax measure which impacts
the cost of tariffs on U.S. consumers is highly'questionable tax policy
in the short run.

,To the extent that the measure negtes United' States

trade agreeement-obligations and also makes it highly likely that U.S-.
exports will experience similar and proportionately much high increases
in the incideqce of' tariffs abroad is unwise tax policy and disastrou;
trade policy in the long run.
We urge the Comiittee to reject' the proposal on nondeductibility of
tariffs and excises as well.-

(A list of the membership of the Joint Industry Group subscribing to
this statement is attached to the description of activities and membership.)

/.
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PARTICIPANTS IN THE JOINT INDUSTRY GROUP SUPPORTING THESTATEMENT IN OPPOSITION TO THE NONDEDUCTIBILITY OF TARIFFS
SUBMITTED TO THE HEARING OF THE SENATE FINANCE .COMMITTEE,
APRIL 21, 1986

Business Firms
American President Lines, Ltd.
"
Brunswick Corporation
Burroughs Corporation.
Catepillar ,Industries
Control Data Corporation
Data General Corporation
Decision Data Compvter Corporation
Dow International..
Fujitsu America, "4c.
General Electric C4.
ITT, Cannon DiVisi n
International BuSi ess Machines Corporation
internationall Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
JVC Company of Ametica
K Mart Corporation

..

.

Matsushita Electric Corporation of America.
Mattel, Inc.
North American Philips Corporation
Northern Telecom

J.C., Penny Co., inc.
Pioneer Video, Inc.
Polysar, Inc.
Procter & Gamble
RCA
Samsoniti" Corporation
Sprague Electric
The 3MCompany
Trade Associations
Air Transport Association of America
American Assoolation of EXporters and Importers
.American Paper institute
American Retail Federation
Council of American-Flag Ship Operators
Foreign Trade Association of Southern California
International Footwear Association
International Hardwood Products Association
Minnesota World Traae Association
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers AssociationNational Association of Photographic Manufacturers
National Bonded Warehouse Association,
National Council on International Trade Documentation
Nat ional Customs Brokers and Forwarders Association, Inc.

698,
Joint Industry Group listing, cont. -2NatioN1 Association of Foreign Trade Zones
NationaljndustrialTi-ansportation League
Prfessional Firms

-

Anderson Hibey Nauheim & Blair
Arthur Anderson &"Company
Baker- & McKenzie
Barnes Richardson & Colburn
Wolf 6. Death C., Inc.
Busby Rehm & Leonard
The Clawson Copmpany.
Graham. & James
Joseph & Schiller
Kadison Pfaelzer Woodard ,Quinnn & Rossi
Mudge Rose Guthrie Alexander & Ferdon
O'Connor & Hannan
Patton Boggs & Blow
Powell Goldstein-Frazer & Murphy
Reynolds Allen & Cook
Rode & Qualey
Ross & Hardies
Sandler & Travis
Serko Simon & Abbey'
Schnader Harrison Segal & Lewis
Sharretts Paley Carter & Blauvelt
Siv:el Mandell & Davidson
Stein ShnsLak Shosfak and O'Hara
Wiifner Cutler &--ickering
Windel Marx 6vies & Ives
Washington /International Insurance Company

.I
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JOINTINDUSTRY GROUP
The. Joint Industry Group Is a coalition of' manufacturing fitfi,
trade associations, attorneys and other professionals actively
involved in international trade. The Group examines the concerns
of the busness community relative to current and proposed
customs-related policies, actions., legislation and regulation hnd
undertakes to improve them thfoUgh dialogue, i.e. with the
U.S. Customs Service, other Government agencies and Zhe Congress.
Membership in-the Group is open to all firms,-.ssociations and
individuals having.an.interest in customs matters who are
concerned with the stated purposes of the Gtoup. 'he'-current
membership of the Group exceeds 65 in number; its public positions
are usually taken in the name oi the Group and its.tride
association members, who include the:

-

Aerospace Industries Association
Air Transport Association
American Association of-Exporters and Importers
Americah Electronics Association
American Paper Institute
American Retail Federation
Cigar Association of America
Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Assoc.
Electronic Industries Association
Foreign Trade Assocation of Southern California
I
International Footware Association .
International Hardwood .Products Association
Minnesota
WorldManufacturers
Trade Association
'Motor
Vehicle
Association
National
National
National
National
-National
National

Assoc-iation of Foreign Trade Zones
Association-of Manufacturers
Association of Photographic.Manufacturers
Industrial-Transportation League
Council on International Trade Documentation
Customs Brokers & Forwarders Association of America

The Chairman of the Group is its Chief Executive Officer, who
serves for a two-year term, with the possibility of an additional,
two consecutive terms.-The current Chairman is:
.
Mr. Kenneth A. Kunm
"
"
(Manager, CUstoms&
Trade Affairs,. 3M Company, St.
Minnesota)

/

'

62-214

0 - 86 -23

Paul,.
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PreVfous Chairmen have been"
1976 -Mr. -William'D. Eberle(then President, Motor Velhicle Manufacturers Association,
.Washingdon, DC; Previdusly the President's Special-Trade
Repcesentative)'
1977-80, 1981-13 - Mr. David J. Elliott
(Manager,'Customs Administ-ration, Procter & Gamble Company;
previously Deputy Assistant Secretary for Congressional
Affairs, Department of Commerce)
1980-81 --"Mr. Joseph A. DeRose
(then Director of Customs, IBM Coiporation, Arnonk,

NY)

1984 - Mr. David R. Macdonald Esq.

(Partner, Baker & McKenzie Washington, DC; previously'
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, Undersecretary of the
Navy and Deputy U. S. Trade Representative).
The Secretariat of th4 Group is provided by Mr., Harry Lqmar
o
ittee on
(previously Staf£-Dixdctor, Ho~se Ways apd _Means Subco
"
'Trade).
The Group has no dues per se, but its operating expenses are
reimbursed by its members, budgeted at ad estimated $250 per
member per calendar year. The expenses are for the part-time
services of the Secretariat plus mailing and related costs.
The Group's~majcr lccompltshments include:
1. Customs Procedural Reform and SimplificationoAct of 1978.
This law mode'rnized.Customs civil: penalty statute:y -'
providing-due process, Judicial review and gradation of
penalties based upon culpability and amount of violation.
This replaced automatic forfeiture of the .valxle of the goods
regardless of whether deliberate fraud or technical- error is
alsorequies that importing companies keep
involved. -',t
.records and provide Customs with reasonable access to them.
2. GATT Valuation Agreement.
This Agreement provided the major trading countries witha..
common standard for determining Customs' values. It is based
on the concept that the price paid by a.wtlLing buyer'to, a
willingstller is the best measure of value,at a given time and
place. This-Agreement replaced diverse national, laws that were
often arbicrary, resulted in excessive values in commercial
terms and-could frequently crea-e- serious cbmptiance problems.
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3. Expedited Duty ColtectiThe Group siy
convinced Treasury that efforts to,
".._.e-ate
duty collection from the present ten working day
period following the import of goods was counter-productive
in terms of net Federal revenue, Customs operations and the
'flow of commerce.The Group has also proposed to Customs a procedure for modernizing
its paper work processing, as £s successfully being done in other
countries, including England and Cermany. A work program to
install slach a system is-being examined by a Group Task Force in
cooperation with the U.S. -CustoMs Service.
Other issues that-the Group is currently considering include inter
alia:

-

1. Customs' tendency to emphasifze enforcement activities at the
expense of trade facilitation, equitable administration of the
law and the needs of the U.S. economy.
2. Customs' proposal to col-lect "user's fees" for each customs
entry,-arriving passenger, etc.
.
3. The basis on which U.S. and foreign governments determine the
country of ori in of goods for Customs-related purposes.
4. An amendment to the curre
uthorizat
_-

....

would effetive~y--el-inate the sta
CustomsV penalty cases.

o

m tati-ons in
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On behalf of Kaiser Coal Corporation, L appreciate the

-

oppqrtunity to present m' views on the -tax reform proposal
being -considered by the Finance Committee.
want to address m

Specifically, I

cpcimments to the-proposal to eliminate

deductibility for federal exdis
Kaiser Coal Corporation,

t

s. paid.

eadquartered in Colorado

Springs, has active mines and coal reserves in Colorado, New
Mexico and Utah.

Kaiser is ia member of both the Mining and

Reclam'ation Council of Amerca ant theNa-tional Coal
Association, and we endorse the cSmmcnts made to this committee
by Mr. Danic.l Scherder of Peabody Coal Company in',their- behalf.
We mine both underground and, face coal, and pay significant
amounts of excise taxes under a variety of federal
requirements.

Proposals which seek to dehy companies the-

ability to deduct these substantial taxes from their taxable
bases has the effect of creating "phantom income" where none in
fact exiits.I Let me'.use one significant exrmple.._thq

federal

black lung tax,'-to illustrate.
The black lung- tax--is- r7teven a true excise tax, but
instead is used to finance an employee relief program much like
sOciel security, federal workman's compensation and'other
similar~programs.

The entire coal industry will pay about $600

million in black lung taxes this year, partly due to a 10%
increase just passed by Congress and effective April 1.

At a

704
time when energy rates are dec Ining and Competition among
fuels is intense, coal prices often can't be raised to offset
thwse increases.

The black'l'ing taxes, even when they can be

added to the ccst of coal, flow directly through the coal
company and to the federal government.

Yet under this

proposal# they would be inc luded in the taxable base'of the
company income, which wf-1Wf1fectively increase the black lung
tax by 54%.
That is not only bad tax policy, it is bad energy policy.
By compounding tax increases such as we've experienced this
year in the area of black lung taxes-alone, and at a time of
intense: competition among energy sources, the Congress would
shift demand away from domestic coal and toward fuels- such as
oil, which is much more import-dependent.

This policy simply

does not appear to be rational from the position of those of us
who are trying to supply the country with its most abundant and
useful fuel at the lowest possible price to the consumer.
*

Thank you for this opportunity to present my views.

-2--

-.
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Executive kx'n&toto'A the Lentucku Tobacco
an d Cafdy As
kociat
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to the U4. S. Senate Com (tte, on f!fiance
e,' .X_
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P'oviions oA (lie proposed Tax ReAotm Sit

-The Kentacke Tobacco andCaCndo Assoiation is an oakization oj u'hotesae4ss
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tobacco and candy products

ptducts.
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the most
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imonghdindxeds,' ever thousands oA othex
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the-e
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ha-6 bees made substantiatty woase. When th e jatmeKt makea tess money, then the tetail ex
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3y
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-
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I
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KErn DISTRIBUTING

COMPANY, INC..-

260 CAUSTON BLUFFROAD - SAVANN-AH.'E0RGA31404-1497 - TELEPHONE 92233-1176
April 22,

1986

The Honorable Bob Packwood
United States Senate Committee on Finance
Room 5D 219, Dirksen Senate OfficeBldg.
Washington, D.C. 2051
-

Dear Senator Packwood'.
I have received information that claims your tax proposal wi Igive working men and women a tax break. It
seems to me that
nothing is further from the truth. in fact,' your prgposal is, a
hidden tax,
because companies---including - Miller Brewing Co.,
Coors Brewing Co.,
and Stroh's Brewing Co..---of which I sell
their products,. will have to raise pricesvirm order.to continue to
make a profit and survive-. This price increase w3uld direct ly
effect beer consumers,. inostly blue-collar, working men ad women.
We all know that inreasad prices can -lead to decreased sales,
which wbuld also have a drastic effect on state.and local taxes
that derive from the sale of beer.
My message is simple'l
I oppose all taxation that have back door methods that masquerade
as "TaX Fairnesso or !Tax Breaks?.

-

The U.S. brewing industry means approximately 189,000 direct jobs
and billions of'dollars already paid in federal and state taxes.
American consumers now pay more for the tax on beer than for the
ingredients
and labor combined. America's 80 million beer
'drikers already pay beer taxes that are threetimes higher than
most other consumer' products. It is indeedi'a cruel. hoax to play
on American consumers by offering them a tax break with one hand,
then raise the prices of many consuner goods through a back door
taxation method with the other'hand.

Charles Teel
Cheif Executive Officer
Kern Distributing Company, Inc.

-

Mre; BSowing Company
Van Munching &Company
Slroh Srewwy Comps ny
Adolph CoorsComelny
Royal Crown Cola Company
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To

. Betty Scott.-Boom
Committee on Finance
Room SOD-219

Dirksen Senate Off-ice Building
Washington, DC 20510
From: John E. Busby, President
Kurth Malting Corporation
Re:

Senator Bob Packwood's Proposal on Beer Expise Taxes

Date: May 2, 1986

I am opposed to Senator Packwood's proposals to eliminate
excise tax deductions for beer, increase excise taxes on beer
and indexing beer excise taxes for the following reasons:

*

I .-- iloth in terms of its effect on consumers and' of
itIs impact on the brewing industry, the Packwo-5--plah would
exact a cost far in excess of any benefit derived by the
Federal Government.
2. Jt does not close a corporkte.loophole... it raises
taxes on,80 million American beer drinkers.
3. Consumers will pay more than $2 -for every $1 the
-government realizes.
4. BDer drinkers already-are heavily taxed.
.
5. This proposal 'falls unfairly on America's working
men and women..-6.- Eliminating'this tax deduction penalizes brewers
for providing a service to government.
7.
The proposal could eliminate thousands of Jobs
within thebrewing industry, and among industry suppliers.

Gecwal Office2100 South 43rd Stree Milwaukee, Wisconsn 53219

414/384-7400

10

ii

--

2-

8. State excise taxes onOeer have gone :up 504%
There is no "-catehing up"-that needs to be done
since 1951.
when, it comes: to taxes on beer drinkers, a group comprised
primarily of-4merica's working men and women.
9,. Longstanding federal-policy has been'to decrease
rolianee oh harrowly focused, discriminatory taxes. In fact,
during 1965 alone, excise taxes werecompletely removed from
the purchasers of such'luxu'ry items as jewelry, furs and perfume. 1-his proposal would reverse that trend.
* 16. The 'Iederal Government's current budget process is
resulting in cuts fn alvariety of domestic pr6gframs that
benefit working Americans. It wo4ld Andeed be unfair if this
process were to'be paralleled by decisions that made the tax
code more regressive.
Indexing"relieves.Congress of its responsibility
II.
/
.
-for'tax Increases* "
12.
Indexing promotes4steful government spending.
13., Indoxing promotes inflation.

.a.

o
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HR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMNITTEEt
My name

. v. R.

is

Day',

Jr.

and

Executive Officer of Liggett Group
6' Myers

Liggett

and Chief

im President

Our primary business is

Inc..

Company,

Tobacco

I

in

located

North

Durham,

Caroliha.
five percent -of 'the

With approximately
amal-lst

is -the

In

facturers.
survived,
label

the

of
an

six .major

Intensely

American

manu-

cigarette
we

industry,

competitive

L&M

have

through Innovation,'by pi6neering generic .and privateIn

cigarettes.

so

doing, -we

competition into the cigarette
time.

domestic market,

Today,

ve

are

the

introduced

'price

genuine

industry for virtually the first

leading

of

manufacturer

and

genorie

'private-label cigarettes in the United States.
On behalf of L&Ms
you

not. to

eliminate
pense.
-generic

the

and

us.

We

a, cigarette

deductibility of

Because, we

excise tax
on

enact

our employees,

are

small

prIvate-label

on

excise

tax

excise

taxes

and because

cigarettes

is

customers,

as

the

a

much, smaller

I

a business" ex-

profit

margin

.

on

slim, -any cigarette

profit

large

margin

impact

than

competitors, and thus ye. are less able to absorb any excise
incrasse.

urge

and %'not to

increase

have a disproportionately

increase will
operate

and our

our
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-2If
the

an excise

excise

tax

is

tax-increase

the

deduction,

company will be substantial.
in federal excise taxes.
business

linked with the elimination of
adverse. consequences

In 1985 we paid -over

for

our

$230 million

The inability to deduct this legitimate

expense would obviously

add

a huge

amount

to

our

op-

erating costs, with adirect and negative effect on our company..
You have heard, and will no doubt continue to hear, many good
reasons

not

to

increase

the

tobacco

views expressed by others that
because
least

it

Is

because

able to afford it;

tax.

We

the tobacco excise tax

having

regressive,

excise

the
it

greatest

share

the

Is unfair
on

impact

those

unjustifiably singles out a

particular product or industry for 'discriminatory tax treatment;
and

because

checks

it

distorts

and balances

and

dislocates

inherent in

a

the

desirable

free market

system of

system.

We think

that !hese arguments against exclse taxes arecompelling..
I simply wanted

to present

to you a concrete example of one

company that would be significantly and adversely affected by any
tobacco

excise

the Cbngress

tax' Increase.

as a whole,

This Committee

needs

to understand

in particular, and
that an excise

tax

increase, especially if coupled with the elimination of excise
tax deductibility, will have serious repercussions for businesses
throughout
increase

the

should

United
not,

States.
and

cannot

/I

taking into account these costs.

A decision
legitimately,

on

an ,excise,
be

made

tax

without

7M I

$

"TA
Nuvh 25, 19"
ina III
she HItorable .1mn
Uhited'tates -Snate

Dear Senator

iLns-

I irect this letter to youas

mmbr of the Senate Mnsce Comittee.

in my capacity a. chairman

of- The Peonsylvania Draero Association

and also 4s individuall brower.
The Pennsylvania

-

rowere Association I* composed of eight (S)

bigvers situated within the Commonwealth.
seven (1)

Of theme eight brewers,

are included in the top twenty, Uited States brewing

ccrpanios.

The mere fact, that, this high proportiob have continued

to survive is testimony to the iccoasodeting legislative climate
within the "ommonwemlth 'end the allegiance of the
cons ume:.
Senator Packwood1 Vpropsed Tax

Reform Plea

Commonwealth brewing industry.

ennsylvanie

the%'w~uld deny the

deductibility of Excise Taxes vould quickly deciat'e

the

'ror instance as applies to my

brewery the Lion Inc. -Zn 196S vepaid $1.374,000 tA Rxotse Taxe
total gross sales of fi0,400000.

o'utof a

if 5enator Pckawoo*ds

proposal wore to be applied, additional-corporate tax
of

6380j00. would have to bd offset by price increases.

Our products are positioned IF the"odnomy priced
category.

8ales are price sensitive.

Price adjustments

required to offset the tax payment would result in a @eXoe
leve

as

V0. o

PO&&MAM8ACOIC ?l

inadequate to austaLn operation.

It is clear that,

this scenario woulO-apply to the bulk of the brewing
operations within the Commonvealth.

ic
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TH

LION Iwo.

(Cent.)

Aside from the debilitating effect on the brewers
proposal is

most unfair to the consumer.

"tax neutral,

it-paess

Senator Paokvoods8

Under the guise of being

the onus to the citisen group least able

dto absorb it.

I urge you to mete every effort to find more equitabi.. and
-ees

4amaging means of meeting our country's revenue needs.

with many thanks for your €onsideation 'of this matter,
I remain-

,

Very truly yours
THn

LION INC.

I

bill Smulovits
President

-- ?
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IMDEPENDENCE FOR INOEPENOENT$

MARYLANDINDEPENDENITRUCKERt&- DRIVERS AS'N., INC.
IBALTIMORE,

BOX 9546

MARYLAND 212 7

May 1, 1986
The Honorable Bob ?ackwood
Chairman
- !moIt~tee on Finance
' .. _U. S. Sentte Washington, D.C. 20-30

-1

Dear Chairman Paokwood,
We ask that this letter be entered into-th--record-ror-the
Committee's recent hearing on the tax reform proposal to eld-thwddduotion for excise taxes.

We oppose the elimination of the business deduction for excise taxes
for several retsons. For one, we consider it to be double taxation
because we would be paying tax on taxes already paid. Deduotions for
excise taxes are legitimate business expenses aad have been so
recognized for ,many years. Second, we consider the excise taxes pai4
on fuel, tires, equipment, and the heavy vehicle tax as user fees and
thought that the money was to be used for highway purposes. If khose
txes were no longer be deductible, the money paid in some taxes to
the Government' would go into the general revenue and not be used
speoifically for highways. , We consider this m unfair proposal.
Third, to plaoe suoh a heavy tax increase on an already tax,burdened
industry would Impose a severe hardship on the trucking Industry, and
it would be especially disastrous to an owner-operator. To
illustrate the effect on an owner-operator, we have enclosed
computations based 'on two of our mers'
1985 tax returns. They
show a comparison of their tax using the deduction for excise taxes
with what their tax would be if the deduction were eliminated.
We realize that the Comittee ii looking for ways to raise new
revenue, bt it is not fair to continue to add taxes upon taxes for
the trucking industry and leave others untaxed.. Therefore, we ask
that the Comittee eliminate exemptions to user fees and, if i Is
still necessary to raise more,-revenue, to be sure that any additional
tax is levied "crose
the board. We also feel that te Congress
should exhaust all possibilities to save money befoft it looks to the
taxpayer-for more revenue. We do not believe it' has done 4o.
Thank you.for the opportunity to present-our-views for the record.
Your

l7

Rta Bonts
C
Fred ent, Maryland Independent
Truckers and Drivers Association
Enclosure
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Illustration ,of taxation on independent truoker who purchased Mew
truok during 1985: (taken from actual tax return)
Purchase price of.truok $70,000
12% exoise tax
-Maryland titling tax
Federal highway use tax
Parts for old truok before new purchase $4,525
12$ excise
Fuel for traveling 90,000 aies 6 6.5 mpg
13,846 sale 1 15 oets pep gallon
Onet Inoome
FICA tax
Federal tax
State tax

$8,400
3,500
550

543
2

h

$20,500

A j

Not inoose
_ -3,363 -21r-_.Total tax

.-

If'the excise tax
nnuld not
.u
..........

Income

6

$28.,500
-

7.812

after tax

alaied

1 , ......

eot income
FICA
Federal tax
State tax

$43,509.50
4,672.80
6,675.79
1R.6841.66
1k,033.45

Excise tax

15.069.50

Total tax

29,102.95

(before personal exemption)
._,

Not Income
Total'
incoe tax
after tax

37, 69.0
29.103.95
a,456.55

##(equals 77.%

tax rate)

Inoom after 'tax
20,688.00
With deduction
Without deduction
1,1Pg. 50
Extra tax payable
'personal exemptions and deduction averaged $6,000

90

Federal inome tax ra te LOn $137,000 tSaonly 33%,

7.5%, FICA 11.8%, total tax rate 52;3%
..

. ..

.

state tax rate
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Illustration of taxation on independent trucker with older truck
(computations taken from actul 1985 tax return)
Highway use tax
$550"
Tires (10 tires $33.50 9.8.T per tire)
335
Fuel (90,000 miles *41 mpg) 20,000 gals. 0 15 eta per gal. $3,000
Parts (,9,050 0 12%)
066,
Net inoome
FICA
Federal tax
State tax

$32,750.00
3,864.50
3,899.00
1.987.00
t 9,750.50

'Net fnoome $32.750.00
Total tax
9,750.50
Income after, tax 22,999.50

It the excise tax could not be claimed
Net inoome
FICA
z
Federal tai
State tax

$6,O00personal exemptioha a
deductions
Not income $31,721

$37,721
5,169

-16 0
Total tax
$1 ,751 ...
**(equals 53.4 tax rate)

11,999
Excise tax
Total tax

Inoome after tax

16,970

Income after tax
With deduction $22,999;50
Without
20,751.00
Extra tax payable
2,248.00

-

"Federal Income tax rate on $31,0001 is 25%, State tax 7.5%,
FICA 11.85, total tax rate 44.3$
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MILLER BRANDS
May 1, 1986

Ms. Betty Scott-Boom
.---Committee On Finance
Room SD-219
Diksen Senate Office. Building,

Washington, bC'2051.

Dear Ms. Scott-Boom:

My statement in opposition to Senator Packwood's proposal to repeai tecorporate.deduction for excise taxes, which , request be
included in the record, is as follows:
1.-- The price of a case of 'be'er-could increase by $1.001
Current excise tax on beer,
per case, or, 3 1/3€ pp

federa) A

state, equals ajmosC':

1-2 ozbottle .r_-ca-n.-

-Two-thirds

of all beer is consumed by families with annual income of less
-

than $3Q,00Q --

America's working class[

2. Projected industry sales would decrease by 4%, or, almost 100
mi 1 ii-on cases.
3.

Over 5000 jobs would be lost in the brewing, packaging,-truck-

qgand-agriculture industries, many of which would be in

S.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Respectfullyyor

*

Pre sident
KM.L.-1p

I
!
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MCQUADE DISTRIBUTING CO., INCP 0 lox 1355, 3501 East Rosw Awe.

B~smarck. Noflh
Dakota 502Qt)223-68W

April 26,"1986
Betty Scott-Boom
Committee on Finance
RooM S-219
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington,'DC 20510
TO WHOM_IT__NAY-

"

CONCERN,

As a beer wholesaler operating in an economically devastated area, I am
vehcnpntly'opposed to Senate Finance Committee Chairman Robert Packwood's"
proposal'to repeal ths corporate deduction for excise taxes.

Any legislative measure that artificially raf'sesjhe already exhorbitant
taxes paid by the beer industry'and my business may very,well force us. out
of business', thereby destroying the jobs and lives of my fifteen employees.

Sincerely,
p...

Sam W-iMcQuade Jr.
President

,

"

cct Senators Mark Andrews
Quentin Burdick

1

.W
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NOT

MEAT IMPORTERS COUNCILOF AMERCA, INC.

-

1901 NORTH FORT MYER DRIVE 0 ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 222090 (703) 522-1910

May .5,

1986

Committee on Finance
'Room SD-219
Dirk9 en Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 2b510
Re.

Hearing on Chairman Packwood's'Tax Refokm Proposal
as to dedu-i:tibility of federal tariffs, April 21, 1986

Gentlemen:,
-

he Meat Importers. Council of.America, Inc. is a

trade 'association representing the industry which imports
beef and certain other meats and meat products into the United
States.

Our members import most of the meats subject to

the'imported meat quota law.

'in total we import over 1.25

billion pounds (boneless eighth)

annually, which is about

7-to 8 p9pcent of U.S. consumption.

Our associate and affiliate

members are in.related businesses such as processing, shipping,
trucking, etc.
.

-

We write to oppose the proPosed.removal oftax deduc-

tibility of tari-ffs on imported products.

Passage,of this

proposal would have serious negative effects upon our importers
and, therefore, on American consumers.
Most of our imported meat i'scurrently subject to
a specific rate of 20 per lb. under Tariff Schedules of the
United States, Item, 106.10.

Some prepared products are, subject

,to much-higher ad-valor~m rates,, such as'canned corned beef
alt.7.5% ad val. under TSUS Item 107.40.

x-Y

122

• "
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Meat importers normally operate on very small margins,
often well under l€ per lb. on average.

Thus, i-t is-readily

apparent that removal of a 2g per lb.. deduction (not to mention
the higher rates mentioned above) could substantially wipe
out many importers' minimal profits.'
This'woulld be an even heavier blow in view of recent
developments.. 'All segments.of the red meat-industry are-currently suffering unprecedented hard-times, and, imports
are no exception.

A sobering number &f our importershave

gone out of business over the last few'years.

Already stagger-

ing beef prices are being further depressed by 'special relief
to related industries such as the Odairy buy-out

program.

This summer imports of beef are expected to become subject
to assessment of a new .25¢ per lb. or.more under the Beef
Promotion and Research Act, passed as part of the 1985 Farm
Bill.
To the extent that imported beef'"copetes with domestic
.lean And grass fed beef, the proposal would obviously represent
a competitive advantage to domestic producers including dairy.
farmers who produce-much Of the import competitive product'
as a by-product of their main business and who, as mentioned,
are already recipients of special preferential treatment
where beef tends .to suffer in consequence.
As mentioned,

imports are 'already uniquely burdened

with a strict quota., A de'facto taj. f increase would be
especially onerous on an industry already pubject to quanti. tative limitations.

This principle, required; we believe,

. 0

723
-3by both law and equity., has precedent in prior U.S. practice.
For example, quota meat was exempt from President Nixon's
1971 surcharge for this reason.
We strongly urge that deductibility of duties be
retained.'

If not, we believe it is essential to recognize'

that certain industries, such as those subject to quota,
should retain deductibility.
Respectfully.
MEAT IMPORTERS COUNCIL
OF AMERICA, INC.
*

-

By:

6
WW
44
4
William C. Morrison
.
Executive Director

4
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MILL[ R BRWING COMPANY

United States Senate Committee on Finance
- D-219

iDrksen Senate Office Building

Washington, O.C.. 20510

April 21,' 1986

Written Statement of.
Alan G. Easton
Vi e"President, Corporate Affairs.
Miller' Brewing Company

For the Record of the
Hearing on Excise Taxes

!hank you Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee for the
opportunity to. submit comments on behalf of Miller Brewing
Company for the public record.

The following is Miller Brewing

Company's position against Increasing excise taxes on -consumer
'products in any form-for the stated purposes of tax reform.

41)
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First and foremost, Miller Brewing Company opposes each and
every proposal that would'increase the excise tax on any
consumer product, and especially if such tax increases fire
masqueraded as part of a package termed tax "reform."

Such.

hidden tax increases on even a few selected consumergoods and
services would be a cruel hoax to play on those-affected
industries,*their employees and shareholders, suppliers and
distributors

--

a.n

on American cdnsumers." The vast majority

of American consumers are at long last enjoying a time when
paychecks and spending powr are ahead of inflation.
at last getting a breakat

the gasoline pumps,

They are

and have been

promised even more of the American dream in the fotm of tax
reftrm-nd tax fairness.

Using regressive taxation methods that impactgreatest-on low
to middle-income, working men and women, while staying tax
loopholes for the wealthy, are completely contrary to the
promises of tax reform made to the American people by the
President, most
officials.

mbers of Congress and other gbvernment

-

-fhfs inflationary proposal will place the burden of

tax reform on the backs of millions of working Americans to
perpetuate the tax breaks afforded to a few.

We believe that the viewpoints expressedby the President,
Treasury I and the 1965 U.S. Senate Committee.on Finance
support the elimination of all excise taxes on consumer goods
and services and suggest that would be an ideal first step
toward the goals of trUe tax reform and tax fairness.
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Miller Brewing Company is people

--

some.ll,000 employees all

across the country who derive their living from the products
Miller manufactures and sells.

Miller is six breweries, five

can plants, a glass bottle plant and a malt plant.

We are

located in various communities-where we are well-known for our
corporate good citizenship.

Our culture and'humanities support

includes everything from concerts and art shows to community
clean-ups and recycling, all paid for with earnings-.

We're

also a network of some 750 independent distributors' employing
thousands ot workers, who. are clasStic examples of small
business entrepreneurship.

They too are leaders in their

communities, active participants-in service and civic
organizations that add to community life.

Currently,-,our product's are enjoyed in each of the 50 states,
the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
We also export our products to some 50 countries, contributing.,
to the-positive balance of payments...

Last year, Miller had.an economic impact on the United States
economy of almost $3 billion from salaries.and wages; property,
sales and other taxes; material purchases, such as American
agricultural products; and from capital expenditures.

For

instance, we purchased more than 4 million pounds of
American-grown hops worth $14.6 million; more than__91 million
pounds of' cbrn grits-worth $20.7 million,; and almost24 million
bushels of milting barley worth $106.7 million.
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All in all, the brewin 9 -industry supports some l/8,700 American
farm jobs, and purchases more than $1 billion

American-grown

.egrain. Many thousands of jobs-in advertising,//brqadcasting,
"<

trucking;q"'afnufactqring- a"d other industries, owe a portion of
their .incomes to the brewing industry.

In 1985 millerr Brewing Company collected and sent to the United
States Treasury more than $332 million in federal excise

taxes.

We also act as tax collectors for most states and many

local governments, sending some $48 million last year to state
treasuries.

In fact, state and local tax revenue from beer has

Increased by 564 percent since 1951..-'Advocating an increase in
the federal excise tax on beer completely ignores) the-,fiscal
policy of state and many local governments.

Excise taxes on

alcohol beverages provide.significant revenue.for state and
manj local governments as compared-with U.S.
from federal excise taxes.

Treasury revenue

Thirteen states tax beer at higher.

rates than the $9.00/barrel federal excise tax.
iI

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, the point is that
while Miller Is a major company ii the beer business, it Is not
a "thing" to be-manipulated and taxed to death. We area
corporation who pay

taxes, we are employees who pay taxes, we

are distributors who pay taxes, we are important sources of.
revenue'fdr states and some local governments,

and we purchase

many goods and services such as grain and hops from American
farmers who pay taes.

We are one of America's surviving

domestic Indust les, although we face increasing foreign

.

I!!%-
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competition from companies who receive favorable import-tax
treatment, allowing them to easi.lyrprice-compete with us.

Most. important, we produce a product that'is enjoyed by 80
P

million consumers, mostly middle and lower-income,, blue-collar
work g men and women who already shoulder a disproportionate
,share of the tax burden, especially if you compare.what they
pay to huge profitable corporations and wealthy individuals who

pay little or nothing.

Increasing the excise tax on. beer in

any form, whether directly, by~disallowing income tax
deductions or by indexing .the tax to prices,,will result in our
being forced to pass the additional tax in the form of price
increases on to consumers. 'Some have suggested that
manufacturers should absorb or partially absorb any excise tax
increase. 'The economics of the'highly-competitive beer
business simply do not allow for any absorption of excise tax
increases,-; or other business costs."

In the beer business, as with most consumer producfs, it's a
common economic fact-that when prices increase, sales
decrease.

And when you lose sales, you are forced to cut back

on the number of employees; you are forces to cut back on the
goods and services you purchase such as the Amer~can-groun
grain.and hops'used to make beer.

You also have to cut-back on

philanthropic endeavors and other non-essential experlses.
bottom line is,

The

Miller Brewind Company and the American brewing

industry already pay movie than their' fair share in taxes ofrll
kinds.

Ad it is ultimately the already-pver-ta~ed consuMer

who pays th

excise tax bill.
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-The federal excise tax on beer has "historically been a
temporary,

emergencyswar tax imposed at times when almost all

Americans were asked td*-shoul'der the costs 6f the Civil War,
World Wars -I & II,and the Korean War.

To say that this tax has

not kept up with inflation ignores history.

.In fact, in the

absence'.ot declared war, this tax should rightfully be. removed
to fulfill the promises made to the American people when
Congress imposed this "temporary,

emergency"

tax. Other/

emergency taxes such as the "luxury taxes"-on jewelry,

perfume

and furs, affecting mostly'wealthy Individuals, have been
repealed.
--

But today, the beer industry -- and beer consumers

are still

looked upon as some gigantic keg of money that can

be tapped over and over again.

That simply is not so.

The

highly competitive beer business is in a decline, not a growth
.stage.

Further taxation, whether through straight increases or

disallowing the deductibility will drive it into steeper
decline. -Breweries that go out of business, and employees who
lose their jobs pay no taxes and beCome a drain on government!

-Any short-term tax breaks for consumers under a tax blan that
Includes raising exciie taxes on consumer goods will be quickly
devoured by price rises in so many of the goods'and services
people need and enjoy

--

and by dislocation and unemployment in

Xhe affected industries.,

Using increased excise taxes to engineer social reforms aimed
at those who choose to consume alcohol beverages is-counter to
-all historical taxation policies, is poor economic policy and
violates principles 6f fairness-and equal treatment for all as

r"
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promised by the Constitution of the United States.
The prohibitionist social engineershave-failed to achieve
their "control" goals elsewhere,. arid now seek td-,lictate'tax
policy in order to punish all alcohol beverage consumers.
Using federal tax powers to reduce.and restrict the
availability of beer to legal consumers is highly
discriminatory and grossly unfair.

More than 50-years ago,

Prohibition taught us that problem drinkers and alcoholcs-w1-l
drink at any price.

Recently,

noted medical-and psychological,

experts have stated time and time again that increased taxation
to increase alcohol beverage-prices will have little
effect on problem'drinking-

or no

Consumer choices should b0.

determined by the market place, andnot through
government-manipulated prices.

Even a "slight" increase in excise taxes ignores the
traditional economics of wholesaler and retailer mark-ups.

For

every cent of new tax collected by-the government, the
-resulting.'artificial cost increase to consumers exceeds it by'
several-times.
By adopting "equalization" as public policy (increasing the
excise taxes oO beer and wine to the lYel of hard liquor based
on alcohol content) Congress wouldbe-endorsihg a bogus theory
put before. it by-a foreign-owned company to boost lagging hard;
liquor sales.

For more than 2001 years, alcohol beverage

regulators and taxrakers in this country and abroad have
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treated beer,'wine and hard liquor. different because of the
different ways each is consumed and the difference in each's
effect on the human body,

To say that a beer is the same as a

martini..-- and to treat each the same for purposes of-taxation
--

is both incorrect and dangerous.

Public policy, should:be,

baited on facts, not misleading marketing claims.-Further,
because beer 9nd wine each vary widely in alcohol content from
0
brand to brand and variety to variety, attempts to regulate and
__

enforce an "equivalent" tax policy.would be an administrative
nightmare if not-d-oi-Ight-imposslble.

The proposal to

equalize beer ahd wine excise taxes to the leve-l o~o ardA-quor
should be immediately rejected for what it is

--

a misleading

marketing ploy to sell-more hard liquor.

Increasing excise taxes on consumer products will mean:
o Higher prices for those consumers least able to afford

them;
1 Loss of jobs in directly and indirectly affected
industries;
o Loss of revenue to local and state governments and the
federal government as sales decline;
o a departure from traditional tax policy in that the
increases would be inequitable, inflationary and'harmful to
the economy as a whole.
_In conclusions I urge the Chairman and Hembeis of the Committee
to rejectKn

proposal to raise excise taxes on any consumer

goods or services.

62-214 0 - 86 -
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Rather, I urge you to listen to those
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respected economists who' sDy that-excise taxes are the poorest
form of taxation because they are hidden and regressive, and to
repeal all excIse taxes currently levied on consumer products.

Miller Brewing Company strongly supports the principles of tax
reform if such reform'eliminates preferred tax treatment for
some'tax payers', distributes the tax burden'more equitably
among all taxpayers and makes the system more neutral with.
regard tobusiness decisions.

There. is revenue available to achieve tax reform

--

from those

wealthy individuals who,'pay'littli or no'taxes; from those
industrial

giants with profits in the millions or billions

ho

paj little or nuthinqLnd from those alcothol beverage
importers-who:received a $165 million ta
Trade Agreements Act of 197,9.
with tax "fairness,"

-1oopholLerom the

Tax "reform" must be synonymous
-

The worthy goals of tax reform should promote ecbnomic growth
for all, not economic chaos for lw.and middle-income consumers.

Thank yOu.
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may 5, 1986

The Honorable Bob Packwood
Chairman
Commitee on Finance
U.S. Senate D
Washington, D.C.'"20510
Dear Senator Packwood:
The Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association of the U.S.. Inc%.

(MViA)* appreciates the opportunity to submit comments for the
record of' the senate.Finance Committee's April 21, 1986, hearingon the "Deductibility of Federal Excise Taxes and Tariffs* provisions o.fTax Rqfora Proposals in Connection with the Senate
Finance Committee Markup. "VMA is opposed to the-'Deductibility
o Federal Excise Taxes and Tariffs" provision for a number of
reason :
..
o
"
.
o

.

The section of the provision which states that 'these
taxes-ahd-tariffs would be nondeductible fOr income tax
purposes= represents an unjustified increase in excise
taxes by a,ainimum of 54 percent.
The provision is contrary to iong-standing accounting9
and tax policy principles regarding the costs incurred
by business-in producing"Income. Those principles, now
embodied in Section 162 of the Intelrnal Revenue Cpde of
"1954-*tate "There shall be allowed as a deduction all
ordinary and-cessay expenses paid or incurred during
the taxable year in carryi- or-anv tra-de or business ....
Clearly, under the income 'tax coikc eptdera1_excise
taxesand tariffs are a deductible cost of goodsid1
6 /

'MVMA represents U.S. automobjk, truck and bus manufacturers
producing *ore than 98 percent of all domestic motor vehicles.
MVKA members are, American Motors Corporation; Chrysler
Corporation; Ford Motor Companyj General otors Corporation;
Honda, of America Mfg., Inc.; LTVAeiospace & Defense Company,"
AM General-Division; M.A.N. Truck * Bus Corporation; Navistar
International Corporation; PACCAR Inc; Volkswagen of America,
Inc,; and Volvo North america Corporation.
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an 'ordinary and necessary" expense for business.. in
fact, in contrast tb* certain other expenses over which
businesses have-some control,'e.g. . wages, businesses haVe
no control over the excise tax or tariff costs imposed on
them.
o

*
* K

Denying the deductibility of Federal excise taxes in
computing a business' taxable income would also have' a
serious adverse competitive impact on certain Industries.
Highway-users, particularly the trucking industry, already
bear a disproportionate large share of the burden of
excise taxes., Other industries, including competitors
,to highway-users, incur A much lesser burden. Nowhere
is this competitive distortion mort-apparent than in the
disparate treatment of trucking firms (whk-.iApay-excise
taxes On their vehicler. tires and the f~l, they consume)and railroads '(which pay excise taxes on neither equipa!
nor fuel)'
The prop4,se anti-avoidance rule section of the provisioh
would require businesses to pay income tax at the top
corporate rate on taxable income at least equal to their
excise tax liabilities.% This would be irrespective of the
actual amounts of their net Incomes. Thus, a company with
a net operating loss would be Kequired~to pay on a-phantom
taxable income equal to the excise taxlliability. This ,
section could set a precedent for assessing,tax liability
without any reference to economic realities.

NVNA believes that the p.oposed,"Deductibity of Federal
Excise Taxes and Tariffs" provision would be a step backward in
tax policy. We urge that they be deleted from the 'tax reform
proposals.

'

-

Ve y truly yours,

Thomas H. Han a
THH/mve

/

~~~1~

'
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The Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washingtoh, DC- ?0510
Dear Max:
The Montana Motor Carriers As$scia-tlon herewith submits the, following written,
coonent% with respect to 7ai Rform LegislatlQn now pending in the Senate
Conmittee on Finance.
' .1Ie Montana Motor Carfiers Associationrepresents some 350 motor carrier
members

nd 125 supplier.members and supports tax reform based on -rate reduction,

reasonable cost recovery, and base broadening. . Senator Packwood's proposal
has one positive-element, a Statutory corporate rate of 35T, but it contains
several
- -

-

items (discussed below)

that negate the spirtt of tax reform.

MMCA opposes tht nondeductibility of excise taxes.. The Packwood plan would
enp the deiuctibility of all.federal excise taxes and tardffs, And 'aDpparently
Wibuld require businesses that remit excises to the government to i ncludethose amounts in Income. In effect, anyone col.leiting and remitting excises,
and tariffs would have to pay a.new tax on these taxes, at'i 351 rate, with
no offsets for losses or credits. -Trucking companies would be directly
affected with respect to the heavy ve'hlcle use tax and diesel purchased
In bulk_- They would also, see Increases in retail prices of trucks, trailers,
parts. tires,*andfuel,. since manufacturers"or dealers of these products
-would pass on thelr tax' Increases.
Directly or through prodttct prices,
tri
uE operatoi%'pry $6.8 hill'ion In federal eKci1etA&eS.' (the for-hire
.trucking industry pays nearly half this sum, $1.1 billion, and would be
faced .with an income tax increase of more thin 4U%.)
Deir1'Liation.

Currentlytactors,

5traight trucks under 13,UUM,.pounds,

inQ cars--receive three-year writeoffs for deprecicition,

which -is

ppropriate.-

the Packwood plan changes this to-five'years, which wo96ld hurt cash.flow,
Straight trucks over 13,000 pounds would remain in the five-year class.
'tru'tures, such as terminal-, garages, and office , would he inoved from
the .uirent 19-year accelerated Class Jo d 30-yedr straiqht-line writeoff.
These changes would apply for assets placed in %ervice after 1986. MMCA
.hvlieves current lives for trucking assets should be retained. -The Packwood
proposal Includes two potentially favorable ,leinents: .Indexing of-depreciation if inflation is between ? and 8t, aii'depensinq of'up to $50,000 of ?
Investments for firms investing less than $250,000J altogether per year..
-

"-....

0

Indexing of fuel tixeS,
Federal fuel taxes would be adjusted upward under
i1ihe
idp-n-ein prices rise-, but would not be allowed to falqbelpwJ.
current leels. No' amounts or mechanisms are ipicIfied.' Current fu
t ax
levels should remain as I ....along with earnarkinq of receipts to the I "hway.'-rru-t fund.
Incred',ed rates are not warranted, nor should funds be diverted
from the rust fund to 'pay for tax. reforio, deficit reduction, (ir otpSfs
IMUNIING
rl'
i tRUCINIt
-

--

OUStIVINMONIANWV

-----
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April 18, 1986

The Honorable Max Baucus
Corporate" rate.

The top corporate rate would he set at 35%, as of July
is the most favorable part of the plan, but the effective
date is one year later than in the Fouse-bill and -six months later than
most oth.r Chdnqe% in the Packwood plan. MMCA favors the'largest and earliest
possible -rate reduction,

r,- 097."-.-Thf

Minimum tax. The Packwood proposal includes a6 alternative minimum tax
(rco'r-6ri-tiois and individuals-at ,1 ?01 rate. The hase would include
accelerated depreclation-plus one-half of the excess of hook income over
taxable income.
These ele.nents would make the minimum tax expensive for,
sume trutkinq firms, although the rdte is.preferable to the 25Zrate in
the House bill.
investment tax credit. The Packwood proposal would. repealtITC for. investments
pcAlc-]fn'-serv1en-or after March 1, 1986. No- I[C carryover could be
claimed in 1987. In 1988, taxpayers could "cash in" all pre-1987 ITC carrybvers
at a rate of 10 cents on the dollar. No further carryovers would be permitted.
This would. help companies that do not expect to claim carryoirers- for many-_
years but hurt ones that, expect to use all carryovers in the next few years.
This provision is intended to he revenue-neutral; if, MMCA has no position
,on it at this time.
Many thanks for your consideration.

0I.G. HAVDAEIL
Executive Vice President
BGH:ap
cc: Ms. Bett-y Scotl-Boom/

++p
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THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONY IS SUBMITTED FOR THE' RECORD BY.THE
NATIONAL BEER WHOLESALERS' ASSOCIATION TO'REGISTER OPPOSITION TO
SEVERAL.ISSUES RAISED INTiHE.TAX PROPOSAL.PREPARE
BY THE SENATE
FINANCE COMMITTEE STAFF, WHICH WOULD RAISE OR.HAVE THE EFFECT OF
RAISING THE.EXCISE TAXES'ON MALT BEVERAGES AND OTHER ALCOHOL
BEVERAGE. PRODUC S.
THENATIONAL.BEER WHOLESALERS' ASSOCIATION IS COMPRISED OF OVER
2,000 BEER WHOLESALERS/IN THE UNITED STATES WHO MARKET OVER 902
OF THE MALT BEVERAGE PRODUCTS SOLD.
THIS AStOCIATION,ANDp THE MEMBERS IT REPRESENTS ARE OPPOSED
SPECIFICALLY TO THREE OF-THE ITEMSCONTAINED IN THE STAFF DRAFT
WHICH IS CURRENTLY UNDER CONSIDERATION BY THE SENATE FINANCE
-COMMITTEE.
THEY'RE"
(1) THE PROPOSAL TO ELIMINATE rHE DEDUCTIBILITY OF FEDERAL EXCISE" TAXES; (2) THE'PROPOSAL TO INDEXFEDERAL EXCISE TAXES TO'PRODUCER PRICES; AND (3)-TO RAISE THE
FEDERAL EXCISE TAX" ON WINE'UP'TO AN ALCOHOL EQUIVALENCY LEVEL
WITH THAT OF .BEER.
WE'W*ILL TAKE THESE ITEMS IN ORDER
ELIMINATIONN OF THE

DEDUCTIBILITY OF

FEDERAL

EXCISE

TAXES

ELIMINAfING THE DEDUCTIBILITY OF FEDERAL- EXCISE TAX IS NOTHING
MORE THAN A HIDDEN TAX INCREASE ON THE AMERICAN CONSUMER ON
PRODUCTS REGURED TO PAY SUCH 'A TAX.
MORE IMPORTANTLY, .BECAUSE
EXCISE 'TAXES ARE, CONSUMPTION TAXES THEY WOULD-FALL MOST-HEAVILY
-0N -THOSE
WtTH THE LEAST ABILITY TO PAY.
TWO-THIRDS OF ALL BEER ,,
CONSUMED IN THE UNITED STATES IS PURCHASED BY FAMILIES WITH GRO§S
INCOMES OF $30,000 OR LESS. MORE SPECIFICALLY, THE UNITE-DST:TES
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR ESTIMATES 'THAT FAMILY HOUSEHOLDS WITH INCOMES'
IN THE $20-25,000-RANGE SPEND MORE.THAN HALF OF THEIR ALCOHOL -,
BEVERAGE BUDGET ON BEER. 'THIs IS COMPARED WI.TH-FAMILY INCOME OF'
MORE THAN $50,000 WHO SPEND SLIGHTLY LESS THAN 25%-OF THEIR
ALCOHOL BEVERAGE BUDGETS ON BEER.
BECAUSE EXCISE TAXES ARE SUCH
A' REGRESSIVE TAX,. THE PA'CKWOOD -PROPOSAL -(STAFF DRAFT) WOULD
REDUCE THE BENEFIT FOR THE LOWER INCOME FAMILY.,
DESEVE

ECONOMICS. IN A RECENT STUDY

$FOR

HAS REPORTED:

INDIVIDUAL TAXPAYERS IN THE AGGREGATE THE

EXCISE

TAX ON BEER PROVISIONS WOULD'WIPE'OUT ALMOST HALF.THE _
INCOMEOTAX REDUCTION PROMISED BY -THIS PLAN.
THE EFFECT
BY INCOME CLASS WOULD BE VERY UNEVEN. 'THOSE IN THE
HIGHEST BRACKET WOULD LOSE IN THIS WAY ORLY 6% OF THEIR
INCOME TAX REDUCTION, WHERE AS THOSE IN THE LOWEST
M
.9RACKET'WOULD LOSEMORE THAN 60% OF THEIRS.-

WE FI'IND.IRONY

//

IN THE FACT THAT EXCISE TAXES HAVE BEEN REMOVED
F O 'SUCH LUXURY ITEMS AS FURS, JEWELS, LUGGAGE AN'D PERFUME; YET,
XCISE TAXES REMAIN* AND ARE PROPOSED TO INCREASE, ON CONSUMER
ITEMSS WHICH ARE PURCHASED-DISPROPORTIONALL.Y BY WORKING MEN AND
WOMEN.
'
"
"'1.
'
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EXCISE TAXES HAVE A TENDENCY TO REMOVE iHE BURDEN OF RESPONSIBILITY-FOR TAXING'THE PUBLIC FROM TME MEMBERS OF CONGRESS WHO ,
SHOULD BE HELD .ACCOUNTABLE FOR ANY TAX INCREASES.
CONSUMERS DO
NOT KNOW WHAT PERCENTAGE A PROFIT WHICH HAS INtLUDED IN ITS PRICE
A FEDERAL EXCISE TA'-THE BEER INSTITUTE HAS ESTIMATED THAT THE PRICE INCREASES
NECESSITATEDD BY THE CURRENT PROPOSAL WOULD REDUCE BREWING
INDUSTRY SALES BY ROUGHLY 3Z DURING THE FIRST YEAR FOLLOWING
ENKCTMENT.- THis NON-RECOVERABLE. LOSS WOULO ELIMINATE ROUGHLY 75
MILLION CASES OF PRODUCT FROM THE. INDUSTRY'S TOTALVOLUME.
WERE
EMPLOYMENT TO DROP BY THE-S'AME PERCENTAGE AS INDUSTRY SALES
NEARLY 6,000 BREWING INDUSTRY POSITIONS WOULD BE LO$T.
THAT
IMPACT WOULD FALL MOST HEAVILY ON THE BEER WHOLESALtR-.WHOSE
DIMINISHING OPERATING MARGIN WILL BE FURTHER REDUCED. SUCH,A REDUCTION-IN OPERATING MARGIN WOULD FORCE A NUMBER OF SMALLER
BEER WHOLESALERS TO GO OUT OF BUSINESS, THUS EXASPERATINGI.IE
INDUSTRY CONSOLIDATION WHICH IS ONGOI'NG.
-

INDEXING EXCISE TAX"'
"1IHE SECOND OF THE PACKWOOD PROPOSALS WHICH NBWA OPPOSES WOULD
INDEX THE FEDERAL EXCISE TAX ON ALCOHbL, TOBACCO AND GASOLINE TO
SOME SORT OF PRODUCER PRICE INCREASE. _THE FINANCE COMMITTEE
-STAFF HAS YET TO PROVIDE DETAILS OF THIS' PROPOSAL...
IT

IS

INTERESTING TO NOTE THAT INDEXING-WAS" IMPOSED IN CANADA IN
ON THE BREWING INDUSTRY AND WAS FORCED TO BE-ABANDONED FIYE
YEARS LATER. 'DURING THAT FIVE YEAR PERIOD (1980-1985) BEER
PRICES TRACKED ABOVE THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX.
DURING THE FIVE
YEARS PRIOR (1975-1980) TO THE INITIATION OF INDEXING, THE
REVERSE WAS TRUE.

1980

'INDEXING IS MOST INSIDIOUS IN THAT IT ALLOWS CONGRESSIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES TO PASS THE BUCK IN TERMS OF RESPONSIBILITY THEY
HAVE TO THEIR CONSTITUENTS IN ACCOUNTING FOR THEIR ACTIONS.
IN
PROPOSALS'TO INCREASE TAXES FURTHERs INDEXING GUARANTEES AUTOMATIC REVENUE'GROWTH. THIS DISPITE ANY INDICATION AS TO WHETHER
dR NOT SUCH REVENUE GROWTH IS NECESSARY. IN THIS ERA OF BUDGET
DEFICITS, RESTRAINT IS CALLED FOR*.' INDEXING AUTOMATICALLY
ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR FISCAL RESTRAINT.
EXCISE.TAx INCREASEON WINE

-

THE PROPOSAL-TO RAISE THE 'FEDERAL EXCISE TAX TO AN ALCOHOL
EQUIVALENCY L'EVEL-OF BEER FLIES IN THE FACE OF-HISTORICAL PUBLIC
POLICY.
-EVERY COUNTRY IN'THE WORLD, INCLUDING THE UNITED STATES,
KAS TRADITIONALLY- TAXED ALCOHOL PRODUCTS BASED UPON'THEIR USAGE,
AND RECOGNIZES THAT TH
THREE MAIN ALCOHOL'PRODUCTS'ARE SOCIALLY
DIFFERENT'. WHILE THE SEER INDUSTRY WOULD NOT BE DIRECTLY
AFFECTED BY THE PROPOSAL, NBWA AND ITS MEMBERSHIP IS INALTER&BLY
OPPOSED TO ANY AND ALL-FORMS -OF HJIWER EXCISE TAXES-.

/
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IN SUMMARY WE BELIEVE THAT INDEXING, THE ELIMINATION OF*DE'DUCTIBILITY AND THE INCREASE ON THE EXCISE TAX ON WINE ARE SIMPLY
BACK DOOR FINANCING MECHANISMS, THAT REALLY FOOL NO ONE BUT THE
TAXPAYER AND THEREFORE THE CONSUMER. WE BELIEVE THAT MEMBERS OF
CONGRESS ARE AND SHOULD BE WILLING TO BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE. FOR
VOTES CAST ON THf QUESTIONS OF NEW TAXES AND HIGHER TAXES.
WE TRUST THAT MEMBERS OF"THIS COMMITTEE GENERALLY ARE AWARE OF'
THE BREADTH OF THE BEER-INDUSTRY INVOLVEMENT IN THE AMERICAN WAY
OF LIFE AND THE U.S. ECONOMY. LET US CITE BUT A FEW EXAMPLES:
o
THE BEER INDUSTRY EMPLOYS 189,500 PEOPLE, WHO, IN TURN,'PAY
TAXES AND PUY MILLIONS OF DOLLARS WORTH OF GOODS'AND SERVICES
FROM OTHER AMERICAN INDUSTRIES.
O
THE BEER INDUSTRY PAYS OVER $4 BILLION IN FEDERAL, STATE,
AND LOCAL- TAXES, WHICH SUPPORT GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS RANGING FROM
HUMANITARIAN SERVICES FOR THE HANDICAPPED TO LAW ENFORCEMENT AND
ROAD CONSTRUCTION.
•
THE ECOItOMIC STReNGTH OF THE BEER INDUSTRY IS A CATALYST

IT'CREATES HUNDREDS"F THOUSANtiS
FOR OTHER.AREAS OF THE ECONOMY.
OF JOBS Al THE RETAIL AND MANUFACTURING-LEVELS.
AT A TIME OF GREAT CONCERN ABOUT THE FATE OF THE AMERICAN
FARMER, THE BEER INDUSTRY BUYS $900 MILLION WORTH Of AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTS PER YEAR.--

X

O
THE INDUSTRY IS A MA OR BUYER 0 ALUMINUM, GLASS, TRUCKs,
AND PACKAGING PRODUCTS.
O
THE INDUSTRY PO S NO THREAT TO THE ENVIRONMENT--ALL OF IuS
.,"Y-PRODUCTS ARE USED IN OTHER INDUSTRIES, SUCH AS YEAST FOR
MAKING BREAD AND FEEDSTUFFS FOR CATTLE.
HAVE CONSISTENTLY BEEN AT THE
---EMBERS
OF THE BEEIR..*Otil"'T
,FOREFRONT OF COMMUNITY SERVICt THROUGH THE SPONSORSHIP OF YOUTH
ATHLETIC PROGRAM-S, THE ARTS AND EDUCATION.
o
.AND; PERHAPS MOST IMPORTANT,'OUR INbOSTRY HAS LONG BEEN
ASSOCIATED.WITH HOSPITALITY AND SOCIABILITY. SINCE THE DAWN OF
THE REPUBLIC--WHEN BOTH GEORGE WA'SHINGTON AND THOMAS JEFFERSON
WERE BREWERS-THE BEER INDUSTRY HAS BEEN AN IMPORTANT AND
*RESPECTED PART OF THE' AMERICAN SOCIAL FABRIC.
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May 1. 1986

Senator Bob Palcwood, Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
U.S.

Senate

Room SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510
Pear me. Chairman
This letter contains the comments of the National AMociption of Tobacco 4stributors (NATD) regarding certain provisions
of your tax reform proposal relating to excise taxes. We.request
that tisa letter be made part of-the April 21, 1986 hearingrecord regarding 4xciie taxes. Specifically, we oppose the nondeductibility of federal excise taxea and the increase of tobacco
excise tax rates bosed on prices.
The XATD represents over 570 sll
business wholesalerdistributor members, vith over 740 distribution outlets. Our
Association also represents 230 manufacturer and supplier asoociste members whose 12,000 salesmen canvass and supply almost 1.5
million retail outlets selling tobacco products across the nite .
States. Our Industry markets goods vith an estimated annual
vholesale value of over $16 billion dollars.
I. appeared as a' wLtness before the Senate Finance Coittee
-last S ptember 10, 19!: regarding the issue of cigarette-excise taxes.- It see
that every time the Comittee searches
for additional federal, revenue,' the -tobacco industry is targeted
increases.
This.
occurs despiteOnthe
full Senate's
•rejection for excise oftax
cigarette
excise
tax incrposes.
behalf of the

--

-

NATD, I vould like to explain our policy position and rationale
'regarding opposition to the excise tax proposals%*,

TheI

Semat

Ogggesl gicarette ZgLfti

n Increas

&On'October
22, 1985 Senators John Chafes (R-RI) and Georg*
Mitchell (D-E), introduced two amendments on thi ensto floor to
- S. 1730, the Budget Re conciriation Bill. seeking to raise the'
cigarette federal excise tax from 16 cents per pack to 24 cents,
-or to 20 cents, respectively. Both amendments failed in two

1 99N rabim w

k t 701- AOOwtD.VV"
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-
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SenAtor Packwood
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separate votes, Senator Chafee's amendment by 66 .to 30 andSenator Mitchell's vote 66 to'25. The Senate has also supported
the renTention of the present 16 cehts'per pack rate,, by passing
Public Lay 99-190, the Omnibus Budget Reconcilia tion kct. This
law]hake@ the 16-cent -rate permanent.

Excise Taxes bi. Regressive

Tob*

It is unfair 'to place the burden.of deficit reduction on the
cigarette excise tax. This tax is regressive because its impact
i' proportionally greater on persons with low and moderate Income41 Excise taxes are consumption taxes which are passed
through to the consumer. Regressive taxes should not'be utilized
as a means to eliminate federal budget deficits.
Cigarette SmugglgiV=

Increase

There-is a real danger that higher cigarette excise taxes
will increase thb incentive regarding interstate cigarette
smuggling. As the price of the product increases dueto excise
taxes, there Is a greater incentive for organized crime to engage
in various contraband cigarette schemes, which will likely result
In higher.law enforcement costs as well as social problems produced by crime. While one cause of cigarette smuggling is the
difference in state and local cigarette tax rates, from state to
state, and from community to community, the federal cigarette .

excise tax rate also significantly effects cigarette contraband
problem.'

This is

because the federal tax raises the overall value

of the commodity 'and therefore increases the returnu on Such

crimes as hijacking cigarette shipments from trucks and other
carriers.
--

5AAU Retai

Storei

Sustain b Substantial Econoa±iLO8

Under the proposal to increase the cigarette excise tax, it

islikely that the small retailer would be severly hurt. For

example, convenience stores depend on sales of cigarettes for a •
direct aid substantial portion of their gross-revenues, as much
as 20t. In addition, sales of cigarettes are slap 1mportarit is
an attraction convenience store-to customers, who then also
purchase other'grocery, items,'and therefore cigarettes indirectly
generate even more gross revenue for the retailer. Irvan
industry which operates on a thin profit margin, the impact of

the proposed cigarette excise tax increase on gross sales,
employment, and profitsmay be substantial. If one-of the budget.
balancing objectives is to foster an expanded economy, then a
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serious decline in sales, producing a rise in unemployment in this
It is estimated that'at retail,
sector, is counter-productive.
the initial impact on the consumer could be an increase of about

$2.50 per carton of cigarette.
CORAuaai

Should RU.Ox ftnallied

bfederal
excise taxes are a legitimate cost of.doing
and therefore should be deductable for federal income

business,

tax purposes. Such excise taxes certainly should not be consjrued to impute 'income" to the companies that collects
them. Even though eXiSe taxes are ultimately paid by the
consumer, they are collected by the manufacturers and remitted
directly to the federal government in full and on time; and thus
these 'private-sector tax collectors' should not be 'punished'
for doing a good Job. Excise taxes are generally collected at
the company level to minimize tre difficulty And complexity which
would result from trying to collect them from consumers. The
nondeducXibility proposal would penalise those companies which
are required to act as collectors on behalf of the government.

Xax Qn Ciarettes Based

n U

a IA Conuaino

Yovir proposal includes an excise tax on cigarette
products based.on price. This imposition of an excise tax 'is
confusing to the taxpayer and the government tax collectors.
ill
the tax be imposed on.the retail price, the wholesale price
or the manufacturer's price? Who will police such a provision?
How will it affect new products? We believe this proposal is
unworkable in that It will- cause more enforcement problems, and
disruptions in the free movement of products and prices in the
economy, than does the existing system of firmly-established
cigarette excise tax rates.
In summary, the NATD urges the Cokmittee to reject the
proposals regarding nondeducibility of excise taxes and
increasing the excise tax Ute for cigarettes based on-price.
*

\
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Sincerely,

....
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STATEMEW OF
RONALD L. ZIEGLER
PRESIDE
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ThUCK STOP OPERA ItS

Before The
UNITED STATES SENATE COC1I TEE ON FINANCE

Regarding

EXCISE TAX NONDEtJCTABILITY AND INDEXING
PROVISIONS-OF PROFPC(,

TAX REFOW

Washtngton, D. C.
April 21, 1986
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BEFORETHE
UNITED STATES SENATE
Statement on .Behalf of the

-

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TRUCK STOP OPERA MS

HEARING ON
EXCISE TAX ANt) TARIFF CHANGES
--PROPOSED AS PART'OF TAX REFORM
April 21, 1986

I am Ronald L,. Ziegler, President of the National Association of
Truck Stop Operators, Inc.,, (NATSO). NATSO is the national organization,
representing the truck stop industry in the United States. - NATSO's 800
member facilities, located primarily on the Interstate and Federal-Aid
Highway Systems, comprise the major segment of-an annual $20 billion
industry. In addition to restaurantt, motel, garage; uzdi convenience
and general merchandise store operatens, truck stop-operators in 1985
were responsible for the retail marketing of over 10 billion gallons
of diesel fuel ,and approximately 2 billion gallons of gasoline. Over
two-thirds of all diesel fuel sold to the commercial trucking industry
is sold by truck stop operators.
Clearly, then, the truck Stop industry has a critical interest in
the excise tax proposal being considered by the Ccmmittee on Finance.
NATMO commends the Chairman for holding this hearing and we appreciate
the opportunity to address the grave concerns truck stop operators have
about this proposal.,
SUNAARY
NATSO contends that the proposal to deny business taxpayers the
deduction for excise taxes on motor fuels arn to index future excise.
taxes is inequitable. It is incomprehensible to me that such a proposal
could cane under serious study -ad we strongly oppose its enactment.
Essentially,. .- at we' re talking about here, in., a sense, is a tax
on taxes collected. ;tIn large measure, true
p-oUe-o
tors-traditionally
have functioned.a6 collectors of 'these taxes for tjhe federal govemnent.
NATSO submits that this process is not a loophole in the current tax
code; truck stop taxpayers do not receive these mnies as income and

/
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-2the amounts collected are remitted every two weeks tJ'the internal-Reve-

nue Service. Thus, forcing businesses tO treat motor fuels taxes as
income with no corresponding deduction places an unwarranted tax burden
on the truck stop operator.

It. is a tax burden that many Itruck stop marketers will not be ableto bear. "NATSO estimates that its average member in 1985 sold approximately 5 million gallons of motor fuels (representing 90 percent diesel

-

and 10 percent gasoline) and had a before-tax profit of approximately
$50,000. Let me clearly identify for the Coyrmittee that this figure
would mean that such an average truck stop today pays corporate, income
tax in the 30 or 18 percent tax bracket. The proposed lowering of the
maximum.corporate rate to 35 percent will have no effect on the average
truck stop oper-ator.', Even those" truck stops which are in the 40 and 46 percent bracket 'today will nat benefit by any tax reform package
that contains this proposal.Under the new proposal, assuming- that all excise taxes on diesel
and gasoline are collected and remitted by the truck stop,' an average
truck stop operator will have new taxable income of $720,000 and a new
additional tax liability (at the proposed maximum corporate tax rate)
of- $252,000
more than five times its current pre-tax profit!
m-

For the truck 'stop industry as a 'ole, the ,pfoposed4 elimination
of excise tax deductibility would post operators' $525 million on diesel
excise taxes and another $63 mllion on gasoline exdise taxe&- ._Over
the five years, then, the truck stop industry's share of this so-called
"tax reform" would be $2.94 billion. 'If this-is reform, then the truck
stop industry cannot afford it.
I can state unequivocally, Mr. Chairman,' that the amount of this
burden will devastate truck stop operators and will-deJ4litate this important segment-of the fuel marketing chain. 'Itwill result in sCme opera- tors going out of business.
This proposal asks truck stop operators
to pay a tax on phantom ijhccme. It will force every truck stop operator
to seek to pass along this new tax liability to customers in the form
of higher prices for fuel. As such, the elimination of excise tax deductibility for truck stop operators will create a regressive tax increase '
-on their customers - independent owner-operators, trucking fleet operators (both for-hire and private), bus operators and the motoring public.
Finally, it will create canpetitive imbalances in the truck stop market
place because some truck stop operators may absorb part of the new tax.
NATSO submits~hat these effects are not mutually exclusive, nor
There will

•O they present an inconsistent position to this Comlttee.

be different short-run and long-term impacts, as truck stop operators
react to the additional tax Aiability imposed by non-deductibility.

1w"it
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-3Whe.e competition 6r fixed-price contracts for fuel exist, it may
be impossible to" pass along any or all of the cost of the new taxes.
Tis Ccrvittee should understand, Mr. Chairn an, that the truck stop indlstry is higly competitive anc that a few cents differential in prices
at the pump can create major shifts in fuel buying patterns. Since truck
drivers can travel at least 400 miles on a tank of fuel, an individuAl
truck stop's competitibn in literally-hundreds of miles up and down the
highwa-y,
If one or more competing business decides to absorb the addi.tiomal tax liability without rising prices (or only partially recovering
the added liability), other truck stops must follow suit or risk losing
substantial business because their fuel is higher prices. This is truly
a Hobson's choice - forcing the truck stop operator to elect the way
to'-jeopar'dize its"very existence.
Describing this dilemma is not idle "speculation on, NATSO's part.
Some corporations exist in the truck stop. industry .tha~t have theability
(because of size, financial. strength and/or relationship to refiners
or wholesalers) to sustain a policy,-of abso,rbing some or all of the
increase price due to the non-deductibility of excise taxes. If that
absorzT v.. mar1keting concept -is employed, even for its short-run impact,an imbalance will be created in the truck stop market~wh-ich strikes at
the very core of our- industry - the'vitality of individual owners or
operators, of full' service.truck stops.
In short, the dedial of excise tax deductibility for truck stop
operalorc Nil1 cause chaos in the industr-y and massive disruption in
diesel'fue marketing and related trucking and bus industries who are
ou- custc.ers. Not only is the proposal seriously' flawed because it
fails to. comprehend the ccfplex and sensitive motor fuels tax collection
process that is -inplace, but because it actually will dismantle that
structui. Truck stop operates -are performing, a service f )r'the IRS
ari tte federal government by collecting these excise taxes and.this
proposal wouldI destroy many of those businesses. Accordingly, current
law should be retained because, for truck-atop operators who collect
-and rerit them, motor fuel excise taxes are a legitimate deduction to
offset that part of the cost of frue. paid to the government. That money
is nc" income nor does it represent one dime of profit to the businesses
that collect it.,
CURRENT LAW REPRESENTS A COMPLEX TAX
- SThUCI URE THAT CAM0OT
BE CHANGED
.WITHOUT ADDRESSING NUMBERS EFFECT
-Under the current tax code,-as amended by Public Law 98-369 (a.ectire AW_ut 1, 1984), the federal-excise tax on diesel fuel for highly
use is 15 cents per gallon. 26.U.S.C., § 4041(a)(1). However, the excise
.tax on gasoline rer.aiped'at 9 cents, per gallon. Although the law permits
gasoline marketers to elect whether to buy fuel tax-paid or ex-tax ( o
that they may collect and remit the tax), retail diesel.juel marketers

,-i
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have no such election. They must collect and remit the diesel
taxes to the federal government Ibis is the position of most
stop operators (except for a small minority who W~ qualify as
fuel wholesal rs).. Since the majority' of truck stop operators
to collect an remit gasoline taxes . they are in the 'situation
every cent of excise tax on the fuel they sell is collected by
the year and Xould be taxed as income under the prpposal.

excise
truck
diesel
also elect
where
them during
N

Current law also contains numerous exemptions or partial exemptions.
for certain "end users of gasoline and diesel fuel that are customers "
of truck stop operators and other marketers. These tax exempt categories
include state governments, some local governmental entities, local school
districts,- the National Guard, and public mass transit. Others, such
as private .intercity bus companies and taxi cabs only pay part of these
taxes. Farmers are' exempt or not -depending on .whether, the.fuel is used
on the-farm for facing purposes. •Even truck drivers are exempt from
the diesel excise tax on fuel for non-highway use, such as for use inrefrigeration units.NATS0"contehds that 'the non-deductibility of excise taxes will result
in-all of these groups paying more for fuel ahd thereby indirectly paying
excise taxes. When the truck stop or marketer' increases the-price of
fuel at the pump to offset added income taxes, that increase will not
be characterized as an excise tax at all. This Committee should recognize
that the proposal will have serious consequences on these end users.
-,
These effects have not been considered at-all in the analysis of what "
impacts arise under non-deductibility.
The current -tax code situation is important for another reason.
It enables truck stop operators to maintain better cashflows n their
businesses, since they have the u.e of collected excise-taxes for up
to 13 days until those ;Am are rraitted to the IRS. Although the float
yields .relatively small interest income, buying fuel without paying the
-tax allows the truck Atop to purchase more fuel for the same price of
tax-paid fuel, Besides these significant business benefits, there are
others that encourage truck stops to' collect acid remit excise taxes.- - ,
For these reasons, NATSO, strongly supports continuation of"the collect
and remit process.
However, if this Committed ultimately finds any m6rit to
excise taxes non-deductible, .NATSO requests that the Ccmmittee ten adopt
the language passed by .the House of Representatives in H, R. 3 38 thatcreates the same election for collectingdiesel excise taxes as currently
exists for gasoline taxes. On balance, NkTSO believes mogt truck stops
would choose to forego the right to collect and remit dia
taxes and
instead pay them to- the supplier or manufacturer.
"

.

,
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Finally, one last point concerning the current law should be

made,

which NATSO urges the Finance Comdittee,to consider carefully. NATSO
recognizes that the Highway- Trust Fund, into which all fuel excise taxes
are placed, ispart of the federal unified budget. However, it ,is out

reserved and strengthened

of this fund that. Congress has historically
-

the highway infrastructure. Consequently, then, NATSO feels strongly
that new revenues, under either the guise of tax reform or as part of
- budget deficit reduction, should not be diverted out of the.HTE. Moreover, our customers in the tziicking industry,' who already pay extremely
high taxes and must compete with the, railroads that pay no excise taxes,
should not bear alone the indirect costs of increase fuel taxes under
this proposal.* Instead, the Committde should'rgoui'ze that it must
broaden the revenue base by requiring all 'tianportation sectors, especiIly the railroads, to pay their fair share. Oily in this way can tax,
re orm be achieved on a rational basis, without arbitrarily selecting
fuel marketers .and highway transportation users to absorb billions of
dollars of added tzixes.

-

-

THE TMUCK STOP 'INDUSTRY WILL BE.

AI)VFRSELY AFFFT

BY THE PROPOSAL
truck stop operators, thoseI
riany
that
Earlier, I made the point
at or below the average gallonage fjures for the industry, would suffer
a-financial catastrophe if fuel. excise taxes are treated as income to
those who collect them, with no offsetting deduction. I also stated
that even higher volume truck stops and those who ?re'in the 40 and 46
percent incone tax brackets today would be harmed.' Let me demonstrate
,this position graphically.
Example No. 1: One of NATSO's best-run individual
truck.
0,593
stos had gross sales (all operations, not just fuel)' of $I
in fiscal year 1985. The operator collected and remitted excise taxes

of $1,073,478, or 9.9 percent of' the total sales.

On these gross sales,

the truck stop had taxable ,income of $298,541 (2.75 percent of grss)
1 and paid corporate income' tax of $111,152. The operator was in the 46
percent bracket ard paid an effective rate of 37.23 percent.' The com-

pany's after tax profit was $187,389.,
If the non-deductibility proposal' had been in effect, however, this
truck stop operator would have had a taxable income.of $1,372,019. At\ the proposed maximn corporate. t -rate of 35 percent, its new tax liability would have been $480,206, resulting in an after-tax loss of $181,665.

* To"the extent that motor -arriers purchase diesel fuel in. bulk, store
-it and pay the excise tax as the 'fuel is used for highway operations,

they are "users" who are liable for the "income" taxes under the new

non-deductibility proposal.
N'
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Example No. 2: A slightly smaller volume-truck st p operator,
indejp7ehdentmarketer owning two facilities, sold appr xPmately 7.5 million
gallons of diesel fuel in fiscal 1985 and collected and remitted .
$1,121,810 in excise taxes. This truck stof business had a taxable income
of approximately $227,000, with liability of about $85,920 calculated
at the 46 percent bracket. Again, if the new excise 'tax income proposal
were in effect, this trMck stop operator would have had taxable income
of $1,348,810. and paid taxes of $472,083. Clearly, the change in profit
picture is serious and places the truck stop; as collector of excise
taxes, in an impossible position unless the entire amount is recovered "
by increased fuel prices.

Example No. 3: Working down to the average gallonage figursanother truck stop operator who has one of the largest volume-facilities
in his state sold 6.4 million gallons of diesel' product in fiscal year.
1985 ' The corporation's taxable income was approximately $80,000, on
which it paid over $15,000 in tax-at ihe 40 percent bracket. Under the
proposal, aldinj the $960,000 in excise tax income from the 6.4 million
gallons sold would yield an additional tax 'liability of $336,000. Thus,
this NATSO member is being asked to pay more than 20 times his original
tax bill.
What.these examples serve to illustrate is that every truck stop
-operator in the country will be devastated financially-by akinp, excise
taxes into incare. The~ only way that the truck stop industry should
fairly be required-to accept this burden would be for operators tQ have
the right to keep all excise taxes coliected! Such xxenies would t]ien
truly be income, not some thinly-veilbT attemptT- shift thes-eb f]
excise
>'. e- fx-- . a "cost of'doing business "
However, th6 proposal ueing considered by the CGorni.ttee in no way
relieves truck stop operators from the obligation to remit the fuel excise
taxes they collect. Thus, it appears to us that small businesses like
ours- are going to shoulder the burdeh-ro creating a "revenue neutral"
tax reform bill.
.
The truck stop industry cannot possible affo;
a sorb new taxes
of nearly $600 million each year; There are various reaso-rts-*y the
'
truck stop industry suffers a particularly heavy impact under the.proposal. The primary difficulty is the high amount of the excise tax Ai
relation to the price of fuel at the pump. At today's reduced retail price of fuel, the diesel excise tax constitutes a percentage approaching

20 percent (as retail prices fall towards 80 cents per gallon).'

Even "

*For gasoline, the percentage is generally around 10. As the Corirdittee
undoubtedly realizes, every state also has substantial fuel excise taxes
that are imposed and that truck stop operators are also.-collecting and /
remitting to those jurisdictions.
-
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if prices rebouini, the" a&ount of these excise taxes would still'be proportionately higher than similar excise taxes on other goods and services.
These. federal excise taxes ar"e often four or five times as*muh as the
net profit margin on fuel. Accordingly, the Ccrrmittee should expect
that truck stop operators-would be m6re substantially and adversely
-affectel by this proposal than other industries.
Compounding this3 impact is the fragile financial condition and generally higi effective ta rate being.experienced by the trucking industry.
,Since the majority of truck stop austbmers are themselves affected by
/the' regressive nature-of the proposal (the effect is not only on fuel,
but-on tractors, trailers, tires, and other usqr fees), it is hard to
imagine a more compelling reason to reject 'this result. I reiterate my
content i: n that-some truck stops will not be a6f to absorb the effect
of trnis proposal. Neverteless, the best guess that-NATSO can make is
that the price of diesel fuel will rise between 8 and 10 cents per gallon,
'and the price of gasoline will rise at. least 5 cents per gallon, if excise
'taxes are treated as income.
These figures, however, may be subject to further increases. *NATSO
is very.concerned that some refiners, who will be liable for payment
of
their
own manufacturer's
excise
their
liability
over the whole
rangetaxof "income",
products will
they decide
sell, to
If spread
so, there
is a distinct possibility that the price of diesel fuel will increase
fr,+., thE( refiner/supplier, even though oil companies are responsible
for almost no excise taxes on that product. This would, double the penalty
on end users, who would.Day indirectly for the excise tax income effect
on truck stops and their suppliers.
Because of these practical implications, as well as the real. likelihool that taxing excise taxes as income.will be challenged on constitutional grounds, NATS) earnestly subnits that the current tax code treats
tru k stbp operators more fairly and, equitably than will the proposed
non- cequctibility provision, taken with lower corporate tax rates. Under
these circumstances, NATSO believes that- tax refommay better be left
until the current law' recent changes to which were enacted iii1982 and
1984, has been alloweo-to operate fully for several years. It seem
sonet pointless t6 attempt a major restructuring of-the tax code even
before the small business community has had time to adjust to current
law.
INDEXING FUEL TAXMS IS ALSO UNFAIR
NATSO also opposes indexing excise taxes, especially those on motor
fuels, forcing an automatic inflationary factor into this area of tax.
This is particularly a problem, and is more unfair, when fuel prices
are as low as they have been in years and can only be expected to rise
again. Equally significant,-NATSO rejects the-notion that excise taxes
ought tobe raised without an affirmative vote of Congress.
/.
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I previously referred to the Highway Trust FRnd and its relationship

to fuel excise taxes.

Indexing these taxes will create new issueswith

respect .to the HTF, since the proposal seems to cont
late using those
added funds to offset other general revenue deficits resulting from tax
reform. NATSO. strongly objects to that approach. No fuel excise taxes
-should be diverted from the HTF, which has a current urplus-that will
be needed in the .future to sustain the nation's infra. tructure., Increasing exci:e taxes through indexing should not change t
basic premise
-that highway users should pay for highway construction and maintenance.
Indexing fuel taxes to pay for tax reform is not an ac eptable use of
those funds.
CONCLUSION

NATSO.appreciates the opportunity to describe the Somplex taxing

Policies and mechnisms that -comprise current mot6r fuels excise taxes.
We believe our comments conclusively demrnstr-ate that those excise taxes
.are not income for truck stop operators and ,
the proposal to tax
these monies would place an untenable and uzr.-jr rantI burden on these
.businesses as mere collectors of these taxes.
k, .
Not even lower effective corporate tax rates will ccpensate truck
stop operators on balance for the onerous financial effects they will
suffer under the proposal. Additionally, NATSO opposes non-deductibilityA
because serious competitive imbalances, at least in the short run , will7result as businesses either pass along the'costof tax reform to customers

or absorb part of such increases.

The, long range result, though, is

that-non-deductibility will place a regressive tax increase,on many consumers of motor fuels. who cannot -afford it. AIndexing ill unfairly increase
excise taxes without direct Congressional approval and imprperly shift

funds out of the Highway Trust Fund.

'-

For all the -reasons discussed in this statement, the Firance Comrittee should reject the ideas of the- non-deductibility'and indexing of
excise taxes as-part of the tax reform package...

'I|
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Mr. harma

yyn~ame IsJ imy Payton.

I am the chalrian of the

Government Relations Comittee of the Nationai AUtomobile Dealers
Association.

I am here representing 20,600 auto and truck dealers who

retail their productss through 39,000 import and domestic franchises.
While we represent franchised dealers

of all makes., the.excise tax and

tariff non deductibility will severely impact 18,000 of odr members who
retail imported vehicles and the over 1,800 who sell medium and
heavy-duty trucks.
I am the owner of Payton-Wright Ford-Subaru, Inc-, of Grapevine,Texas.
Mr. Chairman, while the National Automobile. Dealer-s Association
supports your effort to reduce the federal deficit and simplify our tax
System,

wi-are strongly opposed to eliminating the deductibility of'

federal excise taxes and import tariffs because it is bad tax policy and
will result in sharply higher prices to consumers for lIg-t, medium and
heavy-duty trucks, as well as imported cars.
consumers canebe supported by NADA

Tax reform that helps

but proposals to eliminate ex~tse

tax and import tariffs deductibility do not meet that test. Fo6te
franchised truck-dealers of the country, your plan could also beoe---,
rope that ultimately hangs them.The last statement may soun.extrme, but let me explain.

Since

1982, truck dealers--hae paid a 12 percent retail excise tax to the
feralI government at the time of sale. for every truck with a gross
vehicle weight rating over 33,000 lbs.) on trailers and semi-trailers
* !over 26,000 lbs.
deles

re*ost~

and all'on highway tractors.
-

-

In fact, franchised

dealers are responsible for the tax. Present law permits them to deduct
the FET from their income for tax purposes and in effect, the dealer
acts as a collection agency for the government.

.
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Infiscal 1985,,the 12 percent retail excise tax raised inexcess
of $1 billion and was the 9th largest of'.approximately 50 federal excise
taxes.

If this committee ooes ahead with the chairman's plan to eliminate
this deductibility, truck dealers nbt oQ]jy could not deduct the'tax but,
in fact, woujd be taxed on the tax.
Let me give you some idea of whatkind of impact this can have. A
typical heavy-duty truck retailed'in thsU.S. for $75,000 in 1985.

The

excisetax on each of these average trucks ran to $9,000 in 1985. Truck
dealers sold 132,307 heavy-duty trucks in 1985. .Jnder the chairman's
plan, truck dealers would have added $1.19 billion to their ta ble-.

income in 1985, none of which was their's to kee-to-begin with. Using
available industry data we estimt -thtndividually, the chairman's
prop-sal would hay-e- nfeasethe. burden of the average truck dealership
by153, 4

-a-whoppin
"

96% increase, compared to-present law. In the

annals of patentlymunf -irtax policy, this plan may well be one for the
record books.
Bad as this is, however, it-is compounded by the chairman's plan to
also eliminate the deductibility of tariffs placed on imported light,
medium and heavy-duty trucks.

In the case of imported mediam-duty

trucks, this figure is 4 percent but for imported light trucks-this
figure is a substantial 25 percent. All told the tariffs on imported
vehicles and parts paid in 1985 exceeded $2 billion.
Franchised auto dealers sold 2.8 million imported automobiles and
nearly 800,000 imported trucks in the U.S. in 1985. The tariff on these
vehicles is 2.6 percent and 25 percent respectively.

Losing the
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deductibility of these tariffs would force their Import vehicle
distributor to inediately raise the pricelof the typical import car by

an estimated Si2O and the typical import truck by an'otimated $880.
Itmay be the desire of te U.S. government to retaliate against
foreign governments because of certain trade. pblicies tlt I do not
believe it necessary to punish a specific~segment of our economy to
•.

Implement that policy.
S.

-We also alpreciate that intheory the loss of excise tax
deductibility and import tariff deductibility would ultimately be passed
on to the consumer but inthe case of the retail truck industry this

likely will not Ue the case. Currently about 75 percent of- all moedUM
and heavy-duty trucks.are sold by their
fleet oerators and lease companies.

nufacturors.directly to major

The remainder are sold by truck

dealers to smaller operators and'-dividuals.

Manufacturers have the

economic power to absorb at lealt some of the added cost of losing the
deductibility 6f the federal excise tax and import tariffs, but truck
dealers in the current market simply don't.
The typical truck dealer today makes less than 2 percent margin on
the sale of a medium or heavy-duty truck and indeed statiscTkCsndtcate
that after adding selling expenses that a good number make no money, or
lose money on truck Sales.

Furthermore, projections by NADA and many

others in the truck industry itJtcate that the retail truck-market will
be even more competitive- in future years.
In short, dealers simply cannot raise the prtces of their products
anywhere near necessary to recover thie added'cost of being taxed on the
federal excise taxes they must collect for the federal government.
Again, let me use-an example derived from industry figures.

-
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If a typical dealerhad $4 million in receipts from taxable
."vehicle sales, we calculate, based on data gathered by our sister
organization, .the American Truck Dealers, that this-dealer's federal tax
liability would be $160,133 under present law.
Under, he

s)use
of Representatives tax reform measure, the federal

tax liability iould be $150,044.Under the Chaiman's proposal, however, the federal tax liability
...........would 4e $313,876 or $153,743 more than present law, and $163,832 more
than the Hou'se passed tax reform bill.
If this omittee goes ahead with this plan, you are-assigning this
country's truck dealers to the economic scrap heap. We have attached an
analysis based on real world data to explain this point further and
* would urge yoq to read It carefully.
Inclosing, NADA and ATD would like to say that while itsupports
the general thrust of the committee's efforts, it urges the members to
reject this part of-its-plan as:

unfair taxation of our members who

provide the Imported vehicles, cars and trucks consumers want; an
unwarranted Increase in price for equipment that moves more than 90
\percent of all goods in the U.S.; and bad tax policy.
I would be pleased to answer any questions you might have-.

91
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NBCSL PRESIDENT DISPUTES VALUE OF EXCISE TAXES AS REVENUE SOURCE
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L

I

Washington. D.C.. April 21, 1986 --

"The excise taxes -proposed

by the Senate Finance Committee staff are grossly-unfair," said

MAryland state Sen. Clarence N. Mitchell. ill
before that coiittee.

In testimony t-oday

"Such a,proposal spells danger to the

pocketbooks of every low-income worker.

5-s,.

Aw
I,

Sen. Mitchell. speaking ,on behalf of the National Black Caucus
of State Legislators of lhich he is president. described this
proposal as "reverse Roin-Hoodism."
to the rich.

L"

hearings against excise taxes,
- 5-.

,A-

.

No la.

4-r

Wd

c

W.

taking from the poor and giving

He hastaken this position in previous Congressional
contending that they impose'a heavier

financial btrdp;on low-income people and are grossly unfair.
NbCSL Is an organization of 396 black state legislators
spanning 42 states.-

Its collective constituency numbers over

26 million people.

-30-

..........

NDCSL
"A
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Let's complete what President John F. Kennedy began when he repealed
excise taxes on luxuries like jewelry and fur coats in 1961.
all away now.-

Iet's sweep them

-

As State Legislators we, like members of this o00ittee, are faced with
the need for tax reform and fiscal responsibility.
of the need for fairness in tax reform.

We are also acutely aware

And so are 'o

nsiitui-nts-

Above

want fairness
all else, th" voters'-- who elect us or'reject us at the polls -;singi;
in taxation. They Set very upset when'they have to pay more.taxes on a&
pack of ciLarsttao or telephone call or a six, pack of beer than soim giant
corporations or ,illionairei have to piy in their entire yearly income tax.

Nfyconstituents call that kind of tax system a scandal. And K agree., I
am sure yo!.do too, Hr."Chaisman.
saying, we should be more

1

As--ins-lators'who heed what the voters are

ncerned that, tax reform is fair than that it is

elthsr simplified or revenue neutral,

Frankly. 14r." Chairmn we aie concerned about the present proposal
because it relies so heavily on excise taxes, And excise' taxes fail to pass
any stAndard of-fairness.

The burden of excise taxes falls disproportionately

on theopoor and on low-income wage earners.

The smaller your income, the

greatpi the tax burden caused by excise taxes.

page 2
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A study was just published today by the Citizens for Tax Justice.

was prepared by the Social Wolfare Research In$titut. at
reveals a dramatic imbalance.
proposjjI

pssis

teac
i

4

imii"

in the staff

before your committee wo0ldwip's out so per coat Of the tax saying.

that a family
_

The excise tax inc"

it

. .bostos

agr.5i 6 s than S11,000 a year would receive umder the House-

-

tax reform bIll.

Even the typical middle-income family with yearly

a s of Under

$47,000 would lose nearly half (48 per cant) of their ta4 cuts in the. House
version, as a result of the excise tax increases in thisicommitt6o staff
proposal.

pper House, taking away dmbt

If there was ever a case of-one hand. or

the other hand, or Lower' House. giveth, the proposal before you. is a classic
example of it.

#

It's even worse, Mr. Chairman.

The proposed increases in excise taxes
already excessive Ad regtessive taxe..

add insult to the injury caused by thet
-

In the name of achieving
staff

a- streamlined and shiplifid tax code

proposal asks low-ina middle-incoba

page 3
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the

Asrlcani to hear a bevler tax burde@.
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In the name of tax neutrality, the staff' proposal- asks the.impovirfihd
to 'absorb tax boosts so the affluent can get tax bteaks.

The staff proposal uses broad-based excise -tax increases to provide
tax preference for timber, oil. gas and natural resource ,interests. The
right name for this kind of redistribution of wealth is not tax reform. It's
"Reverse Robin Sood4e.- It's taking from the poor and giving to the rich.

*

I urge you to reject the staff proposal as a bad idea whose disposal time,
has now come.

-

-
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VS1 Vice President
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2nd Vice President

Dear Ms. Scott-Boom:.
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Secretary
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-
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School Transportation Association for inclusion in the April Z,
r

1986

eking
record.
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-

Sincerely, "

Executive Director

KF/s

.

.

,-er our earlier conversation, enclosed is the statement of the National

Karen Finkel
'Executive Director

'

',

f
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National School Transportation Assobiation
Post Office" Box 2639

Springftirdi Virginia 22152 * Area Coae 703-644070O
April 21, 1986

LARRY DURHAM. CA

Pres iden I

BOB "*f

l u _Q

fist Vice Presiden--

SETH CORWIN, NY
2nadVice President

ROG R WELCH, MA
Secetary.
DON HOFFMAN. MN
rfeasurel
KAFAENFINKEL

Executive Oiector

The Honorable Bob Packwood
Cililln"', Senate Committee on Finance 7

Room 219 Dirksen Senate Office Building'

Washington. DC Z0510
.

* Dear Mr. Chairman:
I write to you on two-matters of great urgency in my-capacity as president
of the National Schoo lia.sportation Association (NSTA). NSTA was
founded in 1964 by school bus contractors to 'promote and foster the highest degree of safety in the trantortaton of school childmn._ Today,
contractors represent approximately, 37 percent of t~he nations yellow
school bus. fleet with members in all 50 states. Our membe-ship reflects
both jarge companies-with fleets of thousands of buses to the smaller firms
operated by the same family 6lrough several generations.
It has come to my attention that a draft tax-reform proposal now being
utilized as the Committeesi tax reform mark-up document includes two
provisions of particular concern to the school transportation industry.

The draft proposes that the existing dleduction for excise taxes be eliminAted, and that future tax rate determinations reflect the impact of inflation.
We are fearful that such a proposal cduld result in the elimination of the
full exemption from excise taxes on miotoi" fuel, parts, accessories, and tires,
- as well as the twelve cents-a-gallon exemption from diesel fuel Axcise taxes
-- whichsch.ool bus contractors arV'entitled to under cuftnt law. Technical,
_
.xterkd the exemption from diesel
corrections providdin--H--R,438iwee4
fuel taxes for contracted school buses to tReOftfteen-entszalon.
In view of our special mission.of transporting the nation's school children. to repeal these xemptions would be both uhfaie and ultimately shift a.
greater burden to local taxpayers.
Our early estimate is that elimination of our.exemptln from t oh Io<m4_n4a2
diesel fuel taxes alone would cost ouir typical member more than $300 per
bus annually -, a cost that would assuredly hbaii*tq.e absorbed by the loca"lilies to which we provide service. When cou1Aed with the detrimental iwpact of elimination of the fnvestmen- Tax Credit and less favorable depreciation treatment, our total loss tu-der the tax plan as presently constituted
would be quite significant.

I,
~1~~

\

,.~

,,
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"he Honorable Bob Packwood'
April Z1, 1986

.

There is little doubt that this proposal would result in a strong disincentive'for our rqember

companies tq invest in new school buses. We would certainly urge that you reconsider the
impact of elimination of the ITC to ah industry such as ours.'
If urge: your ccdnsideratio of these concerns as you attempt to move the Committee through
the drafting'process. I stand ready to provide you with further background as necessary. Your
consideration of these matte-s of great urgency to our industry is deeply appreciated, and I
look forward to, working with you toward favorable resolution in the days ahead.

Slcerely,
Lry Durham'

President

I

I

-

-I
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-
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Mr.

Chairman:

My name is Philip P. Friedlander, Jr. I am Ex. utive Vice
President ofthe Na tional Tire Dealers and Retreads a Assooation.a national nonproft trade association representin approximately.
8.000 independent tire dealers and retrqaders loa ed in all 80
States. NTDRA's members are engaged in 1he wholes e and retail
distribution of automobile and truck t4'es. the re readingof
tires. an4 the sale of related products and servio s.
NTDRA is"appreciative. Mr. Chairman. of this opportunity to
have input into this omaittels' delibe ations on the proposal to
end the deduotibility of exoise taxes .ahL tariffs for inoome tax
purposes. ye commend you foi oonvening this heari g despite being
well Into the markup process. We believe, however, that this
hearing £s-neoessary t6 a full understanding. of t e impact of this ...
proposal. NTDRA believes that after the ramifioat .ons of this
proposal are ,exhaustively reviewed that this oommttee will
recognize that this proposal is regressive, unne e'ssarily complex.
and wholly out of place in an income tax reform laokage, the.
purpose of vhioh is to simplify and increase the fairness of the
federal income tax .ode.
Mr. Chairman; NTDRA°s paroohtal interee i obviously, the
impact this proposal to deny the- .eduot blity
0 the -excise tax
on tires and the tariff on tires and oakings wil have on-this
association's members. Many of our memberN are i porters of. record
of foreign made new and retreaded t1res+As impo tore of record
they're liable for the manufacturer's federal
Oise tax on those
tires weighing over forty pounds. The tax of oo rse~ graduated
on the basis of weight. Also, as importers of r cordFthey must pay
a duty, generally 4%. on imported new and retre ed tires and tire
casings. In addition our.,-retreq4er members who etread truck tires
weighing over forty pounds are liable for the f oral excise tax
if .the retreaded tire were produced on a previc sly 4taxe4A
If the amount of federal excise taxes and 4tariffa-p'id by
these individuas is no longer recognized as a
ordinary and
necessaryO business expense or expense inourred in the production
of income, they Vill experience a real inoreat
in their income
tax burden.' That 'increased burden can of Soure be reduced to the

'
-

1

-'
/:
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degree our members can pass along these increased costs to their
consumers.
*.

J

If this proposal is adopted, a seller in the 35% income tax
bracket would have to increase the present cost of his product by
54% of the exoisetax and tariffs paid in order to maintain his or.
her prior after tax inoome. In,&n industry vhioh has become
increasingly boost competitive it is unrealistio-to assume that the
full cost of the seller's increased taxp liability oould be/passed
along to the consumer. This proposal, therefore, would impact
directly and adversely the profitability of thousands of small
business ien and women engaged in the wholesale and retail
distribution of new-and retreaded tires.
Those dealers and retreaders who are payers of the PET and
tariffs are not the only ones in the retail and wholesale tire"
industry who will be adversely impacted if this proposal is
adopted. Tire manufacturers will see their tax liability increase.
.And they will surely pass along at least apart of their added
costs to their customers, our members, as they attempt to maintain.
their prior'after tax profitability. This will mean a very real
Iincrease in the boost of maintaining-inventory for every wholesaler
or retreader of tires over 40 pounds.'That includes virtually
every independent tire dealer. This proposal therefore will
adversely impact the profitability of more than Just the tire
dealer and retreaderwvbo.is the direct payor-of the PET. Because
the dealer most likley will not be fble to pass along the, ful--'"
inoreased oost of carrying his or hor inventory, th:is proposal
will harm nearly all retail and wholesale tire establishments in
the nation. of which tUere are approximately 18,000.
Mr. Chairman, sins this proposal first (*me to light the,
media has focused primarily
whether the exoise tax on speoifio
products was high enough.ert an interests have called for
inorearting the tax dn certain alooholib beverage products noting,
that the federal exoise tax on these products has remained
constant since 1951 Others have maintained that the excise tax on'
aloohollobeveragesand tobacco products are not high enough to
oov~r external social costs associated with the product.' NTDRA
would submit that there are no such external social oostq
associated with the consumption of tires.
Others h e argued that tiiis proposal, which in'effeot
increases al
xolse taxes- is justified with regard to the excise
tax on tires, motor fuels, heavy trosks and trailers. They point
Out that the excise tax on these prugts is a surrogate user's
fee, with revenues going to fund feder&lly provided services.
It is orreot that the 'aove-namedexcise-taxes constitute a
direot or surrogatQ user's fee. Revenues from these exoise taxes
go to the Highway Trust Fund-to flnwwe federal-ald highway
programs. These excise tazes were exten ively reviewed and--ravised
,.

I C.,

•
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when Congress adopted the Surfaee Transportaiion Assistance Aot of
1982, Vhioh was signed into law in January of 1983. Some I believe
have been reviewed subsequently by committees of the- Congress.
Congress therefore has taken a recent hMrd look at what the
appropriate level should be for these "user fees* and has rendered
a Judgefent. Nothing has transpired, of vhioh this association is
aware, that would render these very recent judgements of Congress
invalid. Xoreover, Xr. Chairman. the excise tax rates were set in
1982 at a level necessary to fund a projected level of federal
highway spending. T7at projected level of spending is not
currently being maintained and is unlikely to be maintained in
light of the deficit reduction constraints of the
Gramm-Rudan-Hollings log~sletion. As a result, the Highway Trust
Funds oontinue to aocuulato at a rate far exceeding anticipated
spending levelS. Clearly. the ourr~nt level of
transportation-related excLs/taes is adequate to fund the
fedral-aLd highway programs.
I think the oonittee. recognizes that the nation's tire
manufacturers, tire wholesalers, tire retailers, importer,
private branders and retreaders will pass along at least & portionof the increased tax liability imposed'by this proposal to the
consumer o their products. These consumers Vill in turn pase
along their increased oosts to the oonsuaers f their goods and
services. By inoreasing- the tax liab4ld
ty of t4ire dealers and
retreat e s, tire manufaoturevr, trupk reta.leri, trucking
opanies. etc., you are making a bonoiou8 decision to increase
transportation costs in this country. That increase in
transportation costs will increase the costs to the general-publio
of virtually every product in the marketplace today. By increasing
transportation costs, as you are surely doLug by denying the
d8uO bilIty of the =Oie tlx on tires, motor fuel. trucks,
etc., you will inorease the utimate costs of basic necessities
such as-food, clothing. housing materials, hose heating products,
heath care, etc. And on whom will- t]ese increased product costs
fall most heqviyIA.-The everr 4i unmintakably clear. They will
fall on those Am4Twoanaj with -over incomes and limited resources.
FeV, changes n the taxc code opuld be moro, regressive than,. in
effect, to iorease transpotation-relatd excise taxes.
our tax code has hietoriolly .been based,, at least in theory,
on the oonoopt-'that zdivi4ual4 and businesses ver taxed in
relationslip to their ability to pay. Vhon the President called
for income tax rotor* it vas lear he vas calling for reforms in
the Inequity Ofthe Income tax system.- Ne1 4er in the so-Oaled
Treasury 1, Treasury ZZ, or.tho ouse-p4assld tai reform bill vere
there any proposals to alter the excise tak system as an integral
part. of Income tax reform.

Mr. Cbharman, NTDRA recognizes-'the difficulty facing your
oomitttoo. e recognize that in order to preserve existing tax

-
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preferences for a variety of interests there is a need to increase
revenues in order for the ultimate legislative product of this
committee to be revenue neutral. However, this association, which
has openly supported rate-based income tax reform, tax 0ode
simplifioation, and the reform of a tax system where billion
dollar oorpotations with hundreds of millions in income pay no
taxes, oannbt support this proposal. Te must oppose it because it
is regressive. It is complex. And in so fat as it applies to
tires, trucks, Motor fuels, etc., it will further burden the
ground transportation sector of our economy which already is
paying its fair and necessary tax share tomaintain the federally
financed highways of "this nation,-

1
.

r- Chairman, this association would like to point out that
this proposal flies in the face of tax and amounting prinoiples

that have been recognized almo*_t sinoe the inception of the income
tax. Grosi income has never been taxed. The tax Oode has
- . di Aon&lly recognized that expenses incurred in the production
of 3n-bome and ordinaryy and neoessaryn business expenses wore
deductible. Taxes paid by businesses have traditionally been
feoognized as business expenses and have been deductible tor
income tax purposes. Rather than assault these principles it would
be better for the committee to directly inOrease excise taxes. Why
go through the complex oharade of denying businesses the
deductibility of excise taxes and tariffs?
But we cannot imagine that this comittep ,would resort to

such a regressive method of raising revenue. We cannot conceive
thp this committee would increase thetransportation-related

excise taxes particularlyy the tax on tires), which are clearly
payingg their way. Surely,. no member of. the oom"ttee believes the
' publiO will accept a so-called tax reform bill that pays for the
• preservation of special interest tax preferences vith money raised
by indirectly inoreasing the costs of virtually all consumer
products.
Kr. Chairman, we would respectfully subait that were this
proposal to be adopted it would further undermine public
confidence in the essential fairness-of the. tax Oode. It would
potentiAly have a ,adverse_impot-ono
y. It/would
Certainly have an adverse impact on thqg nation's tire dealers and

retreaders. We would urge the, oommittee.to rejeotts

ill-oonoeived proposal-.

-

In conclusion, we would like to thank you agai for he
opportunity to have input into the committee's del orations. To
recognize the diffio4t task whioh Oonfrontp you. V hope that the
result of your delibe at on will be an inooe tax
aefowm
bill
which enhances the o'e's fairnes,--reduoes the code's unnecessary
complexity and provides incentive for economic growth through:
reduced rates.

i.
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STATEMENT OF MR. BERNIE UHL, CHAIRMAN
OF THE
AMERICAN TRUCK DEALERS DIVISIONOF THE
NATIONAL]AUTOI4O0'ILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION
8400 WESTPARK DRIVE-, MCLEAN,"VIRGINIA

Before

,

"

SExcfse Taxe2 _
Senate Dirksen 'Building ,D-25

AprIl 21, 1986
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My name s Bernard Uhl. ,I am the Chairmah of the American Truck,
Dealers Divis on of the National Automobile Dealers Association, located
at 8400 Westpark Drive, McLean, Virgiftia.
I am also the owner of International Truck dealerships in Palmyra,
IN; Louisville and Elizabethtown, KY.

Thus, I can speak on behalf of

the over 1,800 truck dealer members of ATD, as our organization is known
in the industry, and as a businessman with real-world experience in the
operation: of a.truck dealership.
Without hesitation, ATO expresses its strong opposition to Chairman
Packwood's proposal to deny a deduction for federal excise taxes.
'As background, Section 512-of the Highway Revenue Act of1982
converted a 10% manufacturers' excise tax-on certain truck chassis and
bodies, trailers and semitrailers over 10,900 pounds GVW, and highway
tractor , to a 12% retail excise tax on certain truck-chassis over
33,000 pounds GVW, on trailers-and semitrailers over 26,000 pounds GVW,
and'on highway tractors.

Excise taxes on all partsrand medium class

trucks were removed at te same time because, inpart, excise taxes are
bad methods of tax collection. -They are hidden and often create
inequities in the retail sales of items even as they increase
transaction and accounting costs..
For simplicity's sake, I'll refer to these various transportation
vehicles as "taxable vehicles',and the tax as the "12% retail truck'

tax".
-InFiscal Year 1985, thb 12% retail truck tax raised nearly $1.3
billion. This is a significant levy and makes the 12% retail truck tax
the 9th largest federal excise tax out of the approximately 50 federal
excise taxes.
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As ATD reads the Chairman' excise tax proposal, a truck dealer
"would include'te 12%.retatl truck tax n his dealership income for
federal' tax purposes. Translated into real world tax numbers, the
proposal would increase the annual tax 'burden of a typical truck
dealership by $153,743, a whopping 96% Increase, compared,to present
* law!.
Allow me to explain why this is so.'
'Since the publication of Treasury I in 1984, the AiD hajs calculated
the tax burden wider present law compared to Treasury I, II-, and the
Hduse-passed tax reform legislation, HR. 3838, for atypical truck
dealership"
ATD'is able to make these Calculations because ATD collects
extensive monthly financial d~ta from a cross section of ATD members.
Although *o recognize that-any)-tax calculation *ishypothetical, and
not specific toany one truck dealership, wd believe our calculations
provide guidelines for Judging the various tax reform proposals from the
viewpoint of truck dealers.
Now, let's factor in the typical truck dealer paying, a tax on the
12% retail truck tax, as would happen under the Chairman's. proposal.,If the hypothetical dealer had $4,000,000 in.receipts, from~taxable
Vehicle sales, ATD calculates this dealer's federal tax liability would
be $160,133 under present law.
Under the House bill, the federal tax liability would be $150,055.
Under the Chairman's proposal, the federal tax liability would be$313,0876 or $153,743 more than present law, and $163,832 more than the
House-passed reform bill. These numbers represent a 96% tax increase!
I'

.
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Attached to-this statements a detailed explanation-of howATD
arrived at these numbers (Attachment A).

Briefly,, the hypothetical

dealer has $I0,000,000 In total receipts-from new truck sales$¢sed
truck sales,,parts sales, and his service department, not accounting for
the 12% retail truck excise tax on new truck sales. His tax liability
was calculated on the premise that costs of goods sold equal 85%of
receipts, and that tax deductions e4ual approximately 10 to 12% of gross'
receipts.minus cost of goods sold. Our-analysis of the various tax
_.reform proposals do not reVeal substantial differences in tax deductions
when they are compared to present law.
In all"fairness to th chairman's proposal, we calculated a S50,000
*"expensing" deduction, even though our data does not sUpport the premise
that most truck dealers culi
pOop~sal.

-

utity-e-thts provi"sion in the Chairman's

l'ui. ehi

pe

so

If the hypothetical truck\dealer "expensed" $50,000 and was
eligible to depreciation of $150,000 at a 200ideclinig balance- the
most getierous circumstances under the Chairman's proposal), his tax
liability w6ld be $312,826, or only $1,050less-than when the $50,000
expensing-proaitsion isnot utilized.,'\,
gut, in in attempt to be even more far to the Chairman's propo-sal,
we calculated the tax burden on a hypothetital dealer one half the size
of our dealer with sales of $2 million in taxable vehicles.
Under present laW this dealer has a tax liability of $69,198, and
under the House-passed bill of $65,682.
Under the Chairman's proposal; even with $50,000 expensing, his tax.
liability would be $155,649, or nearly $90,000 more than present law.

•

€
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Ironically, the inclusion of the 12% truck tak in income prevented
this-smaller dealer, with taxable Income of approximately $200,000, to
be denied, the ,Chairnan's proposed graduated- corporate rate'for taxable
income that is less than $350,QOO.

Inother words, a similarly situated

'business, not-includig a 12% excise tax in Its incotpe,-would pay
approximately $57,000 in federal taxes compared to our truck dealer's
$155,0001
._

This Is'just, not,fair!'

We at ATD recognize that the Chairman'-and others have said that,
business will past the newexcise tax burden on to its. customers. ATO
does not believe that truck dealers can successfully pass this tax'on to'
our..customers.

For example, let's assume a truck dealer sells an $80,000
over-the-road tractor. The 12% truck excise tax is $9,600. At a*35%
,tax rate, the increased tax liability is-'$3,360.- If the dealer charges
the~customer $83,360,' then the 12% truck excise becomes $10,003, or a
--: $403 increase that Is subject to the 351'.rate, or $141 more intaxes.
-Thus. -the cycle never. really ends'with a retai.l tax.
The ATD commends "the deSeve Economics study of this issue. Even
-though the deSeve report to The Council Against Regressive Taxation. (CART) increaSe in the $80,000 price'of the over-the-road tractor would
9ive the truck dealer the same after tax income as present law, common
,sense tells ATD's 1,800 dealers.that we are not and cannot increase
prices over 51. Instead, welare giong to pay considerable more taxes
despite rate ,

tons.

Just as the dog never truly catches It's
tail, the American truck
dealer, a true independent business, will never totally pass along the
12% retail truck tax to the truck purchaser.
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There are two more cruel twists in the Chainnan'- proposal.
First, it rewards the, Inefficien,' non-profi-tabl e :truck, dea ler
compared to -the successful truck dealer.

It

does s6 in this manner:

rhe non-profitable dealer will pay a federal iOcome tax of perhaps 15 to
T
25T.-on the excise tax he collects, whereas the profitable dealer-will
pay a 35% tax.,
In 'thetruck sales'business, we will frequently submit a bid to a
potential customer because trucks are brought by,.business people, rnot
consumers casually shopping for a $80,000 over-t he-road-tractor.

The

dealero.in the 35% tax bracket will'have a iax cost of-$3,360 tnh'is bid
on a $80,000 rig, whereas the non-profitable dealer can therefore
automatically underbid the profitable dealer by almost $2,--O or, 2.5% of
-

*the purchase price.

On the other hind, the Chairman's proposal is also cruel to the

non-profltable dealer.

As widely interpreted, Phe Chairman's proposal

-includes a so-called .anti-avoidance" rule whic
-

no -taxable"income to pay a federald.ncome tax on his excise tax

* collections.

If.the deal-er has.excise tax collections of $400,000, his

tax btll may be $140,000.
-

requires iadealer with

-Such a tax burden on a dealer not. making"

profits would obviously be the death knell

-

he would just go oust of

business.
-

Ir sum, Mr. Chairman, the proposal to make the 12% truck tax an'-

'item of a -truck dealership 'income will have a direct, severe, andnegative impact on all truck dealers'selling taxable vehicles.-'-The-K''
impact will be in real dollars.

I..-

'-,
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And, not-to be underestimated, another serious impact will-be lower
truck-sales,-as documented 6'9represehatives of -the trucking industry.
Truck dealers haveJust now. recovered from the depressed sales-of the
early 1980's. Tosend sales crashing again in the name of- tax reform
would be a disaster for2America's .truck dealers, and-our employes.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, ( would be derelict if I did not take this
opportunity to denounce the\12% retail truk tax., It should be
repealed. Ithas nothing'to do with highway Use' ATD continues to " ,
fight for its' repeal. 'Our belief that the 12% retailLtruck tax is a bad
tax policy, inthe first instance, explains, why we are so-strong inour
opposition to the Chatrman'st.proposal, which makes a bad _tax much worse.
We state our opposition

ith

respect to the Chairman, but, we do so

strongly.
Thank you for this opportunity to present the ATD's views to the
Connittee. I^will be pleased to answer-any questions.

S-
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TESTIMONY BEFORE' THE U.S. SENATE FINANCE C(IMMI1TEE
APRKl 21,

1986

DEDUCTIBILITY OF FEOeAL EXCISE TAXES AND TAkIF.FS
-

"POINTS

1. Requiring the inclusion of'federal excise taxes in income witlout a
corresponding deduction is arbitrary-:and unfair-because this would impute
taxa 3. income to a corporation when, infact, no income has been earned.

'-

2. Disallowing'the deductibility of excise-taxes iscontrary to basic income
'tax policy, which all6wsa 1-ordi.nary-and necessary expenses associated with..
.the conduct of a-trade or business to be deducted from gross revenues-in
determining taxable, income.
3. Qisallowance of the.deductibility of excise taxes would result In
dlscrimination-against those industries'currently impacted by excise taxes,
resulting ina higher tax rate being imposed on those .industries.
4. The trucking industry is already one of the most heavily t'axed industries
in the country. "Competing'modes of transportation, such asrailroads, have .
much lower effective income tax rates and,. incethey pay little or no excise
tax--would be relatively untouched by thisproposAl.
5.- The "anti-avoidance rule" would impute taxable income to a corporation
merely because itis responsible for the collection and payment of excise
taxes. The income tax would be payable regardless of a corporation's true,
economic income or net operating-loss carryovers..
-

-

_46
ihe -anti-voidance rule" acts as a new minimum tax on corporations
required to collect'and remit excise taxes-.to the government, even though
those corporations may be currently unprofitable or have incurred tax losses
inprior years.
7. Navistar has incurred substantial tax losses inprior years, but under
the anti-avoidance rule would be deemed to have annual taxable income equal
to the amount-Of excise tax collected, which could not be offset by oOr tax
loss carryovers.
.8. .Navistar.urges thl?
elimination of the "Deductibility of Federal' Excise -Taxes and Tariffs" provision'from the Finance Committee tax.reform proposals.
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VICE CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
NAVISTAR INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

CONCERN
NGPROPOSED ELIMINATION OF DEDUCTIBILITY OF FEDERAL "(CISE
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Navistar International Corporation wishes to express its strong objections
to the "Deductibility of Federal Excise Taxes and.-Tariffs provision-

\

introducedlast month in the Finance Committee tax reform proposal on thfe
basis that this prdilsion (1)is arbitrary and unfair, (2)is cont ary to

-

basic tax policy, (3)is discriminatory against a select number of.
industries, and (4)ignores true economic income and operates as .a-minimfm
ta-X.
Arbitrary and Unfair

-

The provision requiring the inclusibn of

federal excise taxes in income without a corresponding deduction is
arbitrary aid unfair, since this pr6vislon would'impute taxable income 'to a
corporation when,in fact,

no income has been earned. The federal excise,

tax operates as federal sales tax whereby some corporations merely
collect tax-from customers .ard remit that tax to the federal government...Inthis situation, thereis Ao rationale for attributing taxable income to
those corporations. In addition, the federal excise tax isan uncontrollecost imposed by the federal government, and does not add any Value to the'
final product."

.

Contrary to Basl Tax, Policy

-

the provision which disallows

the deductibility of excise taxes is contrary to basic income-tax policy.
Current income tax policy allows all ordinary and necessary expenses which
are associated with the'conduct of-a trade-or business to be deducted from
-

!gross revenues in determining taxable income.

To disallow the-- .

...

a distortion'of nettincomd,
".deductibility of .excise taxes would result in.
simila to the distortion that would result'in the case bf the disallowance
of production or marketing costs.

-

1~
I17
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DIscriminatory Against a SelectNubet of Industries

-

Excise

taxes-are imposed'on a select group of' businesses and the disallowance of
\the deductlbllity of these taxes would-Iresult in discrimination against,
'

hose industries currently Impacted by the excise taxes.

This

iscrimination will rg"sult in a higher tax rate being imvp6sed on certain
Industries.

The trucking industry is already one of the most heavily taxed'
s
ecountry.- Competing modes of, transportati

. ailroads, pay little or no exciseltax-and so would be. relatively-by this- proposal.

i

These same competiaj modes already have much lower

effective-tax rates than the trucking industry.

Thi

competitive

disadvantage-would be substantial -Y.increased by'th , Chairman's proposal.

.

In addition, truck excite tAxes are,.by and larg'

imposed for',

specific purposes--mrinly, they are user fees designed-to fund highway
repair. -Increasing the cost ofthese taxes without
construction arid
earmarking the money for the original purpose is simply an unfair and
discriminatory income tax increase which burdens a small number of selected
industries.'

Ignores Economic Mfcome and Operates as. a Minimum Tax

-

The

anti-avoidance rule would impute taxable income to a corporation merely
because-it is responsible for the collection and payment of excise taxes.
This income would be subject to the maximum corporate tax rate and the tax
would be payable regardless of a corpfation'strue economic income or- et
operating loss. carryovers.' This anti-avoidance rule is a drastic change

/

Ak
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from.'current law, and would operate as O'new minimum tax on corporations
r-equired to collect and remit excise taxes to 'the ,government et'en though
those corporatio ;may be currently unprofitable or have incurred tax
losses in prior years.

in the case of Navistar, we have incurred substantial tax- Ijsses
in prioryears. Under tht anti-avoidance-rule, Navistar would be deemed-to
have manual taxable income equal to"the amount of excise tax collected,
which could not be offset by our-lax loss carryovers.

Conclusion

-

For the reasons cited above, 'we urge you to

eliminate the "Oeductlbi lity.of Federal Excise Taxes and Tariffs" provision
-

from the Finance Coriittee tax reform proposals.

--

r
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" Gentlemen, my name isAlfonso Ltbrano. I am the President of the New
YorkState Beer Wholesalers Association, representing the franchised
beer wfholesalers in New York.

1,

I submit the followihi in support of our opposition to Removing the Deductibility of Excise Taxes on beer.
Federal'excise t4es paid by brewers and other finms are a legitimate
business expense-Ice labor costs. Both are necessary costs of duing
business and, as- uth, should be deductible.

I,11,
p ... If

Any plan designed io provide tax cuts to lower-income groups would be

'It 't

effective if excite tax deductions were abolished. As Sen. George
ii-ess
J. Mitchell (D-Maine) says:-"Gentrally, I do'not favor raising excise

I, I . l -,L 0

taxes to reduce income taxes.
duce progressive taxes."

That's raising a regressive tax to re-

11burdenwold

fall disproportionately on lowerIn' the case of beer,
income consumers. It's estimated that 80% of U.S. beer shipments are
consumed by~familils earning less than $30,000 ayear.
IMA- Ptll f 01Ill
r,-+. 1k
W01AW
._ 1.0

iI .

10

.

Nondeductibility of excise taxes-on products like tlre and fuel would
higher.cost for the transportation industry; these increased disefean
iributlon expenses would be passed onito holestlers of alltproducts,
and ultimately, to consumers,.
/
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w York.Statel er Wholesalers
-adociation,
Inc.. . ...

I__

?4 TIo,

-

.

Aprl 3, 1986

"-

Elim4nating ihe deductibility of fede 'alexcise taxes can in n' ay
be considered tax reform. It.Is Just the opposite, since.it repre-_
sents a-step toward taxing businesses' gross income.

;

-

-*

Additional',- New York is particularly vulnerable 'to any changes in the cost of beer to the co.flumer. During the patt 30 months, 25 beer
wholesalers, thriving smal.1 'tusinesses,
many of whom were third generation operations, have-gone out of business. These small businesses
represent the backbone of those it '.he
highest employment levels-in
New York.
This Association only.e4ght short years ago had a membership of 175.
Today, we have only 103 membersileft.

-.

*

".
,-

----

-

In short, Gentlemen, the beer wholesaling indusiry in flew
York-cannot' survive any further shocksto-its economic stability. We urge you to.defeat any tax proposal that-will increase the cost of beer.
Thank you..

-
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To:

S IA'EMINT ON
My r,tn,
i

William W. Oliver. 'I have been a tax professor at
Our family also
School of Law for 2 years.
%ivnary nea r Bloomington, Indiana

s

imi.a Univrsity

lht,' I
ii.

EXCISE TAX PROPOSALS

a ,tdirll

, D)enyj i'ductiofis
h t,
ti \,

.i.

t,

a

. ,,txpe.nsi

for Excis'

Taxes Paid

Our income tax is a net income
!iockirig proposal.
of warning income are deductible.

okld bex t h, opposite of,a tax preference.- It would be
't
It will be bitterly resented by its victims and reduce
ai tLx -0h,.tt.
our tax system and for the Congress even further.
ita, p(tlif)r
To Raise th!

Ihi
in

'xcise. lix

on Wine

a -horrnble time.- Imports of wine have riseli in
it
( ine1 0
fii i
The wine industry is
yve.rs friom less thin 10% to 30%.
Isi-.t tie,
a l ong w it h steelI, I ex t iles * rubber, etc.
diit i-n-

(if decreases in yhe ,sales of wine from this proposal
Many acres of Aimerican
.caow- of 8i to as high as,. 20%.
ince it takes
w ill t4ithcr be abandoned or, bulldozed out.
ye,,is tit di,. clip at vineylard, this will mean reduced capacity for
thus locking in' wine imports at a high level.
,iiorics,
Amirntt a
Ih), rMIiiS wint' \kill continue for-many years to add to our adverse
tide b ltlaliic .
istltnlu ts

rlgte fIrz
". niiyrd

Angrily Submitted,

William W. Oliver
May 2, 1986
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Statement of the
PETROLEUM MARKETERS ASSOCIATIOfIOF AMERICA

for the
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARING

I

on the
TAX REFORM PROPOSAL AFFECTING THE
DEOUC'IBILITY OF FEDERAL EXCISE TAXES AND TARIFFS,

TAXATION OF WINE AT RATES EQUIVALENT TO BEER, AND ADJUSTMENT OF
ALCOHOL,

TOBACCO'AND'FUEL EXCISE TAXES 'TO REFLECT INCREASES IN PRICE

Monday, April, 21, 1986
Washington,, D.C.

Petroleum Marketers Association of America
1120 Vermnt Avenue, N.W., Suite 1130
Washington, 0.C. 20005
(202) 331-1198
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The Petroleum Marketers Association of America (PMAA), formerly the

National Oil Jobbers Council, is a federation of 41 state and regional
associations representing some 11,000 petroleum product marketers'throughout
the United States.

Collectively these marketers sell approximately half#-the

gasoline, 60 percent of the diesel fuel and three. quarters of the home heating
oil consumed in America today.

While virtually all of these marketers are

small businessmen, their collective assets would rank them l7th on Fortune
500's list of companies ranked by assets.

PMAA commends you, Mr. Chairman, for your willingness to hold hearings on
this critical issue.

While we understand the need, and support the objective

of tax reform, we cannot support any such "reforms" if the price Is something
as devastating to the businesses PMAA represents as are the excise tax
provisions of the tax reform package being considered by the Finance Comnittee.

PMAA would like to explain to the Committee the nature of an independent
marketer's business and the impact on that business of the excise tax
provisions.

The Independent Marketer:

Independent petroleum marketers sold over 51 billion gallons of gasoline
and 14 billion gallons of diesel fuel in 1984.

This

roduct is sold In several-

different ways at both the wholesale and retail levels.

-4-
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Marketers buy their product from refiners and transport it from-the
refinery or pipeline terminal to their on bulk storage areas. From theie bulk
storage areas, the marketer transports product to his wholesale and retail
customers.

PMAA estimates that marketers sell on- the average 30 percent of

their gasoline through retail service stations they own and operate; 35 percent
to independent service station dealers and 30 percent to bulk end user
customers such as farmers, state and local governments, truck and taxi fleets,
the federal government and many others,

Many marketer's have producer licenses under the IRS code and thus collect
and remit the federal excise tax on gasoline to the federal government.

PMAA's

conservative estimate is that over half the marketers inthe United
States,selling over 60 percent of the gallons, have chosen to collect and remit
the federal gasoline'excise taxes. This means that marketers remit over $2.7
billion annually to the federal government on sales of approximately 31 billion
gallons."
Wi.th gasoline excise tixes, marketers can, and some do, elect not to
collect-the federal excise tax, but rather,-pay itdirectly to their supplier.
The major supplier then remits the tax to the.government. Most marketers,
however, choose'to pay the tax directly to the federal government for several
reasons.

One of the prime reasons i'sthat marketers serve many diverse customers,
some of whom are exempt from paying the federal excise tax.

Such customers

..
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would include co

rcial fishermen, local.schiool districts, other municipal

governmental di ksions,.state
governments,othe National Guard and several
-jothers.,

if r rke

s were unable to sell these customers on a tax exempt

basis, a different mechanism dopld have to be created which would allow them to
receive -arefund for those excise taxes from the federal government.
would create a greater level of paperwork for such entities, and--

this

ey may

instead decide to-purchase directly from someone (i.e. a'major supplier) that
could sell gasoline on a tax exempt basis.

This could create a substantial

loss of business for many marketers.. In some instances, because t~e accounts
may be small, the major supplier may be Oninterested in serving these accounts.

A second reason marketers prefer to collect and remit thi'ax is thiat many
blend gasoline with ethanol- and thus themselves qualify for a lower excise tan
rate on those blended gallons.

If the marketer paid theexcise tax directly to

the supplier, it would remove a trOfendous amount of incentive for that
marketer to' utilize ethanol blended fuels.
would be in the blended fuel business.

Thus, only the major oil companies

This would lessen competition and

possibly drive prices of blended fuels up for the consumer.

A third reason marketers elect to collect and remit the tax relat -to

the

internal cash flow of their business. 'Marketers generally have credit lines
with their banks and suppliers which allow them to purchase gasoline against
those credit lines.

By collecting and remitting the excise tax themselves,

they, are able to purchase more gallons against existing credit lines.

When

wholesale gasoline prices hovered near $1.00 per gallon, this meant marketers

789
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could purchase 10 percent more gallons tban if they paid the tax directly to
their supplier.

In today's market, it means marketers canpurchase nearly 18

percent mcne gallons.

It is a Oignificant boost to a marketer's cas-f-ow-not

to have to pay the-excise tax up front to a supplier, particularly in An
economic climate such as today where suppliers are constantly tightening credit
terms to their marketers.

These increased costs-experienced by marketers -ould

necessitate yet another increase in the price of. fuel to consumers.

A final reason why most marketers prefer to collect and remit the tax is
that they then pay the tax on gallons sole' rather than gallons purchased.

This

iqeans marketers do not pay taxes on-gallons which ar-e-'lost due to evaporation,
etc.

Despite all of these reasons,

directly to their supplier.

some marketers do choose to pay the tax

These are us ually smaller-marketers where the

paperwork burden-imposed on collecting and remitting the tax is not worth the
offsetting factors associated with paying the tax directly.

These marketers

may also not be in the business of selling gallons to tax exempt users or in
They may also have suppliers that are currently offering

-blending ethanol.

very favorable credit terms.

Marketers are also in many cases retailers of diesel fuel and are thus
responsible for cbllecting and remitting the 15 cents per gallon federal exdise
tax on diesel fuel.

PMAA believes it is safe to assume that marketers are

responsible for remitting taxes on half the dieSel-fjel-gallons'-they sell.

to-
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Other-retailers would be responsible for-remitting the remainder.

This would

mean that marketers'remit approximately $1.1 billion io the federal government
on sales. of approximately 1.2-b'illidn diesel fuel gallons.

Unlike gasoline

marketers, tiese marketers have no options with regard to diesel fuel.

By law,

if they are the retailer, they mUst collect-and remit the tax to. the federal
- government.

Since they supply many retail service station dealers, marketers havevolunteered to collect and remit the diesel fuel excise tax for those dealers,
thus lessening the paperwork burden on the dealer.

The House passed language

in HR 3838 would allow marketers to collect and remit te diesel excise tax for
dealers.

PMAA supports this amenclpent, but would prefer a provision be added

which requires the dealer to substantiate that the marketer actually received
the letter desfgnating h.im as the collector and remitter of the tax (i.e.
certified letter, etc.)

f rpose'
\,pk Chanqes:
To describe the furor over the proposed changes in the excise tax Iaws,
PMAA caq best quote from one enraged marketer (n Bowling Green, Kentucky:
couldn't do more harm to us urfless you bombed our service station."

"You'

While many

other marketers have been less descriptive in describing the proposals; at
leas-t.In written form, PMVAA
can honestly say that it

has not seen such a

negative reaction to any'single proposal since the days of price anb allocation
controls when the head of the Federal Energy Office refused to aliow marketers
to pass through increased costs in the'cost of goods sold.
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proposals will have on the average motor fuels marketer represented by.PM4A.
This marketer sells approximately 10 million gallons of motor fuel per year.
Let us assume that 8 million gallons are gasoline and 2"mil'ion gallon
diese1)luel,

are

Let's further assume that 90 percent of the sales are for taxable

purposes, non-exempt uses.

The non-deductibility of excise taxes provisinwouWlmean that his average
marketer would now have new income of over $918,000.

Assuming the top

corporate rate remains at the 35 percent-level proposed in the Cha irman's tax
reform package, this marketer would paY additional__ncome tax of over $321,000.

-This is an fndu'stry where in 1984 the average petroleum marketer earned
af.ter taxes - less than a half cent net profit for every dollar of sales.
return on assets of this typical marketer was only 2.89 percent.

-

The

(Source:

1985, Petroleum Marketing. Databook.),

As an industry, PMAA estimates at a maximum 35 percent tax rate that those

marketers who collect-and remit taxes 'wouldbe liable for over $1.2 billion in
Increased income taxes per year ifgasoline and diesel fuel excise taxes were
not deductible. This ison new taxable income of nearly $3.5 billion.
How will a marketer react to such a proposal? Let's assume for- a moment he
isable to pass it along to the ultimate conswffer.

This would increase the

price of gasoline to that consumer by almst-a nickel per gal,lon and the price
of diesel fuel by over eight cents per gallon.
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.But- can the marketer pass it on to the consumer?

In theory, yes; in

practicality, n&'. Marketers compete in virtually eyery market with a major
supplying company.

The maor supplying com p would experience the same new

costs as the marketer, but would'havy!e4-uch greater flexibility in allocating
those costs.

This is because the4Wajor refiner can spread those increased

costs over all the Oroducts that are refined from.a barrel of Crode oil.
example, a refiner may'decide to allocate part of the cost

For

totlome-heatlng oil

or.aviation fuel,!,thus raising-the costs of those products to the-conSumer.

The marketer who collects and remits the tax could even end up paying part
of these higher costs twice.

This could occur if the refiner allocated thb

higher costs over all gallons sold, even those non-taxed gallons sold to'marketers.

For example, suppose Refiner X manufactured 100.gal

nsof

gasoline, 50 gallons of which he remitted the tax on directly and
which he sold to marketers who remitted the tax.

gallons of

On the 50 gallons Refiner X

remlts the' tax on, his costs as a result of the non-deductibility of excise
taxes,-increases by 5 cents-per gallon, or $2.50 total. *Rather than increase
his price 5 cents on 50 gallons, he may increase it 2.5 cents on the
-

full 100 gallonIs.

The marketers buying their 50 gallons from Refiner X would

then be faced not only with the 5 centshlgher costs' they would facee as a
result of non-deductibility, but also th.eextra 2.5 cents passed through by
Reftner-X, for a total of 7.5 -cents. .

In areas where the marketer -and Refiner X-compete' for Customers, Refiner X
would have a cost advantage of as much as 5 cents per gallon (7.5 cents-

-

2.5

N.
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cents - 5 cents).---Tfs advantage would be

greater
f Refiner X allocatedpart

--of its costs on heating oil, aviation gasoline or other products.
The only alternative for marketers, at least,as far as gasoline is
-cQncerned, is to pay the tax directly to the supplier inwhich case the full
impact of the tax would be borne by the consumer.

This would not be an

acceptable solution for the reasons enumerated above.

Itcould Jeopardize

their ability to supply many customers that are now exempt from the federal
excise tax on gasoline; it would take marketers out of the ethanol blending
business completely; and itwould seriously daage a marketer's ACash flow,

The typical 10 million gallon a year marketer discussed above ould need an
additional $42,500 incash flow to meet this new obligation.- At an interest
rate of 10 percent, itwould cost thismarketer an additional $4,250 pr year.'-As an industry,'PMAA estimates that marketers would need more than $115 million!
io'increased cash flow at a cost of 'approximately $11.5 million"per year 'at
interest rates of 10 percent.

These are additional costs -either.to be absorbed

by the marketer, or market conditions permitting, to be passed through to the*
consumer.

The other major provision in the excise tax proposal is that excise taxes
would be indexed and would rise in the future.'

While the' suuutries whtch PMAA

has reviewed are not clear on what-would trigger the escalation, we will assume
it would be the'Consumer Price Index and thaVthe excise tax would be adjusted
annually.

"794
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This, too, would increase the price of pr
create problems for independent marketers.

uct to consumers and would

Assuming.

or example, 'the

Ql

increased by 5 percent in the first year after impleioentat.io .,f this proposal,
this would ihcrease the excise tax on gasoline by 0.45 cents per gallon.

Gasoline marketing is unique in many ways, but one of the most significant
differences is that. consumers can-rirde by a service station and see the price
of product in numbers which are often over a foot highly. i

mo st -instances,

these numbers are expressed in 9f1o gallon increments, i.e. 89.9 cents'per
gallon.

An- increase in the excise'tax of 0.45 cents -per gallon would

theoretically raise the price to 90.35 cents per gallon.
ithings-would happen.

However, one of two'

-T

In those markets wher-e competitive conditions-would

allow, the price Would rise riotto 90.35 cents per gallon, but to 90.9 cent pergallon, meaning an additional .55 cents per -gallon. cost -to the consumer.

In

many markets, the competitive conditions wouldn't allow.sucfi a pass through
and the price would remain 89.9 cents."'The marketer would be forced to absorb
the .45 cents per'g4llon which, .oically,

as indicated earlier, -is

approximately what the net inc6me after taxes was f6r the average marketer for
every dollar of sales.

Other questions are also raised by this escalation proposal.
higher. revenue gained in each escalation going to be allocated?

Where is the
Presumably,

since it is being used to offset other tax breaks provided in the tax reform
package, It

ill'Igo to general revenues.-- This is a major departure in that-for

the first time excise t ax collections will not go into the highway trust fund,

-
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but into general revenues.- Where will future funds be derived for- the highway
trust fund?

'*

Even higher excise tax increases?

Sumunrxe and Conclusionsi

It

is -easy to see,- Mr. Chairman, why the marketer in Bowling Green,

-------Ken~tlcky believed that you co Idn't do more harm by bombing his servt---stations.

At worstyou have taken a group-of small businessmen who suPpl

e.-

petroleum product needs of millions of drivers and-homeowners; of-thousands
farmers; of countless municipal governments; of thousands of other small
businesses and increased their federal income tax liability, by over $1.2
billion per year by saying theymust pay income tax on excise taxes they
collect and.remit to-the federal government. At best- you have told these

"

marketers they will incur new income taxes of nearly $448 mitliid on diesel
fuel excise taxes they are required to collect and remit to, the government,
plus-increase the cash flow demands on these companies of $115 million because
they will be paying the gasoline excise tax to their supplier in advance.

" All of this is being done in the name of "tax, reform" and does not
contribute whatsoever to, reducing the federal deficit.

'-

If these excise tax

provisions are the price of tax reform, then PMAA and the 11,000 small
businesses it represents says unequivocably that-it is opposed.

-

-

PMAA's'idea of

tax reform is not to see tax breaks passed Out to some while the revenue'to

-

compensate for these tax breaks is generated on th'ebacks of small businessmen.

62-214 0 -, 86 - 26
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In summary, Mr. Chairman, PI&Ais strongly opposed to the changes you
propose in the %lay motor fuel excise t-axes'are to be considered for purposes of
income taxes as 'weLl ,as'changes inthe way_ the excise taxes ,are collected and
remitted.

Currnt law is not a loophole. Federal excise taxes arJa

"

legittmate'cost of doing business. Moreover, non-deductibility results in a
'regressive tax increase which will fall most heavily on those least able to pay
it; it is an arbitrary consumption tax increase; it is

inconsistent. with the.

original prose of the motorfuels excise tax - which is to fund the Highway
Trust Fund; itpenalizes taxpayers who have acted as government collection
agents; and it also raises serious constitutional- questions.

PMAA again commends the Chaiman for his willingness- to hold these
hearings, but we strongly urge that excise tax provisions of the Senate-versidn
of the tax reform package be eliminated.

lThank you and PI4AA will, be happy to respond to any questions-from the
Committee.
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Statement In Opposition To'
Increase in Excise*Taxes on Consumer Products
Submitted on Behalf of Philip Morris Companies Inc.
By Hamish Maxwell
Chairman-of thekBoard and Chief Executive Officer
-. For the Record of the
Hearing on Excise Taxes Before The Committee on Finance, United States Senate
April 21, 1986
Mr. Chairman and Members.of the Committee, I thank
you for the opportunity to present this statement on behalf
of Philip Morris Companies Inc., of which I am Chairman of
the Board and Chief Executive Officer. .We are opposed to an
increase in .selective excise taxes on consumer products in
-

any form, whether the increase is accomplished through denial
of income tax deductions for excise taxes, through an
inqde.ing-mechanism to reflect price increases, or through any
other direct or indirect means.
Philip Mor-ssCompanies Ihc

is among the world's'

largest mLanufacturers and marketers of tobacco, -beer,
food products.

and'

in addition to being the largest producer of

cigarettes in the United States with additiolai markets in
more than 17-0 countries and territories, the Philip Morris
family includes Miller Brewing Company and General Foods
Corporation.

The 1985, operating revenues of the- Philip

Morris family were $16 billion.

Philip Morris employs 73,000

people in,.the United States, including 206j00O related to
tobacco and ll,000'to brewing.
--

Overall, beer and tobacco

create enormous economic and pleasurable benefits for 80
million beer drinkers and 60 million smokers.

According to a
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'study by Chase Econometrics," the tobacco industry generated
710,000 jobs directly and another 1.6 million' indirectly.

It

accounted for $31.5 billion of GNP in 1983 and tax'revenues
in-excess of $13 billion.

The beer industry directly employs

nearly 190;000 people and creates an even greater number ofindirect jobs.

These employment-figures include a quarter of

a million farm families who produce the 1.3 billion pounds of
tobacco and the 7.6 billion pounds of barley, hops, corn and
rice used in these industries each year.
Philip Morris was an early and.vigorous supporter
of the Administration's tax reform proposals.

We remain

committed to tax reform in principle and substance.

The

principles of tax reform enunciated by Secretary of the
Treasury Baker are to eliminate use of the tax system.as a
means "to favor one taxpayer over another, to favor one
industry over another, to favor one form of consumption over
another, or to favor ohe investmenL over another."

In other

words, the objectives of tax reform are to eliminate
preferred tax treatment of some taxpayers, to distribute the
tax burden more equitably among all taxpayers ,and to make the
tax system more neutral with regard to'business investment
decisions.

It was proposed that the additional income tax

revenues generated from accomplishment of these objectives

The Economic Impact of the Tobacco Industry on the
United States Economy, Chase Econometrics, January,
1986.
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would be returned dollar-for-dollar to American taxpayers
through a substantial reduction in- tax rates for individuals
and businesses.
In March, Chairman Packwood, in order to make his
income tax bill "revenue neutral" while retaining or
improving many special tax benefits for selected industries,
called for a massive increase in federal excise taxes on
consumer products, especially on those consumed by tens of
millions of lower and middle-income individuals.

This would

amount to the largest excise tax increase in our history.

In

this wanner he proposed.to raise $77 billion in revenue to
offset, other revenue losing changes advanced as-part of his
tax package.
I.

THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE SHOULD
REJECT ANY FORM OF SELECTIVE EXCISE.

":TAX INCREASE ON CONSUMER PRODUCTS

-

We believe the Senate Finance Committee should
reject the Chairman's March proposals, or any other proposal,
that would raise selected federal excise taxesorrconsumer
products.

We believe the Senate°Finance Committee should

reject such excise tax increases, whether they would be
effected through direct or indirect means, for the following
reasons:

-

.

The proposals contradict the Presideht's
stated'objectives of tax reform in th-at they
are inequitable and harmful to the economy;
The, proposals would be inflationary;

-

3 -
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The proposals constitute a regressive tax
increase for low and moderate income
consumers; and

•

The proposals adversely impact farmers,
suppliers,"prp4Vers and labor.

The Proposals Contradict thStated Objectives of Tax Reform
Massive increases in regressive federal excise
taxes are not tax,"reform from any political perspective,
either' Republican or Democrat., The proposals-to increase
selective excise taxes imposed on consumer products are
inconsistent with each of the objectives of tak reform.
Instead of reducing specid tax breaks to pay for a reduction
in income tax rates benefiting everyone, the Chairman's
excise tax proposals would levy a huge increase on millions
of individuals to pay. for a continuation of others' tax
breaks.

Rather than eliminating the preferred treatment of

some f-axp~yers, distributing the tax burden more equitably
*among

all and making the tax system more neutral with regard

to business investment decisions, this new kind of 'tax
reform' would burden selected products -and services, would,
not distribute the tax burden equitably and would distort
resource-allocation.

Philip Morris is already among the

highest effective rate income taxpayers in the corporate
community,. From any reasonable perspective, the proposal

-4-
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would seriously undermine the goal of economic neutrality,
which is a major objective of the President's current tax
reform effort..
Furthermore, the effect ofthe Chairman's 'proposal
would be to take from one pocket of a taxpayer money' that was
promised to his other pocket-thrOugh a cut in income taxes.
This approach undercuts substantial tax relief promised to
millions of low and moderate income Americans.
Assistant Treasury Secretary'Meritz, in his
'statement before'the" Committee on April 21, indicated that
key elements of tax reform are a maximum tax rate no higher
than '35 percent and tax brackets that reduce taxes for
middle-income Americans.
-- tax-refori

However, the President has espoused

to the American public on the basis that special

-ax-breakt'jrovidedto some taxpayers require other taxpayers
to pay more tax.

His thesis was that elimination of many of

these tax breaks would enable tax rates to be reduced.

His

original proposals were modeled to achieve this result.
House )made a similar effort.

The

Neither,the President nor

Treasury had suggested that, income tax rates are too high
because regressive excise taxes on consumer products are too
low.

Quite the contrary, the original Treasury study

rejected consumption taxes, such as the excise taxes proposed.
here.

-5-
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We are, therefore, dismayed to see a proposal for'
xcis-e taxes on consumer products

an -increase in selective

(rather than their reduction or elim'ipat-0n) surface under
the label of "tax reform", particularly whin the increase is
targeted-primarily to-three items.
fuels

--

"tobacco, alcohol and

that are already amon§ the highest taxed items in

America.
Inflationary Effects on Consumers
The proposals to increase".selective-excise taxes on
consumer.products are bad-economic policy.

They would bd'

inflationary, resulting in a dramatic increase in prices of
products on which the excise tax burden now falls.

Virtually.

everyone, including'Treasury, believes that increased excise
taxes would be passed on to consumers in the form bf higher
prices.- Based upon the consequences of the major increase in'
excise taxes on cigarettes inriA83,' Philip Morris has
concluded that all of the
2Lbzzn-i~t

cacQ
products and - Oer

erosed increase in exdise'taxes
wouldd be passed -on by companies

in these industries

consumers through-price increases-in

thetaffected-product4.

According to the Tobacco Institute

economists, over the fjrst -five years the proposal would
-cause additional consumer expenditures-of about $29 billion
for cigarettes.

Over the same period the proposal ia.

estimated to cause additional consumer expenditures of
,.approximately $10 billion for beer.

At retail, the initial

impact of the proposal on the consumer-would be a price'.

6
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increase in 1997 of $1.60 per carton (1i per pack) of
cigarettes-growing to $2-.60

(260 per pjack)" by 1991, and a

price increase in1987 of $.92 per cFase of beer growing to
$i'.71 per case in 1991.

A study by Chase Ecoromet

s* of

'

the entire package proposed by Chairman Packwood found"
over thd five years through 19"1, it would raise the overall
consumer price. 1evel 0.7% in 1987,, rising to 1.4% by 1991.
Re jressiv9 Aspects of Proposals
An'ahalysis of the
.pr

federal excise~tax and tariff

posas recently prepared by deSeve Economics

concludes

that excise tAx increased would be borne disproportionately.
by low income taxpayef4.

The study found-that households "

with income.a 9f less than $10,000, for example, would pay 8%
of excise tax and tariff increases but account for only 3% of
ll income.' Households-with incomes of less than $20,000
account for only 12% of 'all income but would pay 23% of---" ..---O3C'i'tax and tariff increases,' while households with
incomes above. $i-6r000, which account for 14% of alla incomes,
would pdy only 6% of tKi-xcise tax and tariff increases.
The.report concludes that the exqise tax and tariff
provisions would wipe out almost half of the income tax
reduction promised by the..plan.
Swould

High bracket" bhi4-idm ts

se only 6% of their income-tax reduction while those

A, Quantitative Analysis-of the Packwood Tax Reform
"'Pro~osal, Chase Econometrics, April 10, 1986.
An'Analysis of the Federal Excise Tax and Tariff
Proposals in the Senate Finance Committee, deSeve Economics,
April, 1986.

.
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in the lowest. brackets would lose more than 60% of theirs.
Thu''the 77% income tax reduction 'prOmised to those in the
lowest 'bracket would Shrink'to only a 13% reduction in tax
liability when excise tax and tariff increases aretaken into
account.
!-re-Trationalizations
taxes are not really as
in merit.

offered t&d-ugest--hatexcise

egressive as they appear are licking

Assistant Secretary Mentt"'sugqeted in his April

21 statemen

that excise taxes "appear to be. nor -r:ressive

than they would if lifetime consumption and income data w4-re-.
rel-ied upon.,

This is a n6ve-l-pproach for concluding th&t

excise'taxes are not regressive.

It is also contrary to the

view expressed in the Treasury's study of the subject in.
drafting "Treasury.lI".

Mr. Mentz's hypothesis suggests that

since youngfamilies and retired people spend a higher

-

proportion of their income than do middle-age families&,'-over
a lifetime everything works out 'even. Does anyone seriously
believe that an elderly low-income person will not 'find
increased excise taxes regressive because he had higher
income before he retired?

Does anyone seriously believe that.

young families will not find increased excise taxes
regressive because they can look forward to the statistical
probability of higher income levels at some future point in
their lives?

8-
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Mr. Mentz further Auggests that'increases in
selective taxes are not regressive because individuals who do
not choose to consume the taxed goods do not hav-e a tax
burden.

The factor of choice does not alter-iln any way the

basic fact that the increased tax Will be very regressive to
the low and moderate income people who in fact do consume the
taxed articles.
Use of a low-income tax credit to address the
problem of regressivity does not provide a'feasible solution
tot several reasons.

First, it would be very costly and

would therefore significantly reduce the tax revenue
intended to be raised from the proposal.

-Second,

the credit

would not benefit those Who pay no income tax, unless the
credit were made rqfundable.

Finally, correctly-targeting ,_

the credit to benefit Pnly the intended Victims ofthe- .
increased selective' excise tax would be an impossible.
administrative task and add to the complexity of the income
tax system.
Impact on Farmers, Suppliers, Producers and Labor'Although increases in selective excise taxes on
consumer products would be inflationary and thus damaging to
consumers,.-thoy would also severely and. adversely impact
producers, their labor force and, shareholders, and farmers,
suppliers and distributors.

For example, the last increase

n cigarette-excise taxes in January, 1983 '(in which the
federal cigarette excise tax was doubled) has caused to date

at least a $2-.5 billion-loss of retailbales.

-

Industry-

wide, the increase is estimated to have-resulted'in a loss of
'Job opportunities for nearly 15,000 workers.

Further, t

1983 increase in cigarette excise taxes undoubtedly
exacerbated the farm surplus problem, which is .currently at a
level of 1-1/4 hi-4Aon pounds of tobacco.
-

K

It is estimated

that kthe 1983 excise tax increase resulted in-lost sales of

-

29.6 million pounds of tobacco per annum.

Chase Econometrics

,estimates that during the five-yetr..period through 1991, the
Cha.'rman's entire package would reduce the number of job
-opportunities'by

an average of 691,000 per ybar,"

* ma-yea~pssoi-ovbr 3.4
-'It

cumulative

Tlo~

is manifestlyunfair for' a-'substantial,

dispro~pr tionat -4ax burded--to b-plaed on L -arnArrowlytargeted..se ,ent of t~ht American publictQ pay for lower
'income tax rat-es tad tax benefits enjoyed by others. This is
true-whether the targ~tqd segmeritf
farmers;-,4uppliers,

*

producer O6,.,th

turn out to be the

labor'force and own rs of the selected-

consumers of its product

Additional Points..,
In the Ai
-"'Mentz, he

statement of Assist6ht. Secretary'

suggested sever?Mna

-or selectivel
N
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ropriate criteria,

aising excise ta*".

it is appropriate to

-excuses

He- first assertS4Ntlidt.

ncr ase the rated-of e

pr"ce of an article does not-reflect th"N .

ise tax if .the~-N
st"
"bcjal

ckwood Tax Reidrvu
A Qua"nt-itative Analysis o f th
Proposal, Chas Economotrics, Xprill0, 986-.-_,.

-.

N0

'

associated-Vith that product.

AlthoughI"hq indicates that

tobacco products and alcoholic beverages

cqrye

he provides no usable criteria

the "sociA1-kcostf,--'for
testimony

this

for beasurement' of

these' or aily 6ther-product and h i

..

implies ,that only a tfew-products and activities"

fall* ip this category.

-We contest. the. notiobhtht beer and

tobacc),.create any'scientifically measurable "social costsN.
They do create enormous economicand pleasurable benef-its for'
80'million beer'drinkers.and 60 million smokers.

According

to-the January, 1986 study by Chase Econometrics, the tobacco
industry generated 7.10,000 jobs directly and another 1.6
million indirectly.

It

accounted

for $31'.5 billion, of QNP in

1983 and-tax revenues in excess of $13

billion.

-

-

The beer

i-ndustry directly,_employs nearly '190,OQO people and creates
an even greater numberof indirect jobs.
e

Moreover, there are

roductsand actiVities for which onecannot

assert "social costs".

This typ

-

=-calledtest 'does not

advance true tax reform, which had as a purpose the

-

---

-elimination of subjective evaluations of different industries
-- which haveencumbered.the tax code with numerous exceptions
to the detriment of free economic decision making.

-Mr. Mentz also suggested that it is appropriate to
raise excise taxes where demand for a product is not
responsive to-price changes.

It is doubtful that any such

product or:servi-ce exists in the real world.. Experience in
'

the United Kingdom'proves that these products are responsive

808
to excise tax increaseS.

Moreover, even if these products

were totally inelastic, significant tax increases on these
products would causeless funds to be available for
consumption of other products such as food, clothing and
housing. -

From a.broader perspective, the viewpoints

expressed by Mr. Mentz are totally inconsistent with the
position expressed many times by the President:that coAsumer
choices should be determined by the marketplace and not bythe government..
The Senate Committee on Finance Has Previously Rejected
Selective Excise Taxes on Consumer Products for the Reasons_
Expressed Here
The S~nate Committee on Finance" in 1965 wisely
recognized the undesirability of imposing selective excise
taxes on consumer products as a fair way of raising'revenue.
In the.Senate Finance Committee Report accompanying the 1965
-

legislation wh'iclj repealed a panoply of selective excise
taxes burdening-consumer products, the Committee condemned
their use. as. a "source of'undestrable discrimination."

The

Committee-determined that "these selective excise taxes tend
to redudiesales and therefore reduce incomes and jobs-in the
industries which produce'the taxed goods.

In these ways

selective excise taxation results in arbitrary and
undesirable distortions in the allocation of resources and in
this manner interferes with the free play of-Competitive
markets."

The-Committee further concluded that excise taxes.

- 12 -
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-"are regressive in their impact, absorbing a larger share of
the income of low-income persons than of those with higher
incomes."

'The Committee's unequivocal and accurate

criticisms of selective excise-taxes are as appropriate today
as they were in 1965; unlike some of the targeted products,
the deficiencies of selective excise taxes on consumer
products do not improve with age.
conclusion
The millions of voters who will have to pay for
this kind of false "tax reform" will readily un erstand its
'true nature.

The Chairman's proposal would raise the price

of beer, phone calls, gas, oil, liquor,'air travel, wine,
coal, boating, tobacco products, tires, and transportation
costs of all consumer products.

The number of individuals

paying these increased prices would be very large, including,
80 million consumers of beer and 60 million consumers of
tobacco products.

Indeed, the firm of Burson-Marsteller

recently conducted a nationally.projectable. survey

of adult

Americans in an effort to understand their, attitudes toward,
andtheir willingness-to accept, this proposal.

The survey

concluded that 44% were opposed to the proposal, with only
19% expressing any degree of support for.it. 'Americans over
age 50 and lower income Arericans expressed higher levels of
opposition.

Americans Evaluate Senator Packwood's Tax Proposals
Burson-Marsteller, March, 1986.

-

13
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Thu-; the American public is not deceived into
believing that this constitutes "tax reform".

American

industry and ifs labor force do not believe that this
constitutes -tax

reform".

We urge that the Members of this

Committee reject the characterization of this package as "tax
reform".
II., DEVICIENtIES OF THE PARTICULAR TECHNIQUES*PROPOSED
FOR INCREASING SELECTIVE EXCISE TAXES
The techniques proposed' as a means of raising
excise taxes are particularly questionable.

The proposal for

indexing federal excise taxes on tobacco, alcohol and fuels,
in3ation

to creating many technical-problems as to

application of the proposal, would heighten the previously
described negative consequences to consumers and producers.
The proposal to disallow income tax deductions for the qxcise
tax or tariff portion of the costs incurred by business in
producing and providing products and services is b~d income
tax policy,

has possible constitutional

infirmities,

and

could place domestic products at a competitive disadvantage
with imports.
A.

-

Indexing Federal Excise Rates for Alcohol and
Tobacco IProducts and Fuels to Reflect Price Changes
Indexing fede al excise tax rates on 4icohol,

tobacco products and fuels is simply a means to increase
excisetaxes on selected consumer products.

Accordingly, the

proposal suffers from all of the infirmities previously

-

14 -_

-

de~sribe

in.this Statement,
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and should-be rejected by this

Committee'./*bfeover,. tying the rate of tax on these three
items to future consumer price increases heightens the adverse
features inherent in selective excise taxes on consumer
products, in that the"price adjustment feature tends to cause
the-regressive and economic lly distortive features of the tax
to become permanent, rather than soften with time.
At the April 21 hearings; Assistant Secretary Mentz
suggested that indexing the excise tax ratds.on these products
is consistent with the concept oq indexing income tax rate
brackets and depreciation rates.. There is no.correlation
between indexing income tax rate brackets and depreciation and
the indexing of federal excise taxes;

The effect of indexing

.income tax rate brackets and depreciation ,i's to prevent
automatic increases in federal revenues (and consequent
increases in government spending) with each round of
inflation.

The effect of-this proposal to index-excise taxes

is to insure automatic increases in' federal revenues (and
consequent increases in government spending) qttwM aCTUnd .
of inflation.

One'of the principal reasons advanced for

income tax rate bracket indexing is that the government should
not be the beneficiary of increased revenue from inflation
that it has, at least inmpart, created.

Another reason

advanced for income tax rate bracket indexing is that
ral revenue create another round of

automatic increases in

automatic increases in government spending.

-15-
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indexing of federal excise taxes to price increases.cannot in
any sense be viewed as a corollary of indexing income rate
brackets and depreciation.

If anything, the reasons advanced

in support of indexing income-rate brackets and depreciation
°o

onstitutg strong =grounds fornot indexing excise'tax rates.
I

-

_t uld also be unfair to index the rate of the
manufacturing excise tax on tobacco products and alcoholic
beverages to consumer price levels,, since a substantial
"portion of the consumer prices of such products is
attributable,to *he Federal excise tax and various state
taxes.
Most importantly, the indexing proposal1 would remove from
Congress its legislative prerogative to review all.appropriate
factors before 'increasing tax rates.

Assistant-Secretary

Mentz, in his April 21 testimony, correctly observed that this
is a difficult process.

Automatic tax increases are a poor

substitute for Congressional determinations.
B."

Thd Idea to Disallow Income Tax Deductions for the
Excise Tag or Tariff Portion of the Cost Incurred
by Business in Producing and Providing Products
and Services
1.

The Proposal is Bad Income Tax Policy
No sound tax policy justification for the

proposal exists.

Our income tax system rests upon the

fundamental principle.that the appropriate-tax base is net
income, not grossincome.

That meansthat all costs

incurred in the conduct of a'trade or. business or in the
production of 'incoiie must be subtracted froA gross receipts

-16-
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or deducted from gross income to arrive at.taxable income
upon which the income tax is computed.

Thus,. for--example,

deductions for the cost of labor and raw materials have.
always been allowed by the-income tax law as a cost of
goods sold since its original enactment in 1913.

The

proposal to disallow income tax deductions for the excise
tax or tariff portion of the costs of products or services
produced or. purchased by businesses flies in the face of
this fundamental tax principle.

Excise taxes are not tax

preferences, but are federally mandated, involuntary cash
collections on behalf of the U.S. government.
The one reason that has been advanced to justify the
proposal is that tp allowance of a deduction for excise tax
collections results in an effective rate which is less than
the nominal rate.

This premise is fallacious because it

fails.to take into account the taxation of the portion of
sales revenue which is essentially an ekcise tax collection.
Philip Morris, for example, fully passes the excise taxes
imposed on its activities on to consumers in the form ofhigher prices.

Such increases in price are, of course,

includable in the taxable income of the seller.

-
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A few simple progressive examples clearly illustrate
that the income tax deduction for the excise tax or tariff
portion of the cost of sales-does not reduce the effective
rate of the federal excise tax; rather, a denial of such
deduction will cause the effective rate of the excise tax to
be greater than the nominal rate.
Assume an income tax rate of 35%, a
Examplei.
consumer product with a cost to the Seller of $100,
and a selling price to an individual, nonbusiness
consumer of $110. Assume" further that no excise tax
is imposed on the ]roduct. -The income from.the
transaction to the Seller is thus $10.
Income tax revenue
Excise tax revenue

$3.50.

---

0

Example 2. Assume the same 4-ats-as Example 1, except
that a $10 excise tax on the product is imposed directly on the consumer. Assume further that Seller is required by law to collect the tax on behalf of the
.federal government and pay the amount over to the
government.. The Seller, accordingly, still has a $10
gain'on the transaction.
Income tax revenue

--

Excise tax revenue

--

$.3.50
$10.00
$13.50

Total revenue

'

Example 3. Assume the same facts as Example. 2.,except
that the tax is impose -directly-lon the Seller and the
Seller.increases the price of the article to reflect
$10
existing ($120
law, Seller
the
Under
price has
less
$110
on the
transaction
selling still
gain tax.
cost of goods sold).
- 3.9Y
Income tax revenue -$10.00
Excisetax revenue -Total revenue

$13.50

-
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815 Example 4. Same as Example 3. Assume enactment of
the proposal so that no deduction is allowed the
Seller for the excise tax portion of his cost of goods
sold. Although the Seller still has only $;0 of- gain
fromthe transaction, his taxable income from the
transaction is-'rtificially increased to $20.
Income tax revenue -Excise-tax revenue

$ 7.00-

Total revenue

$17.00

$10.00

.

,

In.this example, the nominal excise'tax rate has been
increased by 35% through the indirect means of a tax
on artificially created income. The effective-tax
rate would be increased even more if the Seller inExample 4 further increased his price to reflect the
additional tax created by the loss of the deduction.'
For the Seller to be made whole, he wAuld have to
increase his price by approximately 154% of-the amount
of additional Federal income tax. Irr such case, his
price under Example"4 would be $125.39A. his taxable
income would be $25.39 and the income tax on the
transaction would be $8.89. The effective excise tax
rate would be-154% of the nominal rate.
The price would rise still further if state and local.
income taxes were factored into the equation on the
assumption that the states followedFederal -income tax
law in determining ta)able-income. Assuming a 6%
nominal state tax' rate and an effective rate of' 4%
after Federal income tax deduction,
the price
adjustment would be approximately 183% of the amount
of the additional Federal income tax in order for the
Seller to be made whole (a price of $126.40 under the
facts of Example 4).
Thus, it should be obvious that to the extent that'
-prices ate increased to reflect the excise tax,' the allowance
of the deduction does not reduce the 'effec

ve rate of' the

.xcise'tax to less thap its nominal rate. to the contrary,
the proposal to disallow the deduction would increase the
effective rate of the excise rate or tariff above its nominal
rate.

19 -
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2.
The Proposal Has Possible
Constitutional Infirmities
Congress' power to levy an income tax derives
from the Sixteenth Amendment which states: "the Congress
shall have power to lay and collect taxes-on Incomes, from
whatever source derived, without apportionm~ent among the
several States, and without regard to any census or
enumeration."
There is substantial authority that the Sixteenth
Amendment does not'authorize Congress to impose a tax on
gross receipts.

Since Cdngress' power under the Sixteenth

Amendment is ,limited to taxing gains, there is accordingly
aditrong constitutional argument that Congress cannot tax
the gross receipts realized on the manufacture and sale of
a product.

Rather, the Constitution demands that the

income tax law must first

allow a fill

recoupment of a.

business' cost of.goods sold before exercising its taxing
power.
We believe that it would be improvident for
Congress tq enact a proposal to raise $62 billion which
would be so vulnerable to constitutional attack.

The

uncertainty to both'the Federal gov rnment and companies
which are excise tax'collection agents for the Federal
*government iherent in protracted litigation challenging
the constitutional validity of such a proposal would make.
its

enactment poor tax policy.

-
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See Appendix A for the view expressed by two
prominent law firms, Shea. & Gould and Sutherland, Asbill &
Brennan, regarding the
this'proposal.

constitutional vulnerability of

/

3.' The'Proposal May Violate Multilateral Trade
Agreements and Tax Treaties'.
To the extent that the proposal-would disallow
the costs of goods reflected by tariffs, it is equivalent
to an increase in U.S. customs duties. -The proposal
.thereby opens the United*States to the charge that it iS a
breach of our Multilateral Trade Agreements under GATT.
Since the United States has 'been vigor usly seeking,
liberalization of foreign restrictions against U..' exports
of tobacco and alcohol products, foreign governments 4re
'likely to be iess receptive to these efforts if they
perceive that

the United States is effectively-increasing

-its
i
own customs duties.

Furthermore, taxation under'this-

proposal of foreign Companies otherwise .exempted by tax

-

treaty may.-violate many of our tax treaties.

-

4.

The'Proposal Would-Create Possible

Competitive Advantages for Foreign Imports"
If

the proposal were adopted but tax treaty

'.

provisions were to override this proposal, the competitive
advantage of foreign imports would.seriously damage many U.S.
industries.

For example,- the price of-domestic beer would

rise'significantly,

while imports may be exempted by treaty

from these provisions.

.
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'
Even if

treaties did not protect. an imported product,

folldws from the examples under

i

ection B.I above that

foreign businesses not otherwise subject to U.S. income taxes
would not have to increase their prices as much as would be
the case for income-tax paying U.S. businesses. Specifkcally,a business that does not otherwise pay U.S. income taxes
wo ld only have to increase prices by the-amount "of the
minimum indcme'taxto be made whole ($3.50 under Example 4
competitors would have to

above)f, while tax-payingU.S'

incieae prices by at least 154% of the increased income tax,
and often--more,
'ontrary

to -achieve the same result.
to the-assertion of Assistant- Secretary Men~z

in-his April 21 statement,.the'proposal would place domestic-products at a competitive disadvantage with imported products.

*

CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, we urge the Senate Finance,
Committee to reformulate its tax reform proposals in

.

-accordance with the principles for economic neutrality and
growth, and to reject, any-proposals to increase selectiOe
excise taxes'on consumer products,'regardless of whether the
.Increase fdould be accomplished indirectly by denial of income
tax deductions or directly through flat increases or indQeing.

-
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APP NDIX A

THESENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN'S PROPOSAL
TO MAKE FEDERAL tXCISE TAXESAND TARiFFS RON-DEDUCTIBLE FOR FEDrRAL INCOME TAX PURPOSES IS
VULNERABLE TO CONSTITUTIONAL ATTACK

-

1. The Senate Finance Committee Chairman'has proposed
making federal excise taxes'and-tariffs'nondeductible for federal
income tax purposes, including the disallowance of these items
from-costs of goods sold. For the reasons that follow, we believe
that it would be improvident for Congress-to enact a proposal
which would be vulnerable to constitutional-attack.' It is claimed
that the excise tax and tariff provision would.raise $62 billion
during the next five years.
But if the tax bill is to be revenue
it-would be unwise to subject such a substantial amount
- neutral,
-of revenue to the uncertainty inherent in protracted litigation
' challenging its constitutional validity.
2. Congress" powerto levy an income tax derives from
the Sixteenth Amendment which states:- "The Congress shall have the power-to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from iqhatever source

derived, without apportionment among the several States, and without
regard-to any-census or enumeration.* The Sixteenth Amendment
creates an exception to-the general rule contained in

Article

I, Section 2, clause 3 of the Constitution which.provides that
-direct taxes must be apportioned Among the states.
.

Thera is substantial authoritV iUiggesting that the
Sixteenth Amendmeyt does not authorize Congresslto-ipose a tax
on gross receipts on the manufacture and sale of a product. Thus,.
in Eisner v. Macomber, 252 U.S. 189, 207 (1920), the Supreme Court
'stated that the Iterm "income'-used in the Sixteenth Amendment

me& ns "the

gainderived-from capital, from labor, or from both

combined,' provTded it be understood to.include-through, a sale or-conversion of capital eksets

gained
&-i-his

-

supplied). Congress' power under the Sixt'eenthAmendment is limited
to traxIng gains or profits. As the Supreme Court long goobserved,
the Constitution demands that the income tax law must f*rptlallow
a full recoupment of a-business' capital costs or cost of goods
sold in computing profit or. gain for federal income tax purposes.
"
Doyle v. Mitchell Brothers Co., 24? U.S. 179, 185
See'
,TI185T.'--Ie
o,
.
Comissioner v'
, 139 F.2d 256,
As arrest;
Congres ' power to levy
258-250,(6th Cir. .I T.
an income tax is limited by the principle that. a full recoupment
..
of 4uch capital costs must be Allowed.
in

ratified by the Tax Court
was explicitly
ThisY. principle
Sullenger
Commilssioner,
11 T.C. 1076, 1077.(1§48), where

the courtstatedt -Section 23 makes no provision for the cost
of goods sold, but-the Commissioner has always recognized, as
indeed he muct to stay within -the-Constitution, that the coiT
of goods sold mut be deducted from gross receipts in order to
arrive at gross income. No more tha. gross income can be subjected

-.
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to income tax upon any theory" (emphasis supplied).

See also

Commissioner v. Weisman, 197 F.2d 221 11st Cir. 1952).3. There are, to be sure, limited instances in which
.,the federal income tax law denied a deduction -for actual outlays
or expenditures. See,, e.g., Pedone v. United States, 151 F.Supp.
Those instances invql ed Situations where
-the deduction was claimed for payens0--exess-of-tcived-price or wage limitations or other unreasonable compensation,
fines or penalties, or other illegal expenses. But these unusual
situations, where it was at least arguable that public policies
dictated disallowaDce of income tax deductions, cannot be assimilated
to federal excise tax or tariff payments. Such i1posts are*
mandatorily imposed by the federal'government upon legitimate
business transactions. Federal excise'taxes and tariffs are just
as much a part of the cost-of goods sold of a producer or
manufacturer as the cost of raw material or direct labor. See,
Liggett a Myers Tobacoo Co. v. United States,.299 U.S. 383

-_

4. Congress recognized this fundasntal constitutional
distinction when it added Section 280O"to the Internal Revenue
Code 'in 1982. That provision disallows the income tax deductions
for amounts paid or incurred in illegal trafficking in drugs. but
in adding that provision'to the Code, Congress carefully noted'
tat I[t~o preclude possible challenges on constitutional grounds,
the adjustment to gross receipts witt respect-to effective costs
goods sold is not affected by this- provision of the bill"
S. Rep. N6. 494, 97 Cong., 2d Sess. 309
(eOhasis-sM-pplied).
(1982). See ilso Staff of the JointCom. on Taxation, General
Explanation of the Revenue-Prov.-iion of the Tax Equity and Fiscal
Responsibility Act of 1982, at 264 (Comm.-,Print 1952).
5. If excise taxes and tariffs ore made nondeductible__.....
from gross receipts, the resulting tax would be an unapportioned
direct tax on capital and not on income within the meaning of
the Sixteenth: Aendmenti Since the present federal iicdme tax
is a direct tax under the Supreme Court's.'rationale. in Pollock
v. Farers'-Loan A Trust Co.,,15I U.S., 601 (1895), theriTs-strong
support for the concluusion that er&ctment of the Chairman's proposal
would result ih the ipositio of an unconstitutional unapportioned
direct tax on-cppital.

SHEA A GOULD
SUTHERLAm,
April 11, 1986
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-UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, BOULDER
'Department of Economics

April 29, 1986

Me. Betty Scott-Boom
Committee on Finance
50-219 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.Washington, D.C. 2 95lO
-Dear Me. Scott-Boom.
biolosed in mrrltten statement for Inclunion in the hearing
Finance Conettee on Packwood & Federal Excise and
record for the Seate&
. Tariffs Propoeals. I want to thank you for the opportunity to present
my views on the proposal.
Sincerely your*,

--Barry W. Poulson
Chairman

campus Box 256

t

n

Boulder, Colorado 80309 6 (303) 492-6394
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Senator kackwood's tax proposal will pot meet the objectives for tax-reform
conttineidt in both the Admintstratlon's original proposal and the reform bill passed
by the House of Representatives. A aajbr objective of these latter proposals
is a significant reduction in-the tax burden on lower and middle income' families.
A recent analysis of the impact ofthe Packwood Proposal by Citizens for Tay
Justice. utilizing the Muth Regional Policy Impact Sleulator, shows that 'the
burden of the proposed increases in excise taxes will fall primarily on those
least able to pay--especially young failles and elderly households. That
study estimates that the typical family stands to lose an verge of 49% of
the -tax relief It would receive under the-House tax proposal, and faallis
earning under $11,000 a year would lose 79 of that tax relief. Howevexr families
earning m~re than $84,060 a year. would keep almost 90%of their tax reductions.
In his testimony before this committee Roger Mentz n-tes that the distributional
effect of the Packwood Proposal are regressivet howeVer, he qualifies this-by
citin a study showing that excise taxes are less regressive whep circulated on
an annual basis. The reason or ts
f
e-r
-aLn-yersfaM
e
have unusually low Incomes,' e,g., young families and elderly households, or
households impacted by illness or unemployment, the spend a larger share of
.thelr income for consumption compared to other years in which thtV have normal
expenditures out of 'normal' lifetime Income,. From the standpoint of society*
It Is important to know that excise taxes are less regressive for lifetime
income than for annual Income. But for ldw income families who must bear the
burden of these excise taxes in the years when their income is depressed, It Is
small consolation to know that excise taxes will be less regressive over their
lifetime income. I should emphasize that excise taxes are regressive whether
we use lifetime income or annual income. Mr.-Mentz's statements seem-to be
designed to deflect us from the major issue, i.e., the Packwood Propopal to
raise excise taxes will shift a greater shaxe of the tax burden to 19w and
middle income families, compared to the Administration and House proposals.

Kr. Metz also lends his support to Senator Packwood's proposal to adjust
federal eiciee taxes to reflect price changes. Such indextion would exaerbate
the regressive impact of these taxes. The Citizens for Tax justice study notes
that a 21 cent a gallon Increase in federal excise taxes on gasoline would cost
the average American family'$158 a year. Families earnlrr less 'than $11,000.
a year would pay vix times &s great a share of their incomes ta higher gas taxes,
compared to a family earning more than $84,O00 a year. Indexing these taxes for
the rate of Inflation permits thp federal government to raise taxes automatically
without a specific act of Congress and corresponding accountability to American
families impacted by these. taxes.
Mr. Me ts offers several justifications for the proposed Increase in
excisertaxes contained in the Pachood Proposal, to internalize external costs
associated with producing or cosuming a good, to cover government benefits to
-the users of the good. of to raise revenbe with minimal distortion of economic
behavior,-Anecre M.1tIcise taxes and indexing those taxes for the rate of
inflation Is a verYWr ifffcent aeins tb Accosplish these social objectives.
The costs associated with the consumptiod of alcoholle beverages and cigarettes
are primarily private costs rather then social costs. The external costa
associated with the consumption of gasoline 06re best salved through measure'

L.
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- designed to reduce the amount of pollution, rather than through excise taxes
to Reduce the consumption of gasoline. The fact is that we do not have data
And analyses of externalities associated-with the consumption and production
of these commodities, nor of the Impact of higher excise taxes on reducing
externalitiee, which would justify Mr. Ments's position on the Packwood PropoSal,.
On theother. hand, we have ample evidence that higher excisetaxes would sipificantly distort resource allocation In the economy, The Citisens foi Tax Justice
study estimates that l1,60 jobs would be lost, with thirty-two states ending up
A jV- losers. Job losses would obcur primarily in wholesaling and retailing,
but also in a wide range of other industries including automobile and transportation
services, the bevwage industry, and containers. .
Mr. Me ts concludes his testimony arguing that "if sufficient bae broadening
measures are not-adopte, and if the President's tax reform obetives a.r
s. .w., .e ,Aslnit.a %on could support excise and related tax proposalt
as part of a revnue-neutral tax reform bill, provided that a justifitati& exists
for increising the level of the particular tax." The evidence in the Citizens
for Tax Justice study leads one to cdcclude that there*is not justification
for the Packood Proposal to raise excise taxes, and that the proposal is in confI
,with the President's stated objective to reduce-the tax burden 'on low and middlIncome-faillels.
I conclude that we should reject the Packwood Proposal and
return to earlier tax reform initiatives from the Adainistration and the House
of Representatives which would, in-fact, broaden the bass for the tax system. T-6_se
earlier proposals avoid the cost Of a number of corporate loopholei that are
contained, in the Packwood Proposal, such, as accelerated depreciation, oil and
gas preferences, tax subsidies for timber interests, foreign tax loopholes, and
tax breaks for defense contractors.
1
1
In the final analysis-the rationale 'for the Packvood Proposal Is that--the
cost of these. tax loopholes can be passed along to millions of. taxpayers
through 'hidden' excise taxes, and tht' taxpaying, public as a whole has neither
the resources nor the Incentive to oppose this legislation. The issue of tax
reform is too important to be left to these vagaries of the political process.
The Packwood Proposal should be rejected and Congress should return tO a, tax-.
proposal more c0nslstent with th4,stated objectives In the original proposals
for a true tax Oreform.'
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MEMORANDUM

We ,bare been asked-by R.J.

Reynolds Indus -trips;

S U Inc. to examine the constitutionally of the proposal of the
Senate Finance Committee's staff that federal excise taxes
and tariffs be nondeductible for income tax purposes., We
conclude from oer examination that the proposal- is vulnerable
to attack under'the United States Constitution.
Art. 1, S2, cl. 3 and Art. I, S9, cl. 4 require
that any direct tax be "apportioned. In responselto the
Supreme Court's decision in Pollock v. Faimers' Loan &
Trust Co., 157 U.S. 429 (1895) t-he g;iteenth Amenment was
adopte3"to modify or clfifj -the effect of Article I on the
taxation of incomee"
The Sixteenth Amendent provides as
fol loves
The Congress shall have power to lay and
collect taxes on income, _rom whatever sdurce
derived, without apportionment among the several
States, and without regard to any census or
- enumeration,
.(emphasis added)

-

It is fairly well established that this provision
does not authorize Congress to levy direct taxes on amounts
received as a reti'rn of capital. In Eisner v. Macomber, 252
U.S. 169 (1920), -the Court defined "income" as thegiainzor
profit derived 'from capital, labor, or from both combined'
or'through a sale or conversion of capital assets"
Id. at
207. Similarly, in Do I. v. Mitchell Brod., 247 U.S. 179
(1918),.the Cour no
that an income tax does not *tax
property as such, or the mere conversion of property, but..
. the gainful returns from .

.

. business operations and'-

property.'
Id. at 183.' With respect to computing such
"gainful returns,' the Court stated

*,-

In order to determine whether there has been
gain or loss, and the amount of the gain, if
any, we must withdraw from the qross proceeds
an amount sufficient to restore-the capitalvalue that existed at the commencement of the
period under consideration.
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SS southern Pacific Co. v. Lowe, 247'U.S

330,

335 fl9l8), in which theCdut sai3T "We must reject
the broid contention submitted in behalf of the government
.that all receipts --. everything that comes in -- are income
within the proper defiAition Of the term 'gross income,' and
that the entire proceeds of a conversion of capital' assets,
in whatever form and under whatever circumstances accomplished,
should be treated as gross income.'
See also Merchants' Loan
& Trust Co. v. Smietanka, 255 U.S. 509 (1921); Goodrich v.
1dwar--d,-55
.. .5T27,135
(1921)o I Mertens, Law fF*derl
Income Taxation $S 5.06, 5.101 R. Kagill, Taxable Income 359
(rev. ed. 1945).
In short, there is powerful authority for the.
proposition that Congress lacks the power under Article I of
the Constitution, notwithstanding the Sixteenth Amendment, to
impose an unapportioned, direct tax'on gross receipts without
permitting the taxpayer to exclude that portion of its
receipts
which actually constitutes a return of capital.
The Service
and the courts have long recognized that capital costs reflected
in gross receipts, such as a manufacturer's or merchandiser's
cost 6f goods sold, should be subtracted from the taxpayer's
gross receipts in computing gross income. Cos of goods, sold
thus is an above-the-line exclusion, rather than a deductionfrom gross income which helpsestablish the taxpayer's net or
taxable income. The allowance of deductions may 'depend()
upon legislative grace,* New Colonial Ice Co. v. Relvering,
292 U.S. 435, 440 (1934),-5Gt an exclusi-n-Tor the cost of
goods may well 1e-constitutionally compelled.
. ,
The Spreme Court has never squarely addressed this
constitutional issue. The decisions of a number of lower'courts, however, .provide guidanc6 on the question and strong
support- for a constitutional challenge to the Committee
staff's proposal. These cases generally involve payments or
expenditures which in one respect or another were unlawful.
In the-seminal case of Sullenger v. Commissioner, 11 TC.

1076 (1948), the petitioner purchased meat- fro
ho
firms at prices in excess of O.P.A. ceilings. The petitioner
sought to exclude his entire purchase price as cost of goods
sold, but the Commissioner contended that the amounts paid in
excess of the price ceilings could not be subtracted. The
court found for the taxpayer, reasoning as follows
'(T)he
Commissioner has always recognized, ais indeed he must to stay
within' the Constitutibn, that the cost: of goods sold must be
deducted from gross receipts in order to arrive at gross
income. No more than-gross income can be subjected to Income
tax upon any theory.'
Id. at 1077. The court ftirther found
that cases or considera-tons ihvolving deductions were ITrelevant'since this case does not involve any deduction,' but instead
involved the computation of grpss income.

/-
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The District Court in Maryland followed Sullenqer
in'the case of Anderdon Oldsmobile, Inc. v. Hofferbert, 102
in that
The taxpayer's cost of
F. Supp. 902 (1952).
.case-included. payments for automobiles in excess of the
official.ceiling-price---The court held that the income tax
'is not, 'never. has been and could not-Onstttutiomally beupon 'gross receipts'" (citing Lowe and Doyle)* Id.-at--905;-a matter of-tatutory
Affirming, the Fourth Circuit heas
construction that the taxpayer's illegal payments for goods
should be subtracted in calculating gross Income. 197 F.2d
504 (1952). The Court of Appeols for the First Circuit
reached the name conclusion that year in Commissioner v.
Weisman, 197 F.2d 221, grounding its decision on t1ie statute
but noting that the offset for cost of goods guarantees the
return of capital and thus avoids the charge that the tax is
on capital rather on income. Id. at 224.

qoods

*
-

A few years*later, the-First Circuit issued itsdecision in Winkler v. United Statqs, 230 F.2d 766 (1956).
The taxpayer, Winkler, ha- been convicted of failure to file
an income tax return; at the time, the' relevant statute
required every individual having 'a gross.income of $600 or
more* to file a return. The taxpayer was a bbokmaker who
clearly had received more than $600 in successful wagers
during the taxable year. On appeal, the issue was whether
these receipts constituted gross income, as the tzial court
had charged the jury. The taxpayer contended his gambling
losses, though'illegal',.should have been subtracted from his
winning wages in computing gross income.
The court of appeals agreed with the taxpayer's
--position and reversed the conviction. Noting that *the
justification for excluding returns of capital from gross
income . . . rests ultimately upon constitutignal concepts,*
the court held that at a minimum, 'Congress is without pqwer
to deny the professional gambler the riqht to offset his
winnings on each race with his losses in that sane race
before coming to a 'gain' of the type which Constitutes qross
income.m Id. At 776.
To be sure, the cases are not unanimous in holding
that a taxpayer is constitutionally entitled to subtract
unlawful payments in arriving at gross income. In Pedonev.
United States, 151 F. Sdpp. 298 (1957), a divided Court of
Claims hel- that the taxpayers could not subtract the wages
they paid employees, in excess of the ceilings'establikhed
pursuant'to the Defense Production act of 1950. -That Act
authorized the government to disreqard such unlawful payments
The court held that the Sixteenth
iIn computing.taxable income.
Amendment is.sufficiently flexible to permit the government
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to disallow, as a subtractable cos
violation of'law or public policy.

of qoods, payments'in
Id. at 291-92.

By way of analogy, the'court noted'the longstanding principle

that subtractions

for

salaries

and wages#

particularly executive salaries, may be disallowed to the *
extent theX are unreasonably larqe; Thi6.analogy'strikes us
as weak. Excessive salaries, especially executive compensation,
may well be sales or administrative costs, or-even a disguised
distribution of profits, rather than a true costs of goods.
-_ The dissenting judges in Pedone argued that the unlawful
-'---aymentsjbecause
they.ele-cted the true cost of goods
sold, coul not'constitutionally be disregarded in computing
the.taxpayers' income. See also Weather-Seal Mfg. Co. v.
Commissioner, 16 T.C. 1312 (1951), aff'd per curiam, 199
F.2d 376 (6th Cir.. l(t52) (suggesting that labor costs are
different from other elements of the cost of goods sold).
There is, in sum, some disagreement in the cases '.
as to whether Conqjess-can constitutionally preclude subtraction of unlawful payments which co&etitut e part of the
taxpayer's cost of goods sold. But this conflict, it seems
to us, has arisen because of the nature 6f the payments at
issue in the cases. The decisions authorizing the Comnissioner°
to-disregard unlawful payments, for example, have suggested
that labor costs are somehow distinguishable from payments
to non-employees which factor into the cost of goods. More
to the point, the cases all-have struggled with the-somewhat
distasteful proposition that the Constitution mandates
sympathetic tax treatment for those who violate our laws and
public poliies. Quite obviously, a constitutional challenge;
to legislation disallowing a subtraction for a-wholly leqiti.
mate component of the cost of goods would stand on firmer
ground than the challenges in any of the cited cases. h
fortiori, denial of deductibility or excludability of a
capital cost which federal law compels the taxpayer to incur
would etand,'on still shakier ground.
The Senate Finance Committee staff's proposal
appears to fall in this .last category. Federal law dictates
that excise taxes and tariffs be paid; the taxpayer thus
furthers rather than frustrates tha law and public policy
when it incurs such costs. Federal excise taxes and tariffs
.are seemingly genuine costs of goods, rather than mere
business expenses deductible only as a m&tter of legislative
grace. The Service has recognized that excise taxes constitute
a part o" the cost of goods sold, see, e.., Rev. Rul. 8530.. The propriety of this treatment becomes apparent in

62-r244 0 - 86 - 27
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light of the-manner in which federal excise taxes- and tariffs
bre Imposedl for example, the excise tax affecting cigarettes
is on a per-pack basis, and the tax affecting distilled
spirits is imposed per proof gallon. These payments thus
belong.lin the 'above the line' realm of cost of qoods
sold,w -rather than "in the netherworld of deductions.
-ee
Max Sobel Wholesale Liquors v. Commissioner, 630 FP.d 610,

M TVCI r.,-1r

.

,9,)

In conclusion,* we believe that legislaiion prohibiting

taxpayers from excluding or deducting federaV excise

taxes and tariffs for income tax porposes would.be asibject
to a substaatkAkl oonetitutioRal attack. Such taxes-and
tarL94at
u
'oonat
'u foportat component of the taxpayer' s
coet of goo4s sold, and lime eter ouch costs ae reflected
in the goods' sale price and thus in the taxpayer's groes
receipts. Precluoing the taxpayer from subtracting a legitimat*, indeed legislatively required, cost of goods in calculating gross income could well be. viewed as the-imposition

C'

of an unapportioned, direct-tax on capital rather thah the
kind of income taf authoftzed by the Sixteenth Amendment.
Philip B.- Xurland
-
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STATEMENT OF THE SMOKELESS TOBACCO COUNCIL BEFORE
.THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
The Smokeless,'Tobacco-Council (SFC) represents the
interests of 99% of the smokeless tobacco industry.
Collectively, our memnbers-produce almost 127 million pounds of
product per year. We -also represent the interests of the 9
million American consumers of smokeless tobacco products in
opposing any tax increases that would inevitably result in bigherconsumer prices. We-appreclate the opportunity to contribute to
the hearing record of this committee regarding'the excisetax
proposals prepared by, the Finance Committee staff (Sta f-Optignl.
STC has a- uniquely strong interest in the iss-a-oexei-s-tax deductibility. Within the past month, a new excise1 ax has
been created and imposed on smokeless tobacco products.According to the Joint Committee-on Taxation, the excise tax on
smokeless.tobacco-is designed to raise" approximately $80 million
dollars i'n new revenues over. the next five years.2/
Under
present law, this amount is fully deductible as a business
expense. Should'the Staff Option eliminating- the dedvctibiliti
of excise taxes be adopted, real excise tax costs" ould increase
by approximately $37 million for the smokeless tobacco industry.
*'

STC also strongly opposes the Staff Option proposal to
,raise the excise .taxes on tobacco products by adjusting the rate
of+ such taxes to reflect increases in price. As*noted above, anew excise tax on smokeless tobacco products was enacted by
Congress and signed- into law on April 7, 1986; it 'will not go
intg-effect until July 1, 1986. As a result of the" imposition of
this new tak (and apart from any inflation-induced cost increases), prices are expected to rise.
Thus, adoption of tPe
Staff Option would cause a certain and immediate increase ion
excise tax rates on smokeless tobacco, resulting irkrates
significantly
in excess of those which Congress-has
chosen to impose.
+

just recently

The 'Consolidated Omnibus'Bud(e-t Reco'nc.iliation Act of 1985,
Pub. L. No. 99-272, S 13202 (1986) (,to be codified. at 26
U.S.C. S 5701(e)).
Smokeless tobacco products (e.g.,
chewing tobacco and snuff.) have not been subject to Federal,
excise tax since 1965.
A previous excise taxh'such'product , imposed at 'a rate-of 10-cents per pound, was
repealed by the Excise Tax Rlduction of 1965 (P.L. 89-44).
2/

Joint Committee .on Taxation, Description of' Revenue
Provision's of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1985 (CS--86),
April 2'5, 1986.

,_....
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The views expressed below are consistent with the, interests
of our membership; however, it-is also in the broader economic
interest of the"American public to reject the effective excise
tax increases which have been proposed by the Chairman and-his
Staff. According,
we."urge the CommTittee to reject- the excise
tax provt~sion fo- the following reasons.
I.

-

._

Tax Policy and Constitutionality,

Pi rst., the
Prooed denial of deductibility represents an
unjustified departure from longstanding U.S. t $ policy. E-ci-e.
Laxas._costitu.te a legitimate business cost,'an4-as such, should
continue tA be deducted from gross receipts t'6'alculate, taxable
Income-..Because-the proposal would resulting a tan that is not
"on incbme",_ it also appears to exceed. Constitutional
l imi tat

ibnd."

Fairness and Congressional Irtent

II.

Second, the proposed adjustment ot tax rates to reflect
increases in' price is unwarranted and contrary to the sense of
Congress, particularly as applied to smokeless tobacco'
products. Such products are the subject of a recently engcte4_excise tax which Will undoubtedly trigger significant price
idcr'eases. . A tax-tnduced price increase should not be .the
occasion for a further ax increase.
IIl.,

ct on the Industry

;*Third, the-new excise tax on smokeless tobacco, in
combitkation with the denial of deductibility and the proposed ad
valorem rate adjustments, will result in sharply increased tax
"costs on the smokeless tobacco industry. 'The denial of
deductibility alone will increase the real, cost of excise taxes.
by 54 percent. Smokeless tobacco companies already pay "more than
their-fair share of taxes '(an average of 40%).
If producers are
unable

to fully

pass through these costs to the

consumer,

profitability .will be ieeduced and ultimately, fewer American
wor~rTs-w+l--be- employed..
"
IV.
-

Cost to the Consumer

I

-the cost

of

-

ete
smokeless- tobacco -industry -is
tax,

American

forced to pass through

consumers wiL be

hit

with

a

regressive tax,
assed-through excise tax' increases will
."
'undermine the promi d benefits of tax reform for the poor and
lowet-middlle

Vy

clbss.

imposing new additio

,.

-makes no sense

to finance rate reduction

I taxes on those who can least afford

L,
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A..- The Staff Optio( Departs From Sound Tax Policy

/

Under current law, excise taxes-are deductibre'when
5
incurred as *an ordinary and necessary expense of doing business
or producing income. Treas. Reg. S1.164-2(f). '.The deductibility
of excise tayes is not a loophole; rather"it derives from the fundamental principle of U,,S. taxation that businesses should be
axed only on th9ir net profits, not on-their gross ,receipts or
gross income.- the rationale fo- the .dedction of business
expenses is thab a firm'.s gross receipts proiidesno real measure
of its actual earnings.
• M-nufacturexs' excise taxes, such as the new tax imposed on
smokeless tobacco products (P.L.,99-272), constitute unavoidable
The
costs of manufacturing *or producing a given product.
manufacturer is liable- for payment of excise taxes, Whether or
not such costs areu*tirately passed on to the consumer in the
If the manufacturer is forced to raise
form of a price increase.
price's to-cover t.he°Eost of the tax, the incremental price
increase mpst be taken ilto income and the manufacturer'will-be
subj~ct-to tax on'th'amounht. -Thus, the deduction for excise
,taxes 6aid cannot-be u'sed.to artifically lower taxable .income;
nor does it derive from-a discretionary expendituke,,,As in the
case of other common.busilkess deductions, such as -entertainment
expenses or advertising.
Various tax reform plans considered by the Administration
and this Congress would eliminate or restrict a limited number of
deductions -- , 4hiefly those which tend to give rise to abuse by
*taxpayers. However, there appears to be no support in Congress
or elsewhere for the wholesale elimination of deductions for lezitimate business expenses. Rather, the proposal to deny the
deduction for excise tak(s paid is a selective measure, the
single purpose of which is to raise revenue.
Excise taxes and tariffs are' business costs which are borne
by a-dilcrete segment of the economy. Especially in thb case of
excise'taxes, there is an identifiable group of-enterprises -..primarily those engaged in the manufacture, production or sale of
taxable goods and services,-- that will be hardest hit. .Thus,
the Staff Option, is both objectionable in principle and
* discriminatory in effect.
In addition to departing from the fuydamental "net income
concept of business taxation, the proposal appears to cr6 te a
For the busines5111
tanthatis not based on "inome" at a l..
taxpayer, tariffs and nostexcise taxes .constitute expenditu?'sdirectly connected.-w h the production-or acquisition of goods
As, such, excise tax or tariff payments are
held f*gr-sa1e.
_c]:as lfied as capital costs and included in the taxpayer's "cost
of goods sold" (along witw'ttf cost of raw materials and other
Cost of goods sold must be subtracted from gross
direct costs).
/

S.
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,.ise

receipts to arrive at qoss income.
Thus, a tax on tariff or_
and, according
tax costs de'viates from a tax., on incomet"
ex
to our attorneys, raises serious. Constitutional obje ctions.2/
B.

The Staff Option Innoses an Unfair Increase in
Excise Tax Rates

A second excise tax provision, which would adjust alcohol,
tobacco and "fuel excise tax rate's to reflect increases in price,
would result in substantial "backdoor" increases 'in excise tax
rates. Although the details ofithe this provision have not'yet
been wored out, ft would appear to increase tax rates on these
products whenever consumer prices rfse, and regardless of whether
such price increases reflect increased profits or merely
increased costs.,
A s-imple example will illustrate.
'As'sume, as is the ca
under current law, that a manufacturer is liable to pay an excise
tax at a given rate per volume of the.taxable product -- e.g., 24
cents per pound (the recently enacted rate applicable to " snuff).
Assume further that, as a result of inflation-induced
wage hikes, the manufatuter's costs of production increase. The
manufacturer will naturally attempt to covet" those costs by
raising the price of tie product. Under current law, the price
change will not incur an increase in taxes. However, under the
pr6posal, any increase in the sales price (whether imposed by the
manufacturer or some other party in the chain of distribution)
will trigger a corrqspondinq increase in the effective per-volume
rate of t~x.The proposed .shift-to

ad valorem

t-xation

would be

particularly unfair and burdensome forthe smokeless tobacco
industry. Congress has just enacted legislation imposing an
excise tax on smokeless tobacco products manufactured in or
imported into the United States. The new tax, which will go into
effect on July 1.,1986, places 3 levy of 24 centsper pound on'
snuff and 8 cents per pound on chewing tobacco. After Carefully
considering the 'economic consequences to the industry in light of
the GoVernment's need for revenue, Congress decided that these
rates were reasonable and fair. But 'if excise tax'rates are
Indexed" to reflect future price increases, this.considered
decision will be. automatically and abruptly discarded.-

We understand that this point was made by several witnesses
whose testimony was delivered to the Committee on the day
of the hearing. (Apr-i -21, 1986),
See, e.g., .the testimony
and.exhibits submitted on behalf o-the Coalition Against

Regressive Taxation.
it here.

Therefore, we need not elaborate on-

/.

• -
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It is reasonble to assume that as a*r sult of the new tax
on smokeless tobacco, thi prices of such products will' increase
in the near future; Under the ihdex'inq provision, a'y increases
in the price of taxable products will tr iqer.
corresponcrin'q
the 'shift
increases in excise tax rates for- that product. 'Thus
_to ad valorem taxation, intthe case of the s;;1ieless tobacco
industry, is virtually certain to result in an increase in rates
in excess of those imposed on the industry by' this Corgress.
In the-case of products which have been continuously
subject'to excise taxes, the proposed' denial of deductibility
willoccasion similar spiraling_ increases: Any attempt by
producers to pass along effective increases in real t'ax costs
will *trigger further tax increases. Thus if the indexing
proposal is. adopted, the overall increase in'excise tax costs
'could far exceed the 54%lincrease attributable to the loss of
deductibility."
C.

-

'The
Staff-.Option Will Have Adverse Economics.
Effects' on. the Smokeless Tobacco Industry

The smokeless tobacco industry already pays its fair share
in taxes.. Unlike some 'corporations-which pay little or no income
taxes, smo1eless-tobacco companies pay an average of 40- percent'
of their income in federal taxes.
Among manufacturers, this
represents an extremely high ,rate 'of tax.
'
The new excise taxes imposed on smoeless' tobacco products,
-'
combined witht--proposed repeal of deductibility, will result
in a substantial increase in'realo"tax costs (calculated as a
percentage 0of' the industry's gross revenues).
The annual gross
revenues of the smokeless tobacco' industry total apr~roximdtely' $l
billion.
Accor-ding to a recent -reporV prepared by the staff of
the Joint Committee on Taxation, the new taxes on sduff and
chewing tobacco are expected to yield a total of $15 million in
annual ,tax revehues.4/
Assuming loss of deductibility, the
smokeless tobacco industry will bear this cost in full.
This
amount represents a full.l.5% of, tho industry's gross revenues.
If the smokeless tobacco industry-is forced to absorb this
'amount, companies wili face-; sharp drop in-profitability which,,
i the long run, will severely 'damage productivity and hamper
'future growth. . '
.
-

/

Joint Committee on Taxation, Description of Revenue
Provisions of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget
Recorfcillation Act-of 1985 (JCS-9-86), April 25, 1986. The
$15 million estimate is for 1987, the first full year the
new excise taxes will' be in effect.
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Naturally, the smokeless tobacco industry will seek to pass
through its increased tax costs, at least in Doart, to the
consumer. However, it cannot'cassume that.all increased costs can,-__bepassed through. First, our industry has no recent experience
with excise 'taxes, and hus cannot confidently predict' at this
point, what-portion of Zhe new excisetaxes, will be borne by the
consumer.
Second, the demand fbr tobacco products is not
completely inelastic. 5 / Consumers tend o respond to price
increases by reducing consumption
Thus, if producers attempt a
full pass-through of increasedtax costs, the.net result may
still be decreased pro fitability due to lowered .volume of sales.
In the fihal analysis, any decrease in the overall volume
of smokeless tobacco sales translates. into loss of American.
jobs,
In addition, as sales drop, our purchases of American
"
tobacco leaf will inevitably decline. Our industry directly
employs thousands of American workers and provide's income for
thousand* of small American tobacco farmers, our principal
suppliers. Smokeless tobacco manufacturers prefer to use
domestic product and'only seek supplies overseas when domestic
.production does -not meet their demand. _In the last year for
which figures are available, more than 95% of our tobacco was
produced by American farmers.
In recent years, both farming and domestic manufacturing
have experienced dramatic declines in the number of full-time
employees. Adoption of the excise proposals contained in the
_Staff Option 'will exacerbate this unfortunate trend.

S

"

D.'

The Staff Option Will'Inbrease the Tax Burden
on Consumers and Vitiatq.,Tax Reform for the Poor

The proposed excise tax increases, taken collectively, will
have a major impact on--consumer prices. As not6ed above, it is
uncertain, in the case of smokeless tobacco produt-*, whether the
additional tax burdens on producers will be passed through in
full to individual, consumers.- However, sie do know that-*to tie
.
extent such costs are .passed through, the cumulative effect will
be to "undo" tax reform for the majority of lowe'r-income
Americans.,
A~cordirg to a -study by deSeve Economic Associates, the
excise tax and tariff increases in the plan before the Senate
/"

S/

". Although we know of no studies documenting elasticity for
smpkeless. tobacco products, researchers estimate the price
elasticity of demand for cigarettes may be hs much as
-.5. - Thus a 20 percent increase in price resultsin a 10
'"
percent drop in sales. 'The 1.983 excise tax increase on
cigarettes reportedly caused a market decline of 6 percent.

".
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Finance Committee would be borne disproportionately by low income
taxpayers.
For example, households with ic4Qmes of less than
$10,000 would pay 8 percent of the excise and"tariff increases,
even though they earn as a class only 3 percent of- al.l income.
Likewise, households with incomes of less than $20,000 would pay
23 percent 6f. the increases but account for-only 12 percent of
all income.__/" the study concludes that the excise, tS-W" increases
would" effectively wipe out well over half of'the income 'tax
'reductions promised to taxpayers in the lower-income classes by
the Cha'irman plana.
Excise tax increases on smokeless tobacco are particularly
regressive because smokeless tobacco users are generally poorer
than,the avorqe consumer.
Quantitative studies commissioned by.
our industry 'in 1984:show that 25 percent of smokeless tobacco'
users have annual ipgomes of less'than $15,000; and fully onehalf of all users have annual household incomes of less than
$25,000.
These corsumers will be especially hard hit by the
regressiVe natUre of the proposed excise tax increases.
Regresgivity runs counter to aC basic principle' in our tax code-that the poqr should not bear a greater tax-burden than the rich.
Conclusion
In summary, the proposals to eliminate the deductibility of
excise taxes-and to i ncrease excise rates, to reflecf increases in
price would unfairly burden both domestic industry and the
American consumer. The elimination of deducti6ility represents a
major departure' frop longstanding U.S. tax, policy.
In its
present form, the -proposaL- also appears to' exceed Constitutional
limitations.1. Even if 4eductit)ility is retained, the proposed
ecise
tax t6creaseb will selectively burden particular
industries and segments of the American economy.
The excise tax"
provisions hi. the/ Chairmap's plan,, taken together with the recently enacted excise tax on smokeless tobacco, will
dramatically increase taxes -for smokeless tobaqbo cbmpanies.
These companies are already payinq a large percentage of their
earnings in taxes.
If additional revenue is needed to finance rate reduction,
surely some way can be found to equalize the tax burden among ,all
industries.
Thi mandate of tax reform''is to create a level:
"..aying fieldlfte all types 'of productive,' economic activity.
The excise tax propodals.would have'tht opposite effect. If such
-*,-p-.oposals are
oiopted, a few industries would ,be singlegId 'utfor
cS"i-ls'catory rd punitive tax.increass,' while others would
continue to pa far Less tiari their fair share.

_/I

By contrast,'households

with incomes above $100,000 --

which account for,14 percent of all income -only 6 percent of thd tax increases.
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Thank you for providing us the opportunity to ommt on the
tax reform proposals prepared in tonnection with the Omittee •

on Finance Markup.

The Sti bi rewery (fpany joins the other

numbers of our industry in objecting in the strontp-st possible
manner. to those proposals that would end the deductibility of
Excise Tax (FEr) on malt beverages,provia,
the
the Federal oftegesOrelc
in pr ices
and hlfor
crease
adjust
the. FET rate on wine to the so-called *proof rate" inosed on
beer.,We will not repeat the excellent arguments presented on behalf
-9f the, beer industry by August Busch which we wholeheartedly
eiidorse. We will use this opportunity to set cut, the particularly dwaging effect the proposals wmld have on The Stroh"

Brewery Ci1mrny and other FE. payers similarly situated.

Stroh is the nation's third largest brewer and is the largest
family-cined and operated brewer in the omtry. we produce
.14 brands and 7 light extensions in six breweries strategically
located around the United States. In addition, we are actively
engaged in the manufacture of containers and in a growing

cotainer recovery' and recycling program.,

A large perctage of the appro*imat~ly 23 million barrels we
sell annually is priced in the-Ppopular= category. -These highquality products are offered at a price lower "to the wholesaler
and to the consumer than those products in the "premim." category. As a result, the Y r represents a much-greater percentage
of the overall selling price of our popular priced products.
Therefore, the proposal for a back-door increase in the Fg.

I 1 0

838
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by way of eliminating the 6Er deduction would have the effect
of 'doubling what is already a relatively higher tax percentage
-paid by our cusbme.rs.
If tle,.FET were not deductible, Stroh wold be faced with a.
cdoioek First, Stroh could choose to drastically raise prices
* in an amount effectively equal to the amount of this tax increase. These price increases would be-particularly onerous
for lower inoae onsumers who purchase our lower priced beers.
The potential impacts of such increases on Stroh and on the
industry in general are well documented in Mr. Busch's tdstinny.
Alternatively, the brewery would suffer such devastating
operating losses that it would be forced to end tl* more than

150 years of brewing by The Stroh Brewery OaRany..

It is difficult to comment o--theproposal to index alcoholic
* beverage federal excise taxes to price increases because we
have been unable to obtain any clarification whatsoever from
the Finance C0mittbe staff cn how this proposal would operate.
Thrdfore, we join in opposing it on..the reliable assumption
that it ould only serve to raise' taxes and prices.
Finally, we nust also register our objection to the proposed
increase in wine tax rates to a rate equivalent to beer.
While not'directly affected by this increase, Stroh joins the
beer industry in opposing this proposal. We particularly
object to this proposal because it is based on the fallaci6us
notion that all alcoholic beverages are the same.
In summw-y, we reiterat, our strong
jectio'n to the proposals
calling for the non-deductibility of excise taxes, the indexing
of FET to price, and the equilization of wine taxes to beer,
and we urge the rejection of the proposals. The Stroh Brewery
Ompany appreciates the-opp6rtunity to present our views, and,
as always, should you have any cmnents or questions, please
do not- hesitate to contact us.
Sinoerely,

&,I

I
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THE TOBACCO INSTITUTETE

HIORACE R, KOKIFGAi
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April 29,

1986

The Honorable
Bob Packwood
257 Russell,,Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20-510
'-Dear Mr. Chairman:
The hearing conducted by the Senate Finance Committee on'
Apr-il 21 relating to excise tax'and tariff proposals generated
some apparent .confusion about certain matters of fact. In the
belief that clarification may be helpful to you and other members
of the Committee, we are writing to set the record stra-ight on a
few matters that may be of some importance as the Committee makes
its, deisions. Although your hearings tended to focus on specific
proposals such as eliminating the income tax deduction" for payment
of excise taxes, we believe that the following points are ,pertinent
to consideration of'any proposal that would raise excise taxes.
i..Tax burden on tobacco.

-

Various-figures weregiven tothe'Committee ostensibly reflecting
the tax burden borne by he tobacco industry, ranging from 29
-percent to5 percent of theretail price of a pack of cigarettes.
Most witnesses hostile to smoking are in-the habit'ot discussing
.tobacco's.tax burden in terms that suggest that the only
tax it bears is the Federal excise tax. State and local taxes
ac~cpdit for even more. #The total excise tax burden'(Federal,
State and local) oh cigarettes amounts to 31 percent of the
.
purchase price. Futhermore, as a study conducted by Cha~e conometricr completed
in May 1985 concluded, the income, excise, sales ansi fICA taxes
paid by the industry in 1983 amounted to 47.,6 percent oft'otal
U.S. consumer expenditures on tobacco products, State and local
taxes have gone up since then. This figure does not take int'5
account many other taxes, including property taxes, taxes on
,inventories, business license taxes and miscellaneous others
imposed by many jurisdictions. -It is, however, a more valid
1heasuee of the tax burden imposed on this industry than the excise
ta;c alone. I
"

-
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2. - Tax burden over time.
Likewise the Corrmittee may, have been left with a mistaken
impression by testimony alleging that the tax burden is lower.
It is strange indeed to~contemplate
today than it was in 1951.
that a tax rate below-that ,imposed 35 years ago to finance the
war in Korea is somehow undesirable. But, in the interest of
factual accuracy, it should be noted that' state and local excise
taxes on tobacco have gone up by 520 percent in the past 35
years, far in excess of the rate of inflation. The Federal
The combined excise tax
excise tax has doubled since 1951.
burden on tobacco has not lagged far behind the rate of ificrease
in the CPI.
3.

------

Regressivity.

Surely the regressive impact of a "kc cannot be ignored simply ,-F
because not everyone pays it,'as some witnesses seemed to suggestIt is false to suggest that distfibutional effects of a tax
canot be measured among income groups -4hen not everybody is
affected by the tax. A significant part of the public does
nQt pay anIncome tax; yet, the Finance Committee has before'.
it an analysis of the distributional effects of proposed incoe
tax reductions.
Approximately 18 percent of federal income tax revenues comes
from persons with incomes below $20,000. Approximately 39 per-,
cent of tobacco excise tax revenues comes from that same income
class. No one can doubt that the cigarette excise tax is one
of the most regressive of Federal taxes:
4.

Excise tax/income tax interaction.

The Government collects the cigaTeteeci9e-tak ib full., The
companies paying it withhold nothirigt in fact, jhhey__jqqr a
cost in the process because they must make payeaent before they
arelreinbursed from wholesalers/diitributors,'
It is true that excise taxes, like almost all other forms of
business taxation, are deducted from gross income before determining the tax due on net income. And it is certainly a truism
that the income tax liability, after taking deductions for taxes,
is less on any given amount ofgr6ss income than it would be
if taxes were not deducted.

-
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However, to the extent that the excise tax is passed along to
the consumer (as is the case with thetobacco industry), the
entire excise tax (not 78 percent as suggested by the Joint
Committee on Taxation) is realized by the Government even after
the income tax deduction. The excise tax that is passed along
and the deduction for the tax are the same amount; therefore;
the net income after the deduction is the same as it would be
without any excise tax, result'ing in a net zero income tax loss
because of the deduction.
5.

-_

"Social Costs"

In his testimony Assistant Secretary Mentz stated that, "One
of the traditional justifications for imposing an exclse tax
is to ensure that the market. price of a good-reflects any external
social costs associated with its production or consumption,"'
Absolutely no precedent was cited to support this startling
assertion. Although various social engineers might have it-,
otherwise, no major'federal excise tax has ever been imposed
to recover so-called "social costs."
We shall be happy to furnish'any further information you and
your colleagues would find helpful.
Sincerely,

Horace R. Kornegay
HRK/sr
cc:

Senate Finance Committee Members
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STATEMENT ON PACKWOOD EXCISE TAX
PROPOSALS

Robert D. Tollison
t

.!

Center for Study of Public Choice
George Mason l--versfty22030
Fairfax, Virginia
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the excise tax burden of American consumers. -This' ta):
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of the Delpartment of the Treasury has defended on the

grounds of being economically e4ficlent. All of lhis arguments are
badly 4lawed. As these claims are often dragged out by the proponents
of excise ta' increases, they deserve a close scrutiny.

1. Mentz.asserts that an increase in selective excise taxes l11.-ethe
Pac#wood Plan would produce can be justified by the need for government
'ta.- policy to reduce the external

"social costs" associated with taxed

activities. This "social'cost" argument is economic nonsense. Market
prices reflect the full economic costs of goods and-services to the
extent that these are measurable. The price-system is very efficient at,
taking all costs into account.

It
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entirely arbitrary to claim that-

there are some other, additional costs which can't be measured. It is
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Excise faxes
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is-a snow job

is nothing more than a technical-sounding -excuse for .

higher taxes.

3.

"

for the users of, paris to pay for then,

Cannot be described as User fees, .which

pure and simple. It

but

According to Mentz, it does'nt matter if excise taxes are

increased because these taxes are levied on "inelastically demanded
goods" and'consumer'behavior will be little affected by price
increases. What he igno qs is
consumers o4 such goods will
fighting tax increases,

the fact that both the producers and
also tend to Invest greater resources in

instead of simply-shifting to the production or

consumption of dif fervent goods.

These efforts represent pure waste from

the standpoint 0# society. The bottom line Is

that the e4ffciencylosses

associated with increasing taxes on inelastically demanded goods may

act ially br. goeater than in cases whare

-P
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Federal
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The resolutions are sidiilar to AMA 1985 positions on tobacco

advertising (now inthe U.S.'Senate). and their support of an increase in the cigarette tax to 32¢ per pack, up trom the present
16€.
.
An outright abolieion :of' alcohol "ads" w6uld be fought by
the media becuase of advertising revenues
The tax approach would
generate revenyes-of over one billion dollars, TYMs would help.
lrpte4i government income and thereby lessen the pressure to detncireAc ct~ier 4*- eC e~sww~hteS.
.crease federal health apPropriations,,,or Also,
by making alcohol
advertising more eyensive, there might be fewer "ads", thus dis-

'.couragingsome drinking, especially among some teenagers who are "
mied irt prematurely starting' tc drink for' the wrong reasons..
* Increases for federal excise taxes'Eor beer and wine are being
*.
"ir
I C,_~
'
_'L
r
con
Jy
C
n'eN!
"n~
of( te military and do
tic cutbacks
atWi
"a by the Gramm-Rudman
deadline. Like tobacco, increased costs might discourage some consumption, and would certainly help pay for some of the costly
consequences of drinking,
Alcohol excise taxes are an important preventive medical measure
in combating alcohol abuse. The price of alcohol-to. society (including medical costs. time lost from employment,,property damage,
'-etc.) amounted to bver $10 billion dollars i year (1981 estimate),
The medical professionwould' o well by supporting these beer and
wine tax increase....
The present tax on ! ounce of liquor is 9c (a 2¢ increase since
L984)> 12 ounce can of beer tax is 2 l/2; and 4 ounce of wine is'
L/2€. Tripling the beer tax to 7 1/24 per can and Increasing the
tax on wine 10 times to 5C per 4 ounces would be a way of equalizing
taxes on different alcoholic beverage/ b&ince.the tax on liquor is
high enough.
The 1984 revenues from these excise taxes were $5.4 billion-for
distilled spirits, $300 million for wine, $1.5 billion for beer and

'I~

A
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JOr.NTYSON.M.D.
'

4.7 billion for tobaco.

additional

illustrate how significant
e'eincreased. Six billion dollars.

These figures

tax revenues could be if excises

revenue would accrue if the tax on beer increased three

times and wine ten tines.

After thebeerat.d wine tgx-hikje.
.

..

'I isproposed that al.

future alcohol and tabacco excise TAXESBE ADJUSTEDANIIALLT for inflation to preventa reeaL of the past 35 years when the alcohol
beverage industryhadn't paid any increase in excise taxes and while
.d
inflation and government services have more than tripled. COCi hire neswtwl
.01
5Q po r. I e %r.
In summary. thest tax changes in'federal excise and advertiiofg
would produce revenues in the billions and lessenthe'pressure to
This money would be'utilized to help
Increase taxes iq otheV areas.
pay for our defense pensions, domestic health program andlor to
head off--budget
cuts because of ;he need to further lessen our annualdeficit.

-.

AMA Insights
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bons for the expenses of adv~rliki tobacco-roduct. The iashslalion. .md
and other medical groups. could ekninate incen es that encorage tobacco comrpaens to
W i
promote 61k roducts. Some estimates show the proposed bw could reui $2.3 tton
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EFFECTS OF THE EXCISE TAX AND TARIFFPROVISIONS
before the

-

---SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
for the
U.S. CKABER'OF COMMERCE
by

Dr. Richard Rahn*
May 5, 1 86
*.
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce welcomes the opportunity to submit
testimony on the economic effects of 'the excise tax and tariff provisions of
the Senate Finance Comittee tax reform 'ropcsal.
The Chamber supports tax reform that would lower rates and broaden the
base in the Interest of stimulating capital formation, technological
advancement, international competitiveness, and Job creation.

It opposes the

excise tax and tariff provisions in the Senate Finance Committee tax reform
proposal because of.their detrimental effects on business and the U.S. economy.
The Chamber is extremely concerned that the excise tax and tariff
proposals -4n the Finance Committee tax reform plan would: 1) reduce economic.
growth by increasing excise taxes by 54 percent; 2) harm large corporations
and small businesses by not'allowing alegitimate business deduction and
requiring paymenf.of taxeson nonexistent profits; 3), increase- the price of

products consumers must' buy; and 4) reduce the value dramatically ofany
individual tax rate reductions involved in tax reform, primarily affecting
lower and middle income taxpayers.

TARIFFS
NONDEDUCTIBILITY OF EXCISE TAXiS AND
I. THE,
Under the Senate Finance Committee proposal, the deductibility of all
excise taxes and tariffs by business income taxpayers would be disallowed. In

*Vice President and Chief Economist, U.S. Chamber of Coimerce

,
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addition, excise taxes on alcohol, tobacco. and motor fuels would be imloseb1
whichImeans they
on an ad valorem basis, rather thap the current ad rem bas-is,
would be increased to reflect increases in product price.
A Tax Increase, Ngt A Loophole
The repeal of deductibllity is nothing but a back-door tax increase.
At a 35 percent corporate tax rate, the proposal is equivalent of a 54 percent
across-the-board increase in excise tax rates.

The amount of excise taxes

-

-paid would be included in the income !of a basiness.- and then the income tax
rate would be applied to that increased net income, increasing the amount of
taxes paid.r By denying eductfbilfty 6f excise taxes,.the true rate of,.the
exci'te taxes would be increased, exacerbating their'already distortionary
effec.ts.-on the economy.
/

Npndedqctibllity could also Increase the income tax

rate palo on net income.
Present Caw Example: Suppose a business bought a widget for $8.00 from
its supplier and under present law It was.required to pay an excise tax of
$1.00.

If it sold the widget for $10.00, its gross profit.and taxable income

would be $1.00.

At a 35 percent tax rate, the'firms income tax liability

would be 35 cents and its after-.tax profit would be 65-cents.
Senate Finance Committe E

ple:

The business would buy the widget

for $8.00 from its supplier and pay an exclee tax of $1.00 per widget.

If iX

sold the widget for $10.00, its gross profit would be $1.00, but because the
excise taq paid is no.longer deduc-tible, its taxable income would be $2.00.
At a 35 percent rate, the fims i'nuc e tax liability would be 70 cents and its
after-tax profit would be 30 cents.

In order to retain an after-tax profit of

65 cents per widget, the firm would be'requiried to sell each widget for S10.54.

-
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Ata price of-$10.54, its gross profit would be $1.54, but its taxable
income would be $2.54. 'At a 5 percent rate, the firms income tax liability
would be 89 cents.

Its gross profit of $1.54, less its tax of 89 cents,

leave an after-tax profit-of 65 cents per widget (see Chart 1).
ChartI
Current Law
Price of widget
Exc'ise tax
Gross profit (taxable income)
$1 profit-tax at 35%
Ater-tax-profIt .......
-

Price of Product

$ 8.00
$si;oo1.00

P

$ .35
$.65

SFC Proposal
Price of widget
Excise tax
Gross profit (taxable income)
-Taxable income
$2 taxable income at 35%
After-tax profitPrice of Product
Price of widget
$1 excise tax paid
Tax paid ($2.54 profit 'x .35)

$ 8.00
$ 1.00
$ 1.00
$ 2.00
$ .70
$ .30
$10.54

- TIM0
- 1.00
-

a

89

An anti-avoidance rule included iq the proposal would result-in payment
of taxes by businesses that have no tax,liability. The prQposal is unfair as
the tax increase is uneven across businesses, with unprofitable firms faced
with a 35 percent tax increase and successful firms subject to-a 54 percent

increase.

-

6eductibilfty of excise taxes and tariffs 4s c-onsiqered a legitimate
cost of doing business.

Businesses should pay income taxes ,on net income

only, not on'the cost of goods or operations.

To the extent that the exc-se..

r'

--
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Chart 2

-Compar.iso of -Overall Tax nts,,-'-

for all.Income. Classes'

After Excise Tax and Tarif.f Changes
Percent

to,r

President's Propdsal

Staff Options

-H4ouse Bill

taxes are paid out of a-company's profits, to remove deductibility results In
payme t of an income tax on an excise tax --. a tax on 4%tax. Excise taxes are
doing business. Ifthere were
no difhrent than o*0er taxes paid as a cost ~qf
any economic Justification for repeal of ded uctibility, there would be no less

justification for repealing deductibility of any costs of doing busihss.

m
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~
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The Pres,dent's pOroposal ailowed"f or. an overall tax cut for all income
classes of 8.8 percent, and the House bill contains a'reduction of 8.2
perc nt.

The deSeve Economic Associates analysis .6fthe excise and tariff

pr-ovw
sons shows that the excise tax and tariff increases wo~ld offset 45
perc nt of all individual income tax reductions In 1988.1

Chart 2 shows

th'at
the excise tax and tariff provisions in the Senate Finance Committee
proposal reduce the tax cut to only 4-.2
percent.Business As Tax Collector
Businesses pay their excie taxes to the government prior to rec.upin______
that-cost by passing the tax through to consumers in price increases.
t
causes an additional hardship for business, which has been partially remedied'
by.the deductibility of these excise taxes.

These taxes are in no way income

to the business, as they pass, the tax right on to the government.

To.remove

deductibility bnd place a tax on a tax penalizes businesses foi being the
government's tax collector.
Poor Tax Policy
Excise taxes and tariffs are selective 'taxes; they are placed on
specific products and services.

The use of selective-excise taxes distorts,

the invesbnqnt'decisions, made in the economy by making certain investments
-more expensive.

relative to other inVestients'and changing the'retationship of

goods and services to each other based on market evalu)iOns.

This willlcause

An Analy s~s of the Federal Excise-Tax and Tariff Proposals In the Senate
Finance C=;imttee Markup," deSeve Economics, April 1986, p.10.

.o.
.

,
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businesses to make less-thao-optlmal investments, resulting in lower
productivity,. a less efficteAt use of resources, and reduced economic growth
"

and job.creation.

Using the tax code to skew'investment decisions away from the most
efficient use-of resource's, resulting in reduced economic growth, is
considered by nipst to be poor tax~policy. EvenAlexander Hamilton, arguing in
The FederallitaPipers some 200 years ago, said that if the federal government
,jas restricted to one particular object of taxation (such as duties on
imports), that the tax levied would be disproportionately excessive.upon those
objects.

He perceived that this would result in the oppression gf specific

branches of industry and an unequal distribution of the taxes.

Accordtpgto

Hamilton, excise taxes o.-specific products would "sometimes force industry
out of its more natural channels into others in which it flows with less
advantage.'2
which are imposed
The use of selective excise taxes,
o arbitrarily on
\
various items at the whim of politicians,

-

does'nothing to promote fairness in

the tax code and certainly moves away from the politicians' often-stated goal
.

-of a "level playing field."
-

Tax Incidence

Increases in excise taxes are primarily passed on to the consumer'as
price increases. As the price of a product increases due to an excise tax
-increase, the quantity demanded of the product de:llnes by a certain amount.

2 Hamilton, Madison, and Jay,-The Federalist Papers, No. 35 (New Yolk:
r
American Library), p. 212.
-r:

New

8,58

-
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The revenue effects-from these exciseotax increases will prove less
than what the Treasury might estimate.

Studies consistently have shown that

increases in tax ra tes us ually result in less revenue raised because of
reduced investment, changes in Investment patterns, or Increased sheltering of
investment.
.

Experience has shown that the percentage change in revenue gained

from an Increase in tax rates will be less than the percentage Increase in the
rates. An Increase in'selective excise taxes will skew demand toward any
available untaxed substitutes, reducing-the amount of revenue generated from
the imposition of the taxes.

Government estimates on revenue amounts from

such tax increases usually fail to take this change of behavior into account..
International Trade Aspects
The Chamber is concerned that,the proposed nondeductibility of tariffs
would run counter to a U.S. Tokyo GATT round commitment to reduce tariffs over
seven years.

The Senate Finance Comuitttee proposal would increase the level

of effective tariff protection-by. 54 percent (based on a 35

tax rate) at a

'time when the U.S. is actively promoting a new round of multilateral trade
negotiations.

Moreover, the effective tariff increases resulting from the

proposed legislation lend justification to retaliatory measures by our trading
partners.

. I
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THE CHARGE TO AD VALQREM TAXATiON
The Senate Finance- Committee proposal to tax on the basis of increases

in prices (ad valorem) rather than on the quantity of the products sold (ad
rem) would result in Increases in these taxes as'their prices rise.
Currently, as the prices bf these taxed items increase, the negative effects
decrease.

This serves to reduce the distortionary effec-aWcaised by selective.:

excise taxes.

If the change to ad valorem taxation is allowed, this advantage

would. be lost.
-

The transition to

valorem. taxation from ad rem taxation will1have an

alditional-negativeieffect/n business

As the costs of production rises and

business must raise its prices, its tax 1-lability will also rise. This will
lock business into a vicious circle of price increases and tax increases,
reducing economic growth and productivity.
CONCLUSION
The combined effects of these excise and tariff provisions would be to
offset almost half orf e income -tax reduction promised in the 'current reform
proposal.

Accordin

toA-he deSeve, Economics study; those in the highest

'acket would lose 6 percentli' their reduction, and those in the lowest
bracket would lose more than 60 percent.

The 77 percent-income tax reduction

granted to those in the lowest bracket- would be reduced to 13 percent when the
excise tax provisions' effects are factored itto tax liability.3

3 "An Analysis of the Fedetal Excise Tax'ad'Tariff Proposals in the Senate
Finance Committee Markup," deSeve Economics, April 1986, p. 12.
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,Chart 3
Tax Reductions by Incoe. Class Under
Finance CQmuttee Staff Proposal
Income Class.
(SA DOl'sof
1986 Dollars)

0

10

Tax Reductions As Percent of
Tax Liability: 1988"
"
Combined Effecrof Income,
Excise 6 Tariff Changes

I

Income Tax
Only.

-12.9%s

-77.2%

10 -20

-

-23.0

•

-11.1

20 - 30

-9.7

4.3

30-0

- 8.1

-2.8

50- 100

- 5.7

- 2.3

100 - 200

- 4.2

-2.8

200

- 5.9

- 5.5

- 8.4%

- 4.2t

Average All Classes

It is inconclusive whether an increase In

xcise taxes falls primarily

dn business, labor, o" the consumer, or some por ian of allf
the factors of
production.

-

Although the init-effect pf, thet x may be different for each,

the end result will be lower economic growth for ihe economy as a whole.
The effect of these excise tax provisions would be to distort further
any move toward an economically neutral envfromen , w(ctk should be'a goal of
tax, reform, and redistribute the tax liability a ng'industHe

There has

t

been much talk about a "level playing field dun g the debate over tax
reform, but increasing selective excise taxes and denying deductibility is a
move in the opposite direction.

--

I.,

o
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,
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The Center for the Study of Am rican Rus- ne-,

ff-tU speedal analysis

oi the Senate Finance-staff options,. reported that the excise tax andtariff
Z provisions of the .options would provide an inflationary impetus to the
econoiy.4 When the excise taxes increase and deductib ilty Is repealed in
1987,,the staff option would raise the inflation rate 0.3 pe

-"

entage points

over-current law.
The Chamber urges the Senate Finance Committee to discard the excise tax
and tariff provisidns of -the committee proposal, as harmful t? the economy and
continues to encourage the development of a tai.reform proposal that is
pro-ecoomic--growth and. jot?'creation.

*

/-

I

/

. . ...

-I
'4 "The Senate Finance Committee Staff Option for Tax Reform: A
Macroeconomic Analysis," Center for the Study of American Business, Mrch 25,
1986, p. 14.
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WASHINGTON,
293-922 AREA CODE 202

WINE AND SPIRITS WHOLESALERS OF AMEN"CA INC.

STATEMENT
of.

Douglas W.. Metz
Executive Vice President and General Counsel
Wine and Spirits Wholesalers of America
presented to the
-Committee

on Finance, U.S. Senate
April 21,

1986

Mr. Chairman and Members of the P.inance-COmmittese:
The Wine and Spirits Wholesalers of America strongly opposes
proposals in the draft tax reform package-that would (1) deny the
deductibility of excise taxes as a business expense for
determining federal income tax liability; (2) Increase the federal
e;ctse tax 6h vine; and (3) Index the federal, ecise taxes on
alcohol beverages (and other items) to the ftitire prices of these
products.
Our Assooiat'ion represents nearly- 8.00 distributors in 44
states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rioo and the Virgin
Islands; Our members account for almost 90 percent of the wines
and spirits sold to the retail trade in states where such products
can be sold by private enterprise under license.'t As importers of
these beverages, ve pay nearly $500' million in-excise taxes and
duties.

--

Enactment of any one, or combination, of the three excise tax
proposals would have devastating economic consequences. for our
members whose.after tax profit margins have declined from 1.66
percent in 1982 to 1.24 percent in 1984.
Further erosion'of
margins are proj ected in the faceof continuing Sales declines,
exacerbated by the 19 percent increase In the federal excise tax
on distilled spirits on October 1, of last year.

863
I can qtate unequivocably, based on extensive consultations
with individual members of our association, that-the costs
entailed by enactment of any of the excise tax proposals would' be
treated by the whoresale industry as an additional business
expense -and, would trigger immediate price increases to the
retailer.
Our suppliers, who pay the. federal excise tax on
domestically produced products, have indicated that any direct or
ind4rect-costs occasiohed by these proposals would be reflected in
their invoiced prices to-,the wholesaler. iijo
preserve'gross profit
margins, the wholesaler would have, no rea-urse but to treat these
additional costs as acquisition, costs subject to ordinary mark-up
in his prices to his customers.
Likewise, for products that the wholesaler imports in-bond on
which he pays excise taxes and duties, his prices would be raised
t, reflect mark-ups that would: yield normal margins on the
increased costs resulAting froo enactment of any or all of the
excise tax proposals.
The-inevitability of such price increases is demonstrated by
the results of a survey sent to our members.
They were asked to
recalculate their federal income tax liability byexcluding as a
business expense excise taxes and duties paid 76h imported
products. In nearly every instance, large, medium and small firms
reported substantial loss,
even if the top corporate
rate were
.
capped at 35 percent.
We consulted economists both inside and outside the industry
to determ-rae thq probable consumer price impact of the excise tax
proposal .
They "were asked to calculate the effect in prices of
the non-deductibility proposal, and for wine, the effect of the

proepqse
pay 20-

xx increase.
The consensus is that the consumer would
-rcent more 'for a 1.5 liter of popularly priced table

wine and
jr a liter of popularly' priced distilled spirits. With
s J'T price increases of this magnitude, consumer resistance could
" 'tsdduce a fall-off in sales of as much 'as 10 percent.
Last year,
table wine sales declined 6 percent and are now entering their
third year of decline.
Distilled spirits sales dropped 2 percent
-the sixth consecutive year of declining volumes.
Since most consumers of alcohol beverages are from low and
middle income grpup's, the regressive nature of the exfci-je~tax

proposals is obvi us.

*

/*

...

1
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In closing,- I would like to comment specifically on -the
proposal to index the federal excise tax (PET) rates for alcohol
beverages, tobacco and motor fuels, to price increases for each of
these products. How this would operate has not been spelled out•
but it could have equally devastating consequences for all alcohol
beverage categories." If the authors oft this proposal had Canada
in mind, here's what happened in our neighbor to the'north.
In 1981 ,'Canada instituted an excise tax system in which, the
PET's on alcohol beverages were automatically raised to match
The
increases in the consumer price index of alcohol beverages.
adjustment was made once annually, based on average price
increases for all alcohol beverages during the previous year.
Under this averaging method, the PET on one beverage category'
could be increased even- though its consumer prices did not rise.
Also, if slppliere never took & second price increase, the'PET
would continue to-rise automatically each year since previous tax
increases aie reflected in consumer prices in later'years.
After nearly four years of an automatic spiral of tax-uponprice-upon-tax increases, the Canadian government repealed its tax
indexing system.
During the period of tax indexing in Canada, PET rates rose
65 percent; demand for distilled spirits, for example, dropped by
over 14 percent. In contrast, tax revenues increased only 38
percent; revenues from distilled spirits actuallly declined in the
last year.
If the authors of the excise tax indexing proposal intend to
use the recent Canadian system to implement Vax indexing, it
should be pointed out that the new PET rates qn alcohol beverages
in 1988 would be calculated on to, of the significant price risesrequfred in 1987 resulting from proposals to deny excise and duty
deductibility.
In summary, enactment of any-or all gf the'excise tax
proposal would (1) impose enormous economic hardship on an already
distressed industry; (2) aggravate the' tax.code's existing
discriminatory treatment 6f industries whose products are subject
to federal excise ,taxes; and (3) exacerbate the regrehsive effects
We urge the colpsittee to
of such taxes on individual taxpayers.
reject these proposals in the interests of-tax equity and economic
fairness.
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WINEGMAPE GROWERS OF AMERICA, INC.
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I I .6.

I am Monty Stamp, president of the Winegrape Growers of'
America, Inc.

Thr6ugh our state associations, we represent

97 percent of the nation's winegrape growers. We'
appreciate this opportunity tb present our viewlr concerning

the impact. of ygur Comm ttee's proposed excise tax on
wine.
words

The effect on our industry can be summed up in two
--

economic ruin.

At a time when a farm debt crisis

is grippilqg the nation, winegrape growers firA it/..
incortcelvable that the U.S..._Senate could think of passing a
tax. that f, ot 1

further depress sales of-anagr-iculturA21

product.
1
Make ho mistake

--

the U.S. winegrape growing industry

is alread' in a depression.

Last year, 106.6 million cases

of wine were shipped, down from 116.6 million in 1984.
_ Much OL t1is reduction was due'to a flood of cheap foreign
imports,

which are heavily subsidized by their governments.

the Committee proposal would effeitively raise thettax
on-vine from its current rate of $0.17 a gallon to a hefty
$0.87 a -alr),.
According to commonly acceptedd -price

/
I

-

formulas, this would decrease wine sales bV7 to0__
percent.

.-
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-This translate
-nattonally.

into a 350,000 ton drop in grape sales

The result would likely be the failure of 400

vineyards.'
To fully understand how vulnerable winegrape growers
are, you need to understand,-thettrudture of the industry.
Of the approximately 1,200 wineries in 'this country, 1,180'

are smll businesses, primarily own and operated by
families who taise their own grapes and make their own
wine.

These family-run operations are like ,small farmers
everywhere

--

they are already deeply*In debt and one bad

year could mean the difference between solvency and
foreclosure.

It costs about $6,000 an acre to establish a

v ney rd.
Unlike an industrial operation, a vineyard
-anot be put into storage, nor can the crop be simply
plowed under like corn, wheat and other agricultural
commodities.

-If

the vineyards are abandoned or lost one

year, they cannot be ressurected the next without great
financial inputs.
And I might remind this Committee that the winegrape
industry does not have $overnment subsidies or other
Federal programs t

fall back on.

Indeed, the wine

industry is an $8.2 billion concern, based on an
agricultural commodity, that does not receive any
government subsidies.

However; many vineyards are in areas

where other crops are .subsidized.

Consequently, the

._

I

-
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wir

find; him.self competing for labor, farm

gnrae qrower

suFidies,

and

land without the benefit of these subsidies.

In addition to the problems this tax will cause for
winegrape

grov'-s,

connected issues.

this panel should consider several
For one thing, winegrape growers and

small vir.trers have been responsible for the growth of a
vibrant tourist trade ir. zany rural areas, supporting bed
and boards, hotels and restaurants.

The death of these

small vineyards, and the revenue they generate, would be
catastrophic for many small businesses.
likewise, the effect on local employment would be
considerable.

The 350,000 ton drop in grape sales

mentioned above, would mean the abandonment of
aproxirately 50,000 acres of grapes, and unemployment for
scores of full and part-time farm workers from coast-tocoast.
This is

in addition to workers and manufacturers of

bottles, containers, and printing materials, as well as
those engaged in wholesaling, retailing, transportation,
advertising and other endeavors related to wine sales.
In addition to the concerns I have just outlined, I
also think that some of the Committee's assumptions
concerning this tax need to be questioned.

The Committee's

proposal claims that the tax on wine is too low compared to
that of beer.

lPowever,

47 states already have higher

excise taxes on wine than on beer.
3

If the states follow

869
the Committee's precedent, the impact on winegrape growers
would be devasting.
Also, the Committee's tax, like most excise taxes, will
come mainly out of the pocket of the poor and the middle
class.

Almost 80 percent of all wines are popularly

priced, usually under $3.50 a bottle.

The proposed tax

will not be placed on a rich man's extravangance, but
rather on a poor man's

luxury and a beverage of moderation.

lastly, the tax cannot be justified on the grounds of
public safety either.

Eighty percent of all wines are

consumed at home, mainly with meals.
In summary, we urgently appeal to the Committee to
reject the wine excise tax proposal.

It will certainly

generate some revenue, but at the expense of putting
one-third of the winegrape growing industry out of
business, most of which are small, family-run businesses
already deeply in debt.

Likewise, it could devastate many

rural communities.
When Congress wrote the Farm Act of 1985, none of the
winegrape growers petitioned for a subsidy.
ask not to be taxed out of business.
Thank you.

4

Now, we only
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BACKGROUND
Zebco is the world's largest manufacturer of fishing reels in number of units.
Located in Tulsa, Oklahoma, Zebco has been producing fishing reels since 1948
and is one of only three remaining manufacturers of fishing reels in America.
All other manufacturers have either ceased operations or transferred to sourcIng overseas. A.C. Nielson studies indicate that fishing is the nation's
second largest participant sport.

Over 60,000,000 Americans fish annually.

EXCISE TAX ON SPORTFISHING EQUIPMENT WAS NEVER
INTENDED TO BE A REVENUE PRODUCING TAX

Zebco is one of the companies which initially supported the imposition of an
excise tax on our products in 1952 and has never changed its position. The
tax, which is 10% of the amount for which a taxable item is so sold, is earmarked for the Federal Aid in Fish Restoration Program previously known as the
Dingel-Johnson or D-J Fund. Recently, the Trust Fund was expanded to include
additional sportfishing items, a portion of the motorboat fuels tax and the
import duty on sportfishing Items, pleasure boats and yachts. It is now known
as the Wallop-Breaux Fund. The excise tax is collected by the manufacturer or

importer and paid to the Treasury Department where the Fund draws interest and
at the end of a fiscal year is paid to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for

apportionment to the states and territories. States and territories match the
federal apportionment on a three-for-one basis. The self-Imposed tax was never
intended to be a revenue producing tax to support operations of the Federal
Government.
AN EXCISE TAX BOOST WILL HURT CONSUMERS
The seller of a taxable sportfishing product, rather than the buyer, is the one
who sends excise tax Trust Fund revenue to the Treasury Department. Even so,

it is the consumers who pay the tax. Should the manufacturers have to pay
income tax on the Trust Fund revenue collected, the result would be the same
as If excise taxes had been increased. Sellers will be forced to raise the
Without giving effect to a detailed
prices which they charge consumers.
computation of the tax reform proposal, it appears a price increase of between
5%and 6%would be required to maintain margin. (See the example of a company
in the sportfishing industry on Exhibit A)

-
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THE IMPACT OF THE SENATE TAX PROPOSAL
IS UNFAIR AND DISCRIMINATORY
Exhibit B reflects the impact of the tax proposal on a fishing tackle company.
Without a price Increase, the actual tax liability increases by 1101 with an
The result Is an after-tax loss. With a price
effective tax rAte of 101.61.
increase to maintain margin, the tax liability increases by 179% with an effective tax rate of 69.2%. This approach to tax reform seems designed to conceal
It is unfair and discriminatory.
what in reality amounts to a tax increase.
EXCISE TAXES ON SPORTFISHING
ITEMS ARE REGRESSIVE
If the seller would have to pay income tax on the excise tax revenues collected,
the results would be the same as if excise taxes had been increased. Any plan
which attempts to pay for income tax cuts by in effect Increasing excise taxes
does not see to be a desired method of accomplishing tax reform. Clearly, the
burden of this plan will be on low-income and middle-income taxpayers. Zebco's
most recent market study indicates that in 1985 the median household income of
the reel buyer was $25,800. This profile is supported by industry statistics
as well.
TARIFFS ON SPORTFISHING EQUIPMENT
While the same arguments made for excise tax can be made for tariffs. Zebco
supports the non-deductibility of tariffs for income tax purposes. The sportOver 901 of
fishing industry is rapidly becoming an all import industry.
apparent consumption of fishing rods in the U.S. is imported. Over 65% of the
Fishing rods are a lost
apparent consumption of fishing reels is imported.
cause. 1he three companies making fishing reels In America still have a chance.
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The non-duductibility of tariffs on fishing tackle would of course help the
domestic manufacturers to remain competitive and continue to produce on shore.
Perhaps this type of tax break for domestic manufacturers would encourage the
return to America of the products used by over 60,000,000 sport fishermen.
Please refer to Exhibit C for the history of imports of reels and rods into
this country over the last ten years.
SJMKARY
Our understanding of the proposal for comprehensive tax reform as it affects the
excise tax paid on sportfishing equipment does not seem to represent true tax
We believe true tax
reform. It is unfair, regressive and discriminatory.
reform would not favor one type of taxpayer over another, one industry over
another, nor one type of consumption over another.
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Exhibit A

IMI'A(M 01- 'ENAT!
f)N A Sfi(

Mill ION PO)

TAX PP(S'0SAI.
A!D EE!

COMPANY

IJW7 PRO 1ORMA FINANCE [l 51A VYENT HI lII. IGIIT"

Current
Arcioiuntii.

Net Siles
Cost of

$100.1)

t,)otsS .Sold

Gross Margin

20.0
5. U

Expenses

$

aArnirgs<Loss.-- $

Return criSales

Assumptions:

I)
2)
3)
.4)

5)

$110).()

69.0
$ 41.0

$ 31.o

Pre lax Earnings
income 'faxes
A/I

+ 10.0

69.0

Operat ing Expenses
Non-Opr.

Senate 1 ax P'roposal
Requir ed
Without
Ad ju;tmonts Prite Increase

6.

3. 1
3.1

+ 11.0

$

With A
Price Increase
(Mi )
$116.1
69.0

$ 47.1

20.0
15.0

20.4
15.0

6.0
6.1

$11.7
8.1

$N0. 1iv
Negat 1 ve

$3.6
3.1%

Excise tax under "Currpnt Arounting" is not included
in the finaiicial statement, but is 10% of sales ($10
Million)
Tariffs of $1 million are included in cost of goods
sold
Commission of 6% is included in operating expenses
Income taxes are federal, state, and local taxes
without any timing differences or credits to simplify
the comparison.
Lost ITC and other credits would
increase the losses vs. current accounting
A price increase of 5.5% is required to maintain return
on sales percentage.
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EXHIBIT e

IHPAcr OF SENATE TAX PRO". AL
ON A $100 MILLION COHIPANY
1981 TAX CALCIJLATIONS

Current
Accountln

(R-l )

Reported Earnings
Exclusions
- Tariffs
- Excise lax
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Price Increase
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(mtl )
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$6.1

(462/35%/35%)
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$8.1

69.2%
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